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ELYTHBOROUGH CHURCH, SUFFOLK \

By ALBERT HARTSHORNE, F.S.A.

It is no unusual thing to find in this country a vast and
desolate church hard by the grass-grown ruins of an

ancient monastic house. These are some of the scars of a

violent and bitter struggle, and they are, perhaps, more
evident in East Angiia than elsewhere because the wounds
were there struck large and very deep. It will not be to

the purpose now to go at all into that religious question,

or to attempt to treat of the causes of the remarkable

decay of commerce which gradually fell upon this once

favoured district, further than to say generally, on the one

hand, that Blythborough certainly suffered spiritually

severely enough, and that commerciall}^ on the other, it

fell with the fate, as it had risen with the fortunes, of the

ancient capital, sea-wasted Dunwich. Certain it is that

the borough on the Blytli has changed, from a once

populous centre to almost one of the waste places of the

earth—a borough where, before the Conquest, the only
" cambitor " of the district would be found, and where,

to-day, one can hardly get change for sixpence ; a solitude

nearly as complete as that of Pciestum.

Yet, in spite of its earlier splendour, it seems almost a

natural thing to find in tliis region of East Angiia, and in

the neighbourhood of an ancient capital, a church entirely

and systematically laid out in the latest Gothic style that

has been liappily named by Rickman, the " Perpendicular."

^ Read at the Monthly Meeting of the Institute, February 3rd, 1887.

VOL. XLIV (No 173) B



2 BLYTHBOROUGH CHURCH, SUFFOLK.

It is, indeed, the great style of the district. To mention

only two other examples, as we sliall have occasion to

refer to them later on, in full sight from Blythborough

is the sad ruined church of Walberswick with its noble

tower dominating the country, and, further off, the spacious

church of Southwold set back a trifle from the low cliffs,

and sheltering that famous rood-screen, its fine parcloses

and the rare Jack o the Clock.

Althougli our set purpose is with Blythborough's Per-

pendicular church it may do no harm, in the first place, to

touch lightly upon the earlier history of the spot, and,

without going any further back, Ave may start with the

universal masters—the Eomans, That the site of Bl3^th-

borough was by nature adapted for a centre of some kind

of civilization may be at once inferred from its position on

a silent highway. It may be sufficient for us now to point

out (as Dr. Raven has done in a little paper on Blyth-

borough printed in the Suffolk Transactions) as regards

the Eoman period, that two roads cross the Blyth at this

point. One leads from Aldeborough to Beccles, in a

nearly straight line ; the other, not so direct, passes from
ancient Dunwich to Bungay, and along both these lines

we have the familiar names of Street and Stone Street.

Dr. Raven has suggested that here may have been a

slightly intrenched camp occupied by a band of Stablesian

horse, part of the forces of the Count of the Saxon Shore
;

that we might imagine a light Liburnian galley in the

broad by Wall^erswick, and horsemen riding away over

the stone street for the great camp on the Yare, or

through Bungay for Caistor. It is a very likely sketch,

but not a stone or tile remains above ground at Blyth-

borough to vivify a picture of an item in the military

grasp that held tlie world. The earth has surrendered no
milestone at Blythborough, no legionary tile, no altar

dedicated, or soldier's tombstone ; only a few urns and
funeral remains have been found in the track and of the

period of the ancient civilization here which passed away
fifteen centuries ago.

From the departure of the Romans to the time of King
Edward is a long, and a distracting, and a bloody step.

Paganism and Christianity, war and uncertain peace
alternate, fitfully brightened by the ministry of such men
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as St. Sigbert, or Felix, the Burgundian, or confused and
darkened by incessant raids, harryings, and rapine.

Chief among the events tliat stirred l^lythborongh in its

early days must be mentioned the war in the middle of

the seventh century between Penda, the Pagan king of

Mercia, and Anna, Christian king of the East Angles.

The latter is said to have fallen with his son Firminius at

Blythborough, and tradition has long placed the sepulchre

of king Anna in Blythborough church. The recondite

archceology of the parish clerk in this matter, apparently

based upon the aphorism that " seeing is believing " has
appropriated a fifteenth century Purbeck monument for

the coeval tomb of the king, which spot is complacently
pointed out as the place where Anna lies ; and so the tomb
of the last of the Swillingtons, upon the same principle, has
been set back eight hundred years and becomes the grave
of Firminius. To go from fancy to fact, the bones of Anna
and his son were first interred in the Saxon church at

Blythborough and subsequently taken to Bury, and, as to

the Saxon church, not only does not one stone remain
upon another, but not one single stone exists at all, at

least not recognizable as Saxon work, in the present

church. The only memorial of the king and his son now
appears to be certain of the series of large crowned
Lombardic letters in flint and stone beneath the east

window outside. TJiis inscription has, however, never
been, as far as we know, quite clearly deciphered. From
the death of Anna to the time of the Confessor, all that is

known or may be inferred with regard to the story of
Blythborough, falls so much into the general history of
Dunwich, with its long list of Saxon prelates, that,

without going somewhat out of our track and proposed
treatment, it will not be to our purpose to follow it in

that direction, further than to notice that the place was
certainly of considerable importance in the time of King
Edward, though it had declined when the Great Eecord
was drawn up. We gather from the Conqueror's Survey
that there was a church at Blythljorough in Saxon times,

and that it possessed two carucates of land, nine villeins,

and four bordarii. That church, and any earlier one, as

has been before intimated, have totally vanished, but the

record is important to us in a way since it brings us at
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once upon our ground, for undoubtedly the present

churcli stands upon the ancient ecclesiastical site. This

church clearly owes its building to the Black Canons of

the Augustinian Priory founded here by the Abbot of St.

Osyth, in Essex, to whom Henry I had given the tythes of

Blvthborough. The date of the first building of this

priory was probaljly towards the end of the first quarter

of the twelfth century, the house being planted on ground
north-east of the church, and rising above the south bank
of the river Blytli. It is not improbable that this

particular spot was the site of a Eoman encampment,
knuckling speaks of the conventual church of St. Mary as

" a spacious cross-aisled fabric," and he is probably right

;

but this statement must be based not so much upon the

poor slight views of the remains of the priory in Grose's

Ancient lLeli(|ues, and Kirby's Suffolk Traveller, as upon
the fact that the house had early acquired considerable

revenues, as is set forth in the original charter of 1199,

rehearsed at length in a charter of confirmation of

21 Henry VI. Yet, although the number of canons was
ever small, the house was not a cell to St. Osyth's, but, as

Gardner calls it, "a daughter house." There were only

three canons and a prior in 1475, and five altogether at

the time of the suppression. The isolated fragments of

Norman work, that exist in the parish, prove the early

building, and the late pointed arches to be seen in Grose's

views show that, as usual, the w^ork of the building went
on for centuries. There are also certain evidences, in

walls of common buildings near the east end of the

churchyard, showing that iJie monastic walls extended
up hill in this direction. The melancholy ruins standing

in the field called the Abbey Piece are, to all outward
view, mere blocks of wall-core, thicklj- clothed with the

vicious, rampant, vampire ivy, the curse of antiquaries,

but beloved of owls, picnic revellers, and sketching

young ladies.

When the troubles culminated the Priory fell into the

hands of King Henry VIII, who granted it and all its

possessions to Sir Arthur Ilopton, November 12th, 1538.
Wilhin half a centur}' its records had vanished in the
usual scandalous manner ; indeed, few features are
more remarkable or more lamentable in the history
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of llie Dissolution than the rapidity with which the

docunieutaiy evidences of the suppressed houses were

alienated iVoni, or by, the new possessors, lost, burnt,

stolen, hidden, or contemptuously and i_L>-norautly allowed

to perish. Tlie number of MSS. which may be found

utilized to form the bindinu" of early printed books, shows

how o-reat the destruction was on this head alone.

The united and priceless evidences of a large part

of the common and local life of the nation were com-

prized in the records of the religious houses, and these

were supinely suffered to pass away, and this at the

moment when grammar schools were arising, and when the

printing press was well advanced in its beneficent course.

E({ually remarkable, and surely not less to be lamented, is

the destruction of the fabrics themselves. It was not

alone :

—" The swift illapse of accident disastrous " but

the wicked and violent havoc of dull fools, or bigoted

ignorance and sheer vulgar greed. Thus, for instance,

have we seen, as some of the quite minor results, such

things as alabaster angels finding a last refuge in a liogsty,

and monumental effigies of high ecclesiastics doing duty as

gate posts.

Three hundred and fifty years after the death struggle,

we, of this generation, can pace the green turf covering of

the sites of the houses of the ancient faith with the calm-

ness with which we tread upon the grave of a long dead

friend. We can hardly, nay, we cannot possibly realize

the agon}' which thousands of cultivated and generous

spirits passed through when the great tragedy came, with

its deep salutary lessons. True, indeed, is it, as was said

by the greatest critic of antiquity, that tragedy has a

purifying power because it displays noble examples of

suffering. At Blythborough affairs were certainly not

happier than elsewhere, and the historical intelligence to

be gleaned now from records is but meagre and imperfect.

As to the fabric, the walls of the Priory were pilfered from

and dragged all over the countr}^ side, and at the latter

end of the last century a f[uantit3^ of material was taken

from the then existing remains to make the adjoining

bridge, and form its approaches over the Blyth. Thus
two centuries and a half after the last Prior had mouldered

away, the fabric of the house fulfilled, in one sense, the
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obligcation determined by an Inquisition taken in 1237,

that'the Prior of Blythborough should mend Blythborougii

bridge.

We would not, if we could, trench in any sense any

further in or upon the domain over which Mr. St. John

Hope rules so well. We believe he has not seen Blyth-

borough, so we would merely say that, even to our un-

practised eye, there seem indications in the cornfield of

foundations which he so well knows how to render

elocjuent with history. We trust, therefore, that some day

he will re- write from the foundation stones some of the

story which has perished with the records.

Our " time runs posting on," but from the Priory

Church of St. Mary to the parish church of the Holy
Trinity, is but a step. Let us take it.

We see at once that here we have a structure of no

common kind, and one which the ordinary resources of

the priory could not have provided. As we walk round

the church, before going in, we become gradually more
aware of the justness of the proportion of the building, the

happy combinations of light and shadow, wall and window
space—perhaps an extreme critic might think there is too

much of the latter—the elegance of the open parapet of

the south aisle and porch, and the striking array of

traceried windows.
With regard to the material church outside, the walls

are formed, as at Walberswick, and Dunwich, of shore

pebbles combined with very hard mortar, with an outer

surface or skin of irregular split flints of various sizes,

with here and there the important addition of a long stone

set in endways after the Eoman manner, tying the shell to

the core. The joints average a width of half-an-inch, and
are stuck full, especiall}^ in the clerestory walls, of clean

sharp flint chips, which have successfully baffled the tooth

of time. The flat pilasters above and the buttresses below
are set with sc[uared flints, closely jointed. Thus internally

the integrity of the wall is completely maintained by the

flrinness of the mortar, while externahy the flint facing is,

under its local conditions, practicably imperishalfle. The
relieving arches of the windows are formed of alternate

voussoirs of flints, and bricks 8fin. long and 2in. thick,

and the tracery, &c,, throughout is of line limestone. We
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have particularized the material of the fabric because it is

important to recognize on every opportunity, and, con-

sidering the expensive notions of builders now-a-days, how
constantly and how successfully the mediieval architects

were satisfied to adapt themselves, and, to a certain

extent, the character of their style, to the materials which
lay ready to their hand in setting up the main fabric of

their churches. In its first freshness Blythborough church
must have presented a dry and harsh appearance. Since

then nature has touched it with the softeninof tints and
mysterious growth of that wonderful parasite lichen. The
joints have taken a flat and thin covering of grey, paJe

yellow, and brown, the stone has acquired a grey covering,

the flint almost refuses to be hidden, while, here and there,

in places where the moisture would hang longest, are blots

of bright Naples yellow, giving a rich and varied appear-
ance to the whole.

Entering the church under one of the buttresses flying

with a half-arch over the north door, its admirable pro-

portions become more apparent, and it is impossible to

believe that chance had any hand in the design. Here
must have been a principle carefully worked out. We
know, of course, that Gothic architects, like designers of

ail periods, worked upon principles, but it would be a bold
thing to say that one rule may be applied to the whole
course of Gothic. Each style seems to have had its

requirements, and the character of the proportion so

admirable in the Norman tower at Tewkesbury would
certainly be most disastrous in the different style of the

central tower at Salisbury. Again, who would venture to

improve the former by adding a cubit, raze the parapets
of Gloucester, or tamper with the proportions of the
western towers of Westminster ? Why is the stumpy
Norman tower of Stewkeley satisfactory to the eye, and
the modern tower and church of St. Paul's, 13urton,

bewildering and distressing in its proportions ? What
makes the interior of Westminster Aljbey a perfect har-

mony or the exterior of the New Law Courts, a hopeless
confusion of—shall we say—melodies ? or discords ? It

cannot be always a mere question of eye, because men's eyes

may be taken to be as capable now as tliey were in the

Middle Ages ; we are therefore driven to the conclusion
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that ill our modern buildings we have not yet sufficiently

unravelled Gothic in its really most important quality,

however much we may have copied it, or burlesqued it

;

and it would further appear that until the subject of pro-

portion becomes more generally considered in the modern
architectural curriculum, we sliall continue to sufi'er many
a pang when moving about the countr3^ Indeed the

question of proportion is one of the most difficult and
obscure problems into which the human mind can enter.

It is, however, now, a question which is incidental, rather

than essential to the matter in hand.

As regards the ground plan of Blythl^orough, it consists

of a continuous nave of eight bays, of which the two last

to the east, together with a deep walled sacrarium, of the

length of two more bays, form the chancel. This continu-

ous church is flanked north and south b}' aisles running-

straight through to the sacrarium walls, the chancel and
chancel-aisles being divided from the church by lofty

screens running north and south, straight across, and one
bay eastward enclosing the choir ; a vaulted porch with a
room over at the west end of the south aisle, and a tower
of singular plainness at the west end of the nave completes
the plan, which, whatever ancient site it may occupy, has
been in no way hampered by any remains of an earlier

building. Thus the whole thing being of one period it

may be imagined that it is somewhat devoid of the long-

human interest of churches which have gradually grown
from small beginnings ; but we shall endeavour to show
that, even in its fallen state, Blythborough church gives

ample evidences that what it loses in this regard is fully

compensated for in other ways, and that in its ancient
Perpendicular integrity, thanks to the skill of the
Canons, and the gifts or bequests of the Greyses, lioptons,

Swillingtons and others, it must once have been a kind of
epitome of fifteenth century ecclesiastical art in most of
its branches.

There are many l^equests in ancient wills to the
building of the church. A few will suffice to fix the
date. John Greyse left twenty marks towards the re-

building of the chancel in 1442; John Aleyn in 1462
gave forty shiUings for glazing a window in the chancel

;

other bequests were made to it in 1453 and 1454, and
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some as late as 1473. In 1442 John Greyse gave money
for lead for the bell tower, and Henry Tool gave a great

bell in 1470. No doubt the chancel, the ecdesia proper,

was first built, then the nave, and lastlv the tower, when
money fell short, tlie whole work being carried out

between 1440 and 1475. In 1452 John Hopton founded

a Chantry in honour of St. Margaret the Virgin.

Now, there is nothing unusual in the plan, and a casual

observer set suddenly down in the church would imme-
diately perceive that he was in a late Perpendicular build-

ing ; the continuous nave and chancel arcades alone,

irrespective of any details, would at once tell him so

much, and he would l^e a dull observer indeed if he did

not also immediately recognize that he was in East

Anglia and not in West Saxony, and far away from the

land of the pestilent Flamboyant.' Carrying the eye up-

wards, it is arrested at the height of thirteen feet six inches

by the long line of moulded capitals supporting the arcades,

with slightly varied details in the chancel; past the

l:»rilliant clerestory of thirty-six two-light traceried win-

dows, it rests upon the roof running in an unbroken
length from tower to east wall, and still rich with angels

and painting, and teeming with the heraldry of many an

ancient house. The east window is modern, and those

north and south in the sacrarium are both built up ; from

the remaing tracery it is evident that they follow the rest.

That on the north side shows a plain tracery head of

two lights, the south window being, as is often the case,

for certain ritual requirements, a much larger window
with the remains of tracery showing that it was a fine

production, with two stories of tracery, similar to those

now remainino' in the north and south chancel aisles.

The tracery in these windows is a little earlier in character

than the others in the nave aisles, which latter are filled

with Perpendicular tracery of the usual kind with con-

^ It may be convenient to recall the window in each bay ; Ea^jt Anglia : two
general differences between the Perpen- small windows in the same position,

dicular of these two districts—the land Capitals.—West Saxony : Square abaci

;

of stune and the land of flint. For West East Anglia : Hexagonal or octagonal

Saxony Martock church is the type, and abaci. For more detailed comparison, see

for East Anglia the church of Brightling- Mr. Freeman's " Remarks on Brightling-

fea is an excellent example. sea Church," Journal, V, xxxiii, p. 425,

TT7rtrfo(w.— West Saxony: One large and on " Marti .ck Church," Journal,

xxxvi, p. 408.
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structing transoms. The whole of these aisle windows
occupy the greater part of the space between the buttresses,

and, though perhaps a trifle coarse, they are admirable

frameworks for the painted glass, which they formerly

contained.

It will be remembered that Professor Willis showed
long ago, in one of his lucid lectures on the spot, namely
at Gloucester cathedral, that there is the cradle of Perpen-

dicular. Many of his audience were then sceptical, but

he carried those most capable of appreciating his genius

with him, as he took them unerringly step by step to his

ponit.

Once only in a generation arises a Professor and Master

such as he was. Perhaps some day another equally gifted

will again start from Gloucester ; will track this great and
essentially English style in all its rapid movements ; will

map out its ramifications and local peculiarities ; and
show how its wonderful carpentry and vaulting grew.

Then may we hope to have a clear insight into the course

of Perpendicular, follow its progress alike through West
Saxony and East Anglia, see its tenacity and late lingering

at the Universities (particularly in the Bodleian and
Clare College), and finally its death in an Elizabethan

house, choked by an alien Eenaissance.

It is hardly fair to say that the advancing requirements

of painted glass, originated Perpendicular architecture,

but, certainly painted glass influenced and, perhaps,

sometimes determined the tracery. Much of the latter is

a harsh and unmeaning skeleton, divested of its proper

fitting, but what more beautiful artistic thing than the

genuine tracery with its genuine glass !

There must have been a glorious array of glass at

Blythborough in its prime, if we are to judge from the

quality of what remains, and the accounts that have come
down to us. That uncompromising iconoclast, William

Dowsing, broke down two hundred and twenty supersti-

tious pictures, but the heads of several of the aisle

windows still remain.

As to the rest of the <?lazino' the clerestories have been
newly filled with clear glass, and the aisle windows, with

the above-mentioned exceptions, completed, filled with thick

glass of a ghastly yellow hue—the very worst of all substi-
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tutes for painted glass, and to wliicli the astounding name
of " Cathedral Glass " is given. What cathedral is answer-

able for this sickly abomination, or why " cathedral " at

all, we need not stay to enquire. But if we cannot have
the real thing, we are tempted to ask on what principle

the sight of waving trees, harmless happy birds flit-

ting by, or the blue distance of hanging woods beyond
the marsh, are shut out from us here, as not conducive to

a proper frame of mind, while at our elbows in the old

nave benches are such things as the grotesque figure of a

stout friar, a man " whose feet they hurt in the stocks,"

or the laughable presentment of a sluggard in bed ? ]3y

all means let us preserve these things, as well as the

clumsy wooden saints in the stall frontlets, but let them
be tempered, where possible, by the sunshine of nature.

As regards the roof, it runs, as we have said, in an un-

broken length from the tower to the east wall, and
consists of nine complete bays with an extra half bay at

the east end. Each bay is comprised within principal

rafters, resting with a low pitch upon short curved
struts, and divided by ten plain rafters, laid flatwise

;

there is a moulded ridge-beam and longitudinal purlins.

Now, this is a construction of the commonest and
plainest Perpendicular kind, and the carpenter having
done his work, the painter was called in to decorate and
emphasize it. The artist accordingly arranged the follow-

ing scheme. He painted the whole of the timbers pure
white. He then painted the boarding between the rafters

in alternate sets of three, namely in red, grey, and white.

The principal timbers were now decorated with red,

purple, and green zigzags, and waves, alternating with
the white ground. The riafters were ornamented, alter-

nately, in the upper and lower compartments of the

bays with bright red t|}c's, having red floriations with
green leaves, and with green heart-shaped flowers with
red floriations, each flower containing the red letter ^*.

At the junction of the ridge with the beams is an
elaborate circular boss flanked east and west by angels

with brilliant outspread wings, holding shields of arms,

and wearing golden coronets.

The red ground of the boarded space l^etween the

rafters is alternately spangled, in the three ba}s, with
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large grey and white stars—namely, grey upon red, white

upon grey, and grey upon white. Other shields of arms
are fixed at the junction of the purlins with the principal

timbers, and so the general scheme is completed. It is

quite impossible in words to give a comprehensive idea of

this intricate and subtle decoration.'

From the careful examination wiiich Mr. Fox had
made of the roof, it appears that the main decorations are

stencilled, but not with rigid accuracy, and that the

floriations are painted with a free hand.

Standing in the north-east corner of the north aisle, and
looking south-west, through the arcades, when the sun is

streamino- in, and castinsf the lono; slantino- shadows of the

lead lattices down the sloping sills of the clerestory, is a

scene of great brightness. Glimpses are caught of the

now subdued painting of the once brilliant roof, and the

eye lights upon the figures of the angels with their gorgeous
wings. They are shown in white or ermine tippets, and
are covered with a series of large rainbow-tinted feather-

hig, to the knees where the bodies stop with much
propriety against the great grey and crimson cloud-like

bosses. The faces are very good, and the treatment of

the yellow hair, in broad curling clusters, confined round
the temples by plain golden coronets, each with a cross

over the brow, is most successful. The whole indicates

that if we had not in East Anglia in the fifteenth century,

men who could paint such heavenly roofs and angels as

Gaudenzio, at least we may be sure that, if the violent end
of religious art had not come when, and as it did in

England, we were then well on the road to the formation

of an Enoiish School that mioiit have attracted Italian

artists to this country as we now go to Italy.

But it was not to be, and •' murder was committed with

the sword of justice."

With regard to the woodwork, the stalls of the Chantry,

founded by John Ilopton, in 1452, have been much
tampered with, and what remains of them has been
removed into the chancel. They exhibit in the frontlets

a series of clumsy wooden figures of the Apostles, distin-

' Thruuf^li tliu kindness of Mr. G. E. (lr;uvin<(.s of Blytliborough roof, which,
i''ox, Ml-. Hartcjhorue was enabled to lay from their uiiuute accuracy, showed all

before the meeting some of his beautiful that could possibly be desired.
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guished by their emblems. There are also two (juartered

coats of Hopton.
The rood screen ha^ been, of course, deprived of its

loft, and sawn off four feet six inches from the floor. The

parcloses have been whitewashed, and " the very base-

string of humility has been sounded."

In the nave are many of the original benches, with

short ends, after the manner of the Eastern counties. The

heads are carved with subjects, not altogether conducive

to reverence, and perhaps the four seasons are also in-

tended. The lectern is a well-known example. There is

also a panelled reliquary, now an alms box.

There are eighteen indents of brasses. Among them

two of priests, eight of ladies, and eight of civilians ; all these

are on the floor of the church. There is a military indent

on the tomb of John Hopton, and one on that of the last

of the Swillingtons. There is also a tomb of a priest in

white stones in the form of a cross, and incised with a mullet-

footed chalice. The floors are now paved with such a

curious assortment of ugliness that it is not easy to eliminate

any part of the ancient floor. But it does appear that

the first floor was composed of glazed black, yellow,

and dark-green tiles.

Among a chaos of coal, coke, broken wood, decayed old

hymn books, and hassocks in the tower, is preserved a

most rare relic, a wooden Jack o' the Clock. This dates

from about 1470, and may be compared with another,

with which the common enemy has dealt more gently at

Southwold.

In the tower is also housed another curious object.

This is a great hook, fixed on a pole, with a ring at

the other end. This was for use in the case of fire.

The old houses in this part of the world were made
of wood and plaster, and the practice was to arrest the

progress of the flames by making gaps. The burning

houses were accordingly attacked with this implement,

and. horses being harnessed to the other end, clear spaces

were speedily opened. A destructive fire happened at

Blythborough in 1678, and perhaps this hook was made
at that time on the usual principle of locking the door

when the horse was gone.

Such was the wise procedure at Manchester in 1615,
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when, after a grievous fire liad befallen the town the

inhabitants were taxed by local officials, called *' myse-

layers," for the purchase of "six ladders, xxiiij buckets,

four ropes, and four hookes for the common good of the

inhabitants."^ Objects like these should be specially

noticed because they are usually the first to vanish

under the improving hand of the restorer.

Perhaps an apology is necessary for occupying so much
time on this occasion, but the fact is that in speaking of a

place like this, where so many subjects require treatment,

the difficulty is to decide what to deal with and what to

leave out. The heraldry alone, a subject which, like

ancient coins, is almost concentrated history, we have
been, for the present, at least, forced to abandon entirely.

But no one with any reverence for antiquity can quit

such a place as Blythborough without pondering upon the

strange vicissitude of things, as shown in the fallen state

of this once important centre. And we revolve these

thoughts in our mind as we wend our way back to

Soutliwold along the course of the Blytli ; the feelings may
be chastened but the eye is refreshed by glimpses of the

shining river still stealing on as of yore, quiet and un-

changed, " its surface burnished into gold by the hot

afternoon sun, and rippled only by the Isiiss of the stooping

swallow, or the light track of the passing waterfly."

* See notice of the Court Leet Record-s j'ear ir)5'2 to the year 1686," by J. P.
of the Manor of Manche.ster from the Eurwaker.



ox THE AGE OF THE CITY WALLS OF CHESTERi.

By GEORGE W. SHRUBSOLE, F.G.S.

Pennant, who was intimately acquainted with Chester,

says of it, that the form of the city evinces its Eoman
orighi, but that no part of the old walls exists. The latter

part of this passage, written over a century ago, has of late

years evoked considerable difference of opinion.

Fifty years ago a zeal was shewn in Chester for the

preservation of its local antiquities, of which we cannot

speak too highly. Then, for the first time in our local

history, we find the claim advanced that a large part of

the north wall, on the east side of the Northgate, is

Roman work in situ. Since then it has figured as such in

standard works, and is so marked on the Ordnance map.
This opinion received a certain amount of sanction in the

Report of the Proceedings of the British Archseological

Association for the year 1850. That report gives, in a

Paper by Mr. Eoach Smith, a " hitherto unpublished
"

sketch of a portion of " the Koman wall of Chester," and
further goes on to explain, that the silence of topo-

graphical writers shews, " that if Eoman work had been
suspected in the Chester City Walls, it had never before

been verified'." An opinion much to the same effect was
expressed at the Congress of the Archaeological Institute

at Chester in 1857.

The point in question is an interesting one, and one
that the last quarter of a century has given greater facili-

ties for rightly judging than any previous period. During
that interval large sections of the wall have been laid open
for necessary repair. Besides this, many excavations

^ Read in the Architectural Section, at " Journal British Archaeological Asso-
the Chester Meeting, August 13th, 18bt5. ciation, vol. 5, pp. 212—214,
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have been purposely made at the base of the wall, at the

more interesting points, to ascertain its peculiarities and

character. T)i,e following notes are based upon observa-

tions of the structure of the wall extending over a quarter

of a century.

In dealing with the age of the walls, it is my intention

to limit my remarks to the one period involved in the

question raised by Pennant. Does any part of the Eoman
wall still exist in the present walls of Chester ? It were

profitless, as it is well nigh impossible, to judge by mere

appearance of the age of a structure on the whole, so

destitute of distinctive architectural features, which has

had to be repaired or remodelled every century or two.

Among much that is uncertain, one period we know
stands prominently forward for distinctis^e recognition in

the use of stone, tiles, and mortar in its constructive

works, which enables us to distinguish it from all others.

I allude to the period of the Roman occupation of Britain.

The position that I take up on this question is opposed

to the modern view, believing that, however pardonable

may be the claim for the Eoman age of any part of the

city walls, it is one not borne out by anything to be seen

there at the present time.

It is an element not without value in this case, that the

older writers on the subject, as Camden, Pennant, Ormerod,

Lysons, and Hanshall make no such claim for the walls.

We may extend our remarks to still older authorities, with

the like result. It cannot be said that their facilities for

judging the age of the walls were less than our own. The
opinions held by these writers may be summarized in the

words of Ormerod :
—" The walls of Chester foUow the out-

line of the Roman work, and probably stand on the Roman
foundation."

Again, on the general subject, it may be said that

historical evidence is against the probabihty of any

portion of the Roman wall being extant. What are the

facts bearing on the case ? They are to the eflect that

after the departure of the Romans, Britons, Danes, and

Saxons each, in turn, assailed the walls, and helped in

their demolition, leaving them for Ethelfleda to rebuild,

and, it is said, enlarge. Again, we find in Norman times

an imperative order was issued for the rebuilding of the
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walls, to be followed by a fine for non-appearance on the

part of holders of land. For their history during the next

500 years the Patent Kolls give us an insight into the state

of dilapidation, into which they had fallen from natural

decay and intestinal strife. Subsequently, in the Civil War,

the walls suffered severely ; serious breaches having been

made on three faces of the wall. In this condition they

remained for long enough, until, as the inscription on
" Pemberton's Parlour " tells us, " in the eighth year of

the reign of Queen Anne, divers wide breaches in these

Myalls were rebuilt, and other decays therein were repaired,

2,000 yards of the pavement were new flagged or paved,

and the whole repaired, regulated, and adorned, at the

expense of £1,000 and upwards." From this time a

trifling toll on Irish linens, imported into Chester, provided

a fund sufficiently ample for a time, to keep the walls in

good repair.

Under any circumstances, it is impossible to believe that

a perishable stone, of the nature of our sandstone, should

have held together as a structure for sixteen hundred

years. It is not even credible, that two hundred or three

hundred yards of it should have remained intact.

It is far more probable and consonant with observation,

that there may have been, not one, but four walls, in the

space of time over which its existence has been spread

These thoughts by the way. We now proceed to

examine those parts of the wall, for which a Eoman origin

is set up. First of all we take the large stones on the out-

side of the wall, near Black Friars, midway along the

Eoodeye.

Here we find a group of massive stones at the base

of a sloping bank of clay, some forty feet in height.

Eecent excavations alongside have shewn that they form

no part of a wall properly so called ; they are certainly

not Roman, since they exist only as a single row of stones,

evidently placed there to assist in holding up the clay

bank, on the top of which is the modern wall. Railway

embankments are secured in like manner. One fact alone

disposes of its claim for a Roman origin. The base of the

stones rests upon a quicksand, which is the bed of the old

river. To have neglected the solid ground above, and to

have built the wall of the castrum on (juicksands, in a

VOL. XLIV D
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hole fifty feet below the level, is a mode of proceeding I

cannot imagine any military engineer capable of, least of

all a Eoman engineer. The purpose of the stones being

placed there is clear enough. They are the " footings " of

a wall, and nothing more.

We next examine the reputed Eoman work at the

Kaleyards. There we have a broken course of large

stones, on the outside of the present wall. To ascertain

the purpose of these stones, an excavation was carried

down to the base of the principal group. It was then

found to be a single course of stone, six or seven feet in

depth, having an Edwardian plinth, and strongly inclined

outwards. It had evidently at one time been part of a

wall, of which these stones formed the outer course. Its

history would appear to be somewhat as follows :—Some
few centuries ago, the city wall stood on the spot now
occupied by these stones : the foundation of clay proved

treacherous, aided by the loose ground of the fosse in

front, and the outward thrust of the ground of the

churchyard. Together these causes proved too much for

the stability of the wall ; it was pushed outwards to such

an extent as to be useless—it was dismantled—but the

base of it was wisely left in the place where it was found,

and the new wall built inside of the old one, on its

present site.

We come now to examine the Eoman work par excel-

lence of some local authorities. It will be seen on the east

side of the Northgate, between it and King Charles'

Tower.
Looking over the wall at this point we see a bold pre-

cipitous front of sixty feet—twenty feet of wall, and forty

feet of rock, cut to form the canal. Owing to the precipi-

tous character of this scarped rock face, on which the wall

rests, no examination of it has been possible, since the canal

was made in 1778. Two years since, a scaffolding was reared

in front of it, for necessary repairs. After some rubbish had
been cleared away at the base, there was exposed the base of

a plinth, which is Edwardian if it is anything. This

opportunity was taken advantage of to thoroughly

examine into the construction of the wall. Owing to

certain clearances, we now see the wall under excep-

tionally favourable aspects. Some features are now
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'. exposed for tlie first time. We select that part of the

wall adjoining the Northgate for our examination, as being

the more characteristic. Looked at as a wliole

from the base to the top, it must be confessed that, for

genuine Eoman work, it presents several anomalies, if not

unique features. We are supposed to be looking at a

wall which, from its plinth to the cornice, is believed to

have been part of the wall of the castrum which encircled

Deva on this side. To begin, the base has a very English-

like look about it. Then the irregular size of the stones,

large and small intermixed, has not the characteristic

appearance of Eoman work. The whole is crowned by a

cornice, an unparalleled example, so far as the walls of

Eoman castra in England are concerned, and more nearly

allied to the debased classic cornices to be seen in the

front of some of the gabled houses in Bridge Street, of

Jacobean age, than anything Eoman\ We miss here, too,

from the wall the well-known bonding tiles, and the

characteristic mortar.

In reference to bonding tiles, I have to say that either

whole or fragmentary they are of common occurrence in

Chester. In some instances they are so abundant as to

give rise to the idea, that there has been a manufactory on
the spot. A few years ago, near the Watergate, a wall was
found built up entirely of these bricks, or tiles. Also, I may
observe that a stratum of six or eight feet of brick earth is

found everywhere about here to overlie the sandstone rock.

As to the practice of the Eomans to use tiles in the

construction of the walls of their castra hereabouts, I need
only refer to the tiles with the legionary stamp found at

Mancunium (Manchester), and the instance of Caergwrle, a

fortified outpost eight miles from Chester, where we find

thin slabs of slate used as a substitute. We find tiles

freely used in the " Old wall " of Uriconium, and indeed

at every station around Chester.

Here I may remark that where, as in the case of the
" Great Wall," constructed without the usual courses of

bonding tiles, by way of compensation, the stones were
placed with their longer axis to the interior, so that as Dr.

Bruce remarks, " Owing to the extent to which the stones

^ Mr. Roach Smith does instance the Roman work, but then the site of it u
occurrence of a cornice in connection with in Egypt.
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are set into the wiill, the necessity of boiKlii^u' tiles

—

so characteristic of Eoman masonry in the Sonth of

England— is altogether snperseded'." Walls constructed

after this fashion are unknown in Chester. Whereas walls

with Ijondinii tiles have been found, leading to the conclu-

sion that the construction of the walls of the Devan
castruni was no exception to the ordinary' course of

building.

As to the absence of mortar in the wall, this is scarcely

in harmony with admitted Eoman work in the City. To
judge Ijy what we find elsewhere, the llomans were
})r()digal in the use of mortar. The fact of not finding it

either between the stones or in the core of the wall, is

almost of itself conclusive. Fragments of red sandstone

cemented too'ether bvlime, and forminif a concrete mass,

are not uncommon in the filling in of the wall, and, in

some cases, form part of the outside. In each case they

are old materials used up again.

It may be thought that these points are not altogether

conclusive, as to the age of the wall. Accordingly we will

extend our investigation to the nature of the wall on
the inner face. To examine this, in 1884, a number of

openings were made in the Deans' Field, in the rear of the

north wall, and the excavation carried down to the rock.

The result may be stated as follows :— The outer face of the

wall at this point is 19 feet in depth, while on the inside

it is only carried down to 11 feet. The outer course of

stones, for a depth of eight feet, proved to be only a single

row, backed up by earth containing modern debris, and
notably tobacco pipes and glazed pottery. The foundation

of the wall on the inside was merely loose fragments

of stone, resting on the ground, at the depth of two feet.

A wall thus constructed, with a singular absence of every-

thing Eoman about it, it were idle to speak of as

belonging to that age, while all its affinities bespeak its

coimection with the work of the last two or three centuries.

This wall we have been examining, I may recall, is that

figured by Mr. Eoach Smith, as an example of Eoman
work in the north wall of Chester.-

Otlier structures in the City such as " Julius Caesar's
"

' Bru -c's Hauilbook t j the li'jiuuu - Jcniriial British Archtcological Associa-

\\\\\, p. 33. tiou, Vol. 5, p. 212.
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so-called To^vel• at lliu Castle, aiul the Old Sliipgate, near

the river, have been spoken of as Koman, after very snper-

ficial examination, I think. Seein,i>- that neither of these

structures alluded to is 500 years old, they are really not in

the discussion, and may l)e dismissed fi'om our notice.

Most certainly neither of them was included within the

Devan camp, at any period of its existence.

A word here may be said as to the construction of the

older portions of the wall.

During the last twenty-hve years I have at various

times seen hundreds of yards of the present wall laid

open for necessary I'epair ; but in no instance have I seen

the faintest approach to Roman work in situ. The walls

average six feet in width, built up of an outer and inner

course of stone, the interior lilled in with loose stones and

rubbish, on the whole very similar to the rubble walls of

the cathedral, but of inferior workmanship. The founda-

tion, in every instance, has been loose stones, both large

and small, laid very irregularly, and without mortar. All

this is very different from the Roman concrete foundations

that we are familiar with in Chester. It seems highly

improbable, that the wall of the Roman castrum would be

less securely constructed at its foundation, than any other

Roman work in the city.

A most important factor in this enquiry is the number
of years that a massive wall, built of our local sandstone,

will endure when exposed to the weather.

In this stone, which exists everywhere in and about the

city, under cover of a few feet of soil, the sand grains are

very loosely compacted together, and when exposed to the

weather it soon disintegrates. Its weakness as a building

stone is well seen when examined under the microscope.

In the Memoir of the Greological Survey it is stated, " that

the inferiority of the stone for building purposes is shewn

by the condition of Chester Cathedral before restoration,

and St. John's Church Tower before its falP." Its in-

feriority as a building stone we may take as admitted.

Its period of endurance we may state to be for small blocks

from one to two centuries, and for large blocks from three

to four. Five centuries we may take to be the extreme

limit of its power, when exposed to the action of the

^ Memoirs of the Geological Survey. E.xplanation of Sheet 80, S.W.
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weather. We have no building in Chester 500 years old,

that has not been repaired. In practice I find that the

Civic authorities have recased the more exposed points

along the wall, such as the Towers, every 100 or 150

3'ears. King Charles' Tower was recased a few years ago,

after the lapse of 100 years ; or, to take the case of

another Tower, the so-called Pemberton's Parlour, the

inscription on its front tells us that it was rebuilt in 1710,

a later one tells us that it was recased as now seen in

1882—an interval of 170 years. Or, take again, the case

of the Cathedral. Its condition prior to its restoration by
Dean Howson is well remembered. Its massive outside

walls were decayed to such an extent, as to expose the

rubble interior. Pinnacles, and all ornamental work, were
gone ; the whole looking like the face of a sea-worn rock.

This description applies, be it remembered, not to the

Norman Cathedral but to one of much later date ; its

oldest portion being of the time of Henry VI. In the

interval since the erection of Anselm's building, there had
been three rebuildings, or recasings of the old struc-

ture, and the noble work of Dean Howson was reall)^ the

fourth building of its kind. This gives us virtually three

buildings in 800 years, or an average of 270 for the

duration of the structure before needing? restoration. It

was this reasoning which brought home to the mind of

Dean Howson (after giving, in his work on the river Dee,

currency to the idea of the Eoman origin of the walls)^

the conviction that the oldest part of the Northgate wall

was nearer allied to Jacobean times than any other^

Presuming that the Eomans used a local stone where-

with to construct the walls of Deva, the inferiority of the

stone being admitted, the assumption of any Roman work
on the exterior of the walls having survived to the present

day becomes inadmissible. The force of this reasoning is

fully admitted, but the facts are sought to be discounted,

by stating that the stone employed by the Eomans was
one superior in quality to the local stone, and brought
from a distance somewhere among the Cheshire hills.

For this statement there is no authority or foundation in

fact. All the evidence to hand goes to shew, that the

' The River Dec ; its aspect and ^ Cheshire' Observer, March lat, 1884.

hiatory, p. 72.
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Romans, in their several works, made free use of our local

stone, as may be seen in Handbridge, where several

hundred yards of rock surface have been excavated. On
one of the rock faces a carvino- of Minerva still survives,

to attest who were the quarriers.^ To make this point

more intelligible, I should state that Chester is geologically

situated upon the middle member of the Bunter sandstone

series, the pebble beds as they are called, from the

presence of quartz or liver-coloured pebbles in the mass.

When the examination of the Northgate wall was made
by the aid of the scaffolding of which I spoke, the face of

the stonework was found studded with these pebbles,

which are characteristic of our local beds. Some of these

pebbles were removed, and brought away for examination.

One of them so brought away by Mr. Shone, f.g.s., was
found to contain a fossil shell, known to be associated

with these beds. These circumstances conclusively prove

that the stone at present seen in the Northgate wall, is not

an imported variety from a different geological horizon,

but is identical in all respects with the exposure of stone

on which the Northgate wall rests. Microscopic examina-

tion of the stone shews again that the stone in the North-

gate wall is identical with our local stone.

That it was the custom of the Eomans to use our local

stone is to be seen in the presence of the pebbles (before

alluded to) in the various Roman altars and inscribed

stones in our Museum. If the Romans considered that

the local stone was good enough for the construction of

important objects, such as altars, &c., we may safely

conclude that they would require no better quality of

stone for the wall of the camp.
The geological evidence then, apart from any other, is

decisive upon the point, that the present Northgate wall is

^ It might, perhaps, seem at first shews the amount of weathering to be
sight, that this enduring persistence of greater than the original depth of the
the image of Minerva, on an exposed incised figures. But they are still there,

rock surface, for seventeen hundred and are as legible now as when first cut,

years, is inconsistent with the tenor of shewing that they bave been cut back by
my argument, drawn from the friable weathering, at the same time and in the
nature of the local stone. The two, same way as the rest of the surface,

however, are reconcileable. On several Similarly the chisellings of the
parts of the wall, there are stones Minerva statue might be cut back, and
bearing the date of repair in incised so long preserved in general outline,

figures. The projection of hard quartz though the sharp details would be

pebbles, from the surface of the stone, rounded off,
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built of stone identical with onr local stone. No distinc-

tion can possibly be drawn between them. There is,

therefore, no warrant for the supposition that the stone

has been brought from a distance.

The local character of the stone Ijeing- tlius established

l)eyond question, the wall cannot claim a longer life than

is usual with stone of its kind.

Another consideration yet remains to be advanced.

It goes to the root of the whole question, as it tends to

shew, that the present line of walls, very doubtfully

represents the Eoman castrum. The extent of the

Eoman circumvallation has been in the past very much
exasfSferated. The present southern wall has not the

remotest claim to be considered Eoman. The latest

research would go to show that the western wall

certainly, and probably the northern wall, is all out-

side the line of the original Eoman w^all ; thus leaving

only the east wall in part to represent the Eoman wall.

Eespecting this part, the one which has the largest claim

to be considered Eoman, little has been heard of.

I might supplement these remarks by additional

evidence, but I think enough has been said to sliew,

that there is virtually no foundation for the notion

which has prevailed of late years, of the extreme age

of the walls.

The way in which the error has arisen is readily

explained. The weathering of the stone is likely to

deceive those unacquainted with its peculiarities. If the

opinion of its age rests alone on a passing or superficial

examination, such is the extent of the " weathering " and
the seeming antiquity which one or two centuries w^ill

confer upon it, that it seems only natural to infer its

high antiquity. The fallacy of this reasoning it has been
my purpose to indicate.

In brino-ino- these remarks to a close I revert ai^ain to

Pennant's statement, quoted at the commencement, that

no part of the Eoman wall is now visil)le. For my part,

after looking at this question of the agi of the walls, and
I hope fairl}^, in its several aspects as to their composition,

the historical and scientific evidence regarding them, and
the i)7-(jbal)ilities of tlie case, coupled with what we know
is taking place in walls of known age and of similar
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composition, I arrive at the same conclusion as Pennant,

that no part of the Eoman wall is now visible above

ground.

If I am required to state the age of the older portu^ns

of the existing wall, I know of nothing dating further

back than the reigns of James I and Charles I.
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ox THE REMAINS OF AX AXKERHOLD AT BEXGEO
CHURCH, HERTFORD^

By J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, F.S.A.

Some years ago a new parish church was built at

Bengeo, near Hertford, and the old one was abandoned,

dismantled, and left to decay. It must soon have fallen

into ruhi altogether, but that in 1883 Mr. Gerard Gosselin,

of Bengeo Hall, and a few of his friends prevented it by
doing the most necessary repairs. Since then more has

been done well, though slowly, and there is fair hope that

the church may once again be made fit for the sacred

uses for which it ser-yed more than seven hundred years.

The church is interesting and our thanks are due to

them who are trying to save it. It is of the simplest type,

with nave and chancel only, the former about 44 feet by
21 feet inside and the latter 24 feet by 19 feet including

the apse. They are separated by a wall about 3 ft. 6 in.

thick, in which is a chancel arch only 8 feet wide. The
date is early in the twelfth century, and the plan is such

as was most common in small parish churches at that

time. It is rather larger than most examples of the tjiie

which have come down to us unaltered, but is just such

as very many country churches must have grown from.

Here the church still keeps its first simple form, and it

has the round east end which does not often remain^ It

^ Head at the monthly meeting of the the thirteenth or hiter. And I believe

Institute, December 2nd, 1886. that this nearly always means that au
- KnoLiyh examples remain to shew apse had been taken away and a square

that the charaettristie ,s([uare end, which end put in its place. The English
the English Church inherited from her builders soon found out that unless it be
British parent, did not go out of use in vaulted an apse is a very bad ending to a

the twelfth century. But I think that church ; so, as they did not often use
tlie Norman fashion for apses was more vaulting in parish churches, Ihey left

widely followed than the fewness of off using apses, and altered those
existing specimens might be thought to already built when they had the chance,
indicate. In .small jiarish churche.s, which An old English jarish church with an apse
retain tlif side walls of their chancels, the later than the twelfth century is very
western halves of those walls are often of unccmimon.
the twelfth century, and the eastern of
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has been altered in detail, and the alterations are them-

selves of interest as shewing how the later users of the

church tried to counteract the narrowness of the chancel

arch, which they had come to look on as a fault, liut I

will not discuss that matter now. My task to-day is to

describe one very curious feature in the building, and, if

possible, to explain it.

Soon after the present work was begun a strange hole

was discovered in the chancel wall, just at the turn of

the apse on the north side. It is about 4 feet high and
20 inches wide. There is no stonework. A roughly

rectangular hole has been broken through the flint wall,

and the sides of it plastered to something like a smooth
face. There is no provision for or mark of a door. And
it was difficult to assign any reason for the making of the

hole. Yet it was certain that some reason for it had been.

Eoui>ii as it, is there is enoua'h care bestowed on its

making to shew that it was not one of these openings

sometimes left in the walls of buildings for the con-

venience of bringing things in during their construction,

and blocked up when done with. Besides it is too

small for such a use. It was suggested that it may have
been made to brini^ in a colIin at some funeral. But it is

too small for that also ; and it needs to be shewn why
men should have broken throu2jh the wall to brin^' in a

coffin when it was much easier to bring it in by a door.

Then it was guessed that it might belong to some
extinct stove for warming the church ; but neither

the position, nor anything in the form of the hole

seemed likely for that use. It is too small to have been
the entrance to a vestry though the position is a proper
one ; and certainly there must have been a door had that

been its purpose. Yet if the hole had ever more than a

temporary use it must have led to some chamber outside,

for the church could not have been used if it were open to

the weather.

Some further light was thrown on the place a few
months ago when a coating of modern cement was stripped

off the outside of the wall. Then was found a second
hole about the same size as the first, but cut only ])art

way through the wall. It is plastered inside with clay,

and was filled up with flints and clay. Rather above
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these holes, and east and west of them respectively, are

two smaller ones, such as may have received the ends of

timbers. These also Avere found stopped with clay. The

annexed illustration explains the work better than any

description.

It seems that a little wooden hut has been built at some

time against the wall of the church. The smaller holes

efive its lenoth from from east to west—about eisfht feet

inside—and perhaps also its greatest height, about six

feet. But this last and the width from north to south are

uncertain, for there is nothing to shew what was the shape

of the roof, and if there were ever any foundations they

are not to be found now. The walls were probably of

stud and clay dawbing, and the roof thatch.

The place can hardlyhave been other than an anker's den.

And it must surely have been one of the least commodious.

It is remarkable that so few such have been identified, for

the number of ankers in England must at one time have

been considerable. There is a good deal about them in

the second volume of the new edition of Mr. Bloxam's

Guthic Architecture, and Mr. Bloxam would assign to

ankers most of the habitable chambers attached to

churches, over vestries and porches and elsewhere. Very
likely (-ome such were used by ankers of the easier sort

;

but I think more were occupied by secular clerks and
chaplains, and the anker's place was a hut built outside

against the wall under the eaves of the church^ as is said in

the thirteenth century Aiicren Rmle which tells us more
about ankers than any other book I know of.

A cell was so placed that the anker need not leave it,

either for worship or for any other reason. There was a

window or opPAiing through which he might join in the

worship at the altar, and at times receive the Sacrament.

And there was another window or hatch to the outside

through which necessaries might be received and con-

versation held with visitors or servants. A window or

s(juint is often found from a chamber over a vestry

towards the high altar, and there is sometimes one from
a porch chamber ; but being on upper floors they could

not well have the other window, so I take most of them
not to have been ankerholds. Though as the degree of

' Aivinn R'ndc, published by the Camden SSoeiuty, pj). 142- 3.
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Strictness varied niucli and seems for the most part to

have been fixed oidy by the anker himself, it is possible

that some may have been so used. The anker of the

strictest sort was iiiclasus—permanently shut up in his

cell which he entered with the licence and blessing of the

bishop. Such a one could scarcely have inhabited an

upper chamber.
Whether our Bengeo Anker was inclasus or not is

uncertain. The entrance to his cell had no door, but it

nuiy have been blocked, and a squint or loop towards the

altar formed in the blocking. If it were open a curtain

must have been hung across it, perhaps a black cloth with

a white cross like tliat ordered in the RiioU to be put to

the " parlour " window.
The recess in the church wall west of the doorway is

the anker's seat and perha])s his sleeping place. And his

bones may lie below ; for it seems to have been a custom

for ankers to prepare their own graves within their cells^

We find nothing to tell us his date. It may have been

any time from the twelfth century to the sixteenth. But

the rudeness of the work is I think a sign of early date.

If it had been of tlie fourteenth or fifteenth century I

should have expected the opening through the wall at

least to have been formed with regular masonry.

1 Rhole, p .50, » Riwlc, p. 116.



THE FINDING OF DAPIIN.Ei.

By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE.

Though the name of DaphiRi^—the Pelusiac I)aplina3,

as Herodotos calls it, to (listinguish it from the Syrian

Daphnaa—had long been connected with Talipanhes of

Jeremiah, and that again with Tell Defenneh, 3'et this

connection was dependent on similarity of names alone.

and had no monumental confirmation. No examination

of Tell Defenneh had been made until this spring, beyond
a passing view by travellers. I went, therefore, at the end

of last March to a perfectly new ground for excavation

;

and if the result do not include all the points that deserve

examination, it must be remembered that I only spent two
months there altogether.

Tlie principal conclusions arrived at are that Talipanhes,

the refuge of the Jewish fugitives, Daphna?, the frontier

fort of Egypt, the stratopeda, or camp of the Karian and
Ionian mercenaries—which were the earliest settlements of

the Greeks in Egypt— and Tell Defenneh are all identical.

The site is about twelve miles west of Kantara, on the

Suez canal, in the middle of the Desert between the canal

and the delta.

I have before remarked on the importance, archo3ologi-

cally, of working in places whose history does not extend

over a long period ; a second-rate site, which had an

abrupt beginning or end that is exactly known, is prefer-

able to a place which has a less defined history, while

another requisite for excavating is that there should not

be a great mass of late and worthless accumulation above
what is sought for. From the scientific-archaeological

point of view then, Tell Defenneh is a site of the highest

class. Its history, so far as remains go, begins in a single

' Read at thu muiithly meeting of the lubtitute, November 4th, 1880.
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year, about 665 B.C., when Psameticlios I. settled here the

army of Greek mercenaries by whom he had fought his

way to the throne ; ])uikling a large fort in the midst of a

walled camp. Around fliis rapidly sprung up a Greek

town of traders, which covered the plain for a mile across.

Then the end of the Greek period falls as rapidly as its

rise, when Amasis removed all the Greek troops from here

in about 565 B.C., and absolutely crushed the Greek trade,

granting exclusive privileges to the city of Naukratis.

Thus the whole Greek period is entirely comprised here in

just one century, and that a time before the age of which

we are accustomed to ol:)tain any trace in Greek sites.

Daphnai was desolated two generations before the Persian

wars in Greece, and before Croesus, or Cyrus, ruled ; it

flourished in the days of Draco and the AlcmaaonidEe, and

Solon saw its fall.

Besides the shortness and definiteness of its history, the

site has another great recommendation, it is over nearly

the whole of its surface entirely free from later remains.

As one walks across the plain each potsherd beneath the

feet is of the sixth century B.C. ; and it is only in one

small corner of the site that anything of subsequent times

can be found. It is therefore a pattern site for research.

To touch, first of all, on the Jewish connection of

Tahpanhes. We now see that this was the frontier fort

on the high road between Syria and Egypt ; the very first

place in which a refugee from an Assyrian invader of

Palestine would feel himself in safety ; what took place

when Jeremiah went down into Egypt with the Jewish

refuirees, had doubtless been o'oino- on durinj^ the exces-

sive Babylonian invasions, the fugitives from which would
reach Tahpanhes as the first place of refuge on the road,

and find there a secure fortress, a high-road of commerce,
and a non-Egyptian population, who would not repulse

foreigners as the native Egyptians would. Such a place

would inevitably be a resort of those who fled from

Palestine before the great exodus there, of which
Jeremiah gives the account. The connection which is

shewn us by the name of the ruins of the palace at

present is striking ; the Arabs know it as " El Kasr el

Bint el Yehudi," or " The palace of the Jew's daughter,"

and it is to this building that Ave can most certainly trace
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the " king's daughters " of the Jewish royal famil}^ accor-

ding to the account recorded by Jeremiah. Yet another

connection appeared when excavating the Kasr ; opposite

to the entrance was a great platform of brickwork, raised

three or four feet above the ground ; and Jeremiah

records how he performed the ceremony of la3'ing certain

stones in the presence of the Jews, in " the brickwork (or

pavement) which is at the entry of Pharaoh's house in

Tahpanhes " (K.V.) This passage has been a stumbling-

block to translators, even from the LXX downward, but

now we see in the ruins of Pharaoh's house the exact

explanation of the brickwork, or pavement, at the entry.

It must not be overlooked how important a part this

Greek town had in the Hellenization of the Jewish race
;

before the fall of Jerusalem a large number of the upper

classes of Jews had probably here lived side by side with

Greeks, learned Greeks, and become accustomed to Greek
thoughts and habits during their temporary exiles ; while

Josephus records, and Jeremiah intimates, that Nebuchad-
nezzar removed the Jewish refugees who had settled here

with Jeremiah, and carried them to Babylon. Thus it is

to Daphnae and not to Alexandria, to the sixth century

and not to the third century, B.C., that we must look for

the introduction of Greek words and thoughts into Jewish

literature.

To turn now to the bearing of this site in Greek
history. As I have said, everything Greek here falls

between 665 and 565 b.c, according to the statements of

Ilerodotos, which agrees with what we find on the spot.

That this site was the stratopeda or camp, we gather from

the notice that they were near the sea, a little way below
Bubastis upon the Pelusiac branch, a description which
defines pretty closely the neighbourhood of Defenneh

;

and as no other Greek site is known anywhere along the

Pelusiac branch, which country I know tolerably well, it

is to Defenneh that we must look. Psametichos I. is said,

to have settled the Greeks there, and I found the deposits

beneath the corners of the fort bearing his names ; Amasis
is said to have removed them from there, and all the flood

of Greek potter}- entirely ceases in his reign. The verj''

name " the camp" shews the object of the place, and we
find here a great camp inha])ited by Greeks. Nothing is
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wanting of the characteristics which are recorded of this

settlement.

The most important o-roiip of Greek remains found here

is, however, more closely dated within the century of the

settlement. In two chambers outside of the palace were
thousands of pieces of painted Greek vases, thrown out
here when they had been accidentally broken ; and these

vases were accompanied by a curious kind of historical

labels, for mixed with them were pieces of the plaster

sealings of wine jars, and even whole jar necks sealed up
and marked with the king's names. In this way we can
date this limbo of broken vases to about 595 to 565 b.c.

On sorting over the fragments of painted pottery (all of

which I brought to England, about ten thousand in

number), it was possible to put together many parts of

vases, and some were nearly complete. Two of the best

vases, however, were found separately thrown away in

other chambers, and hence could be collected and repaired

with more certainty. These vases, thus dated are of the

greatest value for the history of vase painting, as probably
no other find so extensive and of such well defined aa-e,

has ever been made in Greece or elsewhere. And what
renders this the more satisfactory is that on comparing
half-a-dozen varieties, which are identical with those found
and dated by the strata at Naukratis. the collection here
would be thus placed at exactly the same range, histori-

cally, as we have already stated. The data are wholly
different, the sites are different, but the chronological

results are the same. Generally speaking, however, the

isolation between Daphna3 and Naukratis is very striking :

and it may even be said that every kind of painted vase
commonest at one site is very rare or unknown at the

other. This isolation is far beyond what we can conceive
of, if the source of the painted pottery was through Greek
trade

;
if Naukratis and Defenneh, two settlements of

lonians, of the same age, trading in all probabilit}^ to just

the same places and certainly to the same coasts, shew an
almost total difference in their possessions, the only

inference is that the bulk of what we find was in

each case made on the spot. Now we know that pottery

was largely made at Naukratis ; not only are their potters

specially mentioned in later ages, but certain varieties are

VOL. XLTV p
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never found elsewhere, and this year one such bowl was
found by Mr. Gardner with the inscription painted on it

" to Aprodite in Naukratis," while at Defenneh we find

a type of vase, which is wholly unknown before in

Greek vases, and is manifestly copied from the Eayptian

metal situla ; and further, on this class of vases are

Egyptian subjects painted by Greeks. Thus the local

evidences of manufacture exactly bear out the inference

drawn from the complete isolation of all the principal

types. When we consider that Greeks were certainly

lariiely settled here for trade and manufactures, and that it

was far easier to transport a ton of rough clay to Egypt
than a ton of fragile and bulky vases, the probabilities of

the case also confirm this conclusion.

Not only did the Greeks make vases here, but they had
a large iron factory in the camp. Iron ore is found here,

lumps of iron slag lie scattered all over a large area, iron

scraps and arrow heads are abundant, while a consider-

able number of tools in good condition have been found.

Chisels, knives, pokers, fish-hooks and arrows occur here,

just as at Naukratis, while several objects, such as a sword
with guarded handle, horses' bits, lance heads, scale

armour, a plough share, and some curious rasps of sheet

iron are new types. At Naukratis, whose history covers

a long range, I concluded that this class of iron work was
of the sixth century B.C., and now at Defenneh we find

similar objects certainly fixed to the first half of that

century.

]3eside iron, bronze was also smelted and wrought here.

Copper, slag, pieces of crucibles, and scraps of copper are

abundant in the camp, while bronze arrow heads are

found by the hundred. Bowls, chisels, and knives have
been o]:»tained, but bronze is distinctly not so common
here as iron, and seems to have been the more valuable
metal. Lead was also smelted, as some ore has been
found, besides leaden net sinkers.

Jewellers appear to have a1)ounded hei'e ; their gold
they naturally took care of, but their small weights
for weighing precious metals are found here by the
thousand

; altogether I collected in two months two
thousand weiglUs, the greater part of which are of
minute sizes not exceeding one or two pennyweights,
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and were evidently used lor precious materials. ISonie

evidences of the jewellery, however, remain, as gold ear-

rings and scraps are far commoner here than in any other

place I have seen, seventy earrings or pieces being found

during my stay. Some pieces, moreover, shew the

manufacturer's presence, such as unhnished earrings,

pieces cut out with a chisel, melted drops, &c. This,

therefore, appears to be the most likely source for much
of the quasi-oriental Greek jewellery found in early

tombs ; the Greek workmen here was living in Egypt, yet

on the high road to Assyria and Phoenicia, and hence all

the circumstances would favour an orientalized Greek
style.

Turning now to the Egyptian side of the antiquities,

we have hrst the noble gold handle of a tray, which,

though possibly made by the Greek jewellers, is yet

purely Egyptian in style. It has been inlaid, but all the

stone or glass had disappeared when it was found. It

seems to have belonged to a Hat tray, probably also of

gold, and to have been violently wrenched off: found in

this state in a camp we can hardly view it as other than

soldiers' loot, and in the civil war between Apries and
Amasis, we may well see the occasion when an Egyptian
soldier would loot Egyptian plate. This probably was
part of the royal table service of Apries, and is certainly

the only large piece of Egyptian gold work whicli has

come down to us of a domestic object, neither sepulchral

nor religious. It was found with some lumps of silver,

buried on the east of the palace.

Another fine object is the gold statuette of Ea, which
was found in the little silver shrine, or amulet box, by
which it was worn suspended from the neck. The figure

is of the best work of the Saitic period, and the box is

unique. It was found lying on the denuded surface of

the ground by one of my workmen, who brought it up
to us unopened, with just the toes of the statuette shewing
beneath the lid, which was partially withdrawn.
A silver bowl and silver dipper were also found, along

with several pounds weight of silver in lumps, at the S.E.

corner of the camp. The bowl and dipper were kept for

the Bulak Museum. The amount of silver found in

scraps of all sizes, from a few grains weight up to
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a pound, probably represent the hoards of people

before the introduction of coined money into Egypt in the

Persian period. When precious metals were always

weighed out, a quantity of scraps of silver of all sizes

would be the equivalent of a purse of money in later

times. Such hoards then do not represent a sih'ersmith's

store, as they would in Eoman times, but are rather the

parallel to hoards of coins, such as I have found at

Naukratis and Tell Nebesheh.

The most important find historically was that of the

foundation deposits, beneath the corners of the fort built

by Psametichos I. Beneath each corner, within a foot of

the bottom of the brickwork, were placed the plaques of

diflerent materials all inscribed with his cartouches.

On scraping away the sand carefully with the

hands the various pieces came to light of gold, silver,

copper, lead, carnelian, green felspar, lapis lazuli, jasper, a

large plaque of green glazed ware, and a model mudbrick.
At the S.E. corner was a larger deposit, and it seems to

have been regarded as the more important corner. First

there lay lowest of all the set of plaques as at the other

corners ; but with them was the libation vase of green-

glazed ware, and a half disc of alabaster of unknown
purport : over these lay a pair of full-sized corn grinders,

models of such had been found in other foundation

deposits at Naukratis and since then, but the full sized

objects—such as were in domestic use—have not been
found before ; these show that some ceremony of grinding

corn existed at the foundation of a building. Over these

again were the bones of an ox, not the whole, but the legs,

head, and some ribs ; they were not burnt, and must have
been laid here as a sacrifice, probably in the form of joints

cut from the carcase. A few inches of sand had been laid

over them, and the foundation brickwork placed upon the

whole deposit. This shews us that there Avas not merely

a ceremony of laying samples in the ground, but also a

sacrificial rite, and this is borne out by finding under a

corner of an additional building of the palace a hole in

the sand filled with bird's bones and charcoal, a burnt
sacrifice of pigeons probably. Some pieces of lead ore

and copper ore were also found in the south-east deposit;

and as both lead and copper appear to have been smelted
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here, it is possible that these refer to the fort being

intended partly to protect the trade in ores from Asia.

The whole subject of foundation deposits has yet to be
examined, but, judging from the live places in which we
have found them last year and this, they will prove a very

interesting subject, the more so as they are all undisturbed

exactly as they were left in the days of the founders.

Many of the usual little blue amulets of the Egyptian
deities were found in the palace and the camp ; and
though not of value in themselves, they are useful as

being dated specimens with which the thousands of

others in our museums may be compared. Some curious

little figures of captives roughly carved in limestone were
found on the east of the palace ; they are represented as

bound in the usual and unpleasant fashion with the ancles

and elbows tied tight together. The only object that has

been suii'^ested for a number of such, fifrures is in

di'aughtsmen for playing a game on the sand, into which
they could be stuck as pegs. Several silver rings, or

bezels, were found which had belonged to various

priests and religious functionaries ; but which are not of

historical importance. The sealings of the wine jars,

which have been mentioned before, are of great value

historically, as serving to date the age of different deposits

or chambers in which they may be found ; two whole jar

necks, each with their original cap of plaster stamped
with the royal cartouches, were turned up, and one of

these had been broached in ancient times, and fraudu-
lently plastered over again. These sealings bear the

stamp of Psametichos I, Necho, Psametichos II and
Amasis. The large quantity of unpainted pottery, which
has been found here, is not the least valuable of the

results of the exploration, as we now have a fairly

complete series of all the forms made in the twenty-sixth

dynasty ; and in the absence of dated pottery in our
museums, such a series is really a part of the foundations
for a complete systematic treatment of the subject.

Several types of pottery known before at Naukratis and
elsewhere are now found complete and dated, and help to

fill up our general knowledge of the types as well as con-

firming remarkably the conclusions arrived at from the

stratified deposits of Naukratis. Thus this work at
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Defeiiiieli this year has been the complement and corro-

boration in many ways of the results of Naukratis the year

before ; while the comparison of the two places shews

many points which neither could have taught us singly.

We will now review shortly the other work which has

fallen to us tliis past season in Egypt. First I went to Nauk-
ratis with Mr. Ernest Gardner wlio was to take up the work
there as a Hellenist, and Mr. Griffiths soon after joined us.

My business there was only to start the work, and then to

leave for a more Egyptian site ; but I had the great satis-

faction of finding the temple of Aphrodite, and of getting

it into full bearing, with the beds of inscribed pottery

ailording dozens of dedications, l^efore I handed it over to

Mr. Gardner on my leaving. This he afterwards worked
out with great success, and has brought home even more
dedicated pottery than we had from the temple of Apollo

last year. After making enquiries I agreed with him to

try a mound which I had looked at last year, and the first

hour of his digging shewed us a great tomb ; we had
reached a part of the cemeter}^, and during the rest of the

season he was working out this cemetery mound. Un-
happily it was not very rich, probably the better cemetery
lies under an Arab village, but it was still a piece of work
worth doing. Mr. Gardner found in tlie town the site of

the temple of Hera mentioned by Herodotus ; but un-

happily it had been nearly all grubbed during the last

ten years, and scarcely an^'thing remained. While at

Naukratis I tried the approach to the Pan-Hellenion, where
I found two marble rams last year ; and there uncovered
more pieces of similar rams, and a large red granite sphinx,

headless, and broken in three pieces, but yet shewing that

there had been a grand avenue of sphinxes and rams
leading from the landing place on the canal up to the

entrance of the Great Temenos or Pan-Hellenion. This

seems like a parallel to the earlier avenue of statues which
Professor Newton found bordering the Sacred Way at

Branchidoe. "jlie fragments of the temple of the Dioscuri

I was also happ)" enough to find at Naukratis, in the

temenos I discovered last year ; and many pieces of the

painted fresco pattern, in chequers of red, blue, and white,

besides many more pieces of dedicated pottery were also

obtained. The whole of these discoveries were made in
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less than a month, though the working out of the temple

of Aphrodita and the cemeteiy occupied Mr. Gardner two
or three months more ; and seeing that everything was in

good bearing I then went over to the opposite side of the

Delta with Mr. Griffith to a place T had looked at two
years before, called Tell Nebesheh. Here was the back
of a great monolithic shrine of granite, which originally

weighed some sixty tons, still standing up in the midst of

a dusty mound of earth. The first day I dug there we
found another of the twelfth dynasty, the second day a piece

of a statuette with the Egyptian name of the place ; and
in less than a month we had found the extent of the temple,

the great temenos wall around it, the pylon, and two or

three large blocks of sculpture. Besides this we had
worked a cemetery there, and opened hundreds of tombs,

ranging from about 1200 B.C. to Roman times, but mostly

of about 600 e.g. ; these tombs afforded many bronze spear

heads, always in connection with Cypriote pottery, shewing
apparentl}^ the presence of a colony of Cypriote mercenaries

at this place ; and it was remarkable that the bodies lay

nearly always with the head to the east, and but once to

the south ; while in the contemporary Egyptian tombs
here the bodies lay nearly always to the west and occa-

sionally to the north, exactly the opposite directions. The
Egyptian tombs were also fruitful, hundreds of blue

glazed figures of the slaves who were to work for the

deceased were found, often more than 200 in one tomb
;

four bodies bearing a complete set of amulets, fifty or

sixty on each body were found untouched, and we removed
all the amulets and noted their exact places ; I have since

mounted them on cards in their orio-inal order. The
most miportant result of the work here was finding the

name of the city, no less than eight times on different

monuments
; the position of the city of Am had long been

in doubt, but now it is securely fixed to this site. After
seeing that this place was m full bearing I then left it to

Mr. Griffith, and went on a tenting tour in the Delta to

visit several places which were as yet unknown to arch-

aeology. Last year, in the course of studying Ptolemy's
geograph}^—that grand work, which is one of the sturdiest

strides that science ever made—I had concluded that the

site of the long lost city of Buto must be close to a mound
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marked Tell Ferain on the map. To this Tell, therefore,

I first went, and when I was yet six or eight miles from

it I saw the lon^ line of monnds rising above the level

horizon ; each mile nearer it looked more imposing, and

the more certain was I that Buto lay before me. At last,

going to the top of the mound, I found I was on but one

of three great mounds ; two of them were piles of houses

rising sixty feet in height and stretching for about a mile,

while the third was an enormous enclosure like the great

temple enclosure of Tanis ; the wall of this area is still

over 30 feet high, and the length is 900 feet, the circuit

extending over half-a-mile. Within this space are heaps

of fragments of stone all from the destruction of the

temple ; doubtless many pieces of statues remain here,

perhaps whole figures, beneath these heaps. Perhaps

somewhat of the gigantic monolith shrine of granite, 60

feet in each direction, described by Herodotus might be

found. Wishing to note the name of the small Arab
village on our side of the mounds I enquired what it was
called, and to my great surprise the answer was Ubtu

;

remembering how Assuan represents Syene, how Assiut

stands for the ancient Siut, and Abusir in so many places

for Busiris, Ubtu is the exact equivalent of Buto. Here
then is a place just agreeing to what we should expect,

in exactly the right position, without a rival in size nearer

than Sais or Mendes, a city of the first class, and bearing

the true Arab equivalent for the ancient name Buto.

After this I visited many other sites, some of them worth

working in ; and found a curious group of remains in the

centre of the Delta which have never been noticed before.

There are three large camps, the most striking of which is

Tell Tambul ; on approaching this one sees a long bank
of earth thirty to forty feet high, and climbing up it one

finds oneself on one side of a great enclosed plain, about

half-a-mile in each direction. The banks appear confused

in their nature at first, but on examining different parts I

found that the camp had originally been made about the

early Ptolemaic time, by a built wall of coarse brick,

much like the great temple enclosures ; and that after this

fell into disrepair it had been re-formed, probably in

Koman days, by heaping a bank of earth over it all round,

so as to make a camp of the Eoman type. This is in
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rather a wild district, though it is well within the Delta
;

Ifoiind the people less polite than usual, and the sliekh

of the village where I stopped insisted on m}^ sleeping in

his house—under lock and key—while he sent oil' a

messenger in the dark to bring up the police early next

morning to inspect me, fearing I had some connection with

a party of brigands. It is all very well to talk about

coming to see old mounds, but you cannot expect a

reasonable man to believe that tale. My host was too

clever for that. So after I had a very civil greeting from
the public officer, I left him to settle matters with the

shekh and went on my way.

On my return from this tour I found that Mr. Griffith

had ])een very successful ; following out the buildings we
had begun upon he had found a large statue of Eamessu
the Great, and some other sculptures at the temple, and
three great sarcophagi in the cemetery, one of them a

very fine inscribed one of basalt.

He had left to examine another temple site about three

miles away ; and there found, among many other things,

the remains of a splendid shrine of wood, inlaid with glass

mosaics ; the woodwork had unhappily all perished, but
the beautiful glass figures were found in the sand by
dozens. So soon as I returned, seeing the corners of the

temple at Nebesheh left bare after the work was finished

there, I thought I would try for foundation deposits. In
an hour or two the men reached some pottery, and I took
out a couple of dozen model vases in brown pottery from
the S.W. corner of the ground on which the now destroyed
temple had stood ; these lay just at the water level.

Groping down deeper beneath the water I brought up a
green porcelain plaque in the handful of sand ; rubbing
it clear I read the name of Aahmes (or Amasis) and then
knew the founder of the temple, about 550 B.C.

;
groping

again I found plaques of gold, silver, copper, lead, and
different stones beneath the water. Of course the other
corners were at once attacked, and there, by making
arrangements for rapid baling beforehand, I obtained ail

the deposits in their original order clearly exposed, and was
able to make plans of their position Ijefore disturbing tliem.

I had long noticed that this temple was not in the middle
of its enclosure or temenos, and suspected another temple

VOL. XLIV G
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beneath the surface. Trying several pits I hit on a trace

of the enclosing wall around a foundation, and at last we
had the whole outline of the foundation of a large temple

defined ; this, as I expected, was the earlier temple, as

Mr, Griffith found a statue with the name of Eamessu II.

(about 1200 B.C.) lying on a part of the foundation. This

appeared after I had left for Defenneh, and great efforts

were made to reach the foundation deposits of the early

temple ; but the water level of the country has risen so

much—probabh' a dozen feet since it was founded—that

it proved impossible without special apparatus.

Mr. Griffith then passed by me at Defenneh, and went
on to Kantara : there the mound has been so much dug
up by the French engineers of the Suez Canal that but
little was obtained. The most important result being
rather more than half of a long inscription of Diocletian

recording the first wing of the Thracian legion as being
stationed here. The inscription is otherwise an exact

duplicate of one at Siut, and seems to have been a standard
official inscription erected at several places. Of the work
which I carried on at Defenneh at the close of this season

T have already rendered an account in the first part of this

paper. Such has been the result of my last winter's

work in Egypt, and I only regret that (for the present, at

least) I shall not be undertaking another such campaign
with the Egypt Exploration Fund.



CHURCH NUTKS, CHIEFLY IN BERKS, WILTS, AND OXFORD,
WITH A FEW IX SOMERSET AND GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

These notes were taken between 1835 and 1840, before Entflisli

Chiircli Architecture had been made the subject of critical study, before

the da^'s of local Archaeological societies, and before Rickman's classi-

fication of styles had made much way. The vale of Berks at that tiuK;

was in a very primitive condition. The road to Bath lay up the Kennet.

The cross roads, in wet weather, were almost impassable. Cuchhelmsley

Knowe was ])eing carted away for top dressing. Pre-historic stones were

employed for building cottages. The Churches, with few exceptions,

were uncared for ; sheep pastured unheeded in the churchyards ; and

the Sunday duties were in many cases discharged by men who rode over

from Oxford on the Saturday, arriving on Sunday morning. This

neglect was not unfavourable to the study of the buildings, which have

since been restored, reseated, repaved, and sometimes rebuilt.

These notes were printed in 1843 in the appendix to a large and long

forgotten folio account of the Great AVestern Railway. They have there

slumbered peaceably and in an inaccessible form. Their writer, who still

survives, has permitted their resurrection, of which our readers will, we
hope, approve.

Abingdon, St. Helen,—A large, fine church, having a nave and
chancel of equal breadth, two aisles, and a south chapel. In fact four

parallel aisles of equal length, forming a spacious rectangle, from the north-

east corner of which rises a fine tower, carrying the lofty spire for which
the town is so well known.
The prevalent style is Perpendicular. The window tracery of the chapel

is better than the rest, but the plinth and parapet mouldings are of the

common date, the tower base is early English, of good design but roughly

executed. There is much of good Perpendicular roofing and tabernacle

work, and one brass.

Abingdon, St. Nicholas.—Appears to be the eastern part of a larger

structure. The present west front has a good round-headed doorway
with early English mouldings. The church is chiefly Perpendicular.

Abston, Gloucestershire.—A fine church. Tower Perpendicular

with a west door beneath an ogee canopy richly crocketted, with finial,

flanking iiinnacles, and deep mouldings, one of wliich contains the square

four-leaved flower of the fourteenth century. The west window is good.

The parapet embattled, with a niche in the central merlon, and a turret

at the south-east angle. The nave has some Norman parts. The chancel

is chiefly early English. The font fair Perpendicular, and there is some
good curiously carved tabernacle work in wood.

Aldworth, Berks .—A tower,nave, south aiale, chancel, and south
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porch, tower at west end of nave, broader from north to south than from

east to west, and opening to nave by a large and probably an early

Pooorated arch. The tower is small and low, at present with a ridge

roof, but the walls appear to have been lowered. Winilows, small and

jilain ; buttresses flat, set on each side of the angle and about four or

five feet high. Clearly early Decorated.

The nave is lighted from the tower west window, east end open to

chancel, but no dividing arch. In north wall a door and window, but

chiefly occupied by three monumental recesses, door probably late

] )ecorated, as is a buttress towards the tower. The window blocked up
and disfigured, but shews Decorated mullion ; the wall is rough cast.

Traces outside of a building or buttresses, and the recesses are later than

the Avail. One encroaches on the door.

The south aisle is Decorated of about 1320, and separated from the

nave by three arches on their piers. There are east and west windows
of three lights, with geometrical tracer}', and a similar one on the south

side. The monumental recesses are original, as is the south door, and of

large size.

The chancel has two south windows and one north. The east window
is dated 1750, and is what might be expected at that date. The south

window next the nave is late early English, say 1290. The other south

window is probably late Decorated, and seems an insertion, as is the

north window, now blocked up. Of this date is a piscina with stone

ijhelf and cinque-foiled head.

The chancel screen is perfect, in good but late Perpendicular -work in

oak. The font is a rude cone with a base moulding early English or

Decorated. The nave seats and poppy heads in the chancel are I'erpen-

dicular. The panels in the latter of the linen pattern. The pulpit and
reading pew rather richly carved, of the date of James I. and said to

have come from a church in Reading. A modern gallery at the west

end of the south aisles. Several enamelled tiles, and a coffin-shaped

gravestone. A Decorated cross, dug up in the churchyard, evidently

capped one of the gables.

Here are ten se^julchral effigies in stone of rather different dates,

but of the fourteenth century, representing, no doubt, the de la Beche
family whose castle, still to be traced, stood near. Of these three occupy
recesses in the north and three in the south wall, and three rest on low
later altars in the nave. These recesses had canopies with crockets and
flnials. Those to the south are by far the best.

The remaining effigy occupies a recess on the outside of the south wall.

Two of the figures are those of females. The others arc in armour.

There are no inscriptions or armorial bearings. They have not been
identified, and deserve careful study in the minute details of the armour.

AprLEFORD, Berks.-—This very small church is composed of nave,

chancel and south porch. The nave carries a low wooden belfry. North,

west and south doors are Norman. The west window Decorated. One
.soutli window is a Norman loop, the other a Perpendicular insertion.

The only north window is a modern square hole. Outside the south

door, on cast side, is a water stoop. The chancel is Decorated. On
north side and east end are pointed loops. On south side a small pointed

door, and two modern windows. The chancel arch is slightly four-

centred, but certainly Decorated. Font octagonal, with a Decorated
base.
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Ardington, Berks.—But little known, but deserves close attention.

Tower, nave, south aisL;, chancel, north and south chapels, and north
porch. The tower stands on north side, near centre of nave, and is a

curious example of transition from early English to Decorated, S([uare in

]dan, elevation heavy and dwarfish : two buttresses cap the north angles.

Upper windows spherical isosceles triangles, curiously six-foiled. Above
is a heavy corbel table of heads, rudely cut, resendiling Xorman woi'k.

Nave early English. A beautifid but peculiar doorway, round headed
with detached columns, hollow mouldings, and dog-tooth ornaments.

Heavily whitewashed, but seems uninjured. Nave opens into tower by
an early Decorated arch. Aisle Decorated, with an excellent doorway,
with a band of ball-flowers, doubled oven- the head, Windows Perpen-
dicular insertions. Chancel and its chapels of date of toAver. Chancel
arch excellent early English. South Avindow good double loop of early

English proportions, but Decorated details. North and east windows
Perpendicular insertions, a Decorated piscina. North chapel has a small

north door with heavy mouldings, and a detached corbel head over the

centre of the drip. A good piscina ; a Decorated stall, and a later

niche under the east window. The two arches into the chancel are early

English, and the pier cap of one has a spear -head moulding of great

beauty.

The south chapel opens into the chancel by a Decorated arch, and
into the aisle by a four-centred Perpendicular arch, springing from early

Decorated corbels. Font, plain octagonal bowl, with a handsome ball-

flower band round its lower margin. Tower, chancel, and chapels seem
of one date, having an exterior string, common to all. If this bo so

they present some uncommon combinations, not only of different steps

in the Transition style, but of pure Decorated and equally pure early

English.

There is a cross in the Churchyard, north side.

AsHAMPSTEAD, Berks.—Belfry, nave, and chancel. Belfry of timber,
with a low spire. It rises out of the nave on upright posts. The work
of nave and chancel probably early English, with Perpendicular in-

sertions, including the north and south doors. The font seems to Lave
been an apothecary's stone mortar.

Ashbury, Berks.—A large church in excellent repair, and very
creditable to Mr. Chambers, the Incumbent. Tower, nave, chancel,

north and south transepts, north and south aisles, and north porch.

Base of tower looks Decorated. Upper part Perpendicular. South
side a half-road projection for a belfry staircase.

West piers of nave, both north and south sides, shew Norman work
and springing stones of Norman arches, parts of an earlier nave of same
breadth with the present, which is late Perpendicular; chancel arch
Norman, with some Decorated features. Its north pier has recently
settled, and the arch has been taken down and replaced with care, Ijut

not, it is said, on precisely the old pattern. North transept early

Decorated with a ' vesica piscis ' in the window tracery. South
transept early Decorated with Perpendicular additions, among them a
singular opening into the south aisle, filled with tracery. Each transept
opens into its aisle by a good early Decorated arch.

The north aisle early Decorated with a good Perpendicular door and
other insertions. The south aisle has Norman walls and a highly
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enriclied soutli door, the drip of which has a sort of rudimentary toothed

oriianient, the teeth at longer intervals than usual. The drip corbels

resemble those at Sparsholt and Farrin^don. There are both early

Decorated and Perpendicular windows. The north porch is of stone,

with a vaulted roof and an upper chamber entered by a side stair. Over

the outer doorway is a canopied niche.

Aston Tiurold, Berks.—A large and somcAvhat curious church,

tower, nave, south transept, chancel, south porch. Tower late Perpen-

dicular. Nave seems on a Norman base. South door plain Norman,
rudely executed, outside its east jamb a small stoop, probably early

English. North door, if there be one, is plastered over. North window
flat-topped, late Perpendicular. South window rather early, with some-

thing like Decorated tracery. Transept Decorated, probably once a

])rivate chapel. On the east side two brackets for images, at south end

a plain but good piscina. Arch into nave seems of date of transepts.

Chancel has some Norman work at south-west angle, and a blocked up
Norman door. Also trace of a Norman window past the transept. On
south side a small early English door. Soutli window modern. North,

closed up. East window curious*. Its frame is in the Transition style

from early English to Decorated ; the tracery seems later. The porch

modern. The font, a rude cylindrical bowl, with four-sided pedestal

with chamfered angles. Pulpit of wood, good design, rudely executed.

Aston Upthorpe, Berks.—The nave is of Norman foundation, with

a wooden belfry. North and south doors small, rude, and plain, are.

original and Norman. North window, a Norman loop. Soutli window,
modern. West window. Perpendicular and good. The chancel is

either Decorated or Perpendicular. East window late Perpendicular,

with a transom. The exterior of the building much disfigured by

buttresses. The font stiff Perpendicular with an octagonal bowl. The
seats Perpendicular and well carved.

March Baldon, Oxon.—The tower, ivy covered, is Decorated, with a

good west window ; and the nave seems of the same date. The north

aisle or chapel is Perpendicular, and has one large window. The chancel

is good Perpendicular, and has a piscina with a credence. There are

two brasses and some stained glass.

Toot Baldon, Oxon.—A small church with a bell gable, probably

Decorated, with a west window. The nave is small, in excellent order.

The northern arches spring, with one exception, from flowered pier

caps. The southern piers have bell caps. The north aisle is Decorated

with a Norman door with plain impost, and a flat-topped Decorated

window. The south aisle is probably early Decorated, as is the soutli

transept. The chancel is the same. The south porch, modern. The
chancel contains a few coloured tiles, and in the churchyard, south-east,

is a cross.

Basildon, Berks.—A good late tower. The nave is transition

Norman, pointed, with an excellent south doorway. There is a late

north aisle. The chancel, of excellent S(piared aii I coursed llinl work, is

a fine examiile of transition from early English to Decorated. The arch

shows the transition pier and cap, the side windows have tlmio lights

each, trefoiled, witli a large cinque-foiled circle in the head. The east

window .shows the passage of the early English shaft mulli'>ns into the

stiff geometrical tracery of the early English style. The chancel south
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door lias a rich canopy of tabernacle work, mucli like the tomb canopies

at Aldwortli. The south porcli Is modern.
Uatii Easton, Somerset.—A noble and chieily late I'erpeudicular

cliurch, having tower, nave, north aisle, chancel, vestry, and soutli porch.

Tlie tower is large, lofty, well proportioned, with an open endiattled

parapet, and the usual stair turret on the southern side, no west door,

Ijut to the east a niche with a ligure, probably of 8t. Jolin, to whom the

church is dedicated. The nave Perpendicular with a drop chancel arch,

and remains of a rood staircase on the south. South door seems
Decorated. North aisle modern, but in good taste. Chancel, in its

present form late Perpendicular, but its east end seems older, and there

is a curious exterior recess behind the altar, as at Bathampton, but
walled up. Inside, south of the altar, is a bracket for a hgure. A good
])lain piscina, with a corbel supporting a (^uater-foiled bowl. South door

Perpendicular. JJetween nave and chancel, in the gable, is a small

recess for a sacring bell, of which the supports remain. Vestry, on north*

side. Perpendicular. South porch excellent Perpendicular. The door-

vray moulJiiig ; charged with heraldic ornaments and flowers ; above is a

niche, and on the east side a stoop. In the church is a white

marble slab to J. J. Conybeare, Saxon and poetry professor at Oxford,

with a good inscription of which the letters are in relief and the ground
in intaglio.

Pathford, Somerset.—Tower, nave, three transepts, chancel, south

porch. Tower new Perpendicular but good. Nave has a Norman north

door with chevron and bead mouldings and hatched drip. The rest fiat

topped Perpendicular. South aisle and chancel in the sanie style. North
porch Decorated. Font fluted Norman. Pulpit of age of Elizabeth or

James, with a text carved round the sounding board.

Pathampton, Somerset.—-Tower, nave, south transept, chancel, south

porch. Tower good example of the smaller class of Perpendicular towers

in these districts. Of three stages, with a west window and a good west
door with a four-centred arch under a- square head, the spandrells filled

with foliage. Buttresses diagonal
;
parapet embattled, with pinnacles at

the angles. Stair turret on the north side, rising clear of the battlements.

Chancel late Perpendicular, but the lower part of the east end seems
earlier. Outside, behind the altar, in a round-headed niche five feet

high, is embedded a very rude bas relief of an ecclesiastic, mitred, with

remains of drapery on the shoulders. The right hand uplifted in l)lessing

supports a crook, in the left a book. The south transept and south porch

are late Perpendicular. In the latter are set up the remains of a knight

and lady of the age of Edward. The lady has a peculiar corded bodice.

Bensington, Oxon,—A poor and much neglected church. The tower

is modern, very ugly and further disfigured by an exterior pipe or

chimney. The nave is pointed Norman, with heavy cylindrical pier and
flowered bell-caps. The arch mouldings have something of Decorated

character. The aisles and chancel are Decorated. There is a south porch.

The font circular, large, plain, and probably Norman. There are two
brasses, and one has been selected as a convenient standing place for a

stove.

Bitton, Gloucester.—A very fine church and well cared for by its

resident curate, Mr. Ellacombe. The tower, good Perpendicular of three

stages, has diagonal buttresses carryings pinnacles on each of the ihree
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sets off. The west door is particularly good, and the drip corbels are

thought to be heads of Edward III. and his Queen. The windows of

the upi)er story are double and closed with stone lattice work, with

quaterfoil apertures. The parapet is parallel and embattled, with a small

pinnacle on each merlon, and larger ones at the four angles. The stair

turret on the north side rises clear of the whole and also has pinnacles,

completing the group very handsomely. There is a good west window
and a lofty arch opening into the nave.

The nave has Xorman north and south doors ; the latter plain and

good, but converted into a window, the drip of which has two

peculiar leaf labels. The north door is more highly enriched. There is

a rood stair in the north wall, and two arches now closed appear to

have led into transepts. The chancel arch and the roof have been

modernized. The north chapel is a rare and beautiful example of

transition from early English to Decorated. The two arches into the

nave are very good, and there are some enriched sedilia and a piscina.

The east door may be modern. The west door, with its lateral recesses is

original. This was the chapel of the Newtons of Barrs Court,

now extinct. The chancel, spacious and lofty, is excellent Perpendicular

with a ribbed and vaulted roof, a good east window, three level sedilia

and a piscina. The vestry on the north side is also vaulted.

Elewbury, Berks.—A large and ancient church. Tower late Perpen-

dicular, rather heavy. Nave, five arches on the south and three on the

north side. The former, pointed Norman, or Xorman piers with later

arches, but the two western arches are more lofty and of later date than

the rest. The nothern arches are good Decorated and the west wall is

Norman with two loops. Both aisles are Perpendicular ; the south

perhaps the earlier of the two, and the roofs are original.

At the intersections of the nave with the transepts are four heavy

Norman piers with pointed arches and vaulting, evidently intended as

the base of a central tower. The north transept appears to be Decorated

and has a good east window. The south transept is earlier, and its south

window is early English. This transept opens into the aisle by a horse-

shoe arch, evidently so constructed and perhaps early English. The
chancel is pointed Norman, vaulted in two bays and groined. Outside is

the regular Norman pilaster, but the east and one north window are

Decorated insertions. On the south side are two Decorated arches, inserted

into the place of the uriginal windows, and opening into a chapel, within

which the original Norman pilasters may be seen. Between the chancel

and the transepts are hagioscopes, the northern plain, the southern

ornamented as though to receive a figure. Behind the altar is a curious

Norman recess. The chapel forms an aisle of the chancel, as at north

Moreton, and is early Decorated. The font is either Decorated or

Perpendicular. There are some brasses. The building is well cared for.

liox, "Wilts.—Tower, Perpendicular, central, opening by two plain

good arches to the nave and chancel. The parapet is not embattled,

but is pierced by a line of small trefoiled arches, and capped with four

pinnacles. The spire is eight-sided, and has a good finial. On the

north side is a half octagonal projection carrying the belfry stair as high

as the first floor.

The nave opens into the south aisle by four modern arches, and into

the north aisle by very heavy drop arches and piers with octagonal
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shafts and caps. Tlio arches arc pecuh'ar, for while the iiuu-r imnildiiig

forms an ordinary drop arch, the outer mouldings rise a little, sc as to

form a stilted arch. These seem Decorated, and the west window has a

Decorated case with Perpendicular tracery.

The north aisle seems Decorated. The last compartment to the east

is vaulted with cross springers, with an exterior buttress to meet the

thrust. The windows are flat-topped Perpendicular. The north door

modern ; as is the south aisle.

The chancel is early Decorated, and its east window of three lights is

a good example of the style. The south windows are cim^ue-foiled

Perpendicular. On the north eide is a locker with wooden shelf and

door, not, however, very ancient. Tke vestry is on the north side of

chancel, and late Perpendicular. The font. Decorated, with large octagonal

base with quatrefoil panels, and a square vine leaf in each. No brasses,

tiles, or stained glass. Against the west wall are two stone coffins

without lids. Built into the south wall of chancel is a small stone

coffin about a foot long. In the churchyard are some half-defaced

elfigies on slabs.

Bra-Denstoke, "Wilts.—Clack or Bradenstoke Abbey was a consi-

derable foundation, but a fragment only remains, converted into a farm

house. This does not appear to have been part of the church. It is

Early Decorated, with windows of two lights, trefoiled, with a large

quatrefoil in the liead. The central mullions are wanting, possibly there

were none : but the effect is excellent. Between the buttresses are some
curious semi-circular arches, either Decorated or later, or probably part of

a cloister. There is a good Decorated door, and a flat segmental window
of the same date, the recess of which is flanked with early English

columns with bell cap. One slender Decorated tower remains. Tliere is

also a late Perpendicular arch with heraldic ornaments.

Bright-Waltham, Berks.—The tower has a Norman aspect, but may
be Perpendicular, as are the windows. The north door of the nave is

good Norman, slightly pointed, and the under side of the drip has a

billet moulding. The drip of the south door forms part of a Decorated

string running along that side of the nave, and upon which the windo>vs

rest. Inside the corresponding string is Norman. The ujjper part of the

nave is either early English or early Decorated. The chancel seems in

part Decorated. The font is cylindrical and Norman, with intersecting

arches around it. There are some brasses, and in the churchyard the

base of a cross and a dos d'ane cotfin lid, with a bust carved upon it.

Brightwell, Berks.—A large and handsome church, with modern
brick tower. The nave is Decorated with a Perpendicular clerestory.

The north aisle early Decorated with some peculiar cin(|ue-fi:>iled

windows, with a splendid triangle in the head. The east window is in

tlie same style, but not unlike those of Basildon and North Moreton.

South aisle early Decorated, with good trefoiled window with quater-

foils in the head. The south door is rather early English than N-irman,

and a good example of Transition. Chancel Decorated, with rem;iins of

Norman work in the wall. The vestry on the north side is Perp^ju-

dicular. The rood stair remains. There are three brasses, and in the

churchyard a slab bearing a cross.

Brigiitwell-Baluwin, Berks.—A large, handsome, and somewhit
peculiar church ; tower Perpendicular, rather rudely built, and the west

door and window are included within a large parallel recess, the effect of

VOL. XLIV. H
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which is rich. In the upper stage is a singular north window. Nave
and aisles of one date, good Decorated. Arch piers octagonal, perhaps a

little too slender. The buttresses of the north aisle good examples of the

style. Xorth door ha<5 a drop arch. The windows, all original, are

either flat-topped or segmental. They are of two lights, trefi^iled, and

well suited for copying. The windows of the south aisle, also original,

are pointed, with excellent stained glass in their heads. One is flat-

topped and rudely executed. The chancel is Decorated, with much
variety in its windows. The altar hangings are of Cordovan leather.

North side of the church is a chapel, apparently Decorated, but later than

the adjacent aisle, with some Perpendicular tombs and insertions. In the

vestry is a Decorated Avater drain. In the chancel an original bracket

bearing " 3 stags heads cabossed," and in the east window " Azure, 3 stags

heads cabossed Or."

Brightweix Prior, Oxox.—Norman nave with Norman or early

English bell gable. The north door a later insertion. The south door and
a looped window are original, as is the chancel arch. The chancel is early

English. Font probably Decorated, A small but curious church.

liRiTWELL Salome, Oxox.--A very small church. Nave, Norman,
with a wooden belfry. North door, plain. South door has a good
billet moulding. The two north windows modern. South window,
flat-topped Decorated. Chancel arch plain Norman. A Perpendicular

west window. Chancel seems Decorated. Frame of east window
Perpendicular, tracery gone. South window, flat-topped Decorated.

South porch, modern. Here are two brasses and many tiles.

BucKLEBURT, Berks.—Tower, nave, north aisle, chancel, south porch,

tower Perpendicular. On the south face some rude sculpture not clearly

seen from below. "West door, scjuare-headed, Avith deep hollow^

moulding. South door of nave excellent and rich Norman. South wall

probably of same date, wiili Perpendicular windows. Arches into north

aisle pointed Norman. The aisle Perpendicular. The door square-

headed, and above it is carved ' an eagle's jamb erased.' Chancel has a

Perpendicular south door and a window that looks early English, but

may be later. Font, modern and ugly. The Churchwardens for many
generations have been 'beautifying' the church, and with signal success.

It is now utterly disfiguied. The church is clearly of Norman
foundation, and the south Avail original. The arches into the north

aisle are next in date, the chancel probably next, and the tower and the

rest later.

BuRGHFiELD, Berks.—The toAver and spire of timber ami of no very

great age. Tlie nave is early Perpendicular, the north door good. The
AvinduAV and fittings of the chancel are late Perpentlicular, the Avails

jirobably older. In the north Avail in a recess is a cross-legged knight, in

oak. The recess is early Decorated as are the arches opening into tlie

south chapel, but the chapel is modern. Here are a feAV brasses and the

mutilated effigies of a knight and his lady, of late Perpendicular date.

It is reported that this church is to be rebuilt.

Bysham, Berks.—The church of the once famous abbey. The base of

the t0A\ er is Norman. On the north side of the altar is an altar tomb and
canopy, Avith the Tudor floAver. The tomb is Perpendicular, but the

canopv seems Decorated. Here are many tombs of the Ilobys, the

grantees of theAbbey.

{To he continued.)



ON THE KOMAN OCCUPATION OF BRITAIN.

By G. ESDAILE.

I shouM like to draw attention to a few facts respecting the Roman
occupation of Britain, which have hitherto escaped notice, or been

slightingly passed over. In looking hack some 2100 years no one will

donbt but that this island of ours was occupied by a people called

Ihitons ; it is also universally admitted that they occupied the high

ground of the country, and that they had to some extent fortified such

inhabited centres.

It is also as certain that this country was invaded and ultimately

compiered by the Romans. It will be fair to assume that the latter had

some trouble in subduing the Britons, and that, as the Roman tactics

involved the making of a camp for the housing and protection of the

invading force, so we ought as fairly to assume that, for every British

f istness wo ought to find remains of the can^ip that took it, oven if such

were afterwards abandoned.

In many instances Ave know that the British town or cit}'' was occupied

by the conquerors, who would then according to fixed rule rearrange the

jil.ice to suit their own jilans. This may be called a somewhat fanciful

id(.'a, but when we remember the Roman art of war, and take into

account the number of towns or cities in Britain, ending with or com-
]TOunded with Chester, in some form, which number amounts in Domesday
Hook to no fewer than 119 (not including the Scottish chesters), we
should admit the argument to the careful consideration which it thereby

deserves. To this number of 119, many places will recur to us, such as

York, undoubtedly Roman, but not included in the preceding category.

Having tiierefore shewn that 800 years ago there were at least 120
areas—in England alone—assumed to be Roman because of the coin-

cidence of the name—I will proceed to shew from good authorities

—

H()rsley, Scarth, Wright, Ecroyd Smith, Thompson of Leicester, Drake,

and others, that in some of these places there were, or are still existing

evidences of areas of Roman enclosure of great extent, for example, as

—

at London, Scarth's "Rom. Brit." p. 13. 3 miles round= 301 acres.

„ Wroxeter,
,, ,, Wright concurs „ „

„ Cirencester,
,, ,, p. 141. 2 miles in circuits 140 acres.

,, Silchester, ,, ,, p. 144. 1^ miles ,, = 80 „

,, Aldborougb, Horsley, p. 402. H ,,
= 80 „

„ ^ Drake, the Walls l| „ == 80 „

H. E. Smith, p. 13. 25,000 yds „ = 74 „

,, Leicester, Thompson, p. 3, gives the area as 120 ,,
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If to all these measurements of net areas icifliin the walls, be added 21

acres for the contents of the walls, the scarp, the fosse, and the counter-

scar]!, the gross area will he materially increased and it would also be

necessary to bear iu mind that the cincture of wall, scarp, fosse and

counterscarp are integral parts of a camp.

Seeing, then, that we have these areas of und(nibtcd Ronian origin,

and that some of them are of the sizes quoted, notably in excess of

86 acres, it is incumbent upon me to account for the origin of such

inclosures.

In 43, A.D., Claudius Caesar directed Aldus PJaid)n.>< to invade

Britain, which he did, accompanied by four legions. The camp at this

time was an oblong 2,320ft. long by 1,620ft. wide, with tht; argles

slightly rounded. This we know from the works of Froid /»//•< and

Hijiiiitits (Antwerp 1607, 1621, and Amsterdam 16G0), whcic a descrip-

tion is given—and see also Smith's Archaeological Dictionary, where the

subject is fully entered into. Seeing that both Ili/i/iiius and Frontinns

were military Engineers living in the earlier half of the iirst century,

their statements must be accounted better evidence, both of what
they planned and saw executed in Britain than Pi>luhiu-<,v:\\o ilourished

206-124 B.C., or Vegetiics, who lived in the fourth century.

Having named the authors or expounders of a new theory for tlie

increased size of the camp, I will give some account of it in detail.

The area of the camp, as laid down by Hyjinus, was of about 86

acres, and was a parallelogram of 2320 feet by 1620 feet—over all-- i.r.,

including the counterscarp, the fosse, the scarp, and the Avails on the hmr
sides. There were three gates—the Praetorian, the Dcj'tcriar, a nil

sinisterior Princij/alis, each at a distance of about 765 feet from a central

point (tjronta) in the Via Principalis ; and a fourtlugate—the Dcnnnan,
situate about 1465 feet from the gruma.

At a point in the Via Pradoria, almost mid-way between the r/roma

and the Praetorian Gate (advancing towards the latter) was situated the

Valetiidinarium on the left, and the Veterinarimn on the right ; and as

the hygienic and curative methods of the Romans, t(j a great extent, con-

sisted of bathing in its various forms, there should be found remains

of buildings of the character of baths and hypocausts within the

space allotted to the Valetudinarium.

On reference to the square camp of Caesar, the Valetudinarium , and
the Veterinarium are both conspicuous by their absence.

I now propose to apply this fixed guage of Hyginus to the followiiig

places, in which—to say the least—if the comparison is wrong, the

coincidences are great almost to conviction :

—

1. Chester. 7. Manchester.

2. Bath 8. Devizes.

3. Leicester. 9. Easton Grey.

4. Lincoln. 10. Caerleon.

5. Aldborough. 11. York.

6. Malmesbury. 12. Alchester.

13. The Castra Practuria at Rome and the possible

areas of the Castra Penegrina, and of a camp in

" Regio " VI.

Commencing with Chester, which, being at the same time the most
perfect of the walled cities of Britain, and having been the dejjot of the
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twentieth leL;iun, may be assumed to be tlic best adaiited for the experi-

ment, it will be seen that the length of 2320 feet, and tlie breadth of

1620 feet are found in the distances from Newgate (Nova Porta) to the

Phoenix Tower, and from the Phoenix Tower to Morgan's Mount, the

jiarallelognun Ijeing completed by the erection of two perpendiculars on

the given base lines respectively.

Tiie East "gate" (modern) and tlie North "gate " (modern) are in the

correct relative positions which tlie Roman gates should occupy. The
city having been extended on the soutli and west, the "gates" on those

sides do not now exist, but at the south, on the imaginary line from
Newgate westward there have been discovered (in the ( harden of the

Probate Court, Whitefriars) the foundations of a wall 15 feet thick,

confirming the supposition as to the line of wall at that end. Tlie

foundation of the north wall from Phcenix Tower to Morgan's Mount is

acknowledged by all to bo Roman work in situ. On the site of the

Valetudinarium at the corner of Feather's Lane and Bridge Street
(
Via

Praetoria) there has been discovered a hypocaust the remains of which
are now deposited in the Water Tower Garden. This has been so often

described that any enlargement u[)on it is needless.

At Bath.—The sites of the City gates (north, south, and east) occupy
the same relative positions as the Porta Praetoria, the Porta Dextrrior,

P'orta. 'Sr7iisferior Prinrpiah's do in the scheme of Ili/'jinm. So also on

the same relative site is found the range of baths, the Hypocaust (No. 1)

at the corner of York Street and Stall Street {via Praetoria) and the

Hypocaust (No. 2) at the end of Ihe range furthest from Stall Street.

The earlier finds in connection with these Baths arc noted by Drs. Spry
and Sutherland in their respective works, and the latest in the pages of

the Reports and Papers of the Local and County Antiquarian and
Archseological Societies.

In Leicester, the remains of the "Walls and the Hypocaust (Nichol's
" Leic." vol. i, p. 11) found 1667-8, are also relatively placed with
regard to the plan of Hijr/inus. The Hypocaust was found at the corner

of Blackfriars Lane and High Cross Street (via praetoria).

At Lincoln, the remains of the walls on the east and south are also

relatively situated witli the Hypocaust found at the corner of Bail-gate

(Via Praetoria), and the Exchequer Gate (Cough's Camden, ii, p. 257
(1739)). The sites of the South and East Gates are in the positions

assumed by Hyginus. The " Newport " arch (nova porta) indicates a

later Roman erection.

Tn Aldborough (Isuriiun) we find a space enclosed more than a mile

and a half in compass (Horsley 402, Gough's Camden iii, 59). Drake
(p. 24) gives an account of a find of the foundation Walls of a con-

sideral)le building and the remains of flues &c. ; we should be correct in

assuming this to be a range of Baths with Hypocaust &c., as the site

—

Borough Plill— is in the correct relative position as regards distance, from
the three points where the three gates should be—those gates being the

Porta Praetoria, and the dexterior and sinisterior princijKdls—
In Malmesbury (the assumed Bladonia of Canon Jackson) the founda-

ions of the medieval walls of the town follow the presumed lines—and
with the Avail beneath the " Culver House "—enclose an area equal to

that contained Avithin the lines (2320 ft. X 1620 ft.) and situated

approximately correctly, with the site of a Hypocaust recently removed
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from the abbey ground-^ b}- tlie present owner. Tlie erection of the

Norman Castle, and its subsequent demolition, and the building on its

site of the famous Abbey of Malmesbury, and the razing of that edifice,

have effectually obliterated all traces of Roman occupation with the

exccjition of the buried Hypocaust.

In iManchester where, fron) existing remains of walls and from evidence

of the removal of others, in recent times, a similar area is shewn to have

been enclosed. A Hypocaust, alluded to by Whitaker, and noted by

Dr. John Haygarth as such, was found on the same relative site as that

(No. 2) in l]ath ; its position also in accord Avith the distances from the

assumed sites of the gates, at either extremity of the camp on the

—

via

principalis.

In Devizes, an area equal in size to the camp of Hijginus can be found,

and according to Stukeley the fosse had been filled up, and to use his

own words, " I found they had made a road of the ditch in most parts

round the town ; but in several places both that and the vallum are

visible enough and it took in the Castle, &c." In the local museum
there is a drawing of a Tesselated Pavement, found recently in the

cellars of the old Town Hall and still "//i situ," this pavement is iii the

correct relative position with the Hypocaust in the Valcfnrliiiariinn and

of which it appears to be an integral part.

In Easton Grey, Wilts, wo doubtless see the remains of the camp
which formed the base of the o[)erations against the British Fortress on

the site of jMalmesbury. It is bisected by the fosse road and by another

road at right angles to the latter, and at the distances from the grorna

where we should look for the four gates we find a depression which out-

lines the position of the camp fosse. There are the remains of the later

" barrack," which according to Sir R. Colt-Hoare measures 200 yards

S(][uare. Approximately about the site of the Valetudinarium have been

found portions of pavements and flues and pillars, leading to the supposi-

tion of the c(jrrect position of that building. But as there are three feet

of rich black soil (said to be of burnt " material ") overlying the area,

the farmers are loth to have the surface disturbed.

In Caerleon—taking the unintentional testimony in favour of the

scheme of Ilijginus, I find in plan 2 of J. E. Lees' " Caerleon," London
1850—a block plan of the site of Isca Silnrum; within the walls of

which, an area is enclosed

—

hij the side walls of the lireadtii—and such

Avails themselves are the correct distance apart to form the paralellogramic

plan of Hijijinus.

If part of the Castle mound be taken in to allow of a length of 2320ft.

from the counterscarp of the ditch, furthest from the medieval castle, we
find the remains of Hypocausts, marked (y, f, ?{, and xv, in the detail plan

(Lee), amongst which remains and over, between, and amongst them,

later Roman buildings have been erected, and such hypocaustal arrange-

ment occupies the correct relative distance from the three sides mentioned,

ami it is of corresponding size to that given in the scheme of llyrjiiiun.

In Yoi'k, from Bootham V>i\x to the old course of the Eos.se Dyke, ^\e

find the length of the camp of Hi/ijinus ; and from the city wall,

adjoining Lord Mayor's Walk, to the city wall parallel with the Ix'iidal,

we have the width of tlie camp. In Stanegate and Groves Lane we find

the line of the Via Principalis. Unfortunately Duncombc Street

occui)ies the site of ilie Valdmlinariuin, and so precludes any t^earch,

except when the ground is broken to inspect or repair sewers, &c.
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Tu Alclujster tlioro aro inequalities in the groi;nd—literally in heaps

and liollows—followinj^ the lines of the walls and fosse, and tlic over-all

circuit is about one niile-aud-a-half.

The roads inipinL;e on the sides of the camp at the ri^dil points, and on

the site of the Val/'fudinariuin liavo Ix'eu found the remains of hypo-

caustal pillars.

Turninji; for a moment to Rome, the metropolis of the Roman world,

and therefore best calculated to furnish evidence in support of the state-

ment of Hjiginus as to the size and shape of tlie camp called " tertiata."

At Rome we find the agger of Serums luUius enclosing, the area of the

city of that period. Outside that agger was afterwards placed the Castra

Praetoria, which remained outside until A.l). 271, when Aarellan

enclosed a large area beyond the fortifications oi Servias and built his new
wall up to the north and soutli sides of the Prdctnrian camp, leaving,

however, about 400 yards of the camp extending beyond the walls, and
which portion so projecting still exisfs. This obtruding ])art is nearly

1G20 feet from north to south, and would be so entirely if the breadth of

the counterscarp, fosse, and scarp were added, and from the east and
stretching almost to the agger of Servius, we find the length about 2320
feet, the approximate length and breadth of the camp as laid down
by Hyrjinus. Cunstaniirie (306-337) cleared away the Praetorian camp
and removed those parts of the north and south walls, which are wanting

to complete the sides ; in so doing he would also remove the two gates,

the Porta Principalis dexterior and the Porta Principalis sinisterior. In
addition to the necessity of the abolition of these Janissaries of Rome,
tlie demolition of the wall at the west end, and of the parts of the walls

on the north and south sides of the Pradorian camp, would open up the

n(!W ]:)aths of Diocletian, erected some twenty years before, and so

improve the appearance of the city.

As the design in originally placing the camp close to the city was
to enable the Emperors to overawe the capital, so the point of danger
wiiuld be at the west end, where we ought to expect to find the Porta
Prai loriii^ l)ut as all above-ground was cleared away by Oonsfantitv, we
do nut find any trace of it.

The Via PrincijKdis would pass from north to south, across the camp,
from the Via Nomentana to the Via Tiburtina of Bunsen.

In the thirteen instances I have cited, I have been enabled to give the

position of the Hypocaust from printed or living testimony in eleven

cases ; in the remaining two I have but the coincidence that the walls

are the identical distance apart to agree with the plan of the military

Engineer of the first century, at which period they were all made.
Whilst, in the case of the Castra Peref/rina, tradition and various

writers name Cteliomontana as the quarter in which it was situated
; on

reference to any plan of Rome, but paiticulaily to that of Piranesi, we
find that the width of the " Re(jio XII." is exactly the width laid down
by Ilyriinus.

There is also in " Re/jio VI." a length of the camp shown in the
boundaiy of such •' Ileyio " possibly poiaiting out the site of anotlier

camp.

I feel that attention has oidy to Ije directed to the sul)ject to luing
about a correction in one point, at least, of the education of our youtJi in

the idea that Roman Legionary camps in Britain—were perfect squares—

.

from and after A.D. 43.
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Communicated by J. C. L. STAIILSCHMIDT.

Among the papers connected witli Lay Subsidies preserved at the

Record (Office I have found one winch seems to me of considerable

interest. The Parliament which met on the 3rd November, 141.1

(13 Henr\' IV.), wore decidedly liberal. They granted to the King the

usual Subsidy of Wools, Leather and Skins—and tonnage and pound-

age, or to put the grant into modern speech—the usual export and

import duties. And they granted him in addition an impost of an

entirely novel character, viz. : half a mark on every £20 of annual rent

throughout the Kingdom. The words of the Act are

—

" Et . . . voz dit3 poveres Communes p assent suis dit, grauntont a

Yous nre tres redoute S'r de chescun honime & femme de quell estat ou

condition q'ils soient eiantj Terres ou Rent a la value de xxli p an outre

les charges & reprises duement trove3 vis viiid Forsjiris Terres & Tene-

ment 5 purchase3 a mortmayn devant I'an vyntisme du regne le Roy E
lit3 a Roy Henry & forspris ceux Terres & Tenement3 es mayns des

Seiglirs Espirituelx & Rcligiouses purchase3 en frank alraoigue puys le

dit an vyntisme & pur queux ils paient les Dismes oves(| la Clergie. Et
outre ce de chescun homme & feuime eiant xxti de Terre ou Rent entiers

outre les xxli de Terre ou Rent avaunt dit3 pur chescun xxh de Terre

ou Rent entiers outre les charges & reprises vis viiid . . . pur estre

paio3 lendemayn de la Purification de nostre Dame proschein a venir

pur ent disposer & ordeigner a la frank volunte de nre dit S'r le Roy."

Accordingly letters patent were issued to the Sheriffs and King's

Escheators reciting the above grant and ordering returns in accordance

therewith. That to the Sheriff of IJedfordshire is printed in full at

p. 671 of Vol. 3 of the Rolls of Parliament. Xo doubt all the others

were similar.

The document which I have unearthed, is the return from the Mayor
of London—as King's Escheator—and his fellow Commissioners, of those

liable to the Tax within the City of London. The transcript has been

made for me by ^\r. J. A. C. Vincent, which is substantial evidence of

its correctness.

It is. something more than a mere list of names : it is almost a " City

Directory" of 1412. Its ecclesiastical personages range from the Arch-
bishop of York to the Hermit of Cripplegate. Lay folk from '* our

lady the Queen " to William Ruston with his 3 shillings of yearly Rent.

Abbols and Abbesses, Princes, Dukes, Earls, Colleges, City Guilds,

AMermeu, Corporate Bodies—many of the ancestors of our present noble
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families and a heterogeneous mass of soldiers and citizens, all find their

places therein.

How far the return made was correct it is impossible to say—nor does

it greatly matter. Dr. Sharpe, our best authority on Medieval City

matters, considers that the Bridge House Estates are decidedly under-

valued. It may well be so. The early fifteenth century Avas probably

as prolific of "jobs" as the nineteenth—and the rulers of London at

that time—if contemporaneous accounts are to be trusted (and I think

they are), were certainty not above being bribed. The books of the

Brewers' Company are very conclusive on this point.

I have said above that it forms almost a City Directory of the time.

^0 doubt there were some citizens and those too—wealthy ones—who
did not possess either freehold or leasehold property and of course they

find no place in it. For instance, William Dawe—better known as

William Founder, does not appear, though his two rivals in the trade of

Bell-founding—Robert Burford and William Wodward—are both to be

found. He was certainly living at the time, as I find his name as a

witness to deeds as late as 1418.

The list, therefore, is not complete so far as regards the City Merchants
and Traders.

It may at first sight seem strange that Ecclesiastics should be included

in it, as their taxation was settled by themselves in Convocation, but a

reference to the granting words of the act will show clearly the reason.

The " tenths " which they paid were based upon a valuation or assess-

ment of the property they had possessed in the 20th of Edward I., and
all subsequently acquired property was liable to taxation by Parliament,

as if it belonged to the laity. It may be noticed in passing that the

Abbey of Grace on Tower Hill must have done pretty well to have

accumulated £138 annual worth of City property between 1292 and 1412.

With these few preliminary remarks, I now give the document itself

in extenso, and for the benefit of anyone who may wish to consult the

original, I will just note that the Record Office Reference is

Exchequer—Lay Subsidy, 144-20.

3LOUtlOU' Extracte Certificac?072is Roberti Chicheley Maioris et 'Kscaetons

Regis in Civitate Regis London' Johamiis Reynwelk et Walter!

Cotton' Yicecomitum ejusdem Civitatis 'Ricardi "Wliityngton' et

Thome KnoUes de nominihns singwlorum h.07m7iitm. et iemi7iavicm

terras iQwementa et redditus ad ydlQnciam xx. li. per Annwm ultra

reprisal )\ahQnQ.ium in Civitate pj-edz'c^a jux^a formam concessionis

in pa/'liamento Regis apud Westm. in Crastino Anwidincm anno
xiij "^° tento inde fac^e tarn pe?- Inquis^c^07^es quam alias^ virtute

litteravwm Regis patencmwi datantm secundo die Januarw anno xiij

"*" eisdem Maiori Yjscaetori wicecomitibus RicarcZo et Thome
d\veciant7n captas in Scaccarmm Regis retorna^as et in Custodia

liem.emorato7'is Regis remane^i^es videlicet

li. s. d.

Archiepiscopus Ebor' per annum in

claro x xiij iiij

Abbas de Tourehill' per annum cxxxviij

Abbas de Waltham per annum xviij viij iiij

^ Vias omitted.

VOL. XLIU I
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oneranf
super

comp'

Domus ac Magister sanctc KaLcrino

juxta Turrim London' per annum

' Abbatissa Minorissarum extra Algate

London' per a""

Abbatissa do Burnhain per annum
^ Priorissa de Clerkenvvell per annum
Priorissa de Haliwell' per annum
Priorissa de Seynt Elyns per annum
Priorissa de Kylburne per annum

Ix xix V oh

nij'

Priorissa de Chesthunt per annum
br'e Priorissa de Dertforde per annum

oneraf^ super Priorissa de Stratforde atte Bowe per

comp' annum
Priorissa de Ankerwyke per annum
Priorissa de Godstowe per annum

[in. 1 dorso]

Henricus Princeps Wallie per annum xx marc' xiij

Thomas filius Regis per annum x
Johannes filius Regis per annum ix iiij

Edwardus Dux Eboraci per annum v

D'ni

Ivj
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Milites

Hugo Stafford' Miles per annum
Johannes Blount per annum
Johannes Chaumbre per annum
Hugo Waterton' per annum
Johannes Bremer Miles per annum
Johannes Cornewaile per annum
Ed's Sandeford' per annum
Eicardus Waldegrave per annum
Dominus Will's Marny per annum
Johannes Chastelyon' per annum
Will's Argentyn' per annum
Johannes Dabrichecourte per annum

< Johannes Dauntesey per annum
Eobertus Litton' per annum
Kad's Crumwell per annum
Will's Pecche per annum
Johannes Eynesford' per annum
Thomas Grene per annum
Thomas Fitz Nichol per annum
Johannes Cheyne per annum
Johannes Lumley per annum
Rogerus Straunge per annum
Adam Fraunceys per annum
Robertus Denny per annum
Johannes Stanley per annum

Magister Joh'es Cato'' per annum
Henricus Ramme aur [ifaber] per annum
Will's Grantham aur' per annum
Joh'es Croucher vynter per annum
Joh'es Crosseby per annum
Joh'es Stapilford' per annum
Persona de Honylane ac Execiitores

Rob'i Turk' per annum
Joh'es Erensshe aur' per annum
Joh'es Alfeld' Draper per annum
Joh'es Coventre*' armiger per annum

[m. 2]

Eogerus Chaumbre armiger per annum
Joh'es Pellyng' per annum
Joh'es Wight' per annum
Will's Wodehous per annum
Steph's Hull' per annum
Galfr'us Dallyng' per annum
Walterus Strote per annum
Johe's Eynesham per annum
Johc's Philpot per annum
Thomas Stable per annum
Joh'es atte Wode per annum
Joh'es Colpepir per annum
Joh'es Wissingsete per annum
Lodowicua Joh'n per annum
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Joh'es Levo.r Sadder per annum

Walterus Gautron' per annum
Will's Powo per annum
Joh'es Olney armiger per annum

Nich's Whaddon' de Com. T.erk. per

annum
Joh'es Burgh' per annum
Joh'e Parker Mercerus per annum

Thorn' Wotton' Draper per annum

Thom' Walsyngham per annum
Will's Fitzhugh' Aur[ifaber] per annum

Nich's Coke per annum
Joh'es Costantyn' per annum
Rob's Odyham per annum
Joh'es Bryan' per annum
Edwardus Gysoures per annum
Will's Middelton Grocer per annum
Jacobus Gysoures per annum
Joh'es Twyford' Squyer per annum
Joh'es Middelton' Mercerus per annum
Thorn' Harkestede per annum
Joh'es Profit Pise' per annum
Joh'es More Bruer per annum
Joh'es Chircheman' per annum
Joh'es Olney Grocere per annum
Thom' Chaucer per annum
Will's Parker per annum
Will's Pountfreit per annum
Joh'es Teukesbury Aur' per annum
Joh'es Waleys per annum
Rob's Asshecombe Brouderer per annum
Alanus Walsyngham per annum
INfagister Henr' Fowler per annum
Thom' Farndon' Armiger per annum
Nich's Bacon' Mercerus per annum
Joh'es Polhiir de Com' Kane' per annum
Ric's Spicer per annum
Joh'es Gravesende per annum
Thom' Exton' aur' per annum
Galfr'us Michell' per annum
Joh'es Cheyham per annum
Henr' Trewyn' per annum
Will's Micheir per annum
Thom' Charlton' per annum
Thom' Osebern' per annum
Joh'es Tetteford' per annum
Will's Vanner per annum
Ric's Prest per annum
Thom' Clerc' Peautrer per annum
Ric's Radeweir per annum
Rob's Arnold' per annum
Rob's Burford' per annum

1 iij

xinj

xvj xvj viij

X
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xij

xiij

xiij

xvij

xiij
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x iiij oh
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Rob's Chichele per annum
Ric's Whit3'ngton per annum
Thorn' Knolles per annum
Drugo Barantyn per annum
Joh'es Shadeworth' per annum
"Will's Askeham per annum

[m. 2 dorso]

Ric's Merlowe per annum
Will's Waldern' per annum
Will's Crowmere per annum
Will's Loutlie per annum
Thom' Polle per annum
Nich's Wotton per annum
Steph's Speleman' per annum
Joh'es Warner per annum
Will's Chichele per annum
Henry Barton' per annum
Thom' Pyke per annum
Will's j^orton' per annum
Will's Sevenok' per annum
Henr' Halton' per annum
Joh'es Lane per annum
Walterus Cotton' per annum
Simon Sewale per annum
Joh'es atte Lee Chaundeler per annum
Maior et Communitas Civitatis Lon-

don' per annum
Maior et Communitas ac Magistr'

Pontis London' ad reparac' et

sustentac' dicti Pontis per annum
Joh'es Reynewell' per annum
Joh'es Pykard' Armiger per annum
Joh'es Curteys Armiger per annum
Joh'es Pecche Armiger per annum
Ric'us Stacy per annum
Ric'us Pavy Armiger per annum
Henr' Julian Irmonger per annum
Will's Kelshiir per annum
Rob's Ramsey Armiger per annum
Rob's Domenyk' per annum
Joh'es Garton' Armiger per annum
Joh'es Maryns Armiger per annum
Joh'es Sireman' Carpentere per annum
Joh' Wade per annum
Ric's Storme per annum
Joh'es Hende per annum
Executores testanienti Will'i Barett

per a™

Joh'es Dereham Si^uyer per annum
Will's Rayllyi lynnedraper per annum

xlij
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Joli'es Cornwaleys per annum
Thoni' Clodelake per annum
Joh'es Boys Armiger per annum
Ric's Honbrigge per annum
Job's Seynt Jermayn' per annum
Job's Cosyn' Grocere per annum
Tbomas Grey Grocero per annum
Rob's Tbrisk Clericus per annum
Simon Bodbam per annum
Job'es Bokenbam Draper per annum
Ric's Bedewynd' per annum
Ric's "Wynter Stokfissbmonger per

annum
Job'es Soutbecote Squyer per annum
Will's Hide per annum
Alanus Everard' Mercer per annum
Rob's Fitz Roberd per annum
Xich's Kymbeir per annum
Job'es Walden' Armiger per annum
Will's Neel de Cbicbestr' per annum
Tbomas Rikbill' per annum
Nicb's Rikbiir per annum
Henr' Rede armourer per annum
Rob's Comberton' per annum
Tbomas Brampton' Armiger per annum
Tbomas Cressy & Job'es Eton' exccu-

tores testamenti Will'i Parker'

Tbomas Horsbam per annum
Job'es Weston' Communis Serviens ad

legem infra Civitatem London'
Job'es Rykbiir per annum
Will's Venour per annum
Job'es Slorye per annum

[m. 3]
^

Tbomas Burton Grocere per annum
Job'es Drax Auditor de Scaccario Regis

per annum
Thomas Duke Skynner' per annum
Xich's Yelde de Com' Oxon' per annum
Will's Tristour per annum
Gardianus de Flete per annum
Domina nostra Re"* Angl' per annum
Comitissa Sar' que fuit uxor Job'is

Aubrey per annum
Comitissa Hertford' per annum
D'na de Clynton' per annum
D'na de Keryell' per annum
D'na de Pyell' per annum
D'na de Roos per annum
D'na de Bardolf per annum
D'na de Fastolf per annum
D'na Margareta Pbilipot per aauum

xl

xiiij

XV
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D'na de Beauchanip' per annum
D'na de Nerford' per annum
Elizabeth' jMelcliebourne per annum
Elizabeth' Fraunceys per annum
]Vratir Danyeir per annum
Alicia Darcy per annum
Joli'na Turk' piscenar' p^r annum
Uxor quondam Joh'is Wakefield' per

annum
Juliana Pulle per annum
Relicta Joh'is Broun' per annum
Joh'na Blount per annum
Alicia Carliir per annum
Alicia Shelleford' per annum
Alicia Butterwyk' per annum
Emma Trigge per annum
Rosa Caundissli' per annum
D'na de Bereford' per annum
Alicia quondam uxor Will'i Brampton'

per a '"

Alicia quondam uxor Galfr'i Broke per

a'"

Margareta Broun' per annum
Gemmota Preston' per annum
Alicia Langehorne per annum
Elizabeth' quondam uxor Thome Wel-

ford' per a ™

Avicia Songe per annum
Relicta Joh'is Doget per annum
Relicta Joh'is Walcote per annum
Relicta Thome Charelton' per annum
Mag'r Joh'es Combe per annum
Joh'es Crepyn' per annum
Rad's Bateman' per annum
Nich's Rasyn' per annum
D'n's Ric's Haveryng' per annum
Joh'es Knyvesworth' per annum
Will's Bright per annum
Joh'es Greylond' per annum
Ric's Tewerle per annum
Oliverus Croydon' per annum
Will's Spicer per annum
Walterus Colshall' per annum
Thom' Cook' per anniim

Joh'es Wakeryng'clericus rotul' dumini

Regis per annum
Joh'es Chitterne cloricus per annum
Joh'es Preston' clericus peramium
Joh'es Breche clericus per annum
Rob's Manfeld' provost' de Beverley

per a ""

Joh'es Dryc clericus per annum

xl

v,l
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"Will's Stortford' clei'icus per annnin xx xii.j iii.j

Regiiialdus Kentwod' per annum vj xii.j iiij

Fraternitiis Artis jNIorcerftruni per

annum xiij xviij iiij

Fraternitas ArLis Aurifabrorum per

annum xlvj x aJi

Fraternitas Artis Pellipariorum per

annum xviij xij viij

Fraternitas Cissorum per annum xliiij' iij \'ij

Fraternitas Sellar[iorum] per annum xix vj viij

Joli'es Baynynge Wolmau' per annum xij xiiij viij

Rob's Broun' per annum xij' iij vij

[m. 3 doi'so]

Margeria Brounynge per annum Ixix j oJ)

Will's "Wa-sop' Capellanus per annum c

Rob's Justys per annum iiij xiiij xj

Joh'es Guy Ismonger per annum vj xxj uJ>

D'n's Ed's Pole per annum iiij viij x

D'n's Ed's Fraunceys per annum cij ij

Joh'es Bodenliam per annum ciiij

Ric's Loxle Grocere per annum vij ij ij

Ric's Spice Armiger per annum iij xj j oh

Will's Charteseye per annum iiij xiiij

Joh'es Fyge per annum Ixij iij

Tliom' Glenaunt et Will's Glenaunt

per a "" xj viij

Rob's Dymmok' Draper per annum iiij x viij

Joh'es Horold' per annum vj xij vj

Rad's Codyngton' per annum iiij ij xj

Henr' Sonier per annum liij' iiij

Joh'es Barbour per annum viij xj v

Will's Flete per annum cxj

^Vill's Walworth' per annum ix xj

Will's kSudbury per annum Ixxix vj

Will's Weston' Draper per annum ciij

Joh'es Bosome per annum iiij

Joh'es Baynard' per annum xiij xviij x
Joh'es Derneford per annum iiij

Joh'es Sudbury per annum iiij xiij iiij

Joh'es Pecot per annum xiij vj viij

Gregorius Balard' per annum cvj viij

Rob's Rose per annum x ij nh

Uxor Henr' Whitwell' per annum ix xix j

Joh'es Sadeler Vynter per annum iiij xvij viij

Joh'es Bloumvile per annum iiij iij iiij

Thomas Fulham per annum vj ix viij

Joh'es Lawneye Grocere per annum iiij

Thomas More per annum x
Thomas Duffehous Piscenarius ])er a'" viij xij ix

Ric's Bean Grocere per annum vmarc'
jjj yj yjij

Joh'es Fynche Wexchaundeler per

annum iiij

VOL. XLIV K
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"Will's Knyght' Felmongere per annum vj

Will's Olyver Grocere per annum vj iiij

Will's Wodward' Founder per annum lix iiij

Thomas Colsliull' per annum iiij xiij j

Rob's de Warde per annum iiij xvj viij

Will's Tornour Baker per annum iij xj oh
V marc jiijs. iiijd. ob.

Will's Galaundre Clerc' per annum viij

Rob's Wolmersty Piscenar' per annum iiij

Joh'es Weston' Irmonger per annum xlviij viij

Joh'es Gore Taillour per annum Iij ij

Henr' Bosewortli' per annum viij vj viij

Will's Reyneweir per annum vj vij iij

Thomas Reynewell' per annum Ivj viij

Thomas Vale Grocer per annum ' xliij iiij

Rogerus Andrewe per annum cxj viij

AVill's Aynesham per annum Ixxij viij

D'n's Thomas Peld' per annum Ixx

Joh'es Beamound' Chaundeler per

annum xiiij xj

Henr' Erton' per annum x
Joh'es Denever Irmongere per annum iiij xiiij viij

Ric's Wynter Stokfisshemonger per

annum iiij

Rob's Wydyton' Grocer per annum xx
Ric's Maughefeld' per annum ix xvij xj

Joh'es Penieys Stokfisshemonger per

annum Iiij iiij

Thomas Mockyng' per annum ix xvij xj

Will's Braybrook'' per annum iiij xj viij

Joh'es Scardeburgh' per annum Iviij viij

Will's Iver Tornour per annum Iiij iiij

Joh'es Rothyng' per annum Ix

Walterus Newenton' per annum Ixvj iij

Her[edes] Andree atte Vyne per annum viij xvij

Walterus Redeler Draper per annum cxv viij

Alicia Same per annum xlvj viij.

Ed's Bys Stokffishmonger per annum Ivj viij

[m. 4]

Executores testamenti Will'i Bys per

annum Ixvj viij

Rob's Rus per annum vij xv

Joh'es Swetenham per annum Ix vij

Joh'es Roberd' per annum Ixij iij

Joh'es Ammour per annum xl

Rob's Scalton Skynnere per annum Ixxv j

Agnes Haye per annum xliiij

Will's Hasarme Armiger per annum xlvj viij

Joh'es Downer Mynstrall' per annum xlvj viij

Alex' Fameir Taillour per annum Ixvj viij

Will's Bryan' Stokfishemongere per

annum xl
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Will's Potman' per annum
Joh'es Elyngham Stokfishemongere per

a™
Alanus Roys Mercer

Thom' Tykhill Mercer

Joh'es Mersk' Stokfishemongere

Isabel!' quondam uxor Ric'i Abell' per

a""

Ric's Bedewynd' per annum
Joh'es Raulyn' Bruer per annum
Jacobus Brampton' per annum
Jacobus Brampton' Armiger per annum
Rad's Halstede per annum
Barth'us Seman' Goldbetere per annum
Ric's Spark' per annum
Thomas Appulby Vynter per annum
Simon Lenian' per annum
Joh'es Causton' per annum
Thomas Bristowe per annum
Isabeir Maughfeld' per annum
Rob's Colneye per annum
Ric's Tangeley per annum
Steph's Roo per annum
Joh'es Shawe Vynter per annum
Joh'es Hamerton' per annum
Executores testamenti Joh'is Doket

per a™
Hugo Rybrede Piscenar' per annum
Joh'es Brokhole per annum
Will's Spencer Chaundeler per annum
Ric's Cauudissh' per annum
Joh'es Palmer per annum
Rogerus Palmere per annum
Henr' Palmer per annum
Joh' Cokayn' per annum
Ric'us Sandon' per annum
Executores testamenti Jacobi Billyng-

ford' per a™
Thomas Mochilhod' per annum
Joh'na Relicta Joh'is Olney Junioris

per a™
Matild' Smart' per annum
Heremit' infra Crepulgate per annum
Ric's Lynne Taillour per annum
Joh'es West per annum
D'n's Will's Skelton' per annum
Rob's Skelton' per annum
Alianora Causton' per annum
Joh'es Bailly per annum
Joh'es Moreir per annum

[m. 4 dorso]

Lucas Moreir per annum

liij iiij

1

xlvj

Ix

xl
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Joh'es Brawghate per annum
Relicta Joh'is Stegan' per ainuini

Bernardus Carpentere per aiinmu

Ric's I5randon' per annum
Walterus Eee Squyer' per annum
Rob's Gogh' clericus per annum
"Walterus Welyngton' per annum
Joh'es Broun' per annum
Ric's Savage per annum
Thomas Seinole per annum
Joh'es Eem Carpenter per annum
Joh'es Symesson' per annum
Thomas Boys per annum
Ric's Brounyng' per anuum
Joh'es White per annum
Will's Worsop' Capellanus per annum
Joh'es Okeham per annum
Thomas atte Brigge per annum
Thomas Garbold' per annum
Uxor Joh'is Bromwych' per annum
Alicia Burwell' per annum
Joh'es Brampston' per annum
Rob's Fraunkeleyn' per annum
Henr' atte Hook' per annum
Steph's Scrop' per annum
Will's Lynne per annum
Rob's Burton' per annum
Thom' Dreyton' per annum
Ph'us Spencer per annum
Joh'es Nyannsere Armigcr per aniunn

Joh'es Hynkeir per annum
Simon Dawe per annum
Thomas Beelham per annum
Thomas Oxenford' per annum
Ric's Ilammos Armiger per aumnn
AVill's ]\Iersh' Smyth' infra Turrim

London' ])er annum
Ric'us IMorcok' Bocher per annum
Rogerus Baron' Bruer per annum
Thomas Felawe Bocher per annum
Xich's Colvile Bocher per annum
Joh'es Edward' Bocher per annum
Henv' Walford' Skvnncre pin- annum

Joh'es Parker per annum
Thom' atte Wode per aniunn

Petrus Feriby per annum
Will's Butte jNlorcer per annum
Ric's Crownerc per annum
Will's Hert per ainuun

Ric'us Iklyngton' per anuum
Agn' Usk' per annum

Ixxvii,]
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Tlioin' \V3-utor per annum
Joh'es Wlialc per annum
Juliana Weldon' ])ei' annum
Nicli'us Wodeluiir per annum
Jt)li'os IJungay por annum
Ric' Edmoud' per annum
Rob'tus Frampton' per annum
Ric'us Shote per annum
Will's Neel commorans in Podynglanc

per a "'

Will's Essex per annum
Thoni' Freef per arnium

Will's AVolarby per annum
Job'es Asplion' per annum
Katerina Lovekyn per annum
Relicta Will'i AVhaplode per annum
Relicta Ric'i Odilso per annum
Joli'na Beri per annum
Nicli'us Tliurk ])er annum
Job'es Howeir Mason' per annum
Jobn' Heukeswortb' per annum
Jobn' Fox per annum
Reginaldus ]]erncwell' per annum
Will's Raisoiii' per annum
Rob'tus Erendwod' per annum
Stepb's Hervy per annum
Job'es Teyntreir Mercator Cicestr' per

annum
Cecilia Manball' per annum
Margareta Lynne per annum
Thoin' Barnet de Com' Kane' per annum
Stepb'us Bugge per annum
Executores Job'is Wodekok' per annum
Relieta Rogeri Jaket per annum
Margareta Philipotte Ric' Croulond' et

Tbomas Godelake tenent conjunc-
tim diversas terras et ten' in Warda
de Bredstrete et valeut per annum

Job'es Raison' per annum
Job'es Gay ton' per annum
Rob'tus Hall Aurifaber London' per annul
Hugo Angilsey per annum
Will's Skrene per annum
Thorn' Benet per annum
Job' Viveton' per annum
Rob'us Nippe per annum
Agn' Kelsbull' per annum
Job'es Ascbton' per annum
Thorn' Gartborp' per annum
Job'es Micbell' per annum
Will'us ^Slulton' de Com' Lincoln' per

annum
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Tenentes quondam D'ni de Audeley per

annum
^Nlargareta Sakevile per annum
Thom' Costantyne per annum
Ed'us Hampton' per annum
Thom' Erpyngham Miles per ainuim
Joh'es Credy per annum
Will's Chapeler' per annum
Nich'us Cressi Armiger per annum
Thom' Richard' per annum
Joh'es Litilton' per annum
Joh'es Everard' per annum
Tenent' voc' le Iren' on the liop' per

annum
Will's Agh'ton' per annum
Rob'tus Newenton' per annum
Ric' Geynesford' per annum
Joh'es Tice Goldebeter per annum
Pons de Rouchestr' per annum
Alic' Fitz Simond' per annum
Will's Enterden' per annum
Joh'es Cok' per annum
Will's atte Aungell' per annum
Galfr'us Wymond' per annum
Will's Bronyng' per annum
Thom' Wliite Tiler per annum
Thom' Wissenden' per annum
Joh'es Shorham per annum
Joh'es Kyngeston' per annum
Joh'es Hovell per annum
Joh'na Gay [per] annum
Will's Mildenhale per annum
Rob'tus Louthe per aniium
Joh'es Bifield' per annum
Isabella Thorney per annum
Joh'es Marchair Taillour per annum
Nich'us Carperter per annum
Ric'us Hodoch' per annum
"V\'iirs Kirkeby per annum
Henr' Malpas Clericus per annum
Joh'es Wyot per annum
Joh'es Som[er] per annum
Ed'us Salle per annum
Joh'es Serjaunt Sherman per anniun
Joh'es Pynchardon' per annum
Joli'es Bile per annum
Thom' Lekenore per annum
Rob'us Knyvet' per annum

[m. 6]

Joh es Buke per annum
Joh'es Bawde per annum
Will's Westbroke per annum

Ix
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Joli'es Clipsliam per annum
"Will's Synimes per annum
Georgius Fastolf per aunum
Relicta "Will'i Bonby per annum
Georgius Benet et Joh'es TlieLaucl

executores testamenti Godfr' Cost

per annum
Heredes Godfr' Coste per annum
Georgius Benet per annum
Thorn' Cotyngwith' Clericus per annum
Elena commorans cum Thoma Chaucer'

per annum
Executores testamenti Thorn' Kcnte

per annum
Joh'es Moxun per annum
Ed'us Bunieir per annum
Rob'us Whityngham per annum
Will's Bernard' per annum
Sarra Stokesle per annum
Rob'us Cappere per annum
Eelicta Joh'is Mendham per annum
Joh'na Traynell' per annum
AVill's Marowe per annum
Joh'es Morevall' per annum
Joh'na Bene per annum
Petrus de Bedlem per annum
Joh'es Dunyng' Bruer per annum
Ric'us Levyngton' per annum
Thorn' Berebowe per annum
Will's Kente Peautrer' per annum
Thorn' jNlallyng' per annum
Adam Smalstrete per annum
Will's Chipstede per annum
Joh'na Trigge pise' per annum
Thorn' Provendr' per annum
Joh'es Claveryng' per annum
Walterns Pope per annum
(iruido Laurenc' per annum
Will's Bismere per annum
Alio' Barton' per annum
Joh' Southous per annum
Thom' Sutton' per annum
Ric'us Gille per annum
Joh'es Westzerd' per annum
Rob'us atte Hill' per annum
Rob'us Bover' per annum
Steph'us liervy per annum
Thorn' Barnet per annum
Ric'us Person Armurer per annum
Joh'es Clifton' et Joh'es Widmere per

annum
Joh'es Makelcsfeld' jier annum
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Will'us Byrche per annum
Joli'es Exhale per annum
Gilbertus Haywod' per annum
Thomas Mortymer per annum
Relicta Barth'i Xeef per annum

Rector ecclesio sancti Christofori per

annum
Joh'es Knotte Taylour per annum

Steph'us Frankeleyne per annum

Joh'es Hotofte Armiger per annum

Joh'es SyJyngburne per annum
Ph'us atte the Popes hede per annum

Joh'es Xorman' Aurifaber per annum

Rogerus Kendall' per annum
Will's Pritteweir per annum
Ric'us Hamme Armiger per annum
Joh'es Swynflet per annum
Laurenc' Durem per annum
Margareta More Chaundeler per annum

Dionisius Lopham per annum
Ric'us PoUehiir Pelliparius per annum

Simon Sampson' Armiger per annum
[m. 6 dorso]

Rob'us Bright Girdelor per annum

Nich'us Frankeleyn per annum

Henr' Bray per annum
Joh'es Warton' per annum
Will's Crane per annum
Joh'es Marchaunt per annum

Th' May per annum
Ric' Pounfree pisc' per annum
Will's Turnell' per annum
Joh' Coniyn Vynter per annum
Will's Curraunt per annum
Joh'es Curraunt Aurifaber per annum
Will's Aston' clericus per annum
Rob'us Bright Girdeler per annum
Joh'es Bernes Aur' per annum
D'n's Joh'es Tutteburi per annum
D'n's Will's Dier vicar' de Bray per

annum
Simon Gaunsted' per annum
Will's Wassyngham Alutar' per annum

Alic' Lirper per annum
Thorn' Hair Mercer per annum
Godfridus Brest Copersmyth' per annum

Joh'es Spore Armiger per annum

Relicta Will'i Balham per annum

Relicta Henr' Payne per annum

Joh'es Stachinden' pisc' per annum

Joh'es Oudeby Clericus per annum

Will's Clay Curreour per aninim

VOL. XLIV
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Joli'es Salman' Curreour per annum
Steph'us Toppesfeld' per annum
Will's Turk' Armiger per annum
Joli'es Hore lirewer per annum
Thorn' Hawe Mec' per annum
Joh'es "Wolward' Armiger i)er annum
Henr' Louelicli' Pellipar' per annum
Kob'us Rous Brasier per annum
Alic' Wynchecombe per annum
Ric'us "\Val\v(U'tli' Vyntei per ainium

Thom' Cressy Mercer i^er annum
Tenentes quondam Joh'is Loveye per

annum
Agn' Redyng' per annum
Edwardus Picliard' per annum
Joh'es Twyford' Coteler per annum
Elienora Yonge per annum
Joh'e? Eton' per annum
Joh'es Marcheford' per annum
Thorn' Willesden' Armiger per annum
Joh'es Raundes Capellanus per annum
Thom' Tendirden' per annum
Joh'na Body per annum
Thom' Frowik' per annum
Will's Burton' Skryvener per annum
Will's Everard' per annum
Will's Btonham per annum
Joh'es Sotheryn per annum
Henr' Edward' per annum
Joh'es Cresseweir per annum
Petr' Brikelsworth per annum
Rad'us Bredon' per annum
Joh'es Grauntham Junior per annum
Joh'es Staunton' per annum
Ric'us Waltham per annum
Joh'es Bridlynton' per annum
Joh'es JJouLle per annum
Joh'es Wetyng' per annum
Relicta Joh'is Clophill' pee annum
Joh'es Longe per annum
Relicta Joh'is Bradmore per annum
Alanus Britte per annum
Thomas Appelton' per annum

[m. 7]
;

Math'us Rede Armiger per annum
Eliseus Ongham per annum
Petrus Toruld' per annum
Walterus Bewe per annum
Joh'es Herteshorn' per annum
Thom' More Clericus per annum
Ric'us Walgrave Miles per annum
Joh'es Denton' Armiger per annum

lllj VUJ
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Joli'es Turljck' per ainuuu

Joli'es r)lakiHlen' per anmiiu

Joli'es Randolf per annum
Kob'us Scotte per annum
Joli'es Caunbrigge Armiger per annum
D'n's Heni'icus Haniond' per aimam
Will's Prestwik' Clericus per annum
Will's Roke Clericus per annum
Alex' Watorhaylly per annum
Joh'es ])yiiliam Clericus per annum
Guide Baker per annum
Joli'es Grene per annum
Will's Hoddesdon' per annum
Will's INIer'scli' per annum
Joh'es Wigmore per annum
Margar' Lydzerd' per annum
Joh'es Pope per annum
Joli'es INfarkele per annum
Rogerus IMalpas per annum
Joh'es Colbroke per annum
Joh'es Chelmesford' per annum
Agn' Twitman' per annum
Joh'es Norton' Grocer per annum
Will's Burton' per annum
Joh'es Silham per annum
Margeria Ludwike per annum
Agn' Cornewaille per annum
Joh'es Harper per annum
Will's Wroth' per annum
Persona ecclesie sancti Martini Pomers

per annum
Joh'es Pounde per annum
Joh'es Hokclif per annum
jNIargareta Adyn per annum
Joh'es Bally per annum
Will's Cawode per annum in claro

Joh'es Fulthorp' per annum in claro

Nich'us Corwan' per annum in claro

Joh'es Mapilton' Clericus per annum
Joh'es West' Fischemonger per annum
Thorn' Cameir de Shaftesburi per

annum de claro

Rnb'us Haye Ferrour [per annum]
Agn' Ikesworth' per annum
Joh'es Cole Vynter per annum
Joh'es Staudelf per annum
Rector de Wiche per annum
Joh'es Askwith' per annum
Will's Balle per annum
Will's Bradforeyn per annum
Thorn' Wodhous per annum
Agn' Triplowe per annum
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Relicta Rogeri Puynant per annum
Joh'es Hiir per annum
Cristina Shinvod' per annum
"Will's Bentley per annum
^Marion' Elith' per annum
Joh'es Frere per annum
"Waltorus Cliamberleyn' per annum
Georyius Cressy \)ev annum
Joh'es Pake per annum
Will's Rames per annum
Ric'us Lye per annum
Rob'us Langford' per annum
Joh'es Boston' Draper per annum
Joh'es Feirehod' per annum
Joh'es Cretyng' per annum
Will's Acton' per a"* Capellanus per a"'

Thom' Hokley de Com' Essex' per

annum
Ric'us Welhom' jier annum
Agn' Heukesworth' per annum
Rob'us Tirwhit per annum
Walterus Humspell' per annum
Joh'es Twyford' Wolpakker per annum
Will's Salman' de Com' Buk'^ per

annum
Relicta Joh'is Wilman per annum
Will's Lye Barbour per annum
Will's Steperanke per annum

[m. 7 dorso]

Henr' Lyngham per annum
Joh'es Clerke Clericus Corone per

annum
Joh'es Banke de Scaccario domini

Regis per annum
Joh'es Ferrour pei anniun

Joh'es By-ye lemostr' per annum
Rob'us AYarner per annum
Will'us Tamworth' per annum
Joh'es Elyngeham, Serjaunt de armis

per a*"

Ric'us Meredon per annum
Thorn' Hulston' de Com' Suff per

.•uuuni

Joh'e:. Bernard' Clericus per annum
Joh'es Wikes ])er annum
Rob'us Malton' Clericus per annum
Rogerus Hilloni per annum
Joh'es llogham per annum
Rob'us Kelhani j)er annum
Joh'es Pryston' per annum

11'.]
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Kob's Kyvcr per annum
AVill's . . . pi'i' annum
Ph'us Edomun . . son' pier amium

Simon Cliaunger per annum
Joh'es Kewcasteir per annum
Will's attc Noke per annum
Will's Forster per annum
Will's I.athom' per annum
Will's Herte per annum
Will's Colyn per annum
Joh'es Draiton' per annum
Kelicta Henr' Drayton' per annum

Tliom' Ilasle per annuni

Thorn' Seyvile per annum
Eob'us ].acoke Armiger i)er annum

Simon Mayhewe per annum
Cristina Marke per annum
Nich'us Aunceir per annum
Joh'es Tettesworth' per annum
Will's Teler per annum
Joh' Eoundeir per annum
Joh'es Langforcl' per annum
Joh'na Relicta Petri Brikcleri per

annum
Rob'us Athelard' per annum
Joh' Bokyngham per annum
Joh" ^Nlery per annum
Mich'us Capellanus do Com' Sussex'

per annum
Joh' Chaumberleyne de Com' Surr'

per annum
Cristina atte Shope per annum
Katerina Wascheburne per annum
Ric'us Worcestr' Clericus per annum
Ric'us Wyot per annum
Rob'tus Trewelove per annum
Will's Cursum per annum
Will's Hunt per annum
Thorn' Bassyngburne

Joh' Hulcote Clericus

Joh' Hotle de Tacull' per annum
Thom' Crysp Clericus per annum
Joh' Mekkyng' per annum
Thorn' Whitby Clericus per annum
Ric'us Russeir per annum
Walterus Langford' per annum
Ten' nuper Will'i atte iMill' per annum
Thorn' Keuersle per annum
Joh' Asteir Cappellanus per annum
Will's Widmer' per annum
Ric' Cruse per annum
Joh' Cranley per annum

XX
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Ric' Cranley per annum
l'"xecutores Joli'is Caibonel'

"Will's Pynnore per annum
Will's Fouler' per annum
Joh' Cornyssch'

Joh'es Parker Coteller ]ier annum
Joh' Flete Junior per annum
Executores Henr' Payne per annum
Simon AVynchecombe per annum
Rob'us Prynce per annum
Henr' Jolipas Capellanus per annum
Mag'r Joli'es Bernard' per annum
Will's P)rakley Capellanus per annum
Joli'es Bulstrode per annum
Thom' Rolf
Will's Argentyne per annum Armiger

Will's Wynkefekr Armiger per annum
[m. 8]

Joh'es jMicol Vynter per annum
Henr' Hasilmere

Relicta Kynwardesle
Joh' Louthe per annum
Rob'us Mildenhale per annum
Joh' Pounder per annum
Ric'us Herewod' per annum
Gilbertus Hoo per annum
Will's Whitman per annum
Simon Benfeld' per annum
Joh'es Wydmere per annum
Thorn' Lyncoln' per annum
Joh' Gierke Armiger per annum
Joh'es Thresch' Nett' per annum
Joh' Smerte per annum
Rob'us Luton' per annum
A lie' Brian per annum
Thom' Coffyn I'er annum
Thorn' Broun Grocer per annum
Agn' Corbet per annum
Joh'es Gaver per aimum
Henr' Sibsey per annum
Will's Watkyn per annum
Will's Reynold' per annum
Joh'es Balsham per annum
Joh' Seynt Jermayn per annum
Maitinus Godard' per annum
Rogerus Stoketon' per annum
Rob'us TAvyer pannar' per annum
Henr' Garnet de Seynt Albon'

Cecilia Sotherey per aiuium

Will's Burcestr' [)er annum
Una Cantaria in eeclesia sancti Antonii

per annum

111.1
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Ric'us Aillowyn per annum
Execiitores D'ne d(! Holbecli'

XXI,)

per

annum
Jiili'es Saycr per annum
Joli'cs Melton' per annum
Joh' Multoii' iJollipar' ])rv lunuim

Joh' Aleyn per amnuu
Executores Will'i Cressewik' per annum
Joli' Berdegrove per annum
Slepli'us Edolf per annum
Rob'us Guppey per annum
Will's Andeby per annum
Thorn' Elsyng' per annum
Ric' Burys per annum
-Toll' Clenumt per annum
Job' Clayliam per annum
ReUcta Joli'is Bere per annum
Rob'us Russell per annum
Ric' Broun per annum
Wal terns Brigge de Reygate per annum
Job' Dekene Grocer per annum
Job' Weston' per annum
Job' Bage per annum
Will'us Frost per annum
Capella de Colcbirch' per annum
Tboni' Morsted' per annum
Job' Wyncbecombe per annum
Job' Ballard' i)er annum
Executores Job'is Eorster per annum
Job' Betoign' per annum
Walterus Setter' per annum
Riu' Wodecok' per annum
Tbom' Wyncbecombe per annum
Pb'us Burton' Armiger per annum
Will's Cast' per annum
Job's Hales per annum
Will's Ruston' per annum
Ric'us attc Weir per annum

[m. 8 dorso]

Joh'es Roys Armiger per annum
Capella de Col...er' per annum
Joh'na Blomvile per annum
Job'es Scba...on' per annum
Will's Oxenford' per annum
Job'es Stratton' Cbaundeler per annum
Tbom' Hetbe per annum
Job'es Elyngebam per annum
Job'na Bray per annum
Relicta Job' Lamby per annum
Job'es Cressi per annum
Job'es Vyne per annum
Henr' Cbambre per annum

xl
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Joh'es Absolon' per annum
"Will's Beuerich' per annum
Kob'us Edward' per annum
Thom' Eyre Conper j^er annum
Roiyus Chftsterford' per annum
Joli' Tettisburi per annum
Joh'es I'aris per annum
Keginaldus Courteys per annum
"Will's Clifford' per annum
Will's Enot per annum
Hug' Game per annam
Joh'es Snypston' per annum
Joh'na Northlond' per annum
D'n's Joh'es Gerbray per annum
"Will's Dive per annum
Joh'es "Widmere per annum
Joh'es Iklynton' Clericus per annum
Alanus Hull' per annum
Ed'us Bretneir per annum
Joh'es Brikeles per annum
Hospic' Mercator' Hanc' per annum
Joh'es "Wolf et Joh'es Martyn per

annum
Joh'es Cosyn Clericus per annum
Joh'es Beket per annum
Rogerus Cheyno per annum
Ric'us Cliderhowe per annum
Th' Pynch'on per annum
Joh'es Borham per annum
Walterus Landri&e per annum
Tenentes quondam "Will'i Staundon'

per a"
Tenentes quondam Vawtot' per annum
Joh'es Dowbler' per annum
Joh'es Smyth' per annum
Joh'es INIegr' per annum
Rob'us Marchair per annum
Joh'es Kyngesmeir per arnum
"Will's Est per annum
Joh'es Kelsey per annum
Godefr' Colvyle per annum
Joh'es clericus ecclesie sancti Dionis'

Rob'us Upgate per annum
Rad'us Silkeston' per annum
JacoI)us Knyght per annum
"Will's Loveney per annum
Rob's "Whaplode per annum
Rob'us "Writeir per annum
Gilbertus Pryncc per annum
Joh'es Aldenhain ])er annum
Joh'es Reynold' per annum
Joh'es "Waterman per annum
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Joh'es Boneauntr' per annum
D'n's Joh'es Salle per annum
Joh's Asshurst per annum
Joh'es Mallync^' per annum
Mavgar' Dounton'
Rob'us Donnyng' per annum
Agn' Eerefeyre per annum
Joh'es Savyn per annum

[m. 9]

Joh'es Gambou' per annum
J oh' Seder' per annum
Joh' Storme Capellanus per annum
Relicta Joh' Cornewaile per annum
Jacobus Cok' Coteller per annum
Steph'us Sewale per annum
Thom' Barnet per annum
Rob'tus Markele per annum
Th' Somerset per annum
Will'us Beauchamp' per annum
Inteberugh' Armiger per annum
Relicta Will'i Cumberton' per annum
Joh' Denyngton' Coteller' per annum
Job' Trenchemer' per annum
Alic' Swanbone per annum
Joh' Prentot Draper per annum
Gui Tirry Baker
Thom' Squu-ri per annum
Job' Hotot per annum
Job' Wotton' Haberdascher' per annum
Katerina Streche per annum
Nich'us Wilkeshire per onnum
Walterus Marwe per annum
Thom' Islham per annum
Walterus Chertsey per annum
Ric'us Noket per annum
Rob'us Pope Sherman' per annum
Ric'us Bacton' per annum
Hawes Yonge per annum
Joh'es Creek' per annum
Galfr'us Cook' per annum
Will'us Brounyng' per annum
Relicta, Joh'is Gierke per annum
Job' Pounteney per annum
Job' Bocok' per annum
Cappellanus de Gyllyngham per annum
Rob'us Haxton' per annum
Walterus Redeler per annum
Will's Kent Upholder per annum
Katerina Dauelcr per annum
Thom' Stukele de Seynte Albones per

annum
Agn' filia Thom' atte Swan per annum
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Procrrljings at IHrrtincjs of t\)t Eoual ^rctjrcological

Institute.

November -ith, 1886,

J. T. MicKLETHWAiTE, Esq., F.S.A., V.P., iu the Chair.

The following communication was received from the Kcv. Joseph

Hirst :—
" I am sorry to have tu report from Asia Minor, a very gloomy prospect

for Aich.'Pology. (Jwing to a newly aroused fit of jealousy, and to a

sullen opposition to all excuse for Western encroachment or interference,

the sites of the Ionian cities and the seats of the former empires are

condemned to remain unearthed. This retrograde policy is unfortunately,

but too vigorously enforced by some newly appointed officials, in a

department of the Turkish administration now first called into existence

for the Inspection and Preservation of Antiquities, who have .some

tincture of European cultivation and just that smattering knowledge of

art which will prove prejudicial. Their argument is, if treasures lie

buried in our soil, we had better keep them ourselves ; but as neither

Turkish energy or resource will allow of excavations, the Government,
dog-in-the-manger-like, will do nothing themselves to reap the fruits of

industry and will allow no one else to do so. Thus all archaeological

research in the Ottoman dominions has come to a standstill, and there is

no prospect for the present, so I am told by our consular agent here, of

any fresh diggings being allowed for the future. Meanwhile, oAving to

greed and ignorance, a wholesale destruction is going on at Smyrna of

the i\Iacedonian, Koman, Byzantine and Genoese walls and towers that

crown the height of Mount Pagus, and make such an imposing spectacle

when the city is first seen from the sea. This work of Vandali.sm begun
eighteen months ago, will not want long to accomplish an irreparaljle

injury to the lovers of art and antiquity, and to those who wish that the

continuity of history should be preserved iu visible signs l^efore our

eyes. The rapidly nicreasing dimensions of this second city of th(!

Empire, make the demand for building materials so great, that the so-called

municipal authorities here have not been able to resi.st the temptation

of selling to all-comers such a valualile quarry of well-dressed stones. All

protest hitherto has proved utterly unavailing, and our English consult
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Mr. Dennis, so distinguished a student of archaeology, is as powerless in

the matter as his confreres. The advent, however, of Sir W. A. "White,

as our Ambassador to Constantinople, and the ever-shifting phases of the

Eastern Question, may, at no distant period, afford an opening for some

intervention on our part, of which it may be our duty to take immediate

and complete advantage.
" Smyrna, 22nd October, 1886."

On the motion of Mr. "W. H. St. John Hope, seconded by the Rev,

F. SiKirrell, the following resolution was unanimously carried :

—

" That this Institute regrets to hear from Mr. Hirst of the destruction

which is going on in the Turkish Empire, and requests the President

and Council to take any steps which they may think fit in order to

bring the matter before the proper authorities Avith a view to its

prevention."

Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie read a paper on " The Finding of

Daphn.T," which is printed at page 30. The site of Tell Defenneh
near Kantara is now shown, by the writer's excavations this spring,

to be the Stratopeda or camps of the Ionian and Karian mercenaries,

the Avhole site being covered with Greek and Egyptian remains of the

twenty-sixth dynasty ; the fort was founded by Psamtik I., and the

place was desolated under Aahmes by the removal of the Greeks,

exactly as stated by Herodotus. The palace-fort here was the
" Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes," named by Jeremiah, and the pave-

ment mentioned by the prophet was discovered ; the building is still

called by the Arabs " the palace of the Jew's daughter," apparently in

memory of the "king's daughters" of Judah, who fled there with

Johanan and the Jewish refugees in 587 B.C. The archaeological

resiilts are mainly in Greek vase painting, a great quantity of archaic

pottery having been found : iron work and jewellery are also common
in this site, besides immense numbers of weights. The foundation

deposits of Psamtik I. were taken out from each corner of the fort.

The writer's other discoveries this year for the Egyptian Exploration

Fund, at Xaukratis, Buto and Tell IS'ebesheh, were also briefly described.

In offering the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Petrie, the Chairman
congratulated him upon his luck as well as upon his work, and
regretted to hear the final words of his paper, namely, that he would
not at present be at work again for the Egyptian Exploration Fund.

]\Ir. A. Baker read a paj)er on " Architecture and Archaeology,"

advocating the closer union of the two sciences. Votes of thanks were
jiassed to Islw lY'tric and to Mr. Baker.

Antiquities auli afllorks of Jlrt (Sxhibiteb.

By Mr. Pktrie.—Egyptian antiquities, including some fine examples

in gold.

Ijy Mr. E. Badart :—A large amphora found with seventeenth

century remains. It was thought that this vessel was of the time of

the Commonwealth, and jn'obably for the importation of crude oil

from the Mediterranean.
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December 2nd, 1886.

T. H. Baylis, Esq., Q.C., in the Chair.

Mr. T. Bent read a paper on " Homeric Parallels from Modern
Greek Life," in which the following subjects were treated of :

—

Reasons for the continuity of myth and custom in the remoter

Turkish Islands ; a modern village assemblage like a Homeric one ; a

pilgrimage on Karpathos, parallels from Humeric meals ; the singing,

dancing, and game-playing just as described by Homer,—female Hfe :

spinning at the loom, embroidery; at the wells; fear of raven's croak;

a washing picnic on Samos compared with Nausicaa's ; treading in

trenches the dirty linen,—mountain cave life : cheese making, and
tending of lambs, like that described in Homer's account of the cave

of Polyphemus ; the superhuman strength of Cyclops compared with

modern dragons ; imagined strength of ancestors illustrated from
modern life,—the nymphs of the streams and glades still existing in

nereids ; marriage with nereids and god-like progeny ; manner of

catching nereids compared with that of Proteus ; superstitions con-

cerning sneezing ; the sun and its similarity to Hyperion ; Helios

acting as spy and messenger,—death parallels : similarity between the

modern Charon and the Homeric Hades ; the apocalypse of the Virgin

compared with the eleventh Odyssey ; death wails ; the laying out of

the dead ; the dirges sung by relatives
;

quick burial compared with

similar accounts in the Homeric poems.

Dr. Fitz-Patrick confirmed what Mr. Bent had said and instanced further

parallels, many of which are to be accounted for by the fact that

Christianity had never succeeded in driving out the old pagan customs,

Mr. Justice Pinhey said that some of the customs mentioned by
Mr. Bent still existed among the Brahmins of India.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Bent.

Mr. J, T. Micklethwaite contributed a paper " On the Remains of an
Ankerhold at Bengeo Church, Herts." This had only lately been recog-

nized as a domus inclusi, and was clearly proved by the evidences of the

stonework, or rather the blocked-up holes in it, which received the ends
of the roof timbers. It appears that a wooden hut had been planted

against the outside wall on the north side of the apsidal-ended chancel,

and an entrance rudely broken into it from the chancel. There are

no signs of the existence of a door, so that the anker would have passed
freely from his den to the church. Such liberty was, indeed, not usual,

and it seems to have rather rested with the recluse himself to settle the

degree of strictness under which he chose to retire from the world. The
hold measures about 8 ft. in length, the width is uncertain, and the

height about 6 ft. A recess in the chancel wall outside indicates the

anker's seat, and probably his sleeping-place also. From the rudeness of

the work, Mr. Micklethwaite was inclined to give to this little refuge

a date earlier than the fourteenth century.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Micklethwaite, whose papei-

is printed at page 26.

<^utiqiiitic0 anb Starks of Jlrt ^xhibiteb.

By Admiral Tremlett.—A plan, illustrating a system of disposing of

the remains of the dead in prehistoric times, a system of which only
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three examples have as yet been found. The case in question consists of

a series vf three chambers, stone-lined and covered, and connected

by narrow juissages, all of which -were examined and planned in 1885.

These remains are situated at Kerindervelen, near Kermarqucr, Carnac.

Admiral Tremlett also e.Khibitcd a drawing of a Roman cinerary urn,

ornamented, from Finisterre.
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POPULAR COUNTY HISTORIES.—A HISTORY OF BERKSHIRE. By
Lieut.-Col. Cooper King, F.G.S. 294 pp. Lundoa : EUiut Stock, 62, Pateriicster

Row, 1887.

In an age, whicli teems with little handbooks to every conceivable

branc h of human knowledge, admirably adapted for perusal in an
express train, Dr. Dryasdust himself could not expect that the counties

of E n land would long remain without liistories, cheaper, less ponderous,

and more popular than the costly, magnihcent, and learned volumes
which oppress with their weight the shelves of that scholar's library.

Perfect mines of archaeological and genealogical information exist in

them anent almost every parish in England, while their prefaces on the

history of the counties they deal with, and their appendices on botany,

zoology, geology, &c., contain enough material to rig out, for each

county, a much thicker volume than that whose name heads this notice.

We own to a profound admiration for these ponderous tomes with their

great folding pedigrees, and their engravings of the seats of the nobility

and gentry, each with a dedication at foot in terms which our modern
taste may reckon a little fulsome. True it is, that the information given

is sometimes wanting according to our modern lights, sometimes
incorrect. John Evans was not known to their writers, and the

prehistoric man, palieolithic, or neolithic, river drift or cave, finds no
place in tlieir pages, though we may read of a giant's humerus, six feet

long, or of the finding of a thunder bolt. " Castles " Clark was not

born then, and all earthworks are set down as Roman camps, and the

distinction between a square keep and a shell keep had not then been
drawn ; nor had Willis and Hartshorne shown how to make architec-

tural details explain ancient documents and acconnts, and ancient

documents and accounts explain architectural details. In spite of all

these deficiences, archaeologists of the present day have reason to be
grateful to the laborious topographical writers who preceded them ; in

their works much is preserved that otherwise would by now be irre-

coverably lost, such as mention of long obliterated earthworks, Koman
inscriptions which have [too often the case !] disappeared ; monuments
in churches, whicli have fallen under the attacks of the restorer, and
many quaint bits of folklore, which otherwise would be now forgotten.

All county histories are not, however, on the same footing, as regards

value ; wide indeed is the gap between Hodgson's magnificent fragment
in seven quarto volumes about Northumberland and Hutchinson's
History of the neighbouring county of Cumberland in two volumes

;

the one is all that a county history should be, the life work
of a scholar, the other replete with information, good, bad, and
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indifferent, shovelled together as a publisher's speculation. We are not

likely in future to see the number of county histories on the old scale

added to ; the work is now sub-divided and distributed between many
societies ; the fauna and the flora and tlie geology are dealt with in

books confmed to one branch alone, such as for instance Macpherson's

and Duckworth's "Birds of Cumberland" and Ward's "Geology of

the Lake District". Mr. Foster and the Harleian and kindred societies

take off the pedigrees, while the Surtees, the Chetham, and similar

associations take off the documents ; local antiquarian and archaao-

logical societies (not neglecting pedigrees or documents) go into

the parochial and minuter details. Formerly a country squire, curious

in the history of his own parts, bought one ponderous and expensive

folio or quarto ; now-a-day he buys a great many little books and
subscribes to the local antiquarian and scientific societies, and we
fancy the change is the worse for his purse. When all the matters we
have mentioned are drafted into separate publications, there is little left

for a county historian to do, but to amplify into an octavo of some 300
pages, what would have merely formed his predecessor's preface or

general introduction.

This field, hitherto vacant, Mr. Elliot Stock has made his own ; the
" History of Berkshire " is the fourth in his series of county histories

that he has launched upon the public. For his first volume he issued

the history of an eastern county, namely Norfolk, for his second a

western one, namely Devonshire, while the third, Derbyshire, he
selected from the Midlands. Abandoning now any selection on
geographical reasons Mr. Stock would seem to have selected Berkshire,

the Royal County, as appropriate to the Jubilee year.

The county of Berkshire is the square of country, which according to

Asser derived its name from the abundance of " bearroc " or box trees

among its woodlands, a district wedged into an angle which the Thames
makes at Oxford, where, after running eastward from its source, it

suddenly turns to the south, to cleave its way through chalk uplands to

Reading and the Kennet valley. Chalk downs spread over the heart of

it from the Thames to Hampshire, and the fertile Kennet valley to the

south lies piessed between these uplands and the barren and tangled

country about Windsor. In the north, about the vale of White Horse,

the deep clay soil supersedes the chalk. Colonel Cooper King, in his

first chapter, deals with the broad geological conditions of this district,

and asserts that palaeolithic man first came upon its scene during the

continental period, when the English Channel was dry land and the

Thames ran into the German Rhine. Professor Boyd Dawkins has

proved that the palaeolithic man, if he stood on one of the hills com-
manding a view of the district above Windsor in the winter time,

would have seen vast herds of reindeer crossing the Thames, and in the

summer herds of horses and bisons availing themselves of the fords,

with wolves and bears in their train. Remains of all tliese animals

were found at Reindeer-ford at Windsor in 1867. The evidences of the

existence of palaeolithic man in Berkshire are conclusive, thougli not

numerous ; thoy were mostly discovered by Dr. J. Stevens, who was the

first to investigate the Reading drifts in 1879 ; they consist of rude
flakes, scrapers, and oval or pointed axes, roughly chipped, associated

with teeth and bones of mammoth, rhinoceros, and bos, and may be
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seen in the Reading museum. In course of time the land gradually

sank, the English Channel came into existence, and the pal.ieolithic man
disappeared, to make way for the neolithic man or man of the polished

and chipped stone period, a long-skulled or dolichocephalic race, who were

overpowered by a stronger, round-skulled, or l)rac,hycephalic race, using

better weapons of possibly stone and certainly l)ronze. These races

found the country in a sufficiently wild condition ; the clayey valleys

were the most suitable to the growth of forest trees and vegetation, and

the Thames valley was probably full of tangled jungle ; the peat beds

of the Kennet show that its valley held dense thickets, which, uniting

with the woodlands of the Lodden and Blackwater, expanded to the

eastward into the great forest that occupied the Bagshot Sands as far as

Windsor, the " Bearruc Wudu." The district, afterwards Berkshire,

was well protected from invaders on the south, for it was covered to the

south and east by the great forest of the Weald, the Andreadsweald,

extending for 120 miles from Hampshire to the Medway, while the

thickets of Southampton water and the western forest, tending round by

Dorset and Wiltshire to the valley of the Frome, covered its south and

west. As the Thames covered its east and northern boundaries, access

to the district could be had only where fords existed, or passes through

the great forests ; and by these lines the successive waves of immi-

grants must have entered. The earlier wave of immigrants, the

dolichocephalic, a Celtic race, probably came over from the continent

dry foot, and came into Berkshire from the east across the Thames
;

while the later wave, a brachycephalic race, from the Belgic tribes of

Gaul, first of all held the southern coast of England, and came from

thence into Berkshire from the south through the forest passes, their

ultimate northern boundary, the last of the Belgic ditches, being the

Wansdike, a magnificent earthwork, which ran from the woodlands of

Berkshire to the Bristol Channel ; thus before the Christian era

Berkshire was occupied on its north by Celts proper, and on its south by
remnants of Celtic tribes, and by their conquerors, the Atrebatian branch

of the Belgaj, whose capital Avas at Gwahl Yawv (afterwards Silchester)

on the northern border of Hampshire. The remains in Berkshire of

this Celtic and Belgic period are numerous and important, but Colonel

Cooper King declines to apportion them between the two with any

degree of exactitude ; he suggests that the roads and the hill

fortresses should be taken to be originally of Celtic construction, unless

they can be proved to be otherwise. Colonel Cooper King considers the

oldest and most important road in Berkshire to be the Ridgeway, that

crosses the Ilsley Downs, and is part of the Icknield or Ickleton-street,

which joined the Iceni of the eastern counties with the Damnonii of

Devon. In Berkshire it is guarded by a series of hill fortresses to its

north at Lowbury, Letcombe, Hackpen Hill, and Uffington, two of which
are earthworks of great magnitude. Another branch of the Icknic^ld

Way crossed the Thames at Moulsford to Wantage, also guarded by
earthworks. Anotlier road ran from Oxford to Farringdori, passing

Cherbury Camp. Other roads ran across the south of the county, and
no less than seven unite the fords of the Thames and the Kennet ; all

these pass Celtic earthworks and barrows. Three of the great military

roads of Antonine's Itineraries intersect Berkshire, all concentrating at

Calleva, the ancient Gwahl Vawr of the Belgse and the Silchester of

VOL. XLIV N
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the present day, situate upon the northern border of Hampshire ; it was
a most important centre on the great road or roads, for they there

diverged, from Londinium to the west, and thus our author does well in

taking it, though not in the county, as his starting point from which to

examine Eoman Berkshire. The Koman stations of Spinas, Thamesis,

aiul Bibracte belong to this county, but Spinae, at Speen, near N^ewbury,

is the only one that is positively allocated; the district is not very rich

in Roman remains, and those that exist are rather of a domestic character

than great camps, but the place-names alone would prove the Roman
occupation if nothing else did ; many large hoards of Roman coins have
been found in the county, but Colonel Cooper-King does not tell us,

what the Roman antiquary would like to know, the precise circum-

stances of each find
;
perhaps Mr. Thompson-Watkin will come after

him. The Roman went at last, and there has been much dispute as to

the amount of trace in the character of the English people that the

Roman left behind him. Colonel Cooper-King thinks he left but little,

and that the province of Britain was but a Roman Algeria or an
English Hindostan ; indeed we think it certain that a visit to our own
Indian Empire would facilitate our understanding of Roman Britain.

AVe know little of the Saxon conquest of Berkshire. The Gewissas,

better known as the West Saxons, made a permanent settlement on the

south coast about 514, with the intention of forcing their conquests to

the upland of the Gwent, and so to strike across it into the heart of

England. They soon secured AVinchester (Gwent-ceaster) ; their

advance was checked by a defeat in 520 at Badbury or Mount Baden.
About 552 they took the fortress of Old Sarum, and swept over the

present Wiltshire, and four years later a victory at Cunetio admitted
them to the INIarlborough Downs, which gave them easy access to the

centre of England. From thence they soon overran the district over

which the White Horse glimmers, and extended their settlements to

the " Bearroc Wudu ", on the south of the Thames, east of the new
settlement of the Saxon house of the Readings. This completed the

winning of the southern uplands, and the future Berkshire became part

of the kingdom of Wessex, gradually became Christianised, and its first

bishop had his see at Dorchester.

With the advent of the Danes the Berkshire record becomes more
exciting. In 871 their host, under Guthrum or Gorm, sailed up the

Thames past London, and seized a tongue of land some half a mile

from Reading for its camp, from which their foragers sallied for food

and ])huider. An assault upon this camp by the AVest Saxons under
Alfred and Ethelred the King failed, and as they fell back the

Danes pushed on along the Ridgeway and entrenched themselves on the

heights of Aslidown. By a masterly piece of strategy they had cut the

comnnniication of the West Saxons with their base at Gwent, seized

its encampments, and forced the West Saxons, instead of themselves, to

become the stormers. The great battle of i^.scesdun that ensued was
one of the turning points in our national history. The Englishmen,
under Alfred, stormed and carried the heights, and the routed host of

Guthrum fled to refuge in its Reading camp. Colonel Cooper-King's

speculations on the site of this great battle are well worth perusal, and
seem conclusive. The story of the surprise of Wessex, and of the

events leading up to the peace of Wedmore, by which the tide of
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invasion was ultimately turnctl, may well be considered Berkshire

history ; for Alfred himself was a Berkshire man, born at Wantage, and
we leave our author to tell it, which he does rather too briefly. He
finds little to narrate in the Norman Conquest, and he gives us brief but

clear accounts, or rather lists of where Saxon, Danish, and Norman
remains exist : the space at his disposal hindeis him from going

into details.

Two cha]iters are devoted to the ^Military History of Berkshire, One
dealing with " Its Fortre&ses : their Rise and Fall " ; the other with

"Its AVars "—a somewhat confusing and zigzag arrangement, for as

"Its Wars " are the causes of " Tlieir Rise and Fall" our author

involves himself in a certain amount of harking back and of reiteration.

Colonel Cooper-King enumerates as the Berkshire fortresses Walling-

ford. Windsor, Reading, Donnington, Farringdon, Newbury, and Biiglit-

well. The iirst three are set down by i\Ir. Clark as having had shell

keeps erected on very ancient earthworks ; Wallingford as a good
example of a shell keep on the line of the enceinte wall, These throe,

and that at Oxford guarded the valley of the Thames, and kept the

fords and were of first class importance. Farringdon guarded the

Thames at Radcot Bridge ; Newbury the passage over the middle
Kennet ; Donnington, and Brightwell were probably mere fortified

manor houses, the former of which has an interesting record during the

troubles of the 17th century. Colonel Cooper-King gives a popular

account of Windsor Castle, but he has omitted from his list of inter-

ments in the " Tomb House," two or three that he should have known
of, and tlie Prince Imperial is not buried, as he states, in St. George's

Chapel. The latter part of the chapter on "Its Wars," dealing with
the Civil Wars and the events of 16(S8 is interesting. A chapter is

devoted to the " Monastic and Ecclesiastical Life " of Berkshire ; but it is

confusing to have to turn back to a previous chapter for the early history

of the Abbey of Abingdon, while the monasteries of Cholsey and
Hamme are nowhere mentioned in the chapter specially devoted to such,

but have to be dug for under the heading of "The Saxon Conquest."

Berkshire had within its borders two mitred Benedictine Abbeys, those

of Reading and of Abingdon. The accounts given of these make one
long in the first case for a plan ; in the second for a little excavation.

Many of the stones of the Abbey of Reading could strange tales unfold,

if they were but vocal. Originally they formed part of the Romano-
British Silchester ; thence they went to Reading to do duty in tlie

Norman Abbey, and after the dissolution some of them voyaged down
the Thames to build the Hospital of the Poor Knights at Windsor

;

others the Corporation, and divers private persons got grants of and
utilised in various ways. The Abbey of Reading had the privilege of a

mint : this is mentioned by our author, but he says nothing about the

coins issued from that mint ; they are comparatively rare, and fetch high
prices. The Black Canons had establishments at Poughley, Sandlefoixl,

and Bisham, and the somewhat rare order of Maturins at Donnington.
The Grey Friars had a monastery at Reading, but the Black Friars had
not. The Cistercians had no settlement in the county : as its staple was
the clothing trade, which depended on wool, one would have expected
to find those astute shee}) farmers. This chapter contains curious

accounts of the uses the disused monastic buildings were put to, and u
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good ghost story—of a gliost with inky fingers. The next chapter is

devoted to "The Towns and Villages and their Upgrowth ", and is the

longest, and perhaps the most interesting in the hook, tracing out how
first one place and then another has risen to importance ; and
lost it again, Reading alone having steadily waxed in wealth and
importance from its first heginning as a site of ]ialaeolithic man down to

the railway days of Queen Victoria. Colonel Cooper-King gossips

pleasantly about the great clothiers of Newbury and Reading, and the

royal visits to those towns. A final chapter deals with " Its Modern
Life".

Good as this book undoubtedly is, it makes one long for more. The
]ierkshire dialect is but little treated of, and Ave learn less of the county

families. A better index is much wanted ; but if j\Ir. Elliot Stock can

keep all his authors up to the level of Colonel Cooper-King, he will do

well. The book is well printed, on good paper, and nicely got

lip, but we regret the arms of Reading have been staiuped on the back.

Some people, ignorant of'the fact that a county has, and can have, no

armorial bearings, will take these arms to be those of Berkshire.

MODERN METHOD OF ILLUSTRATING BOOKS. London : EUiot Stock, 62,

Paternoster-row, 1887.

In consequence of the very great advance which has been made
within the last few years, in the processes of photography and litho-

graphy, the old methods of illustrating books by engravings on metal or

wood are fast going out of use, and the writer of the little book at the

head of this notice, has rendered good service to authors by directing

theii' attention to the various methods which, within the last two or

three years especially, have been produced for Ijook illustrations. He
has endeavoured, as far as practicable, to avoid technicalities, but in

describing the very varied processes in use it is, of course, impossible to

do so entirely ; nevertheless his descriptions are, upon the whole,

intelligible to the careful though uninitiated reader. The general principles

are made clear, and the most suitable systems for the attainment of the

best results in the illustration of particular classes of subjects are pointed

out. The space within which our notice must be limited precludes us

from entering into details. For these we would refer to the work itself,

which affords much valuable information, and may be obtained at a

trifling cost.

AVe may, however, remark thus much, that according to the old

practice of illustrating there Avere but two methods pursued, viz. :

Engravings, jirinted frnm an intaglio plate, or Woodcuts printed from the

surface of a wood block. To this was subsequently added a third

method—lithography—or printing from a stone or other smooth surface
;

and the object of the new processes is to obtain the same results

more rapidly and at greatly reduced cost.

To avoid the expense of engravings photographs have for some time

been occasionally used to illustrate landscape scenery and for other

jnirposes. The results, however, have been far from satisfactory.

Without any Avish to disparage the Camera, Avhich, for many purjjoses is

a raost valuable instrument, it is not successful for all pur^joses.

Among other faults, we may remark of photographs that unless very
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good they are very hard and wanting in correct perspective. Their

glossy appearance is also objectiona])le, and they require to be mounted,

which in a long edition is a tedious process entailing considerable

expense, and, what is worse, they are all more or less liable to fade. One
of the greatest difficulties has been to deal with the case of perspective

in landscape views, but by a great amount of careful and patient study

and experiment, this and other faults have been overcome, and some
beautiful results have been obtained.

iVll, or nearly all the modern improvements have been derived directly

or indirectly from photography, and the author proceeds to show in what
manner photography can be applied to the production of the three old

methods of illustration abovementioned, but he takes them in the reverse

order, commencing with the process, which to a great extent will super-

sede simple lithography. In these descriptions we must avoid the

scientific modus operandi by which the results are achieved. The
method used is what is called the collotype process, which may be

adopted with great success in representing objects in low relief, such as

coins, medals, ivory carving, &c., and for the re-production of maps,

plans and original sketches, in black and white, but great care must be

taken in preparing the drawings.

The next subject treated of is the production of surface blocks to be

printed with type, like engravings on wood, but it seems doubtful if this

method will ever equal good wood engravings. The process is, doubt-

less, much less costly than engravings on wood, and may answer very

well for rough work, but for fine work it is much inferior to the old

method.

The process adopted as a substitute for engravings on copper or steel

is known as photogravure or heliogravure which has been used with

great success. This result is due to the fact that the plates are produced

by a combination of mechanical and hand- work. The plate, after

having been advanced as far as practicable by the former process, is

handed over to the engraver who completes it fit for printing. As the

l)rocess improves handwork is being gradually dispensed with, and some
works of high character have been produced, as is said, entirely by
photogra])hic means. Fine specimens of all these processes have appeared

in the last two parts issued of the Archceologia.

Some very excellent work has been produced by Messrs. Boussod,

Valladon, and Co., of New Bond-street, by the Goujiil process of

photogravure. The cost is very moderate. The processes vary in price

from Is. to 6d. the square inch.

MEMORANDA., HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL, RELATING TO THE
PARISH OF KELSTON, IN THE COUNTY OF SOMERSET, by the Rev.
Fkancis J. PoYNTON, M.A., Rector. Privately printed.

It is heartily to be wished that iNIr. Poynton would bite a few of his

brother rectors, and some vicars too, and inoculate then; with some of

that love for, and interest in parochial history, which has resulted in the

Ijeautiful volume before us. Its production has been spread over

many years, and must have caused not only much expenditure of labour,

but of money, in the necessary searches. ]\Ir. Poynton gives his readers

a history of the advowson of Kclston Rectory. Then follows a com-
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Itlote li.st of the rectors of Kelston, their patrons, the bishops under

whom they were jiresented, and the autliority for these statements, all

tahularly arranged, wliile biograi)liical notices are given of all the rectors

from 1500 to the present day with, in some cases, particularly those of

lluddleston and Hawkins, long pedigrees. Next we have the family

history of the parish with monumental inscriptions, pedigrees, extracts

from Avills, &c. The rest of the volume is occupied with an exhaustive

account oif the Haringtons, lords of the manor of Kelston, and

pedigrees not only of the Haringtons themselves, but of all their

collaterals and alliances, worked out in the most laborious and accurate

manner. "We confess, with shame, that we never could face the

drudgery of compiling a pedigree. All the more honour to those who
undertake the work, of which we are ready enough to take advantage

and make use. A most interesting account by his second wife, a

]\Lirkham, is given of Sir John Harington of Kelston, who was born in

15G1. He was a courtier, a wit, an author, a poet, and inventor. He
invented a dark lantern, which he presented to James I ; and he also

invented a sweete and savorie " pan " for Kelston House, in other

words, a water closet of which he gives a most amusing and proud

description. This Sir John had a son, who much to his father's

astonishment turned Puritan and Parliamentarian, and was M.P. for

Bath, but he found his mistress in his wife Dionysia, daughter of James
Ley, first Earl of Marlborough ; she got the house and estate for life,

and lived to 1672, doing great waste to the estate, which never

recovered. Her son. Captain Harington, had four wives and twenty
children ; he was a captain for the Parliament in the troubles and
narrowly escaped being omitted from the general pardon granted by
Charles II. "With such a dowager as the lion. Dionysia, and such a

patriarch as Captain Harington, no wonder the estate came at last to be
sold, and the manor house was pulled down in 1764: by Caisar Hawkins,
the purchaser.

The book is a handsome, well printed quarto, with several engravings

of seals and arms, and fac-similes of military commissions.

HISTORIC TOWNS, edited by E. A. Freeman aud W. Hunt. BRISTOL, by
W. Hunt. Loudon : Longmans, Green and Co.

This neat little volume is the second of a series of volume.=, proposing

to deal with the towns of England with reference to the special part

each played in the general history of the kingdom. The history of

Bristol, though marked by many stirring incidents, is of a commercial

rather than a drum and trumpet character
;
yet her merchant adventurers

and her Ijold seamen must have seen enough of life and lighting in every

known part. Time was when the Bristol "hogs" in number exceeded

the ships of any other port but London, though now Bristol has fallen

somewhat into the background. It would be interesting to work out

the rise and fall of the various seaports on the western coast of Britain.

Ravenglass and Chester were probably the earliest, and were both used

by the Romans, who, probably, imported cattle for their commissariat

from Ireland by way of Ravenglass. Ravenglass silted up, and
Edward I used Skinlnirness, while the Irish trade and the wine
trade, aud the slave trade (white slaves) centred at Bristol, as later did
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the sugar trade and the tobacco. In the 17 th century Whitehaven
arose and went into skives, sugar, and tobacco ; but it was superseded by
Greeno(;k, as Liverpool, which liad taken the phice of Chester, super-

seded Bristol, lielped largely, as Mr. Hunt shows, by the folly of the

r>ristolians themselves.

Hristol has always been an English town ; the first fact wc know
a1)0ut it dates from the year 1000. From that time Mr. Hunt traces

its history down through the Great Insurrection, the ]>lack Death, and
the Civil Wars, showing the effect the discovery of the new world had
on its fortunes, and how it was affected b}' the war of American Inde-

pendence ; we can well say that he has produced a book that is, to

use a well known seaman's phrase, "sliipshape and Bristol fashion", a

phrase which we may explain refers to Bristol seaman leading their

running rigging down to the deck in a different, and (as llristol thought),

a smarter manner than the Londoners did.

Mr. Hunt devotes a chapter to the " Black Death ", a visitation,

Avhich, while it swept away an already decaying social order, introduced

new and more vigorous institutions. It was probably introduced to

Bristol from abroad, and there it found a ripe hotbed for its terrible

ravages in a place where sanitary conditions were of the very worst.

The result, Mr. Hunt considers, to have been a large influx of popula-

tion from the country. We have noted this in other places about this

time ; townsmen begin to appear in the records called by the name of

the villages around, John de so and so. This influx of unskilled labour

emphasised the distinction between the wage paying and the wage earn-

ing classes. The wage paying classes attained possession of the
" craftguilds ", and kept down competition by restricting the admission

to the craftguilds, and by prohibiting persons not members thereof from
plying their trade.

The municipal liberties of Bristol are of a very high order, In 1373
it was created a county with an elective sheriff and shire jurisdiction

;

this freed Bristol men from all attendance on the shires courts and from
the intrusion of the sheriff. j\Ir. Hunt says this was the first grant of

its kind conferred on any town, but from Messrs. Ferguson and Nanson's
book on the Carlisle Records, which we notice elsewhere, it will be seen

that Carlisle had in 1353 a grant to the same effect, but differing in this

—it did not give the men of Carli.«le an elective sheriff, but appointed the

mayor and the two bailiffs to execute the office of sheriff; these

officials within the last five years successfully resisted the intrusion of

the sheriff of Cumberland into Carlisle. The mayor of Bristol was also

appointed escheator, and the Town Council of forty was to be elected by
him and the sheriff with the assent of the commonalty, but this was
gradually dispensed with, and the Corporation became a close boely, self-

elective, admission being denied to all, who did not belong to the ruling

political party. The parliamentary franchise did not, however, as in

many places fall into the hands of an oligarchy. As Bristol was a

county it remained in the forty shilling freeholders and the freemen.

The result was curious. Oldfield, in his history of the Boroughs, says of

Bristol "it is entirely free from aristocratic and ministerial controul ; but
it is at present represented by a coalition formed by the leaders of the two
contending parties. One of its representatives votes unifonnily with
administration, and the other with opposition ; so that the 6,000 persons
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to whom the right of election is supposed to be confined have virtually

no representation at all." This agrees with our author's stateuKiut that

the representation of Bristol was divided between both parties from

1784 to 1831.

In his chapter on the New AVorld Mr. Hunt gives some account of

the voyages of exploration fitted out by Bristol adventurers, and he is

disposed to think the story true that Sebastian Cabot was liorn at

Bristol. At a later period Bristol, like "Whitehaven, went into the

privateering biisiness, and during the seven years' war as many as 51

Bristol ships, carrying 1,004 guns, sailed under letters of marque, some
of whom turned pirates and flew the "Jolly Roger". The quays of

Bristol must always have been rare places for hearing stories of

adventure. Captain Richard Falconer sailed from Bristol in the frigate

Albian, Captain "NVase commander, on the •2nd ^Nlay, 1 699, with a fair

wind, and all boys should read his

"VOYAGES
dangerous

ADVENTURES
and Imminent
ESCAPES

with the Laws, Customs, and manners of the Indians in Am rica ; his

shipwrecks ; his marrying an Indian Wife ; his narrow escape from the

island of Doniinico, &c." There must have been lots of Richard

Falconers to be found in the hostelries of Bristol quay, as well as one-

legged and one-armed mariners of ditferent degrees of rascality with no

end of tales of Treasure Islands, singing

Yeeho and a bottle of rum
Fifteen men on the Death Man's Chest.

But these gentry's tales might have carried Mr. Hunt beyond the sober

limits that ought to be observed by an historian ; to his role of historian

Mr. Hunt adheres very closely. He will not stray into the paths of the

archaeologists, and we have no account from his pen of the eccleskstical,

civil, or military buildings of Bristol. He shows us a little of its social

life. They Avere rich and jolly fellows these Bristol merchants, with
their gorgeous pageants, their free libations of liquor, their ready

hospitality, their treats of fried eggs and spiced wine. The place

recks of memories of the Cabots, of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, of Rogers,

of the Duke and Duchess privateers. It reeks of slaves (black and
white), of sugar, tobacco, ivory, palm oil, Spanish wine, rum, and of

everything that money can be made out of. To do justice to the history

of such a place is hard, and jNIr. Hunt has not quite succeeded in it

because he has confined himself strictly to historical lines.

One blemish we note in this otherwise well got up book—the maps
are very poor in point of executit)n, indistinct.

OGHAM INSCRn'TIONS IX IRELAND, WALES AND SCOTLAND. By the
late Sir Samlkl Ferguson. Edinburgh : David Douglas. 1887. pp. 164.

The generous founder of the Rhind lectures on Archaeology has been
the means of bringing into thi; world a most remarkable series of

volumes—five volumes which have done more to raise Archaeology to
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the level of an exact science than any other recent publications. " The
Past in the Present," by Dr. Mitchell and Dr. Anderson's fonr books on

Scotland in Early Times, will ever remain classics in every archajoloi^'ical

library. A sixth volume is now on our table, less attractive indeed tlian

its predecessors, for it lacks their wealth of pictorial illustration, and it

deals with a subject that is certainly drier—that of " Ogham Inscrip-

tions '', but e(iually certain to become a permanent and classic authority

on the subject with which it deals.

Of these the late Sir Samuel Ferguson, President of the Koyal Irish

Academy, had made a life long study, and he embodied the results of

his labours in the lectures he delivered in Edinburgh in 1884 as Ehind
lecturer. About 200 of these inscriptions exist in Ireland, eighteen in

Wales, two in South England, at least six on the mainland of Scotland,

and four in the Orkney and Shetland Islands. The general key to the

reading has been traditionally preserved in Ireland, and could be recon-

structed, if necessary, from the Roman inscriptions which accompany and

echo the Oghams on the bilingual monuments of Wales. The STibject

of the texts are almost exclusively proper names connected by the word

Maqi, accepted as meaning " son of."

"The Ogham is to this extent" [says Sir Samuel] "of the same

family witla the Rune, that the characteristic of both kinds of

writing is the employment of straight strokes easily carved on wood or

stone, for forming tlie alphabetic letters." From the Rune came the

Tree Rune, in which an alphabet of sixteen letters is divided into three

Aett^ (sorts or kinds), and each character is denoted as an upright tree

with branches, the number of branches to the left denoting the Aeit, to

the right the place of the letter in the Aeit. For the tree stem two
parallel lines are sometimes substituted, and lines half-way across denote

the Aett, wholeway the number of the letter in the Aett. In the Ogham,
a similar, but more complicated arrangement is adopted. The alphabet,

called the Bdlihdsnion, consists of twenty letters, each designated by
the name of a tree : they are divided into four categories of five each,

known as the ' B ' aicme (kind or following), the ' H ' aicme, the
' ]M ' aicme, and the ' A ' aicme, which contains the five vowels. In

writing the characters, one common stem line serves for all the letters,

and in epigraphy the arris or straight edge of a stone monument is

generally taken. The number of a letter in its nicme, is denoted by a

corresponding number of straight strokes : the first aicme ip denoted by
the strokes being below the central stem ; the second above ; the third

across ; and the fourth on (denoted by dots). As the inscription may be

written from either end, the would-be reader has to try it from each end :

then, when the stem line is the arris of an upright stone, he has to try

on the supposition, first of one side and then of tlie other being the top,

so that four ways exist of reading each inscription ; if the inscription

runs up one side of an upright stone and down the other, a question may
arise as to whether the top and bottom of the stem continues the same
throughout or changes. Instances of both occur. The Rune Smitt is

frequently careless about his spaces ; no divisions are made between the

words : and the arris of an upright stone is the most likely part of it to

be chipped, and weathered. All these make the reading of an Ogham
inscription a matter of much difficulty.

The main questions which arise about these inscription are, Sir Samuel

VOL. XLIV. O
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says the following : whether the Ogham is of Pagan or Christian origin
;

whether, if of Pagan origin, any of the monuments are Cliristian
;

wliether the \Yelsh imparted it to the Irish, or vice versa ;
and whether

its forms belong to a vernacular, or to an artificialised and technical

language. Sir Samuel does not profess to solve the question of Irish or

British, Pagan or Christian origin, but he claims to have brought Irish

Pagan and British Christian monumental usage into actual contact in

Wales, and to have contributed something towards the further elucida-

tion, as Christian monuments, of the sculptured stones of Scotland.

The Oghams in AVales are generally accompanied by Latin inscriptions,

and frequently by the sign of the cross, as an integral part of tlie design.

Those in Scotland have the cross and also scenes which Dr. Anderson

has identified with scenes in the Christian Bestiaries of the middle ages.

As regards the question of the language of the Oghams, Sir Samuel is

" content to leave it in the hands of those who have made the philosophy

of language their study, claiming only the credit of having supplied their

researches with approximately authentic data in the texts I have

presented". As those texts amount to 226, all that are known, our

readers can judge the value of the exhaustive method with which Sir

Samuel has treated his suljject, and it will be long ere this volume is

superseded as the classic on Ogham.

It only remains to add that the book is provided with excellent

indices.

SOME MUNICIPAL RECORDS OF THE CITY OF CARLISLE, viz. : The
Elizabethan Constitutions, Orders, Provisions, Articles, and Rules from the

Dorraont Book, and the Rules and Orders of the Eight Trading Guilds, prefaced

by Chapters on the Corporation, Charters, and Guilds, Illustrated by Extracts

from the Court Leet Rolls, and from the Minutes of the Corporation and
Guilds. Edited by R. S. Ferguson, M.A., F.S.A. (London and Scotland),

Mayor of Carlisle. 1881-2 and 188-2-3
; and W. Nanson, B.A., F.S.A., late

Deputy Town Clerk of Carlisle. Carlisle : C. Thurnam and Sons. L(mdon :

George Bell and Sons, IS 87-

The Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archaeological

Society, established in 1866, has been steadily pursuing the object for

which it was formed, and, as its works shew, has been doing good and

laudable service. In addition to eight volumes of Transactions the

Society has printed an Extra Series, of which the volume under

notice is the fourth, and anothei', The Pre-Eeformation Episcopal

Registers of Carlisle, which cannot fail to be a most valuable work, is

now in preparalion.

The ancient and " JNIenio " City of Carlisle is of very great antiquity,

having been inhabited by all races of men known in this border district,

and this intermixture of blood cannot fail to have had an influence upon

the people, consequently we may expect to find unusual interest in the

manners and habits of the mediaeval inhabitants.

In .the first chapter entitled "The Corporation and Charters," an

interesting sketch is given of the origin and growth of the City of

Carlisle, from the earli(,'st time at which there are any records down to

the Revolution of 1688. It shews the struggles and contentions of the

inhabitants with the civil authorities, and the gradual extension of the

liberties of tin; town, until as early as 1353 it had become entirely

independent of the county of Cumberland, and of all county jurisdiction,
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liaving its own bailids to execute tlio office of Sheriff, and its own
Coroners, and free from tlie payment of any purvey or rate to the

county.

Carlisle has sent members to Parliament from the time of Edward I,

the franchise, as usual, being vested in the inhabitant househohhu's

])aying scot and lot, which Avas equivalent to burgess tenure, our editors

remai'kingthat at that date men did not rent houses. In the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries here,- as elsewhere, the grossest political corrup-

tion prevailed. Bribery existed to the greatest extent, in which the Govern-

ment were the chief offenders. In the middle of the eighteenth century

packing the Corporation by the creation of faggot votes was one

of the means resorted to. A lively account is given of the election

tactics. Persons were admitted to the freedom of the city who had no

title or claim to the distinction, and not in units but in hundreds and

tliousands. They were known as "mushroom votes." In 1749 they

were created in great numbers. Among them 500 colliers were brought

up from Lord Lowther's mines in the neighbourhood. The scandal was

great, and cannot for a moment be excused ; but it is doubtful if it was

as prejudicial to the Commonwealth as the Caucus system and other

abuses from which the State suffers at the present day.

The second chapter, which treats of the Corporation and the Guilds,

is of much interest. The establishment of Gilds, or Confraternities, is

of great antiquity. We find faint glimmerings in the very dawn of

history, though it is very difficult to discover their origin. Mr. Coote

finds them in the Collcjia of the Romans, and he gives quotations from

the rules of the gild of London, which gild, like those of Camljridgc

and Dover, we find were in existence before the Conquest ; and Kemble,

in his Codex D/pIomaticns prints the statutes of three gilds—those of

Abbotsbury, Exeter, and Cambridge. Hincmar, Bishop of Rheims, in

the middle of the ninth century gives, in his Capitularies, instructions as

to the management of gilds, and speaks of their members as united in

all the exercises of religion. Lugo Brentano, a learned German writer,

asserts that "England was the birthplace of gilds," adding that
" London may be considered their cradle," whilst Bishop Stubbs says
" they may find a parallel in any civilized nation at any age of the world."

Whatever may have been their origin they seem to have been every-

where based upon the two great principles—Love towards God and
charity and goodwill towards men. The Editors truly remark that " a

religious character is always attached to a guild." These principles are

abundantly shewn in the volume of Ancient Gild Statutes (in English)

edited some years ago by Mr. Toulmin Smith for the Early English

Text Society. Gilds were of several classes. Some were purely social

and religious and others more secular, but the same religious principles

pervaded the whole. Of the latter class were the Gilds Merchant
and the Ci'aft Gilds ; the last, being the most numerous were
the most influential as alfecting the people, but the first as being

the most wealthy Avere the most powerful. It was the Gild Mer-
chant at Carlisle, as at other places, which worked out the liberties

of the city and developed into the Municipal Corporation. There were
eight Craft Gilds. They were formed for mutual help and protection^

and the interest of the brethren and sistren (for the same plural form is

used for both names, and is certainly more euphonious than the added "s
"
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for sisters) wore carefully thought out and provided for. Our Editors

write :
" The ancient guilds were burial clubs, charitable clubs, dinner

and drinking clubs, trades unions, local boards, and the like." They
were all these and more. Their periodical feasts were a part of their

rules, and were intended to promote sociability and good feeling, but we
have no evidence that thov degenerated into disorder, and though the

craft gilds were in a sense trades-unions they were so in a far different

sense from the present associations which jiass under that name. They
did not ignore the rights of others, nor did they make rules or adopt

customs to tyrannize over their fellows, and their rules never tended to

set class against class. The gilds consisted of both ma.'-ters and men, or

what in these days the trades unionists would designate the " Employers

and Employed," for masters have ceased to exist. The objects of the

ancient gilds were to promote honesty between man and man, to take care

that the goods manufactured should be of good quality, and that the pur-

chaser should receive that which he supposed he paid for without any

fraudulent practice. Gilds were characterised by two great jirinciples

distinctly marked in their statutes, the second universally expressed in

all their bye-laAvs :—the constant sense of moral worth and the endeavour

to attain it, and the first respect for law and its established forms,

qualities, sad to say, not to be found in their successors the present

trades unionists, it is to be feared from the entire elimination of that

religious element in their organisation which i)ervaded the ancient gilds.

We have stated above that the Guild ^Merchant at Carlisle, as the

result of its contests with the Crown, developed into the Corporation,

or Governing body of the town. The members comprised the landed

proprietors, and excluded from all part in municipal affairs the

crafts gilds and all the other unlanded inhabitants, " so," the Editors

say, " the craftsmen combined and formed guilds for their own protec-

tion and for the furtherance of their own interests." We can hardly

conceive that this was the origin of the crafts gilds, which, at Carlisle

as at other places, must have been in existence at an earlier date. The
gilds enumerated are eight, of whom seven were gilds of craftsmen and
the eighth a gild of traders, such as grocers, drapers, &c., who called

themselves a " Gild of Merchants, but they were entirely distinct from
the Gild Mercatory which became the Town Council. The Editors

remark that it is curious " there was no Guild of Carpenters or of any
craft connected with building," and so it is. Contentions arose between
the Gild ]\Iercatory and the Crafts Gilds, the latter claiming a share in the

gnvernment of the town which the former resisted. Of these early

struggles there is now no record, but it is found in the Dormont ])Ook,

which coinnienfcs in 1561, that the crafts gilds asserted themselves and
became powerful checks on the Town Council or the Gild Mercatory.

The effect of the concurdat would seem to be that the lAIayor and
Citizens thenceforward should not incur any expenditure in the name of

the citizens and inhabitants witliout the advice and council of four

jiersons of every occupation, or gild, appointed for the puri)ose, and two
of the four keys of the Cnminon Chest were to be in the custody of the

occupations, and further that the mayor should not make any "out-

men" (strangers) freemen without their advice and council. So it appears

that the Craft Gilds, as representing the inhabitants, had secured an

efficient check upon and control over the affairs of the city, though the
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administration was in the hands of the Mayor and Council. And this

would seem to have worked wt^ll for about a century afterwards, when the

corruptions before referred to had crept in.

Reference has been made just above to what is called the Dormont

Book. A very minute description is given of this curious volume with

a facshnile of the title pa^^e, which reads :— " This
|
called § the §

RkGESTAU § Go
I

VERNOll § OH § UORMONT § BoOK
|

OF § THE §

COMONWELTH § OF § THI
|
NHABITANTES § w'''"lN § THE § ClTIE ! OF

§ Carlell § Renewed § in § the § Year § of
|
Owr § I.ouo §

God § 1561 ;" and it bears on the first leaf of the book, a iloriatcd

escutcheon of the city arms : a c^vas.s" fleurij hdioeeii four row.s Gil,

the same as on the ISfarket Cross and Town Hall. The fifth or central

rose on the reverse of the Common Seal of the City of Carlisle is absent.

On the vellum and paper preceding the title is the date mcccccxxxxix.

The name is explained as being similar in character to the " Coucher

book " of a Monastery, or the ledger book of a Commercial Firm, all

three signifying large books that lie permanently in a certain place to

which they relate, in opposition to smaller ones which are intended to be

carried about for ready reference. The book, for nearly a century was not

used for any other purpose than to contain the forms of the oaths to be

taken by the City Officials and the bye-laws of the City. But tluring the

time of the interregnum, it was, like other things of greater importance,

turned upside down and used as a register of the deeds granting away

the property which had been seized from the Bishop and the Dean and

Chapter. After the Restoration, curiously enough, it Avas used for the

registration of the declarations, made against the solemn league and

covenant, and registering indentures of apprenticeship. The contents of

this volume are printed in extmso.

The (]ity of Carlisle, considering its great antiquity, appears to be

singularly destitute of municipal archives. Many mediaeval charters

and other records are cited in the introductory chapter, but it is not

stated which of them, if any, are in the possession of the local

authorities. The Gilds are also in much the same condition. They do

not possess any record earlier than the seventeenth century, though in

some instances reference is made to books of Orders, as early as the

middle of the sixteenth, and the Glovers cite a book as early as fifteenth,

Henry VI[.,but it is not now in existence. The rules as now printed

make no provision for religious worship, which was the leading feature

of the mediicval gilds. There is one single exception of our indirect

character in the rules of the Tailors' Gild, in which it is ordered

under the date of 1608, that "when any brother or brothers' Avife of

this occupacbn deceases that have y" whole light with y'' banner, y'' son

or daughter to have half light with the banner, and y*' apprentice a

third of y® light with y*^ banner, and to carry them where y" maistcr

appoints to y*^ church upon warneing by y*^ undermaister upon paine

of vj"* each offender toties quoties." Also it is ordained and appointed

by y" saitl occupat^n that upon Corpus Christi days as old use or

custome before time the whole light with y" whole occujiatx^n and
banner be in St. Marie's churchyard at y*^ ash tree at 10 of y*^ clock

in y^ forenoon, and he y* conies not before y*' banner be raised to

come away pay vj*^ each offender toties quoties." The Editors truly

remark that this is a most interesting entry, and carries us back to
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the pre-Refonnation Corpus Christi processions in Carlisle, of which a

description is given in an earlier ])art of the volume. There is one

other order in the Tailors Gild pi'ohibiting work on Saturday night or on

the eves of festivals appointed by the church to be kept holy. We do
not see, with the exception of attendance at funerals of deceased

brothers, which would seem to be general, that any work of mercy or charity

was carried out at this time by the Craft Gilds of Carlisle. The rules

appear to be secular and selfish. Honest dealing was strongly enforced.

Any brother committing petty larceny or other criminal offence was
expelled from his fraternity. Searchers were appointed to visit the

houses of the brothers quarterly to see that they used good materials

and honest workmanship, and that weights and measures were correct.

Tbe gilds were kept very close. Great care was taken that no stranger

intruded into the City to the prejudice cf the brethren, and with respect

to the admission of apprentices.

In conclusion we must state that though in some respects the volume
is disappointing, upon the whole it possesses great interest, and it is

evidently most carefully edited.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE LIBRARY : being a Classified Collection of the

chief contents of the GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE from 1731 to 1868.

Edited by Geokgk Laurence Gomime, F.S.A. liomano-British Remains : Part I.

London : Elliot Stock, 62, Patemostisr Row, E.C., 1887.

'Mv. Elliot Stock has issued the first Part of the seventh volume of this

happily devised series. This Part treats of the Roraano-Britisli Remains,

than which there is no class of antiquities of greater historical value.

It illustrates not only the period of the Roman occupation of Britain,

but forms also almost the only record of the dark period in British

history Ijetween the withdrawal of the Roman legions and the incursions

of the numerous Teutonic tribes that afterwards conquered and settled in

the country. Mr. Gomme, the learned Editor, has, according to his

usual practice, enriched the volume with an introductory chapter of great

interest. In this he states his opinion as to the condition of Britain

after the Romans had withdrawn, and questions the continuity of

Roman influence. He cites the great works of the late Mr. Coote.

Romrms in Britain, and that of ]\Ir. Seebohm, The English Villaf/c

Community, but is unable himself to accept the theory of either. He
writes :

—" So far as history teaches us, we know that tlie Romans found

upon their arrival in Britain several Celtic tribes, more or less barbarous,

according to their degree of contact with the commercial nations who
traded with the island ;

" and," that after a vigorous government of about

300 years they left these tribes under much the same civilization, and

then the land was practically cut off from continental influences and

civilization." He adds, " I cannot ignore the importance of the facts

strangely undervalued, if not overlooked, by all historians, that the

Britons did not levy a national or imperial force to stem the tide of

Saxon conquest—that the Roman occupation of the country was not a

social occupation but a military one, and that Rumaii ]]ritain meant

little more than the few thousand luxurious occupiers of the villas, the

merchants of the cities, together with the various garrisons which

dominated the country." This view is probably to some extent correct.
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but we think Mv. Goinine has overdrawn his picture of the Ih'itish

popuhition generally. The works of art of the Celtic people wliich re-

main to lis, proclaim them to liavc possessed a high degree of culture, though

that their condition under Roman rule hud rendered them effeminate

and unwarlike is evident enough. And it appears to us erpially evident

that their condition, as regards intellectual culture, was a high one, or

they would not have retained the inllucnce of Roman law, Roman
Customs, Roman words in Arts and Manufacture which Mr. Coote points

out to have survived.

This difficult question can only be solved by a close study of Roman
Remains, and Mr. Gomme justly observes that the collection of discover-

ies from all parts of England during the long period of 130 years,

enshrined in the Gfintlewan's Magazine, and here brought together,

cannot fail to form an independent factor in its solution.

Mr. Gomme treats the subject under four heads :— 1, Roman life in

Britain ; 2, Romano-British continuity ; 3, Evidence of the conflict

with the English ; 4, Results of the conflict.

On the first head it is scarcely necessary to make a remark. Roman
power, Roman luxury, and Roman influence during Roman supremacy in

this country are pretty well known, but in the second Mr. Gomme draws
a contrast between the remains which exist of the Romano-British
period, especially during the terrible time between 410 and 450 a.d.,

when the Romans had left the Britons to themselves, and the period

when the cromlechs and stone circles were built, implying that the race

had rather deteriorated than advanced in civilization. He says there is

no evidence of any Roman influence save in the memorials of the dead
and in the appearance of a Romano-British continuity of history in

matters of religion, and in respect to the cultivation of open fields upon
which Mr. Gomme has something to say ; but we must not enter into the

controversy, and for his interesting remarks on the last two heads must
refer to the volume itself.

Of course nothing has been brought into this volume beyond what
has been contributed to old Sijloaniis Urban, but the editor has referred

to the chief works relating to Roman Remains of a later date. The
contents of this volume are arranged alphabetically under counties, that

bringing together the discoveries in each local district. The present
part extends only to the English counties. The second part, to which
we anxiously look forward, will embrace :

" Local discoveries in Wales,
Local discoveries in Scotland, Stations, Roads, &c., Historical Notes
Notes and Index."

SOME HISTORICAL NOTICES OF THE O'MEAGHERS OP IKERRIN.
By JOSEPH CASIMER O'MEAGHER, Member of the Royal Iiiwh Academy,
&c., London: Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row.

Mr. O'Meagher, in this curious little Book, gives a Calendar of Events
affecting his family from the earliest times down to 1689, and annexes
thereto a series of Appendices containing documents from various

sources, English and foreign, relating to .some of his ancestors, who,
being driven out of Ireland by the political events of the time, served
with great distinction in foreign armies. And he concludes with a
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pedigree shewing his own descent from Oiliol Ohim, King of i\Iunster

A.D. 212-234.

The territory of this sept, which tliey long held and took a prominent
part in Irish history, was situated in co. Tipperary, and contains in the

whole G9,381 acres, divided into twelve parishes, and rated at tlie

annual value of £45,000. They were of pure Irish blood, and, resisting

the English Government, were subjected to the pains and penalties

which befel others of their countrymen of the higher ranks. In the

rebellion of the 17th centur}'-, the O'Meaghers took part with the "Irish

Confederates " against Cromwell, and, being defeated, were driven out

of their lands. The captains and men of war, of the Confederate Army
to the number of 40,000, were suffered to embark for the continent,

and " forced to feed themselves by the blades of their swords in the

service of foreign countries." Those who remained behind returned to

their former neighbourhoods, took up their abode in the offices attached

to their mansions, or shared the dwellings of their late tenants, and
employed themselves in tilling the ground for the intruders on the

lands they had lately owned, but at length they Avere ordered to

transplant into Connaught, and the conquering army divided the ancient

inheritances amongst themselves by lot.

It is usual to sneer at the Celtic and Cymric pedigrees, and it would be

impossible to prove their authenticity. Considering, however, the

nature of the tenure by Avhich the tribal lands were held, and the titles

of families, it was essentially necessary that an accurate record of the

descent of each family should be preserved, and a public officer of high

distinction was appointed to have cognizance of this matter. The chief

of the principal families also, kept his own pedigree as a check on the

officer of the tribe or province. We, therefore, conceive that those

pedigrees, though apparently mythical, are as well deserving of credit as

many ancient genealogies on record in the College of Arms.
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CULVERHOUSES.

By R. S. FERGUSON, M.A., F.S.A.

{Chancellor of the Diocese of Carlisle.)

In the Autumn of 1886, shortly after the Chester

Meeting of the Institute, one of the members of our

Council, Mr. H. Hutchings, was staying at Hutton-in-the-

Forest in Cumberland, the seat of Sir Henry Vane, Bart,

In the course of his ramblings about the precincts, he

came upon an almost forgot! on dovecot or "culverhouse"

as such are called in the south, which proved on examina-

tion to still retain the greater part of the wooden j^oience

or revolving ladder by which the attendant got at the

nest holes in the walls. To this interesting building Mr.

Hutchings directed my attention and suggested that I

should bring the general subject of pigeonhouses under
the notice of the Institute.

The following extract from M. Viollet-le-Duc's Diction-

naire de Larchitecture lays down the law and practice of the

middle ages as to pigeonhouses so well that. I cannot do
better than cite it. It will be found under the title

Colombier

:

Pendant le moyen age, la construction d'un colombier otait nn jirivilege

reserve a la feodalite. Le paysan ne pouvait avoir son four ; il fallait

qu'il apportat son pain au four banal du chateau on de I'abbaye, et qu'il

payat une redevance ponr le cuire. II ne lui etait pas perniis non plus

d'avoir un pigeonnier a lui appartenant. II en etait des pigeons connne
des troupeaux de betes a cornes et a laine, ils appartenaient au seigneur

qui seul en pouvait tirer un iiroduit. Les troupes de pigeons etant un

VOL. XLIV (No 174) P
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rapport, eeiix qui avaient le privilege de les entretenir cherchaient tous

les moyeus propres a en rendre I'exploitation productive. Tous les

chateaux possedaient un ou plusieurs pigconniers; les nianoirs, demcures
des chevaliers, petits chateaux sans tours ni donjons, pouvaient encore

possriler un pigeonnier. II n'est pas besoin de dire que les abbes, qui

etaient tous seigneurs f^odaux, et qui possedaient les etablissements

agricoles les mieux exploites pendant le moyen age, avaient des pigeon-

nieres dans les cours des abbayes, dans les fermes qui en dcpendaient, les

prieurL'S et les obediences. Les proprietairies de trente-six arpents

avaient le droit de joindre a leurs habitations, non un columbier con-

struit en niaconnerie, mais un pigeonnier en bois de seize pieds de

hauteur et pouvaut contenir seulement de soixante a cent vingt boulins.

On entend par houlins (du grec BoiAos) les trous pratiques dans les

colunibiers et destines a la ponte des o?ufs de pigeons.

The swarms of hungry birds which issued from the

colomhiers of the great French nobles and precipitated

themselves on the crops of the helpless peasants were one

of the causes that promoted the French Eevolution.

Similar rights once existed in England ; it was formerly

held that only the lord of the manor or the parson might
erect a pigeonhouse, but those rights have long ago
become obsolete, and the pigeonhouses themselves have
disappeared. We have now-a-days very little idea of the

numbers of dovecots, pigeonhouses, or culverhouses that

once existed in England, or of the numbers of birds that

were reared in them ; the following passage, extracted

from that fine standard work, Daniels on Rural Sports

may therefore be usefully cited here. The author says :

—

Corn is much destroyed by Pigeons, and the greatest number of them
kept in England is about Retford in Nottinghamshire. Hartbil in the

Legacy of hushanrlry calculates that there were in his time 26,000
pigeonhouses in England, and allowing 500 pair to each dovecote, and
four bushels yearly to be consumed by each pair, it makes the whole of

the corn lost to be no less than thirteen millions of bushels annually.

The reason why in the middle ages such large numbers
of these destructive birds were kept is not far to seek.

Fresh meat could only be procured during the summer
;

turnips, mangel wurzells, and other green crops were un-

known ; hence oxen and sheep could not be fattened

during the winter ; indeed they could be barely kept alive;

large numbers of them were therefore slaughtered and
salted down at the beginning of winter, so much so that

the old German name for November was Slatjimonat, or

slaughtermonth, and the Anglo-Saxon name was ./jlodmonath

or bloodmonth. The characteristic occupations of the
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various moiitlis of the year are sculptured on the late

fourteenth century capitals in the choir of the cathedral at

Carlisle, and December is rejiresented b}^ a man with a

pole axe, slaying an ox.' Lord Macaulay points out that

it appears from the Northumberland Household Book that

111 tliu iv.l'^n of ILiiiry the .Sovontli, fro.sU meat was never eaten even
by the gentlemen attendant on a great earl, except dnring tlio sliort in-

terval between Midsummer and Michaelmas. ^

Those, who were too poor to afford salt meat, sul)sisted

upon rye bread and salt fish, and one of their winter

occupations was to tend their stores of it. Thus Tusser
in his " Decembers husbandrie '' advises

Both saltfish and lingfish (if any ye haue)

through shifting and drieng from rotting go saue

Least winter with moistnes doo make it relent,

and put it in hazard before it be spent.

^

Such being the prevalent diet from Michaelmas to Mid-
summer, it was no wonder that many leper houses testify

to this day of the ravages of lepros}^ in England

;

anything that could vary or palliate such diet was
eagerly cultivated; hence we have the iishponds and
stews, in which carp and tench were assiduously fattened

for the table, and hence the value attached to warrens of
conies, while " the large round dove cot arose in the
immediate neighl^ourhood of the abodes of the great and
wealthy, of the castle, the convent and the manor house." ^

Their frequency is attested by the occurence in lists of
field names of dovecot, pigeonhouse and culverhouse
fields, where now are no such buildings ; and by the
occurrence in old forms of general words for use in con-
veyances of land of the term " dovecots." Instances of
every class could easily be selected either at home or
abroad, for they were as common, or more so, in France and

1 See a paper On the sculptured Capitals ^Sussex Archceological Colls, vol. xi. p. 1.

in the Choir of the Cathedral at Carlisle. Until the railways put an end to them
By James Fowler, f.S.a. Transactions, the large posting houses on the north road
Cuml.ierland and Westmorland Anti(jua- kept numbers of pigeons in tlieir stal)]e

rian and Archajological Society, vol. iv., yards ; they afforded a ready viand for tlie

pp., 280, 290. sudden traveller. The hostler and peo^jle
"History of England vol. i., p. 320. in these yards were quite up to the use of
^ Tusser's Fixx Hundred points of G'oud " saltcats " and other lures for enticing

Husbandrie. English Dialect Society's away their neighbours i)igeons as the
Edition 1878, p. 63. writer can testify.
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Italy as in England and Scotland. Every traveller in Egypt
will recollect the swarms of pigeons in the villages there,

and the bonny little brown hawks that prey on them. To
take a few instances nearer home ; in the case of a castle,

liable to be besieged, a detached dovecot would be useless,

except in time of peace ; accordingly we frequently find

provision made on a small scale in the castle itself ; thus,

at Eochester, there are in the inner face of the north

wall, above the gutter, two rows of pigeon holes, probably

original, and even now accommodating a few birds ;' also at

Conisborough Castle.'^ A survey taken of Kendal Castle

in 1572 describes a " dovecote in good repair " as being
" in the south side " thereof, and I have indicated else-

where the position of this in the existing ruins of Kendal
Castle.'"'

The Priory of Lewes possessed a dovecot of cruciform

shape, much like a church. It is engraved in Archceologia

vol. 31 p. 431 and is thus described in a communication
to the society of Antiquaries, dated 11 Dec, 1845.

—

Fifty j^ears since, tliere remained together Avitli a dove-

cote or pigeon house built in the form of a cross, the cells or recesses of

•which were ingeniously constructed of hewn chalk. These pigeon holes

were formed in a similar manner to those described in the notice of the

dovecote of Garway, given in the present volume of the ArcJutduQia
;

they were in number between three and four thousand, and were arranged

in parallel rows, extending over the interior face of each building. The
entrances for the pigeons were four in number, one under the roof at each

extremity of the cross, as may be seen in the representation here given.

The building measured in length, from east to west, ninety feet ; from

north to south the same ; the height of the walls to the roof was thirty

feet. This structure was pulled down within my memory for the sake of

the materials. •*

In the Sussex Arc/ue. Coll. vol. xi, p. 5 the number of

cells in this dovecot is given as 2,500.

The dovecot at Grarway, just mentioned, belonged to

the preceptory of the Templars at Garway in the county

of Hereford, and according to an inscription on it was
built in the year 1326, by " brother Richard." It is circular

in shape and contains G6G cells or nests for the birds; it

' Clark's Mcdimval Military Architcc- Transactions, Westmoreland and Cumhcr-

iure, vol. ii., p. 417. land Antiquarian and Archaolo/jical

' find. vol. i., pp. 445, 446. Journal 8ocictij, vol. ; ix., p. 181.

Jiril'sh Archivoloyical Association, wl.xxx * Archieoloyia vol. xxxi, pp. 431,432

p. '21. ill a commuuicatiou by G. S. Mantell,
^ Kendal Castle by li. S. Fcigusou, f.s. a. F.K.S.
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is 17 feet 3 inches in diameter in the clear of walls, and

IG feet in height to the spring of the arch.^

The cells are described as having apertures varying

from 6^ to 7 inches in the entrance, and about 17 inches

in depth, being countersunk in the walls, one course of

holes inclining to the right and another alternately to the

left.

There was a large pigeon house at Bradsall Priory, near

Derby, octagonal in shape, which is figured in Blore's

Jjvadsall. There was a round one at Hurley Priory,

J>erks ; another at Monkbretton in Yorkshire; a square

one at Penman Priory in Anglesey, with a stone pillar in

the middle, from which flat stones projected, and wound
up as a ladder, thus giving an attendant access to the

cells. Almost every religious house must have had one,

and we need not multiply instances. In Bishop Nicolson's

Account of his diocese of Carlisle''^ we find pigeons breeding

in the ver}^ churches of Warwick and Skelton in Cumber-
land, and Morland in Westmorland, and no doubt the

incumbents of those livings profited thereby. At Aspatria

in Cumberland, the vicar had a regular built pigeon house,

capable of holding a large number of nests.

We will just mention a couple of foreign examples

because they are figured in English publications. The
Spring Gardens Sketch Book, vol. VI, plate 54, contains

a very beautiful example of a pigeon house, combined
with a well, at Veules in France, of the date 1776. In

the ninth volume of this journal are sketches and details

of brickwork by Mr. Petit, of a pigeon house at Boos near

Kouen ; of it M. Viollet-le-Duc writes as follows :

—

II existe encore pros Kouen—a Saint Jacqnes, un tres beau colombier

bati en briques cle diverges couleurs, et qui appartient au commencement
du XVI siecle. Trois lucarnes en bois s'ouvrent dans le comble. Ses

dispositions rappelent le colombier de Nesle. Cependant I'etage superieur

est porte en encorbellement sur le soubassement, ce qui donne a cettc

construction une certaine grace.

Mr. Hartshorne has been kind enouo-h to send me from
his father's collections a picture of the " Manoir D'Ango
a Varengeville pres Dieppe," a charming old house of the

famous French merchant and friend of Francis I ; it

^ Archceolor/ia, vol. xxxi, pp. 190, 195. Bishop of Carlisle, published hy the Cuiii-
" Mi.tccUani/ Accounts of the Diocese of bcrland and Westmoreland Aiitiq. uud

Carlisle 1703 aud 170i by W. Nicolsou, Arch. Society, 1877.
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gives so good an instance of a manorial pigeon lionse

standing" amon«; the other buildini'S of tlie manor that it

is reproduced with this paper.

Let us turn now to Cambridge : in that magnificent

work, The Architectural History of the University of

Cambridge, by Wilhs and CLark ' it is stated that a pigeon

house [columbarium] is first mentioned in 1414-5, when a

regular iieading '' expenses of the dovehouse " makes
its appearance in the accounts of King's Hall : the

expenses of construction are not recorded, but the

purchase of four dozen pigeons in tiiis year indicates its

stocking.

Item pro remuncmcionc portatoruni coliimbarmn ad columbarc iiij

clussen iiij'"ob. It ])ro una salcath v'' ob.

The salt-cat was a lure for keeping one's own pigeons

at home and enticing of one's neighbours ; it will be dealt

with presentl3^

Messrs. Willis and Clark oive'^ the foUowino- account of

the pigeon houses at Camliridge.

It may be gathered from the collegiate liistories tliat a pigeon house

once existed at every college except Clare Hall, Magdalene, and Sidney

Sussex ; and it is possible that there maj-- have been one at these colleges

also, for the early accounts of the two first mentioned have not been

preserved, and those of the last have not been examined in detail. In

the 15th and 16th centuries a pigeon house was evidently regarded as a

necessity to be built soon after the foundation of the college. At King's

Hall the pigeon house was built in 14-1I-.5 ; at King's College in 1449
;

and at Queen's College in 1505-6. At Peterhouse the date of the

erection has not been discovered, but the building is frequently mentioned

in the early account rolls ; at Pembroke College it is shewn standing in

the orchard in Lyne's map, dated 1574; it was built at Gonvile Hall

in 1536 as recorded by Dr. Caius; at Corpus Christi in 1547 by Matthew
Parker, a work thought worthy of special commendation by his

panegyrist Josselin; at Jesus College in 1574 and at St. John's College

in 1622, but the work then done was evidently only a rebuilding of an

older structure. Some of these pigeon houses must have been of con-

siderable size ; that at St. John's College cost £109 lis. 2-^c?., and

those at Queen's College and Jesus College had windows, for at the

former in 1537-8 'Thirteen feet of glass for the windows of the

pigeon house' are paid for; and at the latter in 1575-6 we find 'for

glassing ye done howsse conteynninge xliiij feet of glasse xxij**.' In

ihe course of the 17th century the practice of keeping pigeons fell

gradually into disuse. At Jesus' College the pigeon house was let on

lease in 1633, and at Peterhouse in 1675. By the end of the century

nearly all had been pulled down, for Loggan's accurate views shew a

iVol. II, ]'. 4H. 2 Vol. Ill, p. 592.
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iHgcon liousc at three colleges onlj^, viz, at Trinity Hall, at Queen's

College and at Christ's College ; and in the latter the building is in the

Master's garden and therefore not the public property oi the college. At
Trinity Hall, however, the pigeon house was still in use in 1730.

We must not omit to mention that Corpus College,

Cambridge, built their pigeon house in 1547, and defrayed

the cost by sale of certain pieces of church plate, which

had gone out of fashion.^ The Cambridge houses appear

to have all been quadrangular ones.

I have no information as to pigeon houses at Oxford
;

l)ut the Eev. the Provost of Queen's College, Oxford, tells

me that at one or more of the farms belonging to that

college are large pifr^on houses of the quadrangular kind.

Many examples of manorial pigeon houses still exist,

though generally converted into something else, cattle

sheds, pig styes, potatoe houses, stores of all kinds, black-

smiths' shops and even schools and cottages. When the

Institute visited Bedford in 1881, we saw at Willington a

most interesting and picturesque pigeon house, quadran-

gular in shape, whose details our guide, the late Mr.

Parker, C.B., said would be well worth careful repro-

duction.^ At Ashby St. Legers in Northamptonshire, my
friend Mr. H. P. Senhouse has two quadrangular pigeon

houses, one of which has 2,292 cells, and the other 1,560,

or 3,852 in all ; an enormous number for one manor
;

there are yet a few l)irds in these houses, but the rats and
jackdaws have also got possession and steal the eggs. At
Manorbeer Castle near Tenby there is a circular one in

the enceinte of the castle. We reproduce a sketch of

this from the pencil of Mr. Hartshorne. There is a good
square brick pigeon house at Delaford Park, Iver.

Mr. W. Oldham Chambers, F.L.S., the present occupier

kindly sends the following note :

—

This Culver House is alluded to in the writings of the property as

" the Falconry," It is built in red brickwork, with diagonal patterns in

l)lack headers on the outside facings. The House is 17 feet square, and
17 feet 6 inches high; the walls are 2 feet 3 inches thick. There are

indications of the walls being originally higher than at the present period.

There were 572 holes contained in thirteen rows on each side, but the

1 Willis and Clark, vol. i, p. 261. attributed the very quaint and unusual
^ The stone details of this pigeon house form which the gable presents . .

have tlu! appearance of having formed Probably Gostwick jjulled down tlu; old

])art of an earlier structure, and to the manor house and re-used the materials,

re-use of those stones may be partly Archceoloyical Journal, vol. 38, p. 453.
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tlirce lower rows are now blocked up. The lowest started 15 inches

from the ground, this level has probably been made up. The original

door was on the south side ; this has been blocked up and a new one

cut in on the north side. The House remained open for a considerable

period, the present roof being a comparatively modern structure.

At Trimmers near Paxhill, the seat of the Wyatts in

Sussex, is a square one with 700 cells. At Berwick in the

same county is a square one, of which, by the kindness

of the Sussex Arch^ological Society, we give a view

;

this was let in 1622 for £5 per annum, and was tithed, as

no doubt were others. There is, or was, a quaint wooden
one at Burton Mill, near Petworth ; and a fine one of

brick with a conical top at Eochford Hall, Essex. At
Daglinton, Gloucestershire, is a circular one of stone ; the

ancient pivoted central post with perches for the birds

and ascending ladders for the attendant remains, or did

until lately. The list might be easily extended ; there

are several in my own county of Cumberland, viz. at

Hutton-i'th'-Forest, Eose Castle, Highhead Castle, Corby
Castle, Barrock Park, Hutton-John, Crookdake Hall,

Wreay Hall, Aspatria Vicarage, Bunker's Hill, Plumland
Vicarage, etc., while others formerly existed at Naworth
Castle, Crofton Hall, and Bootle Eectory.

Pigeon houses in plan may be divided into two kinds,

quadrangular and circular, for the cruciform one at

Lewes may be taken as an eccentricity ; and the sexagonal,

octagonal, &c., as approximations to the circular shape.

In the quadrangular the attendant gets at the nests by
climbing along the ledges in front of them, and holding

on with his hands ; to this there probably were exceptions,

and we have already mentioned one at Penmon Priory in

Anglesey, where the flat projecting stones wound, ladder-

wise, round a stone pillar in the centre. But the circular

ones were provided with a revolving machine, called a

potence by which all the nests could be conveniently

got at in turn. This is admirably described and beautifull}^

illustrated by M. Viollet-le-Duc in the article to which

I have alread)' referred : the whole article is most
interesting, and worth transcription, but it refers to

circular culomhiers on a larger scale than any I know of in

this country : ones that have a lower story for cattle or

sheep. It would be difficult to understand without the
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illustrations, which again apply to a more complicated

potence than any I have seen in England. I must there-

fore be as clear as I can without pictures. The potence

consists of a stout upright post, un arhre vertical muni de

deux pivots en fer a chacune de ses extremites ; one of these

pivots works in a socket in the centre of the floor of the

pigeon house, and the other in a socket in the centre of

the rafters of the roof. This upright post carries two or

three arms at right angles to it [poteiices, hence the name
potence] which carry at their extremities a ladder : the

arms are not in the same plane with one another, but so

arranged as to give the ladder a convenient slope. A
person on the ladder can ascend to any required tier of

nests he may wish, and can make the potence revolve

under him so that he can reach any nest he pleases.

Convenient as t\\e potence is, or was,when a pigeon housewas
put to its original purpose, it is highly in the way, when
other uses are found for the building : hence it is

generally destroyed, or else mutilated. In the larger

French colombiers the jiotence carried two ladders one on
either side, the supporting arms running right through
from side to side of the house.

The pigeonhouse, dovecot, or culverhouse (though I

doubt if that name was ever used in Cumberland) at

Hutton-i'th'-Forest is situated in a plantation near to Sir

Henry Vane's beautiful mansion of Hutton-i'th'-Forest.

The site is near to where the old farm buildings once stood,

and would be bare of trees when the pigeon house was
occupied by its proper inhabitants, who will not resort to

a pigeon house in a wood. It is octagonal, of dressed

stone ; the sides of the octagonal being, in the interior of
the building, about 5 feet 4 inches. It has twelve rows of
nests ; the lowest row is 4 feet from the floor, and has
a ledge of flag 6 inches broad projecting in front of it,

thus interposing an eflectual bar to any climbing or jumping
rat that may have intruded; all the other rows have similar

ledges of half the breadth. The nests or cells are 9 inches
in height, L shaped, the short limb or entrance being 5
inches broad by 9 inches long, and the long limb 10 inches
long, by the same l^readth of Ave inches. There are about
40 nests in each row, or in all, taking off for the door,
about 450. The roof is octagonal, on which is an octagonal

VOL. XLIV. Q
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turret, or glover, as it is technically called, with holes for the

pigeons to pass in and out. The existence of this pigeon-

house had been almost forgotten, when Mr, Hutchings

came across it in his fumigator)^ strolls ; it was lumbered

up with an inserted second floor, and had been used as a

kennel for young foxes, so that its odours were certainly

not those of Araby the blest. Mr Hutchings however

was not to be denied ; armed with a cigar he explored the

interior, and was rewarded by finding that the upright of

the potence and the upper arm were in existence and

perfect. Sir Henry and Lady Vane's interest was aroused

;

the place was cleared out, and the second floor knocked

out ; in a neighbouring shed the ladder of the potence was

found and reinstated in position; and the " culverhouse
"

now forms one of the sights of one of the most charming

places in Cumberland. The ashlar work of the pigeon

house is identical with the ashlar work of that part of

the mansion house, which was built by Sir George Fletcher,

M.P. for Cumberland, with one or two intermissions, from

16G1 to 1697 ; his architect was Inigo Jones.

At Barrock, also in the Forest, is another pigeon

house, also octagonal, measuring on the exterior along

one side of the octagon 9 feet 4 inches ; on the inside 7 feet

4 inches ; it has a potatoe house below it. It seems to

me to be an inferior imitation of the one at Hutton-i'th'-

Forest, fatter and squatter ; it was so lumbered up with

flower-pots, a modern second floor, the ruins of a church

organ, and a family of owls, that I could not make much
investigation into the interior, but it seemed everyway a

poor copy of the last. I conjecture it to have been built

by the Grahams, who shortly after 1768 purchased Bar-

rock from the Duke of Portland, and converted it from

a farm house into a gentleman's residence. It has had

a potence, which has totally disappeared, but I found the

upper pivot hole.

The pigeonhouse at Wreay Hall, a place about five

miles south of Carlisle, much resembles that at Hutton-i'th'-

Forest ; it is octagonal, of dressed ashlar work, and has

fourteen rows of nests, or about 530 in all ; the lowest

row is only two feet from the ground. Great part of the

potence is remaining and it has on its central axis a sort

of shelve, or ledge, the use of which I do not quite see,
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but it resembles the top of a music stand. 1 take the

date of this to be the same or thereabouts as that at

Hutton-i'th'-Forest. The pigeonhouses at Corby Castle

and Bunker's Hill Cumberland are circular, those at Hose

Castle, Aspatria, and Crookdake Hall are square, but a

detailed account of these is better suited for the pages of

the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and

Archaeological Society's Transactions, than for the pages

of this Journal.

From the following entry in Lord William Howard's
Household Books '

" A saltcat for the dovecoate xiiij'^
"

we learn that a dovecote once existed at Naworth Castle,

but it has now disappeared, though its site is known.
The domestic economy of these pigeonhouses is curious

;

they required a deal of attention ; the attendant only

visited them early in the morning, otherwise the birds

would never settle for the night; cleanliness was requisite,

and the interior required to be scraped and whitewashed
twice a year, in November and February ; Messrs. Willis

and ClarJc cite an entry in the accounts of Peterhouse,

Cambrid^'e shewins; that in 1546-7 four o-allons of wort
were bought to wash the nests with, probably to kill the

fleas. Birds of prey had to be guarded against and the

same gentlemen cite from the accounts of Queen's College

in 151 3-4 the following order for the purchase of bird-

lime

—

Item X" die novembris dedi ad jussuin Mr Waham tunc vices vice

presidentis gerentis Johanni Fenys ad emendum visum quo caperet

aves deuorantes columbas collegii ij"*.

Lures of various kinds were much used to attract the birds

;

the salt cat has been already mentioned, and to Messrs.

Willis and Clark we are indebted for the followinsf refer-

ence to John Moore's Columharium or the Pigeon House,

first published in 1735 and reprinted by W. B. Te^^etmeier,

8vo. London, 1879.

THE SALT CAT.

Being thus entered on the head of diet, it necessarily leads us to

consider a certain useful composition called by the fanciers a Salt Cat,

so named, I suppose, from a certain fabulous oral tradition of baking a

1 Surtccs Sccktij, vol. Ixviii. p. 135
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cat . . , with cummin seed, and some other ingredients us a decoy
for your neighbour's pigeons; this, thougli lianded down by some authors

as the only method for this purpose, is generally laughed at by the

gentlemen of the fancj' and never practised.

The riglit Salt Cat therefore is, or ought to be thus made ; take gravel or

drift sand, loom such as the brick makers use ; and the rubbish of an old

wall, or, for want of this, a less (piantity of lime, let there be a gallon

of each ; add to this a pound of Cummin seed, a handful of bay salt

or saltpetre and beat them all uji together into a kind of mortar .

and 3'our pigeons will take a great delight in it . . .

The Cummin seed, which has a strong smell in which pigeons delight

Avill keep your own pigeons at home, and allure others that are straying

abroad, and at a loss to fix upon a habitation.

It is open to conjecture that the cat in saUcat is

nothing else but " cates " or " acates," but I am incHned
to think that a bond fide pussy sometime entered into

the composition, for at Jesus College in 1(351-2, occurs

the following entry

For a roasted dog and comin seed 00 : 02 : 00.

Tlie Sportsman s Dictionary^ published in 1778, gives two

receipts for a lure for pigeons, the chief ingredient in

each being a boiled goat's head.



ROMAN INSCRirTIONS DISCOVERED IN BRITAIN IN 1886.

By W. THOMPSON WATKIN.

As far as Britain is concerned, the additions to Eoman
epigraphy in 1886, have been about an average. The
neighbourhood of the Wall of Hadrian has supplied, as

usual, the greatest proportion of the inscriptions found.

In this district, the month of January witnessed the first

discovery of which I am aware. It was that of a small
and rude altar, found at Caervorran, {Magna) which accord-
ing to the report of the Newcastle antiquaries was inscribed

DEO
*ALIT
ICAV
ROV
OTV.

Dr. Bruce reported to the Newcastle Society of Anti-
quaries, on January 27tli, that he could not recognise the

name of the deity, and that though he thought the second
line might be falit, it was quite possible that what he
took for F at the commencement was only " a chance
stroke." Dr. Hiibner of Berlin to whom a copy was sent,

gave the reading dec . aliti . gavro . votv {m. Solvit),

referring to Ovid (Metam. II, 714) and other works. He
considered the Deus ales to be the "winged god" Mercury,
and Gauro simply the Celtic name of the dedicator. To
me this seems highly unsatisfactory. Had Mercury been
intended, we should, I think, as in other instances, have
had the name in full, '''Deo Mercurio." I would read it

(considering its rudeness), as dec . baliticavijo . votv. (s),

the latter letter being either obliterated or understood,
and the two last words being votv S{oliitwn). This
seems confirmed by the fact that at the same station

Magna we have an altar in which the name of the deity
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is given as belatvcairo. and another in which after his name
we have simply votv . s. ; in neither is the name of a

dedicator given. At Brougham an altar to the same deity

was found (now in the Newcastle Museum) dedicated deo
BLATVCAEO ; and at the stations of Old Penrith, and Burgh
upon Sands, belatvca occurs upon altars to him (one of

these is likewise without the dedicator's name). At Burgh
upon Sands, also, the name is spelt behtcadko. These

numerous variations, suggest that the newly discovered

altar at Magna is simply one to Belatucader, with still

another variation in the orthography.

At the same station two other small altars have been
taken out of the walls of the farm buildings in which they

were built up. They are inscribed

(1) (2)

matrib dibvs.vite

. . . . vs
L.M.

The first is merely the upper half, and in a recess has

the figure of a female holding a patera in her right hand
over an altar. The inscription has been beneath. Only
its first line remains entire, though the summits of the

letters in the second line are partially visible ; the base

and remainder of the inscription are broken off. It has

evidently been dedicated to the Deae Matres, the first

word being Mairilms. No. 2 is entire, but the inscription

is much obliterated. It is a dedication, Dibus Viteribus

" To the ancient gods." The dedicator's name is lost by
decay, but the final fornnda y.s.'l.m. {Votiim Solvit Libens

Merito) is clear. All three of these altars have been added
to Mr. Clayton's large museum at Chesters. During Mr.
Clayton's recent researches at the station of Cihirnum, a

portion of an inscription (probably an altar) to Jupiter,

was found. The extant letters are (divested of ligatures).

1.

pro.sa
cal.ver

and the expansion has probably been J{ovi) O(ptimo)

M[aximo) Pro Sa(lute) Caliinsii) Ver{ecimdi) " To Jupiter,

the best, the greatest, for the welfare of CValvisius Vere-

cundus." This is also at Chesters, but Dr. Bruce suggests

that the first letter in the last line is G, and consequently
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expands gal. as Gal{eru). The letter in question is very

rudely formed. Another fragment found by Mr, Clayton

measuring 11 inches by G^ is inscribed

ALT
00
TN

It is manifestly impossible to restore the words of which
these letters formed part. Perhaps in the first line we
have part of al(ae).

In the new Catalogue oftheNewcastle-on-Tyne Museum
recently issued, No. 19 is a fragment containing part of

the first line of a large inscription (evidently dedicated to

an Emperor) which has not, so far, been published. The
only letters remaining are

ocae

witli a portion of the upper moulding ol the stone, as

marked by the lines. These letters have no doubt been
part of some such words as (antonin)ocae(s).

On 25th June there was unearthed at the farm of

Underheugh, in the parish of Gilsland, and near the

station of Birdoswald {Amboglanna) a handsome altar,

4 feet 2 inches high inscribed

I. O. M.
C°H.I.AELDA
C«R.CCAIVL
MARCELLI
NVS.LEG.n

AVG.

The only dou])tful point in the inscription is at the end of

the third line, where ccaivl, may be, as pointed out by
M. Robert Mowat, the celebrated French archasoloQfist,

c.CAM. the letters which seem ivl bemg very close together

and looking like u. M. Mowat reads the inscription

(apparently) as J{6vi) 0{pti7no) M[aximo) Coh{ors) I.

Ael[ia) Dacor{um), C[aius) Cam{inius) Marcellinus Leg
iioms) II Aug{usfae) Ijut the difiiculty of such a reading
is that while the cohort dedicates, an officer of an entirely

different force (the second Legion) is named immediately
afterwards, without his connection with the first named
corps being explained. Instead, therefore, of c.cam., I

am inclined to think that c.ca.ivl. is correct, and that as

in the altar recently found at Jedburgh, we have the

letters q.c.a. [Archceol. Journal^ vol. xlii, p. 158), before

the name of the commander of the force, which have
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been expanded Qiitorum) c{uram) a{(jit), so here c.c.a.

should be expanded C{ujus) c[uram) a{git), which would
make the reading of the inscription plain i.e. " To Jupiter,

the best, the greatest, the 1st cohort of the Dacians,

surnamed the Aelian which is commanded by Julius

Marcellinus of the Second Leo-ion." The officer named,
was probably a centurion of the Legion, and the centurial

mark has been accidentally omitted in the inscription, as

in man}^ other cases. The words " which is commanded
by " are I know a " free " translation, but they approach
nearest to the sense of the inscription in English ;

'* over-

looked by " would hardly bear out the meaning.

At Corbridge. three inscriptions have occurred, of

which the lettering appears to be.

(1.)
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Cliester-le-Street is commencing gradually to reveal its

hidden epigraphic treasures of the Eoman age. During
the 3^ear it has yielded two inscribed altars as follows :

—

(1) (2)

DEOMARTI DEO
CONDATI. V * L VITI
* ROBINVSP * RID
SEETSVISVSLM VIH

NOVS
The first was found about 300 yards north of the

Roman station, beneath six feet of alluvial soil near the

brook called Chester Burn which flows into the river

Wear, and is 21^ inches high. The letters are formed by
a series of punctures. The altar is broken into two pieces,

the fracture being immediately in front of the last letter

of each of the three lower lines. The inscription ap-

parently reads Deo Marti Condati. V(a)l{erius) (P)robianus

p{r)o se et sids V{otum) S{olvit) L{ihens) M{erito).

No. 2 is on a small altar found on the 28tli July, on
premises adjoining the Co-operative Stores, during
excavations for the enlargement of that l^uilding. It was
in a well about five feet deep and three feet in diameter,

walled with masonry. Fragments of a Eoman vessel of

black pottery, and a number of bones were found with
it. The locality of the discovery is outside of the Roman
station, and near its north west angle. The altar which
(like the one last described) is in the possession of Mr.
S. Oswald, of Newcastle, is one of a numerous class (some
thirty-three have been found) dedicated " To the ancient

god." In some cases the dedication is, " To the ancient

gods " and in one instance (which also occurs at Chester-le-

Street) " To the ancient goddesses." With about a simple

exception they are all dedicated by individuals of only one
name, and that a barbarous one. In the present instance

the reading would appear to be Deo Vitiri, Duihno (for

that seems to be the name) V{otum) S{oliiit). "To the
ancient god, Duihno performs his vow."
At Beaumont on the line of the Great Wall near the

station of Burgh-upon-Sands, the members of the " Pilgrim
Band " who visited the neighbourhood in July, found
built up at the back of a house two unrecorded fragments
which it is advisable to put on record. They are

"^

(1) (2)

SAC PA
V

but of course from their smallness yield no information.
VOL. XLIV. I?
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At the large station of Birrens (Blatum Bulgium) in

Dumfrieshire, there have recently been found a small

altar and the fragment of an inscribed slab bearing the

followino- inscriptions :

—

(1) J2)^
FORTY IIMA
NAEVO ||SA

TVM

The altar (No. 1) is only lOJ inches high, and its

inscription, Fortunae Votum^ i.e.. " To Fortune. A vow,"

without the dedicator's name is the extreme of simplicity.

Being only a " household " altar, it was probaljly erected

hy the owner of the domicile to which it belonged. It

is now preserved at Burnfoot.

Xo. 2 is a portion of a highly ornamented slab which

has terminated in a pediment, with rosette ornaments at

the angles. It is three inches thick, but it seems to me
doubtful whether it has been part of a tombstone or of a

votive tablet. If the latter, the dedication may have been

Ma[tnhus) &c. It is preserved at an adjoining farm house.

During some alterations at Cliburn Church, Westmore-

land, two fragmentary inscriptions were discovered built

into the walls, copies of which, free from ligatures, are

annexed.

IIBALNEVM »*«**
r*VETERI0P ****D(?)
iNDLABSVM *s***
liBILISPP:TRCPLA * N Q * *

•***SEBVSII *s*M«»
• **« *»]^g**»

* I N S * *

DEDIT
» * * » «

No. 1 is the upper portion of the left hand half, of what
has been a large slab, which has again been broken
diagonally from the centre of the letter b in the 4th line,

through the first s in the 5tli line ; of the 6th line only

traces of the upper parts of the letters remain.

Taking the existing portion of the inscription in detail,

the first line balnevm is plain. The commencement of

the second has been purposely obliterated, but ana
appears to be visible, somewhat ligulate, as if some such

word as fAntonini)ana had been there, but it would be in

a most smgular position. In the same line the i is formed

by the prolongation upwards of the perpendicular stroke
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of the K, and of what I have given as r, only the loop

remains, and that is reversed, as if it were ligulate with a

following letter. It is possible that it may be part of an

K, and that the word may have been the comparative of

Vetiis, ie. Veterior, otherwise it is Veteri^ followed by
(possibly) Operi. In the third line it is evident we have
part of CONDLABSVM, a variation of Conlapsum or

Coiilabsum, which is not, I believe, nniqne. In the fourth

line the first I is formed by the continuation upwards of

the perpendicular stroke of the l, the letters p and e are

ligulate, followed by tr also ligulate, one perpendicular

stroke serving for each and the second p may possibly be
R. In the fifth line the upper part onl}^ of the first s

remains and much worn, and on the left hand side of it,

is either an accidental mark, or a portion of some ligulate

letter, which gives it the appearance of the upper part of a.

From this we may I think gather satisfactorily the

general purport of the inscription, though unable to

technically restore it. A bath having fallen into ruin a

new one was built upon the old work by two cavalry

regiments, i.e. the Ala Nohilissima Petriana, and the Ala
Sebusiana. The first named of these was a most renowned
regiment, the only one in Britain which was decorated
with the torques, and consequently bearing the epithet

Torquaia. From an inscription found on the Continent
(Orelli, Xo. 516) we learn that it was bis torquata, and
probably the only regiment in the Eoman service, so

decorated. An inscription found at Carlisle, gives it the
prefix of Augusta, and I therefore think that in bilis we
have part of the word nobilis, the abbreviation of Nohilis"

sima. The letters which follow petr (the abbreviation of
Petriana) are either c.p. for C(ui) P{raeest) " which is

commanded by" or c.r. for C(ivium) E(omanorum) a
title which we also know from the Carlisle inscription,

the Ala assumed. In the former case the commencement
of the name of the commander L(ucius) A
would follow the c.p. and his name might be Lucius
Alfenius Paternus, an oflicer who we know erected an
altar to Jupiter Serapis at the neighbouring station of
Kirkby Tliore, from which there can be little'doubt, botli

the inscriptions came. Nobilissima might well be a])plicd

to such a distinguished corps, though I cannot at the
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moment say there is any precedent for it. The other ala

named is the second of the Gauls surnamed the Sebusian,

or Sebosian, of which various inscriptions have been

found and which at one time formed the garrison of

Lancaster. We can gather no fresh information from this

inscription as to the locahty of the station Petricma, at

which the Ala Petriana was stationed, and which in

previous papers in the Archceological Journal, I have

tentatively fixed at Hexham ; the only alternate station

being Old Carlisle, upon the ground (first pointed out by
Dr. McCaul^) that the Ala Augusta oh virtutem appellata

might probably be the same as the Ala Augusta Petriana^

the title in each case being equally distinguished.

The second of these inscriptions is upon the right hand
half of a noble altar 4 feet 3J inches high, but the face

has been much chipped away to make it available as a

building stone. Except the word dedit, nothing can be

made out of of it.

At Chester on the lOtli June, during excavations for a

new gasholder on the Eoodeye, there was found beneath

twenty feet of river silt, and amongst gravel, logs of wood,

and oak piles (evidently the remains of a wooden pier),

two human skulls, fragments of Samian and Upchurch
ware, a layer of concrete, several coins, amongst them
" first brasses " of Vespasian and Titus, and an inscribed

pig of lead. The latter which weighs 1921b., is 24 inches

in length by 4J inches thick, and 5 inches wide, and is in

o-enerally good condition though the last three letters of

the larger inscription upon it are hidden by the adherence

of a small lump of metal, which has become much
oxidised. This inscription is :

—

IMP. VESP. AVG. v; T. IMP. fil. * * *

and is upon the upper face as usual, whilst upon the side

is the inscription

—

DE. CEANGl.

There can be no reasonable doubt that cos has suc-

ceeded the numeral iii, and that the date of the pig is of

the same year (a.d. 74) as that found in 1838, at Tarvin

Ih'idge near the city. The expansion of the lettering-

would be Imp{eratore) Vesp{cisiano) Aiig[usto) F, T{it<))

Ii)ij>{eratore) III Co{?i)s{ulibus). In the above named year,

^ t'unudian Journal, vol. xii, pjj. 120-121.
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Vespasian for the fifth time and Titus for the third time

were Consuls. The letters are nearly 1-J
inches in height,

and the spot where it was found is about 50 yards distant

from the present channel o± the river. The inscrip-

tion upon the side is, like others, to be'|expanded J)e

Cea7i</{(s), and proves that the lead came from the territories

of tlie Ceangi or Camji, a tril^e inhabiting a portion of

North Wales.

At the same city, in June, in the ruins of a hypocaust

found in Blackfriars a portion of a tile occurred bearing

the inscription

—

All

oco.prII

It is quite possible that it is a portion of a tile similar

to the fragment found in 187G, in Bridge Street [Roman
Cheshire p. 119) inscribed

—

ilLEG.X ....
[I8VB.L0 . . . ,

In the first we have the latter half of the lower line of

the inscription, in the second we have the first half of the

two lines. The Avhole I take to read, Leg(ioms) Vicesiniae

V[aleriae) Viictricis). Suh Loco Pr(aedii) but the last

word is the only doubtful one. It can hardly be Pr{aetorii),

though at first, I imagined such might be the case. The
Praetorium would be too distant, whereas it is quite

possible that the bricks for this particular villa or

praedium might be made in the locality.

At Chester also there was found, about the same time,

in Grey Friars Street, a small leaden plate or lamina 2f
inches by

1
J inches and

-f^g
of an inch thick, bearing a

rude inscription which appears to have been repeated on
the back. The letters which are scratched with some
sharp instrument, to my eye seem to read

—

COH.I
> ATTII
ANTONI

The Eev. H. M. Scartli to whom I sent it for examination,

as I considered it might be compared with the leaden

plates found at Bath, says that he thinks it has been
nailed to a frame and subjected to much pressure. It was
found amongst other Koman remains at the usual level.
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but of its use I can say nothing. It would seem to be a

tessera or pass. The expansion is plainly Coh{ortis) I.

Centuria Att'd Antoni{ni). It is now in the possession of

Mr. Chas.^Roeder of Greenheys, Manchester,

In June also, a tile was found in Warwick Lane,

Newgate Street, London, wiih an inscription scratched

upon it with a stylus or some sharp instrument, before it

was dried or burnt ; when found it was much covered

with mortar, having been built into a wall. The mortar

was removed by Mr. Alfred White, F.S. A., by the aid of

acid, when the following letters were visible

—

A.VSTAQIS
DIBVS / / / /

VAGATVR.SIB
COTIDIM.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to give the true reading

of this. The letter which I give as q in the first line

resembles a ii with the tail of a Q at its base and is read

by Mr. C. Eoach Smith as l. It appears to me, also,

doubtful what the first letter of the inscription is. It

more resembles the lower part of a large x than a.

M. Eobert MoAvat conjecturally restores the whole as

. {f)austa q{u)is .... {custo) dibits

vagatur sib(i) .... cotidlan ; whilst Mr. C. Eoach
Smith thinks it a joke scribbled on the tile to the eflect

that " Austalis wanders off (from his work) by himself to

the (temples of the) Gods, daily."

A few inscriptions which have been discovered for

many years, but are omitted in Dr. Hlibner's work, have to

be added. The first is the fragment of the bowl ol a

silver spoon, " found near Sunderland," [Archaeol. Journal

vol. XXvi, p. 76.) inscribed

—

—ne.vivas
Mr. Albert Way thought it when entire to have borne

the words bene vivas, but this is, I think, erroneous,

for it is proljabl}' the termination of a proper name as we
have in similar examples such names as censorine, &c.

Another inscription not given by Dr. Hiibner is that

on an intat>Iio in carnelian set in a riiii;", discovered in the

last century at Castlesteads (or Candjeck Fort) on the

Eoman Wall.^ The stone is engraved with three human

^ Sec albo Archacolor/ia^ vol. xi, p. 71.
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lieads, described by the Eev. C W. King as representing

"Serapis crowned with the modius l^etweenlsis and Horns,
each with the lotns, probably typifying the Supreme
Deity between tlie genii of the Earth and the Sun."

Beneath these heads are the letters

ezc
These letters Mr. King makes out to be the initials

of the formula, etc. zeyc. capa t^ . ic. "The one
Jupiter Serapis." The ring was discovered in a Eoman
urn in the churchyard at Castlesteads and now belongs

to the Rev W. Dacre of Irtliington.

In Longstaffe's " Guide to Eichmondshire" (1852) there

is an account given of the discovery of " a square-arched

vault," which from tlie description seems undoubtedly to

have been Eoman, found about the beginning of the

present century in digging the foundation of the farm-house
at Bainesse, closely adjoining the large Eoman Station at

Catterick [Cataractonium). It is said that each of the

bricks of which the vault was composed bore the inscrip-

tion

—

BSAR

I am inclined to think this has been wrongty read and
that it should be either n sak or al sar (in this last

case the a and l probably being ligulate) referring to the

cavalry regiment, Ala Sarmatarum, quartered at Eib-
chester. Eoman foundations, coins, and a steelyard have
been found during the last few months at Bainesse.

In the Harleian MSS. vol. 2111, p. 21, there is an
account of a Eoman hypocaust found in the middle of the
seventeenth century at Crue or Crew on the Cheshire side

of the Dee, opposite Holt Castle. The tiles in this

hypocaust were all stamped

—

LEG. XX. v.v.

and the discovery, remained unpublished until I noticed
it in Roman Cheshire, p. 806.

There is also in Additional MSS. British Museum 11.388
fo. 95, an account of a sepulchral inscription found at

Chester, but as I am doubtful whether it was not originally

found at Eome, I refrain until further investigation from
reproducing it, though I have described it in Eoman
Cheshire, p. 208. The stone is now preserved in the
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Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, and is described in

tlie Museum Disneianum p. 97.'

In the Archceological Journal, vol. xli, p. 180, I have
described a centurial stone bearing the inscription

C0H.I
> OFSILI

on which I remarked that the name of the centurion was
puzzHng. Ee-examination shews that opsili for Opsilii

is the correct word.
With two other inscriptions, one the forged reproduction

from a Continental stone, the other from the Continent also,

though genuine, I close the list. The first named was
stated to have been discovered on a small statue in a
" water hole " on Stainmoor, Westmoreland. It was
inscribed on the side

—

DEO.ARVALO
SATVRNO

and on the back

—

SEX
COMMODVS
VALER
V.S.L.M.

In the Academy for November 6th, I treated of this

inscription (and papers upon it have been published else-

where) under the impression it was genuine. It is I

find however, merely the reproduction of an inscription

found at Brescia in Italy, prior to 1693, described by
Eossi, Marini, and also by OrelU (No 1510).

The other inscription is upon a tile which is now
preserved in the Shrewsbury Museum, and has recently

been described as having been found in that town^ or at

Wroxeter. The fact is however, that my friend the late

Mr. Samuel Wood, of Shrewsbury brought it from Treves.

The inscription which is incomplete, is :

—

—CENTIO
before the c is part of what appears to be the upper
portion of a p.

The altar to Maponus found at Armathwaite in Cumber-
land (c.i.L. VII No. 332), has been removed from The
Nunnery to the Carlisle Museum.
One or two other inscriptions have l^een found but they

have not yet been satisfactorily read, owing to the worn
and obliterated state of the stones.

^ See my letter in Cheater Courant, Oct. 20th, 1886.



TOULOUSE AND NAKBONNE,

By EDWARD A. FREEMAN, D.C.L.

It is needless to enlarge on the wealth of southern Gaul
in the matter of Roman remains ; Nimes, Aries, Orange,
Vienne, Perigueux, the Pont du Gard and the monuments
of Saint Remy, speak for themselves. The list might
easily be lengthened, but it is a thing to be no less noticed

that it would be easy to make a counter list of places in

which we might have fairly looked for equal wealth in

this way, but in which we do not find it. The geographical
distribution of the Roman monuments of Aquitaine and
the Imperial Burgundy is certainly a little capricious.

The question often thrusts itself on the mind in journeyino-

through these countries, why it is that some towns are so

specially rich in Roman antiquities, sometimes almost to

the exclusion of monuments of other kinds, while others

which filled as high or a higher place under the Roman
dominion have nothing to show of Roman date beyond
the contents of their museums. Mmes and Aries, for

instance, stand out to this day as pre-eminently Roman
towns ; Mmes indeed, as far as antiquities are concerned,
is still a Roman town and little else. Why are not
Toulouse and Narbonne equally rich ? Tolosa where
Ctepio stole the gold, Tolosa, head of the West-Gothic
kingdom—head that is for a season from the Loire to the
pillars of Herakles—Narbo Martins, first ofRoman colonies

in Gaul, Narbo rival of Massalia, Narbo that gave its

name to so large a part of the Gaulish land, were
assuredly cities which stood above rather than below
Nemausus and Arelate. If Nemausus and Arelate still

show magnificent remains of various dates of the Roman
dominion, we might have expected Tolosa and Narbo to
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show remains more magnificent still. Above all, there is

Massalia herself, the great Ionian colony, the old ally of

Eome, the centre of civilization for so large a part of

Europe. The city which ought to have most to show of

all has the least to show of any. We climb the hill, and

we understand why the old Phokaians chose the site for

this settlement ; but in the city itself there is nothing to

remind us of either of its two ages of glory and freedom.

There is no sign of the Hellenic commonwealth that

braved the might of Cassar ; there is no sign of the Pro-

vencal commonwealth that braved the might of Charles of

Anjou ; in this case we may safely say that long continued

prosperity has been the destruction of the ancient city.

And something like the same rule may apply in other

cases also. Toulouse is now a far greater city than Aries
;

that may be one reason why Aries has so much to

show in the way of its earlier antiquities and Toulouse

so little. But on the other hand Nimes is now a far

greater city than Narbonne
;

yet, while Narbonne keeps

very little to show that it once was Narbo, Ntmes reminds

us at every step that it once was Nemausus. Sometimes

known local reasons can be assigned. Change of site has

often something to do with it. Modern Aix does not

stand exactly on the site of old Aqu^e Sextiai, and it is

said that old Aquee Sextia3 utterly perished in the Saracen

invasions of the eighth century. Otherwise mere change

of site does not necessarily tend to destruction. At
Perigueux it is the shifting of the main body of the town

which has helped to preserve so much of old Vesona.

At Narbonne a very good special reason indeed is given

to account for the well abiding memories of the colony of

Mars. The ancient remains of Narbo, like the remains of

the oldest Athens, were used as materials for the walls

built by Lewis the Thirteenth. And as those walls have

been pulled down in later times, there are no Eoman
remains left but such as have had the good luck to live

through both these destroying processes and such as have

heen found above or below the ground in the usual course

of such findings. The walls of Toulouse are gone as well

as the walls of Narbonne, and much of antiquity may have

perished with them also. Certain it is that in neither city

is there any Pioman building, great or small, standing up
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to tell its own story in its own place, nothing like

Pcrigueux, Nimes, Aries, St. Eemy, and Vienne. It is

perhaps even more annoying to fnid nothing that can in

any way remind us of the days of West-Gothic presence

and West-Gothic rule. We may at least hope that

now-a-days no one will call in the presence or the rule of the

Goth to explain the absence of monuments older than the

Goth. 13ut where in Gaul, save at Carcassonne, has the

Goth left any visible memorials ? And in truth even at

Carcassonne we rather take it on faith that we have

memorials of him. The truth is that in the fifth century,

the century with which we are at this moment concerned,

there is no reason to think that there would be the

slightest difierence between works carried out at the

bidding of a Gothic king and works carried out at the

bidding of a Eoman duke or patrician. At Toulouse we
can indeed, if we please, go and muse on the spot where
the kings of the West-Goths had their dwelling-place.

It will be found near the south-western corner of the city
;

but it needs some power of imagination to set one a-musing

on it when the only thing to suggest the memory of the

home of Euric and the lesser Theodorics is a modern Palace

of Justice. The site indeed suggests that the palace formed

a castle connected with the wall of the city at this

important point b}^ the river. Further than this we are

left to guess. At Narbonne we do not crave to see the

palace in which Gothic kings dwelled ; we ask for the

house of a Narbonnese citizen in which one Gothic kin^

was entertained on one memorable day. It was in the

house of Ingenuus of Narbo that the long wooing of

Ataulf and Placidia came to an end, and the great bride-

ale of Goihia and Romania, the wedding that was to give

peace to the world and bind together the nations in

brotherhood, was held with all due rejoicings with a

deposed Emperor as leader of the choir. We could

hardly have carried our hopes so high as to expect to find

the house of Ingenuus standing and distinguished from
other buildings, but we might fairly expect to see build-

ini's on wdiich the Gothic kinfy and the sister of Augustus
might have looked on on their wedding day. Had the

wedding been at Aries, there would have been no lack of

such ; at Narbonne their age has left us no standing
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memorials. Tolosa and Narbo have left plenty of relics

;

he who comes to look for them on their sites will not

go away empty ; but Tolosa and Narbo do not themselves

stand up to welcome him in the way that, almost without a

figure, Arelate, Nemausus, and Vienna Allobrogum still do.

In other words, while Aries and Nimes are still rich in

Eoman buildings, while Mmes in fact has hardly any-

thing? to show but Eoman buildinc^s, the existinsf remains

both at Toulouse and at Narbonne, save such fragments

as survive in the museums, belong wholly to what we
commonly call mediasval times. Yet there are buildings

in Toulouse which, both in their history and in their archi-

tecture, do much to carry back our thoughts to Eonie and

her memories. The kino-s who reioiied in Toulouse have

left no memorials. The municipal magistracy of later

times has left indeed a memorial, but it is a memorial of

its latest days only. Tolosa, an adopted child of Eome,
had. her capitol, and, down to the French Eevolution, the

Eight Men of the Capitol, the Octoviri Capltolini or Capitouls,

were the municipal fathers of the city. They have now
passed away, along with the Senator of Eome, the

Gonfaloniere of Florence, the Alderman of Grantham, and

the Hi2:h and Low Bailiffs of Birmino;ham. Modern taste,

it seems, will abide nothing but Mayors and Syndics ; the

few abiding Portreeves have had notice to put their

houses in order,' and one begins to doubt whether even

Scotland will be allowed much longer to keep her Provosts.

The Capitouls of Toulouse abide now only in one of those

curious pictures in which, by a kind act of faith, portraits

of men of modern days are l^rought into connexion with

the most solemn scenes of the Gospel history. In the

museum, once the church of the Austin Friars, we see

the eight fathers of the cit}^, as they showed themselves in

the seventeenth century, partly nobles, partly burghers,

sheltering themselves, as it were, under the protection of the

Crucified. But, if the Capitouls are gone, their Capitol

abides, though it seems of late years to have in some sort

ceased to be a Capitol. It is a large building, in the Italian

style of the seventeenth or eighteenth century, a good deal

less impressive than more modern capitols at Washington

and Albany. Still a capitol it was, and in 1857, and doubt-

* Alas, they have vanished since this \vas written.
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less for a good while after 1857, the word CArrroLiVM

stood out in bohi letters on its frieze. In 1885 they

conld be only faintly traced beneath a later inscription of

Liberie, Eyalitc, Fraternite. So haply it has now ceased

to be a capitol ; but it will be some while before the

great square of Toulouse, the Place of the Capitol, becomes
in ordinary speech, the Place of anything else.

Kings then and capitouls fail us, nor can we see the

wall which sheltered the folk of Tolosa from the invading

l)ar])arians of the fifth century or those which withstood

the invading crusaders of the thirteenth. Were they the

still abiding' walls of Tolosa throui^h whose cates the elder

Simon burst in and beneath which he at last fell, struck at

last by a bolt hurled by a warlike engine, not, like

Aljimelech and Pyrrhos, by the hand of a woman ? In

any case they are gone. Toulouse has one mighty pile

which looked on those days of trial ; but it is neither the

wall nor anything within the wall, but the great abbey
1)eyond it. It has another building which arose imme-
diately after those days, which may in some sort pass for

a memorial of those days ; but that is the fragment now
left of the cathedral church reared by the younger
Ptaymond. For at Toulouse, it is undoubtedly the

churches, and conspicuously the two great churches of

the bishop and the abbot, which take the first place among
the antiquities of the city. But, to fill up the measure of

our lackings and contradictions, when we go, as in duty
bound, to one of the bridges spanning the fierce Garonne

—

the Garonne that sometimes refuses to be spanned—and
look either from the brido'e itself or from the other side,

as we see neither royal nor municipal palace, so neither

of the great churches of the city shows itself to our view.

We see churches and church towers, some of them not a

little striking, but we do not see the two churches round
which the ecclesiastical history of the city gathers, the

eccUsia of Saint Stephen and the basilica of Saint Satur-

ninus. This comes of the position of the city, which is

emphatically not a hill city, but a river city. Planted

beside the Garonne, but not overhanging it, having hardly

the usual slope down to the stream which we fiind even
when we are not among the hill-cities, Toulouse supplies

no lofty points of vantage either for her living churches
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or for her vanished castle. She has hills to look up to
;

but she has none to climb, either within her walls—if

walls she had—or as the means of reaching them. Take
no spot from any distant region, but compare Toulouse
with another city wliicli was a fellow-suflerer in the

frightful time of the Albigensian M^ar. The view from the

bridge of Beziers is indeed a contrast with the view from
either of the bridges of Toulouse. Tlie tower there

climbs the hill above the river, and the church on its

terrace overlooks river and town. But Toulouse is a

greater city than Beziers, and it stands on the bank of a

greater river. Biterris was doubtless in its origin simply

a stronghold ; Tolosa was from the beginning a cit}' in the

strictest sense ; one wonders indeed that a city of kings

should have had to wait till 1317 before it became a city

of primates. And to this day it is not as a city of

primates that Toulouse strikes us. The metropolitan

church is undoubtedly not the chief building, nor the

chief church,, of the city. And yet it is one of the objects

which it is most easy to compare with the corresponding

object at Narbonne. In both cities French dominion has

been marked by an attempt, never thoroughly carried out,

to rebuild the metropolitan church in the foreign st3'le.

And, as Narbonne does contain somewhat of a hill, the

unfinished church occupies a far finer site than it does at

Toulouse. The choir and tower of the church and the

greater towers of the archiepiscopal palace make a really

fine group from the market-place. Otherwise the buildings

of Narbonne rather hide themselves ; there is more to see

than one would think at first sight. Saint Sernin cannot

be hid, even on the flat site of Toulouse ; and the canal

which divides cite and hourg at Narbonne gives no such
opportunity as the great bridge of the Garonne gives at

Toulouse for telling the towers of the other churches.

As for castles, unless we allow the Narbonnese arclieveche to

reckon, we can make no comparison, yet, as the castle of

Toulouse bore the special name of NarlDonnese, one might
have been specially pleased to see in what points it showed
any impress of the city whose name it bore.

Of the two metropolitan churches— if we may so

couple them together, when Narljonne claims a thousand

years more of primacy than Toulouse can boast of

—
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Toulouse has tlie advantage, if in this case it is any, of

l)eing, after a fashion, a whole and perfect church, while

Narljonne is a mere fragment. That is to say, at Nar-

bonne the elder church has altogether perished, while at

Toulouse part of it still remains attached to the later

work, and attached in such a fashion as to make the

church, looked at as a whole, at once one of the most
curious and one of the most awkward to be found

in Christendom. Surely no church ever was so utterly

shapeless. No blame of course for that to the architectis

of either period ; the old and new design had each doubtless

a distinct shape ; it is the strange way in which half of the

new church is joined on to half of the old one which
gives Saint Stephen of Toulouse its high place among the

eccentricities of church-building. In our own land

Carlisle makes some approach to it, but it is only an
ajDproach. There the splendid choir of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries—the monastic church—has

indeed been built on with very little regard to the pro-

portions of the parish church of the twelfth. Perhaps,

as at Toulouse and Narbonne, the purpose was to destroy

;

or it may have been that the Austin canons rebuilt this

choir without thinking about the parish church. In either

case, lopsided as the building is, the eastern part stretching

far to the north of the western, the presence of a real

transept and central tower hinders the awkwardness of the

junction from being felt in all its fulness. At Toulouse it

looks as if something in the way of transepts was designed,

though tlie appearances of the two sides are not the same.

But in no case would there have been real project-

ing transepts with a mid-tower. The new part is about
double the width of the old, while the south wall of

the eastern buildinir continues that of the western. The
north wall of the nave thus nearly ranges with the middle
of the choir ; there is no attempt in any way to connect
the two, to soften the harshness of the junction. Neither
comes to any kind of end ; it was not to be expected that

they should do so ; what is now standing to the west is

simply what had not yet been pulled down when the works
to the east happened to stop. No one was likely to make
any attempt to fuse the two fragments, the advancing and the

receding building, into an architectural whole of any kind.
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The views round corners wliicli are tlius to be had from
one part of the building into the other are among the

very strangest that can be ever conceived.

The older part of Saint Stephen of Toulouse, which was
begun by Count Eaymond the Sixth, the Count who did

penance at St. Gilles, consists at present of three bays in the

latest style that can be called thoroughly local. The width
of the single-bodied nave is amazing, measuring 22 French
metres. The obtusely-pointed arches which span this

vast space are perfectly flat, without moulding or orna-

ment of any kind, and they rise from equally flat pilasters,

each of which, oddly enough, has two rich capitals of

classical character under a single abacus. The great wheel
window at the west end must be of the same date ; but in

wheel windows we are used to forms which look later than

the rest of the work about them. It is most strange to look

out of this wide, low, simple, nave, of which we can

hardly fancy that we have the whole, across the quasi

transept into the choir of fully developed French Gothic.

That is to say, when we can look into it ; for there is a

rood-loft, such as it is, and the space above it is often

shrouded with a curtain ; we can well believe that the way
in which the two buildings are joined together may make
a kind of Jdll-canon corner. When the curtain is there,

we see nothino- but the narrow arch that leads into the

south aisle of the choir, and so much as we can see of

a huge pier, called the pillar of Orleans, which stands at

what should l)e the the south east corner of the lantern.

It looks as if it was meant to help to bear up a mid tower,

but it has nothing to answer to it on the other side.

The pointed arch in this country came in so early and

proves so little, that, had this been all, we should not

have been surprised if we had been told that it was the

work of a much earlier Ea3anond than the Sixth. There

is nothing in these vaulting-pilasters and the arches that

spring from them which departs in the leastfrom the southern

liomanesque. But what are we to make of the windows
which we could have attributed to some one who died

much later than Kaymond's year of 1222? No such

windows are to be seen at Lincoln or Ely or Beverley.

They have fully developed French tracery, two lights

supporting a circle with many cusps, which in England
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we should think much too large for them. Are tliey

later insertions, or was the southern architect struck

with this last new thing in more northern lands?

The choir itself is ordinary French work of no special

merit, as it is not lofty or narrow enough to bring-

out the special features of the style ; it is not like

Eheims and Chartres anions thino-s oreater than itself,

nor like Limoges and Clermont among things smaller.

If it was begun, as is said, as early as 1272, ten

years sooner than the great church of Alby, it shows

how the foreign taste must have come in like a

flood. Alby, though its actual style of architecture

is fully developed Gothic, is in all its lines essentially

southern; no Frenchman could have built it at any

time. But the choir of Toulouse is simply French,

and though later changes have greatly altered its

appearance, the main lines must be those of 1272. A
great deal of restoration happened in the seventeenth

century, after a fire in 1609. Of that date is the present

vault, and, we may suspect, a good deal more, certainly

many of the windows. The fittings of all dates are a

study ; the grand stalls may remind one of Audi, though
there is no special likeness in detail, and the remembrance
of the architecture of Audi may make us better pleased

with the architecture of Toulouse. Anyhow the seven-

teenth is not the century which has here done the

protomartyr most despite ; the sixteenth raised the hideous

north-west tower, which shows that the design of building

the nave to match the choir must then have been given

up. That the tower is of brick is no harm ; Toulouse is a

city of fine brick towers, as much as Rostock or Llibeck.

But why could not its architect have imitated one of its

neighbours, instead of rearing this frightful mass, with no
spark of beauty, either of outline or of detail ? It is not

even square. Surely Saint Stephen of Toulouse has the

ugliest west front of any metropolitan church in the

world ; and it stands and glorifies itself in a wide open
space, while the east end, which if not particularly

good, is at least better than the west, hides itself, and
has to be looked for.

Saint Justus of Narbonne—the dedication carries us

away to the double church that supplanted the temple of
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Jupiter on the hill of Tergeste—avoids any clifFiculty of

this kind by Imving no west front at all. That is to say,

whatever in past times stood to the west of the present

choir has been swept away. The church, which is said to

have been begun in the same year as the French work at

Toulouse, is to this day a mere fragment ; an attempt to

finish it in the last century came to nothing
;
perhaps it

is as well that it did. There is no kind of comparison
between the two metropolitan churches, at least in the

French part of this wliicli alone supplies means for

comparison. The church of Narbonne clearly aspires to

rank with the great churches of France, and its

aspirations are not wholly without reason. Complete
from end to end, it would fully rank with them in point

of scale, and it has all the loftiness, all the grandeur of

proportion, which we look for in a French church of the

first class. Yet it fails in something, though it is not so

easy to say in what it fails ; we feel that it is not really

on a level with Bourges or Eheims. The weak point

seems to be in a certain indescribable lack of grace in the

design of the side elevations. Still it is a stately and
solemn building, and we do not greatly grudge the

presence of French forms on the soil of Narbo—in other

words, we do not grudge the presence of the forms of

Gothic architecture on the soil of the Gothic kingdom

—

when the}' take so noljle a shape as they do in the

minster of Saint Justus.

The guide-books promise us all manner of treasures in

the sacristy ; but they are lost to the traveller who goes

over and over again without finding any master of the

key, and who is at last told that the more part of these

precious things have been taken somewhere else. He may
fill up the time with a piece of historic musing which the

guide-books do not suggest. Of the earlier churches which
stood on this site we can see nothing except, what our eyes

tell us, that, between the Peace of the Church and the year

1272, more than one church of Saint Justus rose and fell.

So we might equally argue at Toulouse ; but at Saint

Stephen's Christian worship never ceased save to give way
to the Goddess of Eeason. But one of the churches that

have stood on this site, most likely the oldest of all, did

once, for a full generation, listen to the voice of a worship
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at least more reasonable than that of Eeasoii. Here in

Narbo, on the site where we stand, among the columns
and the doubtless veiled mosaics of the days of Christian

Cassars, the Muezzin once called men to prayer in the

name of Allah and his Prophet, and the Koran was read

aloud in the house which had hearkened to the words of

the Law and of the Gospel. But it was only as for a

a moment that the men of Narbo had to cry, " How long,

Lord, how long ?" Narbo had its twenty-ninth of May,
and it had, what Constantinople has not yet, the day
which wiped out its twenty-ninth of May, and that

while Old and New Eome alike acknowledged the

Augustus of an undivided Empire.

But Saint Justus of Narbonne is, as has been already

hinted, more striking on the whole when seen from
without than from within. It is a striking view from the

other side of the canal, with the trees of the public walk
in the foreground, and above them the church and the

archiepiscopal castle rising side by side, the church
occupying somewhat the higher ground of the two. The
church which we ought to be able to compare it

with from this point is undoubtedly Le Mans ; there is at

Le Mans the lofty apse and its surroundings, and Saint

Justus in the fifteenth century, like Saint Julian in the

eleventh, was finished with towers to his transepts. But,

as Saint Justus has both his towers standing, as neither a

Eufus nor a Couthon has decreed Ihe destruction of either,

we are perhaps less likely to think of Saint Julian of Le
Mans than of Saint Peter either of Exeter or of Geneva.
Perhaps here, as well as at Toulouse, we miss the high
roof as the natural finish to the great ladder of flying-

buttresses ; but here in Gotliia, no less than in Italy, the

low roof may claim its rights. The towers of the church
group well with the greater and the lesser towers of the

archbishop
;

the church towers are not lofty ; but
transept towers should not be very lofty ; they are as it

were a central tower put into commission, and neither

deputy should rival the dignit}^ of his principal. To be
sure there is Angouleme, with a side tower that might
almost rival Spalato. But its fellow has given way to

Huguenot havoc, and it is hard to keep down a doubt
whether the single tower has not a nobler effect than the

pair could ever have had.
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But the east end of Saint Justus must be looked at a little

nearer, if only to study the singular arrangements of the

flying-buttresses round the apse. These are hard to de-

scribe ; the buttresses are yoked together by arches sup-

porting a kind of battlemented and turreted gallery
;

we doubt whether to think of an amphitheatre or of an

open triforium within a church. The wide arches might

suggest either, but neither could have the same singular

finish. The ail-but adjoining palace, among towers of

many dates, preserves to us one precious little fragment

with columns which carry us back to Eavenna, or which

should perhaps rather remind us that the last head of

Gothia may well have once been what Eavenna still is.

The columns themselves may have been new when
Ataulf and Placidia plighted their mutual vow. Let us in-

dulge the dream—none can refute it—that they stood in

those days in the favoured house of Ingenuus.

After the ecclesia of any city we should next study

what Gregory of Tours always carefull}^ distinguished as

its basilica, the great secondary church commonly outside

the wall. There cannot be many cities which can show a

basilica dedicated to a converted proconsul ; here we
have him at Narbonne. The chief church in the bour(j is

Saint-Paul ; but let nobody think of the apostle, except

to ask how far the likeness of name between the apostle

and its patron is accidental. Saint Paul of Narbonne is

in full Saint-Paul Serge ; it is dedicated to the patrician

convert of Paul of Tarsus. For while divers other New
Testament personages, Saint Martha for instance at

Tarascon, preached the word and wrought signs and

wonders. Sergius Paulus, deputy of Cyprus—yes, in the

teeth of all revisers, deputy of Cyprus, like Lord Deputy

of Ireland,—left his government in the East to carry the

Gospel into the head of Gallia Narbonensis. But as far as

present buildings go, Sergius Paulus of Narbo cannot

hold up his head beside Saturninus of Tolosa;who, at

least in the eleventh century, could do so ? None surely

in Aquitaine or Gothia or Provence ; for the fellows of

Saturninus we must go from the banks of the Garonne to

the banks of the Arno and the Wear. It is not too much
to say that the Eomanes(|ue of Saint Sernin of Toulouse

—

tjuch is his popular contraction,—may, as the head of its
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own class, as the noblest example of a true national style,

rank side by side with the noblest examples of the

Eomanesqiie of the South and the Eomanesque of the

North, in other words with Pisa and with Durham.
Saint Sernin's abbey, in its great daj^s, or indeed in

any days down to the Eevolution, was almost a city,

altogether a fortress, of itself. Then the great minster

was "irt about indeed with walls and towers ; now it

stands more isolated than any of these great churches were
ever meant to be. Its fellows, we have said, are Pisa and
Durham. In outline it has little likeness to either. The
central tower is most unlike the cupola of the Tuscan and
the soaring lantern of the Bernician minster. It is before

all things locally Tolosan. The original octagonal tower

has been ingeniously carried up to a far greater height, and
in a far lighter shape, than the original builder could have
thought of ; but it is eminently characteristic of the city.

The eflect from the east end is most singular ; the whole
seems to rise in a pyramid—the apsidal chapels, the aisle

and clerestory of the great apse, the successive stages of

the tower, all seem to rise out of each other, narrowing

as they rise. If the transepts were not of unusual length,

the church seen from the direct east end might seem to

be all tower. But the slenderness of this lofty steeple

seems to call for something more massive at the west end,

where very massive towers seem to have been begun but
to have been left unfinished. The west end, as it now
stands, is poor, but the two doorways side by side, like

the other doorways of the church, are of singularly

fine Eomanesque, later doubtless than the consecration by
Pope Urban the Second in 1096. But Saint Sernin is

emphatically all glorious within, with the glory, not of

enrichment but of simple majesty and perfect proportion.

The contrast is indeed great between its perfectly simple

rectangular piers, broken only by the tall slender vaulting-

shafts and either the classical columns of the Pisan basilica

or the mighty cylindrical piers of Saint Cuthberht's abbey.
But what most strikes an eye used either to Italian forms
on the one side or to Norman forms on the other is the

appearance of the barrel vault on so vast a scale. We
cannot go very far in Southern Gaul from Poitiers to Aix
without getting thoroughly familiar with both its forms,
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round and pointed, vet here at Saint Sernin it comes upon
us as something fresh. We even begin to wonder that

our own architects seem never to have thought of using

it, save now and then on a small scale, as at Ewenny and

in the chapel in the White Tower. This last, by the

way, very unlike Saint Sernin in detail—that is to say, in

its columns, for neither of them in strictness has any

internal detail—does reproduce the Tolosan building in

another very characteristic feature, the stage over the pier-

arch, making, so to speak, triforium and clerestory in one.

As Mr. Petit truly says, we do not miss the proper

clerestory, because the barrel-vault gains so much of

height above either the cross-vaultinii' of Durham or the

ceilings of Pisa. Height, it should be distinctly noticed, is

one of the marked features of the Eomanesque of the

south, which is the more to be noticed for its contrast

with the Gothic churches of the country, whose main

feature, after the pattern of Anjou,is overwhelming width.

Saint Sernin is wide enough in its ground plan, because,

like Pisa, it has double aisles ; but height and narrowness

are the decided features of the central body.

The opposite characteristic of great width, a wide

body without piers or arches, come out in more than one

of the other churches of Toulouse, and among them is the

satellite of Saint Sernin called Veglise du Taur. The name
has a strange sound ; we are puzzled to know wdiether it

is a bull or ;a man named Taurus, and how a church

comes to bear his name when he does not bear the title

of Saint. Is it irreverent if our thoughts are carried to

Plymouth, to the church, vicarage, &c., of "Charles,"

which the stoutest cavalier still abiding does not venture

to call " Saint Charles ?" Well, " le Taur" in this case is a

real bull, who was designed to be the instrument of the

martyrdom of Saint Saturninus. The holy man, refusing

to sacrifice the bull to Jupiter, was fastened to his horns

to be dragged to death. We feel sure that we have seen

the story in two shapes. In the one the bull appears as a

w^ell disposed bull, unwilling to have any share in the un-

righteous dealings of Saturninus' persecutors ; he there-

fore shakes him off genth', and, when the Peace of the

Church comes and Saturninus' memory is honoured by
the great basilica, he is not unhtly commemorated by a
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smaller church on tlie place where he let the saint down.
In the other version the bull is an accomplice ; but he is

himself caught and slain at a point near the present

railway station, which bears the name of Mateblau, the

last syllable answering to hcBiif. Anyhow the church of

Le Taur is there, a small brick church of the Tolosan
Gothic, its low tower having the specially Tolosan feature

of the straight-sided pointed arch—a revival of one of

the oldest Romanesque forms—which we have seen in the

latest stag'es of the tower of Saint Sernin.

It is unkind to Narbonne to mention its secondary
basilica in the same breath with a church which, like

Saint Sernin, has a right to take its place among the head
churches of Christendom. But the converted deputy of
Paplios presides over a building of no small interest,

though of an awkward outline. It is so covered up by
other buildings that it is hard to say how many unfinished

massive towers it has, seemingly, two side-towers like Saint
Justus and another at the west end. When we enter the
church, we say instinctively that it has no business at

Narbonne ; its forms are altogether strange in Gothia, and
yet it is quite unlike the usual French work of the
country, good or bad. The truth seems to be that a
Eomanesque nave was remodelled, and a new choir added
at a time much earlier than the building of the present
Saint Justus or of any other of the Gothic churches that
have crept in elsewhere. The choir might pass as good
French Transition ; in some bays it shows the false

triforium of Notre Dame of Eouen ; in the nave the old
Romanesque triforium peeps out here and there amono- the
later work. A specimen coming nearer to the ordinary
pointed work of the country, but not without features of
its own, is found in the desecrated church of a Benedictine
monastery embedded in the mass of buildings called
Lemourgier. It serves, oddly enough, at once for the
receipt of military stores and as a secondary museum, the
main one being in the archiepiscopal palace. Roman
inscriptions, capitals, fragments of all kinds, are oddly
mixed up with carts, sacks and what not, in a church
with a wide nave and a much narrower choir, and a roof
with spanning arches which put one in mind of the hall
atMayfield.
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We make our protest over and over again on behalf of

Eomanesqiie and Eomanesque only as the true style for

these countries
;

yet we cannot deny that the Tolosan

Gothic has turned out some stately buildings, specially in

the form of friars' churches. They are mostly desecrated
;

one that was still perfect in 1857 had become a mere
frao'ment in 1885. One of the stateliest, the church of the

Jacobins, used as the chapel of the Lyceum, has the singular

arrangement of two bodies, divided by a single row of

pillars down the middle, a plan which it needs some
ingenuity to reconcile with the apse. These churches are

of brick ; their most characteristic feature is the towers, of

the same type as that into which the lantern of Saint Sernin

has been carried up, octagons piled up stage upon stage and

the straight sided pointed window used profusely. Another,

the church of the Austin friars with a graceful cloister,

or so much as is left of it, forms, with its attached buildings,

the museum. The collection is rich in antiquities of all

kinds, but in April 1885 it was in a strange state of con-

fusion ; casts of well-known statues were ingeniously set

to pound real mosaics in pieces. In this matter of museums
both Toulouse and Narbonne may learn a lesson from Peri-

gueux.

We leave the two cities of our comparison with the

same kind of thoughts with which we Ijegan. After all,

which are the most changeable, the works of man or the

works of nature ? At Narbo Martins, at all events, one

seems as changeable as the other. We look in vain in

modern Narbonne for the marble temple of which
Ausonius sings, the temple that might rival the works of

all the greatest builders of Eome :

" Quodque tibi quondam Pario de marmore templum
Tantse molis erat quantam non sperneret olim

Tarquinius Catulusque iterum, postremus et ille

Aurea qui statuit Cupitoli culmina Ciesar."

Modern Toulouse so far surpasses in size and
population any city between Bordeaux and Marseilles,

that we might almost accept the poet's exaggeration.

Q,ua3 modo quadruplices ex se quam elTuderit urbes

Non ulla exhausta sentit dispendia plebis.

Certainly Toulouse might people four such cities as
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Aiicli, to say nothing of Tulle, without any frightful effort.

When we read of the learned city, mother of orators,

nursing mother of the poet himself, as one

Coctilibus muris quam circuit ambitus ingens,

Perque latus pulcro prtelabitur arane Garumna.

we feel easily that the wall is^gone, but that the river with
its quay abides. J3ut the great change of all is a change of

nature. The poet could apostrophize Narbo as a haven
whose greatness needed more than one language to set it

forth.

Te maris Eoi merces et Iberica ditant

^quora ; te classes Libyci Siculique profundi

;

Et quidquid vario per flumina, per freta, cursu

Advehitur toto tibi navigat orbe KarairXovg

Narbo is still there ; but, if the temple is gone, the sea

has gone yet more utterly. Haply some fragments of the

Parian marble might be tracked in the museum ; but what
trace is there of the fleets of Asia and Africa, Spain and
Sicil}^ ? Agde, Aigues-Mortes itself, comes nearer to

boasting of them than inland Narbonne. Yet the sea,

so faithless on the western side of the gulf, has been
steady enough on the eastern. It is indeed a trial of

faith to l^elieve that Narbonne was once a greater haven
than Marseilles. In the long annals of the Phokaian city,

in the record of her prosperity both before Eoman Narbo
was and after Eoman Narbo had practically ceased to be,

the few centuries when the trade of Narbo outshipped
the trade of Massalia, when Narbo was the greatest haven
of all the Celtic land, seem but as an episode indeed.

VOL. XLIV



BRIEF PRECIS OF THE DESCRIPTIONi OF THE EARLY

SCULPTURED STONES OF CHESHIRE.

By the REV. G. F. BROWNE, B.D.

At West Kirkby, at the mouth of the Dee, there is a

curious stone the character of which has not been under-

stood. It is in fact a nearly complete example of the hog-

backed stone*. The lower part is covered on both sides

by rough interlacing bands and the middle and upper

part with scales, the top being ornamented with a row of

oblong rings on each side with a band running through

each row of rings. This work at the top, which looks

like a row of buckles, is very unusual, but resembles in

several of its features the work on the font which is

known as King Ethelbert's font, in St. Martin's Church,

Canterbury. It is not known on any hog-backed stone

or other memorial of the date to which this stone may be

attributed. The interlacing work is not unusually found

in this position on hog-backed stones : there is an example

at Bondgate*, near Appleby, which has only been dis-

covered this year and has not been represented as yet,

and on the hog-backed stone at Dewsbury, and elsewhere.

The scales occur on several of the limited number of hog-

backed stones so far discovered. They may represent the

tiles or shingles of a roof, the original idea of this kind of

tombstone being that it was the roof of the last dwelling

place of the departed man. There are fine examples on

some classical sarcophagi''' and on some of the small Latin

Cineraria'''. The Germans describe this method of orna-

mentation as the hr-cone pattern, from the resemblance

which each member bears to one of the leaves plucked

^ Given in the Antiquarian Scctiun, at the Chester Meeting, August 11th, 1870.

[Outlined ruhhirifjs of ilui stones marhed * were shctv7i.]
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out from the fir-cone. One of the earliest mentions of

Christian Anglo-Saxon interment is that of Bishop Acca,
when a jiarva capella was placed over him (possibly the

hog-backed stone now in Hexham Church), and this sug-

gests that there was a representation of tiles upon it. The
scales, however, on some sculptured stones do not re-

present tiles but scales of monsters. At Govan there are

hog-backed stones covered with the scaly skin of a

monster, and at Meigle there is a very fine stone* covered

with scales which are evidently those of a monster. The
stones* placed between the two pillars in the churchyard
at Penrith, which have been totally misrepresented in so

many engravings, are covered with scales exactly like

those at Meigle. In the crypt at Canterbury there is a

pillar* the beauty of which is not generally recognised

;

the pillar appears to be covered with semi-circular scales,

but when it is carefully examined it is found that each of

the scales represents a feather. The stone at West Kirkby
is of a material which is harder than any stone in the

neighbourhood, and it has no doubt been brought from
some distance and has been the memorial of some impor-
tant person. Canon Eaton has it locked up in an out-

house, and it is very safe in his care, but it would be well

to have it in some more accessible place.

The hog-backed stone took in some districts another
form, flat-topped, with vertical sides and ends. In Acton
Church, near Nantwich, several stones'", used as the riser

of a stone seat along the wall of the south aisle, have
apparently formed the sides of such a tomb. There are

signs of late date about them, the heads of the figures

being much more round and trim than the heads on
Anglian sculpture. One of the figures, who has evidently

been an important Saint of the neighbourhood, is upside

down. The basket-work shewn on one of the sides is of

late appearance. It will be observed that the figure on
the spectator's right of the vesica encircling our Lord's

figure holds a large key ; reference will be made again

to this when the Sandbach crosses are described. Stones

of the form to which these fragments may have belonged
are found solid at Gainford* and at St. Alkmund's*
Derby ; at Meigle there are some very remarkable ex-

amples*, with the sides covered with animals marvellously
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drawn and sculptured, and with a flat top covered with
elaborate interlacing work. One feature which has not

been noticed in the Meigle stones is that a hole is sunk
in one end of the top, probably to serve as the socket of

a cross. This cross may have been of stone or it may
conceivably have been of wood or wicker-work. The
rock-cut graves at Heysham have each of them a hole

cut at the head, probably for the same purpose.

There is at West Kirkby a flat slab* on the face of

which a cross is sculptured. This is very unusual in

England. There are also carefully sculptured fragments

of the shaft of a cross* and portions of a cross""' with

triquetrae in the arms exactly resembling in character the

crosses to be described at Chester. At Hilbree, the island

immediately ofi West Kirkby, there is a cross of like

character ; a portion of another cross was taken from
Hilbree some years ago to Liverpool, but has recently

been restored and placed in the Grosvenor Museum at

Chester*.

Among the large collection of fragments of stone in the

crypt of St. John's, Chester, there are several crosses and
portions of crosses and other stones which may be attri-

buted to a pre-Norman style. There are at least four

stones* more or less complete, with circular heads from
which the keys of a cross project, and with shafts covered

with interlacing work. The keys and the cross contain

triquetrae and other like ornamentation ; the wheel con-

necting the keys is ornamented on its face and on its edge

with the key pattern, the Z pattern, and interlacing pat-

terns, and the edges of the shaft are similarly ornamented.

It is more easy to describe these crosses negatively than

positively. They are un-Anglian, un-Scottish, un-Irish,

un-Scandinavian. They resemble most closely a head of

one of the few great crosses left in Wales, known as the

Maenachwynfan, and the fragments and the head of a

cross at Diserth ; the resemblance is much too close to be
accidental. The Maenachwynfan is in the middle of a

number of places which take their names from some great

catastrophe of the past. These names all point to this

locality as the scene of some prolonged disaster to the

British arms, and there seems no doubt that the stone

must be of British character. If this is so, the question of
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the period at which the St. John's crosses were made
becomes a very interesting one. Professor Freeman in his

admirable paper on the ancient history of Chester believed

that the Brets left Chester absolutely deserted from the

time of their great defeat by Ethelfrith. The British

character of these crosses would rather point to the Brets

having taken heart and to a certain extent occupied

Chester again, before the time when they were altogether

driven out of this part of England in the year 903. It is,

perhaps, not unreasonable to suppose that they fled from

Chester into Flintshire, and that the survivors of the series

of battles which took place as they fled, set up on the scene

of the last catastrophe a stone of the same character as

those they had been accustomed to set up in Chester.

There is in the same collection a remarkable stone* of

triangular shape, resembling in its work the details of the

shafts and crosses described, but apparently having ended

in the vertex of a triangle and not in a cross head. It has

on it scales, as have also some of the shafts of the crosses,

and this is a feature which has not been observed on any

stones other than hog-backed stones. The presence of

these scales on the Chester stones is thus very remarkable.

They resemble very much the scales on the armour of St.

Michael on the curious early statue dug up in Monmouth-
shire and shewn in Strutt's Habits of the Anglo-Saxons,

forming what Sir S. Meyrick has described as ' tegulated

armour.' There are also fragments of two beautiful

sculptured shafts of crosses which must have been as fme

in their work as any of the pre-Norman monuments left in

England. Finally, before leaving Chester, it may be

worth mentioning a flat stone* with an inscription round

the edge Hie requiescit B. Renihuna sanctimonialis, ' here

rests the good nun Eenthuna'. This stone is only men-

tioned here because of the great rarity of any inscription

to a nun ; the only other example in the experience of the

writer being the well-known stone in the Chapel of Jesus

College, Cambridge, with the inscription to a member of

the Society of nuns which preceded the Master and

Fellows of Jesus College, Moribus ornata jacet hie bona

Berta Rosata. The bona in Jesus College Chapel may
interpret the B at Chester. Possibly our phrase ' the

good ladies ' is a hint that this was the epithet ordinarily

applied to nuns.
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The eastern part of the County of Cheshire is particu-

larly rich in circular pillars, cut at the top into four flat

faces. It has always been a question whether these

pillars ended in crosses or not, but the question may now
be taken as liavino- been solved. There are three "' of these

pillars in the Public Park at Macclesfield, brought from
various sites in the district which was formerly the great

parish of Prestbury. There are some of them yet in sitic,

one at Upton, another at Clulow. One that was at Wincle
has been removed to Bagstones in Staffordshire. With
regard to some of the pillars mentioned it is certain that

the four faces into which they were cut at the top were
never ornamented ; in one or two cases it is doubtful ; but

in the case of one of those at Macclesfield the ornamenta-
tion is quite clear*. The ornamentation in this case

follows the rule observed in the Staffordshire examples of

this class of pillars, at Leek'", Ham*, Stoke*, and Chebsey.

Some years ago, two crosses*, one a good deal smaller

than the other, were dug up at Disley and placed in the

grounds of Lyme Hall. They are carefully figured in Mr.
Earwaker's book on Eastern Cheshire (ii, 313), and the con-

clusion I came to from examining; the enoTavino; in Mr.

Earwaker's book was that they were the tops knocked off

two circular pillars such as are under consideration. A
visit to Lyme made this perfectly certain. They have
been broken off just below the point at which the circular

column was cut into four flat faces, and above the place

where the fillet usually on these pillars ran. Instead of

being cruciform, the head of each of these stones is of a

peculiar form, and if that had been their true form they

would have been unique in this respect. But an exami-

nation on the spot shews that not only has the pillar been

broken off below the point where the faces commenced,
but another blow has smashed the cross at the top of the

pillar. The two stones at Lyme Hall have both of them
lost the centre and the two arms of the cross-head ; and
the top key of the cross has since their re-discovery been

fitted on to the place from which the centre and arms

should have sprung.

There remains the question of the peculiar form of

cross which must have belonged to the Lyme stones,—as

though two large thumbs projected below the cross. A
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cross was some time ago found in the restoration o£

Cheadle Church, in the same district of Cheshire, and it

found its way into the keeping of a very zealous archaeo-

logist who has a large number of early Anglian stones

under his charge. He has provided me with a rubbing*
of the outline of the cross, and this makes it quite clear

that the Lyme stones are. as has been said, incorrectly

pieced together, the centre part of the cross having been
lost in their case but having been found in the case of the

Cheadle Cross. The Cheadle Cross was broken off hiofher

than the Lyme Crosses, al^out half way down the orna-

mented faces. It has the same curious projections below
the head. In the account of the discovery of these

fragments (Earwaker, East Cheshire, i, 185, 186), it is said

that ' a circular column was found in a field near

them, six to seven feet lono', of the same character as

those existing in Cheshire, with regard to which there is

a doubt whether they ever had a cross-head or not.' It

may now be taken that the Cheshire pillars had cross-

heads, and that the form of them is that shewn by the

cross at Cheadle,

On the Staffordshire pillars it is found that one of the

faces has the key pattern, another a stifT leaf and flower

scroll, and the others interlacingbands of the usual Anglian
description ; if none of the faces bear the leaf and flower

scroll, it occurs on the fillet. The Lyme crosses have
neither of them any leaf and flower scroll on their faces,

and the guess may therefore be hazarded that if the two
pillars belonging to them are ever found, the fillets will be
found to have leaf and flower scrolls, like that of the

fillet of the small pillar in Ham Churchyard.
With regard to the date of these piUars, there is one

pillar of the kind which is dated to a certain extent. The
faces probably do not in that case shew any sign of orna-

ment, but the raised parts of the stone which mark the

boundary of the four faces, and also the raised bands of

the fillet, are cable-moulded instead of being plain. Some
arcliEeologists would say this is an indication of more recent

date than the plain bands ; if so the plain band pillars

must have a very early date, for the cable-moulded pillar

is no other than the pillar of Eliseg* beyond Vale Crucis

Abbey, visited by the Institute this morning, and bear-
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ing an inscription which no one has been able to put later

than the ninth century. This pillar has thus a very

important bearing on the date of the Cheshire and
Staffordshire pillars.

The two tall stones* in the Churchyard at Penrith are,

when they are carefully examined, examples of pillars of

this description, only more elaborately sculptured. They
are usually engraved as covered with an unintelligible

massof holes, but a careful investisfation makes out almost

all the patterns upon them, and some of the patterns are

very curious and unusual. There is a pillar* at Staple-

ford, in Nottinghamshire, which is covered from top to

bottom with interlacing patterns, comparable with the

very best work on Scottish stones or in Hibernian
MSS.

While these pillars give a character to the original

parisli of Prestbury, Prestbury itself has two fragments*

of sculptured stones, one of them shewing bold interlacing

work, the other exceedingly poor work of a very un-

meaning description, about as bad as any work that can

be found on sculptured stones. The Vicar has taken the

greatest care of these stones and has placed them literally

under a glass case ; but one of them has been cemented on
the top of the other as if they belonged to one another,

which they never can have done.

The two great crosses* at Sandbach are worthy of a

lengthy monograph to themselves, and I had arranged

with Dean Howson four years ago to spend some time

with him at Sandbach and prepare such a monograph.
This intention was frustrated at the time, and has now
been put an end to by his greatly lamented death. I

spent two or three days there last Easter, and rubbings of

all the important parts are now shewn. To describe them
in detail would be too lengthy for the present purpose. I

hope that some Society, or some person in Cheshire, will

undertake the publication and description of every panel

of each of these most marvellous stones, which do not

yield in size and importance and interest even to the

Euthwell cross, except that they have no inscriptions.

An account of a visit paid to Sandbach in Queen Eliza-

beth's time, says that in that time there was an inscrii)tion

on one of the crosses which could only be read by a
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person holden with his head downwards, and that the

meaning of the inscription was as follows :

—

At Sandbach in the sandy ford

Lieth the ninth part of Dublin's hord.

In those days the word " horde " for a mass of bar-

barians had not been introduced into the English language,

and the word in this connection must have meant
' treasure.' The same account says that three metal chests

were dug up in the little stream that runs below the

churchyard of Sandbach, with curious inscriptions on
them, but empty ; it is almost impossible to doubt that

there was some connection between these chests and the

loss of the Dublin hoard. Whatever may have been the

fact with regard to the existence of an inscription on one
of these crosses—and there may well have been an
inscription on some one of the parts which are wanting

—

it is very remarkable that the tradition of the country
with regard to the real or proposed inscription should
have made mention of Dublin, at a time when probably
no one living, however learned, had an idea that there

was any connection between the inland parts of Cheshire

and Ireland. It is only comparatively lately that even
well read Englishmen have been aware that the Danish
rulers of Northumbria were also Kings in Dublin of a
portion of Ireland, and passed through Cheshire every
time thev went from one of their kingdoms to another.

There are one or two matters of detail connected with
these remarkable Sandbach stones to which reference

must be made. The description given in Ormerod's
" Cheshire " (ed. 1882, vol. iii, pp. 98, &c.), and that

given in the fly sheet which is circulated in Sandbach
itself, are not in all respects what could be desired. The
portions remaining of the crosses are roughly 17 and 12
feet high.

The west side of the smaller cross has been in its main
features a reproduction on a smaller scale of the east side

of the larger. There is on both a figure which may
represent our Lord, carrying a cross (with perhaps a fish

across the stem) and having a bird at the left ear ; on
either side a smaller figure, one with a book, the other

with an instrument, probably a key or a pair of keys,
VOL. XLIV V
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presumably St. Peter and St. Paul. I do not know this

particular form of key, which looks more like a pair of

curling tongs than anything else, on any stone except

these two and one at Halton near Lancaster. There is

also on both a crucifixion, though on the smaller only the

very top of the scene is left, a sun and moon, the heads

of two of the evangelistic symbols, and the head of our

Lord ; the part below is erased, but there is room for the

whole of the beautiful subject which is found on the

larger cross. The north edge of the smaller is a repro-

duction of the north edge of the larger, still on a smaller

scale of course, and in this case with a curious variation.

The scene is evidently the descent of the Holy Ghost on

the Apostles, and the great boldly conceived dragon with

triple cloven tongue on the larger becomes two delicately

designed dragons, with tongues gracefully woven into

good patterns of interlacing work. The topmost figure

shewn in Ormerod on the smaller cross exactly corres-

ponds to the second figure on the larger ; above it can be

detected on the smaller, on careful examination of the

stone itself, a figure bending over, exactly like the topmost

figure on the larger. The fragments of the two heads of

the crosses shew that the design has been the same in the

two cases, viz., a human figure in each key of the cross

contained within the circular head. The head of each

figure has been towards the centre, so that the fiii'ure in

the top key looks as if standing on its head. I only know
of one other example of this, the very remarkable cross-

head at Bilton, near Tadcaster, where all the four figures

in the four keys are quite complete. There is one marked
difference between the two crosses, viz., that the edges of

the larger are plain cable-work, whereas the borders of the

east and west faces of the smaller are ornamented with

skilful and beautiful running patterns, figures of eight on

a single band and double figures of eight on a double

band. The only other pillar I know in England with this

latter characteristic is one as yet undescribed by anyone,

so far as I can discover, at Rothle}^ in Leicestershire.

The same pattern is found in the same position on the

faces of a white marble well-head of the ninth century

in the South Kensington Museum, brought from Mantua.

The interlacing work on the south side of the large
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pillar is particularly good, a really good pattern of a good

period. The birds and beasts in the scroll into which it

developes are in some cases rude ; it is a puzzling question

whether they are of early rudeness or of late rudeness,

but on the whole I would rather maintain the early view.

The large dragons are throughout designed very skilfully,

and the details of their organism, are admirable. We
must hope some time or other to stumble upon some

facts about the careful study of dragon-drawing, which

undoubtedly was carried on among the Angles. Meanwhile

we may content ourselves with remarking on the skill

with which graceful curves and bold outlines and vigorous

life are given to these great dragons, while side by side

with them are human figures of a comparatively wooden
description. I say comparatively wooden, because the

Sandbach men are by no means so wooden as some that

might be named.
Several sculptured fragments are placed round the

stone platform on which these great monuments stand.

On one of these certainl}", and I think on two if not more,

is an example of what I have called basket-work men in

a paper read before the Society of Antiquaries, which is

appearing in Ardtceologia. I discovered a num])er of

basket-work men on the shafts at Checkley and Ham in

StafTordshire, a year or two ago ; up to that time nothing

of the kind had been suspected. There is one example

in a MS., viz., in the " Irish Psalter " in the Library of

St. John's College, Cambridge. In two or three other

cases there is something of the kind in the pictures in

pre-Norman MSS., but it seems probable that the intention

is only to represent dresses made of striped material. I

have discussed the meaning of these remarkable repre-

sentations of the bodies of men composed entirely of

interlacing bands, in the paper referred to ; the published

illustrations of the paper were not shewn to me, and
they misrepresent the stones in some important particulars.

As to the date of these two crosses, the local belief is

that they commemorate the conversion of the Prince of

Mercia to Christianity, about 653. Considering the date

indicated by one of the runic inscriptions on the Bewcastle

cross, and the date now allowed for the runic inscrip-

tions on the Kuthwell cross, there seems no reasonable
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bar to the supposition that some great memorials of this

kind were erected in Mercia in the hfetime of the first

Christian King. But I must confess to a grave hesitation

as to the subjects on tliese Sandljach crosses, and their

treatment, being of that very early date. Still, each new
piece of evidence which I have been able to collect on

the general question of sculptured stones goes to make
more certain the early as compared with the late view of

their orioin and date ; and there are at least as a'reat

diiiiculties in the way of a post-Norman date, or a date

between the ninth century and the Norman time, as there

are in the way of an eighth centur}- or perhaps even a

seventh century date.

A very curious question is raised b}" the existence of

these two great pillars, one considerabl}' larger than the

other, standing side by side. Those who know the N.E.

part of Cheshire well, will know that in that part the

same question is raised by the sockets of pairs of pillars,

which are still to be found, and by one actual pair of

pillars, socket and all, which remain just outside Lyme
Park, and are known as the Bow Stones.^ The Bow
Stones have certainly been round pillars of the same

character as those already described in this jn^ecis ; they

have each of them an ornamental fillet, and the indica-

tions of four ornamented faces. The pair of elaborate

pillar heads, as they are now ascertained to be, at Lyme
Hall itself, raise, perhaps, the same question ; but they,

like the Penrith pillars, may very probably have stood

at the head and foot of some great Mercian's grave. I am
inclined to think that this was once the case with the

Sandbach crosses ; if that was so, the Bow Stones, and

the sockets for like pairs of stones found in Cheshire, are

a problem to themselves. Various theories can be

constructed on the subject, but ho one view seems to

me to stand out beyond all others as clearly the best ; and

I must leave unanswered tbe question suggested more

than 3,000 years ago, " What mean these (pairs of)

stones ?
"

Earwakcr's East CJieshire, ii, 285.



THE CHURCH OF SAINT KADEGOXDE, NEAR TOURS.

i

By the liite REV. J. L. PETIT.

I send some rouoli sketches of the cliurch of St.

Iladegonde, near Tours, which is interesting from the

excavations in the rock connected with it, and to which
the early character of the buikling itself gives the stamp
of great antiquit}^ A notice of this church appears in

the " Memoires de la Societe Archeologique de Touraine."

(Tome 2—1843-1844) to which T may have occasion to

refer for points of history and local tradition, or

for such conjectural dates as the antiquary acquainted

with the district is likely to assign with greater correct-

ness than the casual visitor.

There is no doubt that many of those numerous caves

and dwellings cut in the rocky bank which border the

valley of the Loire, and which form so striking a feature in

the scenery of Touraine, belong to a remote period ; that

many of them were the cells of recluses, or places of

worship and religious instruction, or of refuge from persecu-

tion, and this not only at the first introduction of Christi-

anity, but a later period during the invasion of the

Normans. But as they are, generally speaking, wholly
without architectural features, it is impossible to ascertain

^ This paper was laid before the Society presence at the meetings, will doubtless

of Antiquaries so long ago as on March agree that it can never be too late to

4th, 1852. The MS. and drawings illus- bring to light a paper by so highly gifted

trating it were subsequently given by the a man, and illustrated by his inimitable

Author to the late Rev. C. H. Hartsliorne, and brilliant sketches.

on whose death they came into my pos- By the kindness of Miss Petit, who has

session. Although so many years have lent me her brother's original notes on St.

elapsed since the essay was written, I Radegonde, T have been able to draw out

think it cannot find a better i^lace than a plan from his own measurements, which,

in the Archaeological Journal, or fail to without jiretending to absolute accuracy,

be welcome to the members of the will probably fui-nish all that is necessary

Institute. And those members who had towards the fuller comprehension of the

the privilege of Mr. Petit's friendship, paper.

—

Albert Hartshokne.
as well as those who remember his genial
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which are of ancient, and which of comparatively

modern, or even recent construction. I understand there

are some within the precints of the abbey of Marmontier,

now occupied by a rehgious estabhshment, to which

tradition points as those in which St. Gatien assembled

his hearers in the 3d centur)^, and which probably

influenced St. Martin towards the end of the succeeding

century, in his choice of a spot for the foundation of his

abbey. The remains of this abbey, reduced to a part of

the external walls with a few round towers, and a very

beautiful gateway of the 13th century, stand at the

eastern extremity of the suburb which extends along the

northern bank of the Loire, opposite the city of Tours,

between the rock and the river ; and before the construc-

tion of the dyke, the spot must have been diflicult of

access and subject to frequent inundations, A very

short distance to the north-west of these remains is the

church of S. Radegonde, which at first sight presents the

appearance of a building of the lltli or 12tli century,

with nothing unusual in its plan or outline, consisting

of a nave, to which is attached a north tower, a chancel,

and an apse. The gables of the nave have been raised,

and some insertions made, at a late period. The sketch

(No. 1) shews it in this aspect. It will be observed that

the apse is engaged in the other buildings, but this would

not be noticed as anything unusual, as a perfectly insu-

lated church in continental towns is not of very common
occurrence. But on closer examination we find that the

building connected with the apse is partly cut out in the

rock, and on going round to the west, we see that the

church itself is fixed against the bank of rock, and that

the tower, instead of springing from the level of the floor,

is built on an elevated spot commanding the roof of the

church, as shewn in No. 2 and No. 3. Externally the

base of this tower is only to be reached by a circuitous

path up the hill.

We will first consider the date of the building itself as

shewn by external indications. The memoir that I refer

to assigns as the date of the apse, the 1 0th century, and

of the choir, nave, and tower the 11th. As the apse is

considered to belong to so early a period, I have given

(No. 4) a sketch ol one of the brackets and part, of the
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cornice. The ornament on the latter, which I think I

have seen called " Moulure en echiqnier " is extremely

common in French Romanesque and seems to pervade the

whole period during which that style prevailed, from the

earliest to the latest. In effect it is somewhat sharper

than the billet moulding, for which it may be mistaken at

a distance, and more powerful than the English hatched
moulding, to which it bears some analogy. It may
possibly occur in English work, but I do not at present

recollect examples. This moulding is continued along a

part of the chancel, in which for m}' own part I cannot

see any mark to distinguish it in date from the apse.

The nave is considerably wider than the chancel, and
has two original roundheaded windows of small size. The
door is of a late period, and what is remarkable, no indi-

dications of a Eomanesque door appear ; and it is well

known how constantly the Eomanesque door is preserved,

when every other feature of that style is changed. Of
the tower, to which the 11th century is given as a date,

it may be remarked that the windows have an obtuse point

which is by no means of rare occurrence in the south of

France in work even of an earlier period. The gables

are probably a late addition.

On entering the nave we find it to be perfectly plain,

wide in proportion to its length, in fact nearly square, and
unvaulted, very similar to the naves of many Eomanesque
churches in the neighbourhood, some of which are con-

sidered to belong to an extremely early period of the

style. I may instance Chaun9ay, Pont Euan, St. Branch
and Artannes. The timber roof is of late date. In the

upper part of the north wall, near the west end, we
observe a portion of rock breaking through the masonr}^,

and near it is a wooden construction, which I am told

conceals a still larger projecting piece. In the west wall

are indications of a round arch, the crown of which is

considerably lower than that of a door adapted to the

present level of the pavement. The chancel arch (d, in

the plan) is plain, pointed, and of a single square order
;

possibly replacing an earlier arch of smaller dimensions.

The chancel has a northern transept, (g) faced with
a round arch bearing late mouldings, no doubt cut upon
the older work, This compartment on examination
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is seen to be cut out in the rock, and has no hning of

masonry; its roof is cyUndricah On its west side is an
arch now blocked up. The vault of the chancel is also

cylindrical, and is divided into two compartments by a

round arch of a single square order, resting on brackets

of an early character, one of which is fixed above the

crown of the transept arch (/). The lower part of this

bracket is curved, according to the form of the arch be-

neath it, as may be seen in the sketch (No. 5) which shews

the north side of the chancel with its transept cut in the

rock. The vaulting of the apse is semi-domical. This as

well as the chancel roof presents a smooth surface of

masonry, though some must be attached to the inner

surface of rock scooped out to receive it.

On the north side of the nave is a small door, through

which we pass, between two massive piers of masonry,

into a cavern branching in different directions. These

piers seem intended to contribute to the support of the

tower above, which is marked by an opening in the roof

of the cave {n) forming an irregular oval at the surface,

but cut square higher up to correspond with the area of

the tower. The bell-ropes are let down through this

opening, so that the ringer performs his office at the

entrance of the cavern.

In front, extending to the northward, is the chaml^er («')

cut entirely in the rock, with a rough sort of cylindrical

vault. The depth of this chamber, taken from the pier of

door, would be somewhat more than 30 feet ; its width

about 15, and the height of the vault between 11 and 12

feet. At the northern extremity is a small recess about

3 feet from the ground. From the east side of this

chamber branches out a staircase cut thro' the rock, and
leading straight to a door which opens upon the roof of the

chancel. The passage up the steps is 3 ft. 4 in. wide, and

the opening, a round segmental arch, 2 ft. 6 in. The
sketch No. 6 is taken from the north end of chamber (^),

and shows the door opening into the church, as well as

the staircase cut thro' tlie rock. To the left hand of the

north door, as we go from the church into the cavern, is

another chamber (/), of an irregular form. This contains

at {p.) a sort of chest or coffin fixed in the ground, and

formed oftwo pieces of stone. From its external dimensions
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(3 ft. 6 in. long, by 2 ft. 2in. wide) it could, if used for sepul-

chral purposes, only have contained bones after burning,

or relics. It has staples at each end, and near it is a slab

of a larger size than necessary to form a lid ; but it may
have served as the upper stone of an altar. Just above

the chest is a small recess similar to an aumbry, cut in

the rock. But according to the notice in the Touraine

Archasological transactions, the sepulchral remains in this

crypt have been much disturbed ; and indeed I cannot

clearly connect the description given in the article, with

the present appearances. At the N.W. angle of the

church is a small low chamber (c*), entered by a narrow
door of masonry.

The sketch (No. 7) also shews part of a round arch

blocked up by the wall of the nave, and stopped by the

western pier of the door. Another portion of a round
arch occurs eastward of the other pier. The two if com-
plete would rest upon a pier not exactly occupying the

site of either of the present ones, and must have belonged
to a structure earlier than the existing church.

This feature appears to indicate at least two applications

of masonry, at distant periods, to the excavation. My
own impression is that there originally existed a low
natural arch or cavern, of no great depth, extending
nearly from the western point of the chamber (/), to some
point in the chamber (g). That the first operation was to

scoop out the chamber {i) to the northward, and from
that to drive the staircase {q) obliquely, forming a passage
to a narrow ledge of rock which might have been selected

as a mode of access less exposed to' observation, or a way
of escape. That the chambers (I) and (//) were added or

enlarged, and the front of the cavern for the sake of

greater security strengthened by the arches (m) (in) and
(h). It is possible that an outer wall was built round the

whole, which might have enclosed a space equal to the

present nave and chancel, and that the low western arch
I have mentioned may have l^een the entrance. All this

might have existed previous to the time of St. Eadegonde
herself, who was born in 519 and died at Poitiers in 587.

Subsequent to this, probably in the 10th or 11th centur}",

the church may have been commenced on its present

plan, and completed without the mutilation of the arches
VOL XLIV X
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into the cavern. I can hardly think the belfry was added
before the 12tli century, and it might very well have been
built originally without the support of the present piers,

as the thickness of the rock, and the arches then existing

would authorise the architect to proceed on his work
without fear. In fact I consider these piers and the

facing of the north wall to the interior to be of com-
paratively a late date, possibly corresponding witli that

of the present gables and inserted windows. Be this as it

may, the character of the work, as it now appears, seems
to establish a very early date as belonging to the

excavations themselves.

About a mile to the eastward of Marmontier, in a

rocky valley falling into that of the Loire, is the village

of St. George, where there is a staircase cut in the rock,

very perfect and of considerable dimensions, but of which
the masonry connected with it does not clearly shew the

date, at least to a stranger. But there is also a chapel,

which has some points of resemblance to the church just

described, and has work apparently of the same period.

The plan is more unusual, the eastern end being flat, and
the tower ranging with it. Westward of the tower is a

chapel or aisle partly cut in the rock, and communicating
with the nave by a round arch, and to the north of the

tower, extending eastward of it, is a chapel entirely cut

out in the rock, and with more architectural character

than that of S. Eadegonde, as the roof has a cross vaulting

similar to that which occurs in the aisles of our Norman
Cathedrals.

As I was not made acquainted with this specimen till

the last day of my visit at Tours, I had not time to make
any plan or measurements. I give a rough sketch of the

east end externally, (No. 8.)

I add a list of excavated churches near Angouleme
copied from the Statistique Monumentale de la Charente
(Par J. H. Michon, Paris, Derache, Libraire, Paie du
Bouloy, 7, 1844).

Eglises taillees dans la Eoc ayant servi de Paroisses.

Aubeterre.

Gurat.

Chapelles d'Hermitages.

Bellevau.
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6

Lyon.

Grottes habitees par des Saints.

Grotte de S. C3'bard, a Angoulenie.

Grotte de S, Gautier, a Confolens.

I had not an opportunity of visiting these. From the

description given in the work it appears that Aubeterre

has an aisle separated from the nave by two polygonal

piers, and that Gurat has an opening to a belfry tower,

now destroyed.

I contrived to pay a very hurried visit to that mar-
vellous old town, S. Emilion, on the Dordogne. Its rock
church is probably well known to most antiquaries by
])lans and eno'ravino-s. It seems orioinallv to have had no
addition of masonry whatever, though now it has external

work from the 12th to the 16th centur}^ Still the face of the

rock is not altogether masked. In the sketch (No. 9) the

naked rock comes up to tlie line cut by the point of the

porch gable ; the mullions of the lower windows being, of

course, additions of masonry. Above this line the rock is

faced with squared stone. The porch is of stone work, and
belongs to the 14th centur}^ The oldest part of the tower
(built on the rock, and communicating with the church
beneath by an aperture) is about the i2th centur}^ ; the

pinnacles and spire later. The interior of the church is

purely cut in the rock. It has two side aisles, each
separated from the central one by four square piers. The
roofs are cylindrical, or perhaps more strictly, the section

forms a sort of parabola. As the spring of the vault is

the same with that of the pier arches, the latter have a

double curvature, partaking of that of the roof. Near the

crown of one of the arches (see No. 10) is the opening
into the belfr}^ On the roof at [a) are sculptured two
angels, but apparently of a later date. On parts however
of the rock are earlier sculptures. The string round one
of the piers has a small quantity of the moulding described

as running round the apse at S. Eadegonde ; this was
probably executed long after the original excavation of

the church.

I fear I have given a somcAvhat tedious account,

and perhaps the subject is not one of which the investiga-

tion would lead to any important result, still some may
consider it as a not uninteresting, though it may be an
isolated episode in the history of church architecture.



THE ANTIQUITIES OF SAINTE8.1

By BUNNELL LEWIS, M.A., F.S.A.

Daring the last few years the Institute has favoured me
with opportunities of stating the resuhs of investigations

in Ijurgundy, Champagne, Franche-Comtc and Switzerland.

At first sight, Saintes, situated on the western side of

France, in the department of Charente Inferieure, might
be supposed to have little or no connexion with those

Eastern regions ; but the antiquar)^, studying history and
existing monuments, will discover relations between
places geographically remote from each other, Caesar,

in the first book of the Gallic war, informs us that the

Helvetii had planned an expedition into Gaul, and that

they proposed to march through the country of the

Sequani and ^dui into the territory of the Santones

(Saintonge), an open and very fertile district.'- From
Martial we learn that the bardocucullus, a cloak with a

hood, was manufactured by the Lingones ;
^ but Juvenal,

speaking of a fashionable profligate at Eome, says that he

concealed his face Santonico cucullo, with a cowl or hood
that came from Saintes."* These garments were coarse,

^ Read at the Monthly Meeting of the rehquisque pacali.-s regionibus convenire

Institute, July 1st, 1886. jusaerat. B.C., lib. iii, c. 11.
'-* In chap. X Cre.sar indicates the posi- ^ Martial, Epigrams, booic I, liii, 4 sq. ;

tiou of the Santones by the words, non book SIV, cxxviii. The wordbardocucullus
loLige a Tolosatiuui iinibus absunt, quae is discussed in my Paper on Langres,

civitas est in Provincia. He cannot mean Archtcol. Journal, June, 1886, vol. xliii,

that the Santones were in close proximity j'- 10^ ^1- > in the notes illustrative pass-

to the Tolosates, because the Nitiobriges ages from ancient and modern writers are

(diocese of Agen) and the Petrocorii quoted. Some derive the name from the
(Perigord) were between them. The next Celtic Bardi, others from the Bardaci,&n
sentence shows that he only intended to lUyrian people ; the former supjiosition

express his opinion that the Helvetii in seems more probable : cf. Lucan, Phar-
Saintonge would be dangerous neigh- salia, i, 449.

hours to the Roman Province :—Dr. W. Plurima securi fudistis carmina, Bardi

;

Smith's Dictionary of Classical Geogra- and Paley and Stone's edition of Martial,

phy, vol. ii., p. 1215. Another passage 1868^ p. 20, note. Armstrong's (Jaelic

of the same author assists us to define the Dictionary has a long article s.v. liard
;

situation of the Santones more accurately, it is interesting and instructive, though
because thej' are mentioned in juxta- the etymologies seem far-fetched,

position with the Pictones, an adjoining Comp. the effigy of a Roman citizen at

tribe. Cresar, in his war with the Ven- Caerleon, whose outer vestment appears

eti (Vannes) gave to Decimus Brutus the to be a paenula or travelling cloak :

command of the fleet and the Gallic Archael. Journ., V(j1. xxxvii., p. ijy and
ships, quas ex Pictonibus et Santonis wood-cut.

* Satires, viii, 145.
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and seem to have been worn by the Romans as a part of

their outer clothing. Moreover, as we shall see presently,

a feature of Eoman architecture, which has been con-

spicuously imitated at Langres, appears with great

frequency on a monument at Saintes. Mediolanum was

the ancient name of the city, which it had in common
with Milan, the capital of North Italy ; this word is

said to be derived from medius and lana^ and to refer to

the discovery of a hog there that was half woolly and half

bristly.' So, according to some authorities, Bisuntium,

which is only another form of Vesontio, now Besan^on,

was named after a bison .^

It should be observed that there was another Mediolanum
in Gaul ; it occupied the site of Vieil Evreux (Eburovices)

in Normandy, and is mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus

as an important town.^ But, as English antiquaries, we
are more interested in the fact that Mediolanum occurs in

our own country. There is some difficulty about its

exact position
;

for geographers place it variously—at

Whitchurch, Chesterton, Ternhill and Drayton. It must

have been a place of some consequence, as it had

' Claucliaii; De Nuptiis Honorii et ted pavement. Siieaking generally, the

Mariae, v. 183 (Carm. x, p. 105, edit. Pagans employed decorations of this kind

Paris, 1829), apud J. J. Ghifflet, Vesontio, for the floors of villas, but the Christians

Pars I, p. 49. for the walls and vaulted roofs of

Comp. Apollinaris Sidonii Epistolarum churches. The Museum at Rouen has

lib. VII, 16, edit. Baret., Paris, 1879, p. -393, recently acquired the " Grande Mosaique
(epist. 17, edit. Sirmoud.) The letter de Lillebonne" (Juliobona), of which the

includes a poem, where the following subject is Apollo pursuing Daphne ; it

couplet occurs : has been described by the Abbd Cochet,

Rura paludicolae temnis populosa also by M. Chatel in the M^moires de la

Ravennae, Societe des Antiquaires de Normandie,
Et quae lanigero de sue nomeu tome xxviii, pages 568-596.

habent. In the Table of Peutinger, Segmentum
- Chifiiet, Op. citat., Pars i, cap. 11, lb, Mediolanum is marked below Ratu-

Vesontio et Bisontinm a Bisonte dicta, magus {sic), with the epithet Aulercorum
with engravings : my Paper on Besanc^on, to distinguish it from other places of the

Archscol. Journ. vol. xliii, p. 208sq.,notes. same name. Mannert's edition has Au-
^ Tjib. XV, c. XI, 12, ed. Eyssenhardt, tercorum, but this is evidently a mistake

Secundam enim Lugdunensem Rotomagi made either by the original comi^iler or

et Turini Mediolanivim ostendunt et by a co^jyist. Ratumagus for Rotomagus
Tricasini. When I visited the Museum (Rouen) is like the form of the word used

at Rouen last summer, I observed in the by Ptolemy, Geography, Lib. ii, cap. 8,

Salle de la Mosaique a cast of an iuscrip- ^7, vol. i, p. 213, ed. Gar. Miiller, MeS' ovs

tiou taken from the original at Evreux, iJ-^Xi''-
'''°^ SrjKod^a OveXtoKiicrioi, wv Tr6\is

containing the following words vssiBVS Pard/jiayos, v. note. There is another

FVLLON (v.M jiediol) anensiym. Mediolanum, also in Tab. Renting, bc-

The mosaic in this apartment, which tween Argentomagus and Aquae Nerae,

has Orpheus in the centre as the princi- South-west of Avaricum (Bourges) ; it

pal figure, is placed upright on the wall, probably occupied the site of Chateau

I presume for want of room. Such a Meillan. Smitli's Diet, of Glass. Geogr.,

position obviously misbecomes a tessela- vol. ii, p. 302, No. 2.
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communication both with Mancunium (Manchester), and
with Deva (Chester). Mediolanum was situated on the

great Roman road from the Valhnn (Wall of Hadrian) to

Eutupiae (Richborough) in Kent : its place relatively to

other stations is best shown by an extract from the

Antonine Itinerary.

Deva, leg. xx vict. ... ... mpm xx
Bovio ... ... ... ... mpm x
Mediolano ... ... .... mpm xx
Eutunio ... .. ... ... mpm xii

Urioconio (Wroxeter) ... ... mpm xi^

There are no sublime features in the scenery around
Saintes, which the French Avould call riant and accidente.

The surface is undulating, and the land carefully

cultivated ; and the town itself, built on a gentle slope

descending to the Charente, leaves a pleasing impression

on the traveller. A promenade, at a moderate elevation

in the immediate neighbourhood, called the Place Blair,

commands an extensive view over fields watered by this

river. We may apply to it with perfect propriety

Cowper's lines descriptive of the country in which he

lived and wrote :

—

" Here (_)use, slow-winding tlirougli a level plain

Of spacious meads with eattle sprinkled o'er,

Condi' cts the eye along his sinuous course

Delighted."^

^ Edit. Wesseling, p. 469 ; Partliey and ITiritoriea Biitannica^ inserted between
Pinder, p. 223 sq., and ludex, Mediolanum PI. xxvii and Hist<jria Gildae.

(Britanu. ) . . .Whitchurch (Reynolds), Tern- Lastly, Mediolanum was the first station

hill (Mannert), Drayton (Lapie). This on the road from Colonia Trajaua (Kellen

town also stood at the end of a road from or Marienbaum) to Colonia Agrippina
Clanoveuta (Cockermouth ?), the inter- (Cologne); its exact position is not cer-

niediate stations being Galava, Alone, tainly known, but it could not have been
Calacum, Bremetonaci, Coccio, Mancunio, far from Vetera Castra (Xanteu) : Itin.

Condate, Wess, 481 sq. ; Parth. nnd Pind., Anton. Wess., 375 ; Parth and Pind, 178.

p. 230 : Mr. Thompson Watkin's Roman Cluverius places it in the country of the

Cheshire, pp. 1, 16, 19-23 ; in the last Gugerni (Gallia Beigica), at Moyland.
passage the site of Mediolanum is dis- Dr. Schmitz says that Mediolanum is

cussed. most probably identified with Mctcln

There was another Mediolanum in (which looks like the same name, on the

Britain, mentioned by Ptolemy, lib. ii, river Vccht ; Smith's Diet, of Class. Geog.

cap. 3, \ 11. 'Tirb Se Tovrovs km ruus s.v. It does not occur in Tab. Pouting.

BpiyavTas olKovai SvaniKcotar o i /.uv OpSoov- " Tlie Task, Book I—The Sofa, v. 163.

iKQs, fy oJs niAetsMiSiuAdi'iui', Bpaui'oyfi'wu. Cf. ibid., v. 323, The Ouse, dividing the

The map published by the Society for the well-water'd land. We may also remark
Difi'usion of Useful Knowledge contains that Olney where Cowper resi<led, and
this place marked in North Wales, with from which a well-known Collection of

the following description, " On the banks Hymns deiives its title, has its counter-

of the Tanad, supposed to be Clawdd jmrt in the Department of Charente In-

Goch." fcjee also the map in Monumenta ferieure. Aulnay is the modern form of
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The three principal objects of archiiiological interest

at Saintes are the Amphitheatre (les Arenes), the Koman
Arch (Arc-de-Triomphe), and the church of Sainte Marie

(Abbaj'e de Notre Dame.) The church of Saint Eutrope

also deserves a visit.

I. The Amphitheatre differs in situation from many
others, being in a valley between two hills occupied by
the suburbs Saint-Eutrope and Saint-Macoul.' Hence

Aunedonnacuni on the Roman road from
Mediolanura Santonum (Saintes) to

Limomini (Poitiers) : v. Antiquites de la

Ville de Saintes, &c., par M. le Baron
Chaudruc de Crazannes, pp. 56-71, Dis-

sertation .sm' la position de Xoverus,

maison de campagne du consul Ausone,
dans le pays des Santones, et sur la

direction de la voie romaiue qui conduisait

h cette Villa ; in the note p. 64 reference

is made to the Antonine Itinerary : Wess.

,

pp. 458-460, Parth. and Pind., p. 219 sq.,

De Aquitania in Gallias. Item a Burdi-
gala Augustodunum. Lomounum occurs

as a various reading instead of Limonum.
For Aulnay see the Carte du Dep'. de la

Charente, Inf''°. dressee et publiee sous les

auspices du Conseil General par Alcide

Groc, 1886.

We also find Aulnay (Aunay), from
Alnetum, in Calvados ; and Aulnoy in the

Pas de Calais : Graesse, Or bis Latinus ;

Supplement to Bruuet, Manuel du Li-

braire, Index Alphabetique Fran(,'ois des

Noms Latins. Modern French names of

places, which are alike or nearly so, may
come from Latin words which are very

different ; as Aulnay rejiresents Aunedon-
nacum or Alnetum, Chalons sur Marne is

derived from Catalauni, and Chalons sur

Saone from Cabillouum. These two towns
are now often spelt in the same way, for-

merly they were distinguished.

Mons''. V. J. Vaillant has suggested
that Aulnay may be derived from alnits,

French aune, and signify a place where
alders grow : cf. Ducange, Glossarium
Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis, s. v. Alnetum,
Alnidus. I could find no exjjianation of

the name Olney in Lipscomb's Bucking-
hamshire and Lysons' Magna Britannia.

A gazetteer combining philological with
geogi'aphical information would supply a
desideratum. Our English names often

vary but little from the French analogues

:

e.g. Cornwall, Cornouailles (a district in

]5asse Bretagne) ; Lyme in Dorsetshire,

Cite des Limes, near Dieppe ; Avon, Pon-
taven (B'inistfere). Similarly the map of

Roman Britain presents us with a repe-

tition of places that occur in Gaul. For

example, there were eight towns in the
latter country called Condate, the most
notable of which corresponds to Reimes

;

they were situated at the junction of
rivers, whence the name seems equivalent
to Confluentes. We find Condate in
Cheshire, and the modern name Kinder-
ton is probably a corruption of it ; more-
over at this place the rivers Croco and
Dane meet. The evidence of inscriptions
leads us to suppose that there was another
Condate in the County of Durham : see
Mr. Thompson Watkin's Roman Chesliire,
chap. V, lip. 24.3-2.51, esp. p. 250, and
Plan of Kinderton facing p. 243.

1 On the other hand the Coliseum
stands on the level ground at the foot of
the Esquiline, Caelian and Palatine hills :

Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionnarie des
antiquites grecques et romaines, d' apres
les textes et les monuments, tome i, s.v.,

Amphitheatrum.
The Arcnes at Saintes in position re-

sembled the amphitheatres of Cyzicus
and Pergamus—the only two that have
been discovered in Asia Minor, for Hel-
lenic culture was shocked by the barba-
rous spectacle of gladiatorial combats :

Texier, Asie Mineure, Introduction, p. xi.

For Cyzicus sec Perrot et Guillaume,
Exploration Archeologique de la Galatie
et de la Bithynie, 1872, pp. 74-76 ; p. 75,
L'amijhitheutre, comme le plan I'indique,
est etabh dans nne gorge; on a profite,

comme I'ont fait tres-souvent les anciens,
de la disposition des lieux pour economi-
ser le travail et la ma(,'onnerie ; les gradins
couvraient les deux pontes du vallon ; PI.
II r, Cyzique, Esquisse topographique des
Rnines, where the valley is distinctly
marked Comp. Texier, Op. citat., vol. ii,

p. 174, pi. 106 ; and pp. 227-230, pis. 120
sq. Plan, Elevation and Section of part
of ampitheatre.

At Frejus ( Var) also, the ancient Forum
Julii, the arrangement of the seats was
similar. " Du cote du Nord, les voiltes de
ramphitheatre s'appuient directemont sur
les tlaucs d'une colline :" Ad. Joanne,
France, Provence-Corse, Alpes Maritimes,

p. 108, ed. 1877.
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we may expect that excavations, if thoroughly carried

out, will present architectural combinations not usually

met with elsewhere. The traveller when he ofoes down
into the arena at Saintes, finds himself nearly on a level

with the river Charente ; such a position may remind him
by contrast of a Greek theatre, which commands a wide
prospect over land, and often sea also, as for example at

Syracuse or Taormina. A somewhat rude, but curious

and instructive, engraving of the sixteenth century

illustrates the topography ; it is contained in G. Braun's

Urbium praecipuarum Mundi Theatrum Quintum, No. 17,

Santones Xaintes, with one folio page of description, and
shows monuments existing at that time, which have since

disappeared, partly or altogether.^ The incorrect

spelling, Xaintes^ Xaintoiige, Xaintongeois^ arose from an
unfounded story that the Santones were a colony of

Trojans who lived on the banks of the river Xanthus
(Scamander). But the name is written with an S by the

historians of the first six centuries. See De la Sauvag:ere :

Eecueil d'Antiquites dans les Gaules : Eecherches sur les

Euines Eomaines de Saintes et des environs, p. 12.

Speaking generall}^, the arrangements here resemble

those at Mmes, but in the former case the state of

preservation is very inferior, as is evident from the

photograph which 1 exhibit, taken expressly for this

meeting -^ on the other hand Saintes has the advantage

i This woi'k is described iu Brunet's d'uue partie de la ville de Saintes.

Manuel du Libraire, s. v. Bruin ; it was D'apros celui grave eu entier et exiatant

published at Cologne, 1572-1618. The h, la Bibliotheque Imperiale ;" it shows
Latin text, which is in small type, gives the piosition of the atelier iu which tiie

a summary of the antiquities and history famous potter worked,

of Saintes, with references to Strabo, I exhibited a diagi-am of the amphi-
Ptolemy, Ovid, Martial, &c. The account theatre at Saintes enlarged from an
of the Province agrees with the passage engraving in y>- 394 of the No. of the

of Csesar quoted above : Hujus Provinciae Bulletin of the local Antiquarian Society

territorium uulli in Europa cedit, veter- quoted below.

esque Absynthium et alumeu Santonicum * Notwithstanding their very imperfect

aliis praetulerunt. Bishops whosucceeded condition the traveller who visits these

Eutropius, the first missionary in these extensive ruins will admit that the epithet

jiarts, are praised in the following terms :
" majestic " has been fitly applied to

Qui omnes in exercendis pastoralibus sar- them. Aiidiat, Guide du Voyageur, p.

cinis saluti ipsorum gregis sic semper 29, " Elles (les Arenes) sont d'un effet

additi, ut' animarum salutem potius charinant dans le paysage, dominoes par
quaererent quam ovium lanam ut ipsi le haut clocher de Saint Eutrope." In
degluberent, vel ab aliis deglabrari the Histoire i\Ionuraentale de la Charente
paterentur. Inferieure et de la Vienne, Paris, 1848,

The " O^uvre de Bernard Palissy " bj^ p. 47, sq., tlie importance of the structure

Delange, a magnificent folio with colovired is unduly disparaged,

illustrations, contains at p. 12 a " Plan
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of being more accessible to English travellers, since it can

be reached in an easy day's journey from Paris. Tlie

form is an ellipse of the following dimensions :

Length of the greater axis (exterior) 130 metres.

(interior) 103 „

Length of the lesser axis (exterior) 60
,,

(interior) 39 „
I have derived these measurements from the Bulletin

de la Societd des Archives Historiques de la Saintonge et

de I'Aunis, October 1882, presuming that the most recent

of my authorities is also the most accurate. At Nimes,

the corresponding numbers are for the greater axis, 133

met. 38 cent, and 69 met. 14 cent., for the lesser axis

101 met. 40 cent, and 38 met. 34 cent. From the

difference of proportions it follows that this amphitheatre

is more nearly circular than the one at Saintes.' That at

Aries is on a still larger scale, and surpasses in extent all

the Gallo-Eoman structures of this kind which can now
be identified.

It is computed that the amphitheatre at Saintes was
capable of holding 21,000 spectators. There were 74

arches of unequal size in its circumference, and the seats

[gradins) were supported by a single row of vaults sloping

down towards the arena. Monsieur Audiat does not

express himself positively, but inclines to the opinion that

two landing places
{
praecinctiones) ran round the interior

of the cavea, separating the three tiers of seats [maeniano)

from each other. The performers, chariots, horses and
other animals entered by the great vomitoria at the East

and West ends, which could not have been used by the

public, because no passages have been found leading

from them to the benches (subsellia). At the former

extremity nine arches remain, one of which is considerably

higher and broader than the rest ; at the latter the

ancient masonry is now underground, and forms the

cellar of a private house.

Excavations begun in the year 1881 produced impor-

tant results, and brought to light part of the great eastern

vomitorium, in whose walls two small staircases were found

' The details of this building may be scription des i\IonumensAntiques dn Midi
well studied iu the great work of MM. de la France, tome I, Dcpartcment du
Grangent, C. Durand and S. Duraut, De- Gard, IS 19, Pis. X-XX.

VOL. XLIV Y
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leading to the gallery where the workpeople stretched the

awning (f6/ar«/;77J, probably suspended from masts attached

to the outer wall ;' an aqueduct in the Hue of the greater

axis for drawing the water off; a chamber on the visitors'

left as he enters, perhaps for the use of gladiators, perhaps

a den for wild beasts, vivarium ; the podium l^etween this

vomitorium and the north end of the lesser axis ; corridors

leading to the podium and seats immediately above it.^

On the same side a vast staircase has been cleared, com-
mencino- at the lowest maenianum. and continued till it

reaches an external esplanade, where the people seem to

have assembed and waited, as at the doors of our theatres.

It was, doubtless, reserved for the duumvirs, decurions

and other distinguished personages, as it only comnnnii-

cated with the best places next the arena ; moreover, the

entrance at the top had a certain architectural character,

which is apparent even now from the mouldings of

pilasters.

But the most remarkable discovery of all was made out-

side the building, and I do not remember to have met
with an exact parallel to it in other amphitheatres. In

the north-east quarter, about halfv/ay between the greater

and lesser axis, a staircase has been uncovered, consisting

of flights of steps, with landing-places between them, by
which spectators could descend, either to the intermediate

galleries or to the valley below.""^ On either side of the

1 It is evident that the Velarium would Fig. 107 ; Section of Theatre, Fig. 112d.

not be so much wanted at Saintes as at ^ Podium seems to be used in two senses

Nimes and other places further South, —(1) a wall about 15 feet high, circura-

where the climate is hotter. Partly on scribing the arena
; (2) a terrace on the

this account De Crazanues doubted the top of it, which afforded the mo.st

exi.stence of any arrangements for the favourable situation for seeing the games,

tension of the awning : Op. citat., p. 77 and was therefore appropriated to spec-

sq. The earliest Roman author who tator.s of high rank ; Dictionary of Greek
mentions it is Lucretius (died about B.C. and Roman Antiquities, p. 88 ; Juvenal,

50), VI, 107, sq. (109). _
_

Sat. II, 145.

Carba.sus ut quondam, magneis inteuta Kt Capitolinis generosior et Marcellis

theatreis, Kt Catulis Paullique minoribus et

Dat crepituni, malos inter jactata tra- Fabiis et

beisque. Omnibus ad podium sjiectantibus.

For theatreis it has V)een proposed to read •* This staircase is described by M.
trachclis, from the Greek rpdxv^os, Audiat as '' un grand escalier adosse au

the neck, the middle jiart of a mast ; see mur de soutcnemcnt et qui devait, par

the notes -of Wakefield and Forbiger in des etages succe.-^sifs, permettre a la fouje

loco, cf ibid., IV, 73-81, where the various de descendre dans le vallon."

colours of the velarium are mentioned, At Pola there were rectangular pro-

and Munro's note. See Overbeck, Pom- jections beyond the ellijitical outline of

peii, vol. I, Drittcs Ca])itel, Das Gros.-<e amphitlieatrc containing staircases, but

Theater, p. 146, fig. 109, Stcinring und these formed a jiart of tlie masonry of

Mastbaum ; comj). View of tlie Kuius, the building. See Stuart and Kevett,
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great eastern vomitonum are steps 1)}^ which the pubhc
entered, and adjoining them two walls at right angles to

the building ; they are supposed to have been part of an

enclosure, occupied by employes engaged in protecting

against the crowd the access of everything required for

the service of the games (le materiel des jeux). Near the

west vomitorium some benches of tlie hrst maeu/ianum are

seen intact, and a staircase by wiiich they were reached.

In the coping-stone of the podium holes were observed,

pierced at intervals ; they were intended to receive the

irons of a balustrade, which was necessary to guard against

the attacks of wild beasts in the arena. At the Coliseum

moveable ivory cylinders and nets of gilded bronze were

used for this purpose, as the lines of Calpurnius, quoted

by Nibby, testify.' Originally, the soil of the arena was
five metres below the present level, accumulations having

taken place in the course of so man}' centuries. On the

north side of the monument, the wall that supported the

earth of the hill (mur de soiUenement ) has been excavated

for about half its length ; between it and the amphitheatre

was the esplanade mentioned above. The part of the

Anti'iuities of Atheu.s, vol. IV, pp. 5-9. article by De Vit, ,s. v. /toiu^tts, asynouym
Of the Auipliitheatre at Pola ; PL III, of Rutuh, Cyliiulrus, Rntolo. " Alii pei-

Plau E E the staircatse.s
; p. 7. " In each peram pro rotulum legunt rotnlam, vl-1

of the contraforti (so called by Herlio) rutilum, vel rntulam. V. Sahnasiu.s, ad

were two flights of stairs, so contrived, Illst. Auj. scripLoves, j>. 43f), Vopisci

that those who ascended the one never Probiis, cap. 19 ; LipsiusDe auiphit. c. 12.

conld meet those who descended the For an account of the Imodium consult

other ; and there was in each room liirt, Geschichto der Baukunst bei den
enough for two per.sous to pass abreast Alten, vol. Ill, p. 163 sq., IV Abschnitt,

of each other : PI. IV, fig 1, West Das Amphitheater und die Nauuiachie,

Elevation; PI. V, Contraforti; PI. VI, Taf. XX, figs. 9, 10: C. O. Muller,

Staircase. Maffei, Verona illustrata, tomo Archaologie der Kuust ^ 290, Remark 4
;

IX, Venezia, MDCCXC, Tav. V, fig Eng. transl. p. 323. J. II. Parker, The
2, llecinto di Pola. Archceology of Rome, Part VII, The

' Roma Antica. Parte prima, p. 427 Flavian Amphitheatre commonly called

sq. : Calpurnius, Bucol. Eel., VII, 48-56, the Colosseum. Preface p. V. Some very

Sternitur adjunctis ebur admirahile curious (jraffiti, or scratchings on marble,

truncis, by workmen of the third centuiy have

Et coit in rotulum, tereti qua lubricus been found .... Another shews the

axe framework of the netting of gilt wire in

Impositos subita vertigiue falleret un- front of the lower gallery. PI. XXIII,
gues, Description of the Grafhto of the Podium.

Excuteretque feras ; auro quoque torta The screen . . had a bar at the top that

refulgent turned round, so that if any animal tried

Uutia, (piao totis in arenam dcnlil)iis to cling to it he would fall backwards on
exstant. the arena.

Sec the critical commeutarj' on this In some of the London banking houses

I'assage in Werusdorf's Poetae Latini the windows are ]irotectad by revolving

Jlinores, vol. II, p. 169. Nibby impro- spikes, which answer the same purpose

perly reads rotulam for rotulum : com[). as the moveable cylinders mentioned
the copious note in the .Appendix to above.

Bailey's edition of Forcellini, and the
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wall that had been buried was found with its surface

entire, whence it is inferred that the dilapidations in the

exposed part were caused in comparatively recent times.

Near the centre of the seats on the south side is a

fountain named after Sainte Eustelle, a convert of Saint

Eutrope. According to the legend she was the daughter

of a governor of Saintes, and sought in marriage, but

resolved to devote herself to God. One day, when hard
pressed by suitors, she stamped on the ground, and a

spring issued forth; girls on the 21st May throw pins

into it ; if they are found at the bottom crossed, a husband
is expected within a year.^

Chaudruc de Crazannes says, that a branch of the

aqueduct of Douhet, diverging towards the amphitheatre,

leaves little doubt that sea-fights {naumachiae) were ex-

hibited therein. He then endeavours to show that various

details of construction within the monument favour this

supposition. But the preponderance of argument seems

to be against his theory ; no trace of a reservoir {castelluni

aqucc) has been found sufficient!}' large for such repre-

sentations ; and, considering the level of the arena, as low

or lower than the Charente, it would be impossible for

the water to run off.

The date of erection cannot be exactly ascertained.

A stone inscribed with the letters TI CLAVD has been

discovered, not in the facade, but in an apartment

supposed to be a den of wild beasts ; from which we may
conclude that it belonged to some earlier edifice, and was
afterwards used for building materials. The abbreviation

probably expresses the name of the emperor Tiberius.^

Some have ascribed the Arenes to Gallienus, A.D. 254-

268, on account of its general resemblance to the ruins at

^ L'Histoii-eMonumeutaledela Charente seen in the Museum at Saintes. Some
Iiifcrieure, pp. 48-50, after describing the appear to have existed formerly ; they

visits paid by women to the fountain with are mentioned by Nicolas Alain, a phy-

dillei-ent and even opposite motives, re- sician who practised at Saintes, and

lates the story of S' Eustelle, who became published in the year 1598 a book
acquainted with S*^ Eutrope during the entitled De Santouum regione et

I)ersecution of Decius (Emperor A.D. illustrioribus familiis. His words are

249-251).' It is said that she secretly '"In saxis illius iuscriptiones nounullae

buried the martyr, and that his remains cospicantur, quibus adducor ut credam

were discovered two centuries and a half Gallienum iniperatore llomanu theatri

later. opus hoc visendum construxisse." The
^ This inscription is the only important statement in the latter clause rests on no

one found in the Arones, of which wc sufficient foundation : Audiat, Epigraphie

have an exact account ; a cast may be Santone ct Auuisieunc, p. 9,
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Bordeaux, which are commonly, but improperly, called

the Palais Gallieu.' It seems more reasonable to assign

the amphitheatre at Saintes to the Flavian or Antonine

period, as the example set by Vespasian and Titus was

naturally imitated by the provinces, but in a later age

the Eomans were occupied rather in defending their

frontiers against barbarians than in constructing vast

edifices for their own amusement.^ M. Audiat, however,

is inclined to fix the date in the third century.

Large sums of money have been expended on excava-

tions : in 1847 the town voted 6000 francs to purchase

the buildino- and to beffin the work of clearing; in 1800,

subscriptions amounting to 11,700 francs were raised to

indemnify proprietors who occupied the site ; in 1881

10,000 francs were granted to continue these fouilles, and

the same amount in 1882, by the Ministry of Public

Instruction and Fine Arts.

If we compare the amphitheatre at Saintes Avith

those of our own country belonging to the Eoman
jjeriod, we shall observe a wide difference ; the latter

show few signs of masonry ; for the most part nothing

is to be seen but earth hollowed out in an oval form,

as for example at Dorchester, or at Housesteads (Borco-

vicus), a station on Hadrian's Vallum. Dr. Bruce on

the Eoman Wall (Plan, p. 179, Engraving in the

text p. 190) suggests that the seats were probably wooden.

The epithet castrensia indicates proximity to permanent

camps (castra stativa). Wright, Celt, Eoman and Saxon,

^ The importance of the renicains still it, die wenigen erhaltenen Ueberreste iui

existing at Bordeaux, their proximity Begriff ganzlich zu verschwiudeu. But
and similarity to those at Saintes, have this author, like many others who attempt

naturally led to comparison and confusion to traverse a wild field of investigation,

with the amphitheatre at the latter place. is not always accurate in details. The

Montfaucon, A.nticiuite Expliquee, tome dilapidation has not proceeded as far as

iii, p. 260 J'y ai eteplusieuis fois et autant his expressions would imply. See also my
que je i:iuis m'en souvenir, le champ ou Paper on Antiquities in the South-west

les arcnes de cet amphitheatre etaient des of France, Archa:ol. Journ., vol. xxxvi

plus grandes, et ne le cedaient pent etre (1879), p. 25, note ; it was illustrated by

a celles du Colisee. II y a encore des a large photograph of the monument,
restes d'un ampitheatre a Saintes, mais taken expressly.

qui est beaucoup plus petit que celui de - De Crazannes, Op. citat., p. 87. Notre

Bordeaux. Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte opinion est que ramphithcatre des^ San-

Roms, vol. ii, p. 428, 2nd edition, 1867. tones a dii etre construit dans la periode

Die Schauspiele, Galliae, b. Aquitania, comprise entre le rcgne de Vespasien ct

Burdigala, thus describes the state of the celui de Marc Aurcle, au plus tard.

so-called Palais Gallieu when Millin saw
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2iid edition, p, 178, says "that at Eichborougli [ttutapkc)

. . . had been surrounded with walls of masonry."^

As the anatomist from isolated bones restores some
huge antediluvian monster, so the antiquary can re-

construct out of the detached fraiiments mentioned above
a vast amphitheatre ; nay more, with the aid of simihar

monuments better preserved, and of smaller objects

—

mosaics, bas-reliefs, lamps and coins -—he can re-people it

^ Isca Silurum, or an Illustrated Cata-

logue of the Museum of Antiquities at

Caerleon by John Edward Lee, f.s.a.,

p. 128. " In the field to the left of the

Broadway, without the walls, is the

timphitheatre, evidently Roman, which
commonly goes by the name of King
Arthur's Round Table. Giraldus Cam-
brensis states that there were walls stand-

ing in his time ; but certainly none are

to be seen at the present day.'"

Roach Smith, The Antiquities of Ricli-

borough, Reculver and Lymne, with en-

gravings by Fairholt, pp. 161-172, "This
is the first walled amphitheatre tliat has

been brought to light in England... The
discovery was made Oct. 19, 1849 . . .

The gi-eater axis is 200 feet, and the

lesser, 166." Mr. Roach Smith says that

the Rutupian amphitheatre closely re-

sembles that at Tintiniac, mentioned by
Montfaucon, Ant. Expl. tome iii, part 2,

Plate CLT, p. 261 sq, ; one league di.stant

from Tulle in the i>arish of Nave. Tulle

is in the Limousin, South-east of Limoges,

and East of the line of railway from that

city to Toulouse. He also compares the

amphitheatre at Treves, for which see

Wyttenbach's description of the antiqui-

ties there, translated by Dawson Turner,

1839, pp. 76-96, Plates at pp. 76, 86
;

Vignettes at pp. 76, 96 : Leonardy. Pano-
rama von Trier und dessen Umgebungen,
1868, pp. 71-76. Ausonius mentions
Rutupiae in three passages ; Parentalia,

vii, ^ 166, ed. Delphin. ; ibid xviii, \ 177;

Clarae Urbes, Aquileia, vii, \ 291 : edit.

Schenkl, ii Index, xv 20, 8 ; xviiii 72 ;

XV 9, 2. This ciitical edition is com-
mended by Mr. Robinson Ellis in his

article on Ausonius, Hermathena, No. xii,

p. 1, 1886.

But Rutupiae is best known to classical

scholars from Juvenal, Sat., iv, 140 sqq.,

•wheie the- author speaks of an epicure

who could distinguish at the first bite

whether his oyster came from the coast

of Kent or the Bay of Naples.

Circeis nata forent, an

Lucrinum ad saxum Rutupinove edita

fuudo
Ostrea, callcbat primo deprunderc

morsu.

See the references given in Professor

John E. B. Mayor's note on v. 141, 2nd
edition of Juv., vol. i, p. 239.

On June 23, 1886, Models of the
Romano- British Village near Rushmore,
t)n the borders of Dorset and Wilts,
between Salisbury and Blandford, were
exhibited by General Pitt-Rivers to the
Society of Antiquaries. It was stated on
that occasion that "the amphitheatre
shown in the model was proved by the
excavations to have been made after some
of the drains were filled in." General
Pitt-Rivers informed me that the exist-

ence of the amphitheatre was supposed
rather than proved ; and I think he added
that no signs of masonry were visible.

Friedlaender, Op. citat., vol. ii, p. 435
sq., s.v. Britannia, cites several authorities

for this subject, and amongst them Bruce,
On the Roman Wall (3rd edition, 1867),

p. 157 sq. A very rude but curious stone
is there engraved, probably found at

Chesters (Cilurnum), East of Houseteads
(Borcovicus) ; the relief upon it repre-

sents a contest betwen a gladiator and an
animal of the feline tribe. " The occur-

rence of tills sculpture encouraged tlie

belief that Cilurnum was provi<led with
an am]5hitheatre for the amusement of

the soldiery."

- I exhibited lamps and coins from the
Collection of the Rev. S. S. Lewis, the
former showing gladiatorial combats, and
tlie latter having the Colosseunr as a
device. More details appear than miglit

be expected within the scanty limits of

so narrow an orb. In the Large Brass of

Vespasian and Titus we see distinctly

staircases forming wedge-shajsed compart-
ments (cunei) in the cavea, the u])per

galk'ry, the Meta Sudans, and a colonnade
of two stories sup2)osed to be an aque-
duct.

J. II. J'arker, Op. citat, Part vii, PI.

xxiv, Rej)re.sentation of the Flavian Am-
pliitheatre on Coins or Medals. Titus is

said to be sitting on a tni]i!iy of arms.
This is a mistake, for thj sella nn-nlis is

quite visible. In a reveise of Alexander
Sevorus the building to the right is .-^up-

posed to he the Pi.-icina Liiuaria, where the

water, as it flowed off, deposited slime,
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with an excited crowd of spectators, witnessing the

combats of gladiators with wild beasts or with each other,

" Biitchei'M to make a Roniaii holiday.'"

IT. The Roman arch at Saiiites has a remarkable., I

might almost say uniqne, history. According to M.
Andiat, the most competent local anthority, it stood

originally on an island formed by the confluence of the

rivers Sengne and Charente, and at the extremity of a

bridge which formed the approach to IMediolannm.-

Afterwards these rivers changed their course ; they united

six kilometres higher up ; and the Charente, increasing in

breadth and flooding the meadows, washed this ancient

monument on both sides.^ Thus the communication was
interrupted on the road from Bordeaux (Burdigala) to

Poitiers (Limonumj, through Blaye (Blavia) and Aulnay
(Aunedonnacum). Hence it became necessary to build a

Frontimis, De Aquaeductibus, c. 1.5. A
small building similarly placed, on a coin

of Gordian, seems to be a reservoir, castel-

lum aquae—a name which the French
language has retained (chateau d' eau).

PI. XXV, Diagrams of Coins and Medals.

PI. xxvii, Amphitheatre with awning from
a fresco at Pompeii. Pis. xxvii-xxxv.

Amphitheatres at Capua, Verona and
Pozzuoli.

Cohen, Medailles Imperiales, tome I,

PI. XVI, no. 184 Grand Bronze, p. 362,

gives the coin of Titus mentioned above
;

but his description is neither correct nor

complete. He says that the Emperor
holds a book ; an olive-branch is in his

hand. What other writers have called an
aqueduct, M. Cohen supposes to be a

portion of Nero's Golden House, Domum
a Palatio Esquilias usque fecit, quam ...

" Auream " nominavit, Suetonius, Nero
c. 31. Cf. Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet. Vol.

Vr, p. 3.57 sq., .

' Childe Harold, Canto IV, stnnza
CXLI. The passage in which this line

occurs was written with reference to the
so-called Dying Gladiator in theCapitoline
Museum at Rome. This figure represents

a Celtic warrior, as is proved " by his

moustache, the arrangement of his hair,

the chain round his neck, &c." (torquis,

twisted gold collar) : C 0. Miiller,

Archaologie der Kunst, ^ 157*, Remark
2, Eng. transl., p. 131 ; DenkmiUer, Part
I. Die Zeit der Makedonischen Dynas-
tien. Taf. XLVIII, no. 217. Ein zum
Tode verwundeter Gallier, welcher ur-

si:)runglich der Darstellung einer Schlacht
zwischen Griechen und Kelten angehiJrte,

wie sie von Pyroraachos und audern
Kiinstlern zu Pergamon gearbeitet wnr-
den : Emil Braun, Ruins and Museums
of Rome, jip. 134-136. The words of

Byron qiioted above are therefore in-

a])plicable to this statue, the origin of

which may be traced to the victories of

Attains I and Eumenes II over the Gauls
So it stands connected with discoveries at

Pergaraus which have attracted so much
attention recently : cf. omn. Perry's

Greek and Roman Sculpture, pp. 558-

560, fig. 235, The Dying Gaul in the
Capitol at Rome ; fig. 236, The Gaul
killing his wife ; also pp. 537-542, The
Attalic Statues, and esp, p. 540, fig. 223.

^ It must be borne in mind that

Saintes(Mediolanum Santonum) is on the
left bank of the Charente.

•' For an example of the change in a

water-course affecting an ancient monu-
ment comp. Dr. Bruce, Roman Wall,

Bridge at Cilurnum (Chesters), pp. 144-

149. He speaks of the abutment and
piers as " the most remarkable remains on
tlie Wall, which time and violence have
left IIS...The North Tyne forsaking for

some distance its ancient bed had left

this abutment (viz., on the East side)

dry, completely submerging the corres-

ponding work on tlie ojiposite side :" see

fvdl page engraving at p. 144, and Plan of

the Remains of the Roman Bridge, ]>.

145.
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new bridge extending to the right bank, where the

fanbonrg now is. During the Middle Ages the arch was

fortified as a tete de pont, and adorned with crenelated

embrasures.' It appears very conspicuous!}^, nearer to

the right than the left bank, in Braun's engraving, and

in a photograph from an old print which I exhibit : its

foundations rest, not on the bridge, but on the bed of the

river. rran9ois Blondel, the celebrated architect of the

Porte Saint-Denis at Paris, made some reparations in the

year 1665, under the ministry of Colbert, and at the

expense of Louis de Bassompierre, Bishop of Saintes.^ As
the bridge interfered with the course of the water, it was

taken down, and the arch was removed in 1843, and

rebuilt on the river side, near the spot where the statue

of Bernard Palissy has been erected. Tliis alteration cost

79,788 francs 66 centimes.^

The mediaeval bridge to which I have referred was the

work of Isambert, who was also employed by King John

(Jean Sans-Terre) to construct that of London, 18th April,

1202, so that here again we have a point of contact with

English antiquities.'*

^ Similarly, at Caliors one of the

bridges over the Lot is surmounted by

three gate-towers to defend the approach

to the town : Murray's Handbook for

France, Part I, p. 282, ed. 1882. Judging

from a photograph the effect of these

towers, placed at intervals, is very

singular.
'^ Caylus, Recueil d'Antiquities, tome

VII (Supplement published posthumous-

ly), pp. 297-302, Planches LXXXV,
LXXXVI, " I'une fait voir I'Arc aprcs sa

restauratiou, I'autre le presente tel que

Blondel I'a trouve." At p. 299 sq. there

is a long extract from Blondel, giving a

detailed account of the proportions of the

Arch ; he also notices the addition made
on its summit. " Ce qui est sur I'attique

est un ouvrage des Modernes, qui^ dans

les guerres s'en sont servis pour la defense

du passage de la riviere de Charente, au

milieu de laquelle cet Arc est plante."

See Bknidel's Cours d'architecture, chap.

XV, liv. I, quoted by De Crazannes, Op.

citat. p. 91 ; Bourignon, Les Antiquitcs

de Saintonge, pp. 73, 76-78. De la Sau-

vagere expresses a different opinion,

Recueil d'Antiquites dans les Gaules,

p. CI sq.

' The present stone bridge consists of

three arches ; it was erected immediately

after the demolition, in 1880, of a sus-

pension bridge which showed signs of

inseciuity ; the latter appears in the

Plate "Pont de Saintes " facing p. 17,

Histoire Monumentale de la Charente
Infcrieure, &c., published 1848.

* For Isambert's bridge at Saintes see

Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonne de
lArchitecture, Plate, vol. VII, p. 232,

s.v. Pont. The statement in the text

concerning London Bridge is not strictly

correct ; Isambert was recommended as

an architect by the king, but there is no
l)roof that his advice was followed. The
Letter Missive to the Mayor and Citizens

begins thus :— Considering how the Lord
in a short time hath wrought in regard to

the Bridges of Xainctes and Rochelle by
the great care and pains of our faithful,

learned and worthy Clerk, Isenbert (sic),

Master of the .Schools of Xainctes : We,
theref(jre, by the advice of our Reverend
Father in Christ, Hubert (Walter) Arch-
liislii))) cf Canterbury, and that of others,

iiave desired, directed and enjoined him
to use his best endeavours in building

your Bridge f..r your benefit and that of

the public : Chronicles of Lond(;n Bridge

by an Antiquaiy (tlie late I\Ir. Richard
Thomson of the Londcjn Institution), pp.

70-73. In the Library of the Corporation
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In its original position the Arc-de-Triomphe, so called,

had one facade turned towards the city and the, other

towards the suburb. The following are the chief measure-

ments :—breadth 45 feet ; depth 10 feet ; height from base

of pilasters to attic, 38 feet; the former rest on a stjlobate

21 feet high. The top of the monument is now protected

against rain by a sheet of zinc. As the building appears

in the frontispiece of Chaudruc de Crazannes, the pro-

portions strike the observer as very incorrect ; the arches

are too broad, and the columns too low ; but these faults

are remedied by the stereobate or continuous pedestal,

which gives sufficient elevation.^

It should be observed that there were two semi-circular

archways here, for ingress and egress, as in the Porte

Gallo-Eomaine at Langres, and the Portes Saint Andre
and dArroux at Autun still existing, and also at Merida
(Emerita), as shown by coins.

^

We should notice the great number of pilasters,

as a striking characteristic of Eoman architecture. I

have already directed attention to this feature in the

Gates at Langres, and in the frequent imitation of it by
the builders of the Cathedral there. ^ Of these ornaments
there are twenty-four on the first story, two at right

angles to each other being placed at the corners of the

three piers that support the arches and entablature. In

the second story it seems that there were eight pilasters,

at the Guildhall a magnificent copy of elegance that we admire at Autun : see

this work may be consulted ; it is "in- my Paper on the Antiquities of that
laid, illustrated and enlarged." place, Archreol. Journ. vol. XL, p. 31,

Sir Symonds D'Ewes' extracts from the and woodcut of the Porte d' Arroux.
Records, Harleian, MSS. , no 86, p. 1 a :

' Archicol. Journ., loc. citat., note 4.

the title of this volume of MSS. in the The gate at Merida has, I presume, been
British Museum is Collectanea ex Rotulis demolished, as it does not appear in the
in Archivis Turris Londoniensis Temp. engravings of ancient buildings which
Joh. et Hen. III. No. 86 is copied from surround the Piano Topografico y Pin-
the original document in Latin, mo.st toresco de la Cuidad de Merida con todos
probably preserved at the Record Office. los Monumentos mas notables de la

Notes and Queries, 2nd series, vol. IX, Antiguedad, Levantado y litografiado por

p. 119 sq. (Feb)'. 18, 1860). The article D. Jose Lopez Alegria, A iniciativa de D.
signed Wm. Sidney Gibson corrects a Rafael Pulido, 1878 ; but a plate of the
mistake made in P. Cunningham's Hand- coin referred to above is given. Laborde,
book of London Past and Present, p. 297, Voyage pittoresque et historique de 1'

where it is stated that Isambard built Espagne, includes Merida in his Descrip-
the first L(jndon bridge. Many in- tion de I'iistremadure, tome II, pp.
teresting details are also mentioned. 109-115, pis. CXLV-CLXV ; there is no

^ However, we must admit that the detailed account of Roman walls and
Arch at Saintes will not sustain a com- gates.

parison with some other monuments of ^ My paper on Langres and Be8an(;on,

the same kind. It is "a heavy pile of Archffiol. Journ., vol. XLIII p. 91, seq.,

xnasoury," deficient in the symmetry and and note 1 on the latter page.

VOL. XLIV. Z
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two at each of the four corners of the monument ; but

the photograph does not show them as clearly as in the

former case.

The edifice is built with stones of the country, three,

four or five feet in length, two or three in height ; they

are quadrangular, and arranged in regular horizontal

courses. It is best seen from the Eue Arc de Triomphe,

leadino- directly to Notre Dame (Sainte Marie), because

on the side next to the river it is obscured by the foliage

of other trees and of poplars, which, as every traveller

knows, are inevitable in France. But this interference

with the view is not the only injury done to the Eoman
giant, who in old times stood out so prominently, be-

striding the bridge over the Charente. If the stones had

been carefully numbered, and replaced in position, the

structure need not have suffered much more than our

Marble Arch, which has been transported safely for a

lono-er distance, viz., from Buckingham Palace to Oxford

Street. Unfortunately, in some cases the masons at

Saintes substituted new work for old ; thus the inscriptions

have been mutilated, and the ox-heads have disappeared,

which (see De Crazanne's engraving) decorated both

fa9ades—three on each, between the pilasters and in a

line with their capitals, sculptured as in the metopes of a

Doric frieze.^ He compares two examples of the same

1 De Crazaunes, Antiquites de Saintes, la Gaule, p. 12, Chefrf Santons—CON-
Froutispiece : under the Arch two coins TOVTOS. Tete jeune, nue, a dr. R.

of the Santones are engraved. The Loup h droite, adosse h un arbre ; dessous

statement quoted from him in the text bucraue. Cf. Hucher, L' Art Gaulois, ou

may, perhaps, mislead. We must re- Les Gaulois d'apres leurs Medailles, Pt.

member that the Bucraniam is not found I, PI. 20, fig. 1 CONOVTOS. Ibid, Table

in the Greek Doric, properly speaking, as du Texte, Loup, symbole sur les monnaies

it is seen at Athens, at Paestum. and in d' argent de I'Aquitaine, p, 26, Loup
Sicily ; but only in later examples. Sir bramaut, pi. 60, No. 2. For Bucrane v.

W. Chambers, On Civil Architecture, edit. ibid Index des legendes, (fee, s.v. Instead

Gwilt, vol. I, p. 194, in his chapter, Of of CONTOVTOS we sometimes meet with

the Doric order, describes this ornament : CONOVTOS. The hucranium here,
" The metope is square, and enriched though on a very small sc;de, is better

with a bull's skull, adorned with garlands executed than in the didrachms of

of beads, in imitation of those on the Alexander the Great, said to have been

Temple of Jupiter Tonans, at the foot of struck at Amphipolis : see Catalogue of

the Capitol :" see plate facing p. 185. Greek Coins in the British Museum,
The remains of this building are usually Macedonia ; cf. ibid. Italy, Bruttii, p.

called the 'Temple of Vespasian by recent 324, No. 49, where the right horn is bent

archaeologists. downwards. Mionnet, tome 9, Table des

I have noticed a curious coincidence Mati^res, s.v. ; Athens, II, 134 ; Luceria

with the ox-hcad on the Arch at Saintes
;

Apuliaj I, 133.

the same device appears on a copper coin The name of the first letter in the

of the Santones in my possession : Rollin Hebrew alphabet, aleph, is said to mean
et Feuardent, Catalogue de McdailldS de an ox, and the character is somewhat
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ornament at Nimes, one on a gate of the Corinthian

order,' and the other at the entrance to the Amphitheatre.

Some suppose that the hucrania commemorate a sacrifice

of bulls at the dedication of the monument, which agrees

with the title in the frieze SACEEDOS ROMAE ET
AVGVSTIAD AllAMQUAEEST AD CONFLVENTEM.^
When these victims were offered to Cybele, the rite was
called taurobolium,—a word which only occurs in

Epigraphy.^

It remains to discuss the inscriptions on the Arch

;

we shall soon see that they present many points of

interest. In transcribino^ them I follow Bourignon's

Recherches Topographiques, Historiques, Militaires et

Critiques sur les Antiquites de la province de Saintonge,

because his copy seems to be most carefully made, and
his book was published in the year IX of the first French

like this animal's head ; in the corres-

ponding Phoenician letter the resemblance
is still closer : Key, On the Alphabet, p.

19, and Plate I, p. 30. Hence this em-
blem seems to have been adopted to

represent learning ; and we may, perhaps,

thus account for the fact that the Palace
of the University at Padua is called il Bo
{the Bull) : Murray's Handbook for Nor-
thern Italy.

1 De Crazannes, Op. citat., p. 94. We
find the bucranium in the entablature
over the three columns of the temple of

Vespasian at Rome which are so well

known by reproductions in miniature

;

at Tivoli, where it is inserted between
festoons of floweis ; also in fragments of

the temple of Vesta at Rome, recently

brought to light : Professor Middleton,
Archteologia, 1886, vol. XLIX, p. 396,
figures on p. 397. In these three cases

the order is Corinthian.
2 This explanation is confirmed by the

position which the ox-head occupies in the
frieze of the temjiles of Vespasian and
Vesta ; it is placed amongst sacrificial

implements—knife (probably secespita).

hammer, patera, flam en's cap, vase (prae-

fericulum) and branch for sprinkling holy
water. Comji. Theophrastus, Characteres,
cap. XVIII, Tlepl MiKpocptXoTif^ias. He
says that the vain man when he has
sacrificed a bull, binds large fillets round
the fore part of his head, and nails it up
in front on the wall, so that those who
enter may see that he has sacrificed a
bull, (t^ TrpOyUeT&jTTiSiot' aTravTiK/xi) Tf;s-

eia6Sov vpocrnaTTaAevaai, arefiLfxaffi /xeyaXois

irepiSrjffai). See the note in Sheppard's

edition, p. 175 ; irpoinTonri^iov is inter-

preted by some as pcUin bovis frontis, by
others as tota frons cum cornihus.

I am indebted to the kindness of Mr.
Watkins Lloyd for some remarks on this

subject.
'• De Vit has a copious article on

taw-obolmm ; he gives another form
tauropoUiim from Gruter and Muratori,
and the derivatives tauroholiciis, taitro-

bolinus, ta'UrohoUor and tauroholus. He
compares criobolium, offering of a ram to

Atys, a youth beloved by Cybele ; and
desci'ibes at length the manner in which
the ceremony was performed. The word
taurobolium is used specially with re-

ference to Cybele, but it is also applied
to the worship of other deities, as we
learn from inscriptions. M. Audiat,
Epigraphie Santone et Aunisienne, p. 25
sq., says " Je trouve an Musee plusieurs
debris portant la tete de taureau entouree
de bandelettes et accompagnee de la harpe
[apTTT)), restes certains d'un taurobole."
He cites as an authority Veiiantius
Fortunatus, Bishop of Poitiers, and adds
an extract from Fontenelle, Histoire des
Oracles, chapitre IV.

Adolphe Joanne's Guide, Provence,
Alpes Maritimes, Corse, s.v., Tain, De-
partemeut de la Drome, p. 11, edit.

1877. iSur la place de I'Hotel-de-Ville, on
remarque un autel antique ou taurobole
(mon. hist.), eleve en Pan 184, sous le

regne de I'empereur Commode, en
I'honneur de Cybele . . Sur la face
jM'incipale est sculptee une tete de taur-

eau ; sur celle de dr., une tete de belier
;

sur celle de g., le couteau du victimaii-e.
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Republic, consequently long before the removal mentioned
above.'

Inscriptions of the attic, on the side next to the town :

1

GERMANICO- . . . . rI" tI' AVG* F*

DTV AVGVST' NEP* D PKONEP'AVGVRI*

FLAM' AVGVST- COS* IP I. P. II.

2

CAE . . . DI. G- F- V
'^

PONTIF" MAXS' COS* IIII* IMP. VIII. TKB . P . . . .

3

AESARI

AVG" NEP. dIv . IVLI-

PONTIFICI" AVGVkL ^

Inscription of the frieze, on the side next to the town

:

First line c i. livs" c* ivlI- o. tvanevnI. f. kvfvs- v/

I is- nepos epo vIdI- pro.

Second line sacerdos* romae- et avgvstI- ad, a
D- E. TEM. PRA. F . . .v.- FABRV.-.'

Inscription of the frieze, on the side next to the suburb :

First line c* ivli- c ivli- o. tvanevnI- f- rv . . s'C- ivli'

GED. DMON . . NEPOS ' EPOTSOROVIdI- PRON.

Second line . . . . c gvsti . . . am- q . . E'EST*

AD. CONFL. ENT . . ' PRAEFECTVS ' F . RV. ' D.

Expansions.

(Attic).

1.

Germanico Caesari, Tiberii Augusti filio,

Divi Augusti nepoti, Divi Juli pronepoti, *

Auguri, Flamini Augusti, Consuli secundum,
Imperatori secundum.

1 Bourignon, whose book is of quarto M. Audiat, p. 12, has copied the lu-

size, prints the Inscriptions on a larger scriptions as they now apjiear after the
sheet, with quotations from Gruter at the reconstruction of the Arch. No. 1 is

back to support his exf)lauations. tolerably well preserved ; of No. 2
•^Following M. Audiat, Op. citat., p. PONTIF" MA, and of No. 3 LI...VRI

13, in this line I liave substituted G for ai-e all the letters that remain. Ibid. p.

C, on account of the name AVGVSTI. 14. On comprend qu'avec le peu de
^ I have placed Nos. 1, 2, 3 vertically, caract^res qui subsistent, il est ditticile de

owing to the limited space in an octavo hasarder une autre interpretation que
page; the originals are arranged horizon- 1' interpretation dounee irAv les ecrivains

tally. anterieurs.

De Crazannes, p. 94, says " Ces in- * The degree of relationship is some-
Bcriptiona (i.e. both on the attic and on times traced even farther back, for we
the frieze) sont egalement gravees sur les find in the pedigrees of Roman emperors,
deux faces du monument, du cote de la inscribed on public buildings, aOmpos
ville et du faubourg." (sou of great-grandson), and adnepoa
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Tiberio Caesari, Divi August! filio,

Augusto, Poiitifici Maxsumo,

'

Consuli quartum, Imperatori octavum,
Tribunitia potestate ....

3.

Druso Caesari, Tiberii August!

Filio, Divi August! nepoti,

Divi Jul! pronepoti,

Pontifici, Augur!

.

{Frieze.)

Caius Julius, Caii Juli Ottuaneuni filius, Paifus ; C.

Jul! Gededmonis nepos, Epotsorovidi pronepos, sacerdos

Eomae et August! ad arara quae est ad confluentem,

Praefectus fabrum dedicavit.

Translations.

1.

To Germauicus Caesar,^ son of Tiberius Augustus,

grandson of the divine Augustus, great grandson of the

divine Julius, Augur, Flamen of Augustus, Consul for the

second time, Imperator for the second time.

2.

To Tiberius Caesar, son of the divine Augustus,

(grandson of great-grandson), v. Rossini, L. AXSIVS L. F, " d'apres I'ancieune
Arclii Trionfali, entablature of Arco di orthographe "

; PI. VII, figs. 1 and 2,

Marco Aurelio. PI. XLIX, figs. 1-4 : Roschach, Musee de
Cf. Orelli, CoUectio Inscriptionum Toulouse, Catalogue des Antiquites et

Latinarum, C. II, Monumenta Historica, des Objets d'Art, p. 50, No. 115,
Nos. 857, 873 and 887 ; Marcus Aurelius VXSORIS. " Dans quelques inscriptions

is called the abnepos, and Commodus the de Pompei, on trouve egalement saxso
rtcZne^os, of Nerva. .4<?iepos is only another pour saxo." Sacaze, Epigraphie de
form of the latter term, and corresponds Luchon, p. 33, Inscription found at St.

with atavus in the ascending scale : Bertrand de Comminges, " Bonsilexsi,

Dictionary of Antiquities, s.v. Cognati, Sembexson[is\uxori."

genealogical table, p. 310. ^ We regard this Ai-ch at Saintes with
' Maxumus, the archaism for viaximus, additional interest, because it bears the

is common enough ; but maxsumus is name of the excellent Prince, whom the
unusual. Professor Key, On the Alpha- Romans idolized and compared with
bet, p. 108, explains as follows. Before Alexander the Great. In a wicked age
the employment by the Greeks of the that suffered under the tyrant Tiberius,
character '^ they represented its sound the virtuous character of Germanicus
by X2, and the Romans copied this seems " like some bright angel o'er the
practice; hence we find in inscriptions darkling scene." Tacitus, Annals, II, 73
MAXSVMV8, PROXSVMVS, &c. ; in Et erant qui forman, aetatem, genus
coins AXSIVS for AXIVS ; and in the mortis. . . magniAlexandrifatisadaequa-
Medicean MS. of Virgil EXSESA rent . . . Sed hunc mitem erga amicos,
/Eneid VIII, 418), EXSVIT (ibid modicum voluptatum, uno matrimouio'
567). Cf. Cohen, Medailles Consulaires, certis liberis egisse.

No. 22 Axia, p. 55 sq., Legend of Reverse,
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Augustus, Chief Pontiff, Consul for the fourth time,

Imperator for the eighth time, holding Tribunitian power.

3.

To Drusus Caesar, son of Tiberius Augustus, grandson
of the divine Augustus, great grandson of the divine

Julius, Pontiff, Augur.

Caius Julius Eufus, son of Caius Julius Ottuaneunus,

grandson of Caius Julius Gededmon, great grandson of

Epotsorovidus, priest of Rome and Augustus at the altar

which is near the confluence, as General of Engineers,

has dedicated this monument.
In the third Inscription we may observe that the

relationships by consanguinity and by adoption are

expressed alike. ^ Drusus was son of Tiberius for the

former reason, and grandson of Augustus for the latter.

The frequency of adoption under the Empire is testified

by Epigraphy as well as History; and the readers of

Tacitus know it from the common occurrence of the

termination anus, as in Octavianus, Seianus, Trajanus,

added to the nomen gentile. Hence we account for the

numerous allusions to this practice in the New Testament,

where it is called vioQ^a'ia? I will only remark in passing,

that the inscribed monuments by this undesigned

coincidence supply an argument to corroborate the

sacred text.

The names of four generations appear on the frieze.

Those of the dedicator are altogether Eoman ; his father

and grandfather have a Eoman nomen and prcenomen, to

which a Gallic cognomen is appended, but his great-

grandfather is mentioned as a Gaul without any admixture

of a foreign element. This gradual change marks the

progress which the civilization of the conquering race

1 So Tibcriiis calls Augustus his father, Kpa^ofjuv 'Aj8/3a 6 iraT-fip. Ibid. v. 23

and Livia and himself parents of Ger- (Cony bearo and Howson, Life and Epistles

manicus ; in both cases he refers to of St. Paul, vol. II, p. 218, 8vo. edition,

adoption, Tacitus, Annals, III, 12, Patris note 3), and IX, 4. Galatians, IV, .5

sui legatum atque aniicum Pisonem Ephesians, I, .G, 'Ev aydnTiirpooplcyai rj/xas

fuisse. Ibid. Vos veio et liberos Ger- eis uioSecrloi', which Koppe ways is equiva-

manici et nos parentes justis solatiis lent to -Kpnopicras elaTroiyiiran-Bai ii/xas TfKua

adficite. avrov. Elcrwoieiadai, Middle voice, to make
- liomans, VIII, 15. 'Ou 70^ eAaiSfre one's own, in Classical Greek is used for

TTvev/jia SovXeiai ira.Kii' its (p60ov, aWa. adopting a SOU.

eA^/3eTe iri'fvfjt.a vlodecrlas (sonship), eV Si,
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was making amidst their semi-barbarous subjects. Cams
Julius seem to be a tribute of respect to the greatest of

the Eomans, just as in our time children are often

christened by the name of some distinguished statesman

or other celebrity. I have searched the copious lists in

Gruter's Collection, Hllbner's British Inscriptions and
Zeuss' Grammar, but have not found a close parallel to

these Celtic appellations, Ottuaneunus, Gededmon and
Epotsorovidus.' M. Audiat, in his Epigraphie Santone
et Aunisienne, p. 15, mentions a fragment of a stone

found in building the walls of the hospital at Saintes

which contained onnetodvbni, somewhat like the first

name ; it may remind us of dvbnorex on coins for

Dumnorix,'"^ and Cogidumnus in Tacitus, Agricola, cap.

' Some English scholars have supposed

that there is a Basque element in these

names, but the French antiquaries whom
I consulted agree in thinking them to be

Celtic. The Abbe F. Harispe, who re-

sides at Larressore, near Bayonne, and
speaks the former language, says in reply

to my enquiries, " J'ai le regret de vous
dire qu' il n' ya aucun mot dans la

langue basque qui se rapproche mome de

loin des mots que vous me citez " This

gentleman's name is almost identical

with one thnt occurs in an inscription at

Ardiege, " rive droite de la Garonne, au
bord de la voie de Toulouse h, Dax " (not

to be confounded with the Department
Ariege),

NNT DANNONIA
HARSPr FILIA
V- S- L- M

Koschach, oj^. citat., p. 43 sq.

We are, of course, more likely to find

words derived from this source in Roman
monuments farther South, in the Pyrenees

and their neighbourhood : Sacaze, ibid.,

cliapitre premier, Le Dieu Uixon, esp. p.

23. IL, dans certains dialectes de cette

langue, signifie rille. Comp. my Paper
on Antiquities in the South West of

France, Archseol. Journ., vol. XXXVI,
pp. 4, 8-10 ; ILVRO now Oloron, and
RITSEH now Erret(,'u, occur in inscrip-

tions.

The nearest name that I know to

Gededmon is Caedmon, " father of

English song," who, according to Vener-
able Bede, was divinely inspired to write

poems on religious subjects ; Historiae

Ecclesiasticae Gentis Anglorum, lib. IV,

cap. XXIV, Caedmonis donum canendi,

Somnio revelatum, Omnibus probatum,
iu Mouumenta Historica Britannica, pp.

237-239. Professor Rhys, in a letter to
me, compares with the declension of

Gededmo, gededmonis, the Gaulish name
Segomon gen. Segomonis.

Epotsorovidus in the first two syllables

resembles Ejjoredorix, mentioned by
Ctesar, Bell. Gall., Kb. VII, cc, 39, 40,

54, 55, 63, 67, 76 (war with Vercinge-
torix), but not included in Gllick's work,
entitled Die bei Cains Julius Cajsar
vorkommenden Keltischen Namen. Epo
seems to mean horse ; comp. Greek
iVttos, Latin equus, ecus (with the
common interchange of the sounds P
and K) ; so Pliny, Nat. Hist., Hb. Ill, c.

17, s. 21, § 123, ed. Sillig, says Eporedias
Galli bonos equorum domitores vocant :

we have also Eporedia, urbs in Salassis
ad Duriam iiuvium, now Ivrea in Pied-
mont. Vklus may contain the root of
Greek, ISew o'lSa, Lat. video, Eng. luit, xvot,

Germ, wisseii. Then Epotsorovidus would
have nearly the same signification as the
Homeric epithets of heroes, 'nrirhhaixos,

tamer of horses, and imrhT-ns. Such an
explanation is supported by the frequent
recurrence of this animal upon Gallic
coins. However, I only propose this

interpretation as a conjecture, because I

cannot account for the middle syllables

tsoro.

" What remains of the inscription s

thus given by M. Audiat,

ONNETODVBNI
AEFECTO • FABRVM- TRIB
AD CONFLVENTEM • C .

Bulletin Monumental, X, 540.

Gliick, ojx citat., p. 63, note 1, reads
the first line CONNETODVBNI ; he
also proposes CONNETO DVBNI (filio).

It will be observed that the title of the
dedicator of the Arch at Saintes, Prcefectus
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xiv., and probably in the inscription discovered at

Chichester now at Goodwood, which has been the subject

of much discussion.^

To he continued.)

fahrum, aud the phrase Ad Conflueniem

are repeated here.

In Ciesar, Bell. Gall. VII, 3 (account

of the massacre of Roman citizens at

Genabum, Orleans), the common reading

is Conetodunus, and edit. Oudendorp
shows the variae lectiones ; Gliick, follow-

ing a Paris MS., prefers Conconneto-

dnmnus, compounded of con-connet,

consentiens concors (cf. Greek Kovviui-

yiyvaicrKw), and dumnus-dubnus, used like

Greek fiadls with intensive meaning, e.g.

^aOvKXripos, immensely rich, fiadvKTiavos,

with great possessions ; so that the whole

word signifies valde concors. Gliick

discusses Conconnetodumnus very fully,

with many references and examples from
other languages, pp. 63-83. Duhnus,

which is here a termination, often appears

at the beginning of a name, e.g.

DVBNOTALI • F (ilio), in the inscription

at Epinal : my Paper on Langi-es and
Besanc,'on, Archseol. Journ., vol. XLIII,

p 110 scp See Evans, Ancient British

Coins, Togodumnus, son of Cunobeline,

died A.D. 43, pp. 2S6, 294 ; Dubnovel-
launus, pp. 198-206 ; PI. IV, Nos. 6-12

;

DVMNO CO VEROS legend, p. 408, PI.

XVII, No. 1 ; DVMNOVEROS legend,

p. 409, PI. XVII, No. 2 ; DVMN legend,

p. 410, Pi. XVII, No. 3.

^ L.c, Quffidam civitates Cogidumno
regi donatae (is ad nostram usque
memoi-iam (fidissimus mansit) ; see the

notes, ci'itical and explanatory, in OreUi's

edition.

Hiibuer, Inscriptiones Britanniae

Latinae, p. 18 sq , Index III, Cognoni-
ina virorum et nmlierum, *[C0]GIDVB-
NVSJll] ; the mai-ks indicate titulum
lectionis interpretationisve incertae.

Perhaps we ought to read Togidubnus,
as the initial letters are supplied by
conjecture. This monument has excited

interest, because it is supposed that we
have here the name of Pudens (IloiiSjjy),

which occurs in the salutations at the
end of St. Paul's 2nd Epistle to Timothy,
IV, 21 : Alford's Greek Testament, vol.

Ill, Prolegomena, chap. IX, § II, Excur-
sus on Pudens and Claudia, pp. 104]

—

106] Conybeare aud Howson, Life aud
Epistles of St. Paul, give the substance
of Archdeacon Williams' pamphlet in

vol. II, p. 594 sq., note 3, 8vo. edition.

Great learning and ingenuity have been
expended on this hypothesis, but the
fabric rests on a foundation by no means
solid. The late Dr. Samuel Birch, soon
after he had seen and studied the In-

scription, remarked to me that it contains
neither Claudia nor Pudens.



CHURCH N'OTES, CHIEFLY IN" BERKS, WILTS, AND
OXFORD, WITH A FEW IN SOMERSET AND
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

{Continued from p. 50.)

CAVERSEAM.—The tower is a modern erection of brick and timl3er. The
south door, of the nave is excellent N"orman, enriched and well executed,

but the arch is rather less than a semicircle. The south wall is probably

Norman with Perpendicular additions. The arches into the north aisle

are also segmental upon cylindrical piers, apparently in the transition

style towards early English. The chancel appears to have been Norman.

The south window is original. The south door modern. The east window
contains Perpendicular tracery in a Decorated frame. There is an early

chapel appended to the north aisle in the Perpendicular style, somewhat

earlier than the aisle, with a good roof and 2 four-centred arches opening

into the chancel.

West Challow, Berks.—This church is composed of a nave and

chancel. The nave has a good Decorated bell-gable with two cells and a

corbel head above and l>etween them. The west window is a beautiful

loop, cinquefoiled. North door late Norman. South door Perpendicular.

Chancel has an early English piscina with a double bowl and credence

and there are two rude brackets for images on each side of the altar.

North porch is Perpendicular, timber upon stone with a good gable front.

Font, a plain Norman cylinder with a worked edge.

East Challow, Berks.—Nave carries a good bell-gable with two

carved cells, probably early English. West end has a singular late

Norman door, now elliptic and probably always slightly flattened ; on the

south side a trefoiled loop, and above a Perpendicular window. In tlie

north wall is one trefoiled loop, and a Perpendicular later window.

Three excellent early English arches open into tlie south aisle from the

nave, and one good Decorated arch from the chancel. The south aisle is

late Decorated with a Norman door. Chancel has some good Decorated

parts, the aisle late Perpendicular, carrying a small belfry. East and

Avest windows good, and a plain north door. Also an east door now
blocked up, and a square headed loop, all Perpendicular, Font, a plain

Norman cylinder. On the gable two crosses in circles, much injured.

Charney Basset, Berks.—Nave, of south windows one early Decora-

ted, and one Perpendicular, both nave and aisle have a common
Perpendicular battlement. The roof good, and two Perpendicular arches

open into the aisle. South door peculiar but excellent Norman, by way
of drip a broad flat band of heads " jessant fleur de lys," between two rows

VOL. XLIV 2 a
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of cable mouldings. Chancel chiefly Perpendicular. East window of

date of north aisle. South window seems Decorated. A Norman north

door now closed, with solid tympanum, carved with a central figure

crossed and seated between two hippogriffs ; above is a flowered band and

below a bead moulding. South porch modern. Font, cylindrical bowl

on an octagonal stem and base. Korth of the church is part of an old

house, apparently Decorated, with some good parts remaining.

Checkbndon, Oxon.—Large church with a late tower, nave Perpen-

dicular, with original roof and a plain but good K'orman arch, opening

into chancel. Chancel spacious, Norman, and its eastern end opens by a

somewhat flattened Norman arch into a semicircular apse. The east

window, originally Norman, has been enlarged. North window has an

early English or early Decorated case with Perpendicular tracery. South

window Decorated of two lights, but crossed near its base by a transom,

forming in fact a "low window." Soutli porch Perpendicular. Here

are some good crosses and some stained glass.

Childrey, Berks.—Tower and south porch Perpendicular. South

door of nave round headed and plain, with toothed ornament in the drip.

North door pointed Norman. In south wall a very singular arch not

much larger than an ordinary piscina and rising from a bracket. A
stair leads from the transept up to this arch, which resembles in fact a

small pulpit, probably intended for the display of a relic. South transept

Decorated with large Perpendicular additions by the Fettiplaces, who
buried here. On south side a good Decorated piscina with a square head.

North transept Decorated with Perpendicular north window. A Decora-

ted piscina cinquefoiled, with a credence. A good Decorated arch into

nave and a rood staircase whence a hagioscope opens towards the chancel.

At east end a good Decorated recess with ball-flower mouldings, crockets

and finial. Beneath is an excellent figure in mail, cross legged, and older

than the recess. Chancel early Decorated, but much altered. Three

early English sedilia, level. South-east window original and lower than

the rest. On north side near the altar is a singular recess or sepulchre

with a trough, resembling a lavatory, but without a vent hole. A
hagioscope into each transept. Font very curious, of lead, cylindrical,

embossed with two figures of bishops, with low mitres and crooks in the

right hand, the bowl rests upon a stone cylindrical stem, quite plain.

Here are several brasses and glazed tiles and some stained glass,

Chilton, Berks.—A small church, not in good repair. Tower, nave,

south aisle, chancel. Tower, wooden belfry upon stone gable, probably

Perpendicular nave. Two arches into south aisle are pointed Norman,

with a pier of early English aspect. North door Norman. North window
late Perpendicular. At north-east angle two square-set corner buttresses,

ending at level of window cills, probably early English. South aisle a

round-headed door, probably Nornum, a flat-topped Decorated window.

Chancel has one Decorated and one Perpendicular window. Font plain

rude octagon, probably Decorated.

Chippenham, Wilts.—A large and rather curious church, well kept,

but sadly mutilated. Tower late Perpendicular, with pretty good

octagonal spire. Half way up the spire is a small canopied window, in

each face, and the canopies are so connected as to form a handsome band.

There is a bead at each angle. West door rude but decided early

English, set in a Purpcndicular drip. Over west front various coats of
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arms of Hungerford. Nave altogether inodoru and very bad. Arch
into chancel excellent late Norman, with a vcrj'^ peculiar scallop moulding.

A very long south hagioscope. East end of chancel early Decorated,

on north side some Norman work and a Decorated window. South side

chiefly Perpendicular. North transept small with trace of a rood stair.

South aisle Perpendicular, hut swallowed up by a porch and a chajjel.

Cliapel excellent late Perpendicular, with the arms and cognizances of the

Hungerfords freely distributed. Porch also late but good Perpendicular.

In the chancel over a north door is a curious band of Perpendicular

carving. Font, good Perpendicular.

CiiOLSEY, Berks.—A cross church. Tower, nave, transepts, and

chancel. Tower central, lower storey Norman, open below, standing on

four good plain arches, one each way. The upper storey, together with a

stair turret capping south east angle, are Decorated additions, in a dangerous

state and tied with iron bands.

Nave Norman, of unusual length, without aisles. A good original south

door and south window, the west window is Perpendicular. Transepts

both Norman. The north has a good Norman arch on east side, now
blocked up, and pierced by a Decorated door ; there probably was a

chapel on this side. Also a Norman west window, and a mutilated

Decorated north window. Of the south transept the south and east

sides have been rebuilt Avith Perpendicular additions. On the floor is

a good female effigy in stone, much injured.

The chancel, probably one of the finest parochial chancels in the

kingdom, is a tolerably perfect specimen of the later early English style.

The east window, especially, contains early English jambs and shafts,

with the geometrical tracery of the early Decorated period. Upon the

roof are the arms of Reading Abbey, but the old timber work is concealed

by a modern coved ceiling. The original wooden stalls remain, and
below the transepts and the tower is some good screen work.

Christian Malford, Wilts.—Tower modern. Nave opens into south

aisle by four Decorated arches. North door late Perpendicular, with an

exterior niche above it. Chancel, north windows Perpendicular, but

rest on a Decorated string. East window modern, south window early

English, or early Decorated, with early English shafts flanking its

recess. South door Perpendicular, as is an arch into the south aisle.

Two early English or early Decorated sedilia, level ; the screen good

Perpendicular, and a Decorated arch into the nave. South aisle chiefly

early Decorated, with excellent windows and a piscina with a quatrefoil

bowl, credence and canopy. The door is original, septfoiled, and the

central foil an ogee ; also a niche for a figure, and some good Perpen-

dicular screen work.

South porch Perpendicular with good wooden roof, north porch in the

same style, with buttresses on each side of the door, it is now a vestry.

Font peculiar. Bowl large and conoidal upon a square base, on the upper

margin a band of liatched moulding, and round the foot a range of

Norman arches, with plain columns and imposts, and a bead moulding.

The arcade rests upon a band of fluted work. The general efi'ect is good.

Clewer, Berks.—Tower, early English, possibly upon a Norman base.

Nave Norman. North aisle late early English, with an early English

arch at the east end, and a curious north doorway with a niche above,

both Norman, the door, now fastened up, seems original.
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South aisle cliiefly Decorated, with a Norman arch into a chapel at

east end. South door Decorated. South porch old. Chancel Perpen-

dicular, the south chapel opens into the aisle and chancel, is of Decorated

date, and in its south arch is a recess for a tomb, with a canopy.

Clifton Hampden, Oxon,—A small but ancient church chiefly remark-

able for the beauty of its position upon a low cliff of iron sand, over-

hanging the Thames, here traversed by a ferry. The nave seems early

Decorated as in the north aisle. The soutli aisle is nearer to early

English. The south transept is Decorated, and contains a curious flat

topped window, probably in the same style, and at the east end a good
Decorated loop. Chancel seems late early English, Avith Perpendicular

and modern insertions. South porch modern.

CoLESHiLL, Berks.—A fine church and in excellent order. Tower late

Perpendicular, with an excellent west door with worked spand rills ; the

battlements are enriched with pinnacles, and there is a southern stair

turret ; the arches and piers between the nave and north aisle are plain

but good early Decorated. On the south side the arch and piers are late

Norman. The windows of the north aisle are debased Perpendicular, the

walls seem Decorated, there is a piscina. The south aisle is small and

filled up with pews, inside the south door on the east side is a stoop, tlie

door is early Decorated trefoiled, with cusps. The chancel seems

modern. The font is a double cone, in figure not unlike a dice box, but

very old. The south porch is Perpendicular, and has an iipper chamber.

In the Bouverie or Pleydell aisle is a circular window, Avith a pedigree

of the Eadnor family in modern glass, and a view, also in glass of

Coleshill House. The chancel is encumbered Avith the tombs of the

Pleydells and Pratts, Lord Radnor's maternal ancestors.

Great Coxwell, Berks.—The lower stage of the toAver seems Decora-

ted, the upper Perpendicular. On south side of nave is a good early

Decorated Avindow ; there are traces of a Norman south door and of a

rood stair. The north door seems late Norman, the Avood and iron Avork

of the nave are Perpendicular and good. In the chancel is a plain niche

on each side of the altar, and a third, cinquefoiled, beneath it, also a

piscina Avith a credence. The arch into the nave is early Decorated,

the chancel AvindoAvs of various dates, that to the east a triple lancet and

excellent. Between nave and chancel is a bell gable, apparently Decora-

ted, Avith one cell, probably for a sacring bell. North porch rude and

late, but probably on an old site.

Little Coxwell, Berks.—A small chapel ; nave, chancel, and soutli

porch. Nave has a good late Norman south door Avith drip, Avith a

square billet moulding. West AvindoAV triple lancet, trefoiled, as is a

smaller south AvindoAv, there is a south Perpendicular AvindoAv ; the rest

modern. North door closed ; inside south door on east side, a stoop.

Arch into chancel plain pointed Norman, chancel much mutilated, has a

locker and piscina and a good screen, and is chiefly Perpendicular. Font,

a plain octagon ; betAveen the nave and chancel a bell gable Avith tAvo

trefoiled cells, and a quatrefoil in the head : above is a cross. There is

no Avest bell gable. The south porch is good Perpendicular, the details

of this chapel deserve close attention.

CoMPTON, Berks.—ToAvcr, nave, cliancel, south porch. ToAver Perpen-

dicular, Avitli a Avail stair on north side, porch modern. This church Avas

uriginally Norman, the south door of nave, the font, and parts of the
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chancel arc of this style, and a piece of complex Norman moulding is

built into the north wall. The east end of the chancel, and part of the

south wall of the nave arc early English, the arches now closed, hut

formerly opening into a north aisle, may be Decorated. The south side of

the chancel, a south window in the nave, and a piscina with water drain

and stone shelf in the chancel are late Perpendicular, as is the tower,

and a tomb in the chancel.

CoMPTON Beauchamp, Berks.—Tower, nave, transept, chancel; tower

small and perhaps Norman, but much altered. The nave has a pointed

Norman arch from the tower, but the walls seem Decorated ; traces of a

rood stair on north side. Chancel Decorated, with good east window.

A singular stone seat with arms at each end, takes the place of regular

sedilia ; there is a good octagonal font.

CoRSHAM, Wilts.—Tower, nave, nortli and south aisles, south transe})ts,

chancel, north and south chapels, south porch. The tower is central,

resting on four piers, which with their arches seem early Decorated, but

the enclosed space is vaulted with fan tracery, probably Perpendicular.

The arch towards the chancel is peculiar, about halfway up the piers

their mouldings are brought forward horizontally so as to form the lower

stage of a screen, of which the upper part, proloabiy Avood, is destroyed.

The tower once carried a spire, now removed. At present, a central turret

rises just within the battlements. The nave is plain good Norman,

l^iers cylindrical with fluted capitals, a later staircase is appended to its

west end. The north aisle is much mutilated, it is of Decorated date,

with an original west window. The north door is Norman with a bold

well cut chevron moulding. The south aisle seems mostly Perpendicular,

but has a Decorated west window. The south door is good and has an

exterior bracket over its arch. The south transept is early Decorated,

the arches into the south chapel and south aisle spring from excellent

brackets, the south window is Perpendicular. The east chancel is

Perpendicular with north and south windows, the latter a little the

lowest. On the north side is some good stone panelling, partially

concealed, the opposite wall is wholly boarded up. The east window is

Perpendicular, with cinq uefoiled lights, on each side of it is a good niche

for a figure, with a fretted vaulting. These are chiselled flush with the

wall and have apparently been plastered up. In the north wall is the

vestry door, and a drop arch opening into the north chapel. On the south

side are tspo arches with panelled soffites opening into the south chapel.

The walls of the north chapel appear Decorated, the window and an

excellent carved roof are Perpendicular, the arch into the north aisle is

early Decorated. There is a handsome piscina, the bowl, quatrefoiled,

forms a bracket, the niche is septfoiled, flanked by two pinnacles, and

crossed by a finial, on each side of the finial is a small plain niche,

probably for relics. Between this chapel and the aisle is a very

beautiful stone screen, of Perpendicular date, with a top overhanging

both ways, richly fretted in fan tracery, and embattled above.

The north chapel is Perpendicular. The arch into the transept is early

Decorated ; the east end is occupied by a singular stone chamber, the upper

part of Avhich is continued in carved wood work, so as to form an

elevated pew.

The south porch is Perpendicular, vaulted and groined in stone. The
front is particularly good, and has niches on each side, above the door,
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on the east side is a room added by the Hungerfords, who also added to

the nortli aisle. These additions bear tlie insignia of the Hungerfords

and Hallidays with the date 1634. The font has a large octagonal bowl,

and is probably Decorated. There are two altar tombs, one a very large

one, to the family of Hanham, in the north chapel. The Halliday motto,

allusive to the arms, is one of the best examples of the kind. The arms

are three helmets, the motto " quarta salutis," the helmet of salvation.

Cowley, Oxon.—Tower, nave, chancel, south porch. Tower small.

Perpendicular, and rather dilapidated. A modern north door. There is

a crack down north-west side.

Nave Norman, as are the north and south doors. Their cases resemble

those at Hampstead Norris, but the south door has, in addition, a more
decided exterior front, with shafts. The north windows are chiefly

Norman, the south, flat-topped Decorated.

The chancel is Early English, with a triple lancet east window, and

three buttresses at the cast end, resembling Newnham IMurren.

Crowjiarsh Gifpard, Oxon.—Though small, is an old and curious

edifice. The tower is a mere timber belfry, of modern date, erected on

the roof. The west end of the nave has a Norman door, window, and
two circular lights, also Norman. North and south walls are of same

date, the original loops being either blocked up or enlarged into modern
windoAvs. The doors also are insertions. The chancel arch is plain

Norman. On north side is a transept or small aisle, apparently

Decorated, and probably over a vault. The foundations of the chancel

seem Norman, but the windows are insertions, early English Decorated,

and modern. Of these the east window is in good taste, so are

those to the south. There is a singular Norman piscina with a

fluted bracket. The south porch is perforated with bullet holes, and

two round shots seem to have passed through the west door. No
doubt this happened when Charles' forces held Wallingford. Various

substantial repairs have been carried on by the patron, and the building

is kept in good order by Mr. Langford, the resident minister.

CuLHAM, Oxon.—Nave probably Perpendicular. South aisle has

early Decorated windows to south and west ; the tracery of the latter

has been removed. The south transept is early Decorated, as is probably

the nortli transept, of which the east and Avest windows are looped in

pairs. The north window is late roundheaded, and full of the arms and
matches of the Carey family. The arch into the nave is plain and good.

The south porch is dated 1638, with the initial of the churchwardens,

and, both in design and execution, well shews what may happen when
those officers act as architects.

CuxHAM, Oxon.—Tower has a Norman west door, but all else seems to

have been lately rebuilt, though its general aspect is early English.

Nave is Perpendicular. Chancel, though much nu;tilated, seems in the

same style. Near the church is a stone effigy dug up in the churchyard.

The nave is constructed of chalk marie, which has stood well.

Denciiworth, Berks.—Tower, nave, transepts, chancel, south porch.

The tower stands ut north-west angle of the nave ; it appears to be

Decorated with a Perpendicular upper stage. The nave is chiefly

Perpendicular ; south door plain Norman, with a billetted drip. North

door closed ; it appears to be Decorated. Chancel late Perpendicular.

North transept Decorated, with good but damaged arch into the nave.
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South transept Perpendicular with a coat of arms, 2 chevrons, carved on the
exterior; south porch modern. A stoop outside the soutli door on 'east
side. Font octagonal

; the roofs of the nave and south transept' arc
original. ^ '

Dii)€OT, Berks.—A small, and seen from a distance, ill-favoured
church, but contains some curious parts. Tower, nave, south aisle
chancel, and porch. Tower a low timber belfry, rising out of the nave'
and much decayed. From the appearance of an early English buttress
between the nave and aisle, it would seem that parts of the nave are of
that date. The walls generally appear Decorated, with Perpendicular
additions in east and south sides of chancel. North windows of nave and
chancel, though rudely executed, are after excellent Decorated designs.
There is an ascent to the rood loft on the north side. The windows of
the south aisle appear early Perpendicular, they are beneath flat
segmental arches, and differ somewhat from the general Perpendicular
style of the district. Pcr/rh modern. A broken cross in the churchyard
and a very fine old yew tree. The general condition of this church is
discreditable to all concerned.

Draycot Cernb, Wilts.—The tower is Perpendicular with a north
polygonal turret rising clear of the battlement, an arrangement more
common in Somerset than hereabouts. South door of nave Perpendicular
with an exterior stoop on east side. One south window is a loop, tlie
other is later. The wall between the nave and chancel seems early
English

; upon the gable is a stiff but good cross. On the north side two
Decorated windows. The chancel is late early English, or early Decora-
ted. The east window a triple lancet. Above the gable is a o-oJd
cross. The other window and the south door are original and curiousr In
the north wall is a cross, trefoiled, with a crocketted canopy, and beneath
it a cross legged figure of unusual length in mail with a surcote. There is
also a piscina with a double bowl. Also a good Perpendicular tomb to
one of the l,ong family. North transept modern, and occupied as the
manor pew. South porch good Perpendicular, with a range of openin^^s
on either side.

'^

Draycot, Oxox.—Has an early English bell-gable, with a modern
wooden belfry. Nave has a plain Norman north door. South door also
Norman but has a flat top : arch into chancel plain Norman. There are
northern and western loops obtusely pointed and two south windows flat
topped Perpendicular. Chancel chiefly Decorated; a good trefoiled
northern loop. East window Decorated with bold tracery, and deserves
special notice as nearly resembling a Perpendicular design. South
window outside is flat topped Decorated, within, the recess has a drop
arch. A good plain Decorated piscina. North transept has an early
loop. North window flat topped Perpendicular. Arch into nave earlv
English. ' -^

West Drayton, Middlesex.—A Perpendicular building, probably all
of one date, material flint rubble with occasional stone blocks. Ashlar
generally a soft whitish sand stone, very friable and for the most part
much weather worn. Chalk is used in the tower staircase.
The church is composed of a tower, nave, aisles, and chancel, north

and soutli aisles have wooden porches. Tower square, of three stages, no
butti-esses, on the top a later wooden belfry. West door and lower' north
window good but decayed. Tower completely shrouded with ivy
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springing from a large root on the south side. It contains a well staircase

opening hy a plain but small door from the ground floor and leading up
to the belfry. The nave opens to the tower by a good arch, by another to

the chancel, and to the aisles by three arches on each side. There are six

clerestory windows, of which the southern three have been replaced. The
roof is flat and plastered, with main ribs of wood and carved faces for

corbels. The pewing of the nave seems original. The chancel has a late

east window with a little stained glass. South porch of wood, and later

than the rest of the building. The exterior drip stones have been

removed by the chisel.

Englefield, Berks.—A large and somewhat curious church. The tower

seems to be early English. The nave has some good and very early

English arches, with cylindrical piers and Norman flowered caps, and an

upper member with the dog tooth ornament, thus combining the two
styles. The south aisle is regular early English. The east window a fine

triple lancet, with a bold dog tooth moulding, and there is a bracket in

the same style. The south windows are early English but much
mutilated. The door is early English. In the wall of this aisle are two
recesses with recumbent figures, one of a female, of oak, with traces of the

original painting ; the other is a cross legged warrior. The figures look

older than the recesses. The chancel is Perpendicular and contains a good

late tomb with a rich canopy and the Tudor flower.

The chapel of the Englefield family is a debased Perpendicular building

on the south side of the chancel. The font is early English, cylindrical,

with a trefoiled arcade round it. It is of stone, but has been rudely

clouted with wood. On a south buttress is a carving of a cross patee.

In the south aisle is Dryden's famous epitaph to the Marquis of

Winchester,

Farringdon, Berks.—A large and very curious chancel, but much
mutilated. It has a tower, nave, aisles, transepts, chancel, chapel and south

porch. The tower is central at the cross, and stands on four massive

piers, entirely composed of shafts and bands of moulding, with pointed

arches. The caps are fluted with a flower on the top of each flute. The
tower is open to the first story where it is ceiled. The interior has some

singular trefoiled and cjuatrefoiled recesses, each of the latter containing a

corbel head. There are buttresses on the north east and south east angles,

probably Decorated and intended to support the tower, which has a slight

cast to the east. For this reason the upper stage of the tower seems to

have been removed, so that the old work ends abruptly, terminating in

an apparently unfinished parapet, This tower is an undoubted and very

curious example of late Norman work, but it has, nevertheless, a very

Decorated aspect. The upper windows and ornaments seem to be early

English. The nave is probably of the date of the tower. There are four

arches on each side, roundheaded, witli mouldings corresponding to those

of the tower and springing from cylindrical piers, with stifl" flowered caps

and early English bases. Above the cap is an octagonal abacus, which

gives to the whole a Decorated aspect.

The chancel is particularly fine. It has three eastern windows,

lancets, of equal size. On the south side are six similar but smaller

windows, that next the west being a low window. On the north side

has been a corresponding range, but of these only the two eastern

remain, the rest having been removed to suit the Pye Chapel. All these
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windows rest upon a string, which rises at the altar and above the sedilia

and sinks at the low window. The piscina has a double bowl and a

trefoil head. There are three level sedilia very richly worked in the

early Decorated style, but with the toothed ornament. The south door

is round-headed and early Decorated. This is a very fine chancel,

though much injured by the addition of the Pye Chapel. In general

character it is probably earlier than Cholsey, but with it, forms an

admirable example of the transition from Early English to Early

Decorated, and both chancels are very suitable for imitation.

There are traces of an earlier chancel. The aisles are narrow and

though Perpendicular no doubt Iniilt on Xoruian lines. The iron work
of the south door is good. The north door is a small but beautiful example

of ^^orman work, with the double crenelle and billet moulding. The
south transept is destroyed. The north transept seems earlier than the

tower. It has a good northern arch, in the pointed JSTorman style, with

the billet moulding and there are windows of the same date. The roof

and windows generally are late Perpendicular. This transept has a

western aisle with a fine Decorated north window and some altar tombs.

The Pye Chapel on the north side of the chancel is late Perpendicular.

It contains the discarded font, a good octagon of Perpendicular date.

The south porch is of large size vaulted and groined in the Perpendicular

style, with an upper chamber.

Faunborough, Berks.—The tower is late but good Perpendicular and

in some of its details resembles East Ilsley. The north door of the nave

is plain aSTorman. The south door and chancel arch are Decorated. The
windows are flat topped and appear Decorated.

FoxHAM, Wilts.—A small chapel with a wooden l^elfry over the

nave, a chancel and a south porch. The whole is probably of Perpen-

dicular date ; but so mutilated as to present no feature of interest. The
font is of large size, octagonal, and probably of the date of the building.

Frilsham, Berks.—A modern tower, in bad taste. The nave is

Norman, with Perpendicular south window and a very small plain Norman
south door. The north door, now disused, is larger and more enriched

The north Avindows are Norman loops. The chancel arch is plain Norman.
The chancel walls are Norman with late Perpendicular windows. The font

is rude Norman.

IfTo be continued.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE RECENT DISCOVERY OF THE
FOUNDATIONS OF THE EASTERN TERMINATION OF
LINCOLN MINSTER, AS ERECTED BY ST. HUGH.

By the REV. PRECENTOR VENABLES.

The cathedral church of Lmcohi exhibits a very instructive example

of that gradual development and extension of the eastern limb of the

fabric, which by far the greater part of our English cathedrals and

Minsters have successively experienced. One stage in this development

has been recently brought to light by excavations recently carried on in

the Presbytery of Lincoln Cathedral at the close of last year, some
account of which I desire to lay before the members of the Institute.

I would ask to be allowed to preface this account with a few remarks

on the general subject of the eastward development of which I have

spoken. The eastern limb of a minster, as originally planned by its

Norman architects, was usually of very moderate projection.^ The then

existing ritual arrangements did not call for any great length. The
ritual choir, with the stalls for the ministering clergy, was placed under

the lantern, or in the first bays of the nave, as we still see it at the

Cathedrals of Winchester, Gloucester, Chichester, and Norwich. This

was also the position of the ritual choir before modern alterations at several

other cathedrals. I may instance those of Chester, Durham, Ely,

Hereford, Peterborough, and Worcester. The most striking examples of

this plan still existing are those at St. Albans and Westminster Abbey,

in both of which the original Norman arrangement, by which the ritual

choir was pushed down completely into the nave, has been maintained

diuing the subsequent alterations of the fabric. The arrangement with

which we have become familiar, by which the ritual choir is entirely

comprised Avithin the eastern arm of the cross, lying altogether to

the east of the lantern or crossing, is not found in England before the

twelfth century. The " Glorious Choir " of Conrad, as it was called,

dating from the Archie piscopate of St. Anselm at the beginning of that

century, is the earliest example of this novel plan that I can recall. At
the end of the century this arrangement was adopted by St. Hugh's

architect at Lincoln, and was followed by Bishop Poore at Salisbury,

as well as at Beverley jSIinster, Old St. Paul's, Wells, Exeter, York,

^ In this and the following paragraph I a passage in a paper contributed to the late

have ventured to repeat the substance of Dean Howsou's " Essays on Cathedrals."
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and other clmrclies, and soon became the recognised form ; the western

choir screen, not as heretofore stretching across the nave, but occupying

the eastern tower arch,

I may remark in passing, as a fact not commonly recognised, that

while nearly all our cathedrals and minsters have received a considerable

addition to their original length from east to west, this addition has

in almost every case been made in an easterly direction. In almost

every instance the nave retains its original length, and the west

end stands on the foundations laid down by the first builders. In one

instance, indeed, Winchester, the ISTorman nave has been reduced in

length ; the western towers and the bays connected with them, having

been destroyed at the time of Wykeham's reconstruction of the fabric.

The reason of this distinction between the eastern and western arms is

plain. The naves, as originally planned, were long enough for their

purpose, to afford space for litanies and processions, and to accommodate
standers (sitters were then unknown) at the sermons delivered " ad

populum." But at the other end of the church the case was different.

The space around the altar and near it was the recognised place for the

shrines of the saints whose relics the church had the good fortune to

possess. As time went on these shrines increased in number and
attractiveness, and in proportion as they became the accredited centres of

miraculous agencies they drew to themselves constantly increasing

crowds of votaries, some anxious to obtain an interest in the saints'

intercessions in the courts of heaven, a still larger number hoping to be

cured of their physical maladies by contact with their remains. For the

reception of these crowds and for the due exhibition of the shrines and
their sacred contents, increased space was needed, and in one great

church after another we find the same process of eastern extension

undertaken, not always exactly in the same mode, but always with the

same object, viz,, to obtain greater shrine-room. This eastward develop-

ment was, generally speaking, accomplished in two ways. In some
instances, as at Canterbury—the earliest example, as Old St. Paul's, was
the latest and most glorious—at York, Ely, at Worcester, Beverley,

and other churches including Lincoln, the grander and more imposing

plan was adopted of carrying on the main fabric at the same height to

the extreme east end, without any constructional break, the eastern

chapels being only separated from the ritual choir by a screen or reredos.

In other cases the accommodation needed was provided by the erection

of a group of low eastern aisles and chapels, not rising to the full height

of the building, the Lady Chapel occupying the central position. As
examples of this less stately, but more picturesque arrangement, I may
mention Salisbury, Exeter, Chester, Hereford, and that wliich may be

regarded as the most beautiful in its design and the most skilfully

arranged of all such developments, the Lady Chapel of Wells.

After these introductory remarks I will now proceed to the object of

this paper, and endeavour to trace the successive changes in the eastern

limb of the Cathedral of Lincoln.

The first Cathedral of Lincoln was entirely erected by the first

Norman Bishop Remigius, by Avhom the see was transferred from its

earlier site at Dorchester on the Thames, to its " sovereign hill " above
the sluggish Witham, and was ready for consecration at the time of

the founder's death, A.D. 1092. On the erection of St. Hugh's choir
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at the end of the twelfth century the whole of the eastern limb of

Eemigius's church was pulled down. As was usually the case, however,

the foundations, which were not in the way of the new building, were
allowed to remain, and their discovery in 1852,^ under the floor of the

stalls on either side of the choir, has put us in possession of the original

form and dimensions of the eastern end of the Xorman cathedral. The
portions of the foundations which remain visible are those of the

springing of the apse on either side, and a fragment of the lateral walls

The central portion of the curve probably lies buried beneath the pave-

ment of the central aisle of the choir. As will be seen from the accom-

panying plan,- (plan I.) it was very short, not reaching beyond the second

bay from the crossing, and was ten feet narrower than the present mid-aisle,

the new building, according to the sensible mediteval practice, having

been erected outside the older one which remained like the kernel of a

nut within the shell, so that it could be used for service until the new
fabric was ready, when it was pulled down. A fragment of a pilaster

buttress to the N.E., (at A) and the solid walls running westward open

as that at St. Stephen's at Caen, and originally at Peterborough; it was
destitute of aisles or procession path. Two rough blocks of masonry at

the west end (B B) projecting from the wall mark the position of the

piers of the great arch, the " Arcus TriumphaKs " of the old Basilicas,

Avhich divided the presbytery from the choir. The walls of the apse

Avere eight feet in thickness.

Exactly a hundred years from the completion of the Church of

Kemigius, A.D. 1192, the foundations of the existing choir of St. Hugh
were laid. The architect was Geoffery of Noiers. Ths name looks

French. But the late Canon Dimock adduced arguments for regarding

him as a native Englishman, though of a family originally Norman.
Whether the architecture of the choir of Lincoln exhil^its any traces of

French influence has been hotly debated. Professor Willis, at the visit

of the Institute in 1848, described the building, characterised by so many
singularities, as " the work of a mad Frenchman." His verdict, however,

has been seriously called in question, and can hardly be sustained

M. Viollet le Due, after careful examination, pronounced against it,

declaring the work to be thoroughly English, without any appearance of

French influence. The recent discoveries of which I am about to speak

may, however, to some extent lead to reconsidering the question.

^ This discovery was made by Mr. T. J. Norman apse ; the dark shading the

Willson, ai'chitect, the son of tlie dis- framework of the chou- stalls ; beneath

tinguished contemporary of Britton, and which the foundations have been pre-

the elder Pugin, and associated with them served, being obliterated in the centre,

in several of their architectural publica- A, fragment of au external buttress
;

lions, Mr. E. J. Willson, of Lincoln. It is B, B2 the foundations of the piers

greatly to be regretted that this gentle- supporting the great transverse arch ; C,

mannever fulfilled his intention of writing the entrance to the choir from the orgaia

the architectural history of Lincoln screen ; D, au ancient stone, inscribed

Cathedral, with ' which he was intimately " Cantate Hie," where now the Litany

acquainted. The restoration of Bishop desk is placed; ai,ao, b^, 63, Ci, c,, the

Longland's chapel set on foot, as put by lower pi^rtious of the vaulting shafts

Sub-dean (afterwardsArchdeacon)Vincent of St. Hugh's choir, the middle portions

Baylcy, in 1810, was carried out by Mr. of whicli were removed to make way
Willson. for the new stalls erecteil by Treasurer

2 In the accompanying plan the lighter Welbourne (d. 1380).

shading represents the foundation of the
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Cei'tainly whatever may bo the character of the architecture, the plan of

the apsidal east end, with its appendent chapels, is far more French, or at

least, continental, than English.

St. Hugh's new building embracetP the present ritual choir

of four bays, and the eastern transept with its four semi-circular

chapels, as well as a small portion of the eastern walls of the western or

great transept. All these are standing, and Jiave received but slight

alterations. But the eastern portion beyond tlie lesser transept, contain-

ing the high altar, was entirely removed for the erection of the new
eastern limb of five bays, generally known as the " Angel choir," in the

latter half of the thirteenth century.^ The purpose of this " novum opus,"

as it was termed, was to provide a fitting home for the shrine of St. Hugh,
whose " cultus " had become (exceedingly popular. The chapel where he

was originally interred had been already much extended eastwards, and its

shallow semi-circular apse had given place to a quadrangular termina-

tion (Q. Plan 11),-^ but the enlargement proved inadequate for the multitude

who flocked to the shrine, and the extension of the choir was undertaken

circa 1255, the work being sufficiently advanced for the solemn translation

of the saint's remains in 1280, with every circumstance of pomp, in the

presence of Edward I and his Queen and their royal offspring, and an

immense attendance of bishops and nobles.

What the original form of the east end of St. Hugh's church had been

was entirely a matter of conjecture until the repaving of the choir and
presbytery, in 1791, brought to light a portion of the foundations, which
have been more completely developed during the past few months. At
the time of the repaving the Rev. John Carter, then master of the

Grammar School, an intelligent antiquary, and fair draughtsman, made a

sketch and notes of the discovery.'^ The following year he made a

drawing from memory, which is preserved among the Gough collections in

the Bodleian Library. This rude drawing was discovered by the late

Mr. Ross, a Lincoln antiquary, whose collections for the history of

Lincoln, with copious illustrations from his accurate pencil, are in the

possession of Viscount Oxenbridge (formerly Lord Monson), and was by
him communicated to the late Mr. Ayliffe Poole, who had it lithographed

and published as an illustration to his admirable paper on the architec-

tural history of Lincoln Minster, in the volume of the " Associated

Societies' Reports " for 1857, p. 21. The late Mr. E. J. Willson also

made notes and drawings which his son Mr T. J. Willson, has kindly

communicated to me.^ These earlier drawings, though somewhat rude,

^Forfuller pai-ticularsof thearchitectu- * This drawing has been erroneously

nil history of St. Hugh's choir, I may be assigned, by myself, among others, to the

permitted to refer to the papers in the celebrated John Carter, the well-known
ArchcEologlcal Journal. Vol. xl, 1883, correspondent of the Gentleman's Maya-
and to the chronologically shaded ground zine-

plan there given. ^ Mi-. Willson writes :
" The founda-

2 License to remove the city wall to tions discovered in the sides of the high

allow of the prolongation of the fabric altar, when the old pavement was taken

was granted in 1255, and in 1280 the up A,U. 1791, undoubtedly belonged to

building was ready for the solemn trans- those parts of the church which had been
lation of the relics of St. Hugh to the erected by St. Hugh, of which the choir

new shrine erected behind the High Altar. and the upper transept, with the four
•' For the extension of the chapel, which chapels attached to it, are yet remaining,

was dedicated to St. John the Baptist, These foundations indicated that the

see the ground plan already referred to, eastern extremity of the building as then

Archceologkal Journal, vol. xl. finished, had been of a polygonal form-
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sufficiently indicated the original form and arrangement of St. Hugh's
apse. It was seen to have been a semi-hexagon, extending no further

than the second bay of the existing angel choir, with two sloping side

walls and one straight wall at the east end, and to have had semi-circular

chapels, similar to those of the adjacent transepts, appended to the

two sloping sides. Smaller circular projections beyond these chapels at

the eastern angles of the semi-hexagon are given in the plan. These, it

was thought, might indicate stair-turrets for a "vice" or newel, which
would have occupied a similar position to the turrets which so effectively

flank the apse at Peterborough. This idea our recent investigations have

proved to be incorrect. Small as these projections are, they appear to

have been chapels, which must have greatly increased the singular external

efiect of this remarkable east end. Of the recently discovered hexagonal

chapel at the extreme east ends the earlier excavations afforded no hint.^

I now come to the recent investigations. At the end of November of

last year our excellent clerk of the works, ]\Ir. J. J. Smith—to whose zeal,

and that of his staff, especially our master mason, Mr. Hague, in carrying on

the search and their accuracy in measuring ami planning every fresh feature

as it was discovered, cannot be too highly commended—mentioned to me
that a portion of the pavement at the south-west end of the south aisle

of the Presbytery (K,^ in plans II and III) needed repair, and asked my
permission to have it taken up and relaid. This request afforded the

very opportunity I had been long eagerly wishing for. I knew what
probably lay beneath that pavement, and gladly gave the desired per-

mission, adding that if Mr. Smith allowed the workmen to dig a Uttle

deeper and extend their Avork a little further than was absolutely requisite

I should not call him to account. The work began on Xovember 23, and

had not proceeded far before the foundation of the south wall of St.

with semi-circular chapels attached to note to his work on Lincoln Cathedral,

the sides. The addition of the five arches p. 8. "When this part of the church

beyond the upper transept, with all the was new paved, in 1791, some foundations

rich architecture of the presbytery, was were discovered, by which it apjjeared

made about a century after the erection that St. Hugh's church terminated in a

of St, Hugh's buildings," [the interval was half hexagon, of which the sides extended

little more than half a century] "of which from the angles of the east transept to a

the eastern extremity was taken down to line somewhat within the present altar

make room for the new erection. When screen."

a grave was made for the Rev. Henry ^ Mr. Ayliffe Poole writes thus respect-

Best near to the middle of the presbytery, iug Carter's drawing :
" Here we have a

some very solid foundations were found, semi-hexagon most oddly combined with

which were taken up with great difficulty. semi-circular chambers at the two dia-

These were supposed to be remains of the gonal sides, without apparent access,

Roman wall of the city " [this was a mani- either from the church or from the

fest error], " but more probably had be- exterior "—it must be remembered that

longed to the eastern extremity of the only the foundations exist. It is very

church erected by St. Hugh, or to a wall usual to carr}' a wall below the surface,

built for the protection of that part of across an opening in the main walls of a

the town in the time of St. Hugh, and fabric, to bind the whole together and
which was removed afterwards wlien the strengthen it

—
" We have no similar

close was enlarged by grants from Hen. chapel or chamber to the east "—one such

III and Edward I. Foundations were of a hexagonal form has now been dis-

also found near to the same place, when covered—" but at the angles of the east

a grave was intended to be made there side we have nearly perfect circular

for Sir Richard Kaye, the Dean, and a ajipendages of ten foot radius accessible

fresh place was chosen on account of the from within, and, I suppose, to be con

difficulty of digging through these foun- sidei-ed .stair turrets."

dations." Mr, Wild also remarks in a





PLAN III.

The iirraneement of St. Hugh's Aiue. Lino.ln Minster, n« restored hy J. L. Peumon, Esq, BJ
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Hugh's polygonal apse K ^ L i
was discovered, together with the spring-

ing of the segmental chapel, M^ annexed to it, The search now grew

hot, as children say, and the interest of our energetic Dean was roused,

and without any regard to the repair of the pavement it was determined

to carry on the investigation , and once for all determine, as far as was

possible, the form of tho termination of St. Hugh's Church. The founda-

tions of the southern chapel were traced as far as the walls of Bishop

Longlands Chantry (0), which had partly been built ujion its site, per-

mitted. It was found to correspond exactly, both in form and dimen-

sions, with the southern of the two chapels annexed to the soutli

transept, St, Peter's Chapel (Ni) Its Avails formed an arc considerably

exceeding a semi-circle, with an internal diameter of 18 feet. We then

came to the smaller circular appendage already referred to (P^) of which

the void was not more than 10 feet in diameter. Our preconceived notion,

as I have said, was that it was the foundation of a newel staircase

This idea, however, was disproved by the discovery of a small fragment

of two dressed walls on the eastern side meeting at an angle witli the

footing of a small wall-shaft still "in situ" at the junction (D). This at

once dispelled the idea of a newel stair. But to make the matter still

more certain I desired the master mason to dig in the centre of the void

for any trace of the foundation of a newel. jSTone such, however, was

found. When we proceeded to the north side with our investigation we
found foundations of an exactly similar character (Po); but again no trace

of a newel. It is a cause of regret that the delicacy of the health of our

distinguished consulting architect, J. L. Pearson, Esq., R.A., prevented his

undertaking a journey in the middle of winter to examine the discovery

personally, but he has devoted much time and thought to the drawings

which have been submitted to him, and I have the happiness of being

able to lay before you the conclusions he has arrived at as to the original

form and arrangement of St. Hugh's choir (Plan III). He has no doubt

that these small projections (P
j^
Po) were actual chapels, vaulted from four

wall shafts, the existing fragment (at D) being a portion of one of them,

and approached from the aisle or procession path by a triangular vaulted

severy, such as we may see at Ely in the spaces between the diagonal

arches of the lantern, and the nave and choir aisles. Between this small

chapel and the larger segmental chapel the lower portion of an angular

buttress was found still standing, (H). Other similar buttresses doubtless

strengthened the other angles of the building. Proceeding in our search

we were rewarded with an entirely unexpected discovery. Mr. Carter's

drawing represented the east end terminating in a straight wall from

north to south (A A.) This wall was found, as shewn on the ground

plan (No. II): but it was not as had been supposed, a terminal wall, but

either a screen wall, or simjily a binding wall, tying the two eastern-

most angles of the apse together for the sake of strength, and it was

with no little interest that, as our digging went on, we found ourselves

developing the foundations of an hexagonal chapel of 23 feet internal

diameter (S), occupying the same ]DOsition relatively to our cathedral

that the well known chapel, known as " Becket's Crown," occupies at

Canterbury, the existence of which had been hitherto entirely unsus-

pected. This additional building would make the internal length of

St. Hugh's Church about 48 feet short of the existing cathedral.

The planning of this chapel was singularly unsymmetrical. It'will be
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seen from the plan that the transverse axis of the hexagon (R^ Ro) is

not at right angles with the main axis of the cathedral, but shews a

considerable deflection to the south. The foundations shewed that thei-e

had been projecting buttresses at the angles of the chapel (W, X). The
ground plan on the north side of the choir proved to be identical with

that on the south. We discovered foundations of the same sloping wall

(Kg 1^2) l^i'gG segmental chapel (Mo) and smaller chapel (Pg) with its

circular external wall and internal foundations.

The ground plan, as finally developed by J\lr. Pearson (Plan III), is of

very remarkable interest. In England the group of apsidal chapels has

parallels more or less exact at Nijrwich and at Tewkesbury, and Mr. St.

John Hope's investigations shew a somewhat similar group in the great

Cluniac Church at Lewes. But the parallels presented by continental

churches are much nearer. The ground plans of French churches, given

by Viollet le Due, in the first volume of his "Dictionnaire," offer several

curious points of resemblance in the alternation of larger and smaller

apsidal chapels surrounding the chevet, and the churches of Germany
present other similarities.^ One point of very singular interest is

pointed out by Mr. Pearson, and becomes very apparent on his ground

plan (Plan III). To quote a communication with which he has favoured

me: "You will observe," he says, "how a triangle curiously gives the lines

on which much of the work is set out ; the base of this triangle being a

line drawn through the centre of the columns on a line with the east

wall of the south transept—those just east of the crossing. Oddly enough

the centres of the little chapels are almost in the centre of the sides of

the triangle. It is curious that there are some German churches with

triangular terminations to chancels and chapels, as well as some with an

hexagonal chapel added on, and of early date, I think early in the

thirteenth century."^ Was there, he adds, " any connection between

this country and that of Bohemia at that time, which could have in-

fluenced this or that country 1" I am not aware of any such connection.

The matter, however, deserves enquiry.

Returning to the recent discoveries it should be stated that through

the larger extent of the excavations, only the rude concrete foundations

were found remaining, the upper surface being about 16 or 17 inches

below the existing pavement. The places where the walling above

the original floor line remained entire are distinguished in Plan II by

a darker shading. The wall here reaches to within about 8 feet of the

^ At Vignory Sur Marue, a small and it were between two larger chapels, like

very early church, we find three chapels, those recently discovered at Lincoln,

the plan of which, like those at Lincoln, " Grueber's Kunst dcs Mittelalters in

exceeds a semi-circle, set round the Bohmen gives some of these curious and
apsidal aisle (Viollet le Due, Dictionnaire, exceptional ground plans. We find

vol. i, p. 109). Fontevraud of the 12th chapels with a triangular termination—

a

century (p. 171), Rouen (p. 237) and two-sided apse, if we may call it so— at

St. Etienne de Nevers (p. 173) also Hohenfurt (p. 62, fig. 139), and the choir

exhibit' three apsidal chai^els attached to itself, so ending at Strakonde (p. 67, fig-

the chief apse. The ceutral chapel at 159}, There is an hexagonal chapel

Rouen has been subsquently lengthened, beyond the apse, like that the foundations

as was the case with St. Hugh's place of of which have just been discovered at

interment. The plans of Chartres (p. 2'i^>) Lincoln, at Humpolec (p, 43, fig, 75), and
and St. Oucn at Rouen (p. 239) offer an octagonal chapel in the same position

examples of smaller chapels of semi- at Fraucuthal (p, 11, fig, 77),

circular or segmental plan, wedged in as
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present floor. The most considerable fragments found were the south

diagonal wall of the great chevet (K^ LJ, and the springing of the

curved wall of the appended chapel (MJ, together with a considerable

portion of the eastern and southern wall of the eastern hexagon (W X),

and the commencement of the curved wall of the small chapel (Pi). A
most valuable bit of wall at the north east angle of the hexagonal chapel

(at E) enabled us to determine, with exactitude, its form and dimensions.

The small portion of wall with the footing of a small shaft discovered (at

D), was still more valuable in demonstrating, as has been already stated,

that these foundations were not those, as had been at first supposed, of a

newel staircase, but of a small radiating chapel, with a curved termina-

tion, probably covered with a quadripartite vault, springing from four

corner shafts. The circular form of the centre void was at first rather

perplexing. But it proved to be due to the curve of the outer contour of

the chapel being continued through the whole of the foundation to give

unity and strength to the fabric. A portion of what appeared to be the

original flooring, constructed of concrete, Avas found across the line where

the hexagonal chapel joined the aisle (AA BB).

In the course of our investigation it became necessary to violate the

sanctity of the tomb in which, according to a post restoration inscription

on a renaissance monument erected in the retro-choir by Bishop Fuller,

Bishop Sanderson's successor (1667-1675) the remains of St. Hugh
were supposed to be reposing. The shrine of the saint, to receive

which the Angel choir was built, doubtless stood like all such shrines^ in

the centre of the mid-alley at the back of the reredos. At the Keformation

this shrine, in common with all "monuments of superstition," would be

destroyed, and the remains of the saint re-interred in some convenient

spot near. The spot in this case, if we may trust Bishop Fuller's

epitaph, was a little to the north of the site of the shrine, corresponding

to the north-east angle of Hugh's hexagonal chapel (T). On this spot

Fuller's pious care erected a black marble slab, supported on four

renaissance legs of Ionic character, and inscribed with a set of Elegiac

verses of much elegance, recording the fact.2 "When the investigation

' We may instance as examples the in the pages of Dugckle—were appro-

shrines of St. Thomas, at Cauterhury
;

jiriated by Henry VIII and his sacrilegious

St. Alban, at St. Albans ; St. Etheldreda, crew. The mention of the " frugal piety
"

at Ely : St. Erkenwald, at St. Paul's
;

of the builder of the monument, and the

St. William, at York, &c. reference to one common tomb serving

- The inscription engraved on the mon- for him and his sainted predecessor,

utnent erected by Bishop Fuller, runs points to Bishop Fuller's intention to

thus :

—

make St. Hugh's memorial his own
Texerat hos cineres aurum non marmora, memorial also. This is strengthened I'v

prwda the fact that the lines above quoted only

Altera sacrilegis ni metuenda foret. occupy the upper part of the black

Quod fuit argeutum nunc marmoris esse marble slab, leaving abundant room for

dolemus, the bishop's epitaph below it. If such

Degeneri ffitati convenit iste lapis. was his purpose it was not carried info

IngeniumpietatishocestfrugaliSjHugonis effect. A ponderous altar tomb stands

Qui condit tumulum condit et ipse over his grave by the side of St. Ilugh's,

£uum, a little to the south, bearing an insoip-

The allusion in the earlier lines of the tion, which records his munificence in re-

epitaph is to the original shrine at St. storing the tomb of his predecessors in

Hugh, which was covered with plates of the see, and his purpose to have thme

silver gilt, and which, with all the other more in that way if death had not cut

rich treasures of the Minster iu gold and his intentions short.

jewels—the whole of which are recorded

VOL. XLIV 2 C
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reached this place it became a matter of much interest to learn whether

there was a grave there, and what it contained. On removing the

marble memorial and opening the ground beneath it, a stone coffin was

discovered, within which was another coffin of lead, rather rudely put

together, and unsoldered. On opening this it proved to contain no
human remains of any kind, not even a fragment of bone. There was
nothing more than a decaying mass of linen and silken vestments, so

arranged as roughly to simulate the shape of a human body. IMicro-

scopic and chemical investigation discovered threads of flax and silk,

with some fine threads of gold, but nothing of an animal nature.^ It

was evident from the stains on the sides of the leaden coffin that a

corpse had once reposed in it. "What had become of that corpse 1 And
was it that of St. Hugh 1 Who could tell ? Had it been scattered to the

winds by the fiery zeal of some puritan fanatic, or had it rather, as we
would fain hope, been rescued from desecration by the pious care of

some to whom the memory of one of the holiest of England's saints, and

the most intrepid of England's patriots, was dear ? Was it with Hugh of

Avalon, as the story goes, it was with Cuthbert, of Durham, at the

same great religious convulsion of the sixteenth century

His relics are in secret laid,

But none may know the place

Save of his holiest servants three.

Deep sworn to solemn secrecy,

Who share that wondrous grace 1

1 The following is the report of T.

Sympson, Esq., M.R.C.S., who kindly

inulertook the task :—" A careful exam-

ination under the microscope of materials

obtained from a tomb, reported to be

thaL of St. Hugh, disclosed some of them

to be poi-tions of a tissiie composed of

flax, and ethers of one of silk, and inter-

mingled with these were fine gold threads.

Both the woody fibres of the linen, and
the fibres of the silk, came out quite
distinctly after the dust in which they
were enveloped had been cleaned ofT liy

means of acid." In anotlier comnnniica-
tion Mr. Sympson reported tiiat thej-e
was no trace of animal matter found, nor
any particle of bone.
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institute.

February 3rd, 1887.

The Right Hon. Earl Percy, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

Tlio loss that the Institute has sustained by the death of Mr. S. I.

Tucker, Somerset Herald, and Mr. W. E. Howlett, was spoken of by the

noble Chairman.

Mr. Hartshorne read a paper on " Blythborough Church, Suffolk."

After a general notice of the change that has taken place in this once

populoiis district of now sea-wasted Dunwich, the evidences of the

Roman occupation here were spoken of. Coming to later times, Mr.
Hartshorne touched upon the war in the middle of the seventh century

between Penda, King of Mercia, and Anna, King of the East Angles,

in the course of which Anna and his son Firminius were slain, as it is

said, at Blythborough. It was shown that there was a Saxon church
here when the Great Record was drawn up, but that not a single frag-

ment of it now existed. After speaking of the remains of the

Augustinian Priory, founded here by the Abbot of St. Osyth's towards

the end of the first quarter of the twelfth century—remains now covered

with the vicious vampire ivy—some of the tragical effects of the

Dissolution at Blythborough were pointed out. With regard to the

parish church, hard by the priory, and built between 1440 and 1475,

as is shown by bequests to it within this period, Mr. Hartshorne dealt in

detail with the method of the construction of the walls, showing how
the Blythborough builders adapted themselves, and to a certain extent

the character of their style, to the materials which lay ready to their

hand, a practice which might be followed with advantage in our own
time. The notice of the admirable proportions of the interior of Blyth-

borough Church brought about some observations upon the question of

proportion, a difficult and obscure problem, apparently not very deeply

considered at the present day. In treating of the ground plan Mr.

Hartshorne instituted a comparison between the Perpendicidar of West
Saxony and that of East Anglia, and, after reminding his hearers that

Prof. Willis showed the Institute long ago, at Gloucester, that there is

the cradle of this great English style, expressed a hope that some day
another equally gifted and lucid would start from Gloucester and track

Perpendicular in all its rapid movements and ramifications, and show
how its wonderful carpentry and vaulting grew, and would follow ita
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progress more particularly in the western and eastern counties, and see

it die away at last in the Midlands, choked in an Elizabethan house by
an alien renaissance. The influence of painted glass on Perpendicular

tracery was touched upon, and something said, not altogether compli-

mentary, about the material strangely called " cathedral glass." The
principal feature of the church was shown to be the painted roof, running

in an unbroken length from tower to east wall. The motif of this

liarmonious production was explained, and illustrated by capital draw-

ings by j\Ir. G. E. Fox. The screens, stalls, and other wooden fittings

were described, as well as the tombs and indents of the brasses. An
endeavour was made to show of what the pavement originally consisted,

and the paper concluded with notices of two rare relics preserved in the

church tower, namely, a wooden Jack o' the clock, and a great iron fire-

hook with which the wooden houses of the district were pulled down
during conflagrations.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Hartshorne, whose paper is printed

at p. 1.

Antiquities atitj Marks ai Art lExljifei'tetf.

By Mr. Haetshorne.—A series of large drawings .jf the objects

specially spoken of in his paper, and a plan of Blythborough church.

March 3rd, 1887.

J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., F.S.A,, V.P., in the chair,

The Rev. Precentor Venables read a paper on " The Recent Discovery

of the Foundations of the Eastern Termination of Lincoln Minster, as

erected by St. Hugh." In the course of the discussion which followed,

the Chairman expressed himself as not satisfied with the conjectural

restoration which he considered as an imperfectly developed version of

the plan of Lewes Priory. Mr. Venables' paper is printed at p. 194.

INIr, IL Sheppard Dale read a paper on " Glastonbury Abbey,"

giving a historical account of the foundation, and calling special attention

to the condition of the ruins at the present day.

Mr. Dale concluded by expressing a hope that the Institute would
take some steps to induce the owner of the Abbey to protect the ruins.

Precentor Venables and INIr. H. S. IMilmax having spoken concerning

the destructive power of ivy upon old buildings, Mr. C. E. Keyser
proposed, and Mr. A. E. Hudd seconded a resolution " That the matter

be referred to the Council of the Institute to take such action as they

may think fit."

A vote of thanks was passed to Precentor Venables and to Mr. Dale.

Anticiuitics antJ Morlts of Art Ei^ibitetJ.

By the Precentor Venables.—Plans of the east end of Lincoln

Cathedral.

By ]\rr. II. S. Dale. A scries of etchings by himself of Glastonbury

Abbey.
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ROMANO BRITISH MOSAIC PAVEMENTS : A History of their Discovery, and

a Record and Interpretation of their Designs ; with Plates, Plain and Coloured, of

the most important Mosaics. By Thomas Morgan, F.S.A. (Whiting & Co.)

The first impression formed in the mind of an antiquary by this book,

will naturally be that it is a very elaborately got up Avork. But let him
peruse it, and a feeling of intense disappointment will be the result, the

question arising—Is the book intended as a record of all tlie tesselated

pavements found in Britain, or is it merely an enumeration of the chief

ones, with plates of those most elaborately ornamented 1 In either case

it is a lamentable failure. From various passages in the work it is

evident that the first-named idea is intended, e.g., p. xvi. of Introduction,

" the various mosaics of England are described county by county," and

p. xxiii. of the same, where the author say.s
—"I have arranged more

than a hundred and eighty examples according to counties, without

pretending that the list is complete." Absolute completeness we can

hardly look for, but what shall we say when we find tliat the volume
contains possibly thirty per cent, (though we doubt if even this is not an

over estimate) of the pavements discovered ; and not only that, but in

some cases records the discovery of a few scattered tesselae, whilst in

others large and elaborate pavements (in some instances bearing

inscriptions) are ignored. j\Ir. Morgan's one hundred and eighty-three

pavements are obtained from only somewhere about sixty sites, including

large towns. Thus, London absorbs 29, the Northleigh villa in Oxford-

shire 20, Castor (Northants) 11, Bignor villa 7, Frampton villa 4,

Aldborough 9, Woodchester villa 8, Newton St. Loe villa 5, Canterbury

6, Caerwent 7, Cirencester 5, &c., &c.

Let us consider a few passages in the work. At p. 146 Mr. Morgan
says—" In Essex it is very remarkable that the remains are so few,"

whilst at p. 150 he describes two coarse pavements without design,

found at Colchester, and mentions that in the parish of Stanway tesserae

of various colours were scattered about in the ruins of a building.

These are all he can find in the county, the particulars of two of them
being taken from the Journal of the British Archceological Association,

and the third from the Archceolor/ia. The fact is that ]\Iorant, the

historian of the county in his work, published in the last centur}', gives

eight found in Colchester alone, the drawings of some of which shew
them to have been very handsome. Between 1842 and 185G ticentij-

eight more were found in the same town, and are described by the late

Mr. Wire in the County Society's Transactions. Since then several

others have occurred, the last two, which were found before the issue
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of Mr. Morgan's book, being in jS'ortli Street in 1880, and in the yard

of the "Red Lion" in 1882. Besides these, splendid pavements found

many years since at Wanstead, Tolleshunt Knights, West Mersea (where

there are a large series, something like those at Woodchester, only

slightly explored), Rivenhall, Fleshy, Ickleton, Hadstock, Alresford

(1873), &c., are omitted from Mr. ]Morgan's book.

If we turn to Gloucestershire we find p. 79 this entry :
" Church

Piece near Lilly Horn and Bisley. Tes>ie!Iae of different sizes and

colours by thousands." This entry is signihcant as indicating that ]\Ir.

Morgan not only wishes to include existing pavements, but those that

have been destroyed. But he omits the grand series of pavements

found at Lydney, ten of which are engraved in the late Mr. Bathurst's

book on that station, one of them bearing a valuable inscription, though

it is true, that in his introduction p. xxii, when speaking of works on

Britanno Roman pavements, ]\Ir. ]\lorgan has a line to the effect that in

1879, an " Accomit of Roman Antiquities in Lijdney Park, Gloucester-

shire" was published. This is the only allusion to this splendid series,

and Mr. Morgan omits many others at the villas at Tockington, Stan-

combe, Spoonley Wood, near Sudeley (1882), Wadfield Farm, near

Sudeley (1863), Witcombe, Highfield Farm (Painswick), Lechlade, Dry
Hill, Leigh, Latton, Stidcot, Old Abbey (near Bristol) and several

others. In Gloucester (city) he is even more remiss, for his only allusion

to any pavement there is at p. 72 thus :
—" A small fragment of a corner

of a pavement was seen by Mr. Inskip in August 1843, at Oxbody Lane,

now Mitre Street, Gloucester, figured in Brit. Arch. Assoc, Gloucester

volume, p. 316." In Counsel's Gtoucester, publislied at least fifty years

since, nine elaborate pavements found in that city are described, some

bearing representations of fishes, &c., and many others have been found

since that period. In his tabulated statement at the close of the work,

Mr, Morgan gives the pavements' in this county as ten plain and

geometrical, and ten figured, altogether twenty, whilst he omits over forty

at the least.

Without analysing the list of pavements in other counties, we Avill

simply name a few of Mr. Morgan's omissions. In Notts the splendid

series of pavements at Barton upon-Trent, those at Oldcotes, near Blyth

(one of them believed to represent Theseus in the Cretan labyrinth), and

one at Thorpe are not given. In Hampshire we find missing three, at

least, found at AVinchester, i.e. those from Little ]\linster Street, 1878

(now in the Museum), from the Cathedral Close, 1880 (now in the porch

of the Deanery), and from St. Thomas Street, 1883, in which latter

street another had been found some years before, Mr. Morgan gives

none as found in this city. Those found at Wick, Redenham, Bentley,

and another at Bittern are omitted under the head of the county. INlr.

Morgan gives none in Bucks, Herts, or Suffolk, but in the first named
county we remember them at Tingewick, Foscote, Latimers, and High

Wycombe, &c. One at High Wycombe had female busts at the angles,

with sea monsters in the central parts. In Herts those at Larksfield,

Boxmor, and Purwell occur to us, and in Suffolk those at Pakenham,

Ixworth, and Whitton, the last named being in the Ipswich Museum,

In Dorsetshire the pavement found within the gaol at Dorchester in

1858 (now in the prison chapel), the elaborate one found in 1839 at

Lenthey Green (now in the dairy at Lord Digby's seat at Sherborne), the
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splendid scries (only |)ai'tly excavated) at Winford Eagle, those at

Halstock (very elaborate), Ranipishani, Dawlisli, iScc, find no place in

Mr. Morgan's book.

In Sussex INIr. Morgan conlines himself to the Biguor villa whilst the

pavements foinid in Chichester Cathedral and St. Andrew's church in

that city, those at Pulborough, Danny Park, New Fishbourne, Clayton

Rectory (where a fine series lie under the lawn), two at Eastbourne,

North Wick, Whiston, Angmering, Duncton, Preston, &c., are omitted
;

no reference whatever being made. Amongst the omissions in Wiltshire

are the pavements at Colerne and North Wraxall, the former having a

representation of a chariot race and bearing an inscription. In Surrey, we
miss the pavements at Bletchingley, Abinger, Titsey, and Staines ; in

Berkshire, those at Eling Farm, Wantage, and Frilford ; in Cambridge,

those at Litlington and Waldersea ; in Devon, that at Ilolcombe ; in

Leicestershire, the fine one at Medbourne and that at Wynaondham ; in

Somerset those at Seavington, Whatley, Wadeford, Wincanton, Szc. ; in

Lincolnshire that at Walesby and in Northants, those at Apethorpe.

Of Wroxeter Mr. Morgan speaks at p. 96 thus :
" Seeing the im-

portance of the place, it might be expected that more ornate examples of

mosaics might have occurred than have been found here," and he then

refers to two poor ones found in the excavations 1859-62, but he quite

overlooks the rich examples found in 1706, 1734, and 1827, engraved by
Mr. Dukes, besides others which have been laid bare at various times.

In Yorkshire the pavements at Rudston, Beverley, Well, Langton,

Gargrave, Oulston, Dalton Parlours, and Toft Green are omitted. The
three last are preserved in the York Museum, and part of that at Well is

laid down in the village church. Three or four Jiave been found at

Chester, and have been engraved (though with one exception they are

poor ones), but Mr. Morgan takes no notice of them, and Wales also he
totally ignores in spite of the rich floors at Llanvrynach and Abercover,

and the less pretentious ones at Oystermouth, Cayo, &c.

We have neither the time, nor (within the limits of this review) the

space, to go more fully into the subject. Our criticism is a superficial

one, and the omissions are supplied from memory. It will be seen that

a part only of the English counties have been noticed. Had we gone
into the whole of them, the omissions would have developed themselves

still more extensively, bat what has been said is sufficient.

For the proper treatment of the subject selected by Mr. Morgan, it

needs some one who can hold Roman Britain " in the hollow of his

hand." Mr. Morgan is certainlj' not of this class. He seems (by his

notes) to have confined himself in his researches chiefly to about half-a-

dozen works, more especially the Archmologia and the Journal of the

British Archceological Association. The references to the Arch ecological

Journal are few and far between, and the same may be said concerning

county histories, and the transactions of county societies. His work is

an elaborate, disconnected, archaeological fragment, of no use whatever as

a synopsis or as a catalogue. Ol;t of 320 pages only 174 (67 to 240) are

strictly occupied with an account of the Roman pavements in England,
accompanied by four plans of villas, and fourteen plates, but only six of the

latter are in colours, whereas the next forty-nine pages are occupied with
an account of numerous foreign pavements accompanied by eiglit plates

in very rich colours. There is then a chapter of sixteen images (with
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four plates) describing thirty Koman coins in the British Museum, which

Mr. Morgan thinks is necessary to ehicidate his description of the

pavements, and finally there is a short chapter on the Antonine Itinerary,

which although iMr. Morgan adopts in it, without the least acknowledg-

ment, the conclusion first published in the Archaeological Journal,

vol. xxviii, p. 1 13, that the Itinerary was compiled in the reign of

Antoninus Pius, is, if possible, more erroneous than those on Britanno

Roman pavements. It seems a pity, too, that the work should be

disfigured by the frontispiece Mv. Morgan has chosen. Why a modern

mosaic, representing a locomotive engine, a screw steam-ship, the electric

telegraph, &c., should be the figurehead of an archaeological work of this

nature, Ave altogether fail to see.



^rcbacological Wrlligence.

Proposed completion of Rotiiwell Market House.—It will be

•within the rccolloction of many members of tlie Institute that thoy

visited this picturesque buiWing during the jSTorthampton Meeting in

1878,1 and that a desire was then expressed that a movement should be

set on foot towards the preservation of so remarkable a moninnent.

In accordance with this feeling a report was drawn up by Mr. 8omers

Clarke, Junr., and an estimate formed of the probable cost, but bad

times supervened and the matter went no further.

At a Public Meeting held at Rothwell, on February 12th, 1887, it

was resolved that the most fitting way to commemorate the Jubilee of

Her Majesty's accession would be by the completion of the old Market-

house for the purpose, primarily, of a Reading Room.
The need of such an institution in Rothwell—which, after an interval

of some two centuries, is again an increasing town— has long been felt,

since there exists at present no place of resort where the inhabitants can

find interest and amusement free of cost. It was the universal opinion

that no more fitting place could be found than the old, half-completed

building which was raised rather more than three hundred years ago by

Sir Thomas Tresham, of Rushton, " as a triJmte," so says the Latin

inscription round the building, " to his sweet fatherland and County oj

Northampton, but chief! ij to this town, his near neighbour.

Sir Thomas's good intentions towards Rothwell were unfortunately

frustrated by the turbulence of the times, and the trials he underwent

on account of his religious and political opinions, by which not only did

he suffer in fortune and liberty, but his attention was engrossed to such

a degree that of all the buildings he undertook (Rothwell Market-house,

Rusliton Hall, the Triangular Lodge, and Lyvedon New Buildiny^ only

the Triangular Lodge was completed in his lifetime. " Hard to say,"

says Thomas Fuller, " ivhether greater his delight or sMll in haildivg,

though more forward in beginning, than fortunate in finishing his fahnrlis.

Amongst which the Market-house at Rothwell, adorned with tlie Amies of

the Gentry of the County, ivas highly commendable."

The task which was akandoned in Queen Elizabeth's reign it is now
proposed to complete in Queen Victoria's. The change of times

necessitates a slight departure from the original intention of the founder.

The lower storey was to have been air open Market-house ; but there

has been no market at Rothwell for many years. It is therefore

proposed to enclose this storey and to let it as offices. By this means a

regular annual income Avill be obtained, which will serve not only to

supply the Reading Room with papers, but also to keep the building

in repair; both of which objects, if left to annual subscriptions, are

^ See Journal, vol. xxxv., p. 439.

VOL. XLIV 2 D
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likely to languish. As to the upper storey, it is not clear to what purpose
it was intended to be put (it may have been intended for a school), but
it is this room which is now to be used as the Reading Room. The
space in the high-pitched roof will also be utilized.

We cordially congratulate the principal movers in this scheme upon
the line they have taken. An obvious want will be supplied, a

remarkable building and special county monument will be rescued from
decay, and, most sensible of all, the vacant space on the ground level,

till now the harbour and refuge of unseemly things, will be so made use

of that there should always be funds for keeping the building in repair.

It should be mentioned that the work has been placed in the able

hands of Mr. J. A. Gotch, who has done so much towards the elucidation

of works of the English Renaissance, and particularly the buildings of

Sir Thomas Tresham. We have generally shrunk aghast from any
proposals of " restoration," but we must even "restore" sometimes—it

sounds like a paradox,—if our successors are to have any ancient •

buildings at all. It is seldom indeed that we can feel that a matter is in

such safe hands as those of Mr. Gotch. On this score we have no fear,

and we would only venture to suggest that the date of any new work
should be legibly inscribed upon the work itself, or such material used

as would necessarily imply the Victorian Era.

The Rothwell market-house is a building of more than local interest.

It is a well-known example of an important phase of architectural

design, and as such deserves careful preservation ; this it is much more
likely to receive when used as a public building than when left in a

condition which deters anyone from taking responsibility. To the

county at large, in honour of which it was partly erected, it must always

be of peculiar interest. And, again, to those families whose arms are

carved in such profusion on its cornice it must appeal in the liveliest

manner. ^^ Nothhitj hut the common weal did he seek," says the founder

in the dedicatory inscription, '^nothing hut the peij^etual honour of his

friends." Some of his friends have left no posterity, but, on the other

hand, some of them have, and the old names survive in the old places.

To them, therefore, to all natives and inhabitants of the county, and to

the large public which is concerned in the preservation of historical

monuments, the Committee appeal for help. We think it probable that

many membo'S of the Institute, and particularly those wlio are interested

in heraldry, will be glad of the opportunity of assisting in the protection

of so iine a flower in "the Herahl s Garden."

Subscriptions may be sent to Robert Watts, Esq., the Manor House,

Rothwell.

TiCHJiARSH Castle.—Many of our readers are aware of the discovery,

by Mr. Eland, of the foundations at Dulfield of a rectangular Norman
Keep of first-class dimensions, unnamed in records, and completely

forgotten in its neighbourhood. More recently the foundation of a

similar structure, also unrecorded and forgotten, have been discovered

at Tichmarsh, in Northamptonshire, and have been cleared out, and
plans taken at the charge of Lord Lilford, the owner, and under the

very competent care of the Rev. R. S. Baker, of Hargrave.

It has been usual to regard the castles of the Norman Lords as centres

of oppression, and as such to have produced impressions of their

existence both deep and lasting, especially in their immediate neighbour-
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hood, and yet here are tlic undoul^ted remains of two castles of tlic first

class, of which not only have the ruins themselvea perished, but of which

the very tradition is forgotten. And they were not of the slight and

temporary class stigmatized by Stephen as Adulterine, but works to the

full of as substantial a character as even London or Eochester.

"Westmorland Chttrch ]S"otes.—Being the Heraldry, Epitaphs, and

other inscriptions in the thirty-two ancient Parish Churches and church-

yards of the county of Westmorland, by Edward Bellasis, Lancaster

Herald, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. We have no scruple in

bringing before the readers of the Journal a part of the prospectus of a

work such as we should like to have for every county in England. The
whole country is teeming with antiquaries of different kinds and degrees,

but it appears that the bulk of them are hearers and readers rather than

doers and workers ; certainly very few of them are labourers such as a

book of this sort implies : we may, therefore, probably wish in vain for

Churcli Notes for the whole of England. To the certain weariness and

painfulness of copying inscriptions we may add the general thanklessness

of the task, and, looking throughout England, we see no body of

antiquaries Avho are likely to immediately follow in the wake of

Westmorland, except the industrious antiquaries of the neighbouring

county of Cumberland.
" This work, comprising over 4,000 entries and blazons, was begun in

1874 by Mv. Bellasis and brought to a close by Mr. J. Hamerton Crump
in 1887. It includes all the monumental inscriptions, whether

intramural or extramural, connected with all the old parish churches of

the county. Monuments, as giving the age of persons at death, are, on

this giound alone, invaluable for purposes of identification, more
especially those erected previous to the General Registration Act, yet, on

the whole, too little attention has been paid to them. The entries are

arranged alphabetically for each parish, but a general index will

terminate the issue, which it is proposed to print in two parts,

commencing in alphabetical order with the churches and church-yards at

Appleby. Great pains are being taken to ensure accuracy in the

transcripts, i.e. by going over the work, so far as possible, a second time,

before proceeding to press, and the help herein received is more
particularly acknowledged in the book itself.

" It has not been deemed necessary for such practical purposes as

those for which alone the task has been undertaken, to space out the

texts of the epitaphs just as they appear on the original stones and
brasses, still less to reproduce the precise style of lettering, a course that

would have involved expensive type, and enhanced the cost to

subscribers. Attention, however, has been paid to capital letters,

capriciously enough as these are wont to figure ; and, as a rule, material

from other books, often found inaccurate in this and other respects, has

been incorporated only in cases, duly cited, where the known inscriptions

have disappeared or become undecipherable.
" The position of each tomb has been noted with reference to the

church, and a description, such as altar tomb, brass, &c., or somewhat
more detail in the case of remarkable mommients, has been deemed
sufficient for identifying, if desired, any particular monument.

"Systematic annotation has been studiously avoided, since it would

have entailed years of labour with no adequately useful result to
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compensate for the delay thereby entailed in the publication of the

book,

"The transcriber feels that his has been only porter's work, but
knowing well how soon these invaluable data become lost through friable

stone, influence of weather and other causes, he cannot regret the labour

that he has been put to ; and he trusts it will incite others to undertake
Cumberland. Since he first set to work monuments have disappeared,

and looking to the value of past gleanings in this historic field, which
have rescued for all time what has now gone past recall, he believes that

his task will be appreciated, and regard being had also to its great extent

and many difficulties, that due allowance will be made for such chance

errors and short coming as may be discovered in the notes."

AVhatever county is encouraged by Mr. Bellasis's example it can

hardly do better than adopt his plan of treatment, and if for larger

countries the book is priced at the same relatively low amount there

should be no lack of the patronage which his book so well deserves.

The work will be issued in two volumes, thick royal 8vo., with wide
margins, and the impression is limited to 250 copies. Volume I Avill

appear at the end of the year and volume II within a year from that

date. Price to Siibscribers £1 Is., Mr. T. Wilson, Publisher, Kendal.
Devonshire Parishes, by Charles Worthy.—Within our own

recollection the parish churches of England have suffered so grievously

from "restoration," that the principal key of the history of most parishes

has thereby been lost. We are not without hope, however, that some of

the churches in " Devonshire Parishes " may have escaped the modern
ravage or, at least, have been so tenderly handled that their intelligible

story has not been quite converted into meaningless jargon. Judging
from the sample page Avhich has reached us the manorial history is likely

to be well treated so that the book will possess more than a local interest.

The work will be in two volumes, each complete in itself and containing

minute accounts of fourteen parishes. Price of each volume 15s.

W. Pollard & Co., North Street, Exeter.

The Somerset Record Society.—This Society has been formed for

the purpose of seeking out, editing, and printing, such documents as

bear upon the history of Somerset. Its aim is, " 1—to publish at least

one volume per annum. 2—In the choice of records for publication, to

keep in view the work of tracing the stream of country life and the

devolution of property from the earliest documentary period, 3—In the

treatment of records, to present them in such form as will preserve the

important parts of the original wording, and to give also such translation

and annotation as will open their contcaits to the general reader, and
s))read an interest beyond the narrow range of experts."

The Council of the Society contains at present but six names but it

would be difiicult indeed to find half a dozen better men in any county;
we mention the names of Mr. F. H. Dickinson, Mr. R A. Freeman, and
the .Rev. W. Hunt as those of " searchers after truth " of whom Somerset
may well be proud. The first publication, Bishop Ilobhouse's edition

of Bishop Drokensford's Register, has just been presented to the

subscribers. The value of the earlier Episcopal Registers is now
recognized and it is to be hoped tliat the Society may be enabled to

carry on a work that has been so well begun. iSh. E. Green has in hand
an account of all the Chantries of the County from the report made upon
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them at the time of their dissohition which will, doubtless, be very good
reading, and the society has in preparation " Kirkby's Trust " ])y

Mr. Dickinson, the " Cartularies of Bruton Abl)ey and Montacute
Priory " by Mr. W. J. Batten, &c.

The Subscription is £1 Is. per annum, the secretary of the Society

being the Rev. J. A. Bennett, South Cadbury Rectory, Bath.

History of the Wilmer Family.—The sympathy of the Institute has
never been withheld from works which deal witli family history. Only
those persons who have embarked upon such arduous undertakings can
realize what the family historian has to encounter, and persons wlio go
conscientiously to work can say with truth with the old writer, and long

before they finish, " what toil hath been taken as no man thinkcth so no
man believeth but he that hath made the trial." Pages of correspondence

(the curse of modern times,) and days of research Avill often result in the

addition of only one line to the work, oftener still not one word, and
perhaps the most disheartening feature in the compilation of a family

history is the apathy, not to say the rudeness, with which one's questions

are received by the present generation. Not only this, every enquirer

knows the difficulty in getting, even from willing informants, a plain and
complete answer to a plain and simple question. Thus, the family

annalist who is concerned with the story of modern people is beset witli

far greater difficulties than the historian Avho draws his information from
such pure and now happily accessible founts as the Pipe Rolls,

We have reason to believe that the History of the Wilmer family will

prove an excellent example of such works, and the long list of the

pedigrees which it will contain at once gives it a value and an interest

outside the immediate circle of the family with whose history it deals.

The subscription is 12s. 6d. ; names may be sent to C. Wilmer Foster,

Gamlingay Vicarage, Sandy, Beds.

South of England Cast-Iron Work.—]\Ir. J. Lewis Andre has in

preparation an illustrated volume upon this subject. We need hardly
call attention to the interest of this subject since it is well known and
was amply illustrated by the objects shown in the temporary museum,
established during the Lewes meeting of the Institute in 1883. But we
may remind our readers that the work in question will treat of both
Roman and Medijeval cast-iron workers—City Companies—Patron
Saints—Iron Works in the reign of Elizabeth, James I., and Charles I.

—Camden—Wealth acquired by Ironmasters—Will of Ironmaster

—

Laws—Extinction of Iron Trade in the South—List of Iron Works in

Sussex, Hants, Kent, and Surrey, Notes of the Owners, and Specialities

produced—Method of Working for Ore—Cast Cannon—Firebacks

—

Flemish Designs—Scriptural, Mythological, Historical Subjects

—

Heraldic, Animal, Floral, and Emblematic Designs on Firebacks

—

French, " Plaque de cheminee,"—Firedogs or Andirons—Cob-Irons

—

French " Chenets "—Sepulchral Slabs—Attempt of Sussex Men to

Found in Scotland—17th Century Notions on Properties of Iron.

Mr. Andre will give an essay on the rise and fall of the Southern Iron
Industry and the whole of the illustrations will be drawn to scale.

Subscribers' names may be sent to the author, Hurst Road, Horsham,
Sussex. The Subscription is 15>.'.

The Great Seals of England.—By the late Mr. A. B. Wyon, and
Mr. Allan Wyon. The Great Seals which have been used by the
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Sovereigns of England from early times to signify the Royal Assent

to public documents, present on their faces a brief epitome of the history

of England, whilst the narrative of events connected with the Seals

themselves gives further illustration of many important and interesting

facts connected with that history.

The "Great Seals of England" gives a descriptive, illustrated, and
historical account of these Seals, with many curious and interesting

particulars as to their general history and the laws concerning them.

It sets before the reader the few Royal Seals which are known to have

existed in Saxon times ; and with the reign of Edward the Confessor

it commences a series of Seals which continues unbroken down to our

day. A facsimile of each Seal is given accompanied by a description

of the Seal and its design, a statement of tlie period during which it

was in use, references to the dates of the Charters and other documents
to which impressions of the Seals are still attached, and the places where

these original Charters have been found and examined by the authors.

In most instances these particulars are supplemented by the addition of

information and original notes concerning the history of the Seals.

IMany extracts from the Records of tlie Privy Council concerning the

Great Seals are now published for the first time. A list of tire Lord
Chancellors and Keepers of the Great Seal from the thiie of Edward the

Confessor to the present day is added ; and also a list of officers

attending the Great Seal in olden times, with particulars of their duties

and emoluments, which furnish much curious information.

We are glad to see that the illustrations will be made by the autotype

process. In earlier days we were accustomed to dwell with admiration

upon the exquisite and accurate workmanship of Mr. Lc Keux.
Nothing but the autotype can eqxial that fidelity, and it is gratifying to

know that so worthy a subject will be so worthily treated. Three
hundred copies of the work will be printed. The price to subscribers,

£5 as., will be raised after publication. Names may be sent to Mr.
Stock, 62, Paternoster Row.
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THE ANTIQUITIES OF SAINTES.

By BUNNELL LEWIS, M.A., F.S.A.

(
Continued).

The goddess Eome and Augustus occur here in juxta-

position; so in the reUefs of the Arch of Titus Rome
leads the horses that draw the Emperor's triumphal car ;

^

and on a somewhat rare coin, mentioned by Mionnet, we
have the legend rom et avg with the altar of Lyons

between two Victories holding wreaths, as the device.^

1 C. 0. Miiller, Denkmaler, Part I, p.

46, Taf. LXV, no. 345, c. Titus als Im-
perator aiif dem Triumph-Wagen, von
einer Victoria gekriJnt, von einem Vier-

gespann gezogen, welches zur Rechten ein

Quirit in leichter Bekleiduug, auf der

linken Seite die Gcittin Roma fiihrt.

The goddess Roma is represented as a

helmeted female, and at first sight might
be easily mistaken for Minerva, whom she

resembles both in figure and dress ; but
the former deity never has the aegis for

a breast-plate, and her helmet is some-

times adorned with wolves, alluding to

the miraculous preservation of the two
founders of the city. This subject is well

explained by Hirt, Bilderbuch fiir My-
thologie, Zweites Heft, Seite 184 sq..

Pis. XVI fig. 2, XXV figs. 15-19. On a

coin of Hadrian, Rome welcomes the

Emperor, who wears the garb of peace

(toga), because he is returning from ajour-

ney, not from a campaign. In the famous
Vienna cameo Livia, as Rome, is enthroned

by the side of Augvistus : Von Sacken

und Kenner, Die Sammluugen des K. K.

Miinzen Antiken Cabinetes, pp. 420-422,

no. 19. Augusts pannonischer Triumph
(sogenanute^Apotheose) : Miiller, Denkm.,
Part I, p. 49, Taf. LXIX, no. 377 ; Arch-

iiologie der Kunst, ^UOo, llemark 2,

English Transl. pp. 542, 544, cf. ibid.

VOL. xLiv (No, 175)

§190, R 1, II, p. 171 sq., Temples of

Augustus and Roma.
A coin of Vespasian is engi-aved as the

frontispiece of Cohen's Medailles Imp(^r-

iales, vol. I ; it shows Rome seated on the

seven hills (septimontium), and holding a

short sword (parazonium) ; the she-wf)lf

suckles Romulus and Remus; to right

is the Tiber semi-recumbent : ibid., ]i.

315, no. 375, cf. nos. 376-396.
2 De la Rarete et du Prix des Medail-

les Romaines, 2nd edition, vol. I, p. 113,

Augustus, Grand Bronze, revers rarcs.

Cohen, Med. Imp., vol. I, p. 71, no. 273,

note 2 ; PI. Ill, GB. Tout annonce quo
les medailles d'Auguste et de Tibere, qui

ont au revers I'autel de Lyon, n'ont

point i5te frappees a Rome. The Rev.

S. S. Lewis possesses a silver medallion

which has on the obverse the head of

Augustus, legend, IMP. IX TR-POV
;

on the reverse the front of a temple with

six columns on steps, a pediment with
acroteria at the three corners, and the

words ROM ET AVGVST on the archi-

trave, legend COM-ASI.\E ; said to have

been struck at the mint of Ephesus : cf.

Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. II, p. 466,

s. V. Pergamiis.

The temple at Ancyra (Angora), which
is celebrated on account of its inscrijition,

on the inside of the Autae, recording the

2 E
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This leads me to remark that the phrase ad aram quae est

ad confluentem has been variously interpreted ; some local

antiquaries have supposed that the junction of the Seupfne

and Charente is meant ; but the most eminent authorities,

from Montfaucon down to M. Audiat, agree in explaining

the confluence with reference to the Saone and Elione.

The altar at the latter place, as Strabo informs us, was
erected in honour of Augustus by all the Gallic nations

;

it was adorned with sixty statues representing them and
one far surpassing these in its dimensions, probably of

Augustus himself. Such a monument on account of its

size, decorations and historical importance must have
been so famous throughout the country that we cannot

be surprised to find it designated, without any specifica-

tion of rivers, by the phrase ad confluentem alone.

^

Praefectus fahrihn was the officer who constructed

encampments and directed the siege of towns ; from the

beauty of the characters it is supposed that the words are

Res gestae of Augustus, was dedicated to

Rome as well as to the deified Emperor
(Divus) : Mommsen on the Monumeutum
Ancyrauum, p. VIII : W. J. Hamilton,

Researches iu Asia Minor &c., vol. I, pp.
420-423 ; vol. 11, Appendix no. 102

p. 416 ; no. 103, pp. 417-419.

For the cult of Roman majesty per-

sonified see Merivale's History, vol. IV,

p. 15, 8'o edition. Tacitus, Annals, IV,

37, Cum divus Augustus sibi atque urbi

Romae templum apud Pergamum sisti

non prohibuisset, with Orelli's note

;

ibid., c. 56.

Not only the Emperor, hut also his

family were regarded as divine ; hence

we find in inscriptions the phrase. In

honorem domus divinae, which is usually

abbreviated, e.g., IN. H.D.D.AVGG. (i.e.

Augustorum) : v. Leonard}^, Trier \\n([

seine Umgebungen, pp. 85, 87, where
three examples are given.

' Strabo, lib. IV, cap. Ill, Gallia Lug-
dunen.sis, §2, (p. 192;, edit, Didot, p. 159

(the reading is doubtful in one place),

eTrl TJ) (Tv/j.PoK'p raiv iroTafiSiv. Cf. Juvenal

Sat. i, V. 44.
'

Aut Lugdunensem rhetor dicturus ad
aram, and.mmierous passages cited by
Ruperti in loto : see the Commentaries of

Heinrich and Professor J. E. B. Mayor,

and the note in Giff"ord's Translation.

Conjluentes corresponds to the modern
Coblcnz at the junction of the Rhine and
the Moselle ; and is marked in tlio

Antonine Itinerary on the road from

Lugdunum Batavorum (Leyden) to Ar-
gentoratum (Strasburg) edit. Parthey and
Pinder, p. 176 ; edit. Wesseling p. 371.

The same name also recurs in Switzer-

land, where the Rhine and the Aar meet

:

V. the map appended to Mommsen 's

Inscriptioues Confoederationis Helveticae

Latinae ; it indicates Loci in quibus re-

pertae sunt tegulae castrorum Vindon-
issensium. Cf. Livy, IV, 17- Et dictator

liomanus haud procul inde ad confluentes

consedit in utriusque ripis amnis.

The institution of the Augustales
(priests of Augustus) at Rome is related

by Tacitus, Ann. I, 54, cf. ibid., II, 83.

They were 25 in number, and were pro-

perly called sodales Augustales. In the

municipal towns theie were Augustales,

who must be distinguished fi'om the

former body ; they foi-med a coIUyium
(corporation) of which the si.'c leading

members were denominated seviri, comp.
septcmriri cji'doncs. They seem to have
been taken from the class of libertiui

(freedmeu) and to have held an inter-

mediate rank, like the equestrian oi-der

at Rome, between the decuriones (seua-

toi-s) and the plebs (commons). This
priestliood is frequently mentioned in

Inscriptions: Orelli's Collection, vol. II,

pp. 197-207, C. XVI. Res Municipalis.

^12 ; observe the form used in no. 3911,

Ilinl VIRI. See the elaborate article

AugUfttalis &c., in De Vit's edition of

Forcelliui, containing 22 sections, and
the Diet, of Greek and Roman Antt., s.v.
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used ill this sense on the fragment of stone mentioned
above; but they are also appUed to a civil functionary,

who was head of a corporation or guild of artisans.^

The date of the arch is fixed by the fourth consulate of

Tiberius above mentioned in the year of Eome 774. I do
not know what writer the editor of Murray's Handbook
for France (1882) has followed: he states incorrectly that

the Eoman Triumphal Arch was raised in the reign of

Nero to the memor}- of Germanicus, of Tiberius his uncle,

and of Drusus his father. There are here three mistakes:

the monument was not an Arc de Triomphe, which is only

the vulgar French name;^ it was not built at the period

specified, and the inscription records not the father, but

the cousin of Germanicus. Some confusion seems to have
been made between the earlier Neros and the Emperor of

that name, and again between Drusus senior and junior.

III. Though the church of Saint Eutrope is very re-

markable, particularly on account of its crypt—one of

the largest in France^—still the Abbaye de Notre Dame,

' Praefectus fabriim is in Greek
etrapxos rSiv nx^'-'^^^- The title has
probably the same meaning in the inscrip-

tion on the Arch as in that beginning
with ONNETODVBNI. Praefectus fab-

rum is said, not fabrorum ; so Livy, book
I, c. 43, in his account of the Constitution

of Servius TuUius, writes, Additae huic
classi duae fabrum centuriae. M. Audiat
remarks that this officer (intendant des

ti'avaux) was a kind of engineer attached

to each legion, Ejiigraphie Sant. et Aunis.,

p. 15; but this is by no means certain,

as the name of the legion is not joined

with this title in undoubted Insoriptions.

According to the Diet, of Antt., we
know nothing respecting the civil magis-
trates called praefecti fabriim beyond
their names ; this statement also is not
quite correct : see Travaux del'Academic
Imperiale de Reims, treutifeme volume.
Annee 1859-1860, nos. 3 et 4 ; Reims pen-
dant la Domination Romaine, d'apr^s les

Inscriptions, par M. Ch. Loriquet, no. 6,

pp. 82-97, esp. pp. 82 sq., 85 sq. Cf.

Hagenbuch's Ej^istle in Orelli, CoUectio
Inscrr. Lat., vol. II, pp. 95-100, nos.

3430-3434: Diet, of Antt. s.v. Faber.

From auri faber comes the French orfevre,

goldsmith.
^ A comparison with the triumphal

arches of the Romans will show that the
arch at Saintcs belongs to a dilferent

category. The former are decorated with

sculptures relating to naval and militaiy

achievements—processions caiTying the

spoils of conquered nations, trophies,

swords, shields and battle-scenes ; such
as we see at Rome, at Laodicea ad Mare
(Ladikiyeh in Syria), or at Orange .• for the

last consult the great work of Caristie, in

folio, with frontispiece and 54 plates.

Ornaments of this kind are altogether

wanting in the monument now under
consideration ; there is not even a trace

of ledges to support bas-reliefs, as in the

Porte Gallo-Romaine at Langi-es : my
Paper on the Antiquities of that place,

Archaeol. Journ., vol. XLIII, p. 99, text

and notes ; and engraving to face p. 96.

Long ago Mahudel refuted the opinion

that the Arch at Saintes was triumphal :

Montfaucou, Autiquite Expliquee, Sup-
plement, vol. IV, p. 100 sq. It was
probably erected to commemorate the

Oldening of the road from Mediolanum
Santonum to Limonum (Poitiers)—a sup-

position which is corroborated by the

legend QVOD VIAE MVNitae SVNT,
accompanying an arch upon a bridge, in

coins of Augustus : Cohen, Med. Imp.,

vol. I, p. 61 sq., nos. 187-191 Bouriguon,

p. 72 ; De Crazaunes, p. 89 sq.

^ The lofty tower and spire are very

conspicuous, as seen from les Areues, or

any elevation in the neighbourhood. For
an account of the church vide iufni

Appendix.
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commonly called Abbaye des Dames, has greater claims

on our attention, and I shall therefore attempt to describe

its more important features. It has been converted into

a barrack of infantry ; and this fact must be borne in

mind by the antiquarian visitor ; otherwise he may be

mistaken for a spy, especially if, as often happens with

our fellow-countrymen, he speaks French like a German;
in that case he would be roughly interrupted in the midst

of his research, and ordered to leave the precincts by the

sentry on duty. The best plan is to ask permission at

the Poste Militaire (not the Poste-aux-lettres), which will

be readily granted to a bond fide student. An officer

accompanied me into the interior, and kindly pointed out

amongst other details, which would have escaped my
notice, a group of the theological virtues pendent from

the roof. This church bears a close resemblance to Notre

Dame-la-Grande at Poitiers, and Saint Nicolas at Civray,

about half way between the former place and Angouleme."

The fa9ade and the tower are the most interesting parts

that still remain.

The west front consists of two storeys, each containing

three arches ; the one that forms the great portal in the

centre is most richly ornamented, but the unprejudiced

stranger will hardly concur with M. Audiat who praises

its " unequalled magnificence." It has four semi-circular

rows of sculptures in the vault, separated by bands of

arabesques carved in open work (a jour). 1. In the

lowest we see six angels adoring, three on either side of

the key-stone, which is occupied by a hand of preter-

natural size, nimbated. All the faces are of course turned

towards this symbol of the Divine interposition in human
affairs.^ 2. The Paschal Lamb takes the same central

^ This i^lace is marked in the map and drachms of Poitoii, under a centaur,

fachig p. 5 of The Domed Churches of or androcephalous horse, as the French

Charente, jiublished by the Architectural antiquaries call it. Hucher explains this

AsKuciation, 4'-"
; it is in the department accessory as a symbol of confederation,

Vicnne, a little to the north of the and refers to a bronze hand in the

boundary of Charente : MuiTay, Hand- National cabinet, inscribed with Greek

book for Western France, p. 249, edit., characters, which are interpreted to mean
1882. Temoignage d'aUiance pour les Vellauni,

'^ So on a Third Brass of Constantine Cf. Tacitus, Hist., I, 54, Miserat civitaa

the Great, "the Emperor stands in a Lingonum vetere institute dona legionibus

chariot, and extends his arm to grasp a dextras, hospitii insigne ; and Orelli's

celestial hand which is raising Imn to the note, argeuteas . . . quales visuntur in

skies." Archaeol. Journ., vol. XXVllI, nummis; but in the Index he says,

p. uO, 1871. Manus aeueae symboUcum coucordiae in-

^u open hand appears on the staters eigne.
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position suiToimded by fantastic foliage and the usnal

emblems of the Evangelists ; the angel and the bull are

on his right hand, the eagle and lion on his left. 3. Forty-

four figures, corresponding to the number of voussoirs,

form the next series : they are for the most part arranged
in pairs, and consist of an executioner beheading with a

sword his victim who meekly bows to receive the fatal

blow : in one instance a battle-axe is employed. The
subject is supposed to be the massacre of the Holy Inno-

cents; but at least in many cases the sufferer is represented

as equal in size to the persecutor, so that one is tempted to

conjecture that we have here some other scene pourtrayed
in sculpture, perhaps some local legend of martyrdom not

generally known. 4. Lastl}^, the topmost row is filled up
with the Elders of the Apocalypse, bearded, crowned and
seated ; each holds in one hand a musical instrument,

violin or guitar, and in the other a vase for perfumes.

These particulars agree generally with the description in

the Eevelation.^ " And upon the seats I saw four and

I think that in many cases it would be
difficult to decide whethei* a coin should
be attributed to the Pictoues or Santones

;

sometimes we meet with the legend SA,
apparently the initial letters of the latter

tribe. When these are absent, the (jues-

tion must be determiiicd by the 'proven-

ance; see Th. P. De Saiut-Ferjcux, quoted
by Castan, Mounaies Gauloises des

Sequanes, Memoires de la Societd d'ji]mu-

lation du Doubs, Quatri^me Serie,

septieme volume, Seance du 8 Juin, 1872,

p. 542. Hucher's work, L'Art Gaulois

&c., is not well arranged, but the following

references will throw light on the
numismatics of Poitou and Saintonge.

Part I, Plates 41 no. 1 ; 43, no. 2 ; 60,

no. 1, pp. 10, 27 : Part II, p. 95 no. 153 :

cf. RoUin et Feuardent, Catalogue d'une
Collection de MedaUles de la Gaule, p. 15,

nos. 175, 179, 181, 182.

1 The frequent recurrence of the

Twenty-four Elders in mediaeval art will,

I hope, be considered a sufficient reason

for calling attention to the j^assages from
which this subject is derived. Apoc,
IV, 4, Kai KvicA6d(v rod OpSvov dp6voi e'lKoai.

Tiffcrapts. V, 8, Exovrts ei<aiTTos KiQ&pav

KoX <pia\as XP^'^^^ ye/xovaas dvixiafx&rwv.

Two mistakes made here by King James's
Translators have been corrected in the
Ivevised Version. The word thrones has
been properly substituted for seats, be-

cause in the original Bpopos is used with

reference to the Elders as well as to the
Deity. v. Alford's note on IV, 4

;

evidently smaller thrones, and probably
lower than o dpovos. The text is as

follows in the Vulgate, Et in circuitu

sedis sedilia XXIV, ct super thrones
XXIV scniores sedentes etc. Theod.
Beza follows the Greek more closely.

Secondly, (piaK-r) has been rendered by
b(nd ; it was in shape like a saucer, and
often of large size, and is called in pm-e
Latin patera frompaieo to be open. Vial,

French fiole, of course comes from (piaKt],

but has a different signification, being a
small bottle with a narrow neck.

Ipse capaces
Heliadum crustas et inaequales beryllo

Virro tenet phialas.

Juvenal, Sat., V, 37-39.
" The patron drinks from a large

jewelled saucer, the client from a small
glass calix, v. 47 :" Prof. J. E. B. Mayor's
note in his 2nd edition of Juv.

*idArj often occurs in Herodotus
;

Bloomfield, Greek Test., vol. II, p. 660,
refers to Schweighaeuser on Herod II,

151 , but cf. omu. Baehr on III, 130. The
woodcuts in Rich's Companion to the
Lat. Diet., s.v. Patera, show both the
depth and circumference. St. Jerome in

the Vulgate has retained the word jthiala,

loc. citat. ; it might perha2)s be translated

censer, but fuiother word Mfiavuros, is

used with this meaning, Apoc. VIII, 3,
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twenty elders sitting, clothed in white raiment, and they

had on their heads crowns of gold . . . having every
one of them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which
are the prayers of saints." But the number mentioned by
St. John is twenty-ioMY, whereas on the stones it is fifty-

four, probably with a view to cover with groups all the

voussoirs on the outermost of these concentric arches.

The vases have rather long stems, and might at first sight

be mistaken for sceptres ;' as they are held in the same,

or nearly the same vertical direction, the monotonous
repetition tends to weary the spectator. At Moissac,

between Montauban and Agen, a station on the Eailway
from Toulouse to Bordeaux, we find the subject treated

with more taste and feeling. There the scriptural number
is preserved exactly ; the Elders are arranged in three

lines, four in the upper, six in the middle, and fourteen

in the lowest. Their attitudes are varied, but, with

scarcely an exception they earnestly gaze on the grand
figure of Our Lord in benediction, seated, with cruci-

gerous nimbus round his head, and holding the book
of the Gospels.'- Thus we see that the sublime imagery
of the Celestial Vision, which had such fascination for

the early Christians maintained its influence far down
into the Middle Age.

In other parts of the fa9ade narratives from Scripture

and allegories are represented. Christ, in the midst of his

apostles, at the Last Supper, has a fish in his hand, with

allusion to the Greek word IX9Y2.^ Adam and Eve
5, aud dv/j-tariipLov in the Epistle to the stem of the vase, which is a goblet as at

Hebrews, IX, 4, tlu)ugh in the latter Moissac.

passage some interpret it " altar of in- - This is the finest work of the kind
cense." in France, as far as I know. A very good

KiO&pa is thesamevvordas(7Mii?7r,German photograph of it can be obtained in Paris

Zither, and the fonn of the instrument which, I j^resume, was taken from a cast

has been retained in modern times. (moulage) in the National Collection.

Wilkinson's Manners and Customs of These figures adorn the tympanum of a

the Ancient Egyptian.?, vol. II, pp. 297- porch that is deeply recesstd ;
" admirable

304, figs. 221-224. portail du XII*-'., siecle veritable musec
^ At first sight I thought that the de sculpture romane :

" Joanne, Guides
vases in the hands of the Elders were Diamant, Pyrenees, p. 6, edit. 1875. In

nearly of the same shape as the glass this case the forms of the guitar and
vessels found by Mr. C. T. Newton at goblet are much more apparent than at

Cnidus (Discoveries at Halicarnassus &c ,
Saintes.

vol. II, Pt. 2, Text, chap. XV, i^p. 388- =* LX0T2 occurs three times in the

390, figs on p. 389), or the so-called celebrated Autun Inscription ; I have
lachrymatories, and unguentaria (Cata- made some remarks on the origin, mean-
logue of Glass, Slade Collection, pp. 44- ing and use of this emblem in my Paper
46., figs. 65-C9) ; but on closer examina- on the Antiquities of that place, Arcliaeol.

tion of the photogra2)h I perceived that Journ., vol. XL, pp. 39-12.

I had miatakcu the uplifted arm fur the
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are tempted by the Serpent ; demons are torturing the

damned ; a vulture, typical of Kemorse, is tearing a man
to pieces ; Luxury is symboUzed by a monster devouring

the sexual parts of a woman. The capitals of the columns
should be particularly noticed, abounding as they do in

interlaced work, conventional foliagje and fissures both

animal and human.
This church is assigned by VioUet-le-Duc to the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, but the tower to the latter.' It is

important to bear the dates in mind, because they are

subsequent to that of Saint Front at Perigueux—the

Cathedral imitated in the ecclesiastical architecture of

Perigord, Saintonge, Angouraois and Poitou.'^ In these

provinces the tower was usually built at the intersection

of the transepts and entrance of the choir. At Notre

Dame de Saintes it is composed of two storeys ; the first

square, pierced on each side by three arches which are

supported by engaged columns ; the second circu] ar,

raised on a cupola, with cylindrical buttresses instead

of columns between the arches, and ornamented with

pinnacles at each corner of the quadrangular base ; it

is surmounted by a conical cap, whose imbricated stones

are inverted.^ In this respect the tower resembles Saint

Front, but the proportions differ ; that at Saintes having
much greater breadth relatively to the height ; hence it

looks at the same time more solid and more symmetrical.

It is now in a very dilapidated condition, and threatens

to fall.

Notre Dame is an example of the domical structure

prevalent in Aquitaine, but not found in other parts of

^ Dictionnaire Raisonne de I'Archi- of the author's sagacity. It may remind
,tectm-e Fran(,'aise duXI" auXVP siecle: us of Bentley's ingenious emendations,

Eglise, tome V, p. 173 ; Clocher, t. Ill, which have heen subsequently confirmed

p. 304, figs. 14, ]5. by the collation of manuscripts unknown
* For a copious and very instructiv^e to him. Comp. Architectural Studies in

account of this church, see the admirable France by the Rev. J. L. Petit, pp. 65-76,

work of M. Felix de Verneilh entitled, 1854, with View of St. Front, &c.

L'Architecture Byzantine en , France ^ Domed Churches of Charente, Pre-

—Saint FrontdePerigueusetlesEglisesb, liminary, chap. I,p. 9. The dome . . .

coupoles de I'Aquitaine. The froutis- was not allowed to appear externally like

piece is a i-estoration, to a great extent a baker's oven or close kiln, but was sur-

conjectural, as the domes weie covered mounted by a central tower, squai-e or

by a roof when M. Verneilh wrote. This octa2;onal, and covered by a conical spire,

has been removed, and the photogi-aph, The stones of the latter were so carved

which I exhibited, of the church as now as to give the apj^eai-ance of a fir-cone,

seen is almost identical with the cngrav- whence the French expression for these

ing published in 1851—a striking proof scidea is en pomme de pin.
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France. The liemispherical vault came originally from
Byzantium through the Venetians, as seems to be proved
by Saint Front, which must strike even a superficial

observer as a copy of St. Mark's in its plan and dimen-
sions, though the bare white walls of the interior form a

dismal contrast to the marbles and mosaics that adorn its

prototype.''''^ The best English account of this subject

that I know is contained in the Visit to the Domed
Churches of Charente by the Architectural Association of

London in 1875, published as a Memorial of Edmund
Sharpe, 4to., with sixty plates. It treats especially of an
adjoining Department, but man}^ of the remarks apply

equally to Charente Inferieure, where Saintes is situated.

The Byzantine influence, so manifest in Gallic architec-

ture and sculpture, may be traced also in coinage. I

exhibit as an example a rare solidus of Theodebert from

the cabinet of the Eev. S. S. Lewis. On the obverse we
have the king's bust helmeted, and on the reverse the legend

VICTOR AAVGGG, with the well known characters conob

in the exergue. The triple G indicates three Augusti.

A comparison with the plates of Sabatier's Monnaies
Byzantines will leave no doubt that this type was derived

from Constantinople.^

M. Verneilh has shown by many proofs Petit, op. citat.. p. 78 sq. Wren's

how stiong the Venetian influence was model was formerly exhibited at the

in Aquitaine. This commercial people South Kensington Museum, but is now
in the tenth century had a depot near deposited in an upper apartment near the

jVIontpellier, and afterwards at Aigues- Library at St. Paul's, where it can be

Mortes ; they also colonized Limoges, seen, only by special ai:>i)lication. As
from which cit}^ goods were forwarded to Milton surpassed Homer and Virgil, so

the North of France, and by way of our greatest architect improved upon the

Rochelle to England. The chief authority ideas which he borrowed from prede-

for this subject cited by M. Verneilh, pp. cessors.

129-136, is the Recueil manuscrit des Comp. Fergusson, History of Archi-

Antiquites de Limoges, compilation tecture, vol. I, pp. 436-482, Aquitania

—

methodique redigeo en 1638, sur des domical churches. In the first edition

documents tres-anciens, mais perdus Periger.x is printed twice for Pcrigueux,

aujourd'hui. Murray, Western France, which would give the soft sound of G
p. 275, mentions the Rue des Venitiens, instead of the hard. It is also stated

and Porte de Veniso now removed. that St. Mark's retains its frescos and
The churches at St. Mark at Venice decorations, while St. Front presents

and St. Front at Pdrigueux have a.special nothing now but naked bare walls. St.

interest for us, becau.se their construction Mark's is adorned with marbles, mosaics

with a' series of domes resembles Sir and bas-reliefs, but I do not remember
Christopher Wren's original design for having seen or read of any frescos there.

St. Paul's. By means of windows at the ' Theodebert I, king of Austrasia and

top of the domes over his nave, he pro- grandson of Clovis, played an important

duced such a distribution of light and i)art in the history of the sixth century
;

sliade that the effect would have been in- he was conterai)orary with Justinian, and
conceivaVjly fine, and the interior of his threatened to destroy the Eastern emjiiro.

cathedral, the noblest in the woi'ld : Fu-st of his race, he struck coins with his
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I have described the two Eoman monuments still exist-

ing at Saintes, ])iit the classical student should not leave

the town without visiting the fragments preserved in

the Departmental Museum, which attest the magnificence

as well as importance of this ancient capital. De Crazan-

nes reco^'nizes in them architecture of three different

periods, viz. that of Augustus and Tiberius, of Hadrian
and the Antonines, of Diocletian and Constantine ; he
illustrates each style by engravings.^ The Museum is

lodged together with the Library, in the Hotel de Ville

;

it contains capitals of Corinthian columns, friezes and
cornices, votive altars, bas-reliefs, and inscriptions, among
the last, one of the sixth century that is Christian. There
are also some mosaics from the Thermae, North of the

town, on the left bank of the Charente, which have been
destroyed. The disappearance of the Baths is the more
to be regretted as they were discovered in remarkably
good condition, and at a moderate expense might have
been preserved intact.'^ Besides these relics of Eoman

This causes susijicion of some mistake.
The letters BO may have been interpreted
as the beginning of the name Bononia; but
whether this is supposed to be Boulogne-
sur-Mer in France, or Bologna in Italy,

neither would be applicable, because both
these places are outside Austrasia. On
thj other hand, the position and im-
portance of Bonn make it very likely

that money was coined there.
^ De Crazannes Lettre k messieurs

les Membres de I'Academie royale des
inscriptions et belles-lettres, p. 4. In
this section of his work, pp. 1-19, he
describes many objects of ancient art
found at Saintes, with cojiious explana-
tions, foot-notes and references.

^ A good idea of the contents of the
Museum may be formed from De Ci-a-

zanues, loc. citat., see also Explication
des Planches, Antiq. de Saintes, I-VII,

pp. 193-203. Among the more important
monuinents are the following :—PI. 1,

no. 1, portion of frieze ornamented with
a medallion (rosace), the device on which
is the she- wolf suckling Romulus and
Remus. PI. II, nos. 1-.3, Corinthian
impost and pilaster, sculptured with
clusters of grapes and vine leaves; bas-
relief of a Bacchante ; frieze with shield
and Bucranium figured upon it ; the
fillet on the bull's head indicates that
the victim is decked for sacrifice. PI. I\'

no. 1, a Roman iiorsonage on horseback,
wearing the paludamentum (general's

2e

effigy in the style of a Byzantine mon-
arch ; the type seems copied rudely from
the solidus of Justin I (518-527), or

Justinian I, 527-565 ; the device on the

reverse is Victoiy facing. For the cur-

rency of these Emperors see Sabatier,

^lonnaies Byzantines, vol. I. pp. 157-194,

Pis. IX-XVII ; esp. IX, 21-23 ; XI, 19
;

XII, 1-5, with the corresponding letter-

press : C. F. Keary, The Coinages of

Western Europe (Honorius to Charle-

magne), four plates ; Merovingians, Pi. I,

12, 13; III, 1-11: Ducange, Glossar,

Med. et Inf. Lat., edit. G. A. L. Henschel,

torn. IV, tab. I, opposite p. 624, fig. 9, v.

Index Monetarum at the end of the

volume, D.N. Theodebertus Victor

—

Victoria Auggg. Bona (ad Rhenum)
Conob. The letters BO are at the feet

of Victory, but sej^arated. Bona is in-

correct ; the ancient name was Bonna,
like the modern Bonn, This word occurs

in Tacitus, and the adjective Bonnensis

formed from it : Histories, IV, 19, 20,

25, 62, &c.

Barthelemy, Manuels—Roret, Numis-
matique Moderne, p. 8, gives the following

lists of the mints (ateliers monetaires) in

Austrasia, " Reims, Toul, Metz, Lyon,
Laon, Andernach, Bologne, Rheinmagen
ou Riom, Treves, les Arvernes." Bologne
it will be observed is here mentioned ne.xt

to Andernach and Rheinmagen, now com-
monly called Remagen—towns ou the

Rhine between Cologne and Coblenz.

VOL. XLIV
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times, the collection includes some of the Middle-Ages,

chiefly from the nave of Saint Eutrope, now demolished.

The principal objects are capitals ornamented with figures

(chapiteaux histories) ; in design and execution they

surpass those still left in the church. It is not by any
means an agreeable duty to censure the authorities of a

town in which I have passed some happ)' tlays, and the

voice of a stranger without local influence ma}'' have little

weight; still I cannot refuse to comply with M. Audiat's

request that I should call attention to the neglect of the

Conseil Municipal in failing to provide suitable apartments

instead of the " salle deplorable," in which all sorts of

antiquities, classical and media3val, are confusedly heaped

together.

The historical, or rather biographical associations of

Saintes, are like its environs, pleasing. We are not

reminded of war and battles, slaughter and desolation
;

but we are led to think of two eminent men, one in the

fourth, the other in the sixteenth century, connected with

the place by long residence. Ausonius, rhetorician, poet

and consul, spent his declining years at his villa in the

canton of Noverus.' Its exact situation cannot be de-

cloak) is entering the gate of a city. It

has been supposed that Hadrian is re-

presented here : when he went on his

beneficent journey through the provinces,

he began with Gaul (A.D. 120), and
returned thither after visiting Germany
and Britain : Augustan History, Spar-

tianus, Vita Hadr.cc, 10-12, edit. Hermann
Peter. C. 10, Post haec profectus in

Gallias omnes causarios liberalitatibu.s

sublevavit. C. 11, Brittaniam petit, in

qua multa correxit murumque per octo-

ginta miHa passuum primus duxit, qui

barbaros Rf)manosque divideret. C. 1 2,

Compo.sitis in Brittania rebus transgressus

in Galliam. Moreover, the short beard

of this figure is a detail which agi-ees

with the Emperor's effigy as we see it on
his numerous coins. PI. V, no. 1, Sepul-

chral cifpus of Materna, on which a

female is sculptured, clothed in the palla,

probably a priestess, or woman initiated

in mysteries ; she holds a branch in her

right hand, and flowers that look like

poppies in her left. PI. VI, nos. 5 and 6,

these figures of a lato period and i-nde

style are jiresumed to be Christian ; botli

of fliem carry a purse, which may sym-
bolize the " treasures in heaven, where
neither moth uor rust dust corrupt."

PI. VII, Elevation, plans and sections of

ancient baths.

If we turn to the smaller objects found
in excavations at Saintes, a vitreous paste

seems <leserving of notice. Upon it the

recognition of Ulysses by his dog Argus
(Swift) is pourtrayed. He has on bis

head, as usual, a conical cap (pileus), and
holds in his hand a knotty stick, given

him by the swine-herd Eumaeus {Stos

'vcpop^hs) : Odyssey, XVII, 199, 291 sqq.

This scene appears also on the denarii of

tlie gens Mamilia, because this family

came from Tusculum, which was founded
by Telegonus, the son of Ulysses and
Circe . Cohen, Medailles Consulaires, p.

197, no. f> and 'Eclaircissements, PI. XXV

;

cf. Introduction, p. XXXIV, no. 28 ; Ph
XLV, no. 6, Restitutions de Trajan :

Morell, Fam.iliarum llomanarum Numis-
mata, Thesaurus, Tom. II, p. 258,

]\Iainiha, no.s. I, II.

' A local enthusiasm has induced De
Crazannes to exaggerate the merits of his

com]iatriot ; but we must admit that of

all the Roman poets this author is the

most u.seful in illustrating Gallic history

and monuments. Besides Iiis idyll en-

titled Mosella, the best known of his

works, in his Ordo Nobilium Urbium, or
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finitely fixed; but it could not have been far from Saintes,

as he s[)eaks of sending his wine thither in a cart drawn
by two horses, and expressly calls the city his neighbour.'

Ue Crazannes places Noverus at Novioregum (Tuulon)

of the Antonine Itinerary, and supports his conclusion

by the similarity of the names ; however, many of his

arguments would apply equally well to other localities,

so that we can only regard his identification as probable.'

Cliirac Urbes, he describes Treveri Troves,

Arelas Aries, Tolosa Toulouse, Narbo
Narbonne, and his birth-place Bnrdigala

Bordeaux. As Mr. Robinson Ellis has

observed, Hermathena, no. XII, \\ 1, 1886,

Ausonius has not yet been published with
explanatory notes giving the results of

arcliaeological investigation. However,
the excellent critical edition of Schenkl,

188o, supplies us with a carefully revised

text in which many corrections have
been made, parallel passages, and various

readings : copious Indices are also appen-

ded ; I Scriptorum, i.e., Authors imitated

by Ausonius, or those who have imitated

hiui ; II Nominum et Rerum; III Gram-
maticae Elocutionis, Rei Metricae. These
Indices contain so many references that

tliey almost take the place of an exegctical

connncntary.

Ausonius attained the consulate A.D.

370, v. Ad Gratianum Imjieratoreui dis-

cipulum Gratiarum actio pro conwulatu.

His career resembled Quintilian's, to

which Juvenal alludes. Sat. VII, 197, Si

fortuua volet, fies de rhetore consul ; but
the latter only received the title and
insignia of that office (consularia orua-

menta).
^ Epistolae XI, Paulo S, v. 1—

Viuuni quuni bijugo parabo plaustro

Primo tempore Sautonos vehendum.
Ibid. VIII, Axio Paulo Rhetori S, v.

i—Tandem eluctati retinacula blanda
morarum,

Burdigalae molles liquimus illecebras,

Santonicamque urbem vicino accessimus
agro.

•' Ibid. XXV (XXIV), Paulino S, v. 90
Me juga Burdigalae, triuo me flumina

coetu

Secernunt turbis popularibus * *
* * * it

Totqui mea in Novaro sibi proxima
praedia pago

Dispositis totum vicibus variata per
annum,

Egelidae ut tepeant hiemes rabidosque
per aestus

Adspirent tenuus frigus subtile Acpiilones.

The Delphiu edition reads Ter juga

Burdigalae.. In the following words trino

me Jtumina- coetu, the poet alludes to the
(Jlarumna Garonne, Uuranius Dordcigne,

and Carantonus Chai-ente. Duraiiius

naust not be confounded with Durance,
the modern name of Uruentia, a tribu-

tary of the Rhone, which falls into it

near Avignon.
For thf geography of this district the

Antonine Itinerary sluiuld be consulted
;

some jilaces already mentioned occur in

the following extract—
Item a Burdigala Augustodunura

(Autun) . . mpm CCLXXIIII (sic).

Blauto (Blavio, Blaye) . mpm XVIIII
Tamnum (Talmout or Mor-

tagne) mpm XVI
Novioregum mpm XII
Mediolanum Santoniuu . mi)m XV
Aunedonnacum (Aunay) . mpm XVI,
p. 458 sq., edit. Wesseling

; p. 219,
Parthey and Pinder. DAnvillc and
Reichard place Novioregum at Roj'an,

but La[)ie at Seujon, near the village of

Toulon—the site preferred by Do Cra-
zannes : Dissertation sur la position de
Noverus, Op. citat., pp. 56-71, csp. p. 57.

Vv. 124-126 of the same Epistle,

Ecce tuus Pauliuus adeet. Jam uiu-

guida linquit

Oppida Iberorum, Tarbellica jam tenet

arva.

Hebromagi jam tecta subit, jam prae-

dia fratris

Vicina iugreditur, jam labitur amne
secuudo &c.

According to De Crazannes, p. 63, Heb-
romagus was at Pauliac (Pauillac), an
important station for ocean-steamers on
the Qironde, like St. Pauli below Ham-
burg. See map of the Medoc in Murray's
Handbook for Western France, p. 306,

edit. 1882. Pauliuus may have had a

viUa there, which would account for the

modern name. However, the identifi-

cation is ver\' doubtful. Comp. the

Supplement to Brunet's Manuel du
Libraire, Dictionnaire de Geographie

;

Eburomagus [Tab. Peut.], Hebroniagus
[Auson], localite de la Gaulc Narlniun.,

aujouid' hui Brannc, commune du Liui-
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The writings of Ausoiiius abouucl in faults prevalent

during the decadence ; but he deserves to be read partly

for his attractive pictures of external nature and of human
action, partly for the information he atibrds us on many
points of Gallo-Roman antiquity.

But a greater than Ausonius was here. Bernard Palissy,

land-surveyor, portrait-painter, chemist and geologist,

chiefly known as an artist in enamelled potterv, spent

twenty years of his eventful life at Saintes, the scene of

his sacrifices, privations and persevering experiments,

while he was struggling with his oivn thoughts, and trying

to invent, like a man grojnng in the dark} And this was

not all. Palissy looked beyond the horizon of outward
things " with that inner eye which no calamity could

darken," he embraced the Eeformed Eeligion, joined in

founding the Calvinist Church at Saintes, was one of

its earliest preachers, suffered persecution, and saw his

atelier destroyed ; he may almost be called a martyr, for

at least he was imprisoned in the Bastille, and died there.

No wonder that the French Protestants even to this day
cherish his memory, and speak of him as notre illitstrc

co-religionnaire.'^

ousiu (Haute-Viemie). Mr. George Loug compelled to give you up to the po^yer of

iu Smith's Diet, of Class. Geogr. places it your enemies." Whereupon the un-

between Toulouse and Carcassonne. daunted artist replied, " Sire give me
^ Of. omu. Recueil de Faiences Fran- leave to tell your majesty that it is not in

{jaises duXVI^siecle,L'Q2uvre de Bernard your power to compel a potter to bend
Palissy par M. Henri Delange, fol., Paris, his knee before the images which he

1862, with fine portrait and coloured Pis. fabricates." M. Audiat has examined
Good specimens of the artist's style are this anecdote very carefully, and stated

to be seen in the Porcelain Gallery at reasons for doubting its truth. He
South Kensington. For a popular account traces it to a pamphlet bj^ Agrippa D'Au-
of Palissy and his followers see Gasnault bigne, La Confession catholique du sieur

and Garnier's Handbook of French de Sancy, chap. VII. This \\Titer was
Pottery, published [by the Museum, pp. not an eye-witness, and he gives a diffei'-

22-31. The chief features of the orna- ent account of the interview iu his

mentation in his rustic dishes are "rep- Histoire Uuiverselle, tome III, pp. 216,

tiles winding on a bed of ferns or moss, 217, livre III, chap. 1*^'', printed in 1620.

or lish swiunning round an islet, in the He has made mistakes as to persons, facts

centre of which is a gracefully-coiled and chi-onology ; and the visit is not

snake, whilst the border is alive with mentioned by Pierre de I'Estoile, who
lizards, frogs and a thousand small in- seems more worthy of credit. Moreover,

sects :" ibid. p. 25 ; figs. 8, 9. Palissy D'Aubigne embellishes his narrative with

lived at Saintes about 1542-1562 ; his a passage in Seneca's drama, Hercules

atelier Was near the Bridge. De Craz- Furens, which he misquotes : it stands

annes p. 15, menti(nis him in connection thus in the original, v, 425, LY. Cogere.

with the antient manufactory of pottery. ME. cogi qui potest, ues-cit mori.
^ It is related—and the story has been (Stoice, marginal note edit. Farnaby 1613),

often repeated by historians and bio Altogether, the tale seems too rhetorical,

graphers—that Henry HI, when he visited and was probably invented by this zealous

PaUs.sy in prison, said to him, " If you Huguenot.

do not change your religion, I shall be Pierre de I'Estoile says that Palissy
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A marble statue of the famous potter lias been erected

near the bridge on the Place Bassompierre. Palissy is

represented standing in a posture of meditation; his right

hand supports his head which bends downwards, his

left holds a dish placed upright on books—appropriate

emblems of his art and writings.' The })edestal bears

the following inscriptions. In front

—

A
BERNARD PALISSY

MDX—MUXC
LA VILLE DE SAINTES
ET LA SAINTONGE

MDCCCLXVIII

and on the back the titles of two of his works

—

RECEPTE VERITABLE

jKir laquelle tons les homines de France pourront apprendre

a multiplier et a auf/me?iter leurs thresors^ cj'c.

MDLXIII

and

—

DISCOURS ADMIRABLES

de 1(1 nature des eaux et fontaines, tant naturelles (piartifi-

cielles, des metaux, des sels et salines^ des pierres, des terres,

dujeu et des eniaux . . . plus un traite de la maime, cj'c,

MDLXXX

«

The funds were insufficient to complete the design by
the addition of bas-reliefs on the pedestal.

" aagu de quatrevingts ans (1590), honoured with a sta,ine inn place 2'>i<bUqi(c

iiiourut de misere, necessite et mauvais at Agen—doubtless because he was boiu
traitements. *** et lui dit Bussi (Gover- in that diocese, perhaps at a village called

nor of the Bastille) que, si elle le vouloit la Chapelle Biron ; the article ends with
voir, elle le trouveroit avec ses chiens sur many references, including Haag, La
le rempart, oil il I'avoit fait traisner Fran(je Pi-otestante, and the Life by H.
comme un chieu /Cpi'il estoit. Audiat, Morley.
Bernard Palissy, Etude sur sa vie et ses Horace, Odes III, 24, 31,

travaux, pi^. 447-462, Henri Martin, Virtutem incolumem odimus
Histoire de France, tome IX, pp. 13-16, Sublatam ex oculis quaerimus invidi.

Bernard de Palissi
; p. 136 note, est sauve Epistles II, 1,13,

de la mort a Bordeaux par le connctable Urit enim fulgore suo, qui praegravat
Anne de Montmorenci—sou titre " d'in- artes

venteur des rustiques figulines du roi ;

"
Infra se positas ; extinctus amabitur

p. 328 note, echappe a la Saint-Barthe- idem.
lemi : X, p. 76 note, P. uiourut dans les - Palissy also wrote Remarques sur la

fers, en 1589. Ville de Saintes, 4'-", 1564 ; v. A. Girault
^ M. Audiat says, Palissy est debout de Saint Fargeau, Bibliographic histori(pie

dans la position d'un homme qui niarche et topographique de la France, 1 vol. S'",

en reflcchissant, symbole a la fois do 1845; Saintonge, Angoumois et AunLs, pp.
Taction et de la meditation. I can see 293-398.

in the figure no sign of movement ; this For the statue of Palissy and Inso-ii)-

notion seems due to the writer's lively tions see Audiat Saintes et ses Monu-
imagination. The Nouvelle Biographe ments, Guide du Voyageur, pp. 25-28.

Geuerale stiites that he has also been
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The career of Palissy as a reformer, and the pi'oximit_v

of Samtes to Eochelle reiiiiiid us of the siege' sustamed

by the Husxuenots at the hitter pLace, 1628-20—a tale of

French heroism and English incompetence, not to say

treachery, that makes a disgraceful page in our national

annals.

Having Ijeen favoured with the kind advice and assis-

tance of the Pcre de la Croix when I was })assing througli

Poitiers, and having afterwards spent some da3's at Sanxay
last autumn, I had intended to offer some remarks on the

fouilles there, as a humble contribution supplementary to

Mr. Scartli's excellent memoirs read before the Institute.
*

But the restricted limits of my strength and leisure have

forbidden. I must be content to refer to the writings of

M. Berthele and other local anti([uaries, and to express

my hope that M. Eobuchon's beautiful photographs, now
^ This siege is one of the most remark-

able ou record, whether we consider the

obstinate resistance and dreadful sufferings
of the Rochelois, or the skill and per-

seveiance shown by Richelieu in over-

coming obstacles that seemed almost

insurmountable. Guizot, L'Histoire de
Fi'ance, dejiuis les teuips les plus reculcs

jusqu'en 1789 racontce a uius petits-

enfants, vol. IV, pp. 103-113; woodcuts
facing \). 92, Le Port de la Koclielle

(moles are seen " jutting out from either

side, and the o])euing between them
guarded by palisades")

;
p. 104, Le Ser-

ment de Jean Guiton. More details are

given in H. Martin's copious and animated
narrative, Histoirc de France, vol. XI, pp.
272-289. St, Fargeau, Op. citat., p. 397,
Charente Inferieure, Memoire du yirix

excessif des vivres de la Rochelle pendant
le Siege Une vache se vendait 2,000

livres ; un biscuit, 25 livres ; un oeuf, 8

livres ; nne pomme, 32 sols, etc. The
literature of this subject is very volumi-
nous, nearly two columns of >St. Fargeau's

book being occupied by the list of pub-
lications relating to it.

S. Raw.sou Gardiner, History of England
under the Duke of Buckingham and
Charles, I, vol. II, with maps of the He
de Re and of Rochelle opposite the title

page ; see analytical table of conteuts,

chaps. XIV, XV, XVIII, XX. The
C(jnduct of Charles in this affair was
bitterly remembered against him at the

time of his execution. He was accused

of liaving betraj'ed the Huguenots to

their enemies ; Cook, solicitor to the

commonwealth, says he heard so much (jf

tliiti chaige in Geneva, and by the Pro-

testant ministers in France, that he coukl

believe no less than that the King was
guilty of it : Family Library, no XXXI,
Trial of Charles I and of some of the

Regicides, pp. 25, 40, 41. Remembrancia
of the City of London, A.D. 1579-1664,

pp. 185, 197, and note 339. The Isle of

Oleron near Rochelle must be distin-

guished from Olorou in the Pyrenees.

The map of France published by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge has Oleron in the latter case which
is incorrect.

For an earlier period consult Histoire

de la Rochelle (1199-1575) par Amos
Barbot, publiee par M. Denys D'Aussy

;

Societe des Archives Historiques de la

Saiutonge et de I'Aunis, vol. XIV.
'-' The former of these Memoirs appeared

in the Archaeological Journal, vol. XL,
pp. 52-54, Roman Antiquities at Sanxay
in France: the latter ibid., vol. XLII,

pp. 11-16, Notices of the latest discoveries

made in uncovering the Roman baths at

Bath, and those at Herbord (within one
mile of Sanxay), near to Poitiers. One
of the earliest accounts of these excava-

tions was published by the French journal

Lc Temps ; but those who desire fuller

information should read the pamphlet on
the Decouvertes d'Herbord by the Pore

Camille de la Croix, S.J., pp. 78, Niort,

1883. At the end there is a list of

Publications anterieures rela'. ives aux
fouilles de Sanxay. 'i'iie text is illus-

trated by five coloured plates—Map of

ancient roads, Plans (jf the Gallo-Romau
substructions, Temple and its Peribolos,

Baths and Theatre.
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suspended on your walls, may induce some members
of this learned society going southwards to study these

important discoveries, to leave the beaten path, and, if I

may quote without irreverence from the oldest of Ijooks,

'• turn aside and see tliis y'reat sight."'

APPENDIX.

For the ancient history and geography of Saiiitonge it is hoped tliat

the following references may be found useful.

Caesar, Bell. Gall., iii, 11, says that the Pictones and Santones after

their submission {'pacati) supplied him with sliips for the naval war witli

the Veneti in Armorica. Ibid., vii, 75, the importance of the Santones

relatively to other Gallic tribes is shown by the fact that they were

required to furnish a contingent of 12,000 men to the confederacy led by
Vercingetorix—the same number as the Senones, Sequani and other

powerfid nations; 35,000 were expected from the ^d^]dui and from the

Arverni.

Lemonum (Poitiers) is not mentioned by Caesar, but occurs in the

Supplement of Hirtius, Commentarius de Bell. Gall., viii, 26, who
informs us that Duratius, a Gallic chieftain, was blockaded there by
Dumnacus leader of the Andes (Anjou). Gliick, Keltischen jSTamen, pp.
117-119 concludes that Lemonum is the form of the name to be accepted

without hesitation as genuine, but he states at length the variations in

the MSS. It is derived from lem, Irish leamh, leamhan {\\\i\\\\i^)=l('m

,

leman. Lemonum therefore would mean The Elms, and the " bocages
"

of Poitou arc even now celebrated ; Thiers, Histoire de la Revolution,

c. 22 : see Mobcrly's note on Hirtius, loc. citat. Comp. Brunet,
Supplement au Manuel du Libraire, Diet, de Geogr. Limonura [Caes., It.

Ant.], At/xwi'oi' [PtoL], Lemunum [Tab. Pent.], &c. There was here a

large amphitheatre, estimated to hold 20,000 spectators ; only scanty
fragments of the masonry remain. Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Roms,
•2nd edition, 1867, vol. ii, p. 429. Die Schauspiele, Galliae, b. Aquitania,
Lemonum Pictonum (Poitiers). Nach Millin, iv, 712, waren von einoiu

Amphitheater noch einige Gewolbe iibrig (engageesdans des constructions

modernes). Murray, Western France, p. 247, ed. 1882.

Strabo, Geographica, ]i. 190, lib. iv, c. ii, sec. 1. 'E/c/SaAAet 8' o luv
Vapovva'i Tpurl Trora/jtoK av^ijOeU et's to /xera^u Btroi'ptywi' re riZy

'0'l(tk(dv €7riKaAoiyx€i'wv Kat Sttvrovwv, diJ.(f)OTepwv PaAuTtKwv kdvwv . . .

€/x7ropioi' BoiipStyaAa eTTiKet/xevov XipivodaXdrTy TLVt, 7]v 7roto?crtv ut

iK^oXal Tov TTOTajxov . . . Toll' Se Sai/Tovwv ttoAis eVri M eS toAav tok
Ptolemy (Age of the Antonines) lib. ii, cap. vii, sec. 1, Gallia Aqui-

tanica. In the ordinary editions 'ZavrovLw Xi/xqv (Santonum portus) and

^ Exotlus, chap. Ill, v. 3. From Poitiers i.s Lasignan, on the line from Poitiers to
the traveller can reach Sansay by a drive Niort: .seethe ludicateur, Cartes R])uci.ilc.s

of rather less than three hours ; bnt the des Reseaux, Chemins de Fer de I'Etat.

vailway-statiou nearest to this little town
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!SavTov(uv oLKpov (Santonum promontoriuni) occur ; but edit. Car. aMiiller,

vol. i, p. 200 sq., Didot, 1883, has only the latter. It is often difficult

to identify places in this region mentioned by ancient writers ; this

arises partly from errors in the text, partly from changes in the

configuration of tlie coast. The promontory is supposed by Gosselin

to be that near Rochelle ; but l)esjardins. Geographic Ilistoriquo et

Administrative de la Gaule Romaine, tome i, p. 266, inclines to the

opinion that it is the old port of Brouage between Marennes and Roche-

fort now abandoned, il ne fut completement ensable qu'en 1586. Next
to the aforesaid promontory Ptolemy has Kavei'TcAoi' ttot. 'eK/3oAat,

Canenteli fluvii ostia : according to most authorities Canentelus is only

another form of Carantonus, Charante, but Gosselin thinks the mouths
of the rivers Vie and Jauney are meant.

Desjardins' work is most useful for the geography of Western Gaul

:

v. tome i, pp. 258-400, ch. i. Geographic Physique.—Sec. 3. Descrip-

tion des Cotes. Extracts from the old maps of Hamon, Jolivet and
Pierre Roget are intercalated in the text, pp. 262, 269, 270; but see esp.

PI. vi, p. 272, Carte comparee des cotes comprises entre les Pyrenees et

la Loire, epoque romaine—epoque actuelle : Extrait de la carte Pisane

du XIY'^ siecle ; Extrait du portulan de la Bibliotheque Nationalc,

commencement du XVI^ siecle.

Ausonius— To the passages already ciuoted from this author I subjoin

an apposite line from his poem on the Moselle, v. 463. Santonico

refiuus non ipse Carantonus aestu. In vv. 461-468 six other rivers are

mentioned, viz., Liger Loire, Axona Aisne, Matrona Marne, Duranius

Dordogne, Tarnis Tarn, Aturrus Adour ; and four in the following

paragraph, viz., Druna Drome, Druentia Durance, Rhodanus Rhone,

Garumna Garonne.

Ammianus ^larcellinus, lib. xv, cap. 11, sec. 13, in Aquitania ....
prima pi'ovincia est Aquitanica, anqilitudine civitatum admodum culta :

omissis aliis multis, liurdigala et Arverni excellunt et Santones et Pictavi.

It will be observed that the historian calls the city by the name of the

tribe, writing Santoyies instead of Mediolanam Sanfonum. A comparison

of the map of modern France with that of ancient Gaul will show how
general this practice became ; e.f/., Chartres from Carnutes, Cahors from

Cadurci.

Table of Pentinger, edit. Mannert, ]\Iediolano, Scgm. la; Lemuno
ihid. b. Both cities are marked on the map with two towers—the sign

of an important place.

Of the earlier authors who have written on amphitheatres the most
important is Justus Lipsius : see the edition of his works printed at

Wesel (Vesaliae) mdclxxv, tom. iii, pp. 993-1047, De Am})hitheatro

Liber, in quo forma ipsa loci expressa, et ratio spectandi, cum aeneis

figuris ; ibid. pp. 1049-1068, De Amphitheatris quae extra Romam
Libellus, in quo formae eorum aliquot et typi. An earlier and better

edition' appeared Antverpiae, apud Christophorum Plantiniim do. ic.

Lxxxv, both books being included in one volume, pp. 106.

Cliapter vi. of the Lihellns (Opera, vol. iii, pp. 1061-1067, ed. Wesel

;

pp. 97-105, cd. Plantin) is devoted to an amphitheatre near Doveona,
I)oue-la-Fontaine, south-west of Saumur,—a station on the line from
Angers to Poititn-s, Chemins de Fer de I'Etat. Lipsius describes the

peculiarities in its construction, and notices two large vaulted chambers,
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of which theuso is uncertain : comp. the two curious Plates that illustrate

the text : the former bears this inscription les . arenes . a . dove en

poiCTOv . l^vInvs . f . an , 1584. He has confounded this place with

Dueona, Aovn^ova (Divona), a city of the Cadurci, hodie Cahors, which

occurs in Ptolemy, ii, 7, sec. 9 ; vol. i, p. 204, ed. Car. Midler ;
see the

notes in Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, Supplement on Geof^raphy, s.v.

Doadum ; Dovaeum, Doe, aujou d'hui Douo (Maine et Loire), ancien

palais de Dagobert et des dues d'Arpiitaine. 1 have not found this

amphitheatre mentioned by any writer posterior to Lipsius, except Mr.

Roach Smith ; )\ Retrospections Social and Archaeological , vol. ii, 1886

(Xotes by jNIr. Chas. Warne.)
Montfaucon, Antiquite Expliquee, tome iii, 2"^® partie, pp. 254-262,

Pis. cxLViii-CLii, Les amphitheatres, gives engravings of the Coliseum,

Verona, Pola, Nimes, Tintinniac, Autun and Italica (Santi Ponce,

formerly Sevilla la vieja, five miles north-west of Seville). Caylus

Recueil, vi, p. 356 (PI. cxii"), quotes Baluze, who says that four miles

from Tulle (Tutela), Department of Correze, he had seen remains of a

town and amphitheatre in agro Tintinniacensi. He supposed the former

to be the Ratiatum of Ptolemy (ii, 7, sec. 5) ; but this is improbable.

Montfaucon also followed Baluze. Mr. Roach Smith, in his book on

Richboro, &c., states that the amphitheatre there resembles the one at

Tintinniac more than any other. Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Roms, ii,

429, ed. 1867. jNIodern authors do not speak of this monument as still

existing.

Recent works will supply much additional information ;

—

Hirt, Geschichte der Baukunst bei den Alten, Band, iii, pp. 159-173,

VI Abschnitt, Das Amphitheater und die Naumachie, esp. sees, 7-12
;

Atlas, PI. XX, figs. 9, 10.

Friedlaender, Sittengeschichte Roms, vol. ii, pp. 404-458, Verzeichniss

der in Italien und den Provinzen nachweisbaren Amphitheater ; the list

is copious, and accompanied by interesting explanations ; it concludes

with a table of measurements of the greater and lesser axes in fifty-two

examples, p. 457, sq.

Charles Lentheric (ingenieur), La Gri^ce et I'Orient en Provence,

chapitre cintiuieme, Les Plaisirs publics sous I'Empire, sees, iv, v,—gives

a graphic and popular account of these spectacles, and of their demoralis-

ing efi'ect upon the population. His book on the Villes mortes du golfe

de Lyon is criticised by Desjardins, Gaule Romaine, pp. 223-230. " Le
savoir de I'auteur entrave par de pueriles legendes."

Gibbon, latter part of chap, xii, vol. ii, pp. 58-60, edit. Dr. "W. Smith,
describes, with a power of word-painting never surpassed, the Roman
games of Carinus, and the Coliseum in which they were celebrated. See
also references in the notes to Martial, de Spectaculis Libellus, and
Calpurnius, Eclogue vii. The latter author, who, like many others,

closely imitated Virgil, is generally supposed to have flourished towards

the end of the third century after Christ ; Haupt and Baehrens place

him in the beginning of Nero's reign : v. Poetae Latini Minores in

Teubner's Series, vol. iii, p. 65, Critical preface. To him four Bucolics

of Nemesianus were formerly ascribed ; v. ibid. p. 17i.

Gibbon, chap. Ixxi, edit. Smith viii, 282, sq., speaks of a bull-feast

in the Coliseum, A.D. 1332, Sept. 3rd ; but according to his own account

the entertainment consisted in a fight rather than a feast. It has been

YOU LXIV 2 G
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conjectured that Statins, Silvae, iv, 2, Eucliaristicon ad Imp. Aug.
Germanicum Doinitiaiuiii), describes a banquet in this edifice : some
expressions relating to great height

fessis vix cidmina ];>rendas

Visihus, vv. 30, 31

and laqitmna ooeli suit this interpretation ; on the other hand, the words
aula and penaies, vv. 23, 25, are more applicable to Domitian's house on
the Palatine.

In our own time the amphitheatres of Aries and Nimes have been
used as places of public amusement ; Joanne, Provence-Cor&e, Alpes
Maritimes, grand format, p. 45 Aries. "A I'occasion de la prise

d'Alger, en 1830, ime premik'e course de taureaux y fut donni^^e en
presence de 20,000 spectateurs. Tons les dimanches, en et6, ce spectacle,

si cher aux Arlesiens, y est renouvele ;" for Nimes v. ibid., p. 120. The
Mausoleum of Augustus (Strabo p. 236, lib. v, cap. iii, sec. 8), as

visitors to Rome are well aware, has been degraded by exhibitions of

equestrians and rope dancers.

Professor Donaldson, Architectura Numismatica, pp. 294-303 ; PI.

Ixxix, Ixxx, the Flavian amphitheatre and Meta Sudans
; pp. 300-302,

explanation of six medals illustrating the Coliseum
; p. 303, table of

ancient amphitheatres, chiefly from the Architectural Dictionary. See
esp. Cohen, Med. Imp. vol. iv, p. 147; 'No. 185, PI. vi, medaillon de
bronze, Gordien le Pieux. The Emperor is present at a combat between
a bull and an elephant who has a rider on his back.

Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionuaire des antitpiites grecques et romaines,

p. 242, "Le nombre des amphitheatres aujourd'hui connus par leurs

mines ou par des temoignages positifs n'est pas loin d'une centaine,"

De Vit's edition of Porcellini's Lexicon cites the most important
passages relating to this subject in Suetonius, Pliny, Vopiscus (Life of

Probus), Calpurnius, &c.

The Coliseum was capable of receiving 80,000 spectators ; the

provincial structures of the same class in large towns usually held
about 20,000.

I have made some reference in preceding notes to British amphi-
theatres. It seems strange that none has hitherto been found at Chester.
*' A station or cadrum of the dimensions of Deva would certainly have
one. ... It would certainly, at Di'va as elsewhere, be outside of

the Roman walls, and I suspect either at Loughton, or at The Bowling
Green." Mr. Thompsfon AVatkin's Roman Cheshire, p. 241, Liverpool,

1886.

The word antjjliifheotnnn is said to occur for the first time in the

Monumentum Aucyranum (Angora). See Res gestae Divi Augusti. Ex
monumentis Ancyrano et Apolloniensi edidit Th. Mommsen

; p. Iii,

vv. 39-42, fac-simile of the Inscription : comp. p. 65, [Venatioma Jj] est

[id] rum Africanarum meo nomine aut filio[/'«]m et nepo[/']um in

ci[r]co aut [i]n foro aut in amphit/^eatris popul[r> (/]edi sexiens et

viciens-&c., and IMommsen's note. It is supposed that the word was
originally used in the plural number, because an amphitheatre is like

two theatres put back to Ijack. Cf. ibid., pp. 1-lii, exhibitions of

gladiators and athletes l)y Augustus. But the following passage in

Vitruvius must have been written at a date not long subsequent to the

publication of the Inscription, lib. i, cap. 7, edit. Rode, tome i, p. 26,
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De electionu loconun ud usuin coiuinuiieiii civitaiis, ^-EJibiis vcro

sacris, . . . Herculi, in (piibus oivitatibus non sunt gymnasia nequc

anipliitlieatra, ad circuni. Yitruvius is said to have served as a military

engineer under Julius Caesar in the African war (Smith's Diet, of Class.

I Uography, «./;.) ; in his old age, and somewhat late in the reign of

>\.ngustus, he wrote his work De Archilectura, which is dedicated to

that emperor : v. the Prefaces to the first and second books. Hirt,

Oesch. der Uankunst bei den Alten, vol. ii, pp. 308-310. Fiinfter

Zeitraum von Augustus bis Constantin, sec. 34. A'itruvius is mentioned

in conned ion with Valerius of Ostia, architect of the Pantheon (?) ; and

the date of his book is fixed between 738 and 741 V.C.

In my account of the Amphitheatre at Saintes I have mentioned the

Aciueduct; traces of it are still to be seen in the communes of Fontcouverte,

Venerand, Ecoyeux and Le Douhet, sufiicient to enable one to follow its

course ; but at present the only arches remaining are those which cross

tlie valley of Fontcouverte : Audiat, Saintes et ses Monuments, Guide

du Voyageur, p. 20. I exhibited a heliograph copy of old prints of

Roman antiquities in the environs, as they appeared in 1714. Fig. I,

Valley of Congoulle and hill of Foncouvert ; remains of three arches of

the Aqueduct ; two piers, the highest then existing ; nine piers partly in

ruins ; canal carried underground. Fig. II, continuation of Fig. I,

Vestiges of several piers on both sides of the valley of Roche Damon
or Cholet, East of Saintes, distant between 800 and 900 toises (fathoms)

from the Bridge over the Charente. Fig III, part of the aqueduct in

Fig. I on a larger scale, showing the arch that was most nearly entire in

1714. Fig. IV, ruined church of St. Saloine, formerly a pagan temple.

Fig. V, perhaps the Roman baths ; but no description of this plate is

given in the foot notes. The title of the heliograph is Saintes, Anti-

quites Romaines, Aqueducs, St. Saloine, Album de Masse, PI. 28,

Archives du Minist^re de la Guerre, L'abbe L. Julien Laferriere, Phot.

Eight arches appear in G. Braun's View of Saintes, 1560 ; they are

marked with the letter x, and are thus described, " S. Saloine oil se

reconnoissent aucunes antiquites." These remains are beyond the city

walls, and on the right side of the Plate. The same engraving

represents houses (y) and water-mills (z) on the bridge.

At Alcantara in Estremadura, near the Portuguese frontier and north-

west of Merida (Augusta Emerita), there is an arch on a Roman bridge

over the Tagus, occupying nearly the same position as that at Saintes

formerly held. Fine engravings of it may be seen in Laborde's

magnificent work, Voyage pittoresque et historique de I'Espagne, vol. ii,

p. 116, Pis. clxix-clxxii. The inscriptions record the dedication to

Trajan, and the names of the Spanish peoples who contributed to the

exjiense of the monument. " Quoique sans colonnes et sans ornements,

il en impose par ses belles proportion et par .sa simplicite meme." Cf.

Montfaucon, Antiquite Expliquee, Supplement, vol. iv, pp. 99-102, PI.

xlii. Ptolemy, Geographia, lib. ii, cap. 5, Sec. 6, Ilispania Lusitania,

vol. i, p. 138, edit. Car. ]\Iiiller (Didot), ysapfSa Kaurdpeca, Xorba
Caesarina. INIost writers identify this place with Alcantara, liut Iliibner

prefers Cazeres or its neighbourliood ; he is quoted at length in Miiller's

note, loc. citat. c.i.l., Inscriptiones Hispaniae Latinae, I'ars prima,

Lusitania, cap. xxv, Tituli pontis Alcantarensis. with a copious

commentary, pp. 89-96. The arch on the bridge is now called la torra
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del oro, de la espadci, or del uguihi. Ford, Handbook for Spain, p. 270,
edit., 1878.

The bucranium on the Arch at Saintes has been already noticed. Mr,
James Yates in the Dictionary of Greek and Roman anti(|uities, s.v.

Patera, says. " In the ancient Doric temple at Konie, now dedicated to

St. Adrian, the tasteful patera and the cranium of the bull are

alternately sculptured on the metopes (Labacco, Ant. di Roma, 16, 17).

I have been unable to verify this reference. An illustration of the same
subject, but in a diffL'rent material, is supplied by the Catalogue of the

Slade Collection : Roman Cameo and Intaglio Glass, p. 23, No. 129,

fig. 31. "Frieze Decoration, composed of a pale greenish transparent

glass, . . . and representing, in bold relief, the skull of an ox, with
festoons &c., hanging from its horns, Size 2i in. by \^in." Cf. Notes
on the history of glass-making, p. xii. " Very beautiful pieces of

ornament of an architectural character arc met with, which i>robably

once served as decorations of caskets or other small pieces of furniture, or

of trinkets."

Five members of the Imperial Family (Domus Divina) are named on
the Arch—Julius Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius, Germanicus and Drusus
Junior. The degrees of relationship in which they stood to each other

are best seen in the Stemma Caesarum (genealogical table), of Gabriel

Brotier's edition of Tacitus, Paris, 1771, 4 vols. 4to, inserted with

explanatory notes at the end of vol. i : this pedigree and the notes,

translated into English, are reprinted in Valpy's Tacitus.

The Arch now stands on the right bank of the river, about 110 yards

above the bridge.

It is well knoAvn that there were houses on both sides of Old London
Bridge, forming a continuous street: similarly King John makes mention
in a document, published by the Record Commissioners, of houses built

on the bridge at Saintes, "which had been given to the inhabitants of

Rochelle, by Isenbert, apparently at an annual quit-rent of 5s. for the

repair of the bridge, and which the King confirms to them, directing the

quit-rent to be applied to ntedful repairs," &c. Notes and Queries, 2nd
Ser., ix, 120.

The name Isenbert—also written Isambert and Isambard—reminds us

of Marc Isambart Brunei, the celebrated engineer who designed the

Thames Tunnel.

Next to the Abbaye de Dames (Sainte-Marie), the church of Saint-

Eutiope is the most interesting ; it consists of three distinct parts

—

crypt, upper church and steeple. St. Palladius, Bishop of Saintes, built

a church in the sixth century, in which he placed the body of St. Eutro-

pius, his predecessor ; it was destroyed by the Normans, rebuilt iir the

eleventh centurj^ and ravaged by the Calvinists in 15G8. The mysterious

church underground, which recalls the Catacombs to our memory, is

among the largest of the kind in France. Its dimensions are—length

forty-two metres ; breadth three metres eighty-five cent. ; height five

metres thirty-five cent., from the rocky floor to the key-stone of the

vault. Two rows of piers supiwrting round arches, divide the crypt into

three naves {neft<) of e(jual height ; the mass of these piers is concealed

by clusters of coupled colums, whose cajtitals are adorned with fantastic

fiiliage. The nartltcx (interior porch, or rather ante-chamber) was

reconstructed by Louis XL Comp. two inscriptions in Gothic characters
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of wliich facsimiles arc given with explanations, by Af. Audiat, Epigra-

phie Santonc et Aunisienne, pp. 182-186. It is probable that the king
wished to expiate the crime of poisoning his brother Charles de Valois

by liljerality lavished on the tomb of the Saint. This monument—

a

monolith sarcophagus, inscribed with the name BVTRonvs— is behind the

altar, and pilgrimages are made to it twice a year. The kings of England
and Erance, from Edward III to Louis XIV, kept a lamp per[)etually

Imrniug before it. The tomb had been so effectually concealed by the

Clunists, to protect it from Huguenot sacrilege, that it remained unknown
till 1843. A large font in the south transept shows by its size to how
late a period the practice of baptizing by immersion lasted.

The upper church also is Romanesque : it presents an incongruous

ajjpearance, being disfigured b}' clumsy alterations and attempts at

ornamentation. Here the most remarkable feature is the central com-
partment of the nave, over which formerly rose a Byzantine cupola,

like those which I have noticed in describing Sainte Marie ; it probably

belongs to the twelfth century. Four columns are attached to each of

the quadrangular piers ; their capitals are decorated with various subjects

—rich foliage ; birds perched on lions and pecking their ears; Daniel in

the midst of four lions, two of whom are licking his feet ; souls being

weighed for judgment, &c. From the dilferent style of architecture it

is evident that the tower and spire are of later date. The breadth is

ninety-eight feet, and the height from base to summit eighty metres ; the

octagonal pyramid and the pinnacles at its four corners are crocketed.

This part of the church displays in its details the luxuriance that

characterises the Flamboyant period. Louis XI, who reigned 1461-1483,
frequently came to Saintes, and, being especially devoted to St.-Eutrope,

supplied money to build the tower.

Braun's Plate shows " (P) Le Monstier de Saint-Eutrope," and a wall,

with engaged columns at equal intervals, enclosing the churchyard, like

the Peribolus of a Greek temple, such as may be seen at Pompeii

;

J. H. Parker, Glossary of Architecture, s.v. Cf. Overbeck, vol. i, pp.
107-112, Temple of Isis, North of the great Theatre, and close to it;

Fig. 85, p. 108. Der Haupteingang in den Tempelhof. See also Hirt,

Geschichte der Baukunst, vol. iii, p. 37, I Abschnitt, Der Tempelbau,
sec. 21 ; he gives, as examples of the Peribolus, the Artemisium at

Ephesus, the Xemesium at Khamnus (Society of Dilettanti, Unedited
Antiquities of Attica, chap, vi, pp. 40-44), and the Temple of A^enus
and Koma : Taf. xviii, 8, 10, 11, esp. 8 e. This term occurs frequently

in Pausanias, but Herodotus, vi, 134 uses 'dpKos with the same meaning:
Valckenaer's note quoted in Baehr's edition, loc. citat. J. T. Wood,
Ephesus, p. 132, Peribolus wall of Temenos discovered

; p. 132, woodcut,
where the inscribed blocks are marked A, B, c, D ; and Sacred precinct of

the Temple of Diana, in Plan of the ruins of Ephesus, I do not find

mention of the wall of Augustus in Tacitus, as Mr. Wood states

:

Annals, iii, 60-63, discussion on the right of asylum or sanctuary.

Comp. Strabo, lib. xiv, p. 641. Trjs 8' do-i'Aias rovs opovs dXXayijrai,

<TVVi(ill TToAAotKl?, K.T.X.

L'Histoire IMonumentale de la Charente Inferieure et de la Vienne has
three engravings of St.-Eutrope

; (1) Tower in the view of Les Arenes
a Saintes, facing p. 47

; (2) Cryi)t, p. 73 ; (3) Interior, p. 77.

According to some accounts Eutropius was sent by St. Peter or St.
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Clement to preach the Gospel at Saintes, and became its first bishop

;

but the Bollandists, following Gregory of Tours, fix his date, with more

probability, in the third century ; he may have suff"ered martyrdom in

the Decian persecution, A.D. 249-251. The old chroiiicler says that he

was first stoned, then stripped and beaten with sticks and shoe-tics to

which leaden balls were attached (corrigiis plumbatis), and at last killed

by the blows of axes. If the legends could be believed, Eutropius would

rank very high as a wonder-Avorker. Captives, Ave are told, were

delivered from their chains
;
paralytics recovered the use of their limbs

;

demons were chased away from the possessed ; the blind, the deaf, the

dumb, the dropsical and the shipwrecked were cured or restored to life

by his merits. This saint is specially venerated in Aquitaine. Acta

Sanctorum, April, torn, iii, pp. 733-744. The editors reject as fabulous

most of the miracles attributed to him. Some of these tales are

translated in Histoire de la Charente Inf., pp. 50-54.

The Cathedral of Saint Pierre, as a whole, is uninteresting ; but the

portal under the great tower is admirable. This church also suffered

many things from the Huguenots ; the nave was burnt and demolished,

while the side-aisles were left standing ; the ornaments had hardly been

placed on the ]>rincipal entrance before they were mutilated. Such

wanton injuries may recall to the English traveller's memory decapitated

figures that he has seen nearer home, in the facade of the Cathedral at

Rouen. However, enough remains to excite and reward curiosity. Four

rows of voussoirs under the ogival arch are covered with charming

statuettes placed on consoles and surmounted by canopies of open work

(a jour), whose pinnacles are delicately carved. In the first row eight

angels sing and play on difl'erent instruments, so that the variety of their

form presents a subject of study to the musical antiquary. The second

and third rows contain saints with their attributes ; some of them, as

Bishops, have the pallium, mitre and crosier. Among the inscriittions,

now partially defaced, Ave see Palladius, Ambrose, Gregory, Augustine,

Louis IX, Eustelle, St. George and S*'' Catherine. On the highest roAv

are fourteen personages, tAvo uncertain, the rest prophets : they Avear

long robes and hoods, and unroll phylacteries engraved Avith texts of

Scripture. Probably these figures, or at least some of them, are portraits,

for the sculptor may have introduced contemporaries into his composition

—a practice Avhich we knoAv to have been frequent with painters of

sacred subjects. The names of Micah, Zephaniah (Sophonias, cf, the

Septuagint and Vulgate), Hosea, Amos and Malachi appear in full

;

others only in part. Isaiah has on his strip of parchment (Bloomfield's

Greek Testament, voL i, p. 134, note on Matth. xxiii, 5, Td (fivXaKn'jpta)

the Avords nan ed qui sudentet earn de omnibus filiis quo, cap. li, v, 18,

There is none to guide her among all the sons Avhom she bath brought

forth. The verse Avas originally Avritten Avith reference to Jerusalem,

but it is here applied to the calamities that befell the Roman Catholic

Church in the sixteenth century. The passages of Scriiiture held in the

hands of the statues are sometimes taken from the Avritings of a proi)het

other than the one Avho is mentioned on the bracket beloAV. It seems

that the figures Avere executed in the atelier, and carelessly inserted in

the Avrong niches. Besides the statues, attention should be directed to

the foliated ornaments, consisting of branches of vine, holly and oak, so

true to nature that one might almost imagine them transplanted from
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tlie fields; even the insect that feeds upon tho leaves has not been
omitted.

Fanaticism has done mischief here ; on the other hand, long continued

neglect has concealed artistic beauties with dirt and dust : moreover, the

stones being cut deep aiford a refuge to birds, wlio again fulfd the words
of the Psalmist, " Yea, the sparrow hath found an house, and tho

swallow a nest for herself."

The plan of the church is a Latin cross terminated at the east end by
a pentagonal apse. A similar arrangement may be observed at Ste

Marie, Oloron, where there are five chapels round the sanctuary—uue
couronne de cinq chapelles rayonnantes et largement ouvertes sur le

prolongement des collateraux, qui enveloppent le sanctuaire, et forment

ce que Ton appelle la deambulation : Le Coeur, Beam, p. 225, sq., PI.

40, Plan.

This cathedral was the second church in the world, dedicated to

St. Peter, as is mentioned in the Bull of Pope Nicholas V, 4 December,
145L Here the Angelus was first rung in honour of the Virgin, and
Pope John XXII recommended the practice to the whole of Christendom
in 1318 and 1327, cum plus mos in Xantonensi ecclesia ^usceptus esset,

ut vergente in noctem die, campana ad praemonendos fideles, ut saluta-

tioDe angelica Virginis suffragia implorarent, pulsaretur: Oderic Kaynaldi,

Annales ecclesiastici, xv, anno 1318, sec. 58. Pius IX constituted the

cathedral a minor basilica, and associated it with St. Peter's at Kome, in

1870; the Papal briefs for these purposes are given at length, with
translations into French, by M. Audiat, Saint-Pierre de Saintes, Cathe-

drale et insigne Basilique—Historic—Documents—Brefs—Indulgences—

•

Prieres, pp. 44 sq., 73-76, 168-175, 178-183.

For the preceding details, I am indebted to this author's researches,

and especially to his Epigraphie Santone, pp. 130-168.

I have alluded to the Digue by means of which Richelieu succeeded
in taking Rochelle. A striking historical parallel presents itself in the
siege of Boulogne by Constantius Chlorus, father of Constantino the
Great, " A stupendous mole, raised across the entrance of the harbour,
intercepted all hopes of relief." Gibbon, chap, xiii, vol. ii, p. 72, edit.

Dr. Wm. Smith. The town surrendered A.D. 292, and the strength of

the usurper Carausius was effectually broken. Eumenius, Panegyricus
Constantio Caesari dictus, c. vi, Gesoriacensibus niuris (Boulogne). . .

onmem sinum ilium portus . . . defixis in aditu trabibus, ingestisque

saxis, invium navibus reddidisti ; ibid. c. vii, totaque ilia, quoad usus
fuit, invicta fluctibus acies arborura : Paneg. Constantino Aug. diet. c. v,

jactis inter undas vallis. Traduction des Discours d'Eumene par
Landriot et Rochet, accompagnee du texte : Precis des faits generaux,
p. 365. At the end of the article read Eum. i. for Eum. ii Abbe
Haignere, Dictionnaire du Pas de Calais, tome i, Arrondissement de
Idoulogne, p. 18 and note. J. F. Henry, Essai hi.storique sur I'Arrond*
de Boulogne-sur-Mer, p. 79, sq., Abrege chronologique de I'Histoire du
Boulonnais, A.D. 287-303, p. 259 sq. This place is specially
interesting to English antiquaries, because the Romans stationed
here the fleet that preserved communication between the continent
and our island, as is proved by inscriptions in the local museum,
where we read CL. br i.e. Chassis Britannica : Ernest De.sjar-

dins, Gaule Romaine, tome i, pp. 363-368. Gesoriacum (Bononia),
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therefore, was one of the great naval stations under the Empire, like

Misenum, Ravenna and Forum Julii (Frejus) in the Mediterranean :

Gibbon, chap, i, vol. i, p. 155, ed. Smith. The ancient geography of

this part of Gaul is fully discussed by Desjardins, op. citat., tome i,

pp. 348-390 ; Maps, Plates and Vignettes, Nos. 30-37. v. Classement

des cartes &c., prefixed to the Introduction.

As a sequel to the sufferings endured at Rochelle, the Proceed-

ings of the Huguenot Society of London may be consulted, vol. 2,

No. 1, 1887 ; Lieut.-General Layard's Paper, Chevalleau de Boisragon,

A Narrative from unpublished MSS., esp. pp. 9-12 : and Story of John
Perigal of Dieppe ; this memoir also is extracted from a manuscript

volume ; it contains a History of the Antiquities and of the Reformation

of the town from A.D. 788 to 1688, ibid. pp. 14-42. Such accounts by
their graphic simplicity enable us to realize the faith and patience of

those, who, amidst cruel persecutions, " kept the truth so pure of old."

The French Protestant Hospital, Victoria Park, London, E. possesses a

small but valuable collection of works relating to Huguenot history, and

I am sure that the Directors of this admirable Institution would open

their Library to any person, properly introduced, who might wish to

pursue enquiries in this direction.

Hucher's Art Gaulois, ou Les Gaulois d'apres lours Medailles, is the

most useful book for the coins of the Santones, which are given consider-

ably enlarged. N. 1, PI. 20. N. 1 et 2, PI. 22. n. 1, PI. 30. n. 1,

PI. 39. N. 1, PI. 40. N. 1, PL 41 : text, pp. 10-25. Sometimes I

think it would be difficult to decide whether they should be attributed

to this people or to the adjoining Pictones (Pictavi) : Hucher, Index,

Part I, p. 53 Here in the west of Gaul, national types are freely

developed, while in the centre and east the Macedonian {stater) is closely

followed. Perhaps the most curious among the coins of Aquitania is

that which bears the name viirox^l. ii=e, probably from the Greek H,

Eta, the connecting stroke being omitted : this variation of form occurs

frequently in inscriptions. The warrior on tlie revei-se has a helmet with

wings (ailerons) ; a saguiti covers his shoulders ; tlie left hand rests on a

Gallic shield, oval, and with lines radiating from the centre ; a girdle,

tied in front and ending in tassels, encircles tlie waist ; the right hand
grasps a lance and a small figure of a wild boar : Hucher, text, p. 25

;

N. 1, PI. 22. Another example is interesting as an historical illustration
;

it presents on the obverse a female head with the legend dvrat, and on

the reverse, a horse unbridled, galloping, with ivlios in the exergue
;

above the horse is a minute ligure of a temple (aedicula) which has three

colunnis. This king or chief of the Pictones is mentioned by Hirtius

Bell. Gall., viii, 26, 27 ; he probably received his Roman name in

consequence of services rendered to Csesar : Hucher, text, pp. 25, 34 ;

N. 1, PI. 90. Togirix is said to have been similarly connected with the

Julian family. Cf. Ottuaneunus and (xededmon on tlie Arch at Saintcs

:

Hucher, p. 25, descril)es Duratius as " I'un des chefs gaulois vendus a

Cesar," but Hirtius (/.c,) who tolls us that he was besieged at Linionum

(Poitiers) by Dumnacus, chief of the Andes (Anjou), only ren)arks con-

cerning him, perpetua in amicitia nianserat Ronianorum.. Duchalais, s.v.

Pictavi, says of Duratius " chef noniiue j)ar Cesar " : this statement

also is incorrect.

Eckhel may be justly regarded as the father of Numismatic science
;
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but the advaiuiod studi'ut will li'ara littlo about Clallii; coins ivom liis

groat work, Doctrina Nuiuoruiu A^iteruni. In tlie lirst place the author

was imperfectly acquainted with this branch of liis subject ; ami,

secondly, many discoveries have been made since he wrote, 1792-1798.

U.;/., he places the Kemi in (lallia Lugdunensis, p. 73, and does not

include Veroingetorix in his list of Keguli vel Magistratus, ]ip. 7-"')-79,

On the otlier hand, the lieginner may ju'ofit by reading his general

remarks and leferences in tlic Prolegomena to chap. Gallia, pp. 62-G5.

See Lelewel, Etudes numismati(pies et avelicologiques, type Gaulois

ou Celtii[ue. 1 vol. in-8 ct atlas, 1S41, santonos, PI. v, 9. Duclialais,

Description dos mi 'dailies gauloises dc la bibliotheque royale, 1840
;

pp. ir)-lG. Akcrman's Ancient Coins of Hispania, Gallia and Britannia

is a useful book for our present purposCj Pictones and Santones,

pp. 129-131, Pis. xiii. No. 11—xiv, No. 1 ; but he has repeated the old

mistake of placing among the Santones Docir/.r, Avho belongs to the

Sequani. sant was read in the legend instead of sam, i.e. ha'siotaiah, or

SAMiuj, as I have remarked in my Paper on Langres and Besancon,

Appendix, Archaeol, Journ., vol. xliii, p. 227. Rollin et Feuardent,

Catalogue d'-ane Collection do IMedailles de la Gaule, 1864
; p. 12 sq.,

Santons, Cliefs Santons : in the legends besides contovtos, above men-
tioned, Ave have atbctori, annicoios, lvcios and arivos : p. 15 sq.,

Pictons, Chefs Pictons, No. 191, virotal ; No. 195, dvrat. This

Catalogued is priced.

The medireval coins of this region deserve attention, partly on account

of tlieir fine execution, partly because they are so closely connected with

our national history. ITenry II. by his marriage with Eleanor obtained

Guienne and Poitou, Avliich remained for a long period subject to the

English crown ; and our kings took the title of Duke of A([uitaine, often

appended to their portraits : E. Hawkins, Silver Coins of England, vol. i,

p. 92 ; vol. ii, pi. xxii, No. 290, Edward I, dvx aqvt. So Edward tlie

IJlack Prince is styled pns aqvita—pnps aqit. etc. : the letter at the

end of the legend, on the obverse or reverse, indicates the mint ; e.;/.

R stands for Rochelle, P for Poitiers, L for Limoges : Akerman,
Numismatic Manual, Sect" iv, jip. 380-383. Poey d'Avant has

investigated this coinage in his INIonnaies Feodales de France, tome ii,

pp. 82-143, Pis. Ix-lxviii. He justly observes, p. 83, " Les monnaies
anglo-francaises . . . sont les temoignages palpables de la grandeur

des antagonistes de la France du moyen-age." P. 87, he directs attention

to the beautiful gold coins of Edward III. (travail particulierenient

remarquable), which show tlie greatest variety of types. " The
ilenorainations arc the ;/'n'ennois, leopard, cJialxf and moidon :" Alcerman,

Op. citat., p. 369, cf. p. 374 sq. Hawkins, Description of the Anglo-

Gallic Coins in the British Museum, three i)lates. Illustrations of the

Anglo-Freiudi Coinage l)y General Ainslie, plates.

The l)oundaries of Aquitania varied greatly at dillcrent periods. In
CiPsar this Avord means the country between the Garonne and the

Pyrenees : Bell. Gall, i, 1 ; iii, 20-27 : see Moberly's note on chap. 20 :

in chap. 27 many tribes are enumerated. Augustus extended the limits

to the Loire, and on the East to the River Allier (E/aver) and the

Cevenncs (CeJirmid) : Strabo, p. 177, lib. iv, cap. i, Sec. 1. ' O Se

^epodrro'i KuMrup . . . TrpoirWijKe oe rtTTi'.p£(rK(/.t6£K(/. eOi'ij Twr

VOL. XLIV 2 II
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jicKi.^r TO? Aeiyv;po? -oTa//or vijMjj.ivw. ITonry II. possessed Aquitaiue

in its widest sense ; it then included Guienne, Gascony, Poitou and
Anjon. The first of these names is a corruption of Aquitaine ; C.

Knic^lit, Cyclopaedia of Geography. r)ur word cjninpa do(>s not come
frnm fiaicunois, a gold coin struck hy Edward III. in lii.s French
territories (Akerm., Op. cit., pp. 369, 375), but from Guinea, whence the

gold was brought by the African Company (ihi/J., [)p. 299, 349). This

name was first used in the reign of Charles II.: Jtumphreys, Coin
Collector's ]\Ianxial, ii, 477.

For the coins of Saintes see Ducange, Glossariuni, edit, llonschel,

tome iv, p. 529, s.v. jMoneta, Santonensis monetae meminit TaLularium

I)cipar. Santon, cl'c. De Crazaimcs, Antiquites do Saintes, pp. 11-13;

PI. iii, 13, monnaie Merovingienne ; cf. il/iJ., pp. 114-129, Mcdailles

ccltiques on gauloises et autres, appartenant aux Santones, ou trouvees

sur leur territoire. Poey d'AA'ant, ii, G4-GG. P. G4, lo type qui y (a

Saintes) a etc employe est nn remarquable trait d'union entre I'empreinte

odnnique (Eudes ou Odon, comte de Poitou, 103G-1040) cmployi'o a

Limoges et celle dont se sont servi les premiers dues d'A(piitaine.

J. r>. A. A. Barthelemy, Xumismatique Moderne (Manuels-Roret), pp.

200-202, Aquitaine, Angoiimois, Perigord, Marche et Saintonge
; p. 201

Al)baye de Sainte-Marie de Saintes.

The pre -historic remains of this region are discussed by De Crazannes,

Op. citat., pp. 1G8-178, Sur quelques moniimens, croyances, usages, etc.,

du pays des Santones, attribues aux Ccltes
; p. 170, Dolmen, pierrcs

levees; p. 172, Tombel, Tombelles, Tumuli; p. 175, Peulvan, menhir,

Pierres dcbout. jNI. Alexandre I]ertrand has written some interesting

memoirs entitled L'autel de Saintes et les Triades gauloises in the Re\'ue

Arclicologique, 18S0 ; they are accompanied by photographs and many
woodcuts inserted in the text: vol. xxxix, pp. 337-347; vol. xl., pp.
1-18, 70-84. ]\r. Portrand regards tlie triceplialous figui'es as old Celtic

divinities. Cf. my Paper on the (jallo-Roman antirpiities of Reims,

Arcluneol. Journ., 1884, vol. xli, p. 138, note 3. Fergusson, Rude Stone

]\fonnments, p. 328, few dolmens between Garonne and Pyrenees, v.

Index, s.v. Aquitanians, and INIap at the end of the volume showing the

distril)ution of dolmens. They occur frccjuently in a Northerly direction,

towards the left bank of the Loire.

A priest of Augustus is mentioned on the Arch at Saintes. "We have

an ilhislratidii nf this office in a tile recently discovered near Newgate
Street, London, E.C. It bears the following inscription :

AVSTALIS
VAGATVH DIBVS III

C()TIDD[.

Mr. Roacli Smith has ex}ilainod it as writtini by a workman who
makes game of a comrade for neglecting his duties, and I believe his

interpretalion is generally correct. It has been conjectured that

AVSTALIS is contracted from AVGA'STALIS, and that the title is

nsed in deiision; this seems more probable than to .suppose that

AA'STRALIS is meant, i.e., a man from the South. I have found no

precedent in inscriptions for such a use of the word. A'AGATVR may
be translated ''])lays truant." DlliVS often occurs as a Dative or

Ablative rif r/ni^, but neither case would properly follow vagafnr: on the

other li;ind if it is regarded as=dichutf, it would correspond not only
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M'iLli llic lunncriil III, l)ui also Avilli (J()TII)J?*r. Thci'u is a blank

space Ijfl'oru 111 .sulliciout fui two li'ttcrs, l)ut uf cuui.se we cannot say

wiUi cevlainty how it should be; iiUeil up. COTIDIM appears to he

intended U>v <//infi'I,'/', and to be formed, l)y a false analo,i4-y, like surli

adverbs as fiirtini, <r//',-</in, prdctenfim., cK:c. Tims the last line \vonhl be

an exaggeration of tlie idea expressed in that immediately preceding.

"The priest of Augustus leaves his work for a certain nundier of days,

nay more, he does so every day." Tlie substitution of C for <j>U in

L'OTIDLM will not surprise anyone who has studied Latin etymology,

because with the ancient Romans the sorind was the same in both cases,

viz., that of the letter K ; compare the participle of sei[uor, secutus, or

seqimtus. So in Wagner's e(lition of Ifeyne's A'irgil, ad pristinani

orthographiam quoad ejus fieri potuit rcvocata, vol. v, p. 2.50, /laieid,

vii, G51, we find Lau^ns, ecnni, (Johiitor, where Forl)iger reads equum.
Professor Key, On the Adjectives, etc.. Good, Better, Best, Well ; The
.Vlphabct, ]). 161. There is good reason for believing that the ?« in

L itin words containing the letters qa was dropped ir. jn'onuncialion, as

is now done liy the French : otherwise it would be dillicult to account

for the short quautity of the initial syllabic in aqiui, ff/iias, iirq/w,

(//(0(jH'', cjr. It is evident that this inscription was scratched upon the

tile by some illiterate person ; not to speak of other arguments, the forms of

the letters resemble those scrawded upon the walls at Pompeii, and are

very dillerent from the Avell formed characters which we see in the ohicial

and historical documents of the Roman empire. See Garrucci, Gralliti de

Ponipei, Inscriptions et Gravures tracees au stylet, 2'''-" edition, 185G,

•Ito, Atlas de 32 Planches : Analyse de la forme des lettres, chap, v,

]ip. 30-1-3 : C.I.L., vol. iv, Inscriptionas parietariac Pom[)eianae Hercu-
lanenses Stabianae, cd. K. Zangemeister, 1871. In thesr Gralliti the

long tails to the letters present a striking peculiarity.

The disidacement of the Arch at Saintes may remind us of tlic

proposal to remove the Maison Carree at Ximes : ce charmant ediliee,

(juc Colbert voulait faire transporter a Versailles pierre par picrre, Ad.
Joanne, Provence—Corse, Alpes Maritimcs, p. 121, 1877.

The Place Blair, close to the town, commands a fine view^ of the

Charente and the vast plain round which it winds. It is so called from
the Intcndant de Blair do Boisemont. The name seems to be a corruption

of Bel Air, like Fontainebleau, i.e., Fontaine de belle eau.

M. Chevreul, the famous centenarian chemist, thus estiinates Palissy

as a natural philosopher. " Bernard Palissy est tout-a-fait au dessus de
son siecle par ses observations sur I'agriculture et la physiij^ue du glolie.

Leur varicte prouve la feconditc de son esprit, en niGme temps que la

manicre dont il envisage certains sujets niontre la faculte d'approfondir

la connaissancc des choses ; enfin la nouveaute de la plupart de ses

observations temoigne de I'originalite de ses pensees."

A list of the earlier books treating of Saintes will be found a! the

beginning (jf the Avant-Propos, prefixed to De Crazannes, ()\). eitat. ; it

includes sixteen authorities. The more reeejit Avork of La Ferrij^x' and
Musset, Avhich contains many illustrations, is specially useful for tlie

Middle Ages ; but it is incomplete, and not likely to be finished.

M. Louis Audiat's publications are very numerous. I add to thu^:e

cited above

:
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Etats |)rovinciaux dc Saiiitoiige.

Les Entrees cpiscopales a Saiiites,

Les Entrees roj'ales a Saintes.

Sceanx incelits de Saintonge et d'Aunis.

La Eronde en Saintonge.

Saint-Eutrope ct son Prieurc, documents incdils.

Le Capitole de Saintes.

A complete catalogue ccmld ho olitained from ^l. Tioprcau or Mme.
^Fortreuil, local booksellers.

]'> lletin de la Societe Xationale des Antiijuaiic^s de Eraiice, 1881
;

m luunicatiou by ]\r. Heron de Yillefosse concerning an Inscription

11 "d in the Amphitheatre at Saintes.

Prof. Pnrrows, Eamily of Brocas, (tc, 188G, treats of the English

occupation of Aquitaine. See also the Edinburgh Review, July 1887.

M. Victor Cherbulier, La Bate, describes the vintage in Saintonge
;

Athenaeum, Jidy •2nd, 1887.

Those "who wish to study a discussion of the tlioories to which tlie

excavations at Sanxay have given rise, will lind ample information in the

following hruchnrcs.

Guide des Yisiteurs. Antiquites de Sanxay (Vienne), avec deux
gravures de ]\L Garnier, d'apres les croquis de M. Kaonl Gaignard,

representant les" mines, par Ferdinand Delaunay, 1882 ; a rejiublication

of two articles that ap})eared in the Tcwp-i, October, 2-5th and 26th of

the same year.

Les Eouilles de Sanxay par J. A. Ilild, Professcur a la Eacultc des

Lettres de Poitiers,

Arclieologie Poitevine—Dc la vciitaljle destination des ^Munuments de

Sanxay. Quehiues notes sur les Eouilles du P. dc la Croix. La
Question di; Sanxay a propos du menioire du P. de la Croix—Kcponse

;i ]\L Hild. Bibliographic des Eouilles de Sanxay. Par ^NI. Joseph

Berthelc, Archiviste du departement des Deux-Scvres.

Consult also the magnificent work entitled Paysages et Monuments de

Poitou, folio, 1884, Douzicme, treizienie et quatorzicme Livraisons ; the

text is by the Pere C. de la Croix, the photographic illustrations by

M. Jules Kobuchon :

1 La Planche aux Moutons (vuc prise sur la A'onne), /.'.., petit pont

inoderne, en bois.

2 Le Balneaire. Couloir de service Oi^^^ Hypocaustcs
;

3 Vue prise de Tangle sud-ouest

;

4 Vue prise de Tangle nord-est

;

5 Le Theatre Vue prise a Test

;

6 Vue prise a Touest.

Sanxay is 30 kilometres from Poitiers, but only 14 kil. from Lusignan,

the nearest railway station. The excursion from the former jdace is an

agreeable one, the scenery improving as we approach Sanxay, which is

situated in a well-wooded, undulating country. Homely, but clean

accommodation, with good cuisine, may be obtained there by the

antiquarian traveller Avho wishes to stay two or three days, and pursue

his investigations at leisure.

The ]\Iusee de la Societe des Antitjuaires de TOuest at I'oitiers

contains 21 Koman inscriptions, besides mile-stones (colo/tni'.-< mil/iairr.--) ;

Y. Catalogue dc la Galerie Lapidaire inir Belisaire Ledain. That at
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Xiort IS Ic.-^.s iiii[)nrtiinl, Init iiielutlcs iiiniiuiiiriit> nf the ( i;illo-]\oni;m

period ; ;i catalogue can be obtained oii the .spot. -NT. Clouzot, libraire-

I'ditcur, Kue des Ilalles, Niort, coidd give useful rriM'/i/noncids

coiiceriiiiig the antii|uaria!i bibliography of Poitou and Saintoiige. For

the iryjjogi'e at Poitiers see Documents sur la (^>uestion du ]Martyriuin,

publics par >A[s'' X. Darljier de Montault—on the cover many authorities

are indicated : also I'ere de la Croix in the lUdlelin ih' la Soc. des

Antiq. de I'Ouest, tojn. IT, Annees 1878-!'.

Note.—This ?*Ii'moir is the result of two visits to Saintes, in 1882

and 1885. I desire to acknowledge with cordial thanks the kind

co-operation of ]\1. Audiat, whose Avritings have been so often cited and
translated above ; I am also indebted to the Kev. C. W. King and my
brother the Rev. S. S. Lewis for many valuable suggestions.



OPEXIXG ADDRESS TO THE SECTION OV ARCHITECTURE

AT THE SALISBURY MEETING.

i

V,y the REV. PRECENTOR VEXABLES.

A custom lias grown up of late years, unknown in the

earlier days of the Archa3ological Institute, for those who
occupy the position of Presidents of Sections at annual
meetings to deliver an opening address at the lirst meeting
of the sections over which they respectively preside. This

custom, like most other things in this im})erfect world,

has its good side as well as its bad side. To it we are

indebted for several most admirable dissertations, in which
the chief facts connected with the arcliii3olog}' of the

district in which the meeting has been held, in their

various divisions, have been gathered up and presented

to the public by gentlemen holding the highest place in

their respective provinces, with a clearness of exposition

and a complete mastery of the subject treated of, which
has delighted while it has instructed all who have been
privileged to hear or read them, and by which the science

of archieology has been sensibly advanced. This has been
the happy result when the inaugural address has been
delivered by masters of their craft, such as some whom
we would so gladly have welcomed among us on the

present occasion, the want of whose wide and ac-

curate knowledo-e of the fields of history architecture and
antiquities will be experienced at every turn. Ihit it

may be the case that the address has to be delivered by
one less adequately prepared for the task, who has little

to oiler Ijut a meagre resni/ic of facts already familiar to

most of his liearers, wIiIkjuI a spark of genius or play

^ Ucliverud iit Salisbury, Augu.-,! lUi, lab 7.
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f;uipy to enlivoii the dreariiic^ss of liis disquisition,

Piid ni;iiiit;iiti the interest ol" his hearers. In such

a case, and I much fear the present may l)e one, it

must be confessed that the new rule works iDadl}^ and
that the okl plan where no such address was demanded
of the sectional presidents was preferable. But, such
being the rule, it befits all loyal members of the Institute

to accept it if not with gladness yet with patience, while it

becomes the duty of the individual who has ])een honoured
l\y the invitation of the Council to fill the presidential

chair and has been rash enough to accept it, to try that

patience as little as he can ; to endeavour neither to he
too long nor too dull. How far my endeavour may be
successful you will be able to decide when my address is

done.

It has always seemed to me that as it has been the habit

of the Presidents of the Historical and Antiquarian

Sections in their respective addresses, to give a sketch

of the history and antiquities of the place where the

meeting is held, with a mention of any past discoveries or

recent investigations bearing on the subject in its general

aspect, so the President of the Architectural Section will

fulfil his task most adequately if he offers a rapid survey

of the architecture of the district,—ecclesiastical, domestic

and militaiy, and also makes mention of the chief archi-

tectural events of the past year bearing on the science in

its archn3ological aspect. Both these objects I will

endeavour, however imperfectly, to fulfil.

Pre-historic architecture, illustrated so magnificentl)''

in the county of Wilts in the mysterious circles of

Avebury aud Stonehenge, and the standing stones, crom-

lecks and cistvaens which stud its downs, as well as in

the camps and villages which so abundantly crown the

hill crests, belongs to the section of antiquities and does

not enter into our present purpose. Architecture,

properly so called, begins for us with the so-called Anglo-

Saxon era ; a convenient and intelligible, if not strictly

correct term. Of this era the county of Wilts has

several examples to show, one of which is certainly

unsurpassed in value by an}^ building of its age in

England. I mean, of course, the old church at Bradford-

on-Avon, rescued from its desecration and restored to
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its sacred purpose by one whose premature death has

inflicted an irreparable loss upon the archiuoloa'v of

Wiltshire generally, and of ISalisbur}- in particular,

never more acutely felt than at our present gathering,

the late Canon Eich Jones. In this little Ijuilding,

which, in the words of one who, though happily

he is still alive and likely to live for many years,

and is not so very far from us, is, unhappily not

with us—Professor Freeman—is "probably the most
ancient unaltered church in England," we may safely

recognize the church erected by St. Aldhelm at the

beginning of the eighth centur}' and mentioned by
William of Malmesbury as standing in his day, as it still

stands in our daj^, at the Broad Ford over the Avon

;

" est ad Imnc diem in eo loco ecclesiola quam ad nomen
beatissimi Laurentii (Aldhelmus) fecisse predicatur." Ail

qualified judges who see it will agree that there is only

one period at which a building so remarkable both in its

outline and in its detail could have been erected in

England, and that the period named by Malmesbury.
There are other examples of the same rude pre-Norman
style in the remarkable church of Britford and at North
Burcombe, and though less certainly at Maningford
Braose, where the east end is semi-circular instead of

square, as is usual in English churches anterior to the

Norman conquest, and Avebur}-. As far as I know no
instance of the characteristic Anglo-Saxon towers, such

as those at Earls Barton, Barton-on-IIumber, Barnack,

and in the city of Lincoln, occurs in Wiltshire.

We hardly need to be reminded how intimate is the

connection between the medituval churches and the

geological formation of the district to which they belong.

The nature of the local building-material rules the archi-

tecture. There is an exception to tlie law where, as in

parts of Lincolnshire and the adjacent low lying district,

water carriage was easy and inexpensive. Here we find

an abundance of noble churches, excellent in their stone

work and unstinting in the richness of their design in a

country which does not produce Ijuilding stone of any
description, the whole being 1;rouglit on rafts or in ba3'S

from the quarries of Barnack and Ketton. l^ut where there

was no such facility of transport the l^uilders were
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entirely dependent on local material, and the character

of the cliurclies both in form and detail is governed ])y it.

The reason why we fmd round towers so common in

Suffolk and Norfolk, is tliat they could be constructed of

flint alone which was abundant, and had no angles to be

strengthened with quoins of stone which was rare. The
same causes led to the invention of the elaborate patterns

of black flint set in tracery of white stone which are so

beautiful a feature in the East Anglian churches. The
variety of light and shade produced elsewhere by deeply

cut mouldings and recessed panels, when stone was
scarce and thin and had to be used economically, was
ingeniously given by contrasted colours in the same
plane. The thatched roofs speak of a swampy district

where slates were not and tiles were dear, while sedge

and reeds might be had for cutting. A want of stone and

abundance of pebbles has also given us the boulder-built

churches of the Sussex seaboard, while the wooden bell-

turrets and shingled spires of the same county may be

traced to the wide spreading forests which covered its

surface until the iron works which once had their

seat there had consumed them all, and thus, fuel ceasing,

put themselves out. The unmanageable texture of the

Cornish granite is answerable for the coarseness of the

ecclesiastical architecture of that county, while the fatal

softness of the red sandstone of Cheshire and StafTordshire

has led to an indulgence in an excess of ornamentation

which has proved only too transient.

If now we turn to Wiltshire, we find the same law
dictating the character of the churches. Wherever, as in

the northern part and in some districts of the south-west,

good stone is abundant, and as the masonry of Salisbury

cathedral testifies, no county in England supplies better,

the churches are usually large lofty and carefully

designed, much pains being taken in the ashlar of the

walls and in the exterior generally, on which a good
deal of ornament is often bestowed. Where on the

contrary, as in the southern and eastern districts, the

onl}^ building material is chalk, clunch, and flints, with

just enough green sandstone for windows and doorways
and dressings, the churches are diminutive and homely,

with low square steeples, or wooden belfreys. These
VOL. XLIV 2 I
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materials are often arranged in chequers of stone and
flint, producing a very pleasing effect. Many of these

smaller churches possess features of considerable interest,

more especially those which have escaped the hand of the

restorer, which has, alas ! been very busy in Wiltshire.

On those on which that hand has been laid lightly, guided

by the true principle of all restoration, viz., to preserve

and maintain and never to destroy, Norman doorways
and chancel arches are by no means unfrequent and are

sometimes richly ornamented, while a considerable amount
of good Early English work is to be found, often plain

and simple, but always pleasing. These smaller and
humbler churches often get passed over, but they will

almost always reward a visit. Even when their architec-

tural features are of the plainest there is usually

something in their shape and colouring and position,

and the way in which they group with the cottages

which are scattered about them and the trees out of

which their little belfrys peer, on which the memory
dwells with more satisfaction than on many a more
stately edifice.

It is observable that while in some large parts of

England the cruciform plan is hardly found at all,

churches of this form are somewhat frequent in Wiltshire.

Some of these are on rather a large scale and of

considerable dignity such as Edington, Amesbury, West-

bury, Tisbury, Heytesbury, Downton, Bishopston, All

Cannings, Bishops Cannings and Great Bedwyn, and
several more, while others are small and unpretending.

The nave at least is commonly provided with aisles,

but the noble Church of Potterne, one of the finest

in the county has none, and the churches of Winter-

bourne, Stoke, and Britford are also aisleless. The
church of Bratton may be mentioned as a perfect

specimen of an aisleless cruciform church with a central

tower on the smallest scale. A singular line of cruciform

churches runs along the Vale of Chalk, where Bishopston,

Broad Chalk, Bower Chalk, Alvediston, and Berwick St.

John, in succession, exhibit the same plan. A central

tower is essential to the completeness of the outline of a

cruciform church. This is seldom wanting in the Wilts

cross churches, and in some as at Chilmark, and Bishops
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Oaimiiigs, wliicli is crowned with a stone spire, at Potterne,

Westbury, Cricklade St, Sampson's, and others, it is of

considerable dignity. Corsham Cliurch had till i-ecently

a central tower, but when it was restored by the late Mr.

Street, he pulled it down and built a new tower and spire

in a different position ; we may suppose that there were
sullicient reasons for that treatment. While speaking

of towers it should be mentioned that two churches near

the north-east border, Purton and Wanborough, both

cruciform in plan, present the unusual feature of two
steeples, a square tower at the west end of the nave and

a spire in the centre. This arrangement, it will l)e

remembered, is also found at Wimborne Minster, the

western tower being the later belfry of the parochial

nave, that at the intersection the early lantern of the

Collegiate Church. The western steeples at Purton and

Wanborough are also later additions for the reception of

a peal of bells, for which the existing central spire was
inadequate.

Stone spires, though by no means numerous, are not

very uncommon. Passing over that of Salisbury Cathedral,

confessedly without a rival in England, and for the union
of simple majesty and exquisite grace almost without a

rival in the world, these spires do not generally take

the first rank for height or beauty. There are, however,

good examples at Chilmark, Bishops Cannings, Trowbridge,

and Lacock. There is a nice specimen of a small stone

spire at Little Bedwyn. Pack-saddle roofs, an unusual

form in England, are found at North and South Wraxall.

at Holt, and at Winsley. A bell turret crowned with

a spirelet of much elegance is rather frequent in the

north-west corner of the county, as at Acton Turvill,

Sutton Benger, Corsley, Corston, Biddeford, and Great

Chaldfield. The small wooden turrets of the south east

have been already referred to. They are often very

picturesque. Stone groined roofs, though far from being

common, are less uncommon in Wiltshire than in other

parts of England. The Norman chancels of St. John's

and St. Mary's at Devizes have good vaults of that date.

Early English and Decorated vaulting is found at the

beautiful churches of Bishop's Cannings, Urchfont, Steeple

Ashton, Bishopston, Marlborough St. Peter's, and the
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south transept of Bromliam. The nave of Steeple Ashton
is groined in wood, the ribs springing from stone shafts.^

At Knoyle and Edington there are curious plaster ceilings

of late date wliicli deserve notice.

Taking a general survey of the county we find Norman
work very abundant, though not usually of a very high

order. The humble village churches frequently contain

a door or a window or a chancel arch of tliat period.

Great Durnford is a typical example, and the fabrics of a

large number evidently belong to this period. We have

examples within a short distance of Salisbury. Berwick
St. James preserves its Norman doorway, while there are

doorways and other remains of Norman work as in the

churches of Winterbourne Stoke, Stapleford, South New-
ton, and Little Langford, all very near together. The
tower of Netheravon is very Early Norman. The west

doorway is unusually lofty having originally opened into

a western porch, now destroyed. Upavon has a square

Norman tower, and a triple chancel arch late in the

style. The most conspicuous Norman building in

Wiltshire is the fragment of the Abbey Church of Malmes-

bury. Much of it, however, is late in this style and

belongs rather to the Transition period. Its doorways

are well known. The outer South door, with its

interlaced bands and series of scriptural medallions,

is unsurf)assed for richness of decoration by any

door in England. We have fine examples of late

Norman in the groined chancels of the two churches at

Devizes, the work of the warlike Bishop Eoger, the

greatest builder of his day. The clnirches at Corsham,

Preshute, and several others preserve their Norman
arcades and at Melksham amid many alterations, we
have enough left to make out the original cruciform

Norman Church.

Passing to Early English, in the unrivalled Cathedral,

under the shadow of which we are meeting, we have the

^ Mr. Pouting tells me that the nave century. This catastrophe is tlnis

Jind aisles of Steeple Ashton were described hy Aubrey :
" On 2.')th July,

originally groined in stone, as the chancel 1 G70, there was a rupture of the steeple

is i;ow. This is shewn by the existing of Steei)le Ashton, by lightning. The
flying butresse.s, and various indications steeiile was 93 feet high, above the tower,

inside the (liurch. The stone vault was which was much about that height. The
probaljly destroyed by the fall of the stones fell and looke part of the churcli,

t-pire in the latter part of the seventeenth but never hurt the Font."
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most perfect example of the style on its grandest scale to

be found in England. As is natural, its influence spread,

and we fnid village churches displaying the same purity

of design, harmony of proportions, and digniiied simplicity

of outline, of which the mother church set the example.
Potterne, which may very probably be ascribed to Bishop
Toore, the founder of the Cathedral, may not improperly

be called Salisbury in miniature. The simple plan of

this noble church, cruciform without aisles, has come
down without any alterations, except the addition of a

fourteenth century south porch, Broad Hinton is

another example of an Early English nave and chancel,

and the north wall of the chancel at Enford, with a blank
arcade, with an octagonal sacristy connected with the

church by a short narrow passage, may be ascribed to

Bishop Poore's influences. Bishops Cannings, though
with later alterations which mar its unity, is also a beauti-

ful example in the style, which we find also in great

excellence in the chancel of Great Bedwin, at Colling-

bourne, Kingston, Boyton, Purton, Downton, Amesbury,
(a very statel}^ example) and many other places.

The fourteenth centur}^ seems to have been less prolific

in church building in Wiltshire than elsewhere. There
is, it is true, no want of Decorated architecture in win-

dows, dooLS, and in portions of churches, but there are

fewer entire churches in this style than in the midland
counties. The chancel of Downton is a good example of

early Decorated. 'We have rich Flamboyant work in the

transepts of Great ] )edwyn, and in those of Lacock ; also

in the chancel and transepts of the very interesting

church of Bishopston especially the south transept with
its very curious external cloister. The chancel at

Wroughton is also a very charming example of flowing-

Decorated, with very good tracery and mouldings. At
Boyton theDecorated work is earlier in date, and very
good.

The transition from Decorated to Perpendicular is

exemplified in the very remarkable church of Edington,

now being very carefully restored ])y Mr, Pouting, This

is one of the most important buildings, we possess for the

history of English architecture, in which we trace the

beginnings of the new style, the special growth of English
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soil—and watch the curves of the tracery stiireiiiii^i>" into

rectilinear uniformit}'. Perpendicular not iniproba]:)ly had
its rise in the Abbey of Gloucester. We find the earliest

dated instance of its employment in the south transept

of the cathedral, soon after which it appears in the

remodelling of Winchester Cathedral, commenced by
Bishop Edington, and though less fully developed in the

noble collegiate church founded by him in his native

villa^'e as a thank-offerinfy for his elevation to the

episcopate, which is deservedly one of the" chief glories

of Wiltshn'e. The first stone of this church was laid

in 1352, and it was dedicated in 1361 ; dates of some
importance in the origin of the Perpendicular st3de.

It would occupy too much of your time to dwell on the

Perpendicular work in this county. As ever}'where else

there is hardly a church which does not exhibit large or

small traces of the great wave of rebuilding and altera-

tion which passed over the country as the Gothic style

was losing its life and freedom, and preparing to give way
to the newly introduced classical revival. The stately

church of Mere with its noble west tower, may be mentioned
as one of the best in South Wilts. Westbury deserves

notice as an example of a church originally Norman
recast in Perpendicular, much in the way Wykeham
treated Winchester Cathedral. The nave is very stately,

and the aisles shew a not very usual feature in the

transverse stone arches with inter-penetrating mouldings,

which cross them from north to south. The masonry
throughout is of great excellence. While at Westbury
we have an adapted building, and at Mere a mixed
building, at Trowbridge we have an example of a Perpen-

dicular church raised from the ground, as one design

without any admixture of earlier style, by the munificence

of the inhabitants, chiefly rich clothiers, in 1475. It is a

typical church of its date, with a western tower groined

within, supporting a lofty stone spire, north and south

porches, and a very beautiful open timber roof, the whole
deserving Leland's description as " lightsome and fair."

The font is lofty, carved with the emblems of the cruci-

fixion. Steeple Ashton built between 1480 and 1500, by
the clothiers, is also a very noble Perpendicular church

exhibiting well finished masonry of the highest order of
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excellence. The clerestory is lofty, the arcades tall and
imposing, the windows large and good. Both the chancel

and the nave are groined ; the former in stone the latter

in wood. St. Thomas' of Salisbury though late and rather

coarse, is a very good example of a rich Perpendicular

town church. With its light arcades, very wide aisles,

and low timber ceilings, it supplies a model the designers

of our town churches might do well to follow. I would
except the clerestoried chancel, which is of somewhat
excessive length for modern requirements. Perpendicular

work of peculiar richness is to be found in the north-east

angle of the county, sometimes in the fabrics of the

churches, sometimes in appended chapels and chantries.

The nave of Lacock is a sumptuous building, and the

Lady chapel deserves notice for its fan-traceried roof and
general richness of character. The Baynton Chapel at

Bromham is also a very gorgeous example of late Gothic,

with a richly panelled ceiling. We have a similar specimen
in the magnificent Beauchamp Chapel, at St. John's,

Devizes. In the same district a rich canopied niche

crowning the apex of a gable is by no means unfrequent

;

we have good examples at Lacock and St. John's Devizes.

The chancel and tower of Calne, rebuilt after the fall of

the older tower in 1645, is a very interesting specimen
of the survival of the Gothic style, of which we have
such conspicuous examples at Oxford and Cambridge.
The monastic remains of Wiltshire are scanty. The

great religious foundations of Wilton, Amesbury, and
others have entirely passed away, leaving few if any
fragments of their once extensive buildings. At Malmes-
bury a large portion of the nave is still standing, and a

vaulted crypt over which may have been the Abbot's
house, and some other relics are built up in an Elizabethan

house. At Bradenstoke, the Eefectory, a beautiful example
of early Decorated work, is preserved, with its vaulted

under-croft, Prior's House, and domestic offices. The
remains of Monkton Farleigh are of early English date,

but are very insignificant. Tlie most important and best

preserved monastic building in the county is the Nunnery
at Lacock, founded by Ela of Salisbury, in memory of

her husband William Longsword. It is too little known
for it is one of the best existing examples of con-
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ventual arrangement, substantiall}^ iinclianged. Tlie

cloister with its three beautifully vaulted alleys of

good Perpendicular design, is surrounded with the usual

monastic buildings, on a small scale, but of excellent

character. Of the church on the south side only the

north wall remains. Opening out of the east walk we
have in succession the Sacristy, the Chapter House, the

Slype, and the Calefactory or Day Eoom, all of early

English date, with the Perpendicular Dormitor}^ above.

The Refectory occupies the north side standing on a

vaulted undercroft, with the kitchen at the lower end.

The whole building is of the greatest interest, and it is to

be regretted that it lies too far away for us to visit it on
this occasion.

If the remains of monastic architecture in Wilts are

but scanty, the remains of Military architecture are

scantier still. The great castles of the county which
played so important a part in English history have com-
pletely vanished, leaving only their high mounds and
earthworks with some fragments of walls and vaults to

testify to their former existence. I may mention Old

Sarum, Devizes, Marlborough, Castle Coombe, and Ludger-

slial. The only castle of which the walls still stand is

Wardour, hexagonal in plan, a good example of early

Perpendicular, when the military castle was passing into

the nobleman's residence.

In domestic architecture few counties are so rich as

Wiltshire. In the northern part of the county nearly

every parish can shew specimens of the fifteenth and
sixteenth century small manor house, with long low
gabled front, two-storied porch, hall and solar, lighted

by stone-muUioned windows. There are also several

examples of the larger and more stately mansions,

especially those of South Wraxall, with a good deal

of later adaptation. I may also mention Great Chald-

field and the Duke's House at Bradford, all of which
we are to inspect, Norrington, Charlton, Corsham,

Littlecot, and many more. The still larger and more
magnificent houses of Wilton, Longleat, and Longford,

and others, have few rivals in any part of England. The
town houses of Salisbury, the Audley Mansion now the

Church House, the Hall of John Halle, and others, more
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or less mutilated, are excellent illustrations of tlie domestic
life of our civic forefathers.

Naturally the examples of later arcliitecture are more
al^undant, ])ut earlier examples are not wanting. The
fourteenth century houses at Stanton St. Quentin

;

Place Farm, Tisbury ; Woodlands, Mere ; and the Barton
Farm at Bradford, with its noble barn deserve the most
careful examination.

After this rapid survey of the mediaeval architecture

of Wiltshire, I pass to the chief architectural events

connected with archaeology during the past year. These
have been comparatively few. Commercial and agri-

cultural depression, by drying up the springs have
retarded the progress of restoration, and there are few
extensive works of that nature to record. The most
important work is that still in progress, and likely to be
in progress for some years to come at the Abbey, now
the Cathedral Church, St. All^ans. While desiring to

do the fullest justice to the constructional skill, wide
knowledge, and munificent liberalit}'- of Lord Grimthorpe,
it is necessary in the cause of true archieology and
of architectural history to record a firm protest against

the mode in which his Lordship is dealing with
that venerable fabric. It is true that he has at

great cost, ungrudgingly rendered, secured the stability

of a decayed and tottering fabric, and that by his

aid one of our grandest architectural monuments will

be preserved from ruin and a cathedral given to the

new diocese equal in structural excellence to that of

any other diocese in England. For this Lord Grim-
thorpe cannot be too highly commended. But every one
to whom the structural continuity of our churches is dear
must deplore the rashness with which his lordship is

destroying the original features of the edifice, and re-

placing them with architecture of his own design, which
whatever its merits—a topic on which I do not wish now
to enter—has no real affinity with the fabric, it being
different from anything which ever did or ever could
have stood there. The west front has been finished for a

year or two and, tlierefore, does not come within our
limits. But during the past year the south transept

gable end has been entirely demolished and a new one
VOL. XLIV K
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everted. The old gal^le end a portion of the veritable

old St. Albans, the" work of Al)bot Paul, was Norman,

with a cylindrical turret at the western angle, and an

octa'^-onai turret of Perpendicular character at the

eastern angle, and a large Perpendicular window, a

copy of that inserted by Abbot Whethampstead. At

its base ran the Slype, its walls ornamented with

elaborately carved Norman arcades. All this is now

of the past. What the e}'e has been familiar with for

centuries is gone, and we have in its place an entirel}^

modern building falsifying the history of the church.

The gable wall now presents a series of five gigantic

lancets, the central hght taller than the tallest of the

celebrated "Five Sisters of York," flanked l)y turrets

square instead of round, hnished with pyramidal caps.

The slype has been demolished and a portion of its

arcade rebuilt, at a nuich higher level, inside the church,

below the lancet windows, appendages to not integral

parts of it. There is reason to fear that a similar

transformation awaits the north transept, with its

Norman windows, and still existing turret of Abbot

Paul's work. Once again, in the name of this Insti-

tute, I may be permitted to raise a serious protest

against such a treatment of an ancient building. It is

endeavoured to be justified by reference to the similar

mode in which the earlier builders treated the work of

their predecessors, which they pulled down and altered

unscrupulously, to replace it by work of the reigning

fashion. But at the time that this was done architecture

was a living, growing art. The new work belonged to its

own age and was its natural product. Now all we can do

is to copy and adapt, with what success I leave it to

those who visit St. Albans to say. We have a new, well-

built, carefully-designed, and not un-attractive design ; a

new lamp, bright and burnished, in place of an old lamp,

battered, broken, and dingy. Some prefer the new lamp
;

I prefer the old one.

Another work is proceeding in the same cathedral in a

far different and more reverential s]nrit—the restoration

of the statuary of the long impoveiished reredos by the

munificence of Mr. Henry Hucks Gi])bs. Everything has

been done with due respect to ancient lines and historical

precedent by a true architect, Mr. Arthur Blomfield.
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There is not much other euthedral work to record. At

lV;terboroii«j;h the central tower has been carefully rebuilt

on its old lines,—hap])ily preserving the east and west

])ointed lantern arches,—by Mr. Tearson. The want at

present of corner turrets (those taken down, it will be

remembered, were late additions l)y Dean Kipling) gives

the tower a l^ald stunted look. We wait with anxiety to

see how it will be completed. Tt is well known that

Mr. Pearson desires to add another story to this very low

tower. Until this point is fmally decided the erection of

the turrets is necessary susjjended. No steps have yet

been taken for the restoration of the choir.

At Winchester the investigations of the energetic Dean
have been rewarded by the discovery of the foundations

of what is probably the earlier church beyond the present

walls to the north east. The Norman crjqiit has also been

opened out, and several ancient interments l)rouglit to

light. The statues are about to be replaced in the reredos.

We are beginning to perceive that tenantless niches are

as unmeaning a decoration as are vacant picture frames.

At Lincoln, excavations in the retro-choir have revealed

the foundations of the semi-hexagonal apse, with radiating

chapels which was the original termination of St. Hugh's

Minster, removed for the erection of the Angel choir

—

the saint's building bein<>- destroved to receive the saint's

shrine. The external elTect of this east end, though rather

crowded, must have been of great singularity and beauty.'

At Chester Cathedral a very beautiful Decorated window
of large size erected at the cost of Lord Egerton, has taken

the place of the very ugly debased window which dis-

figured the gable end of the south transept. The restora-

tion of the whole of tliis verj^ remarkable transept, the

only part of the cathedral left incomplete by the late

energetic Dean Howson, will follow in due course.

The Cathedral of Manchester—a mere stately parish

church of the latest style of architecture, without any

pretensions to the Minster type, has undergone much
rebuilding of the walls, which were decayed, and also

other greatly needed improvements. But a real Cathedral

at Manchester is still wanted.

' For an aiiiclu, with jilauri, fully tk'.-icribiiig tliyse discoveries itou tlii.- la,-it uuiubtT

of the Journal, pp. 194-202.
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Decided steps liave been taken to su})ply this want at

the sister city of Liverpool during tlie past year by the

cathedral competition. Out of the large number of

designs submitted, three were selected by the Committee,

those of Mr. Brooks, Messrs. Bodley and Garner, and

Mr. Emerson, and submitted to Mr. Christian for adjudi-

cation. Of these Mr, Christian, wdiile highly commending
the other two, selected that of Mr. Emerson as in his

opinion, better fitted in its plan and arrangement for the

requirements of a modern cathedral than the others, in

which the old cathedral idea was more strictly followed.

I do not think that Mr. Christian's verdict has met with

general acceptance. Mr. Emerson's plan is certainly one

of great merit. The vahie of a spacious domical area for

the reception of large congregations is proved by the

cathedral of St. Paul's ; nor can any one question the

beauty of the cupola, combining dignity and grace, as the

central feature of a great church. 13ut the idea is far

superior to its carr3dng out. The style chosen—I may
almost say invented, by Mr. Emerson— is far from attrac-

tive, and the ornamentation is in some cases almost

grotesque. I could only consider it a national misfortune

if the design were to be carried out in its present form.

To render it at all worthy as a monument of the

ecclesiastical architecture of the nineteenth century, the

whole must be re-designed—the skeleton re-clothed in

more comely attire. As architectural studies, the severe

Early English of Mr. Brooks, and the rich luxuriant

Decorated of Messrs. Bodley and Garner, produce far

more satisfactory results. Mr. Ijrooks' design is specially

admirable.

While Liverpool Cathedral still remains, as one may
say, in the clouds, that of Truro, due to the genius

of Mr. Pearson, at least the eastern half of it, is all

but completed, and will be consecrated before the

close of the year. Our generation may be congratulated

on possessing an architect capable of providing so beauti-

ful a work, instinct in ever}'^ part with artistic life, not

unworthy to take rank, es})ecially when completed,

with the best of the smaller cathedrals of our count ly.

si sic omnes !

The same architect has been entrusted with the
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re-erection of the destroyed cloister at Exeter, with a

liljrary over the southern walk. Sullici(-nt indications

of the original work remain to guide Mr. Pearson in his

design.

Mr. Pearson has also restored the Abbey Gateway at

Bristol Cathedral. lie has created a very beautiful

structui'e, and we cannot doubt that so conscientious an
architect has found satisfactory evidence for all that he

has done. But the result has been tliat the old buildinsx

has put on a new face which looks strange to those who
knew it in former years. It is earnestly to be hoped that

Mr. Pearson will absolutely forbid the re-tooling of the

elaborate Norman mouldings of the well-known archways,

which those who have the conduct of the work are con-

templating. Such an operation would entirely destroy

the historic value of these very remarkable examples, and
transform them for all practical purposes into nineteenth

century work.

One of the most important works of restoration carried

out during the past year has been that in the Priory

Church of St. Bartholomew's, Smithfield, under the able

and conservative hands of Mr. Aston Webb. Through
the energy of the late (alas ! that I should have to say the

late) incumbent, the Rev. W. Panckridge, who scarcely

lived to see the completion of the great work on which he
expended his vital strength, and the munificence of the

patron and others, the Lady 'Chapel has been purchased
and rescued from desecration ; the Xorman apse restored

and the whole church re-roofed and re-fitted. Happily
the interior walls of the church have not been touched,
save with a broom, and still retain the rich colouring

which time has imparted to them. The church still looks
old, a sadly rare case in an unrestored church. This is,

however, only the commencement of a work of restoration

the successive steps of which we shall hope to have
to chronicle in future years.

Time forbids my speaking of other minor works. I

can barel}' refer to the new buildings rising on the west
side of Westminster Hall. One nuist not call tliem
" restorations," as there was nothing to indicate more than
the general arrangement of what preceded them, on which
there has been much dilFerence of opinion. Let us
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hope the resiiU will justify the soundness of Mr. Tearson's

judgment. Waltham Cross is for the second time in my
own memory under the restorative hand. The work
is being very carefully and conscientious!}' done by a

Wiltshireman, Mr. Pouting, who has discovered some
features previously buried. But after such repeated

demolitions and reconstructions we can hardly hope
that much more of the old structure will be leit than

was left of the historic Irishman's knife.

I may conclude with an expression of thankfulness that

after a somewhat hard fight, the Stone Bow at Lincoln,

with the Guildhall over it, which crosses the High Street,

much as Temple Bar' used to cross Fleet Street, has

been rescued iVom impending destruc^tion, and has been
carefully restored by Mr. Pearson. The changed policy

of the municipality and citizens of Lincoln with regard

to the architectural remains of their town, which we
rejoice totrace in almost ever}- part of England— is London
to be an exception ?—is one among many satisfactory

evidences of the excellent work done by the Listitute

and other kindred societies in s[)reading Arclucologi<ml

knowledge and awakennio- n feeling of reverence for,

and interest in, the monuments of the past, which in

our own memories was so lamentably deficient. We have
not lived in vain.

^ It is not to tlie Liedit of the citizens nf Ldiiiloii tn liave .•illuweil tliis lii.storiu

iiKHiiiiiiViit to 1>e iriinsfcned from the nietro]iolis to Tlicnliiilil's I'iiik, wheie it is

al)oiit to be elected, under Mr Poiiting's c;ire. We may he tliankful that one of the

fast decreasing works of our f^reatest English arehitect has thus lieeu saved from the

c<'mj)lete destruction to wliich the uarbarous neglect of its ajp|iointed giianlians

seemed to liave doomed it, together with the vaulted crypt of (jerard's Hall, the

colonnade of Liurlington House, and other architectural monuments. Hut a building

so eoiuiiletely identified with the history of the city of Loudon ought on every account

to have remained within or closely adjacent tu its limits.
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PITT RIVERS TO THE AXXUAL MEETIXG OF Till'. IXSTL
TUTE, HELD AT SALISP.URY.i

It is tliii'tY-eio'ht years since this Society last met at

Salisbury, a period which has probably been more prolific

of scientific discovery than any other in the history of this

country or of the world. Archa3olofyy has not fallen

short of its sister sciences in the race for knowledge, and
althouoh it appears proper that on an occasion like the

present my discourse should be o-eneral and retrospective,

the time allotted to me is totally insufficient to enal^le me
to deal adequately with the progress that has taken place.

Indeed, when I consider that Wiltshire is classical ground
for the branch of pre-historic archaeology that I have
undertaken to deal with, and that, amongst the practical

ex]ilorers in this Wiltshire field are included the names
of Aubre}', Stukeley, Hoare, Cunnington, Prestwich,

Merewether, Thurnam, Warne, Blackmore, Stevens, and
A. 0. Smith, I almost feel that T must owe my present

position to the rashness with which I have undertaken a

task from which others may have shrunk. Having ascer-

tained it to be the wish of some of your leading meml^ers
1,hat I should devote my lecture to a consideration of the

]:)articular branch of archajology to which my attention

lias been chiefly given I will endeavour to sketch out
roughl}' the progress of prehistoric research since the

Society last met here in 1849, not attempting to record
all the discoveries tliat have been made, or even a large

part of them, l)ut to trace as far as possible the main
lines of progress, and as I am the lecturer on this occasion

I hope it will not 1)e thought inappropriate if I refer to

such of my own humble discoveries as may be applicable

to the matter and show their ])eariiig on the general

» Delivered August 2n(l, 18S7.
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question. In so doing I shall divide the subject under
two heads.

Firstly, I shall speak of pre-historic or non-historic

archaeology, including in the latter the vestiges of the

Eomanised Britons, which, though falling within historic

times, have left no written record, and, secondly, I shall

refer, if I have time, to the quaternar}' period, or that which,

preceding the pre-historic period, goes back to the very
earliest traces of man. In dealing with the pre-historic

age, our attention must be given chiefly to the grave
mounds, as being the class of relics that archaeologists

have studied most carefulh' hitherto, but I hope I shall be
able to show that valuable information is to be derived

from excavations on the sites of camps and villages, and
that more attention will be paid to them in future. As
early as the beginning of the seventeenth century Camden
seems to have distinguished two kinds of barrows, which
he described as the round, and those with sharp tops, which
were probably the long barrows, and he supposed them
to be the graves of soldiers, for bones he says, are found
in them. But Stukeley classified them more carefully and
gave them various kinds of fanciful names, which with

some modification, have attached to them ever since.

Thurnam does full justice to Stukeley 's work, although

it must be admitted that, viewed by the light of modern
discovery, his name has been handed down to us chiefly

as an example of what to avoid in archaeology. A char-

acteristic specimen of Stukeley's quaint and imaginative

way of dealing with the subject of his studies may be
seen in his account of the origin of the Sarsen Stones,

which cover the surface of the Wiltshire Downs. "As
the chalky matter of the earth hardened at creation," he

says, " it spewed out the most solid body of the stones of

greater specific gravity than itself, and, assisted by the

centrifuge power owing to the rotation of the earth upon
its axis, threw them upon its surface where they now lie."

"This," he adds, "is my opinion concerning this appear-

ance which I have often attentively considered." We are

not without our Stukeleys at the present time, when the

progress of science has lessened the excuse for us, and
we ought therefore to be lenient to our predecessors.

"(Two things we ought to learn from history," says Dr.
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Arnold, in liis lectnres on Modern History, pul)]i,slied in

1841, "one, that we are not ourselves superior to our
fatliers ; another, that we are shamefully and monstrously
inferior to them if we do not advance beyond them." And
this, if it is not borne out by an extended view of human
nature, or by the light of recent discovery, is, neverthe-

less, sufficiently true to prevent our exulting over our
ancestors in consequence of our superior knowledge.

It would be a profitless task to recount the opinions

of our predecessors if we did not find fault with their

methods and their conclusions, but, in doing so, we must
not be taken to condemn them personally because they

do not represent the uppermost rungs of the ladder that

we are climbino-. Sir Eichard Colt Hoare was the first to

apply himself to the study of our Wiltshire Tumuli by
the only satisfactory method, viz., by excavation in them.
Taking for his motto " We speak from facts not theor}^

"

he opened 379 barrows and recorded their contents in

two folio volumes with ample illustrations. He differen-

tiated the long from the round barrows, and showed that

the former contained no metal implements, and none but
the rudest kinds of pottery and that the}^ were probably
the earliest, but he did not thoroughly establish a stone

age, and it is a question whether those most valuable items

of evidence, the flint flake and the scraper, did not entirely

escape his notice. When we consider the time that

he devoted to his excavations, and the number of them
that must have passed under his eyes, we may well ask
what evidence we ourselves are failing to notice throuo-h

ignorance of its bearing upon our investigations. Hoare
speaks of Wiltshire, in his preface, as a county little

known and hitherto undescribed, and there can be no
doubt that as a topographer he fulfilled his task admirabl3\

He was sound in principle, and where he failed was
through not applying his principles more thoroughly.

He correctly established the sequence of the different

modes of interment, pronouncing inhumation in a con-

tracted position to be the earliest, after which inhumation
was practised conjointl}- with cremation, and inhumation
in an extended position he proved to he the latest mode
of interment, but he failed to distinguish in some cases

between Saxon and late Celtic burials. He distinguished
VOL. xnv 2 L
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primary from secondary in the same tumulus, and he
correctly classified the three kinds of urns found in the

graves as funeral urns, drinking vessels, and incense cups,

but he described bronze dagger blades as lance heads,

and by that means led Sir Samuel Meyrick into error in

his work on the weapons and costume of the Ancient
Britons published in 1815. He claims with justice to be
the first, with Mr. Cunnington, to take notice of the sites

of the British villages, and he attempted to classify the

camps and earthworks by the size of their ramparts and
external appearance, but his examination of them was
cursoiy and insufficient for his conclusions. But where
he failed totally was in neglecting to take any notice of

the skeletons found in the graves. The scientific study

of human osteology had not commenced in his time and
his mind was a blank upon all anthropological subjects.

He thought right to re-inter them quickly without measur-
ing them. Here and there we find them spoken of only

as the " skeleton of a stout person " or " a tall person,"

and in only one instance he describes a skeleton, saying

that it "grinned horribly a ghastly smile," a "singularity

that I have never before noticed." No doubt the skeleton

must have been lauo'hinQ' at him for his unscientific

method of dealing with it, and when we think of the

large amount of racial evidence that he destroyed in this

way and the comparativelj^ small number of skeletons

that liave remained in the barrows to be examined since,

it is almost enough to give any lover of antiquity a

ghastly smile.

Sir Eichard Hoare's researches were followed by those

of Dean Merewether, which were published in the

Salisbury volume of the Institute in 1849. He im-

proved somewhat upon Sir Eichard's method by measuring
the thigh bones of some of the skeletons but without
arriving at any results as to race or stature. He also

roughly measured two skulls of oxen found in the-

tumuli, which was also an advance upon Sir Eichard,

who did no more in the way of describing one or two of

those he found than by saying that in the opinion of a

InUcher of his acquaintance some of them were the

largest of the kind he had seen. No systematic measure-
ments of the bones of animals with a view to the
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comparison of the domesticated breeds appears to have

])eeii made until Trofessor Kolleston and Professor Boyd-
Dawkins appUed their biological knowledge to the

inquiry. In my most recent investigations into the

Eomano-British villac^es near Paishmore I have endea-

voured to improve upon tliis by establishing, with the

a])proval of Professor Moseley, F.E.S., and Dr. Garson,

of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, a regular scale of

measurements by means of which we shall be able from a

single bone or fragment of skull to ascertain approximately

the size and some of the peculiarities of the domesticated

breeds in use by the Ancient Britons.

But an entirely new era in pre-historic archceology was
to be inaugurated by methods imported from other

sciences. Whilst geology was to carry us back to

periods that had not before been thought of in the

history of man, anthropology was to teach us how to

estimate the stature and physical peculiarities of the

skeletons found in the graves, and ethnology was to

enable us to appreciate the social and material condition

of the aborigines of our country by a comparison of

their relics with the arts of modern savages. All these

branches have now become indispensable for the pre-

historian.

Dr. Thurnam was the first to apply anthropology to

the elucidation of the Wiltshire barrows, and his papers

are included amongst the earliest contributions to the

newly-established Anthropological Society in 18G5-7.

Profiting by the contemporar}' researches of Professors

Thomson and Wilson in Scandinavia, and Canon Green-

well in the Yorkshire Wolds, he systematised the results

of Sir Eichard Hoare's hivestigations, and separated them
more definitely into those of the Stone, Bronze, and Iron

Ages, which began to be finally accepted by archaeologists

;

and about the same time the volume on " Prehistoric

Times," by Sir John Lubbock, published in 1865, the

excavations of Messrs. Lartet and Christy in the bone
caves of France, and the treatises on the stone and bronze

implements of Great Britain by Dr. Evans, contributed to

establish what had only been lightly touched upon by the

earlier writers. Thurnam re-opened some of the barrows

which had been examined by Hoare, and added greatly to
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the number by liis own excavations. Sir Eicliard had
abandoned his excavations in the lono- barrows as beino-

very unproductive of reUcs of liuman workmanship, and
taking no notice of skeletons, he confessed himself unable

to derive any satisfactory information from them, or to

determine the purpose for which they were constructed.

Thurnam now showed that besides relics of the Stone

Age, the long barrows contained the bones of a particular

race, small in stature, averaoino- not more than 5ft. 5 "4

inches in height as computed by the measurements of the

long bones of twenty-five individuals. They had also the

peculiarity of very long heads, the average l^readth of

which was in proportion to their length as seventy-one

to a hundred, a much longer head than that of any race

now inhabiting Europe. On the other hand the skeletons

found in the Eound Imrrows he showed, by a computation
from the long bones of twenty-seven individuals measured
by himself and others, were those of people of large

stature, averaging 5ft. 8 '4 inches in height or three inches

taller than the long barrow people, and having heads
rounder than those of any people now inhabiting Europe,

the proportion of breadth being as eighty-one to a

hundred. Here, then, we have undoubted^ one of the most
important pre-historic discoveries of our time. By a com-
parison of the results of his excavations with the scanty

notices of aborigines by ancient authors and the investiga-

tions of anthropologists into the physical characteristics

of the existino- races of man Dr. Thurnam was able to

show that these two kinds of skeletons represented two
great primitive races of mankind. The tall round-headed
skeletons were those of the Celts, a branch of the great

nomadic race of the north, which all history records

under various names and in innumerable tribes and
nations as havini? been constantlv drifting? westward from
their original home in Northern Asia, where their

representative round-headed people still exist, retaining

all their pristine indiosyncracies. These were the people

whom Cicsar speaks of as the 13elga3 and whom he
describes as a recent importation from the Continent.

The short long-headed people were tlie Il3erians, a race

about whose origin less can be said with certainty. Whilst

some have been so bold as to endeavour to trace them
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across tlie Atlaiili(', Professor Huxley l)riiiLrs them by
way of Egypt from the Melanesian people of Australia

aud the Asiatic Isles. It seems likely both from their

stature and head form, as well as from the scanty evidence

of their colour in ancient histories, that they must have

had affinity for some or other of the dark races of man-
kind which now occupy the Southern Hemisphere. This

much at any rate may be said without drawing too largely

on our imaginative faculties that the round-head and light

complexion is a northern, whilst the long-head and dark-

skin is a southern peculiarity of the races which occupy
the world at the present time, and that the two classes of

skeletons found in the barrows may be those of branches

of these two great primitive races which met and con-

tended for the mastery in the British Isles at the time we
are speaking of.^

Thus far, the evidence derived from arclueological

sources is in complete harmony with tradition and with

ethnology, but as we approach non-historic times and
attempt to deal with the unrecorded life of the Britons,

who were contemporaneous with our earliest histories,

we find ourself involved in some obscurity. The extension

of the Eoman Empire to Britain checked for more than

three centuries the westerly drifting of Nomads into

Britain and turned the current of migration northward
into Scotland and round to Ireland, so that at the end
of that time the Britons found their Scandinavian enemies

upon them from the north as well as from the east. One

' Since writing this, Professor Sayce, in Aryans to Britain as eai-ly as pahcolitliic

his valuable address to the Anthropolo- times should come to be accepted, this

gical Section of the British Association at will not account for the now well

Manchester, has thrown fresh light, from established immigration of the round-
a i)hilological staml-point, on the dis- headed, round barrow people into this

tribution of the Aryan language and country, who cannot have been connected
hypothetically of the Aryan r;'ce, shewing with the long-headed Swede and Finn.
it to have spread originally from the These round-headed, bronze age people
neighbourliood of Finland in Europe m\ist necessarily have been related to the
rather than irom Northern Asia, as Mongols of Northern Asia, and the line

generally supposed, and to have fanned of their migration into Britain on this

out south-east and west from that region, hypothesis, must have crossed the area

and he has als(j given some linguistic already occupied by the Aryans. The
evidence to pirove that this distribution identification of the earliest known in-

took place originally as early as palicoli- habitants (jf the British Isles with the

thic times. He has, however, judiciously Swedes and Finns, must I think be
guarded his remarks by the observation, received with doubt, for although both
that the distribution of race and language were of the long-headed type, the evi-

is not Jieeessarily or even in all cases pro- dence of tiieir being a short dark-hairod

bably identical. If the s[)reud of the people cannot be altogether overlooked.
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of tlie last acts of the Eomaii Emperors was to post a

force on the east coast of England which was called the

Saxon shore, to repel these invaders, but no sooner was
that force withdrawn than the full tide of westerly

migration set in again direct upon Southern I3ritain with

results that are well known to us all.

During the comparative blank in history that follows

that period we almost lose sight of the Britons, Whilst some
believe them to have been nearly exterminated or driven

west-ward into Brittany, others—and amongst them Pro-

fessor Huxley—consider that the amount of Celtic blood in

the veins of themodernEnglishman is considerably in excess

of what has hitherto been supposed. The investigations

of Dr. Beddoe in England and of Drs. Broca and Topinard

in France tend to confirm this view and to show that in

the existing population of Europe, and in the West of

England and in Wales in particular, a small dark race

may still be seen, such as would correspond to the sur-

vivors of the aboriginal long barrow Britons. If, as seems

probable from this, the iiritons continued to exist in

considerable numbers during the Saxon epoch, what
became of the two distinct races, the long-headed short

dark people, and the tall round-headed fair people

revealed to us by the investigations in the barrows ? Did
they mix, and in mixing blend their physical peculiarities,

or did they maintain an independent existence retaining

the stature, colour, and head form that belonged to their

respective stocks ? In the investigation of this matter we
are met with difficulties in the way of determining the

nationality of skeletons belonging to the Eoman age.

The Eomans did not invade this country alone, but

brought with them auxiliaries from all parts of the world,

who afterwards colonized the country, so that, as Mr.

Wright has pointed out in his " Celt, Roman, and Saxon,"

a skeleton of this period may be of any nationality. It

may be that of a Fortensian, a Tungrian, a Vetasian, a

Dalmatian, a Crispian, a Spaniard, or a Dacian. These

colonists, however, appear to have settled more fre-

quently in the east and north of Britain. In the west of

England, and especially in spots that are remote from the

centres of lioman occupation, the ])robaljihty of (X)miiig

upon the skeletons of Britons is very much greater. Dr.
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Tlmrnam was of opinion that the Durotriges and Dolnini

of Gloucestershire were aboriginal races whose territory

may have been encroached upon by the Belgie, but was

never entirely overrun by them. lie also draws a

distinction between the unchambered long barrows of

\^iltsliire and the chambered long l)arrows of Gloucester-

shire, for, whilst twenty-seven skulls from the unchambered
long barrows of Wiltshire had a breadth index as low as

sixty-nine, forty skulls from the chambered long barrows

of Gloucestershire had the somewliat higher index of

seventy-one, and these he considered afforded evidence

of a mixture of tribes, although seventy-one is a longer

skull than that of any existing European people. He
thought the chambered long barrows showed by their

contents that they continued to be used by the original

tribes up to and within the Roman era, and the plain

bowl-barrow also he believed to belong to the aboriginal

tribes, whilst the bell-shaped and disc-shaped barrows

were the graves of the Belgiie. It is evident, therefore,

that we must not lose sight of these two distinct races

in our investigations into the relics of the Eomanised
Britons, and the district immediately to the west of where
we are now asseni1)led, appears to be that which is likely

to be most fruitful in evidence relating to that period.

As we go westward from Salisbury to Blandford we
pass over a region which on two separate lines of evi-

dence may be regarded as an ancient ethnical frontier.

Here by the investigations of Dr. Beddoe and others

into the physical condition of the existing population,

we begin to come upon traces of the short, dark-haired

people, whom he believes to be the survivors of the

earliest wave of Britons. My own measurements confirm

this opinion. Here also in the neighbourhood of Wood-
yates we cross the western boundary of the region of bell

and disc-shaped barrows which Dr. Thurnam believed

to be the graves of the Belg^e and pass over to the region

of the bowl-shaped barrow containing inferior relics which
he conjectures to have belonged to the original Durotriges,

and the twenty-one barrows which I have opened at Rush-

more, to the west of this boundary line, have all been found

to be bowl-barrows, or boul-barrows with a ditch round

them, which Thurnam thought to be a later combination
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of the bowl and bell-sliaped forms. It is a position which,

probably owing to the extent of dense forest to the west

and south in pre-historic times, has always afforded a

standing point for the earliest races in resisting the en-

croachments of succeeding waves of migration from the

east. Here, or herealjouts, Professor Eliys has shown
that the Goidels or first wave of the Celts for some time

contended against the Brythons or second Celtic invasion.

Here also Mr. Green, in his " Making of England," proves

that the West Welsh withstood the Saxons for some time

after *the latter had penetrated as far as Wilton. Across

this region also, but a little to the east of the boundary

defined by the barrows, runs the Great Bockerly Dyke,

about which much has been written but nothing known.

Its direction and position show it to have been a line of

boundary defence thrown up by a western people against

invaders from the north and east, and a proper examina-

tion of it hereafter will be of much interest. On the

whole the district is one which is especially worthy of the

attention of anthropologists and archaeologists. The

evidence to be derived from the tumuli is now nearly

exhausted, for althougli more remain to be opened, the

majority have already been rifled, and it is to the vestiges

of the Eomanised Britons that we must now turn for

information.

Happily the antiquities of this hitherto almost unexplored

period present themselves here in great abundance. All

over the hilly district, Sir Eichard Hoare describes the

villages of the Eomanised Britons. He did not examine

them carefully as I have already said, but he made plans

of a number of them which are to l^e seen in his great

work. Two of these villages are on my property close to

Eushmore, and during the last six years I have thoroughlj^

excavated them, trenching over every foot of ground and

bringing to light all the pits, ditches and relics of the

inhabitants which were to be found l^eneath the surface.

The results of the first of these villages, viz., that on

Woodcuts Common, have been put together in the quarto

volume containing seventy-four ])lates which I am now
issuing privately on the occasion of this meeting, and I hope

to have the pleasure of conducting, on Tuesday, some of the

members of the Societ)' over the villages themselves and
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the Museum at Farnham, which contains the models of

them and the relics found in them. On this account I do
not propose to describe the villages now, but merely to

mention the main antln-opological results which have a

bearing on the subject of this address. They are satis-

factorily proved by the coins and all the contents to be of

the Roman age but of British construction. Contrary to

all expectation it was found that they were in the habit of

burying their dead in their villages in pits, which had
been previously made for other purposes such as store-

houses or refuse pits, and of these pits 191 have been dug
out in two villages. Twenty-eight skeletons were found
in positions to prove that they were those of the inhabi-

tants of the two villages. By a calculation from all the

long bones it has been found that their average stature for

the males was five feet two inches, and for the females

four feet ten inches. This unexpected result shows that

they were a remarkably short race, shorter by three inches

than the short people of the long barrows, whose average
height, as already mentioned, was five feet five inches.

The average cephalic or breadth index for the males and
females together was found to be seventy-four, which,

by a comparison with the seventy-one of the long

barrows and the eighty-one of the round ])arrows,

shows that in head form, no less than in stature,

they approach the long barrow people more closely

than those of the round barrows, and the bodies

being mostly crouched near the tops of the pits showed
that they had retained their ancient form of burial,

although the extended bodies of a few of them implies a

partial introduction of more recent customs. The tibia?

of some of these skeletons were also decidedly platyc-

nemic or flat-boned, more so than those of any existing

European race, which is an additional link of connection
with the earliest inhabitants of this country. But whilst

the breadth index of the head stands intermediate between
that of the long and round barrow people one or two of

the skulls were markedly brachycephalic or round-headed,
reaching to eighty-two, whilst one or two were
hyper-dolichocephalic or markedly long-headed, reaching
to sixty-eight, which exceptional extremes, according

to the laws of heredity, are precisely what we
VOL XLIY 2 M
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should expect, on the .supposition of a mixture of

tlie two races. We may, therefore, assume as

a working hypothesis, until some more reasonable

theory is devised, that these people were a tribe of

the Durotriges, partially mixed with the Belgtc, and also

perhaps with the Eomans, of which race, in the opinion

of Drs. Beddoe and Garson who have examined the skulls,

some trace may be seen in one or two of them. Unlike

skulls of the earlier Britons, their teeth showed traces of

decay and they were afflicted to some extent with rheu-

matoid arthritis, or " Poor Man's Gout." Whether the

exceptionally short stature of this Eushmore tribe of

Britons was accentuated by evils attendant upon slavery

or by some of their largest men being drafted into the

Eoman legions abroad, is a point upon which we can only

speculate, I shall not dogmatize or attempt to fix with

precision the ethnical position of this diminutive race, for

it is evident that we are only on the threshold of the

inquiry. The tribe of Eoman Britons at Frilford examined
by Professor EoUeston, if they were really Eoman Britons,

had an average stature of 5ft. Sin. for the males, so that

a marked difference may have existed between the different

tribes, as might reasonably be expected. I have another

village close by to explore, after which other villages on
my property remain to be examined. If it is thought

that twenty-eight skeletons is a small number on which
to base a calculation of stature it must be remembered
that the skeletons of Ancient Britons are scarce, but, in

the opinion of good physical anthropologists, the number
is sufficient to form a good approximate idea of the

height. Dr. Thurnam based his important conclusions

upon no more than twenty-live long barrow and twenty-

seven round barrow people, so that ni}^ evidence is fully

e([ual to his in respect to the number of cases computed
from.

I have now occupied so much time with the barrows

that I must defer what I had to say about the drift

period. No one now requires to be reminded of the

great advance of knowledge that has been brought about

by the study of the drift gravels, which, at the lowest

computation has quadrupled the time during which we
are enabled to investigate the works of man. No longer
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c{3iiiiiied to the Last 3000 or 4000 3'ears, the archtuologist

has been carried back far into geological time and has

been brought in view of the earliest struggles of our ape-

like ancestors to become men. No individual amongst
those who assembled here in 1849 had the least idea that

beneath his very feet were to be found the relics of

man's workmanship at a time when he was contempo-

raneous with the elephant, and other extinct animals.

But the discoveries of M. Boucher de Perthes, in the

valley of the Somme, were going on at that time, although

they were not recognised by men of science until ten

years later, when our countrymen, Mr. Evans and Mr.

Prestwich, conhrmed the opinions of the French savant.

The valley of the Avon, near Salisbury, was one of the

first places examined by Mr. Prestwich, after his return

from France in 1859, but although the gravels had been

well looked over by him, and their fauna duly recorded,

no palaeolithic implements were discovered until later

by Dr. Blackmore and Mr. Stevens, in the drift beds at

Fisherton and elsewhere, where they were found in beds

that had been deposited before the valley had worked its

way down to the level on which Salisbury now stands.

Since then, through the munificence of Mr. W. Blackmore,

the Museum, which bears his name, has made Salisbury a

place of reference for information on the antiquities of

this period. Similar discoveries were soon made in the

valley of the Thames, in which I had the privilege

of taking part.

Although not the first discoverer of palaeolithic imple-

ments in the Thames valley, as they had previously

been found by Mr. Leech, Mr. Prestwich, and Dr. Evans
on the seashore near Eeculver, I believe I may claim

priority for the part of the river near London. Having
carefully watched for the space of a year or more
excavations in the drift gravel at Acton, I was able

in 1872 to show by means of plans and sections, published

in the quarterly journal of the Geological Society, the

exact analogy of the palasolithic site there with that of

the valley of the Somme, near Amiens and Abbeville.^

Other similar discoveries have since been made in the

valley of the Exe and elsewhere in this country.

^ Quiirteily Juurnal ui thu Geological Society, vol. xxviii, No, cxii, Nov. 1872.
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The nature of the implements found in these gravels

was such as to fully bear out the doctrine of evohition,

being characterised by extreme simplicity as compared
with the stone implements of a later date, and they

introduce us to a condition of the arts of man, in

which a simple flake or a flint held in the hand at one

end and trimmed to a point at the other, appears to have

afforded the most advanced idea of a general tool for all

the purposes of life, so that the palasolithic or earliest

form of implements can be everywhere distinguished by
their simplicity from the neolithic or stone implements of

a later date, and the)^ are more or less the same in all the

localities in which they have been found. As regards the

time necessary for the erosion of the valleys and the

deposition of the beds belonging to this period it is

generally admitted that it cannot be computed in years.

At first geologists were inclined to demand an enormous
time for it, but recently, in consequence of observations

on the erosion of olaciers, less time has been thought

necessary, and Mr. Prestwich in a paper read lately

before the Geological Society has given his reasons for

believing that the time estimated since the termination of

the last glacial epoch may be greatly curtailed.

But, although the sequence of palaeolithic, neolithic, and

bronze implements had been firmly established in the

north and west of Europe, it had not been proved that

the same sequence took place in Egypt, Assyria, and

those countries in which civilization dates back to a very

much earlier time, for it seemed certain that the stone

age of the North and West of Europe was contempor-

aneous with a very much more advanced civilization in

the south and east. The attention of archa3ologists had
therefore been turned for some time to the question of a

stone age in Egypt. The valle}^ of the Nile, it was found,

was covered with flint implements which correspond in

form to those of tlie palaeolithic type of Europe, but this

coincidence of form alone, though highly suggestive for

the reasons I have given, was not in itself sufficient to

determine sequence because they had been found only on

the surface, and in order to prove them anterior to

Egyptian civilization, it would be necessary to adduce

the same kind of evidence of their antiquity that had
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Leeii sliowii in Knro])e, Ijy finding tlieni in the gravels in

tlie sides of ilie valley and in places which could be

proved to have been undisturbed since Egyptian civilization

commenced, and this was the more necessary because it

was known that flints were used for embalming purposes

in Egyptian times.

Here I may be permitted again to refer to a discovery

of my own, although in introducing it into so brief and
condensed an account of the history of the subject, I

must again claim your indulgence as a lecturer. Being

in Egypt in 1881 and having devoted particular attention

to this point, I was fortunate enough to find flint fiakes

and an implement in parts of the gravel of the Nile near

Thebes, into which gravel, after it had become nearly as

hard as rock by exposure, the Egyptians had cut the

square topped chambers of their tombs, and I chiselled

several of these implements out of the gravel beneath

stratified seams of sand and loam in the sides of the

Egyptian tombs themselves. These flints, I believe,

afforded the first absolute evidence of the priority of the

use of flint implements to the time of the building of

Thebes and to a time before the valley of the tombs of

the kings had been completely eroded. At any rate it

was the first discovery of the kind which had l^een

recorded.^ I exhibit a section of these gravels showing

the position of the flints and of the tombs and the seams

of the gravel, and the implements themselves are also

exhibited. I have not been able to go to Egypt since,

but I believe that by further search upon that site it may
be possible to determine when flint implements were first

introduced there, for I could not, after careful search,

find them deeper in the gravel than a certain level. If

this should prove to be the case it will be an important

additional item of evidence.

As regards the osteology of the human skeletons dis-

covered in the drift, our knowledge of them appears to

develope slowly. If, as I have said, the skeletons of

the Ancient Britons are rare, still less frequent must be
those of quaternary man, our knowledge of which must
depend on the accidental washing of them into drift

deposits, or the discovery of them in the floors of

^ Journal of the Anthropological ludtitutc, vol. xi, \>. 382. 1882.
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caves belonging to that period. For some time it was
contended that no approach towards lower forms of

life could be recognised in the skeletons of this period

and that the one or two abnormal skulls that had
been brought to light were either those of idiots

or were the result of disease. But in the presence of

additional discoveries of similar skulls and skeletons that

have since been made in difl'erent parts of the world, and
more particularly in Belgium, this position can no longer

be maintained. Within the last year two additional

skeletons have been discovered in the quaternary

deposits of a cave at Spy, in the province of Namur, and
have been reported upon by M. Fraipont in the Bulletin

de EAcademie Royale des Sciences in Belgium. The
following are reported by M. Fraipont to be the

peculiarities in which these skeletons depart from the

human form and approach that of the anthropoid apes.

The superciliary ridges are more developed and the

forehead more shelving than those of any existing race of

men, in which respect they resemble the orang, gorilla,

and chimpanzee. The chin is more receding than those of

any existing race of men. The forward curve of the femur
is also greater than that of any existing race of men, and
the angle and size of the articular surface of this bone
and the tibia is such as to show that the individuals must
have walked with their legs slightly bent. In other

respects the skeletons are pronounced strictly human.
These appear to be the latest facts revealed to us by the

earliest specimens of our race. If they militate against

some cherished dogmas, we have, nevertheless, no
alternative but to accept them if they are established on
sufficient evidence. I cannot m^^self see how human
conduct is likely to be affected disadvantageously by
recognising the humble origin of mankind. If it teaches

us to take less pride in our ancestry, and to place more
reliance on ourselves, this cannot fail to serve as an

additional incentive to industry and respectability. Nor
are our relations with the Supreme Power presented to us

in an unfavourable light by this discover}^, for if man was
created originally in the image of God, it is obvious thnt

the very best of us have greatly degenerated. Vmi if on

the other hand we recognise that we have sprung from
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inferior beiuu's, then there is no cause for anxiety on
account of the occasional backsliding o])serva])le amongst
men, and we are encouraged to hope that with the help
of Providence, notwithstanding frequent relapses towards
the primitive condition of our remote forefathers, we may
continue to improve in the long run as we have done
hitherto.



THE COURT ROLLS OF THE MANOR OF HIBBALDSTOW.

By E. PEACOCK, F.S.A.

Hibbaldstow is a parish in the parts of Lindsey in the

county of Lincohi about three miles to the south west of

Glanford Briggs, The manor, it is beheved, does not

extend over the whole of the parish but the greater part

thereof is included in it. Of recent times it has gone by
the name of Hibbaldstow Cornwall. The precise reason

for this is not clear. It lies adjoining and perhaps in some
degree intermixed with certain portions of the great manor
of Kirton-in-Lindsey which extended over upwards of

forty townships but it never was a part of that manor.

Nothing in our local history is more certain than that no
part of the manor of Kirton-in-Lindsey was ever subin-

feudated. At the same time it must be remembered that

for a long period that large franchise was a possession of

the Earls and Dukes of Cornwall. It is to be feared that

the greater part of the manorial documents has been
lost. Some few of the court -rolls of the manor are still

the property of Maximilian Hammond Dallison, Esq., of

Hamptons, near Tunbridge who has kindly permitted me
to read and make extracts from them.

The first roll at present known to exist is dated

11 Henry IV. William Plumtre, Chaplain and his com-

panions " sociorum suorum " were the lords.

In the 1 3 of Hem-y VI Sir John Byron was Lord. The
greater part of the roU is occupied with the surrender of

copyholds noted in the usual manner, afterwards we find

a memorandum that John Dedirby assaulted Thomas
Norreis of Sturton' for which he was fined xx''. Thomas
Frost jun. brewed contrary to assize and was fined ij*^.

That the same Thomas stoi)ped up, probably for the

purpose of getting water for making his beer, a certain

' Stui-ton is a hamlet in the adjoiuing parish of Scawby.
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rivulet in u close beloiigiii_L;- to the Prioress of Gokeivell,

so that the water ilowed on the common way to the injury

of the tenants of the manor. Time was !j;iven for removinii'

the obstruction till the feast of All Saints. In case of

non-removal by that time a fine of iij' iiij*^ was to be
levied. The little nunnery of Gokewell was situate in the

parish of Brouii'hton near Grlanford Biggs, in a secluded

place at the foot of the "Cliff" range of hills ; who the

prioress at that time wns is not known. The imperfect

list of the prioresses ends in 139.3. In a minister's account
of 32 Henr}' VIII we find that at that time the nunnery
of Gokewell had lands in Hibbaldstow bringing in three

pounds and nine shillings per annum. ^ In the same year

an order was made that the manorial tenants should

cleanse a common sewer called Fulcroftes Bek before

Christmas on penalty of xx'^ each.

23 Henry VI. John Frikyngham was ordered to

repair his messuage before the feast of the purification of

our Blessed Lady on pain of a fine of xl*^. This entr}- is

noteworth}'. We cannot tell whether John Frikyngham
was a copyholder or a freeholder. In either case it would
seem that the manor courts had power to compel the

owners of buildings to keep them in good repair. In the

rolls of other manors in the neighbourhood of a somewhat
more recent date we have found orders of this kind which
almost certainly related to freehold property. Jolin

Maidenwell of Kirton made chase and recliase witliin (he

manor of Hibaldstowe.

32 Henry VI. Nicholas Biron, Lord of the manor.

1 Edward VI. Lady Alice Byron, Lady of the Manor.
2 Elizabeth. Silvester Bellow, Lord of the manor " no

ale howse keper shall tonne any ale before the ale fynder

taiste the drynke & allowe yt, snb pena of every brewing
xij^" This is the first order that occurs in English.

3 Elizabeth. The wife of liobert Bakhouse and the

wife of liichard Oldman are ale-brewers and bread-bakers,

and have broken the assize ; the former was fnied iiij'^ and
the latter ij"* the jur}- further present that the wife of the

aforesaid Eichard Oldman " deposuit virgam suam que
fuit signum bracintt; " and would not permit the ale taster

' Ahli'iuuvi/ vol. xiv
[>i>.

117-UI.'. Mon, AnyUc. vol. v, \>. 721.

VOL. XLIV 2 X
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to taste her ale. The passage which 1 have permitted to

remain in tlie original Latin means that she had pnlled

down the ale whisp, that is a bnnch of green twigs or ivy

which was the sign of her calling. Why she did so it is

impossible to say. There seems to have been, in this

neighl3onrhood at least, some objection on the part of the

sellers of drink in the sixteenth century to hang out this

sisi'n of their calling. In the Court Eoll of the manor of

Scotter, near Kirton-in-Lindsey, for the year 1562, we
fnid an order that Thomas Yong was either to

immediately give up " the domum hospicii " which he

held or take out recognizance and licence for keeping an
alehouse and hang up " sigiuim aut unum le ale wyspe
ad hostium domus." - The ale-whisp was the sign of a

place where drink was sold not only in England but in

many parts of the continent. In German}- to this day a

bunch of cfreen twigs or a garland is a not uncommon
mark of a village hostelry. Heine makes his suttler sing :

Brr grunr ivranj bor mn'ncm £dt,

Dcr lacl^t im SLtc^t tier .Sonne;

©Intj |)rutc sdjrnk' icfj ffllalfaasicr

3lus efnrr fn'sdjrn STonnc

In Cutts's Scenes and Characters of the Middle Ages,

p. 543, there is an engraving of a mediaeval inn with a

l)ush hanging from the sign.' William Tyndale attacking

the sacrament of extreme unction, says—" outward oil

can neither heal the soul nor make her feel, save as a

sign, or as a Inish at a tavern door, quencheth a man's

thirst.'*^ At Modbury in Devonshire, in the earlier part

of this century, during Saint George's fair, which is held

for nine days, it was the custom to hang out a bush of

holly from private houses as a notice that drink was
being sold there during the fair time.* William

Kytchyng and three other persons were lined iiij'^ each,

because they had not made their portions of " le

ynghedge," that is the Ings hedge. lugs in the dialect of

Lindsey means low lying grass land. Places called the

Ings exist in many of the neighbouring parishes. Th(mias

' Arrhai.l fjiii vol. xlvj. p. 381. Dyer, British Popular Cu&loim, \^. 379.

- Cf. Singer's Sliakespeare, ids You Lilx •' Expositions and Notes (I'arker, Snc),

//, act V, se. 4. Note— Ellis's P.raiurs p. 1S4.

Popular Anti'/uilies, \o]. ii, pp. 72, 246. * Wortlia Poj^ular IJist. of Devonshire,

llidlej', Works (Parker, Soc), p. 10. p. 242.
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Madyiiwell, of Candney—a neighbouriiiLi' village, was
lined vj'^ because he dug turves within the manor.
Oil'ences of this kind were very common when coal was
ahnost an unknown article in Lincolnshire, and the

people, the poor and rich alike, were almost entirely

dependent on wood, turves and peats for fuel.

4 Elizabeth. The jury present that John Lambert,
Imsbandman, has encroached upon " lez niarfur." This
word is still in common use. It is a form of meere-furrow
and means a boundar}^ furrow in an open field. John
Lambert's oflence was no light one. The land at

Hibbaldstow and almost all the neighbouring parishes,

was held in strips very long and very narrow. It is

obvious that if care were not taken the more greedy of
the manorial tenants by ploughing away the meere-
furrows might much increase the width of (heir own
strips to the loss of their neighbours on each side of them.

G Elizabeth, liobert Loyntes was presented because
his " burcelles " Avere insufficient in the Horsepasture
Lays. The meaning of burcell has not been ascertained.

It occurs in the court-rolls of liottesford and Little

Carlton in this county.

9 Elizabeth. Everyone was ordered to cleanse his

portion of " les Inge dyk ante die Elene virginis,'' under
pain of xij'\ Who was this Saint Elene the Virgin, is it a

mere error of writing and are we to suppose that St. Helen
the mother of Constantine is meant, or are we to conclude
that the entry is correct, and that St. Helen the Virgin is

either Helen of Auxerre or Helen ofTroyes ?
' A Saint Helen,

whether the Empress or the Virgin I know not had a liol}^

well dedicated to her in the neighbouring parish of

Wrawby. This well has been long considered to produce
water of an exceptionally good quality. It has for many
years supplied the greater part of the town of Brigg.
The earliest mention of it which I have seen is in

the Diary of Abraham de la Pryme, A.D. 1697, p.
"

129. No one to permit his animals to be in " le

bradmore "' without being tied on pain of ij'\ No one to

gather wool in the field Ijefore the swinherd goes there
with his pigs under penalty of x^ This was to hinder
persons catching the sheep and pulling the wool oil their

^ Ada Hanciorum Mali. L 530. V. 132
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backs, an oH'ence l)y no means ol)solete at the present clay.

If the persons who gathered the locks of wool which had
been torn off by bnsh, hed_a-e and briar were nnder the eye

of the swineherd they would not be tempted to steal wool

from the sheep. All who have " Gowelles " in the river

Ankholme are to repair them within ten da}'s under pain

of iij'' iiij'\ " (jrowelles " in all pro])ability means in this

place holes through the river l^ank used for taking in water

from the river for the cattle.

13 Ehzabeth. Gerard Sonthyll Es(|., Lord of the

Manor. Eandall Moore is presented because he enter-

tains vagabonds contrary to the form of the statute.

16 Elizabeth. Tliomas Hannay and E-obert Poynter

were fined vj'^ each l^ecause they threw wood upon the

highway, and John Smythe a like sum because he had not
" unum le swynestie." Tliomas Stedman and four other

persons were fined iiij*^ each because they laid straw, flax,

and other similar things near their hearths. Entries of

this kind occur in the records of ever}^ Lincolnshire

manor that I have examined. At a time when all except

the most important houses in this part of England were

constructed of " stud and mud," and covered with thatch
;

lires were even a more teri'ible calamity than they are at

present, and it would seem that the manor-courts took

strict precautions to compel all tenants, whether free-

holders or copyholders, to employ such methods as were
needful for the protection of themselves and others.

Richard Ketchinge was fined iiij'^ because he had not

buried an animal of his that had died.

17 Elizabeth. Eichard Easton fined iiij*^ because he

broke the soil on " le ynge " with his cart. Eichard

Ketchinge and others for trespassing with their cattle in

the sown fields were fined ij'^ each. This was a grave

offence in times when nearly all the corn-land was un-

fenced. In many manors the fine for going over the

sown fields with animals was very severe. There was
in former days a very strong feeling against those

who wantonly destroyed growing grain—an instinctive

destestation, founded rather on religious and social

sentiment, than on the supposed pecuniary loss that

would follow. Eamines are now a mere matter of liistor3\

At a time when, for want of inland communication, the
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dwellers in one ])art of the kingdom nii^lit be dyin^" of

hunger, while in others there was an overlUnving

abundance, those who destroyed the future food of the

])eople Avere not unnaturally objects of repugnance. In

the section, JJe nwdo Inqulreiidt de peccatis ccitvddnis, in

Myrc's Instructions for Parish Priests (E.E.T.S.) the

penitent is asked

—

" Hast |)ou I-struyd corn or gras,

Or o|)er tliynge |)at sowen was ?

Hast j)ou I-come in any sty

And cropped ^erus of corne |)e by ?

Art |)uu I-wont ower corn to ryde

When |)ou my3test have go b}' syde."

1. 1499.

19 Elizabeth. This is the first year we meet with the

verdict of the jury in English. Some few of the entries

are worth notice

—

" Thomas Elles for that he mayd a fra vpon James
Ketching ij'\"

" Bryan Smythe for that he keped his cattele louse

[loose] in the inges contrary to order ij'\"

" Eobart Ponton for his son carryng ij hors tyed to

gether up the steclie^ ij*^."

" Rychard Kytchyng for keeping sheep to half part con-

trary to order ij''." This means that the offender had
joined at a purchase of sheep, with some other person,

presumably what was called a foreigner, that is a person

not a tenant of the manor. There was often a great

temptation to do this, but it was contrary to good order

in as much as it had a tendency to cause the pasture

gi'ounds to be overstocked. The manor courts were
bound to jealously watch the intrusion of strangers under
any pretence within the limits over which they had
jurisdiction. The evil at Hibbaldstow seems to have
become a serious one, for we find within a few lines of the

entry above quoted.

"Payne laj^d that ]ion shall take to half part no sliepe,

if he haue any of his own in payn of eur}' on so ofendeing
V' and also tliey that have any shall depart before mar-
tenmes day next in payne of V"."

^ The meauing of this word 16 uut clear, perhap- it lUtdUa u uarrow laue.
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"Ilion Lambart for Ivinoj line and other stofe iieare unto

his chimnay contrary [to] order yj''."

" Ilion Turrynton for that he denyed Robert Stanean of

alle contrary to order ij''.

Persons who brewed beer for sale were bound, it would
seem, to dispose of it to such of their neighbours as required

it. When tjuarrels arose this was sometimes refused.

We have met with other instances of small lines being

inllicted for similar acts of churlishness.^

20 Elizabeth " We say that Eobart Broxholme liathe

kept the shepe of his fathars contrary to ordar and tharfar

he is armarsed xx^"
"We say that Mr. Southell is the chief lorde of the

wej'st [waste] of Hibalstowe, as in his ryght of his mannar
of Hilbalstowe Byron and not in ye right of his mannar
of Hibauldstow Cornewall, as by his auncyant courte

roules it doth planely appere."
" A payne layd that non of the lordes tennantes shall

graue an}' hassockes of the lordes ground without the leue

of the lord in payn of xx*^. A hassock is a large and thick

tuft of coarse grass. Before the enclosures these hassocks

were used by the poor for fuel.

" Thomas Stockdail for his fences not [being] lawful

betwext Ilion Turrington and him vj''."' The jurisdiction

which the manor-courts exercised over the fences within

the manor must have been most useful. Since it has

become obsolete there is no means within the reach of

ordinary people by which the careless or improvident can

be compelled to keep their fences in proper repair.

A presentiment made of " Thomas Whelpedale for

that he liathe not l^rought in Ihon Whelpedale and
Thomas Whelpedale his sonnes, being alcove the age of

xii yeares, and haueing continued within the presenct of

this leberty aboue on year and on day, to be sworne to be

trew subjectes to our Soferent lady the (|uene." This

is the only instance we have met with of the oath of

allegiance l)eing required to be taken at a manorial

court. It is probable tliat these AVhelpdales were

Eoman Catholics.

1 In the couit-roll of tlitu UKUior of " deiicgavit vciulere f-eroviciam suam
Scdttcr, uiiilcr the year 1.074, we find Thome C^liiKi- ijUando ncxe.<se fuit \.

that the wife <f Thoniah Yonge, t-.eniur, iiuamlu egiotu.i fuit."

—

Aixhaioloijiu,

of Butteiwick wa.-: fined xij'^ l)ccau,-.e slvi, ob-.
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"A payiie lavd that all tlie layiie Glides shall bo lieged

aconliiig to ordar and in pa3'n of iij'. iiij'"."

11 James I. The following orders were made which
we transcribe without abridgment.

" That none shall lett any gates* in the Inges but to

those that liaue gates of tlier awne on payne of euerie

beast iij'. iiij''."

" That none shall keepe towe Conions for one thing in

pa5aie of euerie month xx^"
" That none shall keep comons but those that are resi-

dent of their house which they keep comons for, 011 paine

of euerie month xx'."

" That none shall keep comons but those that liaue

comons belonging to ther houses in paine of euerie month
xx'. That no servant shall keep mo sheepe then six vpon
the comons, and that tlie}^ shall put all the rest they have
away betwixt this and the xv"' day of this month vpon
paine of euerie defalt xij^"

" That euerie one shall keep vp his fence on the horse

pasture hedge sufFiciently betwixt this and the xxiiij"' day
of this month [May] in paine of euerie Rood iij' iiij^"

" That none shall tether witliin the corne in the west end
of Middledayle- in payne of euerie beast xij''. That none
shall leave any [cattle] loose or hopled^ on the loeck

l)ank, tlie horse-pasture, or Middledayle nor the Ings, in

the night tyme in payne of euerie beast vj'V
" That euerie one shall make vp ther fence in the Inges

hedge betwixt this ct the xv^'' day of tliis month [May] in

paine of euerie defalt xij'V
" That none shall tether any thing betwixt the Eobe

C'loses and Thomas Corbriges close in paine of euerie

beast and horse xij''.'"

^ Gate signifies tlie right to depasture l6 for summer." Arthur Yoiing,Z/HCo/Hs/(.
cattle on n, fonamon or open pasture. In Ar/ric. 1799, p. 413.
1(510 Itiohanl Plomer Surrendered to - Dale does not here mean a vallej- but
Thomas Wells " a gate for a beast or a division in an open field. Norden's
horse in le seuerall pasture on Scottcr

"
Surcdj of the Manor of Kirton-in-Lhuhc;!,

Scatter Court RoU. " On the north :md furnishes the names of many of these
south cliffs are several commons called dales, as they were in Itild. In the
Old Leys and Lodger Leys, which were parish of Messingham, before the en-
formerjy plowed

; but by length of time closure when one owner had six lands
arc become unknown land and are there- altogether it was called a dale. See
fore stocked by Gaits, like other common." Mackiunon's Ace. of Messinyham (written
Surrcf/ of Manor of Kirton-in-Liiuhcij in lS2ri) 18S0, p. 18.

17S7. "In all this country [Wintcrton, •' 'l\i hopple means to tie together the
Lincolnshire] the common-gate for a hind legs of an animal,
cottager's cow is 2 acres for winter and
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" Wee do agree that all old paiiies belonging to the

towne shall stand in force as they haue bene accustomed."
" We do make a paine that none shall keepe louse ther

beastes in the cornefeild in paine of euerie beast vj''. We
do make a paine that none shall tether vnder the new
hedge water furbanke and the Ings hedge in paine of

euerie defalt iij'. iiij''."

"We do make a payne that none shall gleane' within

six landes of the standing corne or mowne corne in paine

of euerie defalt v'."

" That none shall go & gather any woll before the

Swinnard doth blowe in paine of euerie defalt xij'',"

" That no man shall put an)^ horses or foles into

Gainestrop'^ at any time betwixt this and Michaelmas
next in paine of euerie defalt iij'. iiij'V

" That none shall tether any calves in the cornefield in

paine of euerie defalt xij'V
" That no man sliall leave any oxen in the cornefield in

gadding time of summer, l)ut they shall luring them vp at

eight of the clock' in the fore noone and carrye them
downe at foure a clock in the afternoone, in paine of

euerie defalt v'."

" That euerie one shall scower^ North Carre* dyke
sufficiently against his owne ground betwixt this and
Whitsontyde next coming in paine of euerie defalt xij'\"

Among the fines imposed this year we find Richard
Corbi'igge fined xij*^ for putting his beasts upon the beck
bank and in the Horse-pasture. It was the practice in

all the adjoining parishes to prohibit the Ijanks of streams

and rivulets from being grazed by any animals except

sheep on account of the damage done by the feet of

horses and oxen to the banks. Widow ITewett was fined

a like sum for putting cattle into Holme Fletes'^ upon
Easter day as was also Thomas Dent " for giving euell

words against the Jury."

^ This regulation was for tlic purpose the Manor of Kirton-in-Lindsey in IHIG

of hindering the gleaners from stealing none of the houses were standing, but
either from the standing or the mown there were considerable ruins to be seen,

corn. A similar rule is in force at ]>re- '^ Scour, to cleanse. The word is yet in

sent. Gleaners are not permitted to go use in this .sense.

into tlie stubble fields until the last load Car signifies low uninilosed land

is carried. liable to be flooded.
2 Gamblethorp or Gainstrop is a decayed '' Fleet in the dialect of Liudsey means

village within the confines of Hibbald- a drain,

stow. Wheu Nordeu made his survey of
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We have observed iiothiiif^' in these court-rolls which

would lead us to infer that the custom ol" primogeniture

did not prevail in this manor. From a loose memorandum
dated 19 Elizabeth it seems, however, that Borough English

was the custom here as in several other villages in Lindse}'.

The passage is as follows " It is found by the homage that

Tho. Smith died seised of 10 ac, of land lately ... of Lords

wast which he held of ye Lord b)' Copie of Cort Eolle accor-

ding to ye Custom & that Brian Smith was his youngest

sonn and now heire, who tooke these landes de novo ....

paying Is iii d yearly at the feast of St. Anthony and doing-

all other rent & services & ces' before dew, & accustomed

and paid in the name of a fine for his enterance ii' vj"^.

Along with the Court-rolls a few fine rolls of the Eliza-

l^etlian period have been preserved ; some passages are of

suificient interest to repay the trouble of transcription.

15 Elizabeth "Of Nycholas Androwe for bycause he

wold not dyne with the Steward contrarie to the custome
of the manor of ye Soke v^"

"Of John Sheryffe for Lyinge his dunge in the higlie waye
iiij'\" This entry is noteworthy as showing that before the

manor courts fell into disuse a cheap and quick means
was always at hand for obtaining redress against those who
annoyed their neighbours. At the present time legislation

has only in part restored to us those common law rights

which were lost when the manor courts died or became
only a means of registering copy holds and providing

revenue for the lords.

" Of Thomas Sledman for lying his haye nere vnto his

chimney contrarie to a payne layde iiij'V

" Of Robert fFrowe for the lyke with his eldynge iiij''."

The word elding though well nigh obsolete may still be
occasionally heard. It is now employed to indicate small

sticks used for lighting fires. In 1574 the manor court of

Bottesford ordered that every cottager should provide four

loads of turves called " eldynge " ])efore the feast of Saint

Andrew under pain of vj^ viij'\ We have a proverb which
says of something utterly worthless that it is "neither good
for hedge-stake nor elding." The word is still used in

Scotland."'^

^ Ces.s means in thu dialect of Lindsey Notes and Queries A 12 Series, vol. p. sj,

an assessment or local tax. 454. Atkinson, Cleveland Gloss. shIj.

^ See Scott, Black Dwarf chap. IX. voce.

VOL. XLIY 2 O
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" Of John Elsam for plowinge vpp the liig-h wa3^e iiij'^"

18 Elizabeth " of Kichard Kechynge for takinge gyest'

shepe in to this lordship contraire to payne vj''." " Of

Eobert llroxholrae for his wall lyinge downe ij''." " Of

John Harvie for his cowe lyinge out in the night ij'\"

We fear that this fine was not inflicted out of any

regard for the animal's comfort but because if it

were not shut up at night there was danger of its getting

into the corn-field,

19 Elizabeth " of William IJarnard because he disclosed

the counsale of the Jnrie to Eobert Stainton xx*^
"

" OfWilliam Whvtelam for takinj^e his towle of the corne

of the neighbors excessyvelie ij'."

The above is the solitary fact that has come down to us

relating to the village miller. Whether

" He was a j angler, and a goliardeis
"

or a steady and sedate man w^e shall never know. That

like Chaucer's companion on the Canterbury journey,

" "Well coiide he stelcn corne, and tollen tliries
"

was the opinion of his neighbours who sat in judgment on

him. Modern experience leads one to believe that the

charge of taking excessive toll has often been made
unjustly, on the other hand frauds of this sort are

proverbially diflicult to discover.

20 Elizabeth. Like other local bodies the Hibbaldstow

manor court was careful to maintain its dignity. William

Scupholme was fined x' because " he did appeare at this

court and did refuse to doo his services dewe, but

departed, the courte syttinge, without lycence, in dispyte

of the courte."

' Ci.ste, as it is nn\v commonlj' spelt, sometimes spelt joist, thereby suggesting

means the taking in to graze of another a false derivation. See Arthur Young,
person's cattle. See C'owel, Luvi Dirt, (rcncral View of the AfjricuJtiirc of the

suh voce Aijht. I)u Fresno (r'/oss. Med. County nf Lincoln, 1799, \). d2ij.

Lnt- sub voce Ar/istarc. This word is



WAS IRELAND EVER INVADED I5Y THE ROIMANS 1

By W. TIIOMrSUN WATKIN.

The substance of this paper is a discussion which I had
in 1881-2 with Dr. Pfitzner of Parchini (the author of
" CTeschichte der Ilomischen Kaiserleu'ionen von Augustus
bis Hadrianus") in the columns of the Manchester Guar-
dian.

Dr. Pfitzner controverted the generally received opinion

that Agricola did not invade Ireland by asserting that

Tacitus in his " Life of Agricola" (ch. 24) clearly spoke

of it. The passage in Tacitus is this :
—" In the fifth year

of his conquests Agricola crossed in the first ship [nave

jrrimd transgressus) and subdued in a series of victories

tribes hitherto unknown. In that part of Britain, wdiich

looks towards Ireland he posted some troops, hoping for

fresh conrpiests rather than fearing attack, inasmuch as

Ireland being between Britain and Spain, and conveniently

situated for the seas round Gaul, might have been the

means of connectino- with Q'reat mutual benefit the most
powerful parts of the Empire. Its extent is small when
compared with Britain, but exceeds the islands of our
seas. In soil and climate, in the disposition, temper and
habits of its population, it differs but little from Britain.

We know most of its harbours and approaches, and that

through the intercourse of commerce. One of the petty

kings of the nation, driven out by internal faction, had
l)een received by Agricola, who detained him under the

semblance of friendship until he could make use of him.

I have often heard him say that a single legion with a few

auxiharies could conquer and occupy Ireland, and 1hat it

would have a salutary effect on Britain for the Eonian
arms to be seen everywdiere, and for freedom, oo to speak,

to be banished from its siyht."
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Dr. riitziier's^ cuntentioii was, that the sea which

Agricola crossed in the first ship was St. George's

Ohaimel, and the " unknown tribes " he subdued were

Irishmen. All depends upon the identity of the sea

which Agricola crossed, and it is therefore necessary to

examine his position at the time indicated. At the close

of his fourth year's campaign he decided to secure by a

chain of forts across Britain the portion of the island

which he had subdued, and Tacitus tells us :
—

" The place

for that purpose was where the waters of the Glota

(Clyde) and 13odotria (Forth) driven up the country by
the inllux of two opposite seas are hindered from joining

by a narrow neck of land which was then guarded by a

chain of forts. On the south side of the isthmus the

whole countr}^ was bridled b}^ the Eomans and evacuated

by the enemy, who was driven, as it were into another

island."

Agricola's base of operations for his fifth campaign

(a.d. 82) was thus evidently the chain of forts between

the Clyde and Forth, but, like his successors, he apparently

found that the Irish made frequent incursions into Britain,

and it was necessary before he advanced further to secure

his rear from their attacks which if on one point success-

ful, would probably cause the British tribes in his rear to

revolt, and thus cut him off from Southern Britain.

Hence his reason for guarding the western coast probablv

at intervals from Ayrshire to the south of Cumberland.

As Agricola had advanced gradually from Chester by
land, on the western side of Britain, for the four previous

years, examining personally as Tacitus says, all the firths

and estuaries, it is clear that he had no fleet with him, which

is further confirmed by his invasion of Anglesea, when
his troops swam across the Meiiai Straits, confounding

the Britons, " who expected the arrival of a fleet and a

formal invasion by sea." This was in a.d., 78, and wo
hear nothing of a fleet in Tacitus during 79, 80, or 81. The

jleet seems in fact to have been at its usual head-cpiarters

on the south-east coast of England. But an invasion

of Ireland would have required a fleet, and it was not

until Agricola's sixth campaign in a.d., 83, on the eastern

side of Scotland that Tacitus mentions the fleet, when he

says ''• Agricola ordered his shii)S to sail across the gulf
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(Bodotria, the Forlli), and i^ain soiue knowledge of lliese

new regions. The fleet noic actuKj for the first time in

concert icith the land forces, proceeded in siglit of the

armj^" He then telLs us that at the sight of the Konian
ileet the Britons were struck with consternation convinced

that every resource was cut ofl", since the sea, which had
always been their shelter, was now open to the invaders.

It follows from this, that the ih-itons had seen nothing

of Agricola's fleet in his fifth campaign, which could

hardly have been the case had he emljarked a large force

on the Clyde or in Wigtonshire for the invasion of Ireland.

But there still remains the fact that Agricola (though his

fleet did not act with his army) crossed to somewhere in

the " first ship." The accepted idea as to this, is, that

Agricola crossed the Firth of Clyde in the hrst Koman
ship (probably only a small vessel), that had ever per-

formed such a voyage, the troops probably moving round

by land, or crossing in small extemporised vessels into

Bute and Argyllshire. He no doubt returned to his base

line in the autumn.
Dr. Phtzner laid stress on the fact that in Tacitus (as

before quoted), " Agricola's campaign comes first., and
after it comes the garrisonhioj of the British coasts which
followed," but I pointed out that if we took his line of

argument, I would also say, " Agricola's campaign comes
first, and afterwards the statement, ' We know most of

its (Ireland's) harbours and approaches, and that through
the intercourse of commerce,' not by invasion mind."

Again, would Tacitus have spoken m this same chapter of

this commercial knowledge of Ireland, have told us of

its soil and climate, described its inhabitants and their

disposition, and told us that one of their kings was in

Agricola's camp before the campaign of a.d. 82 began,
if the Irish were the " unknown nations " to be sub-

sequently invaded ? But the wild land of Argyllshire,

which (except the decline of population) remained much
the same all through the Middle Ages and almost to the

present time, would well justif}* the use of the term
" unknown tril)es " or " nations."

Had Agricola invaded Ireland (even only to be defeated),

Tacitus could scarcely have any motive for suppressing

an account of the campaign. Had he successfully effected
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such an invasion (wliicli would have required an ellbrt

second only to the invasion of Britahi, even if made from

Port Patrick to Larne or Donaghadee), would it not have

been the great topic of the day in Rome, have engaged

the attention of the Senate, conferred a new title on the

Emperor, and been recorded in bronze and marble in

many places ? And if he had failed in such an attempt,

would not Domitian have been the first to have him dis-

graced and probably executed ? But we hear of none of

these things. Inscriptions and historians are alike silent.

No Eoman temporary camps even, which would certainly

have been formed, if troops had been sent over, are found

in Ireland.

The words of Tacitus, that he " had often heard Agricola

say that a single legion with a few auxiliaries could con-

quer and occupy Ireland," is inferentially a direct negative

to the idea of invasion. Dr. Pfitzner thinks that the Legio

Secunda Adjutrix, which was over in Britain for a short

time, was demanded by Agricola for the purpose of this

invasion, but it was probably back again on the continent

before a.d. 82. It evidently came over to Britain at the

commencement of Vespasian's reign, or about a.d. 71, to

help Petilius Cerealis to crush the Brigantes. (See my
"Eoman Forces in Britain," Archcuol. Journal, xli, 248).

Everything tends to show that no military occupation of

Ireland by Eome took place. Commercial transactions,

though brisk during the first half of the Eoman sway in

Britain, may materially have been reduced during the

latter half of that period, owing to the predatory incur-

sions of the Irish. Nearly everything found in Ireland of

the Eoman age is of late date, is portable, and is of value,

just what a piratical band would seize and make ofTwith.

Isolated coins of the Higher Empire have been met with

here and there, no doubt accidentally lost by traders, c^^c.

and an inscribed medicine stamp (of the usual class) found

in the possession of a policeman in the count)^ of Tipperary,

is also of this age. But of the Ijower Empire I may
mention a hoard of l.")00 silver coins ranging from Con-

stanlius IT, a.d. 3o7, to Conslantiue ITT, a.d. 407, with

several silver ingots (two of them inscribed), and a quanlil}'

of other bullion iuund near Coleraine in 1854, and another

hoard (also of silver) found on Fairhead near the Giants'
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Causewcay in I80I. Near the entrance to the caves at

New Grange (co, Meath) a _i]^okl rinij; set with a stone, a

o'ohl cliahi, two arniillae, and a fil^ula, all of gohl ; coins

of Valentinian and of Theodosius (of gold), a silver coin

of Geta, and two much defaced small brass coins have
been found.

It will be noticed that all of these finds have been made
in tlie north-east of Ireland, where that island approaches
nearest to England, and whence incursions could be made
with the greater impunity, and this makes it all the more
singular that no trace of Eoman habitation or of hoards
of spoil like the above has been found in the Isle of Man.
The latter would almost seem to have l^een neutral

ground.



CHURCH XOTES, CHIEFLY IX BERKS, ^VILTS AND
OXFORD, WITH A FEW IX SOMERSET AXD
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

{Continued from page 103).

Goosey, Berks.—A small chapel, with navo and cliancol. The nave

carries a wooden belfry of modern date, but probably after the general

pattern of an older one. The west window is plain Decorated, but the

tracery has been cut away. The south door is Perpendicular. In the

south wall is a late Xorman loop. The roof is modern, but there

remain one or two good corbels. There are some good open seats. The
chancel has been so much altered and repaired that its original date can

scarcely be pronounced upon. There is a piscina and a locker, and over

the altar table are some wretchedly-painted designs, royal badges and

emblems of the crucifixion, some of the trumpery that escaped the besom

of the Reformation.

GoRixCi, OxoN.—A very curious structure. A tower, nave, north

aisle, chancel, and north porch. The tower is Xorman, with a circular

turret stair at the north-west angle and a peculiar appendage on the

north side. The lower stage is vaulted and ribbed, with openings each

way ; that to the west having led into the nunnery, and now, with the

southern opening, blocked up. The upper stage is Perpendicular and

rises above the turret, which remains of its original height with the

usual Xorman termination in a cone of stone.

The nave is Xorman, narrow and gloomy, constructed originally

without aisles and apparently without windows below the clerestory, as

is still the case on the south side. On the north an aisle has been

added, and to suit this the lower stage of the wall has been removed,

and a row of early pointed arches, resting on massive piers, has taken

its place. The clerestory has been partially bricked-up, but the whole

is an excellent examjile of early underpinning. Tlie aisle, as at

present seen, is Decorated, with an original porch and window. A
building connected with the nunnery has 'at one time occupied the place

of a south aisle, but does not appear to have communicated with the

nave. The chancel is Xorman, but has lieen shortened at the east end,

rough cast, ceiled, and otherwise mutilated. Font very plain, large, and

placed against the west pier of the north aisle. This is probably the

most curious church in the A'ale of Berks, and unfortunately it is in a

filthy condition. The east end of the aisle is used as a coal hole, and a

handsome brass thus disfigured. The church does not seem to need

substantial repairs, but wants the care of a resident incumbent.

Greenford ]Magna, jNIiddx.—A small and not very curious church

with some Decorated and Perpendicular parts. Here is a mural monu-
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ment of parchment to James and Ann Terry, cliildren of the Rector,

Edward Terrj% who travelled in the East, and published an account

of his travels in 1655.

East IIagbourne, Berks.—A large handsome church with Perpendi-

cular tower. Xave, earlj'' Decorated, as is the arch into the tower. On
the north side the arches are drop and the piers octagonal, and more
ornate then those of the south side, where the picu's are cylindrical and

rather rude. Clerestory windows pei-pendicular, excepting a small

Decorated one towards tlie west end of the north side. The roof is

good and has some singular emblems carved upon its cornice. The
south aisle is Perpendicular, the north Decorated. Theri; arc two

chapels, productions of aisles eastwards, by the sides of the chancel.

Tliey are of the date of the aisles. The chancel arch is early Decorated.

The chancel has a clerestory. Its windows arc early English, Decorated,

and Perpendicidar. There is an early Decorated piscina.

Hampstead XoRRis, Berks.—Tower late Perpendicular and the north

and south sides are, as at Bath Abbey Church, shorter than the others.

Nave early English or Decorated with a modern chancel arch. The two
eastern south windows have niches in their eastern jambs. The north

and south doors are Norman ; the former has a band of billet moulding

for a drip. Chancel early English, with a singular piscina. On the

north side a trefoiled loop. The stone pulpit has a concealed base.

There is a locker in the wall inside, and close west of the north door and

near it an ornament resembling a cross patee fichee is carved on the wall.

Hanham, Gloucester.—An old and very curious chapel attached to

the Manor House, once the seat of the Cresswell family. It has a tower,

nave, south aisle, chancel and porch. Tower Perpendicular. The style

of the nave doubtfid. The arches into the aisle seem Decorated as is

probably the north door, which has a rude exterior canopy, in low relief,

with crockets and a finial. In the north-west is what may be a

Norman loop. The chancel is much disfigured, the north side looks

Norman, but the principal part of the structure seems Decorated with

later additions. The arch into the nave is good and probably I'erpendi-

cular. The aisle has a curious decorated finial let into the outside of its

east wall. Here also is a curious Norman column with a tinted shaft,

with a bowl in the capital for holy Avater. It is now detached, but was

probably affixed to the wall. The north porch is either decorated

or early Perpendicular. The font is good moderately plain Norman ; it

has a square block bowl upon a short cylindrical stem.

West Hannay, Berks.—The Tower opens into the nave and forms a

sort of north transept. It is very early English and has some curious

windows and a good door. The higher stage seems early Perpendicular.

The nave is Decorated with south arches, of which one opens into tlie

transept. Its pattern resembles that of the tower arch at Stevcnton.

On tlie north side the west pier is Norman, and very large. The north

door is good Norman with cable shafts. The chancel arch is early

Englisli, with excellent brackets late in the style. Chancel, late

Perpendicular. A hagioscope into the south transept. Soiith aisle

Decorated with many flat-topped windows. There is a good timber roof.

The parapet is Decorated. Over the south door is a singular canopy.

(South transept Decorated with good arches into the nave and aisle. At
the south end is a piscina with a shelf, at the north end a locker.
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The wood stairs remain. Tlio north porch is excellent early English with

a particularly good doorway. The font is Xorman, conical, with a

peculiar and bold ornament composed of vertical hands of roses.

Hasweli,, Berks.—A line church, with tower, nave, aisles, transepts,

chancel and south porch. The tower is early English, early in the style.

In size and general proportions it resembles the still earlier tower of

Fiugest, Oxon. Its plan is slightly oblong, longest from north to south.

There is a projecting turret on the north side. The nave is Transition,

pointed aSTorman passing into early English. Both aisles and porch are

Decorated. Xorth aisle has a very early Decorated window, resembling

the east windows of Basildon and Xorth j\ foreton. The south transept

is very early English, and plain. The north transept is smaller, but both

terminate in buttresses similar to those at Newuham Murren. The
Chancel is excellent early Decorated, as are its north and south windows.

The north door is original, with a flat segmental arch and heavy mould-

ings. There is a double piscina, early English, with two good stalls

under a st|uare head formed by the string upon which the windows rest.

The east window is very singular. It is of five lights, cinquefoiled in

the sides, and trefoiled in the central light. Ovca- the centre is a circle

(iuatrefoiled. The mulHons of the central light are carried up straight

through the head. The case of the window is certainly Decorated.

The tracery is either a Perpendicular insertion or a very singular

combination of Decorated and Perpendicular features. The font is

a nrde cone.

IIA.TFORD, Berks.—The nave has an early English south door, and a

good Xorman north door, which has recently been scraped. In one of

the capitals is a singular head. The west wintlow is early Decorated.

The Norman arch into the chancel is a horse-shoe, owing probably to a

settlement. There is a wooden belfry. The chancel has a Norman
south door and some other Norman parts. There is a curious efflgy

within an early Decorated recess in the north wall.

East Hendred, Berks.—A spacious church, with tower, nave, ai.sles,

transepts, chancel, south chajiel and south porch. The tower pretty

good Perpendicular. The corbels of the west windows are heads, and
from their mouths proceed vine foliage, carved in relief upon the

adjacent wall. The nave arches have cylindrical piers, of somewdrat

Norman asjiect. ToAver arch is Perpendicular. North aisle good but

plain Decorated. South aisle also Decorated but of rude execution.

Both are vc'ry narrow and probably on Norman lines. The north

transept is Decorated, w'ith a good north window and a curious recess or

shrine in the east wall. The south transept, also Decorated, contains a

good piscina, and a flat segmental recess, probably for a tomb. The
windows are insertions. The chancel seems Decorated, with Perpendi-

cular windows. It has an original piscina with a shelf. The roof

above the altar is panelled, with armorial beaiings. The chapel opens

into the south side of the chancel by two late Perpendicular arches.

The pdrcli is Perpendicular. The font is plain octagon. There are a

few brasses and some older slabs bearing flgures of crosses in trick.

"West IIendred, Berk.s.—Tower, nave, north and south aisles, chancel

and south porch. The lower part of the tower is Decorated, with a good
west window. The upper windows ai-e Perpendicular. Tlie arches of

the nave and into the chancel are plain Decorated with octangular piers
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and ilcliuite impost inuuldiii<,^s. The north aisle is rcrpontlicular willi

llat-toppcd windows. The south aisle and porch arc late Perpendicular

with pointed windows. The chancel is Decorated. The four buttresses

about the eastern angles are early in the style. The cast windows good
Decorated, l.)oth lights are cinquefoiled, which is unusual in that style.

South door plain but good Decorated. On the north side is a good
example of a Decorated loop. There is the base of a cross in the

churchyard, south sid(^

Henley, Oxon. —A Iarg(,' church, in good repair. Tower late Perpen-

dicular, with, small angular turrets, as at Wallingford. The vestry and
several of the windoAvs arc good Perpendicular, but the walls and most
of the windows are Decorated. A part of the nave is early English.

HiTCHAjr, Bucks.—Tower of brick, rough cast, but the west window
looks older. The nave is of flint. The north door late Xorman, as is

the chancel arch. The windows are early English and Decorated, with

an interior string, raised and carried over the door as at Langley ]\Iarish.

There is a curious early English circle in the wall. The church is

of coursed flint, well executed. Outside the south door of the cluqiel

are traces of early Englisii piers and mouldings. The font is either

Decorated or Perpendicular.

East Ilsley, Berks.—Tower, nave, south aisle, chancel, and north

porch. The tower is Perpendicular. The nave probably early English.

The three arches into the south aisle are obtuse pointed, with heavy
cylindrical piers, very early English. The north door is excellent

Decorated with a rich internal band of the ball-flower moulding. The
chancel is a very curious example of transition from early English to

Decorated, inclining to the former. The windows are long and narrow
;

above the east windoAv is a circular opening. Some of the windows are

trefoiled, and have a Decorated aspect, one is cinquefoiled, and one has

the dogtooth ornament in its drip, The porch is Perpendicular. The
font has a good octangular boAvl, with a Norman arcade in relief on each

face, and a conical stem and base. There are some good open seats,

and upon some are carved the arms of Hildeslc}^, or Ilsley, "two bars,

in chief three roundels," derived probably from those of Hungerford.

West Ilsley, Berks.—A small dilapidated church, Avith a wooden bell

gable. The nave is Perpendicular, with a north porch of brick. The
chancel seems Perpendicular, but is much obscured.

Ipsden, Oxon.—Tower, nave, north aisle, chancel, and south porch.

The tower is a low timber belfry, of late date, raised on posts within the

north-west angle of the nave. The nave, on the north side, is late

Norman, Avith a narrow obtusely pointed AvindoAv in a flat segmental recess

quite plain. The two arches into the aisle are good examples of

transition from early English to Decorated. South door Norman Avith

Decorated additions. South AvindoAvs late Perpendicular, probably in-

serted Avhen the south aisle Avas destroyed. The north aisle has a Norman
Avest end and loop : the east end, Avith the roof, is Perpendicular. The
chancel is a Avell marked example of early English, early in the
style. South door Norman. Side AvindoAvs and arch into nave are

early English, Avith shafts of Purbeck marble, pointed arches, Norman
capitals, and resting upon a Norman string. The east AvindoAv is a

Perpendicular insertion. Font cylindrical, Norman, very })lain. There
remain in the chancel a fcAv glazed tiles and a couple of brasses. Ou
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one of the tiles is an eagle displayed, and tlic corbel of one of the south

Perpendicular windoAv bears, Avhat appears to be Ermine, two bars,

impaling a bend.

Keyxsham, Somerset.—A large, handsome, churcli, in bad repair.

Tower, nave, aisles, chancel, and south porch. Tower late Perpendic^ular

of large size. Details inelegant, but general proportions good. It is

constructed of Bath stone with occasional courses of lias, and the latter

have decayed. The tower has slightly settled from its foundation. North
aisle Perpendicular. South aisle Decoratc'd, with a ball llower moulding
beneath tlie parapet. Both aisles are well executed and correspond.

Octagonal turrets rise at the north-Avest angle of the one, and the south-

west angle of the other. The chancel is early English, with various

Perpendicular additions. The Bridges family, ancestors of the Dukes
of Chandos, lie in the cliancel.

Kingston Lisle, Berks.—A chapel, with a nave, tlie ]iorth doorway
of which is late JSTorman with an original valve and si.mie good iron

work. The chancel is chiefly Decorated, Avith some traces of Noiman
Avork. The north porch is modern. The font is conical Norman,
Avithout steps or base. In a AvindoAV in modern glass are the arms of the

Lord Lisle.

Laxgley Burrell, Wilts.—A fine church, Avith an enrly Decorated
toAver, and a parapet with the Avall-lloAver moulding. In the lower story,

Avhich is open to the nave, are some singular recesses. Tlie nave, north

aisle, south transept, and chancel are chiefly early Decorated, Avith

occasional traces of early English and some good triple lancet Avindows

Avith trefoil heads. There are tAvo good sedilia and a piscina, with au
excellent hagioscope, in form a spheral triangle, six-foiled. The south

porch is good Perpendicular, Avith vaults, a good roof, an Eastern stoo]i,

and an upper chamber. Outside is a good dos-d'ane coflin lid Avith two
busts carved upon it, each beneath a trefoiled early Decorated canopy
and near the breasts are vine leaves. There is a similar, l)ut less ornate

lid in Steventon Churchyard.

Letcomi3e Regis, Berks.—The loAver stage of the toAver is in substance

Noi'man ; the upper Perpendicular. The nave is chiefly either Decorated

or Perpendicular. The arrangement of the mouldings of the tAvo doors

is peculiar, not being as usual, parallel. Something like this is the case

in the Avest door of Davenham, Cheshire. Outside the north door, on
the east side, is a stoop. The chancel is chiefly Perpendicular, Avith a

Decorated south door. There is a piscina Avith a credence. The south

porch is modern. The font is Norman, cylindrical, Avith a fluted

moulding.

East Lockinge, Berks.—Nave, chiefly Perpendicular Avith traces of

Decorated Avork, and a good Norman south door. The chancel arch is

good Decorated, resendjiing that into the south transept at Wantage.

A north AvindoAV of the chancel is flat-toi)pcd Decorated, and a second,

flat-topped and cinque-foiled, is Perpendicular. The tAvo arches into the

south chapel are probably Decorated. There are tAvo good stalls or

recesses, one on the eastern face of each pier. The old cylindrical font

is in the churchyard, displaced by a modern font in the Norman style.

This chancel is in excellent repair and Avell kept. The arms of

EitzAvarine, ' quarterly per fess indented ' remain in glass in a AvindoAv.

Lyfokd, Berks.—Nave, early Decorated, Avith four upper AvindoAvs of
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later date. Ti carries a wooden l)elfry. The chancel is of the date of the

nave. Tlu' east uiiidow i.s a lancet, cut down. North and .south

windows the same, but perfect. There is a locker, and a pi.scina witli a

credence. There are two windows placed very ijcculiarly, on ojjposite

sides, near the western end of the wall. Font octayonal. Clood oijcii

sittings. A southern rood stair.

jMArLEDUKiiAM, OxoN.—]\[ainly PeriJendicular with brick addition.s.

The font a heavy rude IS^orniau cylinder with the cable moulding. A
fine Blount altar tomb in the south aisle.

South jMak.ston, Bkuks.—A small and ill-kept church. Tower Per-

pendicular. North door of nave early Norman, round-headed, Avith a

solid tympanum surrounded by a baud of bead-moulding. South door

plain Norman, with a singular bead under the impost. Chancel, early

English, and has a piscina with .shelf. South porch Perpendicular.

Font probal^ly Norman ; a cone with a small base-moulding and a bead

round the upper edge.

Milton, Berks.—Tower Decorated, with later addition, and an

excellent original west window. Date of nave doubtful. Two south

windows ilat-toi^ped Perpendicular. North aisle modern. Chancel

late Perpendicular. South porch seems Decorated.

North Moreton, Berks.—A large church with many points of

interest. Tower Perpendicular, but the window has a Decorated drij),

and the arch into the luxve is probably of that date. The tower battlement

is effective. Nave Decorated ; the windows excellent, as is the door.

The arches into the aisle and chancel have Decorated drips, but may be

pointed Norman. South aisle Decorated, with a good door. Chancel

early Decorated, East window resembles Ba.sildon aud"\Varborough, and

is a good example of early Decorated tracery. The north windows and
one to the south are either wholly Decorated, or Perpendicular insertions

into Decorated frames. The arches into the south chapel are early

English. South chapel excellent early Decorated, but later than the

chancel. East window full of geometrical tracery, with some good

stained glass.; and there is a smaller window and a door of the same
date. The salient angle of the recess of this latter window contains a

singularly beautiful piscina. Between this chapel and the aisle is a

curious early English arch, with a bracket carved with rich foliage. The
font is large, cylindrical, and probably Norman. This church is a good

study for the transition from the early English into the Decorated style.

MouLSFORD, Berks.—A bell gable of wood upon an early English wall,

and a plain neat lancet window with a peculiar fluted mouldhig, witli

trefoiled heads. North door of nave Norman ; south door nave Decorated.

North aisle a small rude addition, probably Decorated. Cliancel early

Decorated. Font a rude octagonal bowl, resting on two steps, early

English or Decorated.

Nettleued, Oxon.—A miserable structure, ill kept, and in V)a<l repair.

Lower stage of tower early English ; upper modern brick. Nave has a

])ecorated north wi^dow^ Date of cliancel not apparent. Font a plain

Norman cylinder.

Np:wixgtox, Oxox.—A large handsome church, in good repair and
cleanly kept. Tower, nave, north transept, and chancel, Towei good
Decorated, with bold western buttresses ; ui)per story and spire are

plain. Nave, nortli door, round-headed, with Norman shaft and caps,
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Ijut early English mouldings. South door ha.s a plain ^'ound-hcaded arch,

with a rich drip. Four of the south windows are Decorated. North
transept Decorated, chancel excellent Decorated ; east window seems a

Perpendicular insertion. On j;outh side a beautiful Decorated cinque-

foiled recess for a tomb, with very rich mouldings. At north-west angle

of chancel are traces of early English work.

ISTewniiam ^luRREN, OxoN.—A small, inean looking, but very curious

old church. Tower a mere Avooden Ijelfry, rising on posts out of the nave.

North door and wall, and probably the west wall of the church, with the

greater part of the chancel, plain early Norman. The present east end of

chancel and part of adjacent Avails seem either late Norman or early

English. Two of the chancel windoAvs take the place of the old Norman
cross. South aisle Decorated. A curious tunnel-shaped hagioscope in

the south pier of the chancel arch, passing from the chancel to the south

aisle. Probably of Norman date ; if so, unusual. The font probably

Norman.
Nuffield, Oxon.—Though small and mutilated, this is a curious

church. The toAver stands at the Avest end of the north aisle. TheloAver

story is early English, and it has a Avoodcn belfry. The iiave has a good

but AvhiteAvashed roof, and there are some glazed tiles. South door

blocked up. Some of the arches into the north aisle are early English.

The chancel is Decorated, but its AvindoAvs incline to the Perpendicular

style. The font is Norman and slightly conical Round its margin is an

inscription rather obscured by Avhitewash, but of Avhicli the folloAving may
be made out :

—

" Sacro lotum vel munda .... grato tu . . . . venc sag muno
plenale .... nte."

Oare, Berks.—A small and poor edifice. The toAver carrying a small

spire rises out of the nave. It is of brick, modern and iigly. South and

Avest doors of nave are late Perpendicular, as is the chancel. Font a rude

cylinder, probably Norman.
Pangbourne, Berks.—ToAver of brick, and the Avhole church has been

restored by churclnvardens in Avretched taste. It has a toAver, nave, north

aisle, chancel, and south porch.

RoTHERFiELD Greys, Oxon.—A Small church, Avith a Ioav timber

belfry. Parts of the nave and the font are early English ; in a north

chapel, date 1605, is a sumptuous altar tomb to one of the Knollys

family. In the aisle is a fine brass to the last Lord Grey of Rother-

field, in full armour, and beneath a canopy.

RoTHERFiELD Pei'PARD, Oxon.—A poor and small church. The
arch Avith the chancel and the font are either late Norman or early

English.

Satwell, Berks.—A thickly Avhite-Avashed Nornum chapel, perfectly

plain and very small, Avith some Perpendicular additions and a modern

f(jnt.

SniLLixoFoRD, Berks.—An early I'higlish toAvcr and spire. The
toAvcr is slightly pyramidal in outline, and some curious lancet AvindoAvs

of great length. The nave has a Norman north door, Avith a good beak

head moulding, but the rest of that side is late Perpendicular. Soutli

door late Norman Avith a chevron and toothed moulding. Chancel anli

also late Norman. The structure generally is Decdrated. In the cliuivh

in the sculh-Avest is a Ioav Avindow. On Ihi' norlh a Pcrjicndicular
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window witli a panelled recess. There is a locker and a double piscina.

SiiHiVEXiiAM, Beuks.—A spacious, commodious, well-kept, but by no

mean.s handsome church. The tower, central, is open b(!lo\v' but not

vaulted. It rcst.s on four massive Perpendicular piers. Tlie ui)[)er part,

also Perpendicular, presents nothing remarkable. It is battlemented

and the belfry is the first story. The nave and chancel open into their

aisles by a rangi' of rounddicadeil arches, springing from conical columns,

with large disproportioned capitals. The g(;neral ellect of this debased

Koman style is bad. The roof is of the sami' date but in a rather better

style. The aisles seem the length of both nave and chancel. They are

spacious and lofty, and lighted by ininierous flat-topped, debased,

Perpendicular windows. The roof.s are j)retty good. There is a west

porch of the date of the aisle.s, but in lu-tter style. The body of the

church is handsomely paved and well kept. The font is either Norman
or Decorated, probably the latter. It has a large octagonal bowl of

Purbeck marble, with the round- lieaded arches in low relief, and quite

plain, upon each face. The stem is cylindrical, and rests on three

octangular steps, of which the upper is Purbeck. The .stem is too .slight,

and has been strengthened by a number of wooden shafts placed round

it. They are of the date of the modern church, but do not seem to have

replaced older ones. If this be so, it would be well to remove them and
strengthen the stem by a stout iron tube lined with copper. In the

churchyard, east of the church, is a stone effigy, much defaced, with

hair curling over the ears, and the head upon a lozenge-shaped cushion.

The dress seems ecclesiastical.

Sparsholt, Berks.—A very curious church, ill kept, and but little

known. It is composed of a tower, nave, transepts, and chancel. Tower
Decorated, and has a low spire of wood, covered with shingles. The
nave has an excellent late Norman door. The corbels of its drip are

peculiar. They resemble the head of a pick or pike, and look down-
wards. There are a few other examples in this district. The iron

work seems original. The south door is blocked up. Its general design

is similar, the details are dilFerent. The lower walls and the string are of

the date of the doors ; the windows are chiefly Decorated. The roof is

excellent late Decorated with tracery in the spandrills of the principals
;

that next its east end has traces of some original painting. The arches

into the chancel and transepts are probably Decorated. The north tran-

sept has been pulled down and its arch closed and pierced for a Decorated

window. The south transept is early Decorated with excellent windows,
shewing vesica piscis tracery, both trefoiled and quatrefoiled, with a

singularly delicate drip stone. There is a good piscinia with a shelf.

This transept seems later than the chancel. The north porch is modern.
The font rude Norman. The chancel is about equal to Cholsey or

Paringdon, though later than either. It has a good panelled close parapet.

The east window is modern. Three south and two north windows are

Decorated, as is a good north door with original iron work. There are

three level sedilia and a piscina. Two hagioscopes connected the chancel

with the transepts. There is some good stained glass and some curious

monuments. On the south side of the chancel is a Decorated recess,

with an elaborate canopy and beneath it a cross-legged figure in chain

mail, with two angels supporting its head. The figure rests on an
altar tomb carved with quarterfoils, in each one escutciieon. There is a
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trace of a second recess on this aisle, but in tlic nortli wall is also a recess

but unoccupied, probably intended for the Holy Sepulchre. On the sill

of the east window is laid temporarily a fall length effigy, legs straight,

in plate armour. The feet rest on a lion, and the head is enclosed in a

steel cap, resting on a tilting helmet, with a coronet and plume lij' way
of crest. The figure is of wood, probably sycaamore and is hollow.

Judging from the care bestowed upon it it is not unlikely to be converted

into firewood. In another window lies a wooden eagle, part of the old

reading deck. At the south end of the transept are h\'o effigies in

recesses with rich canopies, the cusps of the foil terminating in heads.

Both figures are female, of wood and hollow, and their heads are

supported by full length angels. At the feet of one are two dogs

regardant, at the other a lion. Their altars are plain. Both figures

appears to have been painted.

Staxford-in-the-Yale, Berks.—A to\ver, nave, north aisle, porches,

and chancel. The two lower styles of the tower are early Decorated. There

is an original loop with a corbel head over tlie drip. Tlie upper stage is

[)erpendicular. The nave has three drop arches into the aisle, and one

into the chancel, either Decorated or Perpendicular. The northern

clerestory, one of the south windows, and the roof are Perpendicular.

Three south windows are Perpendicular, one being flat-topped, also

one window is modern. The nnrtli aisle has a late early English west

window, triple lancet, trefoiled. The two novtli windows are flat-topped,

Decorated. There is a Perpendicular door to the rood stair, and a

hagioscope. The north door seems Decorated. The south porch is late

Perpendicular. There is a vestry taken out of the aisle. The chancel

is excellent early Decorated. The north door lancet and good. One
north and two south Avindows have vesica piscis tracery. The roof is

original and good. There is a north locker, double, and a piscina with a

shelf. This is within a sort of shrine, with a locker above, probably

for a relic. The font is old, but is cased in modern wood.

Stanford Dixeley, Berks.-—A low and poor tower of which the north

and south faces seem early English, the rest Perpendicular. The nave

is old, but small and damp. Two arches opening into the north aisle

are round-headed, small, and heavy Norman. The rest, Avith the chancel

arch, are pointed Norman. The north aisle has a Norman east-end and

window, an early English west-end added window, and a Perpendicular

north aisle and roof. The south aisle is early English, with a good door,

the arch of which is Ijroken by a boss, so as to resemble a rudimentary

double door-way. At the east-end of the aisle is a circular light. The
chancel and porch are modern. The font plain, conical Norman. There

are three Crosses.

Steventon, Berks.—A large church, with a tower, nave, south aisle,

chancel and south chapel. The tower stands at the south-west angle, and

opens upon both aisle and nave. The style is early and somcwliat

formal -Decorated. The arches resemble those at Wantage and east

Locking. The nave is Decorated, but much mutilated. The chancel

has a good Perpendicular east window with cmljattled transom and some
original iron stanchions. There nrc! two .^edilia and a piscina, and a small

south door with an internal label. The .^-^outh aisle is excellent Decorated.

The siouth chapel opens from l^uth chancel and aislg. The font is

Perpendicular and good. Some glazed tiles and a few brasses.
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North Stoke, ()xox.—Tower, nave, nortli porch, chancel. Tower
rebuilt in moilern times from the lower stage. The base seems early

Decorated. Nave early Decorated, with some excellent windows and
good north and south doors. Chancel early English, very early in the

style, and including the arch from the nave. There are shafts of

Purbeck marble, a material used also for the abacus of the caps. The
mouldings generally are very rich and effective. Tlie south-east window
is a low one. The north door resembles Engletield. Tliis chancel has

recently been taken i\own and carefully restored from the original

pattern, and mostly with the original materials, greatly to the credit of

the Rev. R. Twopenny, the incuml)ent, and the Fellows of 8t. John's

Coll., Camb., the patrons. The font, well suited for imitation, seems

early Decorated. There is a brass to a canon of Windsor, with St.

George's cross upon his cloak.

South Stoke, Oxon.—Tower Perpendicular, Nave and aisles early

Decorated, save the eastern end of the latter, which arc early English.

The aisles are remarkably narrow. In the south aisle is a flat-topped

Decorated window. The south door is good. There are some Perpen

dicular insertions. Chancel seems early English with Decorated

additions. Arch from nave early English, verging on Decorated. On
north side a lancet, looking late Norman. On south a very early

Decorated Avindow. South porcli modern. Font seems Decorated. In

each aisle is a good Decorated niche. The stone stair remains on the

south side. There are a few glazed tiles and some late Perpendicular

carved woodwork.
Stratfield Mortimer, Hants.—A fine church, but with a brick tower.

Nave, south aisle, and chancel are good Perpendicular. There are two
sepulchral brasses.

Stratton St. Margaret's, Berks.—A mean looking but very curious

church. Tower, nave, aisles, south porch, chancel. Tower Perpendicular

and much decayed ; nave good. On each side four arches, drop, with

cylindrical piers and caps, with bands of dog tooth ornaments, as at

Wantage. The nortli aisle is early Decorated, with good window tracery.

In the north wall a rude but curious recess, with a septfoiled ogee canopy,

with brackets, a finial, and above all, a head corbel carrying a pinnacle.

There are also two lateral pinnacles. The principal arch moulding carries

a part of the toothed ornament placed at long intervals. This is a

remarkable example of the combination of the toothed ornament with

decided Decorated mouldings. The south aisle reseml^les the north. It

has a plain Norman door, and some singular windows. The south porch

is late Perpendicular. The font a rude octagon, with a quaterfoil on each

face.

Sultiampsted Banister, Berks.—A modern church in l)ad taste, on
the lines of the old one. The font may be Decorated, but is plastered.

Tiiere is an early grave-stone with a mutilated marginal inscription.

(To be continued.

J
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Cummunicatoa hy Mr. J. 0. L. STAIILSCHMIDT.

It is a well-known fact tliat the ground on the nortli side of Tlirog-

morton Street, upon which the Hall of the Drapers' Gonipanj'- stands,

Avas acquired by that Guild by purchase from the Crown in or about

1544, and that it had been previously the property of Thomas Cromwell,

Earl of Essex, on whose attainder it had of course escheated to the King.

Stowe's graphic description of the Vicar-General's high-handed pro-

ceedings, enlarging his borders at his neighbours' expense, is also well

known.
But the manner in which the land became Cromwell's property has, I

think, never come to light. I have some recollection of seeing it stated,

where I cannot now say, that it liad been probably part of the possessions

of the Austin Friars granted to Cromwell after the supjiression.

This, however, is not the case. It was acquired l)y purchase, and the

documents relating to the transaction are all enrolled in the Court of

Hustings at Guildhall. They are three in number. 1st. The contract

for sale, which is here printed. 2nd. The actual convej'ance. 3rd. Power

of Attorney to give seisin.

It would be interesting to know how far the transaction was a bona

iide one, i.r., whetlier the purchase money, £200, was the fair value of

the property conveyed, or whether the prior and convent judged it wise

to prijpitiate l>y a sale under market price. To my mind it seems likely.

The plan or " jilatt," as it is called in the deed, is the earliest I liave

seen.

I'tit tent iu llu.steiig Londu'ii die Luue px ante fl'estum sancti Dunstani

Archiepi Anno Regni Kegis Henrici Octavi vicesimo sexto.

"Tlhis Indenture made the xiij"' ilay of Maye in the xxvj-'' yere of

the lieigne of or sov'aigne lorde kinge Henry the viij"' Betwcne Tliomas

(jrnnnvell es([uier Secretary to or said sov'aigne lorde on the oneptie And
(jeorge Uroui) pvyncyall of the order of the ffreers Augustynes w' in the

r(;aline of Englonde c^' prio'' of the house of fi'reers lieremittC of the order

of saiute Augu.styne w' in the Citie of Londoii & the ffreers & Covent of

the same house on the other ptie Witnesseth that the said prior ffreers c^'

Covent by theire hole & mutuatl assent iV' consent of the hole Cliajiter for

tlie soiTie of CC li of goode & laufull money of Englonde vnto the said

])rio'" & Covent well iSc truly eonlented & paide by the said Thomas
Crumw(!ll the day of thensealing of thise Indentures whcrof the prio'' &
Covent knolage they in selfes truly & fully to be satisfied contented &
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piiitlo Ami tliu .s;iiuc Thomas Crunnvell liis luuies & uxecatu't; tlicrof to

1»e clerely discharged & acquited hy this j^scntf have bargayued & soldc

& by those i?sentf clerely bargayneth & sclleth to the said Thomas
Crurnwell & to his heires for ev' all those theirc ^Eesuages Curtlages &
gardeyiis landes iK: teiitf w* thapp''teir'^ncf as they ar sett lying & lieing

in the j.)ishe of saint Peter of Ih-adstretc in the Citie of London adioyning

to the saido house of Augustyne Ifrecrs w' all evidence dedcs charters iV;

mynumentf concerning the same AVhiche mesuagf Curtilages & tentf

lye & ar sett togeder in bredyth betwene the house or teiit of the said

prio'' iSc flrecrs nowe in the tenure of one Robt Lys and the way lediug

from thanstcn fFreers gate aswell to the clmrche of the said Austen
ffreers As towarde London waft on the caste pte And the tciit^

byldingC it gardeyn now in the tenure of Antony Yyvald on the west

pte And conteynith in Bredyth at the south end betwene the said tent

of Lys & the said byldingf of Vyvaldes Cv fote And at the north

end betwene the said way & the said byldingf & gardeyns of Antony
A'yvaldes Cij fote And also lyeth & stretcheth & coiteyneth in lenglit

betwene the high streate called Bradstrete on the south pte vnto the tent

& gardeyii of tlie said prio^' & Covent nowe in tlie^ of Thomas I'awlett

esquier on the North pte As it ys more apparatly dilated in a platt

indented herevnto annexed. To have & to holde all the said Mcsuagf or

gardeyns Curtlages dedes charters & mynumentf & all other the

l^misses w*- thapp'ten'^ncf to the said Thomas Crurnwell it to his heires

to the only vse of the said Thomas Crurnwell and his heires forev' And
the said prio"" & Covent for theyfu & theire successor's coven-'^nte & graunt

to & w* the said Thomas Cruiuwell his heires & executo's by thi«e p'sentf

that they the «\id p'o*" & Covent and theire successors shall onthisside the

feaste of the jS^ativitie of sainte Jotin Baptyst next coming after the date

herof make or cause to be made to the said Thomas Crumwell & to his

heires or to such psones As the said Thomas Crurnwell shall name &appoynt
& to their heires to the only vse of the said Thomas Crurnwell & of his

heires and assignes forev'. A goode suer sufhcient laufull & indefecyble

estate or estates in fe symple of & in all the said Mesuagf Curtilages

gardeyns & all other the pmisses w' their app''ten'Micf be yt by fyne

feofiement Eecov'e Eelease w* warrauntie againste all men or otherwise

at the costes and charges in the lawe of the said Thomas Crumwell his

heires or assignes Discharged of all former bargaynes and sales leases

willes former titles interest^ & rightf statutes mch'\int & of the staple

Judgementf Recognisauncf execucons issues ffynes & amcyamentf
forin condicons Eentf ffees Annuites & of the Arrerages of the same &
of all oder incombraunces whatsoev' they be the chief rentf going oute of

the pmises & fromhensforth to be due to the chief lorde or lordes of the

fee or fees of the pmisses only excepted. To have & to holde all the

said mesuages & gardeyns & all other the pmisses w* thappr'ten-'^ncf to

the said Thomas Crumwell & to his heires or to the said suche psones as

the said Thomas Crumwell shall name & appoynte & to theire heires to

thuse of the said Thomas Crumwell & of his heires forev' And also the

said prio'" & Covent for IheyiVi and theire successors coven'^nte & graunte

to & Av* the said Thomas Crumwell his heires & executo's that they Ihe

said prio'" & Covent and theirc successo's shall onthisside the said fea.ste

of the Nativite of sainte John Baptist deliv' or cause to be deliv'cd to the

1 " Tenure " om tied.
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said Thomas Crumwcll or to his heircs or assignes all suche evidence
dedes charters writingf escriptf & mynumentf as the said prior &
Coveiit or any of theyfri or any other |}sone or Jisones to tlieire vse or

knolage S: by theire deliv'e noAve have in his or flieire keping concerning
the p'misses the whiche the said prior & Covent or any of theym may
reasonably come by And furder more the said priors freers & Covent
coven^'nte «S; g^unte by tliise psentf for theym & theire successo's to &
Av* the said Thomas Cnimwcdl his heires & executor's, that they the said

prior freers and Covent nor theire successo's nor any other ]\sone or

|;sones for theym or in theire name by theire Insitacon .pcurem* or

assent shall fromlujnsforth dos or suffer to be done any thing or thingf
Acte or Actf Avhiche may or shall disturbe vex inquiet or troble the

said Thomas Crumwell his heires or assignes or any other psone or

j^isones having clayming or p'tending vnto the said Mesuage^ & other the

li'misscs or any pcell thereof to thuse of the said Thomas Crumwell & of

his heires and assignes, but that the said prior freers &: Covent & theire

successo's At all tymes hereaft' Avhen the said prior or his successor's

priors of the said house shalbe thervnto recpired by the said Thomas
CruniAvell his heires or assignes shall knolage & cause to do suffer to be

done suftred & knolaged all & ev'y suche thing & thingf Acte & Actes As
shalbe ferther devised by tlie lerned counsell of the said Thomas Crum-
well his heires & assignes for ther assuraunce and sure makinge of & in

the pmisses & ev'y pcell thereof to theym & to theire heires forev' more
Discharged in maner & fo''me as ys aforsaid To all Avhiche coven'^ntf

g'''-untes & agrenit^ afore rehersed & on the behalf of the said prior &
freers and Covent and theire successor's to be Avell and truly done pfo''med

and fulfilled the said prio'' freers & Covent byndeth theym selfes & theire

successor's by thise p^sentf to the said Thomas Crumwell & his executo'"s

in the some of M' ii sterling

Jnto 5!5HituC00C Avherof to the one ,pte of this Indenture remayning

to & w* the said prior freers & Covent, the said Thomas Crunnvell hath

setto his scale & subscribed his name And to the other pte of the

same Indenture remayning to & w* the said Thomas Cromwell the said

prior freers & Covent have asAvell setto theire coen scale. As also have

ev'y of the same freers subscribed his name. Dated in their chapt' house

the day & yere abovesaid.

Kecognit fuit hoc scriptii Indentat decimo octavo die

Maij Anno regni Kegis Henrici octavi vicesimo sexto

ji infranoiat' Georgiu Broun .pvincialem coram Johe
Champneys civi^'f London Aldro et Jotie Baker eiusdem
Civile recordator.

Sic.
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Procrrtiintjs at ilrrtiiiQS of tijc ixopl 2lriijaroIorjtral

JInstitute.

April 21, 1887.

The Rev. Precentor Vexables in the Chair.

Mr. W. Thompson AVatkin communicated a paper on " Roman In-

scriptions found in ]>ritain in 188G." This is Mr. AVatkin's eleventh

annual list and his fourteenth supplement to the Corpus Inscriptinum

Latinarum. This paper is printed at p. 117.

jMr. J. Park IIarkisox read a paper on the discoveries of pre-Normau
Churches of unusual interest -which have heen made during the last few
years under circuiustances tending to show that numerous stone cdiliccs

of an early date exist in different parts of the country without any
outward marks or sus])icion of their age. He adduced as instances

Deerhurst Church, converted several centuries ago into a manorial farm-

house ; Minster in Sheppey ; and Ivor in Bucks where the residences

of the early Avork were entirely concealed under the plastering of the

walls. Mr. Harrison pointed out the great importance of urging the

parochial clergy, as Avell as local archaeologists and possessors of

manorial buildings, to make a careful examination of all old stone

edifices when under restoration or repair in their neighbourhood.

The examples already known show that the so-called Saxon Style,

presumably an imitation in stone of wooden buildings, Avhich is common
in certain districts, belongs to the period following the YAict of Canute,

who ordered that the Avooden churches burnt by his father or himself

should be re-built in stone. Mv. Harrison agreeil with those archaeologists

Avho believed that an English Romanesque style prevailed in other parts

of the country, and that it was founded on Roman and Romano-British
architectural remains. Had this style been better known it Avould have
been impossible for the date of .such a building as that at Bradford-upon-

Avon to have remained so long in dispute.

The Chairman, in thanking Mr. Hanison for bringing sucli an inter-

esting siibject to the notice of the Institute, confirmed wliat he had .said

about the different styles of church architecture existing liofove tlie

Ojnquest. With regard to tlie Clnirch of Bradford-upoii-Avon, Mv.

V'cnaliles regarded it as a most valuable example of a small church, and

he considered it as undoubtedly a building uf tlit; ninth century fuunded
by Aldhelm. ]\Ir. Venables suggested that tlic Institute thuuld iabuhite

and classify all the Anglo-Saxou remains in England.
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Jlutitiiiilics ;uib (iSlouli^ o£ Jtrt OJ.vlvibilcl).

]»y Mr. Park U\huison.—A .sci-ios of i)riuts illu.stmtint,' liis [),ij)(!r.

^h: Ilanisou also laiil l)efore the lueetiiiLj a celt of Cliiii(;se Jade; cut

into facets, and .said to have been found iu Nicaragua. This fact appeared

to support th(! thi'ory that couta(;t existed iH^twetui China and Central

America probably from the drifting of Junks across the Pacific (Jcoan.

^Tr. Hilton, who exhibited .some specimens of jade from his own cabinet,

said that any new facts connected with the subject were interesting
;

hitherto no jade in its natural state had been found in America. It came
from China, Xew Zealaml and .Siberia.

May f), 1S87.

The Kight Hon. Eahl Piciicv F.S.xV. , Presidmit, iu the Chair.

Mr. W. St. Chad Bosoawex read a paper on " r>abylonian 8un-God,
a Study in Comparative Mythology."

The Rev. Precentor Vexables comnumicated the following Notes on
a receipt discovery in Lincoln :—

•

" In the course of the formation of a house-sewer on the premises of

jNIr. Edmonds at Stannton House, Lincoln, situated on the eastern side

of the high road, a short distance outside the North Gateway of the

Roman City, known as the ' Newport Arch,' last February, the Roman
road was cut through, and a very fine section was developed. For a

sketch of the section, as well as for a sketch plan indicating its position

in reference to the Roman wall and gate together with the arrangement
of the city generally, I am indebted to Mr. AUis, the discoverer and
preserver of the portico of the Basilica in the north-western rpiarter, who
was employed upon the work.^ From the section it will be seen that the

ui)per and under sides of the road are curved, the rise in the centre

amounting to about 5 ft. The width of the road is 28 ft., and its

thickness i ft. 3 in. Its surface was about 2 ft. 3 in. below the present

ground level. The road was formed of a concrete of about the thickness

of modern granite roads, consisting of gravel and lime run together into

mass resting on a bed of clay.

" During the progress of the work a small coin of debased silver was
discovered, of the Empress Herennia Etruscilla the wife of the Emperor
Decius. It bears on the obverse the head of the Empress with the

legend her. etrvscilla avg., and on the I'everse a standing figure of

Victory with the legend victoria avg. The face of the Em[)ress is

very well preserved and the features—certainly of no great beauty

—

are perfectly distinct. The hair is arranged in a somewhat unusual
fashion; with a long plait at the top of the head reaching from a

small diadem in front to the back of the neck. Mr. John Evans,
describes the hair of the Empress Galeria Valeria, the daughter of

Diocletian and wife of Galerias, on a coin of considerable rarity found
at Belgrade .some years ago, as being arranged in the same ' peculiar

manner. '2 In this coin, however, the ear is partially concealed by the
liair, while in that of Herennia, it is entirely bare.

" The Empress Herennia Etruscilla was the wife of the Emperor
Trajanus Decius, who, originally a Pannonian soldier, rose to high com-
mand, and having been entrusted by the Emperor Philip the Araliian with

' These .sketclio.s were exhibited at the meeting.
- " Numismatic Chronicle," vol. vi, Third Series, p. 279.
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the task of quelling the mutiny among the troops in Moesia after the revolt

of Marinus at tlie end of 249 a.d., was by them raised to the purple,

and defeated Pliiliii near Verona. The short reign of Decius, lasting

less than two years, is chief]}' remarkable for the first general persecution

against the Christians, in which Fabian of Rome, Babylas of Antioch,

Alexander of Jerusalem, and other leading ecclesiastics suffered

martyrdom, and Cyprian, Origeu, Gregory Thaumatergus, and others

were banished and otherwise maltreated. Decius himself lost his life

together -with his son and the flower of his army in an engagement with
the Goths towards the close of 251 a.d,, being entangled and cut to pieces

in a morass at Abricium on the Moesian frontier. As Herennia Etruscilla

was nothing more than an officer's wife, except for the brief period of

her husband's reign of thirty months, it is not surprising that nothing is

recorded of her. She is only known to us from her coins, and from a

single inscription discovered at Carseoli. This insciiption runs herenniae.

CVPRESSEXIAE. ETRUSCILLAE. AVG. CON.JVGI. D.X. DBCI. AVG. MATRI. AVGG.

N.N. ET GASTRORVM s.p.Q. She had a son by Decius, called after her

mother Herennius Etruscus, who perished with his father."

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Boscawen and to Precentor

Venables.

JVntiquitics itub ofliork© oi <^rt OS.vhibitel).

By Mr. Boscawen.—Diagrams in illustration of his paper.

By Precentor A^enables.—Sketch plan and section illustrating his

Notes.

The Rev. Geeville J. Chester exhibited a remarkable seal, which
Professor Sayce pronounces without any hesitation to be a monument of

Ilittite workmanship, found near Tarsus ; and a uni(pie bronze knife, dis-

covered amidst the ruins of ]\Iedinet-Habou at The) tes. The seal is made
of hoematite and is quadrangular in form, and bears an intaglio engraving

at the bottom and on each of the four sides above it, which apparently

represent scenes in the life of a king. The bronze knife has a handle

in the form of Set, the ass-headed Typhon of the Egyptians. The figure,

in addition to ass's ears is horned. Professor R. Lanzone, of Turin,

regards it as being one of the knives used to make the first incision in

the dead body previous to the process of embalming. A paper on tlie

seal by Professor Sayce will appear in a subsequent Jounial.

Mr, Chester also exhibited a large collection of ancient textile fabrics

discovered at Echmin, in Upper Egypt. ]\fost of them, from the

presence of the Cross and other Christian emblems, are doubtless of

the Christian epoch and many are fragments of ecclesiastical vestments,

perhaps of the eighth and tenth centuries, but others may be of earlier

and even Roman date. Some of the designs are of singular beauty and

intricacy, and the original colours have been marvellously preserved.

Amongst the specimens are some beautiful pieces of silk, and a piece of

worsted tcork, which (if the central ornament be not intended for a

Cross), inay be Roman, as ic is of the same fabric with a carpet of

entirely classical design lately given by Mr. Chester to the British

]\Iu.seum, This last specimen represents a Cupid and a girl in a Ijoat

of Egyptian character, within a border formed of garlands of leaves and

flowers, a Cupid's head being in a medallion at each corner. This

design recalls those found on many Roman tesselated pavements.
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VALENTIA SEGELLAUNORUM.
By EDWARD A FREEMAN, D.C.L.

Is it doing wrong to an ancient city to feel a little

disappointed at finding that it is more ancient than for a

moment one was tempted to think? Valentia on the

Ehone is a city whose memories spread over many ages,

from the time when the tyrant Constantine was there

besieged by the Goth Sarus to the days when, if not the

city, yet at least its district, bestowed a ducal title, first

on Cassar Borgia, and then on Diana of Poitiers. In such

compan}^ we feel that the British tyrant, even if he did a

misdeed or so, was a good deal more respectable than

some that lived many ages later. In passing along

the Rhone cities, which stand out so conspicuously in the

history of the fifth century, we are perhaps specially

drawn to that century and to one or two centuries before

and after it. We should like to believe that the name of

Valentia was due, like the British province so called, to

Valentinian, stout guardian of Gaul and Eome, when
Julian had ceased to muse by the Seine and to do battle

by the Rhine. But alas, a city which appears by its still

abiding name in Ptolemy and in Pliny could not l)y any
means have taken that name from an Emperor of the fourth

centur}' ; Valentia is in truth Latin for the Greek lioi/ui,

and some said that it was the secret and unuttered name
of the city by the Tiber. Valentia of the Segellauni may
thus be, not merely a colony, but a younger namesake of

the elder Valentia of the Ramnes. Its name speaks its

VOL. XLIV (No, 176) 2 R
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Eoman origin more distinctly than the names of either of its

fellows in the history of those few eventful years which its

name first suggests, than Arelate on one side of it andVienna

Allobrogum on the other. But as a city for the historical

inquirer to spell out, it cannot be compared with either.

At Aries or Vienne it seems as if a life might be spent in

working out the endless remains of so many ages ; the

existing interest of Valence gathers mainly round a single

building far later than the days of any tyrants in the

technical sense. The church of Valence, in which Saint

Apollinaris has displaced the protomartyr Stephen, is at

least as instructive a study as Saint Trophimus ; were

Saint Trophimus without his cloister, we should be

inclined to give the Valentian minster the higher place

of the two. But then Saint Trophimus has his cloister,

and Aries keeps a crowd of other objects beside Saint

Trophimus. Here at Valence we have no walls, no

theatre, no amphitheatre, no Imperial palace; we have

only Saint Apollinaris and a house or two, one to be sure

of extraordinary splendour, and whatever else of antiquity

we ma}^ make out in the museum.
Valentia, in the fifth and sixth centuries, was emphati-

cally a city to be besieged. Twice within a very few

years, in 408 and 413, was a tyrant, an Emperor, that

is, setting himself up against the acknowledged Augustus,

besieged within its walls by a Gothic leader, in the second

case by a Gothic king, each acting as the officer of the

acknowledged Augustus. In the one case the Imperial

champion was baffled ; in the second he gained his point.

Both events are connected with greater events, the first

with the separation of Britain from the Empire, the

second with the settlement of the Burgundians in Gaul.

In the first, Constantine, Emperor because of his name
only, had passed from Britain into Gaul, and held this

corner of Gaul while Vandals, Alans, and Suevians were

harrying at pleasure in the rest. Against him, in the

name of Honorius, came the Goth Sarus, and besieged him

for seven days. Sarus had slain one general of the tj^rant

in fair ])attle ; he had slain another by treachery ; but

now two others, Edol)ich the Frank and Gerontius the

Briton, frightened him away, and Constantine still for a

moment kept Valentia and so nnich of Gaul as was still
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Eomaii. rreseiilly, when Coiistantiue was .u'oiie, with his

sun Constans, and Gerontius. first his general and then his

rival, another tyrant, Joviniis, and Sebastian his l)rut]ier,

were raised to the Empire at Mainz, buying no doubt

Burgundian help by grants of Eoman soil to Burgundian
settlers. The new colonists did not come anywhere near

Valentia till long after ; but here, in the first foundation

of a Teutonic kingdom in Gaul (other than the Prankish

])ower in its own corner) we have the beginning of that

13urgundian realm of which Valentia was to be a flourish-

ing city. One annalist, he whom we know as Prosper

Tiro, speaks of it as " nobilissima Galliarnm urbs," when
he tells us how Jovinus and Sebastian were here besieged

Ijy a more famous Goth than Sarus, by the slayer of

Sarus, Ataulf himself. Zosimos, in recording the former

siege, had spoken of the strength of the city ; but the

Gothic power was yet stronger ; the city was taken by
storm :

" efirinL'itur " is the stroniji; word ; Jovinus and

Sebastian were led as prisoners to Narbo by the victori-

ous Goth, to be there slain by Roman hands and to have
their heads sent as trophies to Eavenna. A hundred and

sixty-one years later comes the third siege, the siege of the

sixth centur}^, when the Eoman Ca3sar and the Burgundian
king had alike passed away from Valentia, when the

Lombard, new come, in Italy, was pressing also into Gaul,

and when the city, assaulted by Lombard Zaban, was
delivered by Prankish Mummolus, Prankish at least in

allegiance, if haply Eoman by descent. Thus much is

recorded by Gregory of Tours ; but he has little else to

tell us, and, in the intermediate age Sidonius has as little.

The people of Valentia, like those of a crowd of other

places, are bound to be thankful to Bishop Patiens of

Lyons (Ep. vi. 12), and that is all that the singer of

Auvergne has to tell us about them, either in verse or in

prose. This is a little disappointing ; monuments and
later history are alike unkindly silent about a city whose
momentary fame seems to give it a right to as good a

place in either as its fellows. When Zosimos and the

aimalists speak as they do of Valentia in the days of

Constantine and Jovinus, we feel defrauded that there are no
walls such as those of Aries, no gates such as those even
of Nimes, to bring us nearer to the siege of Sarus and
the siege of Ataulf.
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Of those days we mii>lit fairly look for monuments ; so

we might of those earlier days when the first of many
Valentian councils was held in the consulship of two
Augusti, the second Valentinian—whose name it is so

hard not to connect with the city—and the first Theo-

dosius. We would fain have, as at Aix, the baptistery of

which traces have been found hard by the church in

whose predecessor the fathers doubtless met. It might
be unreasonable to look for anything specially to remind
us of the days of King Guntchramn, though those days

too were made memorable at Valentia b}^ a council as

well as by a siege. We should be better pleased still if

we could find anything to remind us of a more famous
council held here in 855 in the reign of the Emperor
Lothar. Here indeed we have a chance. This council

was held in the church of Saint John, and the church
of Saint John, otherwise destroyed, still keeps a fragment

of a Iiomanesque tower ; but it might be dangerous to

carry it back so far as the ninth century. Pleased most of all

should we be, if we had some trace of the assembly which
chose Lewis to succeed his father Boso on the throne of

the Middle Kingdom. But for our middle kings—some
call them of Aries—we go to Vienna Allobrogum. At Valen-

tia therefore, if we wish to connect recorded history with

existing monuments of undoubted date, we must take a

leap over some ages, and in the last years of the eleventh

centur}' we come to a memorable building which is at

once connected with the name of a memorable man. At
Valence, as in so many other places in Gaul, we are on

the track of the preacher of the first crusade. The
Valentian Saint ApoUinaris—the name carries us to

Eavenna,—like the Tolosan Saint Sernin, was one of

the churches hallowed by Urban the Second. By his

authoril}' too, in the last year of the same century, a

year so memorable in England, yet another council was
held at Valence, a council removed from Autun, a council

of which Hugh of Flavigny, he who has such odd things

to tell us about our own land at the same time, has pre-

served a record. At Valence we have time to devote

ourselves to a single oljject, and we must dwell at some
length on the building which now forms the chief attrac-

tion of the city, the cathedral church which Urban
hallowed.
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At Valence cliurcli and city stand well above the ,i>Teat

I'iver. There is, as usual, a hante viJle, a bdsse vil/e, and a

bonrg, the basse ville in this case lying between the bridge

spanning the Rhone, and the hill on which Saint Apolli-

naris stands. The walls have vanished ; they have largeh'

given way to military buildings, part of which has won for

itself a place in history as the prison of Pius the Sixth.

But, as usual, the main lines are left, and it is eas}- to

distinguish old Valentia from the modern suljurbs which
have grown up around it, And we see that Valentia on
its height would have been hard work for Sarus to storm,

especially in the teeth of two relieving generals of high
renown in their day. But, as Valence now stands, the

great church is the one main object in every view, in a

way in which it is not at Aries or even at Vienne. Yet
Saint ApoUinaris has nothing very great to show in the way
of outline ; the central cupola, unpierced as it is, is

hardly seen, and the tall western tower is modern. The
old one, the books tell us, was taken down as dangerous
in 1838 and was rebuilt in 1861. Mr. Petit had the

advantage of seeing Valence between those two years, and
he has preserved a drawing of the church as it then stood.

He says truly that " the removal of the tower gives, roughly
indeed, a design for a good and simple Romanesque front,

such as may possibly have existed before the tower was
built." So it looks in his drawing; but at present the

front is hidden by a porch, forming the lowest stage of

the new tower, very rich work certainly, but of which we
cannot tell whether it reproduces anything that stood

there before or not. Still some western tower and some
central cupola are clearly the right thing at Valence. At
this point the Arvernian style has invaded the Burgundian
shore ; in many things Saint ApoUinaris reminds us more
of Issoire and Notre Dame du Port than of anything that

we have seen in the Imperial land. The high bay is

not there ; the east end has not the full Arvernian
complexity

; but the great apse, with its surrounding-

aisle and three projecting chapels, is more like what
we were once used to in Auvergne than anything that

we have been lately studying in Provence. In Mr.
Petit's time the aisle could not be seen inside ;

" if

arches ever opened into it, they are now stopped up."
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The choir, we read, was " maladroitement renmniee " in

1730, and the state of things that Mr. Petit saw was
doubtless the result. Here for once " restoration " has

done some uood : eio'lit columns now stand free round
the high altar, supporting their narrow stilted arches ; we
see, as Mr. Petit did, the clerestory windows above tliem,

and we see, what he did not see, the aisle windows behind

them. All this is thoroughly Arvernian ; but inside we
almost miss the high bay, and the view into the tran-

septs suggests a curious thought. Mr. Petit notices the

singular external cornice of the nave, with small arches

alternately round and straight-sided, He remarks that

arches of this last shape are to be found at Barton-on-

Humber, and " in the old church of Lorsch in Germany."
He adds :

" These I take to be mere fancies of the

builder, no way tending to the formation or development
of a style ; whether they be marks of antiquity, as

denoting a period Avhen the architect was less closely

bound to the observance of certain general rules, is

another question." Now these straight-sided arches cer-

tainly are a feature of Primitive Romanesque, as is shown
b}" their appearance at Barton and at Lorsch—not in tlie

church but in the Carolingian gateway ; but it is no less

true that they are handed on from the late Roman style, as

in the baptistery at Poitiers, and they are handed on to the

Arvernian Romanesque. Looking down these transepts

at Valence, we expect to see such arches at the north and
south ends, just as we see them at Saint Nectaire and Notre

Dame du Port. But it is curious again that this same kind

of arch shows itself once again in the Toiosan towers, as

the characteristic feature of a much later style, just as we
now and then find it in thirteenth century work in England.

That is to say, here at Valence it is a mark of antiquity,

and yet, as Mr. Petit says, it in " no way tends to the

formation or development of a style," as it seems to fit in

equally with so many styles.

In these transepts the barrel vault, round, as in

Auvergne, not pointed, as so often in Provence, rests on
square pilasters. In the nave it rests on tall shafts

forming part of the compouiul piers of the nave. These,

with their fine Corinthian capitals, are wcmderfulh' tall and
slender. If at Saint Seriun triforium and clerestorv are
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rolled into one, here at Valence both have vanished

altoi^ether. The nave is like a German IfdUenklrche ;
tall

pillars, arches, roof, and nothing more. And it is

wonderful what lightness and loftiness can be gained in

this form of pure llomanesque. It is the barrel-vault

that does it ; a Gothic church following the same arrange-

ment can hardly fail to look low, even if it be positively

high, because the spring of the vaulting necessarily comes

so much lower. At the end of seven bays comes a

iiarthex^ a feature again Arvernian and not Provencal.

A coupled window looks out over a lower arch, and here

in this lower story the pointed vault conies in.

This church of Valence is undoubtedly, in its internal

architecture, one of the most remarkable and satisfactory

among the Eomanescpie churches of the Ehoneland.

None better shows the capacities of the style, what it can

do on a scale a little smaller than the mighty pile of

Saint Sernin, It undoubtedly shows more of design and

finish than Saint Trophimus or than the elder church at

Aix. We know not whether Valence would scorn to be

compared with Saint Paul Trois-Chateaux, but really the

church there, much smaller than Valence, has also, in its

lofty nave, a good deal of the same spirit, though it would

be hard to find any likeness in detail between the two.

Saint Apollinaris of Valence, if not one of the wonders

of art like Saint Sernin, must rank high among buildings

of its own class, and, as a church largely Arvernian on

the Imperial side of the Phone, it has a special interest.

Nor is it the only ecclesiastical building in its own precinct.

That precinct has naturally been found rich in Poman
remains, and we must remember that Valence once had
its baptistery. The city and its suburbs also contained

more than one church of some dignity beside that which
held the bishopstool. The secondary church, strictly

so speaking, seems to have been the collegiate church of

Saint Peter en JJourg, whose name speaks for its position

to the north-west of Saint Apollinaris. Its description

sets it before us as having once been a splendid basilica.

There was also the abbey of Saint Kufus, the church of

Saint John Baptist, scene of the council of Lothar's day,

and others of some importance. Put all, save one scrap of

Saint John, have vanished for antiquarian purposes, more
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commonly, it should be noticed, by being rebuilt than by
being destroyed or desecrated. Valence too has a history

of another kind ; if it was a bishopric, it was also a city in

the municipal sense, and it was not the seat of any
temporal prince. We have Counts of Toulouse, but we
have no Counts of Valence or of Vienne ; the Counts,

Dolphins, Dukes, are all of the Viennois and the

Valentinois, princes of the district to which the city gives

its name, but not princes of the city itself. The history

of the land seems the record of a kind of a triangular

duel between bishops, counts, and citizens ; more dignified

arbitrators, popes, kings, and Emperors, step in ever and
anon, and at last city and county share the fate of so

many other cities and counties of the Imperial land ; they
drift into the common whirlpool of Parisian aggrandize-

ment. Yet there is a certain interest in tracing out any
case in which Ctesar so much as claimed the things that

were Co3sar's. In 1157 we fmd Frederick Barbarossa
following the policy of exalting the bishops, as some
check on the tendency of the lay princes to fall away
from their allegiance. The Bishop of Valence not only

receives thirteen castles from the Emperor, but he is

invested with royal rights in the city of Valence, and
adds the title of Count of Valentinois to his episcopal

st3'le. The Emperor makes at the same time large

grants to the neighbouring bishopric of Die. From this

time the episcopal counts are at constant feud with the

lay counts of tlie house of Poitiers, who are said to be an
illegitimate branch of the ducal stock of Aquitaine. In

1347 kings are turned about; Charles the Fourth—one
smiles at coupling him with Frederick ; but both were
crowned in Saint Trophimus—forbids the Bishop to bear
the title of Count to the prejudice of the sixth Aimar of

Poitiers, and forl)ids him also to call himself Vicar-

General of the Empire in the Kingdom of Aries. Mean-
while in 1229 we hear of the city, like other cities of

the Middle Kingdom, setting itself up as a commonwealth
against its episcopal lord, and in 1345 the citizens call

in a somewhat dangerous helper, numl)ert, the last

independent dauphin ot the Viennois. In the next
century, in 1419, first the district, then the city, follows

the precedent of the neighbouring dauphiny and its
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capital. The last count of the house of Poitiers leaves

his county to the Dauphin, the Dauphin beino- now
Charles, son of the French kinu", afterwards Charles

the Seventh. It is to be noticed that the devise of the

dauphiny to the French prince was confirmed by
Imperial grant ; it is not clear that the devise of the

Valentinois was. Presently the city of Valence com-
mends itself to the Dauphin Lewis, presently famous as

the eleventh king of that name. Thus both city and
county vanish from the list of European states, and
Valence has to console itself with the fame of its legal

University. Some pages of its text-books must, one
would think, have reminded its students that the prince

who put forth the Institutes and the Code liad still a

successor, and one who had not withdrawn his claims

on his Gauhsh kino-dom.

We complain again that we find at Valence no living

witnesses of these times, any more than of the days of

Constantine and of Lothar. An episcopal castle, a civic

palace, would be the proper memorials of such a story
;

l)ut of military architecture, save of the most modern and
unprofitable kind. Valence has nothmg to show. Of
civil architecture it has one specimen of astonishing

richness, but of a style so late that it must have been
built after Valence had lost its last trace of independence.
This is the house called the Maisoii des T<Hes, not far fi-(^m

Saint Apollinaris, only just outside ilie Place des CIerrs,

the place that keeps up the memor}' of the tortures of

Mandrin. The style is the latest French Gothic, the

sculpture turning into Renaissance. But it is with houses
just as with churches ; French architectural details may
be transplanted into the-^e lands, but not the outline and
spirit of a French building. There is no domestic work
at Rouen or Bourges or Poitiers richer in detail than
this at Valence ; but here we have no outline ; there are

no turrets, no gables ; all is as Hat as it might be in Italy.

But the mere detail is wonderful ; it is a house of heads
indeed. Among the heads are a Roman Emperor and a

French King, even the first French Lord of Valence, as iflo

mark from whose allegiance the citv had fallen away, and
under whose dominion it had come.
The Maison des Tctes shows the inroads of tlie new

VOU XLIV 2 s
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style only in its sculpture. Hard by Saint ApoUinaris

stands a singular square building, of which we ask for a

moment whether it be not a strangely well preserved

relic of so called " classic " times. It is not often that we
pay so much honour to any work of the revived Italian.

Perhaps in this case it is only because we are wildly

searching for something to carry off in our memories
besides Saint ApoUinaris and the House of Heads. For
the building, known as the Peiidentif, turns out to be
of the year 1548, a kind of mausoleum of a family

bearing the name of Mistral. How came anybody to

take the name of a wind which in Provence at least is not

greatly liked ? But the Valentines are perhaps like the

old Hyperboreans ; they have got to the back of the

Mistral.

We go at last to the Museum. Here are inscriptions

which may go some way to help a local inquirer to put

together a history of Roman Valentia, but which do not

make up to the traveller for the absence of any relics of

Valentia above ground. The interesting thing is the

tauroholium, one of the most striking witnesses, not only

to the worship of Eastern gods in Western lands, but to the

attraction which various forms of Eastern teaching had in

the days of the early Empire for minds which were seek-

ing' for somethino- more than either received religion or

received philosophy could give them. There is some-

thing to set us a-thinking in Rome is the strange Mithraic

building below the besilica of Saint Clement ; there is

something to set us a-thinking at Valence in this monu-
ment, of what one would think must have been a very

unpleasant form of ritual, but which men seem to liave

felt to have been somehow better for their souls than the

orthodox worship of Jupiter Optimus Maximus. But the

teaching is a general one ; it touches the history of man-
kind, not the particular history of Valence. The tauroholium

might as well have been found anywhere else ; it has not

the same kind of interest as the Celtic deity whose name,
or the name of whose temple Gregory of Tours has

preserved on the top of the Puy de Dome.
Let no one then pass by Valence ; but let him go to

it as to a place of one or two objects, not as, what it ought
to be, a historic citv, to be studied on a level with Aries
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iuid Vieiiiic. Ill this last character Valence is certainly

disappoiiiliiig ; hut if any one wants to see a line piece

of South-Gaulish Eonianesque with some peculiarities, of

its own, he will assuredly do well to stop and give his

mind— perhaps all the more because he will be less dis-

turbed than elsewhere by rival claims—to the church of

Saint ApoUinaris, its circling apses, its lofty pillars, the

forms with which we have become familiar in Auvergne
translated to the other side of the boundary stream, but

not without modifying the details according to the artistic

traditions of the land in which they found themselves.



TlIK Ko.AfAN VILLA AT CHEDWORTH, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

'

By G. E. FOX, F.S.A.

The rioiwaii Villa at Cliedworth, or rather in Chedwoi'th
woods, was discovered in 1864, and sul)setinenlly

excavated under the direction of the late James i'arrer,

Esq., honorary member of the Society of Anticjuaries of

Scotland.

The villa stands on land belonging to the Earl of Eldon,
to whom archaaoloo'ists owe a debt of gratitude for its

continued careful preservation, and for the facililies

alTorded for study by the museum, there established,

to receive the antiquities found on the site. It was
described, and much of its detail noticed, by the Eev.

Prebendary ScaJL^th in a Paper published in the Journal
of the lii'itish Archteolomcal Association of 1869,

Since the date of its discovery, twenty-three yeai's ago,

the accumulation of facts relating to Eomano-Pritish
antiquities, and the extension of the means for comparing
these antiquities with continental examples of the lioman
period, has rendered it possible to make an attempt,

however imperfect, to assign to their various uses, the

different parts of the building whose plan is here shown,
and to form a reasonable conjecture regarding the

comparative age and dispositions of its several portions.
"^

The villa lies in a wooded nook of the valley of the

Colne, at seven miles distance from Cirencester, and
rather more than two miles from the point where the

great Eoman way, the Fossway, crosses the valley. In

this respect it resembles other important villas which are

not all situated close to the main roads.

' Jicid at Uie Mouthly Meeting of the Messrs. Jacobs and Master of Cirencester

lustitute, July 7tli, 1887. in deterniiuing the hirger measurements
- I take this opportunity of ackiiow- of the site,

ledging the assistance rendered me by
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The eslablisliuieut is (;omposed of ;i court or garden
No. I, roughly 148ft. by 82ft., suirouuded on three

sides by ranges of l)uildino-s, completed on the fourth side

by a long gallery or corridor, No. IV (CJrypta) whose
western wall is destroyed, and, having near its centre a

passage way through to the court. Whether tliis corridor

had rooms on its eastern side or not, it is impossil)le to

say.' The little modern lodge and museum are built in

front of it.

From the Ijuilding at tlie northern end of the court,

a long wing extends eastwards with an indication of what
may have been a crypta, or crypto-porticus in front of it.

A corresponding wing probably ran in the same direction

from the southern building. The ruined chambers at its

eastern end seem to show such an extension. Perliaps

this wing, with part of the northern one, together with

rooms linino" the wall of the western corridor, sufficed

for the accommodation of the slaves employed on the

estate as farm labourers or artisans, and would have
contained all the necessary stables, cart sheds, workshops,

&c. The walls of the villa's enclosure are traceable on its

north and west sides ; and in the woods at a distance of

170 yds. from the north-west corner, are the remains of a

structure, never, I believe, thoroughl}^ explored, generally

called a temple, but which may with more probability

be regarded as a tomb-house.

In a general survey of the site, a lime kiln, built from
the materials of the ruined walls, and buried in the steep

hill side some 50 feet behind the little court No. XXVI, in

the northern building, must not be omitted. It has

doubtless been an active agent in the destruction of the

villa's remains.

Proceeding now to a more detailed examination,

attention must first be directed to the long range of

rooms forming the western side of the court or garden.

In it may perhaps be perceived the germ of what the

villa afterwards grew to l)e.

1 Long closed conidors, partly sunk in Antique &c.," PI. xix, p. 45, where a

the ground as this is, were used as store long crypta found near the Villa Borghese,

i-ooms for provisions of various kinds, Rome, is show i filled with jars sunk in

contained in large jars. For an example its floor of sand. This corridor was
see J. B. L. G. Seroux d'Agincourt. pr(jbably subterranean.
" Recueil de Fragmens de Sculpture
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This cor2>s de logis, complete in itself, is entirely

detached from other buildings at its northern end, and
whatever additions it may have afterwards received at its

southern end, the appearance of the foundations might
lead to the conclusion that it was equally detached here.

The eastern face of the building is covered by a porticus,

No. II, whose columns probal)ly stood on the low existing

wall which served as a continuous base for them. This

porticus was floored with coarse mosaic for part of its

length (none now remains), and from it short flights of

steps ascended to the two groups of chambers of the

western building, whose floors, owing to the rapid slope

on which the house is built, are from 2 ft. ?> in. to 2 ft.

11 in. higher towards tlie porticus than on the opposite

side, where they are on the ground level.

The above mentioned body of rooms with the porticus

in front, in all likelihood represents the original house,

most, if not all the other buildings, being additions.

Nor can this supposition be considered an unreasonable

one, as Eomano-British habitations of the smaller class

may be found of very similar plan. At a later period

the northern and southern buildings were added, the

whole being joined l^y the eastern corridor No. IV, follow-

ing the lines of the original court yard of the early house.

Perhaps, at a later period still, the northern wing
was added, as it does not correspond exactly in its

direction with the northern buildings from which it

springs.

At the southern end of the western porticus No. II,

will be seen a doorway at a. From this point to b in the

southern building there was probabl}^ an enclosed passage.

At b appears to have been a doorway, which must have
been reached by a flight of steps, as t];ere is a direct

descent here in the floor of the passage of 5 ft. 6 in. Of
these steps however no traces remain.

The little room projecting into the court No. V,

supposing that there was an entrance* here, would
doubtless ])e the lodge for the slave whose duty it was to

guard that entrance. Such is the usual arrangement in

a Eoman house.

The chambers Nos. VI, VII, in the southern building-

are so much sunk in the iiround as to suggest the idea.
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that over some of tlicm, especially over Xos. VI, VII, and

farther eastward, there must have been another story
;

in which case they were hi>hted from the passage No. III.

The eastern half of this passage therefore could scarcely

have been roofed, but was open to the sky, its northern

wall being merely a retaining wall to the garden, and its

floor sunk below the garden level.

^

There is no communication between this passage and

the Crypta No. IV.

Eeturning now to the western portions No. II, we shall

find a llight of five shallow steps conducting to the

apartments of the southern half of the western l)uilding.

These give entrance to a passage leading to room No. XI,

the most perfect of those still remaining, and with its

mosaic pavement in great part intact.

T venture to think we shall not be very far wrong in

naming this the Triclinium or dining room. Its

dimensions are 19 ft. 3 in. by 29 ft. 3 in.

The proportions of this apartment are roughly those

usually accorded to Eoman Triclinia. At a distance of

11 ft. 2 in. from the southern end, a pier, 2 ft. broad on
the face, projects slightly from the wall on either side,

and a very decided division at the line marked by these

piers is shown in the patterns of the mosaic floor, whose
tessellation is -perfectly continuous from end to end of the

room. The desio'n of the division of the floor southward
of the piers, is geometric, with two panels of scrollwork.

The northern division and the largest, is evidently the

composition on which most care has been bestowed. It

contains groups of figures of Fauns and Bacchantes. The
probability is therefore, that the southern end of the

room was destined for the table and its couches, leaving

the northern end with its richer floor in full view as the

guests reclined round the table. The open space would
also aiford room for the service.

The dimensions and arrangement of the couches in the

summer dining room of the house of Sallust at Pompeii,

exhibit an example of the manner in which the southern

^ Chamber No. Vf, thougli presumably a white grouii'I with a dark red Hue upon
in the servants' quarters, could not have it, forming the angle of a ])aiiited panel,

been a mere store-rooni. When discovered In this room also, more coins were found
there existed on the wall in its S. W. than wei'e yielded by any otiior part of

angle a large fragment of plaster showing the site.
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division of the room, above described, would be furnished.

These couches with the table (covering a space 13 ft. (> in.

by 10 ft. G in.) are in masonry, but in Britain, as in Pompeii
also, in many of the houses, they would Ije of metal or

wood, though of the same dimensions as the couches in

masonry here spoken of.

They would cover the less important mosaics of the

floor, the table possibly standing nearly upon the central

square of those mosaics, and space being left on either

side for the necessary service. The couches, when not in

use would be placed back against the wall, and would
not materially hide the floor mosaics.^

Beneath this room and extendhig to room No. XIII is

a hypocaust. The flues communicating with it are clearly

seen in both rooms. The furnace heating it is at c under
the south wall of the room, and at d is an opening into it

which does not look like a furnace, but may be some
arrano'ement for cleaning this lar^e lieatinLi' chamber.

That most important adjunct to the dining room, the

kitchen, must now be looked for. Could it have been in

the space marked No. X ?

At this point a consideration of the plans of houses in

Pompeii will be of service, although the inferences to l)e

drawn from such plans must be used with caution, due
alk)wance beino- made for the dilFerences between citv and
country houses.

The kitchen is very variousl}" placed in Pompeian
houses. In some of the best it is in direct contact with

the dining-room. In one instance, in the house of

Holconius Eufus, there is a large opening in the dining-

room wall close ,to the kitchen door, and in one small

liouse an opening in the wall l^etween the two rooms,

through wliicli tiie dinner could be served directly into

the dining-room.

-

^ Rooms answering very much ill tlieir The designs too, of the floors of the

general proportions, and having projecting i-ooms cited, are reinariiable as showing a

piers in rnnch the same position as in tiiis difl'erent pni-pose in the nse of each

room at Chedwortli, may be found at the division of the room ; nnmistakeably so

imjiortant . villas of Withington, Glou- in the Pitney and Withingtou villas,

cestershire, a mile or two from Chedwortli, ^ See J. Overbeck. " Pompeji," edit,

at Bignor, in Sussex, at Pitney in 1884. House of the Tragic Poet. House
Somersetshire, at Brading, in the Isle of of Hfilconius Rufus. House of Siricus.

Wight. For general proportions, but House of Meleager. House <jf the

without projecting piers, the floor Dioscuri. House of the Surgeon. House
discovered at Stoncsfield in Oxfordshire, Fig. 149, p. 272.

should Vje included iu this list.
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Again, in houses in Pompeii of sufficient importance to

contain bath rooms, the kitchen is in close proximity to

these rooms, and the furnace of the hot bath is situated

in it, clearly for the sake of convenient storage of

fuel and for an ample supply of hot water when re-

quired.'

Looking at these facts, and assuming that No. X. is the

dining-room, we might fairly conjecture that the kitchen

would not 1)6 far off. The ruined corner marked No. X.

would afford ample space for this chamber, space sufficient

for all tlie needs of the household. It contains, as in

Pompeian houses above cited, the furnace of a hypocaust,

and is situated close to the dinino-room. We might even

suppose a communication between it and the dining-room

by means of a hatch in the wall at the south-western angle

of that apartment, but of this there is no sign.

Unfortunately, this ruined angle of the building does

not seem ever to have been explored, or if it was, proved

too fragmentary to be thought worth careful examination.

Mr. Farrer, in a short paper describing his discovery of

the villa, published in the Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries of Scotland (vol. vi. pt. ii., 1865-66, p. 279),

says, " behind room I." (presumably that to which I have

given the name of dining-room)—" a small recess,

measuring 4 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 5 in., contained fragments of

two small stone statues, the sandalled feet of which were

attached to the pedestal."

Possibly the position of this group may be fixed at the

end of the passage No. XII. at e. The measurements
given refer most likely to some enclosure of the pedestal

on which the figures stood, as they do not represent the

width of the passage.

If I am correct in placing these statues in this spot

(and from Mr. Farrer's description there seems no other

place to which they could be assigned), there can l^e little

doubt that here was the shrine of the Lares and Penates.

The position is a likely one. In the Pompeian houses the

Lararium is often placed in the most frequented part of

the house, forming a conspicuous object in the Atrium.

' See J. Overbeck. " Ponipeji," edit T.abyrintli. House of Popidiiis Sccundns.
1884. House of the Centenary. House The villa Sulinrhana called, of Diomod.
of M. Caesius Blandus. House of the

YOL. XHV 2 T
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A small altar preserved in the museum, and cut smooth

at the back, might well have stood on a pedestal before

the effifjfies of the Penates, and was doubtless intended toO ... t

support the vessel containmg uicense offered to the

guardian deities ; or it might, placed in a niche of the

wall here, have held the lamp kept burning before the

fio-ures of the Lares on certain festivals.^

As an illustration of the arrangement of the images of

the gods with their accompanying altar, reference may
be made to the discovery at Ancaster (Causenmc) in

Lincolnshire, in 1831, of a shrine to the J)e^ Matres, in

which the small statues of these goddesses were placed

on a broad stone pedestal, a dwarf column with a

diminutive altar upon it, being set in front of them. The
whole group of objects is said to have been found in its

original position.^

Passino- onward, but little can be said of the next three

chambers, Nos. XIII., XIV., XV. They may have had
tessellated floors, but if so, these have long ago disappeared

beneath a growth of soft green turf. Possibly all three

rooms were bedchambers iciihicula nocturna). No. XIII.

being devoted to the master of the house and used as a

winter sleeping room, fron\ the fact of its being warmed
by flues from a hypocaust beneath it. The entire northern

end of the western building is occupied by the bathing

establishment. Nothing can be clearer or more complete

(except in one particular, the hot water supply to the hot

bath), than the arrangements here displayed for the usual

processes of the Roman bath.

No. XVI. is the undressing room (iepidariam, apody

teynum), where towels, strigils, and the bottles filled with

unguents were kept. The temperature in this room was

raised to a gentle heat by flues from the hypocaust

beneath, whose furnace was at/" outside the building.

No. XVII. is the hot air room {sudatorium)^ whose walls,

like those of the hot bath room No. XVIII. adjoining,

were jacketted with flue pipes covered Avitli painted

plaster, from which a very considerable body of heat

must have been radiated. This latter chamber. No. XVIII

^ For the form of iucense vessels fotiiul -See C. Hooach Smith, "Collectanea

hi Britain see Journal, British Archicoj. Antiqna," vol. v (1861), PI. xvi., 140;

Assoc, xxvii, p. 430 ;
" Archieologia," "Archioological Journal, " xii (1870), p. 1.

vol. xxvi, (1836), p. 368.
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(the caldaviuiii) has a seini-circuLar recess coiitaiiiiii^L:: the

hot bath. Beneath both these chambers runs a hypocaust

whose furnace was in chamber No. XIX, next to which is

a walled space, prol)ably the wood store. Unfortunately,

nothinji" now remains of the cauldrons over the furnace.

Their massive supports may still be seen. A good deal

of nu)dern repairing has been needed here.

No XX is the cold bath room {frigidarium), with the

})lunge bath at its northern end, the drain from which

may be seen passing under the end of the porticus to the

garden. The doorw^ay from this room to the hot air room
[Kuddtorium) has received ancient alterations making it

narrower. It never had a door, but was probably

covered by the sort of ])added curtain so constantly

seen over church doors in Italy to this day. All the

l)ath rooms had mosaic floors, of which more or less

remain.

We now come to the most interesting portion of the

villa, exhibitini>- marked traces of alteration from its

oriiiinal design.

A glance at the plans will show a porticus, No. XXI,
two bases of the columns of whose arcade, or colonnade,

are in situ. It widens at its eastern half into a fine hall,

No. XXII, 59 ft. 9 in. long' by 23 ft. 1 in. wide, access to

which is obtained from with(jut by a large doorway open-

ing to the Crypta, or Crypto porticus, of the northern

wing. In front of the garden porticus, which W'as originally

paved with coarse mosaic, is an unpaved walk ending in

a tank, probably constructed to receive the rain water

from the extensive roofs.

Whether the hall No. XXII (also paved wath coarse

mosaic, of which however not a trace remains) had a

southern wall, or whether the line of columns extended

from end to end of this front, it is impossible to say.

The step on which the columns stood is intact from the

western end of the porticus to about the centre of the

tank.

The alterations in this part of the villa will next attract

attention.

At some period, the original rooms of the western half

of this northern building were swept away, leaving only

the ruined chamber, ending in an apse. No. XXIII. The
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little existing court, No. XXVI,, was then constructed,

measuring 21ft. in. by 26 ft. Gin. with tanks at its

northern end, and two chambers, JSo. XXVII. with semi-

circular recesses containing tanks, together with a furnace

room, No. XXVIIT, were added to it on its western side.

The floor of both court and chambers was at the same
time raised 3 ft. 7 in. or 3 ft. 10 in. above the level of the

portions. No. XXI, and hall, No. XXII, access to the court

being given by a flight of steps from the portions at its

south-east angle.

A further alteration was made by the construction of

room No. XXIV, the one with the channelled hypocaust,

and semi-octagonal end. That this room is an addition,

there can be no doubt, for its floor now blocks up entirely

the furnace opening of the hypocaust of chamber No.

XXV. The openhig was at the point r/, and has been

completely built up. Eeturning to the little court, a

small doorway will be found at h in its eastern wall.

This doorway leading from the hall No. XXII, is entirely

blocked by the solid filling in of the floor of the court,

access to which it may be remembered, is by the large

flight of steps at the south-east corner.

A break in the same wall which contains this little

doorway will be noticed at ^, the wall continuing onward,

but not quite in the same line, the continuation being

built on the ruined foundation of the apse of cliamber

XXIII. This break may represent a doorway from the

court to back parts of the building.

The furnace opening to the hypocaust of No. XXIII
(for this cliamber was warmed without a doubt), may
have been originally at «', or possibly opposite to it. If

at the former place, it would furnish additional proof that

chamber XXIII was in existence before the little court

was Ijuilt. When uncovered, the hypocaust of this

chaml)er was found denuded of its pilai, with the

exception of a fragment or two, having probably been

ruined and rendered useless when the alteration was made
to which I have alhided, and when room No. XXIV was
built to su])ply its place.

The question now arises for what purpose were these

alterations made. The tanks in the little court and

its appendages could not have been baths, the villa
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being amply provided for already in this respect.

Perhaps a reference to ancient and widely extended

industries may throw some light on this subject.

Cloth making in Tioman times was one of the most
widely spread of these industries, largely practised in

Northern Gaul, and possibly in a lesser degree in Britain,

Connected with this manufacture were the subordinate

trades of fulling and dyeing. To what extent cloth making
(a flourishing trade in the Middle Ages) may have been

carried on in the western parts of Britain during the

period of Eoman rule, it is impossible to sa}^ ; but both

soil and water supply in the district in which Chedworth
is situated, would lend themselves to both the processes

of fulling and dyeing, which were important trades in

lloman times.'

We may therefore possibly see l^efore us a Romano-
British fulling establishment and dye works, of diminutive

proportions, it is true, but whose remains are of suffi-

ciently marked character to reveal their purpose if care

and i)atience is taken to examine them.

For purposes of comparison I must again refer to

Pompeii, where the fullers' shops are of fre(|uent occur-

rence. If we study the plan of the largest fulling

establishment there, it will be found that fulling consists,

in the main, of three processes, viz. : 1, Cleanings for

which treading places were required, in which the clothes

could be worked by men's feet in vats containing fullers'

earth diluted Avitli other scouring materials ; 2, Washing,
for which tanks for rinsing and steeping purposes would
be needed ; and 3, Drying and Carding, where several

spaces of ample proportions would be a necessit}^ and
where the different articles could be spread over frames to

bleach them by means of the fumes of burning sulphur.

Now at Chedworth, the treading places formed of masonry
in the Pompeian examples are not to be seen, but the

sepulchral monument of a Gallo-Eoman fuller discovered

at Sens, in France, will show why.' They appear to have
been made of wood (as this monument indicates) as

* According to Prof. Buckman, F.G.S., Assoc. " Proceedings of Cirencester Con-
the hills round the villa contain fullers gress, 1869," vol. xxv, p. 402.

earth. See Journal of British Archa'ol.
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frequently as of stone, in the shape of large tubs with
high hand rests on each side.

We may therefore conchide that the treading pLaces here
were of tlie former material, and that the litlle court

(No. XXVI) would afford suilicient space for the workmen
employed in the establishment, the tubs bein!"- ran'fed

round the walls, and the men protected by a penthouse
roof from the weather. Possibh% even, the whole court

might have been covered by a roof.

As to the second process, rinsing and steeping, there is

no difficulty. There are the tanks in the court, tlie two
smaller (each 4 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft. 1 in.) for the smaller articles,

he large centre one ( 1 2 ft. 5 in square) for the larger

pieces.

Then for the third requisite, an extensive covered space,

the hall Xo. XXII, would aflbrd ample room for drying

purposes, and as our damper climate might render

desirable quicker methods of dessiccation, the heated

chamber No. XXIV could be made available. It should

be noted that the floor of the little court and the entire

surface of the tanks there, the bottom alone excepted,

are thickly covered with the usual pink cement, whose
colouring matter is pounded tile, so constantly employed
in Roman work where impermeability to moisture is

required.

It is now necessary to return to the little rooms west of

the court, communicating with it by a narrow doorway.

At first sight these might well be taken for hot baths, but

the fact that hotli recesses contain tanks, and that one at

least is heated by a furnace directly beneath it, (an

arrangement not usually found in baths in Britain),

militate against this view, as well as the ample provision

for hot water bathing made elsewhere.

In the furnace room behind rooms XXVII are massive

substructures of masonry, and a long trench at the foot

of the wall, indicating a large furnace, and ample space

for the cauldrons above it for the supply of l)oiling water.

Both the semi-circular recesses are jacketted with flue

tiles, and every way is taken to raise the temperature of

^ For this monument see C. Roach Smith, "Collectanea Antiqua," vol. v. pi. xx.
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their contents to the higliest point attainable by the

lioman method of heating.

The heating apparatus would not be required in the

processes of fulling ; there is no trace of the application

of heat in the Ponipeian fulleries. I am therefore led to the

conjecture that the art of dyeing, as well as that of fulling,

was practised at Chedworth, the semi-circular tanks

above mentioned being the dye vats, probably supple-

mented by various tubs and troughs of more perishable

materials long ago lost and destroyed.

There is one practical oljjection to the above theory

which should be stated. It is not possible to say, positively,

whether the liquid dye in these tanks, supposing them to

be dye vats, could be raised to l^oiling point by the means
employed for heating them. That the fluid could be
brought to a high temperature is certain, and it is true

that some dyes do not require the water to be boiling,

but may be infused in it at what is called hand heat, i.e.

water at a temperature in which a dyers hand can be
immersed.

The tanks are large enough to dye long pieces of cloth,

technically termed " piece goods," which could be floated

and stirred in the dye. Their exact depth is not now
ascertainable. At present they show roughly a depth of

2 ft. but with a wall across each recess, it might have
been increased to 3 ft. or even 4 ft. The tanks in tlie

court would equally serve dyer's, or fuller's requirements.

Behind the northern building, running down the steep

and wooded bank, and pointing in the direction of the

furnace room No. XXVIII, is a stone conduit, probably
laid to bring water from some long lost reservoir in the

hill side to the cauldron in that room, and also for the

service of the tanks in the fuller's court. The supplv to

these tanks came through a hole in the wall above the small

western one, and the drain for emptying them is situated

in the north-east corner of the large square tank. All

the tanks communicate b}' means of pipes one with
another.

Of the rooms situated in this part of the villa in

existence before the alterations, only chamber Xo. XX III

now remains. Its dimensions are 25 ft. 2 in. by 20 ft. '.) in.

Originally perhaps it was the finest in the villa. The
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apse, with its semi-dome, constructed in masonry, and

richly adorned with painting, possibly even with mosaic,

must have had a line eflect. The rest of the room, in all

probability, had a panelled ceiling of wood. We may see

in this apartment a room answering i-n some respects,

to the modern drawing-room where the choicest treasures

of art possessed by the owner might be displayed, and also

where the archives of the family would be kept.

Eeturning for a moment to the subject of the water

supply of the villa, I must not omit to speak of the

little edifice nooked into the hill-side at the north-western

angle of its inclosure walls.

In all likelihood the semi-circular end had a roof, the

semi-dome of the apse being of the usual construction.

From the external piers to those which mark the entrance

to the apse, the walls were probably dwarf walls, as high

as, or a little higher than, they now stand, i.e., 4 ft. 6 in.

The whole south side is open, only a stone step a few

inches high joining the two external piers.

This building, like other portions of the villa, has been

subjected to various modifications. Originally, it appears,

a floor extended over the whole space, 2 ft. 9 in. lower than

the present grass grown one.

A little triangular basin behind the left hand pier on
entering, received the waters of a spring wdiich flowed

through holes in the wall behind the pier, and falling over

the front of the basin escaped by means not now traceable.

At some subsequent period, the whole floor was raised to

its present level, and the octagonal basin still existing, but

still dating from Eoman times, was formed in the made
ground, with the old floor for its pavement. The existing

conduit from the left hand side of the apse carried into

the octagonal basin the diverted water, which escaped by
a similar pipe on the opposite side. At the same time,

the then useless little triangular basin was Ijuried in the

new floor.'

The octagonal basin is capable of containing 1100

gallons, ])ut at present it takes twenty-four hours to fill.

1 As to the state of the existing octag- Archceol. Assoc, vol. 260, p. 251.

onal basin when found, and other details The information as to the existence of

respecting the buiMing which contains it, the lower floor was obtained from the

see a letter from Mr. Farrer to tlu^ Uev. foreman of the excavations, who himself

Prebendary Scarth in Journal of British worked on the spot.
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The sprini^- must therefore have been mucli more copious

than at present, if it was tlie only supply for the villa even

at an early date.

Wliat could have l3een the purpose of this little building ?

Perhaps the discovery made in excavating it will allbrd a

clue.

An altar was found, Mr. Farrer says, " in the corner of

the circular chamber, and at a lower level than the drain
"

(the conduit of the spring) . It would seem as if it had been
overthrown and buried when the alterations I have spoken

of were made. This altar is now deposited in the museum.
It is about 2 ft. high, is not inscribed, and is perfect on
both faces, which proves that it never stood against a

wall. It has a very small square focus half an inch deep,

large enough, perhaps, to receive a tiny libation.

The discovery was an interesting one. It might be

taken as an indication that the little building was a

Nymphceum, a shrine, dedicated with its altar, by the

grateful master of the villa to the kindly Spirit of the

spring rising in that spot, who, with ready hand, poured
the fresh waters from her brimming urn for his solace and
for the benefit of his household.

The supposition is no unlikely one, for altars and dedi-

cations to the Nymphs are known in Britain, and their

images, uncouth enough it is true, may be seen carved on

a stone which once adorned a fountain in the station of

Bremenium, beyond the Wall of Hadrian.^

Perhaps the apse with its brightly painted walls (faint

traces of stucco coloured red still remain) formed a

place for quiet conversation or reflection, for the delightful

silence, then only broken by tlie plash of the water as it

fell from its little basin and fleeted away across the floor,

and the green shade of the overhanging woods, still

incline the body to rest, and the mind to meditation.

Of the remaining portion of the building, the long
northern wing, but little can be said. The lower stone of

a quern of larger size than usual, found in room XXXV,
ma}^ indicate the chamber where the corn, needed for the

household, was ground, and the extensive, but much

^ See " Lapidarium Septentrionale," " Collectanea Antiqua," vol. vi., ISOS,
No. 584, p. 305, pt. iii. Fdi- altar dedi- pi. viii. Instances of iledications to

cated to the Nyini)lis and fountains found the Nymphs, in Britain, might be multi-

uear Chester, see C. Roach Smith, plied,

VOL. XLIV 2 U
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ruined li3'pocanst of peculiar construction, in the end

room No. XXXVIIl may possibly show where it was
baked into bread.

Beyond these feeble indications, the uses of this range

of rooms cannot even be guessed. The crypta or crypto

portions in front of this wing does not appear to have had
any tessellated pavement. Its absence might warrant the

assignment of the chambers behind it to tlie rougher

purposes of the household.

Much more mii-'ht be added to the foreii'oing account

of this interesting villa, as to its mosaics, its architec-

tural details, and the various objects of interest found

within its walls and preserved in the little museum on its

site, but this would lead too far and in other directions.

M}^ aim in this notice, has been simply to indicate, as

far as the evidence afforded by the ruined walls allowed,

the possible uses of the different divisions of the edifice,

and the alterations which from time to time had been

made in its structure since it was first raised by the

Eoman colonist, or romanised Celtic chief, among the

Gloucestershire hills, in the wooded recess of the valley of

the Colne, near to its little river.



ox THE I'KE.AIONSTKATEXSIAN ATJBEY OF ST. MARY
AT ALNWICK, X0RTIIUM13ERLAXD.

By W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, M.A.

I propose ill llic following paper to describe the

result of excavations made on the site of Alnwick abbey
by the iiolile owner, the Duke of Northuiul^erland, aL!;aiTist

the visit t)f the lioyal ^Vrclueolo^ical Institute during the

Newcastle meeting of 1884.

Before the commencement of the excavations, nothing
was left to mark the site of the al)l)ey but the gatehouse

;

and in place of the mounds and hollows and fragments of

walls so often to be found where extensive buildino-.s have
once stood, a perfectl}' level green field lay l)etweeii the

gatehouse and the river Alne, where the abbey of Aln-
wick had formerly stood. A more hopeless site for

excavations could hardly be met with, but trial trenches

soon laid bare foundations of walls, and by following these

up in a scientific manner, the entire ground plan of the

abbey was gradually disclosed. Unfortunately the destruc-

tion of the buildings after the suppression had been so

complete, that nearly everywhere the walls had Ijeen

removed down to the very foundations; and in the church
and claustral buildings, in the few places where the walls

had not been utterly destroyed, only two or three courses
of ashlar remained. Despite these drawbacks, a ground
plan presenting many ver}^ singular features has been
recovered, and although the excavations have been filled

in again—for there was nothing worthy of being left

uncovered—the Duke has caused the lines of the walls,

etc., to be permanently marked out on the surface of the
ground by an ingenious application of concrete.

Alnwick abbey was founded in 1147 by Eustace Filz

John, in honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary, for canons
regular of the Premonstratensian Order—usually called
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white canons, from the colour of their habit. It was
colonized—after the manner of w4iite canons and white

monks alike—from the mother house of the Order in

England.^ the abbey of Newhouse in Lincolnshire. It

was suppressed in 1535, when its annual value was under
£'200, but was refounded by the king in the following-

year. This was, however, only a brief respite, for it was
surrendered to the king on December 22nd, 153!), by the

abbot and thirteen canons, and fnially sup})ressed.

Of the history of the abbey between its foundation and
fall, but little is known, and I have not succeeded in fnid-

ing anvthino' of importance to add to what is alreadv in

print.

The site of the abbey is roughly semicircular in ]^lan

;

a boundary wall forming the diameter (in which is set tlie

gatehouse), and the river Alne the circumference. The
abbey church stood in the centre of this area, with the

cloister and surrounding buildings extending southwards

to the river. On tlie east lay the infirmary and on the

west the outer court.

The church appears to have been about 220 feet long.

It was cruciform in plan, consisting of a nave and aisles

of eight bays ; north and south transepts, with two eastern

chapels to each ; and a presbytery of four bays. The
whole of the walls east of the nave had been removed
down to the foundations, and it was quite impossible to

learn from these anything except the block plan. It will

be noticed that the transept-chapels immediately

adjoining the presbytery are twice the length of the outer

chapels, and they possibly opened into the presbytery by
arches. A short distance from the east wall of the latter

was the foundation of a cross wall, which probably marks
the site of the rcredos of the high altar.

Of the nave enou2;h was found to make the arranae-

ments pretty clear. The two easternmost bays formed
the conventual choir, and retained the parallel walls on
which the canons' stalls stood, returned as usual at the

west end. These walls were a little over two feet apart, the

intervening space being paved. The width in the clear

between the stalls was about 13 feet. In the choir were
found the remains of a liUL>e slab, once inlaid w^th a

brass.
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The plinths of some of the nave arcade l)ases were
found in situ, chiefly on the north side. In phin tliey

consisted of a square 5 feet 3^ inches wide, set diamond-
wise, from the angles of which projected an engaged
octagonal shaft. The whole plinth measured 7 feet 4 J
inches from north to south. Nothino- was found to shew
the plan of the piers themselves. Tlie south arcade
exhibited some slight variations in plan and section, and
its western respond seemed to be of a different date.

In the westernmost bay of the north arcade was found
a square base about four feet square. Under its western
edge was a lead pipe which was traced north and south
across the whole width of the church. (See plan.)

At the west end of the north aisle a few feet of the

base-mold of the front remained in situ, apparently of
early-Decorated date. In the north wall is a singular

projection, which, joined with an apparent break in the
line, seems to point to an extension westward -when a
rebuilding of the nave took place.

The church appears to have had a central towei',

though apparently one of no great size.

With the exception of some of the pier bases, the
foundation walls of the stalls, and the fragment of the
west front, the only portion of the church where a few
courses of ashlar remained, was part of the soutJi wall of
the nave south aisle. This was four feet thick, and
fortunatel}' retained the base of the east jamb of the
western of the two doors opening from the cloister into
the church.

The cloister itself was 90 feet square. The surroundino-
alleys were 11 feet 9 inches wide, and paved with flag-

stones, some of which we found in situ.^ The wall
enclosing the garth was divided into four bays ou
each side by buttresses, and had an additional diagonal
buttress in each corner. Some portions of the original
arcadino' that stood on this wall were found during the
excavations. They consisted of beautifully wrought' twin
capitals and bases, the former richly carved Avith

characteristic early English foliage. This arcade was an
open one and unglazed.

^ The cliuich vva.~ paved with wimilar flaggiug.
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The Ijuildings round the cloister court present some
features of great interest.

On the east side, next the south transept were two
rectangular chambers lOJ feet and 121 feet wide respect-

ively, and about 27 feet long, with a dividing wall al)out

5 feet thick. The one next the transept was probably

the sacristy. In its floor was found a long piece of lead

piping, extending east and west. The other room was
doubtless the auditorium or regular parlour, where con-

versation was allowed. It perhaps had a door in its east

wall so that it also formed a slype from the cloister to the

cemetery, which lay to the east. These chambers were

unfortmiately onl}^ traceable by their foundations.

To the south of these two rooms was the capitulum or

chapter house. In plan this building is perfectly unique.

It consists of a rectangular western portion or vestibule

about 30 feet 6 inches long and 21 feet 7 inches wide,

opening on the east into a circular portion 26 feet 10

inches in diameter ; the whole being about 50 feci long.

This extraordinary chapter house cannot be later than the

earh^-English period, and is probably earlier, for William

de Yesci, son of the founder, who died in 1184 was buried

ante ostium capitidi nostri juxta sponsam suam} Search

was made for the graves of William de Vesci and his wife

before the chapter house door, though without edect ; but

a stone coffin containing bones and without a lid was

laid bare in the centre of the round part of the chapter

house.

It is difficult to see what was the arrangement of this

oddlv sha]:)ed chapter house. The change from tlie

square to the round part is sharply effected, and there

were no traces whatever of responds or jambs of

any kind. A trench cut along the medial line dis-

closed no remains of pillars, so that the roof, how-

ever it was managed, was in one span. It would be

interesting to know if the circuit of the eastei'ii half was
completed ; I think it was not, and that the walls followed

the hues of the ground plan.

Immediately to the south of the chapter liouse was a

door opening from the cloister, one jamb of which wq
found in situ. The sill was raised a step abov(.; the

1 Chroiiicd (le Aluewyk.
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cloister pavement, aiul tlio door was clearly that of the

stairs that led up to the (hirniitoriani or dorter, which
occui)ied the lirst tloor of this eastei'ii raiic^e of buildiiiirs.

These stairs were for commuincation with the dorter

during the da}'. They occupied the north end of a
l)nilding extending from the chapter house to the river.

The principal part of this building was a spacious apart-

ment 32 ft. long and 14 ft. wide with a projecting fireplace

on its east side. This was the calefdctorium or warming-
house and contained the only fire at which the canons, by
leave of a superior, could come and warm themselves.

It was entered from the cloister on the west. South of
the warming-house is a narrow passage approached by
an equally narrow passage or slype from the cloister. It

had a descent of four steps at its western end and led to

a group of l)uildings of rather complex plan, amongst
which the infirmitovium^ or abode of sick and infirm

canons, must be looked for. Immediatel}' wuthin this

passage was a door leading to a chamber on the south side,

parallel to which another one of almost the same size has
been built, into which we found- no traces of the entrance.

The first chamber has a door on the west opening into an
apartment about 10 feet long and 13^ feet wide. At its

south-east angle is a solid mass of masoniy, pierced by a
vertical shaft (1 foot 10 inches by 1 foot 6 inches), which
probably descended from a garderobe in a chamber over-
head. There is nothing to shew the destination of these

three chambers.

The narrow passage already mentioned led to an
irregularly shaped vestibule at the north-west corner of a
large vaulted apartment, 22 feet wide and G6 feet long,

divided into two alleys by a central row of three columns.
This apartment has, towards the river, with which it is

parallel, a series of buttresses of varying width and
projection. It had apparently no outer doorways and I

am unable to suggest its use. The first floor I suspect in

some way ftn^med the domus necessaria, which always
opened out of the dorter. To the east of and abutting
on this chamber was a large hall, 48 feet long and 22 feet

wide. It had two wide windows on the north, a fire-

place on the west, and a door in the south-west corner
which led into a small porch or vestibule, constructed in,
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and contemporary with, the vaulted hall on the west.

This vestibule, however, does not communicate with the

latter in any wa}", but is open on the south towards the

river. Alono- the north wall of the hall was a molded
base-mold of unusualh^ fine character, and of the same
section as that found in the west wall of the church. It is

unfortunate that with the exception of the south-west door,

no other opening should have been found into this chamber,
which was clearly the infirmary hall. It must have had a

door or doors on the east communicating with some of the

chambers shewn on the plan, amongst which were the

kitchen, buttery, etc. The maze of walls and foundations

extending from the hall to the mill is so confused that as

I had not the opportunity of examining them before they

were covered up, I shall not venture to express any
opinion as to their use or date.

In a monastery of normal arrangement the whole of the

first floor of the range on the east side of the cloister

formed the dorter. It is difficult to say if this was so at

Alnwick, owing to our ignorance of the form of the

oddly planned chapter house. I am inclined to think

that the dorter here only extended from the chapter

house to the river, but there would of course be a gallery

or bridge across the west end of the cliapter house itself

along which the canons might pass to the room or rooms
over the parlour and sacristy—perhaps the muniment room,
treasury and library—and so down the usual night-stairs

into the church to say matins at midnight. The western
chamber above-mentioned possibly had over it the

abbot's room, with a garderobe in the south-east corner. At
the south end of the dorter and opening out of it east-

wards was probably the clomiis necessaria.

On the south side of the cloister and parallel with the

church were found the foundations of the sub-structure

of the refectoriuin or frater, which here, as in other

canons' houses, was on the first floor. At the east end of

this range was a narrow slype leading from the cloister

to the Ijuildings by the river ; and towards the west end
a small square chamber marked the site of the stairs up
to the frater. The rest of the substructure was used as

cellarage. The south wall was considerably thickened

for strength along its wliole length at some time

subsequent to its erectioii.
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The Chronica de Alneivj/ke relates that

—

" Ad instantiam WaUeri de Ilepescotes abbatis de

Ahiewyk peritissiini patris ac famae veniantis ReUgionis

nobiUs Advocatus nostei- ITenricus qumtus Dominus de

Percy Anno Domini loTO in die assnmptionis beatn3

Mari^ in Eefectorio nostro oonirainavit cnni 13 militibns

qnornni liec sunt noniina (names given) et mnlti alii

Nobiles patriae, impleto claustro parochianis nostris, et

Communibns patriae, Computati fnernnt in Cianstro

comedentes utrinsque a^tatis ad iUam refectionem 1020
viri, in Eefectorio vero 120, ad secundam Eefectionem

in Eefectorio 86."'

I have met with no other instance of the cloisters l)eing

temporarily converted into a dining hall.

Alnwick abbey differs in one miportant point from
most monastic houses, in that there is no range of

buildings on the west side of the cloister. This part of a

monastery, except in the case of a few isolated instances

like Westminster, and Gloucester, is always occupied by
the cellarai>"e and lodi>'inf>'s for sjuests under the cellarer's

charge, and hence known as the cellariuin. A diligent

search however, failed to bring to light any traces of a

western range here, and it is probably represented b}' the

large block of buildings a short distance to the west on
the river bank. On the east of these buildings and south-

west of the frater are some only partly explored walls

which must have belonged to the abbey kitchen, which
would here be conveniently placed so as to serve both
the great guest hall and the canons' frater. There was
prol)ably a bridge from it to the frater.

West of the guests' lod^ino's and extendincf round three

sides of a square up to the great gatehouse, the excava-

tions disclosed a singular looking collection of chambers,

ovens, fireplaces, etc., of which it is difficult to lix the

precise age. I am inclined to believe that they are

the remains of the stables, bakehouse, brewhonse and
other buildings usually placed in the outer court of a

monastery, but it is possible that they are of much later

origin. Wallis, in his Natural History and Aniiquities of
Northumberla/nd,^ published in 17G9, says that the site

1 Had. MS. 692, f. 212.
2 Vol. ii, 388.
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of tlie abbe}' " was granted, 4 Ed/carJ VI, to Ralph
Sadler and Laur. Wiiinington. It was afterwards sold,

with the demesnes abont it, to Sir Francis Brandling,

Ivnt., of wliose father it was purchased with tlie same
lands by Mr. JJoubleday, father of Thomas Douhleday,

Esq., the present possessor, whose seat is built out of the

ruins of it, which stood in his orchard, south of his

pleasure garden. The onl}^ remains of this religious pile,

is the court wall to the east, thron^ii which is the

entrance, of very curious architecture, with a modern—

•

built turret at the south end, beyond which is a building

seemingly of a later erection, not correspc^ndiug with the

grandeur of monastic structures, answering better the use

it is now put to, viz., a stable, than any other. Adjoining

to it, is an antient and strong tower, with four turrets,

two at each end."

Grose in his Antiquities of England and Wales ^^ gives a

view " which represents the eastern aspect of the gate-

house of the Monastery, and the gates of Mr. Doubleday's

house." It " was drawn anno 1773," This view is repro-

duced in facsimile on the accorapan3dng plate. It shews

distinctly that Mr. Doubleday's house, which has been pulled

down since and all traces of it removed, was within the

monastic precinct, to the south-west of the abbey gate, the

east face of which is shewn. As the intermediate area has

not been explored nothing certain can be said on the

point as to whether the ovens, etc., were portion of

the Doubleday mansion, but their appearance certainly

seemed to me to indicate a greater antiquity than that

of about a century and a half. Grose cjuotes Wallis's

account uf the abbey and adds—" The Tower here spoken

of hv ^^^'- Wallis, was the antient Gatehouse of the

Monastery, the strong latticed gate of which is still

remaining."

Of the east wall of the precinct, with its ancient gateway
as described by Wallis, no traces now remain, and it is

dillicult to say which of the buildings shewn on the plan

was that then used as a stable, as this part of the site was
not fully explored. The north wall of the precinct has

l)een traced for a considerable distance on either side of

the great or main o-atehouse, which stood in the centre of

^ Ti'Miduii, ]77r». Vol. iii.
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its line. It sliould be noticed that tlie gatelionse projected

clear of the wall, and had not, as was more nsnal, its front

flush with (or close to) the latter. This arrangement
permitted another departure from the normal planni|ng of

a gatehouse, viz. that instead of the front having the usual

two entrances, a larger for horses and carts, and a smaller

for foot passengers, side by side, the larger arch only is

set in the main front, while the smaller door is placed on
the east side.

The north front of the gatehouse is flanked by two square

battlemented turrets, and divided midway by a molded
strins]'' course. The entrance door is ses^mental headed
Avitli continuous moldings, and had above the apex of the

arch a small image which has now quite perished. On
each side at the springing level is a small S([uare panel,

but nothing is left to show what was sculptured therein.

Over the door in the upper stage is a large and much
decaj'ed canopied niche, now vacant. Above is a pro-

jecting embattled parapet with seven machicolations. On
one of the dexter battlements is a shield charged with a

cross patonce or iieury, and on the sinister side a shield

bearing a cross. The Hanking turrets are devoid of

ornament, the only relieving feature being a small trefoiled

ogee-headed loop on the face of each. The whole front

is characterized by extreme plainness.

On the east side, owing to the peculiar oblong plan of

the flankino' turrets from east to west, the wall between is

as it were \erj deeply recessed. The lower stage has a

low doorway, 5 feet 9 inches wide, with a four-centred

arch, the label of which terminates on each side in a large

angel holding a plain shield. On the apex of the arch is

a mutilated angel holding a shield of Percy and Lucy quar-

terly. Above this is a very good canopied niche, now
vacant. The upper stage, projects slightl}" over the lower,

and has in the centre a good two-light Perpendicular

window with a transom and square head. The label ends

in angels holding plain shields. Above are four machico-

lations, the intermediate corbels of which carry a projecting

parapet ; on the central battlement is carved a large shield

of Percy and Lucy quarterly. The north turret is plain

in the lower stage ; the upper stage which projects some-

what on all sides, has a good two-light square-headed
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window, with two trefoiled ogee-headed loops above,

separated by the Percy and Lucy quartered shield. The
south turret has the same shield in the upper part, and
lower down a loop similar to those described. This front

is admirably shewn in the accompanying cut.

The south or inner front of the gatehouse; has, in the

lower stage, a segmental headed door with very few

moldings. Over this is a scpiare panel once Idled with

sculpture, now all decayed. Above is a square-headed

perpendicular window, which has, unfortunately, lost its

tracery. Over this window is a niche containimr a fiojure
t.' O O

apparently of a bisliop, but the whole has ncjarl}-

perished. The parapet has shields on the battlements as

on the north side, and similarly charged. The Avcst

turret has an original four centred doorway at the base,

and aljove a small two light window, s(|uare headed and
with a transom ; over this again is a loop. The east

turret has an original door a little way up with two loo]).s

above at dillerent heights. This front is here illustrated.

The west side is quite plain, with the exception of

several loops and a corbelled-out garderobe. The passage

of the gatehouse has a plain waggon vault of snspiciously

modern appearance.

The thanks of tlie Society, and of those who, like

myself, are interested in the study of monastic architec-

ture and arrangement, are especially due to the Duke of

Northumberland for so liberally undertaking the excava-

tion of the site of Alnwick al)l)ey in the manner in which
he did at the suggestion of Earl Percy.

Thanks are also due to Mr. George Reavell, the

able clerk of the works at Alnwick, under whose
superintendence the excavations were carried on b}' the

aid of only occasional directions from me, and the

acconq)anying ground plan measured and di'awn out.

^ Fiuiu Htutftliuiiit;',': " Feudul aud Militan Hi,-.tury of Northuuibi-'rlaud."
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ox A IIITTITK CYLINDER AXl) SEAL i;EL( )X(;L\( r

TO TICE R1':V. (JUEVILLE J. CirESTEK.

r.y VnOF. SAYCE.

Among the ol)je('ts procured by Mr. Chester hist winter

in Northern Syria are two which are of especial interest.

One is a small haematite cyUncler,' somewhat worn, wliich

belongs to the type now known as llittite or Asianic. Its

representatives are found in the neighbourhood of Aleppo
and in Asia Minor, more particularh^ Kappadokia, though
examples of the class seem also to have come from Cyprus.

In his " Eecherches sur la Glyptique Orientale," pt. ii,

(1886). M. Menant has devoted"' a chapter (pp. 92-122) to

this newly-determined class of ancient monuments. The
art they exhibit is modelled on that of the early Babylonian

cylinders ; but it differs from the latter in several respects.

The dress of the ligures is different : they wear conical

caps and, not unfrequently, boots with upturned ends,

while the dress is often that of the figure on the bilingual

boss of Tarchondemos, consisting of a fringed cloak which
descends below the knee or to the ankle of one leg, but

leaves the other leg bare. The llittite cylinders are also

covered with small figures, among which heads of men
and animals, composite creatures like sphinxes or bird-

headed men, and a pattern reseml^ling that of a twisted

rope, are especially comuK^n. l^ut tlieir most characteristic

ornamentation consists of fiLi'ures of animals arrano-ed

heraldically face to face, and more rarely back to back,
often with some object like a column between tliem. This

heraldic ornamentation, which can be traced ba'"k to

Babylonia, made its way through Asia Minor to Greece,

where the lions of Mykenai offer a familiar example of it.

^ Fuuud at TartUfj (AiiUradus).
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Mr. Cliester's cylinder offers all the peculiarities of the

Hittite class. Its surface is thickl}" engravecl with figures,

among which we find a human head placed between two

seated gryphons arranged heraldically. IjcIow the latter

is the rope pattern \^hich separates the gryphons from

Iwo heraldically arranged lions, which sit facing one

another with the fore})art of <i goat between them. I

may observe that lions and goats or gazelles, are particu-

larly plentiful in Hittite or Asianic art. In a line with

the lions are two seated gazelles also arranged heraldically,

but with nothing between them. Above them is the

representation of a god with a worshipper before him,

who is being led into the presence of the deity by a

priest. The priest is clad in a long robe with a fringe at

the bottom, which bears no resemblance to the ilounced

dress of the priests depicted on Babylonian cylinders,

wdiile Ihe worship})er wears a short cloak of the kind I

described above. The god is sitted on a chair with a

back like that of all the chairs represented upon these

Hittite cylinders ; he has a conical cap on his head, and

a cup in the hand, out of which Avater is issuing. Above
are faint traces of the crescent moon.

Besides tliis C3"linder Mr. Chester has obtained a large

haematite seal' of an unique and splendid character

;

nothing like it lias ever before been brought to the notice

of European scholars. It is here illustrated. The five

sides of the seal are engraved with interesting examples

of Hittite art. On the underside (1, in the illustration),

a broad Ijorder of the rope pattern forms a square

frame, within Avliich two deities, male and female, are

represented. The goddess is seated on the left hand

with " the pigtail " descending from the back of the head

which characterises Hittite female figures. ^l\e holds a

square object in the hand, towards which the god is

advancing. He wears the snoAv-shoe with upturned end,

and holds in one hand a trident. Between the two deities

is an object which I cannot identif}'.

If we turn the senl partly round, so as 1o bring its

sides into view, and start from the side immediately

above the heads of the figures on the underside, we find

a series of four representations engraved on all four sides.

^ Found uuHi- TaroUc.
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On the first side (2) llie posiliiHis (>( tlic lioiI nnd goddess

are reversed. The j^'odcless is still on the left ; but she

is standing- and we can now see that she is clad in a robe

which reaches to the feet, that she wears boots with

upturned ends, and has the face of a bird. Below one of

her hands is the curious object which intervenes between
the two fio'ures on the underside of the seal. The ^'od is

seated ; he holds the six-forked thunderbolt in his hand,

like the Babylonian Eimnion, and above his liead is the

winged solar disk, that favourite device of Hittite art.

Between the two deities is an altar of the usual Hittite

shape. Above it is a trident, on either side of which are

two sj-mbols placed one above the other. The upper one

is a triangle which is found in several Hittite inscriptions
;

the lower one looks something like a scarf tied in a bow,
and is new to me.

On the second face of the seal (3) we have a seated deity

with a conical cap, snow-shoes and a goat in the hand.

The goat similarly symbolises one of the deities at Bogliaz

Keui, and accompanies the figure of Zeuc ''Ao-eug on a coin

of Laodikeia in Phrygia. In front of the god, on the left,

stands a worshipper holding two spears in the hand.

Between the two figures are the characters already

described representing a triangle and a " bow." The
latter may be a modification of the character denoting the

waist and legs of a man which denotes the name of one of

the deities at Bogliaz Keui, and is also found in the Hittite

inscription formerly existing at Aleppo.

On the third face (4) the god is again depicted as sitting

on the right. His conical cap is provided in front with a

horn or ribbon like the cap of the god at Ibreez. He
holds a hare suspended from the hand, and a bird is

engraved immediately above it. But the hare and the

bird occur among the Hittite hieroglyphics as well as

upon Hittite seals. On a Kappadokian luematite cylinder,

for example, in my possession, the hare is represented in

front of a sealed god who holds a u'oat in his hand. On
the left side of the third face of Mr. Chester's seal is an
altar, piled with olieriugs, and above the character which
I have compared with a '"'bow."

On the fourth and last face (5) the god appears seated on
the left, with a trident in the hand, on the top of which is
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a bird. Jkfore liim stands a worshipper with conical cap,

"pigtail," and snow-shoes. In one hand are two spears;

the other hand is uplifted in token of adoration.

The handle of the seal is very remarkable, and Mr.

Chester may be congratulated on securing so interesting

and unique a specimen of " Ilittite" art.

P.S.—The symbol I have called a " bow " is shown to

be the knot of a girdle by the Hittite sculptures of Eyuk
given in Chipier and Terrot, " Histoire de I'Art," iv,

plates 331, 332. If is found also on a seal with Hittite

liieroghphics recently discovered at Yuzghat in Kap-
padokia and also on a Hittite seal from vViden, now in the

Louvre.



BRITAIX A TRoVrXCK OF TFIE ROMAN EMPIRE AS
TREATED IN THE HISTORY' ()E R( ):\IE PA' TIIEODOR
.MOMMSEX.i

" Til'- jirufiiice.'^, fnnn Co^sar to Dioclcs/ccn." Part I., chap. V,

By the IlEV. TREBENDARY H. M. SOARTH, M. A.

This subject, from the pen of an authority so well-

known and so eminent as the great German historian, must
be of special interest to every English student, and claims

particular attention from those who have directed their

studies to the Roman remains in Britain, and to its historv

in the Uonum })eriod. It may therefore fitly occupy the

attention of any learned body, and deserves very careful

consideration from every anticjuary, so that no apology
is needed in bringing it before this meeting.

The learned writer begins by considering the cause of

Ca?sar's first landing in the island, and observes that " tlie

])loody feud between the Prince Cassivellaunus and the

princely house of Camulodunum (Colchester), had Ijeen

the immediate cause of the Roman invasion
; to reinstate

this house Gesar had landed, and the object was for the

moment obtained." This, however, is not the onh^ or

the chief cause alleged by CiB.sar himself, who states that

it was in consequence of the aid which Britain had
afforded to the Gauls in their contests against the Roman
power " quod omniljus fere GalUcis bellis hostibus nostris

inde subministrata auxilia intelligel^at " (B. G. Lib. iv. 20.)

The point next touched upon is the event in the Rei<Tn oi'

Augustus, when King Du])novellaunus came as a refu'>-ee

to Rome, and sought the protection of Augustus, as

recorded in the Monumentnm Ancyranum (see also Strabo
V. 5, 3, and Tac. Ann. ii. 24), and " one of the princes

of the same house came to Cains Caesar." Tliese priiK^es

held rule in Essex, the country of the Trinobantes, and
^ Rea'l in the Historical Section at the Sali.^burj' Meeting, August tith, 1S87.
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Professor Mommsen reg'ards these relations with Rome, as

arising" out of the ^'uaranlee of that principahtv given by
Juhus^ Caesar (B. G. V. 20.)

The expedition to Jhitain in the time of Chaudius (he

observes) was a necessary part of the heritage left by
Ccesar.

When the Monarchy had been consolidated in the days

of Augustus, " all Piome expected that the Britannic

expedition would take place," allusions to this rnay be

seen in the classic poets of the Augustan age. But
Augustus postponed the attempts, ai^d it was not carried

out in liis time nor in that of his successor, but in the time

of the Emperor Claudius. Mommsen enters fully into the

probable circumstances of the delay, but he does not

throw more light on the subject than can readily be

gleaned from the expressions in Tacitus.

The conquest of the South and West of Britain

previous to the coming of Claudius is very briefly dwelt

upon, and no mention is made of Vespasian, who com-

manded the Second Legion, yet it is stated by Tacitus

that no less than thirty encounters took place with the

Britons, and the troops, under the command of Aulus

Plautius, amounted to about 40,000.

A statement is made (p. 178) that Camulodunum, after

the capture of the British City so named, was destined to

be the capital of the province, when a colony of veterans

was brought thither, but this is a mere supposition.

There were towns of equal importance which sprung up
aljout the same time.

Glevum or Gloster, was a colony which must have been

planted not many years after, at the conclusion of the

war with Caractacus. These " colonise " are on the

opposite sides of Britain and nearly parallel, and within

these limits were several inq)ortant cities, such as

Silchester (Calleva), which is shewn by the walls to have

been of considerable extent. Pecent excavations have

opened out the entire forum, and shew the arrangements

of all the public Ijuildings. Houses within the limit of

tlie city wall have also had their foundations laid bare,

and the line of the streets and roads clearly ascertained.

Cirencester (Coriiiium) is another city of importance, the

walls being a mile-and-a-half in circuit. Here pavements
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of exlraordinavy beauty liaA'e been laid open, and are still

preserved.

Of these cities A([ute Solis, or l^atli, is the only one

mentioned by Mommsen, the area of which (a mile) is less

than the two just mentioned. Yei-ulamium and Londi-

nium are of course mentioned in reference to the revolt

under Boadicea. The name of this heroine is written

Boudicca, which seems to have been the true reading. A
name somewhat similar appears in a stone of Koman date,

preserved in the Museum at Aix les Bains, in Savoy,

which leads to the supjDOsition that it was a common
female name among the Celts.

^

Professor Mommsen remarks upon the early working of

the British mines for lead. " Immediately after the

Claudian Conquest began the profitable working of the

British mines, particularly of the production of lead

mines ; there are British leaden bars from the sixth year

after the Claudian invasion." It seems not at all

improl)able that these mines were in actual work when
the Eomans landed, and were only put by them under

tribute. Along the whole line of the Mendip hills there

exist a series of ancient or pre-Roman camps in the

district of these mines, and although Eoman camps and a

Eoman road are also remaining, and a great variety of

Eoman articles have been uncovered at the workings, 5'et

it seems probable that as tin was worked in Cornwall in

pre-Romnn times, so lead was worked in other parts of

Britain, but not to the same extent as under Eoman rule.

There are instances of British camps adapted to Eoman
use. There can, however, be little doubt that in the

words of the Professor, " The stream of Eoman merchants

and artizans poured itself over the field newly opened up
;

and if Camulodunum received Eoman colonists, Eoman
townships, which soon obtained formally urban organiza-

- The name u.sually written as Boadicea Bodvae, or Uborlvae, occurs on a dcdi-

is probably Bodicca, It occurs in a cation preserved in the Museum at Aix-
lloman Inscription found in Africa. les-Bains, in Savoy.
(Corp. In. Lat. VoL viii, No. 2877). Also The first letters are difficult to read,

Bodiccus, on an inscription to a man of a but it seems to be
cohort of Brittones in Pannonia (Vol. iii,

No. .3256). DE^ VBODVAE
Boudicas,or Boudica, occurs in a Roman AVG

In.scription found in Spain (II, No. 4.55), SERVILLA TEREN
and the name Budic, according to Pro- TIA
fessor Ilys, was uut an unu.-iual one S. L. M.
formerly in Brittany. '
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tion, were formed elsewhere in the south of the island,

as a mere result of the freedom of traflic and of

immigration,"

Judging from the remains of Koman villas, from the

extent and nuniljer of the towns, from the vestiges of

ancient roads, and from remains of embankments against

the encroaches of the sea—the south and west of Britain

enjoyed security and j-epose in Eonian times ; but such

was not the case with Wales and Northern Britain.

The Silures and the Ordovices, in Wales, and the

Brigantes in the north (Yorkshire), were not easily to be
l)rought under Eoman lule. Mona, or Anglesea, adjacent

to Wales, was (as descril^ed ]:)y Professor Mommsen) the

truefocus of national and religious resistance.

What Britain had been to Gaul in Csesar's subjection of

that jn'ovince, that Mona and Ibernia (or Iveunia) became
to Britain. As the Koman arms advanced, they allbrded a

refuge to those who sought iudependence. Mona was
after much eitbrt brought under Roman dominion, and so

was Wales, but Ibernia (Ireland) remained untouched, a

refuge for all who cared for Celtic freedom.

We owe the probable rise of one of the largest Eomano-
British cities to the lonir war wa^'ed against the Silures

and Ordovices.

Uriconiuni (Wroxeter), once a city three miles in circuit,

now reduced to a small village on the bank of the river

Severn, near the point where the river Tern flows into it,

manifests l)y its extent, and the 'remains found wherever

its site has been excavated, the importance and the

prosperity of the town. The mountain called the Wrekin,

two miles distant, preserved the remains of an important

British stronghold, which had preceded the Roman town,

and may still have existed as a ]3ritish settlement in

Roman times. Professor Mommsen rightly designates the

site of Uriconiuni, " the English Pompeii,"

Excavations made there some twenty-five years ago,

and recorded l)y Mr, Wright in his " Historical

Account," ' and in the volumes of the ArcluvoliKjical

Jov.rnal, amply jusfdy the term, but the same interest

wliicli has unearthed the Forum at Silchester,

and the same persevering spirit of enquiry, was

^ See UricoitiuiH, ur tliu Auciuut Koruuu City, Ly Tlio,-. Writjlit, M.A., &c., &c.
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wanting at Wroxeter ; tlio greater part of the superficial

area remains unexplored, but what has been laid bare

seems to correspond with the plan and arrangement of

buildings found at Silchester,

Professor Mommsen supposes tliis cit}' to have

originated in the camp "of the fourteenth Legion. His

words are, "Under the successor of Tlautius, the camp of

the fourteenth Legion was laid out at the confluence of

the Tern with the Severn, at Uriconium (Wroxeter), not

far from Shrewsbur}^, presumably aljout the same time

that the camp of Isca (Caerleon) for the second, and to

the North, Deva (Chester) for tlio twentieth Legion.

These three camps shut oIF the region of Wales towards

the south, north, and west, and protected thus the

pacified land against the mountains wdiich remained

free." The only proof that Uriconium was occupied by
the fourteenth Legion is the slender fact of a monumental
stone to a soldier of that Leoiou being found there.

This is very slight evidence, yet it may, nevertheless, be

admitted as very probal)le, and rests much upon the same
basis as a conjecture made by the late Dr. Guest, that

London owes its rise to a camp of Aulus Plan tins, the

general of the Emperor Claudius. The extension of the

city of Uriconium probably effaced the traces of the first

Koman camp, as none at present appear ; or the station

may have been abandoned on the formation of camps at

Caerleon and Chester. The fortifications of Uriconium are

very irregular, and what remain appear to have been

done at a late period.

It is interesthig to an English student of Pioman Britain,

to ascertain the opinion of a learned German respecting

the much controverted passage of Tacitus (Ann, xii, ol),

(P. Ostorius) . . . Cuncta Castris ad . . ntonam et Sabrinam
fiuvios cohibere parat. (Some MSS. read castris antoam),
and some, I believe, Antonam, and this has been supposed
to be the river Nen, in Northamptonshire, or the river

Avon in AYarwickshire, or the Bristol Avon, or the Avon
in Hampshire, so widely do all authorities differ ; but it is

certainl}' a new idea to assign it to the Tern !

The Tern is supposed to be the Tren of the Welsh Bard
Llywarc Hen, and to have given name to a city that

stood on its bank and which was destroyed, as pictured
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by the Welsh Poet, and Dr. C4iiest in his paper on " The
EngHsh Conquest of tlie Severn Valley " regards the

valley of the Tern, which was well populated and had a

stronghold called " Bury Walls," near Hawkstone, as the

country invaded by Ceawlin in later times. The only

camp I know of in the course of that river (beyond

Uriconium, which Ceawlin is supposed to have sacked), is

the strong camp near Hawkstone, which seems of Roman
construction, and is placed midway between the Tern and
the lioden. Ilaving spent some ^^ears of my life in that

part of Shropshire, and devoted some attention to its

camps and earthworks, I do not think that the tLco camps
at Wroxeter and Jiury Walls quite satisfy the description

of Tacitus.

The account of Caractacus, and the noble defence of his

Countr}^, as well as his undaunted bearing before the

Emperor Claudius when led captive in the triumphal

procession at Eome, is hardly treated by Mommsen with

the energy which it deserves ; he seems to have expended
more efibrt upon the details of the revolt under Boadicea.

He pictures faithfuUv the injustice of the government

of Xero, and the misconduct of the veterans of

Camulodunum.
" Koman ministers who trailicked in money, drove

the Britannic communities one after another, to bank-

ruptcy," and opportunity of revolt was taken wdiile

the Eoman Governor PauUinus was absent in Mona,
and " his attack on the most sacred seat of the

national religion exasperated men's minds, and helped

to pave the way to insurrection. The old vehement
Celtic faith, which had given the Eomans so much
trouble, burst forth once more, for the last time, in a

mighty flame."

The Professor observes in a note that " a worse narra-

tive than that of Tacitus concerning this war (Ann. xiv,

31—89) is hardly to be found even in the most unmilitary

of all authors The important facts mentioned in

the life of Agricola (31) are wanting in the main
narrative, especially the storming of the camp.

" That Paullinus coming from Mona should think not of

saving the Eomans in the south-ea^t, but of uniting his

troops is intelligible, but not wh}'. if he wished to
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sacriiiee Londiiiium, he should march Ihitlier on that

account."'

lu examinhig tlie position of the Roman forces at the

time of the outl)reak, it seems most prol^able that Paul-

linus, returning from Mona, desired to concentrate his

forces at Uriconium, to unite there the Legion stationed at

Isca (Gaer Leon) with that stationed at Deva (Chester).

The second Legion did not obey the caU. He was left,

therefore, to begin his march with 10,000 men, composed
of two Legions, stationed at Deva and Uriconium, the

fourteenth and twentieth being incomplete. The Roman
road across the island points direct to London. There
is no direct Roman road to Camolodunum (Colchester).

The route taken by Paullinus must have been the

marching road by which he had passed to Uriconium.
This, on his return, would bring him straight to

Verulamium, thence to Londinium, both of which were
important points, but not capable of easy defence with
the force at his command, nor could he afford to weaken
that force by leaving garrisons there. From Londinium
he passed to the chief seat of rebellion, along the

marching road from Londinium to Camulodunum. The
country here is nmcli more suitable for the operations of

a small body of men than the open plain. There is a

ridge of high land along which the Roman road now
passes. It was on the side of this ridge that the battle

was fought, and the ground selected with much care by
the Roman o'eneral. It was the selection of the o-round

which decided the victory.

The exact site of the battle has not yet been ascertained

for want of careful investigation ; but it might probably,

by further examination, be discovered.

In the earlier period of Roman Conquest the marching-

roads of the Legions must have followed, for the most
part, the old British trackways, which were chieily

determined Ijy the features of the district.

The country, at present, being cleared of forest and
much better drained, we cannot but wonder at the skill

that planned and executed the Roman lines of militar}'-

road. If an accurate plan of all the Roman roads whicli

can be traced could be laid down, it would help us

greatly in determining the exact position of places
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mentioned in tlie Itinera. Hitherto this has only been

done piecemeal.

We must now pass on to consider a statement which,

I think, shews but a superficial accjuaintance with the

subject treated of, and this is the assertion that " the

C()riqiJete absence of lioinun traces in the interior of Wales,

and the Celtic nationality maintaining itself there up to

the present day, tell in favour of this view,'' viz., that the

Welsh retained much of their national independence by
reason of their contiguity to Ireland.

That a race of mountaineers inhabiting a poor country

are subjugated with more difficulty than a rich and fertile

land, is very true ; but when we look to Wales, we find a

Eoman road from Isca Silurum following the sea coast of

South Wales till it comes to Muridunum (Caermarthen),

and thence passing on direct to St. David's Head
(Prom. Octapitarum). From Muridunum a Eoman
road passes all along the western portion, not far

from the sea, to Conovium (Caerehun), on the Conway,
and another passes through that station from Segontium

(Caer Segont) (Carnarvon) to Deva.

On the east there is a well ascertained road from Isca

to Uriconium, and another through Bovium (Bangor) to

Deva. There are five roads passing into the interior, and
one penetrating through it. It is only of late years that

attention has been paid to their traces, and the stations

have been examined, but there is no country which will

reward the labour of investigation better than Wales,

because the traces of the roads and stations have been

less interfered with by agricultural improvements, and
are there more distinctly shewn than elsewhere.

The members of the Cambrian Archa3ological Society

Avould do well to enlighten learned foreigners on this

subject, and also to shew what traces of lloman influence

still remain in the Celtic language. A curious instance

of defective information in respect to the language of

England occurs at the conclusion of Professor Mommsen's
article. He says that " in Modern England, apart from

Wales and Cumberland, the old native language has dis-

appeared," thus supposing that the Celtic tongue still

survives in Cumberland as well as in Wales \ I am not

aware that in the Cumberland mountains any trace of it
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exists as a spolxn J(iv(/uage, tlioiip;h iiioimtairis and rivers

retain their Celtic names, Tlie uriiiinal language, like

the Old Coriii.sli, has entirely died out. The Cumbrian
•dialect, like other dialects in England, has its peculiarities,

but it is essentially English.

I do not know upon what authority the Professor

places the camp of the Ninth Legion at Lincoln—the

Eoman colou}^ of Linditm. "i'hat it was an important

point of Eoman occupation cannot ha doubted, and ran

parallel with Deva (Chester), securing the eastern side

of the island, as Deva the western, and marking a farther

advance of Eoman power in the island ; but there is very

little proof that it was occupied by the Ninth Legion.

Two memorials of this Legion have been found at Lincoln

and one at Leicester, and we trace it further north at

Aldborouu'h and at York : and ai>"ain with Agaric ola in his

campaign against the Caledonii, but it seems doubtful if

Lindum was its location.

The cam],)aigns of Agricola, and the part which he

accomplished in Britain are only briefly sketched in the

history of the Eoman province of Britain, but the interest-

ing question as to why the Eoman goA'ernment did not

wholly subdue the Caledonii is debated at length. " In a

military point of view the occupation was capable of

being carried out, as Agricola had conceived it, beyond
doubt without material difficult}'. But the consideration

mio'ht turn the scale, that the liomanizino- of the regions

still free Avould have to encounter great difficulty on
account of diversity of race. The Celts, in England
proper, belonged throughout to those on the continent

;

national name, faith, language were common to both . . .

the natives of Ireland and Scotland l)elonged to another

stock, and spoke another language .... the Caledo-

nians and the Iverni, with whom the Eomans hardly

came into contact, are described as barbarians of the

wildest type."

The reason why conquest was not pushed beyond the

l)oundary of the Tay, seems to have 1)een that the

country and the people were not accounted worth the

effort.

In a note, is a quotation given from Appian (proem. 5),

in which it is stated that "the imperial fniance-official

V OL. IV 2 Y
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under Pins, remarks that the Pioniaiis hud occupied the

best part of tlie British Islands."

The researches of our northern antiquaries on the line

of the wall, and the district Ijetween the wall of Hadrian
and tlie earthwork of Antoninus Pius, have enabled the

German historian to speak very circumstantially on these

points, and his observations will be read with much
interest. It would be too long to enter upon a criticpie

of this part of his treatise, or his observations on the wars
in Britain in the second and third centuries.

He remarks tliat, " Under Hadrian a severe disaster

occurred in the north, and to all appearance a sudden
attack on the camp of Eburacum, and the annihilation of

the Legion (the Xintli) stationed there, the same which
had fought so unsuccessfully in the war with Boadicea.

Probably this was occasioned, not by a hostile inroad, but

by the revolt of the northern tribes that passed as

subjects of the Empire, especially the Brigantes."' To
this he ascribes the probable reason that the "wall," or

continuous line of defensive works between Newcastle

and Carlisle, is fortified on both sides, presenting a front

to the south as well as the north, and was- evidently

intended to keep in check the imperfectly subjugated

population of the north of Britain, dwelling to tlie south

of tlie wall, as well as those on the north of it.

A mystery has always hung over the disappearance of

the Ninth Legion after the year A.D. 108, and it is

generally believed to have been incorporated into the

Sixth, if not wholly annihilated. Alkisions are made to a

rising- in Britain in the time of the Emperor Antoninus

Pius* (138—161), who is stated- (Pausanias VIII, 43-4)

to have deprived the Brigantes of a great portion of their

land, because the}' liad begun to over-run the territory" of

the Genuni, tributaries of tlie Eomans. By the name
Genuni is probably meant the Gadeni, a tribe bordering

on the wall of Hadrian to the north, and between the

rampart of Hadrian and that of Antoninus Pius. The

' M. Aurel. Antoninus succeedeiltd (lif Disturlmuccs inulor Commodns. Bar-

Em] liic 1 CI. (I'.ritain's Conquest). l)ari;iiis lu'oke through the barrier and

Tlie seat oi war seems to have; licen attaeked tlie Romans,
between the two walls. The Calodonii - See note ix 188. Monini.son, II. R.

broke throuj;!! the first. (Glasgow and Prov. 1.

Edhibuigh).
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name of the Selgoviu, another adjoining trilje, still

survives in the Solway Firth.

The value of the great northern barriers is fully recog-
nized by Professor Momnisen, for, while he regrets the
paucity of historical information, he gathers sulUcient to

confirm the assertion that, " although in the region lying
between the two walls of Antoninus Pius and Hadrian,"
the Eoman system never gained a firm footing

;
yet, at

least, the wall of Hadrian seems to have rendered the

service for wliich it u-as intended, and the foreign civiliza-

tion seems to have developed in security behind it. In
the time of Diocletian Ave hnd the district between the
two walls evacuated, but the Iladrianic wall occu[)ied still

as before, and tJie rest of the Poman army in canton-
ments between it and the head quarters at Eljuracum
(York), to ward off the predatory expeditions of the
Caledonii, or, as they are now usually called, the Picti

(tattooed), and the Scoti streaming in from Ivernia."

In treating of the campaign of Severus against the
Caledonii, Professor Mommsen, in a note, questions the

assertion of Dio Cassius (Ixxvi, 13), that the liomans lost

50,000 men in the expedition, or that Severus had the
design of Ijringing the whole north under the Ponian power;
he regards it incompatible with the Ijuilding of the v/all

and the elaborate fortifications at each of the " pre-

tentura." It seems certain that Severus fully intended to

revenge the wrongs suffered by the Eoman captives and
allies at the hands of the northern people, and dealt out
his threatenings with no sparing hand, but (he observes)

had lasting occupation of Caledonia been intended, the
policy of Pome would never have allowed his sons to

form so hasty a treaty with the enemy after the death of

the Emperor A.D. 211.

The Professor estimates the arni}^ of occupation in

Britain, in the days of Trajan and Hadrian, at about
30,000 soldiers. " Three legions must have been indis-

pensible, as no attempt was made to shift them," and to

these must be added the auxiliaries.

In the time of the Emperors mentioned, six ala^ and
tieenty-one cohorts were stationed in Britain besides the

Legionary soldiers. " Britain (he observes) was from the

outset a field of command of the first rank ; inferior to
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the two Elieinisli commands and to the Sj'rian, perhaps

hi rank but not in importance, and towards the end of

the second century probaljlv the most hicjhly esteemed of

all the Governorships."

The division between the upper and lower provinces of

Britain is a point not quite agreed upon by students of

lioman-British history. Mommsen considers that the

Emperor Severus divided the governorship, and that the

two legions of Isca Silurum and Deva were placed under
the Legate of the upper prov'mce, and the troops af the

walls and the main body of the auxiliaries under the

Legate of the lower province.

For this division his authority is Dion Cassius (iv, 2o),^

The upper jwovince was, therefore, the district of Wales,

and the country bordering the Severn

—

the lower—was
the southern, eastern, and northern portion of the island.

The internal development of Britain, under the

Eomans, is a matter of much interest, and has been
fairly and impartially handled, but it appears defective,

and much more might be gathered up if a better

examination of sites occupied in Ixoman times could be

undertaken. He observes that " the internal condition of

]]ritain must, in spite of the general faults of the Imperial

Government, have been, when compared with other

regions, not unfavourable. If the people in the north

knew only hunting and pasturing, and the inhabitants

there were always ready for feud and rapine, the south

developed itself in an undisturbed state of peace,

especially by means of agriculture, cattle rearing, and
working of mines.

The Gallic orators of Diocletian's time praise the

wealth of the fertile island, and often the PJiine Legions

received their corn from Britain. The network of roads

(he observes) was uncommonly developed, except in

Wales ; but I have abeady observed that in this idea he

is mistaken, as traces remain in most accessible parts of

Wales. He regards the financial cost of maintaining the

army in Britain to have been greater than the revenue

derived from it, but that the military strength of the

^ Dion Ca.ssius, Lib., Iv., a. 23, sspeaks Sixth Legion, called Victrix, as in Loxcer

of the riecoml Augustan Legion as IJiitain ; and the Twentieth, Valeriana

^^•inteling iu Vp£tr 13ritaiu, and of the Victrix, in U;ppci' Britain.
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Empire was mucli benefited. " The balance of proportion

between taxation and levy miLst have had its application

to the island, and the British troops were reckoned alonii-

side of the Illyrian as the (lower of the lioman army at

the very beginning. Seven cohorts were raised from the

natives, and were constantly increased onward to the

time of Hadrian .... There was an earnest and brave

spirit in the people ; they bore willingly the taxes and the

levy, bnt not the arrogance and brutality of the oflicials."

With respect to mental culture, and advancement in

learning and social cultivation, as well as progress in arts,

such as building and the Ceramic ai't, (here can be liltlc

doubt— enough of the latter remain to our time from

which we can infer the progress—though, alas, too much
has perished !

Mommsen observes that, " If Agricola exerted himself

to transplant municipal emulation in the embellishment of

native cities by buildings and monuments in Ihitain, and
induce the Islanders to adorn their markets, to erect

temples, and palaces, he was only partially successful,"

but the recent discoveries made in Bath, the excavations

made at Wroxeter and at Silchester, the remains that

have been exposed at Cirencester, Lincoln, Caerleon, and
other cities of importance, put a very different face on

this matter. Could sj^stematic investigations be made in

those portions of the sites of Eoman cities which to a

"Teat extent remain untouched, much ti'uer information

as to their former condition and civilization might be

acquired.

We must be thankful that so learned a scholar, and a

hand so competent, should have been found to treat of

the early history of onr Island, and if tlie information

provided is but imperfect, and the means of obtaining

mote is encompassed with difficulty, still the result is very

valuable. It certainly suggests that more may be done,

but it classifies and well arranges what is known, and

points out to those who come after the way to more
perfect knowledge.

We can at this present day, however, compare Britain

as a Eoman province with Britain as an empire. We
can see the work of development that 1700 years has

brought about. If Koman colonies, then planted in
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Britain, Lecame the first step towards England's greatness,

we see how successive changes have ripened it into a

great empire, founding colonies in every portion of the

habitable World, and daily extending a power and

influence far beyond any exercised by Imperial Eome.
We see above all the difference of 'prmciple b}' means

of which power and influence have Ijeen extended, and

can look forward to a still greater extension of those

principles of liberty and justice, on which any permanent

empire must be based.



THE ARCHITECT OV SALISBURY CATHEDRAL.
By the HEV. J. A. ]]ENNETT, B.A., RS.A.

It is a common subject of ref>Tet that, while we have in

every part of the kingdom works of art in stone second
to none in tlie workl, the names of the men who created

them are lost. In the following paper I hope to

be able to show that in Master Elias de Derham
we recover the name of one these great men of old,

one of the masters in the school which created for

us our own distinctive Early English style. I shall

certainly be able to show that socially he was a man
of considerable eminence among the personages of the

time, and artistically a leading authority among the

great builders of the earl}" part of the thirteenth centurj^

The diiiicultv is to apportion to him his own part in

the great works of the period, and my object in bringing
forward his name in this paper is a hope that others who
have far more knowledge and more opportunities of

investigation than I possess, will have their attention

drawn to it and add, out of their abundant stores, to the

somewhat scanty memoir that I am able to offer.

The earliest date at which I have met with the name of

Elias de Derham is in Rot. Chartarum I. p. 147, April

6, 6 John (1205), where he is described as one of the

King's clerks, and Eector of Meauton.
In another of January 2, 120G, he is described

as one of the Executors of the will of Archbishop ITuliert

Walter, and, he is ordered to pay over certain monies which
had belonged to Savaric, the late Bishop of Bath. In

1206, April 4 (7 John), another writ in connection with
this oliice of Executor of the Archbishop is addressed to

him (Eot. Litt. Pat . p. Gl), In the same year (Eot. Litt.

Clans.) four writs are addressed to him, \\z., on July 22,

^ Read iu the Aicliitectural Section, at the Sah^ibury Meeting, Augii.->t 5th, 1887.
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23, 29. and August 13, as a royal oliicer ; those of July

29, and August 13, speak of liim as one of the custo-

dians of the vacant Archbishopric, as also one of Sep-

tember 16, 1207. In July, 1207, he is with the

king at Charterhouse in Somerset, where, in com-
pany with Bishop Joceline and others, he attests a

charter of Philip de Lucy. (Rot. Litt. Pat., p. 82). I

have also been told on good authority that he was the

architect for the repairs of King John's palace at West-
minster in the year 1209, but I have not as yet been
able to verif}' the statement.

Elias de Derliam has hitherto appeared as a royal

official, and in personal attendance upon the king.

The next entries show that later on he had attached

himself to the opposite party. On May 4, in his 14th

year (1212), the king gives him a safe conduct into Eng-
land until June 24, under oath that no harm shall come
to the King or realm by him or his companions.

The next mention of his name on Nov. 13, in the same
year, shows that he had again left England, This

fact comes out in an early will of Hugh de Wells,

Bishop of Jjincoln, a copy of which is among the muni-
ments of Wells Cathedral. It was made by Bishop Hugh
while he was living in exile with the other Bishops who
had been driven out by the t}^ranny of John, at St.

Martin's de Garenne, on St. Brice's Day, November 13,

in the Bishop's third year, i.e. in a.d., 1212. In it Bishop
Hugh appoints Master Elias de Derham to be co-executor

together with his own brother Joceline, Bishop of Bath,

and his name appears among the attesting witnesses

of the will immediately after the name of Bishop Joceline,

and in company with Peter de Cicester, afterwards Bean
of Wells, and others.

This close relationship between the brother Bishops and
Elias de Derham continued after their return from the

exile. A charier, almost certainly of a later date than the

return, is attested by him with the additional words
"seneschal of Bishop Joceline." His name also occurs

several times as a -witness in Wells Charters at this

date. (Wells Cathedral MSS. pp. 20, 23, 187.) He was
taken into favour again by the king, possibl}' as early

as in July, 1213. The document, however, upon which
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tliis suggestion is founded, may bear another construction.

(Eot. Litt. Claus. I p. 146.) But if liis return to tlie King's

service was not quite so early as 1213, it had clearly

taken place l)y June in 1215. Two documents given
at Eunnymede on June 19 and June 21 in that year,

leave no doubt upon the subject. (Rot. Litt. Pat.,

pp. 144, 180.'') Between 1215 and 1220 I have not

met with his name at all, but with the latter year he
appears again, and now no longer as a royal clerk but as

an architect, and that upon a work of great importance,
the shrine of St. Thomas at Canterbury. The authority

for this is Matthew Paris, who adds to his account of the

translation of St. Thomas in a.d., 1220, (Hist. Min. II.

page 241, Polls Ed.) the statement that the shrine

whither the body was removed, was the work of the

incomparable artificers, Walter de Colchester, Sacrist of

St. Alljans, and Elias de Derliam, Canon of Salisbury.

The translation was the great event of the time. It

had been in preparation for at least two years. Nothing
that wealth and enthusiasm could suggest to make it a

magnificent spectacle and enduring glory was spared
;

and if, as we should naturally expect, the first men of the

day were emploj'ed upon the shrine, this would place

Elias de Derham in the highest rank. We know that

such was the position of Walter, of whom Walsingham
says that he had never seen nor expected to see his equal,

and here Matthew Paris treatsElias de Derham as his equal.

Other notices of about the same date which bring out

both the high social position and the artistic eminence of

Elias de Derham, are found in connection with Salisbury.

His name occurs no less than eleven times in the

Osmund Pegister of Salisbuiy, as one of the Canons of the

Cathedral, and upon one occasion the Bishop entrusts

him with a certain charge, because he alone is faithful.

Besides this the late Prel.)endaiy Jones says that there are
" positive statements in the Book of Evidences among
the Bishop's muniments, that he was the builder of the

original house in the close called ' Aula Plumbea ' or
' Leden-hall.' The document is entitled ' Scrij^tura de

domibus de Leden-hall per Elias de Derham sumptuose
constructis,' i.e., a deed concerning the house called

Leden-hall built at great expense by Elias de Derliam."
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Then as to the Cathedral, Leland gives a passage from
an old Matyrology of Salisbury which speaks of Elias de

Dei'ham as ' rector,'' of the new fabric of the Church of

Salisbury from its first foundation for twenty-five years.'

To this Prebendary Jones adds, in his History of the

Diocese, that by a sort of dim tradition he is believed by
some to have been the first desioner of the Cathedral.^ He
does not venture to give a decided opinion upon the subject

nor to decide the exact meaning of the word ' rector,' but

with such evidence as that Avliich we have now before us,

and more to follow, of his architectural powers, there

seems every reason to take the word ' rector ' in its usual

sense, as meaning the chief person concerned, and not

merely as the equivalent of ' magister operationun,' * clerk

of the works '

; and to believe that the tradition which
names Elias de Derliam as the architect, is founded on

the fact that he was the architect of this glorious

building. It seems to me also that the fact that he was
employed in some architectural capacity during the same
years at Salisbury, Canterbury, Winchester, and that he
accompanied Bp. Poore to Durham in the midst of it all

(as we shall presently find he did) is quite inconsistent

with the position of a mere Clerk of the Works, the

reason for whose emplo5mient at all is that he should be

in daily superintendence of the work of some particular

building.

One more document belonging to this period is a

Mandate of 1225 from King Henry III., to deliver to

Master de Derlian 13 large and straight grown oaks for

the works at Salisbury Cathedral.
'"^

For my next piece of evidence I am indebted to a

paper by Mr. Smirke upon the King's Hall at Winchester,

which was read l)efore this Society^ and printed in the

Winchester volume of 1845.

In that paper Mr. Smirke has shown by extracts from

the Close liolls and Liberate Polls, that a great deal of

' " Heliiis (le Berliam {ov Dcrliani) faciiit magistro Eiie de Dereliam xiii

C'anonimis Sanim qui a prima fundatione qiiercu« longas ct rcctas iu parvo parco

Hector fuit novtc fabriic ecclesi;o Saiura domini regis dc Odihain de doiio domiiii

(^iiiiic|iie et viginti annas." Leland Itin. regis ad vernas facieudas ad operationem
' Diocesan History of Salisbury p. 100. ecclcsie Sarr'. At Clarendon Dec. '60.

=* Hot. Litt. Claiis. vol. ii. p. 91. Anno 10, H IIL
Mandatuui est II, de Neville quod habere
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work was going on at the Hall about the years 12oU-12o5,

and that the architect employed was this Elias de Derliam.

He was then in close connection with the King, and
indeed seems to have been in much the same relationship

to that " eminent patron and student of architecture," as

William of Wvkeham was to KiuL;- Edward III and his

successors.

There is another passage which probably, I think,

refers to this Elias in Gervase's Acta Pontificum. (liolls

Series, page 41 o). In the year 1839 the Archbishop of

Canterbury personally, and in the presence of Master
Elias de Durham, chose the site for the great church he

was aljout to build at Canterbury. Why should tlie name
of Elias de Durhan be given in this connection, and only

his, if it were not the Archbishop had called him in as

the best authority upon the matter in hand ? The name
in Latin is indeed de Durliam, not de Derlmm, but

Durham and Derliam are so much alike to the ear that

the mistake mio'lit readilv occur.'

Such is the direct evidence ; it is a much more
dillicult tasls: if we pass on from these documentary
records and try to trace out the handiwork of Elias

de Derliam in some of the buildings of the period where
we might naturally expect to find them. This needs

professional knowledge, skill, and acumen, to which I can

make no claim. Besides such difficulties as arise from the

changes and repairs of 650 years, there are allowances to

be made for the variations to be expected in any great man's

works. There may be a general likeness, and one general

type to be recognised throughout them all, but I should

suppose that there will very seldom be actural identity

of detail in any two works of a master mind. He neither

copies other men nor yet himself. But to decide how
closely he will keep to any one pattern, or how quickly

the forms will change under his hands, or what allow-

ances should be made for personal and local influences, is

a task far beyond my powers and opportunities of obser-

vation.

I do not therefore attempt to enter at all fully into this

branch of the subject, but only quote a few observations of

^ Anno 1239 ipse (Edmund Arcbieps.) elegit lucum in (.[uo Ecclesia Magnw
prseseute magistro Elia de Duuolmea quantitatis iedificabiiur.
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our recognised authorities wliicli bear upon tlie point. We
have found by documentary evidence that Ehas de Derham
was connected with Wells, Winchester, and Salisbury.

The contemporary works at Wells, are the AVest Eront of

the Cathedral, parts of the Bishop's Palace, and some
fracrments of the Manor House at Wooky, all attributed

to Bishop Joceline, the ])atron of Elias de Derham. But

Mr. Smirke has noticed that there is much similarity

between the King's Hall at AVinchester, and those parts

of Wells Palace, which are attributed to J>ishop Joceline.

The heads and the mullions of some of the windows
in the Hall (he says) have a good deal of resemblance to

those of one of the principal apartments in the Palace at

Wells. We know that Elias de Derham was connected

with both places, and distinctly as its architect with one

of them.

The late Prebendary Jones tells us that Bishop Poore,

founder ofSalisbury Cathedral, on his translation to Durham
took with him his friend Elias de Derham, and adds that

there is a wonderful similitude between many portions

of the Chapel of the Xine Altars there, and Salisbuiy

Cathedral. This likeness may very possibly be due to

this visit of Elias de Derhanij for though Bishop Poore

died before the the work was actually commenced at

Durham, he had made great preparations in materials

and money for it, and we should naturally expect that he

would have also prepared the plans, in conjunction with

the architectural friend he had brought from Salisburj^

The actual architect, when the work did begin under
Bishop Poore's successor, Bishop Nicholas de Farnham
was Eichard de Farinham, as I am informed by Canon
Greenwell. The similarity of name seems to suggest

relationship between the architect and his employer.

There is no such direct statement that I am aware of

that Elias de Derham was ever at Lincoln, but probability

is in favour of the idea, when we remember his con-

nection with Bishop Hugh, and architectural evidence

tends to corroborate it,

Mr. Irvine informs me that Sir Gilbert Scott found
mouldings somewhat similar to the characteristic mould-

ings of Wells Cathedral in the South Transept at Lincoln,

which he attributes to Bishop Hugh de Wells. Mr. Parker
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also has pointed out that the vertical arraiigeineiit of

crockets behind the detached marble shafts of the pillars at

Lincoln, is a remarkable and uncommon feature which
seems to have been in use for a ver}' few years, and he
adds that it occurs nowhere else except only in the west
front of Wells Cathedral. He thinks that a close friendshij)

between the Bishops of Lincoln and Bath may account
for this, not knowing that they were brothers, and that the

architect Elias de Derham was connected with both of

them, (Parker's Hickman, p, L59, Note.) There was,

I am told, a similar arrangement in the West Porches
of St. Alban's, now destroyed. Besides these three I

cannot hear of any other example of this peculiar arrange-

ment. One more quotation may be made from Mr. Parker.

Speaking of the circular window at Lincoln, he says,

there is a window exactly similar to this at Laon, probably
of the date a.d. 1220. (Parker's Rickman, p. 160, Note).

Ma}' not this be a reminiscence of the exile of the Bishop
and the architect Elias de Derham ?

As to the birthplace and home of Master Elias de
Derham, I venture to think that it is a mistake to suppose
it is Durham, as suo-o-ested in the Salisbury Guide Book.

Either Norfolk Avitli its Dereham (for so the architect's

name is spelt once or twice) or Clloucestersliire with its

Dyrliam has a better claim to the honor.

There is something to be said on either side. On behalf

of Gloucestershire, it may be said that the Manor of

Dyrham is contiguous to Pucklechurch, which has always

belonged to the Church in Somerset, and is close to

the border of the diocese. From the year a.d. 1185 great

works were going on in Somerset, at Glastonbury, and
probably too at Wells, so that a young man of artistic

tastes might well be drawn from so short a distance to

these centres of architectural activity, and there find his

education as an architect, to be carried on yet further

during his years of exile with the Bishops. The fact too

that several members of the same family were connected

with the Wells Cathedral body tends to show that the

family home was not very far away. As we have seen,

Elias himself was the Bishop's seneschal. A Master Walter
de Derham attests a Wells charter in a.d. 1235. A John
de Derham is a Wells canon in a.d. 124o, and in a.d. 1215
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ca 1l. de Derliam resigns a benefice in the diocese in favour

of a John de Derham.
On the other hand Hubert Walter, Archbishop of

Canterbury of whose will Elias de Derham was an executor,

was a native of Dereham in Norfolk; and Matthew Paris

sa^'s that ]3isliop Poore plamied his Cathedral at Salisbury

with the advice of noble artists brought fj'oni a distance,
'' Consilio nobilium artificium quos a remotis convoca-

verat !" (Chron. Mag., vi, 495).

As a family name de Derham is quite common both
in the East and in the West.

A last testimony to the eminence of Elias de Derham
in the eyes of his contemporaries is the record of his

death among the few men of no rank or title whose
death seemed to JMatthew Paris worthy of record in the

pages of history, a.d. 1245. "Ipso quoque tempore obiit

Magister Elias de Derham canonicus Saresbiriensis cujus

redditiljus vacantibus maiius rapaces injecit magister

Martinus ad opus papte." (Matt. Paris Chron, Maiz.

Poll. Ed., p. 418.)

Is it possible that we even yet have his portrait ? The
idea is suggested by an article of Mr. Irvine's in vol. xix,

p. 15 of the Som. Archteol. Society's Proceedinirs, about
Wells Cathedral—

" Over what was the <jreat entrance in one of the

intersecting arches on the east side of the staircase

buttress is a secular figure, sitting on a cushioned throne,

dressed in simple costume and having no tonsure. This

is the only figure which can undoubtedly be said to be
coeval with the erection of the West Front, and carved by
the hands of those who executed the rest of its foliage,

every pane of which is of different design. Petired

among which this one figure was placed in a position

where it had escaped notice until the present restoration,

when from its character and position it became evident

tliat it was intended to commemorate a person in some
special way connected with the erection of the structure,"
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DOCUMENTARY EVIDENC E.

Rot. Chartarum I. p. 147. J.d.g. (^c. Sciatis nos intuitu Domini concos-

sisse et prosenti scripto coulirniasse Duo ot ecclesie Beate Maria de
Meauton ad petitionom Magistri Elye de Derliani clerici nostri, rec-

toris cjusdem ecclesie, quod onmes tenentes piedicte ecclesie de
Meauton libcri sint et quieti in pcrpetuuni de sectis scliiraruni et

hundredoruni ot de auxiliis vicomitis et oumiuni ballivomm et

jNIinistorum suoruna et de omnibus aliis que ad viceconntem vel

ballivos vel ministros suos pertinent. Quarc volunius &c.

T. W. com. Sarr'. Saher de Qucncy, Sec.

Apud Sutton vi die Aprilis Anno 6".

Rot. Litt. Claus. I. p. 42''. Rex Magistro Elye dc Derhani, Alex, de
Brancester et Johanni dc Biiwes. jNIandamus vobis quod faciatis

habere Jolianni Cumin custodiam foreste de Mauling' sicut habuit
tempore H. doraini Cant. Arcli.

T. me ipso apud Roff. 22 die Julii Anno 7".

P. 43\ Rex Jolianni de Brus, Magistro Elye. de Derliam et Alex, de
Brancester. Mandamus vobis quod faciatis habere Rogero de la

Dune Constabulo turris London, saisinaui terre que fuit Radulphi
Rokesheve in Il'ewes cum pcrtinentii.s, quia dedimus ei custodiam
terre ejusdem.

T. 0. fil Petri, apud Windesor 23 die Julii, Anno 7'\

44''. Rex ]\lagistro Elye de I'erham et sociis suis custodibus Archie]iis-

copatus Cant. Salutem. Sciatis quod dedimus Magistro Benedicto
de Rames clerico nostro custodiam terre et heredis Rad. Leyr' in

Wymeledon, iK:c.

T. me ipso apud Miclieldcvor 29 die Julii Anno 7".

46''. Precoptum Reginaldo de Cornhill pro Jacobo de Salvagio et

Magistro Elya de Derham scilicet quod eis habere faciet omnia
catalla de Wardis quas Arch. Cant, habuit in balliva sua die qua
obiit 1 3 Aug. A". 7".

Gl. Rex Jacobo Salvagio et ]\Iagistro E de Derham i^-c. executoribus

testamenti domini H. Cant: Arch: Mandamus vobis quod omni
occasione et dilatione postpositis faciatis habere domino P. Winton
per ]\Ianu' "\V. Archid: Tanton, et W. de Cornhill, c libras quas pre-

dictus II. qiTondam Cant: Arch: habuit die qua oljiit de pecunia S.

(piojidam Bath: Episcopi pro c libris quas jircfatus P Wint. Eps.

habere fecit de prestito per plegium suuni eidem S. Bath: Epo.
habere faciatis II. Archid. Well, et W. Archid. de Tanton, custo-

dibus Episcopatus Bath: ad quietanda debita predicti Episcopi.

T. me ipso apud Clarendon 2 die Jannar. Anno 7".

92. Rex. Bar. &c. Comput. INIagistro E de Derham et sociis suis exors.

Ea que liberaverunt R de Cornhill per preceptum nostrum de fine

que nobiscnm fecerunt pro eodem Arch:

T. me ipso aput llerpet. IG die Sept. Anno 9".

per Ric. de Marisco.
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146. Rex. \y., tliesaurario, G et R Camerariis &c. Liberate de tliosaurario

nostro "Willelmo de Waleides senescallo Robt. fd. AN^alteri centum
inarcas ad opus ejusdeui Robevti pro daiu puis ei illatis, T. ut supra.

Eustacliius de Vesay liabet litteras de centum libris Magistro Elye

dc Derliam vel Johanni de Foreby liberandis ad opus Eustachii pro

dauqwiis ei illati.-^. Apud "Wynton, 21 Julii, Anno 15°.

Rot. Litt. Pat. 1201, 1216, p. 61. Rex. Jacobo Salvac: et Islagvo Elyo

de Derham salt. ]\Iandamus vobis quod liberetis Reginaldo de

Cornlull mille et centum inarcas de fine quem fecistis pro debitis

domini 11. quondam Archiepi. Cant. Et in liujus rei testimonium

has litteras patentes vobis mittimu.^.

T. me ipso apud Dovre 4 die Aprilis, Anno 7°.

p. 92. Anno Job** 14'^. Rex omnibus. Sciatis quod recepimus in salvum

conductum nostrum magistrum ]''dyam de Derham et suos qui

cum eo venerint in veniendo ad nos in Anglia, et in morando,

et in revertendo usque ed festum S Johaunis, r>apt. June 24th,

Anno r.n. 14". prestito Sacramento quod per ipsum vel suos malum
nobis vel regno nostro non eveniet, &c.

T. me ipso apud Lameth, 4 die ]\laii Anno 14".

p. 144. Rex. AY. de "Wrotlam salt. IMandamus vobis quod de catallis

mercatorum Elandriensiuni ubicumque inventa fuerint in Anglia tant:

arestetis, unde restitui possiut Willelmo Hervic catalla sua (jue

Elandrenses ei abstulerunt in potestate nostra

liberetis dilecto nostro ]\Iagistro Elye de Derham ut

per manum ipsius prefato Willelmo catalla sua restituantur.

Tociens enim Comitissam Flandrensem pro eo rogavimus cum nobis

super hoc fecerit, quod oportet quod ad hoc manum districtionis

apponamus.
Apud Runemed, 21 June, Anno 17".

p. 180'\ A list of persons to whom letters patent had been sent to

cause inquiry to be made into grievances connected with the forests.

Item Magistro Elye de Derham, quatuor cartas.

et eideni duodecim brevia scilicet de Roteland, baronibus de quinque

portubus, Berkesire, Staflbrsire, Sussex, Devon, Norhamton,

Surreya, Suhamton, Salop, Westmeriland, l>uckingeham.

T. me ipso apud Runimed, 19 June Anno 17".

p. 78''. Arnulph de Derham has letters of protection \\i[\\ others, going

with Stephen Eidel over sea.

Jan. Anno 9".

.57 Master Gaufrid de Derham witli others similarly.

Dec. 18, a" 7".

82. Carta Philippi de Lucy quam fecit domino regi de millc mareis quas

debet domino regi liberala in camera domini regis apud chartuse die

Lune prox. auti festum S. Jacobi Apli Anno regni domini regi, 9".

Scilicet ^lagistro Ricardo de ]\larisco tunc clerico de camera, coram

domino J 15athon cpo, domino AV de Gray cancellario suo, II Archid

Well. Mgro Michaele Belet, Mgro Elya de Dierham et multis aliis.

(Charterhouse, Somerset) July.

Item apud Oxon die Mercurii in fcsto S. ]\Iarie Afagdalene liberate

magistro (Elye) de Derham, sex carte.
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BRITAIN.

By W. THOMPSON WATKIN.

As a continuation of my paper on " The Eoman Forces
in Britain," which embodied the names and titles of the

corps stationed in our island, it seems fit that an analysis

should be made of the various nationalities represented,

and the points noticed where the concentration of force

ajDpeared to the Romans to be most necessary, and this I

now propose to do.

Of the Icf^'ions themselves it is difficult to Hx, with any
degree of certainty, the nationality of the troops composini*;

them. We have instances of officers belonarina' to them
who wei-e natives of all parts of the empire, e.g.—at Chester
we have two different officers who were natives of Com-
magene in Syria, and another who was a Bavarian. We
liave two instances of a vexillitio being named with tlie

nationality. One is at Lowther, (Westmoreland), where a
vexillatio of Germans is named which Dr. Hllbner thinks is

that of the eighth Legion ; the other is at Man-
chester, where we meet with a vexillatio of Raeti and
Norici. This may be the same as the vexillatio Raetoriim
Gaesati named in the inscription found a few years since

at Jedburgh.

But when we come to the auxiliary forces, although their

officers were Italians, or in many instances of a totally

dillerent race to the men the}'' commanded, there can l)e

little doubt from the evidence of tombstones, &c., that the

various cor])S were themselves composed of men of tlie

same nationality as the title borne by their corps, and
we find that Belgic Gaul, and the Iberian Peninsula, seem
to have been about the two largest contributors. From
the first named province we can identify two a/ae, twenty
cohorts, three numeri, and three cunei (including Frisians
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and Batavians), whilst from Spain and Portugal three alae,

seven cohorts, and a nuineriis occur. From France proper

we fmd traces of three alae, and four cohorts ; from Ger-
many of one (da and three cohorts ; from Hungary one ala^

another body of horse {equites) and three cohorts ; from
Poland one ala at least (-besides probably the Equites

Caiaphractarii). Of Austrians there are named three

cohorts and two bodies of horse, all from Dalmatia, but
although we are told by historians that a large nnmber of

troops from the present Moravia and Bohemia were sent

over to Britain, there are no traces of them. From the

present Poumania we have one cohort, the first of the

I3acians, from tlie Ponmelian province of Turkey one ala

and two cohorts (of Thracians) ; from Turkey in Asia one
cohort, from the banks of the Euphrates (the Jlaniii), two
numeri, and apparently three other bodies of horse {equites).

Switzerland sent us two cohorts, one of Raeti and another

of xilpini, and 'North Africa, ?i nuriierus of Moors. There
are also numerous alae and cohorts, &c., of which the

nationality is not named, or if named (like the Cohors I
Cornoviorwn), the geographical position of the tribe can-

not be ascertained at the present day.

As nothing bearing a date later than the reign of Anto-

ninus Pins has been found on the line of the Scotch Wall
it is almost certain that it could not have been held later

than the reign of his next but one successor, Commodus,
wdien the well-knovrn insurrection related by historians

broke out. Until that time it would be the limit of the

Poman empire, and be strongly garrisoned, as was also

from tlie reign of liadrian, the southern wall, and nnmerons
stations near it, both to the north and sonth, especially

those on the Cumberland coast. After the restoration of

the wall of Hadrian, by Severus, it appears again to have

been strongly garrisoned, with all of the before-mentioned

forts until about the time of C'onstantine, for mile stones

of Diocletian, of Constanti-ne, and of his family have been
ibund on its bno. But after this the western half of the

Avail,' pr()1)al)ly fi-oni the result of frequent attack by the

Picts, seems to have been abandoned, though the forts on

the Cumberland coast were still strongly garrisoned, as

was also the eastern half of the wall. On this latter when
the Nutitia was compiled (circa A.D. 400) there were
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between Wallseiid and the Cumberland Ijouudary, in eleven

stations, three alae and eight cohorts, whilst along the

Cumberland seaboard there appear to have been one (il<i.^

four cohorts, and a nnnieras. These were evidently

placed there with the intention of re])elling Irish ma-
rauders. There was probably a second and internal line

of defence here, but the Not'Uia does not specify il.

The next portion of Britain honoured with the attentions

of a strono- o-arrison was the country of the Briufantes,

chiedy the north Yorkshire part of their territory, though
the whole of that county, with the greatest moiety of both

Durham and Westmoreland, as well as Lancashire, were
included ; and this military occupation apparenth^ con-

tinued until the time of the Notitla. Besides the head
quarters of the legion of York, we lind in Brigantian

territory, as late as the time of the Notitla, one ala, three

other bodies of horse [eqwites), two cohorts, eleven numeri,

and a caneus. The southern boundary of this tribe which
reached from sea to sea, there can be little or no doubt was
the line of the Mersey and Humber, these rivers also

forming the l)oundary between Britannia Superior and
Britannia Inferior, (see Roman Cheshire^]). 13). South of

this line, or in the province of Britannia Superior, the

country, except in the case of the Commodian insurrection

and similar outbreaks, seems to have been in a state of

peaceful quiescence from the time of the subjugation of

the Ordovices, and the Isle of Angiesea by Agricola.

Before the time of the Notitia the two legions which had
kept guard, one at the northern and the other at the

southern extremities of Wales, had been withdrawn, the

twentieth from Chester to the continent—where it took

part in the battle of Pollentia, and the second from Caer-

leon to Richborough (Kent), to assist in the defence of the

Saxon shore. Even the auxiliary forces which were in

Wales (and these were few in number, though we do not

yet know the complete list) seem to have been withdrawn
some time previously, and the insci iptions found, erected

by them, are of early date. The auxiliaries which have left

inscriptions in Wales are : the Ala Vettonuni, at the Gacr
near Brecon, the first cohort of the Sunuci at Caernarvon,

the fu'st cohort of the Ncrvil at Caer Gai, the second cohort

of the Astares at Llanio, and the first cohort of a people
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whose name commenced with C (probabl}' the Celtiberi) at

Caer Sws,

As it was with Wales, so with the midland, western, and
southern counties of England. The stations were more or

less converted into large towns or munici2:)alities, with the

exception of the mansiones, miUationes, or jiosting stations.

The same may be said of the eastern counties until about

the time of Carausius, when the frequent incurfsions of the

Saxon pirates necessitated the erection of strong castra,

and the disposition of a large force at intervals along the

coast, from north Norfolk (near the Wash) southwards

past Dover and round to the present Portsmouth. With
the exception of the last named place and another station

at Felixstowe in Essex (probably abandoned on account

of the ravages of the sea), these stations were still held

when the Notitia was compiled, and they were garrisoned

by one legion (the second), one cohort (of the Vetasii, i.e.

Baetasii), two bodies of horse [equites), four numeric and
one other body of troops who are simply named Milites

Tuiigricani or Tungrian soldiers. In the earlier part of the

Eoman dominion Dover and Lymne (in Kent) had been

the head-quarters of the British fleet, consequently an altar

and tiles have been found at these stations naming the

Clasbiarii Britannici or British marines.

The discoveries which have taken place since the issue

of my paper in vol. xli. have Ijeen few as far as they bear

on the distribution of the various corps. They are as

follows :

Ala T. Asturuin.—An inscription found at tSouth Shields

names this corps.

Coliors Cornoviorum—An inscription recently found at

Ilkley names a female wlio was a Cornovian citizen Civis

Cornovia.

Cohors I. NeiTiorara—The tombstone of a member of

this cohort has been found at Caer Gai near Bala. It is

the first trace of the cohort found in Britain.

Ala Prtriana—An inscription found in Cliburn Church
(near Kirkby Thore) names this aid.

Vexillaiio Raetoriim Gaesatoriuii—At Jedliurgh there has

been found an inscription naming this force, Racti

Gaesall are also named in a large inscription found

at liisingham. and at the same station two altaus
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bear the [ibbreviation vexil. g. i;., wliich T taku to niHan

Ve.villatio Gaesatorum. liaetonun.

The Gaesati took their name iVoni usiiiL;' a (jaevi or hght

spear.

Numerus Vi<j'dwii—In addition to my previous remarks

on this force, I ma}' add that a ceidur'nL of VkjiIcs are

named in an inscription at Oliester.

I have some sUght fnrtlier information reiiiirding an Ahi

Pannonioriiin, probably the first, whicli we know was in

Britain, bnt until I get more distinct corroboration I

refrain from pubUshing it.



A v,iu\:v AccouxT OF so>ri-: CKLirc and Rn,^^A^
A.\T1(,)U1TIES WITHIN THE X.E. PART OF THE
COUNTY OF DORSET EETWEEX EOCKLEY DYKE, X.,

AND THE RIVER STOUR, S. ; FROM 13LANDF0RD TO
AVIMLORXE.i

iSy i)l!. WAKE SMART.

Bocldey or ]V)ckerley Dyke, our nortliern l)oiindary,

is also a boundary between the counties of AVilts and
Dorset, and I propose taking it first in review. It is an

earthwork of high antiquity. In approaching Woodyates
by the Western Turnpike from SaUsbury, it strikes the

eye stretching about three miles across a sweep of o]:)en

Down ; and on aj^proaching nearer we cannot fail of

being struck with its imposing size, its bold and angular

course ; but perhaps to get the best general view, it is

necessary to take one's stand on the top of Blagden hill,

over which it passes in its way from South East to South

West. It begins in the l)rakes and plantations of Biagden

hill, adjoining the Boveridge Woods. In its commence-
ment it appears simply as a double bank and ditch of

inconsiderable size, but increasing in breadth and depth

for about a mile before it reaches the top of Blagden

hill, from which point it suddenly assumes the grand

proportions which it retains until it has passed the Down
and entered the enclosures of Woodyates; from which

point it soon begins to decrease, continues onward for

about a mile to West Woodyates, and for some distance

is almost lost in the arable land where it a])pears to ter-

minate. This part of its course was without doubt

formerly within the W^oods of Cranborne Chase. Its

wdiole length is from four to five miles. The dyke makes
four wide angles in crossing the DoAvn, taking this

oblique path to facilitate apparently the ascent and

' Head in the Autiquariau Section at the Salii<bury MeetiDg, August 3rd, 1887.
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descent of the liilly grouiul it incels. There are four

uaps tlivougli it, made, one might suppose, at later periods

lor the convenience and intercourse of the adjacent

villages. The most Westward of these gaps, three of

which are above 100 yards in length, requires more notice

than the others, as the theory has been suggested that

from the first the dyke was here left in an unlinished state,

for the purpose of aflbrding an easier ingress to the out-

lying flocks and herds, on the alarm of an invading enem}\'

Adjoining this interspace there is a spur or additional

work of the same character, extending about GO yards

from North to Soutli, joining the dyke, and ending

abruptly in what was formerly a wood, but is now arable

laud. This short work seems to be of the same date as

the dyke ; but may be of later construction. The ditch

here is on the West side. Throughout its middle course

the dyke varies but little in dimension. On the South
side there is no fosse, and the vallum rises from 20 to

30 feet ; on the North side the vallum is verj^ precipitous,

falling 40 or 50 feet or more into a broad and deep fosse.

The Western Turnpike road traverses the dyke about
three-quarters of a mile from Woodyates ; and at the

same place the Via Iceniana, Ackling dyke, or Eoman
road from Old Sarum to Dorchester crosses it. These
two roads, ancient and modern, make some confusion in

their united passage through it ; but the Eoman road
may be soon traced from its emergence into the arable

land, and runs nearly parallel with and near the Turnpike
road to Woodyates Inn, which stands on its line. Here
we will leave the Eoman road for the present.

I will address myself to the question which naturally

arises as to the origin of this earthwork, and in limine wish
to be understood as being utterl_y opposed to the Belgic

theory of its construction, which I l^elieve is generally ac-

cepted, but was not tiie o]:)iniou of ni}' friend, Mr. Warne.
This theory seems to me to be founded on a misconception
of historical statement, for which I presume to say that

the learned Dr. Stukele}^ is primarily responsible
; but other

writers since his day have followed his lead and perpetu-
ated his error. There is no basis of proof, as I conceive,

for the statement that the Belgai ever peopled Dorset. If

'Mr. Warue's Ancient Dorset, p. 0.
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we turn to Ptolemy, writing in the second centtUT of our

03 ra, we fnid him making a clear distinction between
Aovi^oTiiyeq and BtXyai ; the latter inhabiting part of Hants
witli QuevTci, (Winchester) for their capital; the former,

with their capital Aowiov, inhabiting Dorset, This tribe

was undoubtedly of an ancient Celtic stock, and must be
held distinct from the Belga?. who were a people of a

latter immigration. These are said by Camden to have
extended from Hants into Wiltshire and the Northern parts

of Somerset ; be it so or not, the}' are not said to have ex-

tended over Dorset, and I do not believe they did. But
Stukeley, unfortunately, took it for granted, and actually

parcelled out our County as he supposed it fell, by suc-

cessive portions of conquest, under the victorious arms of

the Belgas, from the South of Dorset to the Xorth of Wilt-

shire.^ So far, then, I agree with Mr. Warne that Bockley
dyke is not a Belgic work ; but I confess to much hesita-

tion in accepting the ingenious theory of my lamented

friend when he states his " deliberate opinion that this

mighty rampart owes its rise to the alarm of Cossar's in-

vasion of Britain.'*- I do not think that the evidence

warrants this conclusion. There is a striking resemblance

in this work to the Wansdyke, and we can hardly believe

that the Wansd^'ke was raised under the same apprehen-

sion of impending danger. If it be so, we are compelled

to assign to both these works a date not earlier than the

latter part of the last century before our osra, but I appre-

hend tliat archii^ologists will generally agree that their

anticpiity is by several centuries of an earlier age. I

quite agree with my friend that Bockley dyke was the

work of the Celtic Durotrigian tribes ; as the Wansdyke
was of the earliest Celtic tribes who peopled Wiltshire.

As regards the cause that may have induced the Durotriges

to raise this earthwork, I must refer to a paper in the

Proceedings of the Doreet Pield clnb,^ in which I have

entered more at length on that question than I can again at

present. In concluding these remarks on Bockley dyke, I

think we may with much plausibility assume that it was

' Jtincrarhim Curiosum, \>. 1SS, 2n<l '* A letter to tlie Rev. W. Barnes, B.D.

Edit., 1776, Stukeley. Stonelieiige, ]>. 1. on his Paper, entitled, "A Study on the

ib. Anc. Dor.set p. 313. On certain lUlchcs Bockley or Bockerly Dyke and others in

in Dorset called Belyk. C.W. Dorset (Proceed : Field Club, vol. v., p.

* Ancient Dorset, p. 10. 41), by Dr. Wake Smart, ib., vol. vi.
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originally a territorial boundary, and at tlie same time a

defensive work, thouL'li not in the military sense of a forti-

fication, but was primarily constructed as a protective

barrier for the herds and flocks which belonged to the

Durotriges, against predatory incursions and forays of

neighbouring triljes ; and for keeping the cattle securely

within their own bounds.

A few more words on the etymoloo'v of the name may
be permitted. I have no faith in a Celtic derivative,

though such has been proposed, I believe; the name, in

my humble opinion, is simply Anglo-Saxon, originally

applied to the land tlu'ough which the dyke runs, and by
natural transference to the dyke itself. In the Teutonic
language, JJoIc, Bocca, is the equivalent to Bach, Bucks,

the male fallow-deer. The place-name. Buckingha ni^ was
anciently written Bokenham ; and in the well-known sur-

name, Buckley^ we have the name, Bockley, formerly of

this pasture or feeding-ground of herds of fallow-deer

—

Bok-leag, pure Anglo-Saxon. This tract of land was from
an unknown period down to later ages, part and parcel of

that extensive forest-land stretching into Wilts and Dorset,

of which a large part became first known in mediaeval

time as Cranborne Chase.' In these native woods, Fallow-

deer and other " beasts of venery" were preserved and
fed by the early Saxons and their successors for the pur-

pose of recreation and sport. B}^ them I suppose that the

name, Bockley, was given to this feeding-ground, probably
much resorted to by these wild animals.

I should hardly do justice to this locality in omitting

the notice of a fine British trackway which belongs more
to Wilts than Dorset, yet has some claim upon us, as it

runs for about a mile nearly parallel with Bockley dyke
after they have entered the Woodyates enclosures. This

British via, formed by two well-marked banks and an

intervening ditch, comes from the North East in the

direction of the river Avon, at ten miles distance, near

the village of Odstock. It runs thence in a somewhat

^ The earliest notice of Buckley I have after recouiitiug several points of bound-
met with, is ccjntained in a Peramhula- ary, it is continued "jjer liOngitudineni

tion between the lands of the Abbot of illius vie [the roatl to Sarnra] usque ad
Glastonbury at Damerham, Wilis, and macjnuni fosS'^tum de Blak-edouncsdich."

those of the Abbot of Tewkesbury at —Ex rejistro Glastoniensis C'ccnobii vocato

Boveridge, Cranborue, Dorset; 31, lien. '' .Srcretuni A^jh'Uis" in BiblioUiaca liodl :

3., 124G. In Monasticon. AwjUc. 1. 1>1

,

M>S. Wood 1.)

VOL. XLIV 3 B
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irre^Tilav course over Odstock, Charlton and Iloniington

Downs, and Ijy Vernditcli Chase, where it is crossed by

the Eonian road, and may be traced thence to a fiekl in

Middle Chase Farm where it seems to end, about half-a-

niile apart from the Bockley terminus. This via is

known as Grimsditch, a name savouring of Scandinavian

mythology. I have been unable to trace this via or

boundary further towards its final destination, wherever

that may be.

We leave Bockley and ascend the hill to the Eastward,

which soon attains its highest point of elevation in

Panbarrow [Penbury] above the village of Pentridge.

This liighest point is under 450 feet above the sea-level
;

but the position gives it a very extensive and beautiful

prospect, its horizon bounded by the Isle of Wight, the

Hampshire coast, the Purbeck hills, and the South coast

of Dorset round to the Eidgeway above Weymouth.
Thence the eye may follow the Bidbarrow range, and the

Wiltshire hills. To the geological student it is also an

object of much interest in relation to the Chalk and

Tertiary formations, but w^e are more concerned with its

archneological relation to this district. Here may be traced,

the outwork of a Celtic Camp, or Hill Fort, consisting of

a single vallum and ditch of inconsiderable strength,

carried in a circular form from a very steep and partly

artificial mount on the North around the West side ; not

so well marked on the South and hardly traceable on the

East, but here the declivity of the ground makes it a strong-

position without the need of much assistance from art.

The diameter of the area is about 150 yards. It is

unquestionably a very ancient work, and has probably

been used from the earliest times as a beacon, or signal

station, in connection with many similar posts com-

municating with the sea-coast and the interior.' The

evidence of ancient and early occupation both within and

around the Camp is very strong. I have found a large num-

ber of worked flints on the surface, some of a verj' rude and

others of a more artistic style of fabrication, as arrowheads,

celts, knives, and other implements of anomalous and abor-

tive forms. Several noteworthy specimens I have picked

up from the camp itself, but more from the fields around.

' The last time was on the celehi'utiuu of the Queen's Jubilee, June, 21st.
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On the rise of the hill on the East there is some cultivated
land, which I reniemljer unbroken and known as

Boveridge Down, wliere, over a space of several acres
there are decided indications of liomano-1 British settle-

ment. I Imxe found there after the plough at various
times, fragments of pottery from the coarse British to

the highly glazed Saniian, oolitic shale and tile for roofing,

an imperfect green-stone celt, an iron socketed spear-
head, large nails, and various ddbris, as horses' teeth,

other animal bones, and a portion of human bone ; fossil

shells and petrified wood which must have l^een brought
from We}'mouth Bay, shewing a coimexion with the sea-

coast. 1 have not been successful in finding any founda-
tions in situ, still I have no doubt of a settlement here of
some duration, and I should be inclined to assign it to

the latter troublous years of the third century, occupied
perhaps as a camping ground by Allectus during his

short usurpation of the Imperial Power. I have found
myself a coin of Allectus and one of Victorinus here, and
have had one of Maximianus brouifht me. It is rather

striking that I have rarely found a worked flint on this

land. There are indications of other Eomanodh-itish
locations, but none of this extent, on the adjoining Downs.
From the highest point, Penbur}', and looking Westwards,
at one and a-half miles' distance, we may observe two low
banks running a parallel course from the South West, and
losing themselves in the fields near Pentridge Church, but
were perhaps originally continued half-a-mile further to

the lower part of Bockley Down, These foj'm a part of

what Sir E. C Hoare denominated a airsics, consisting

of two parallel banks and ditches, which enclose a space

of 70 or 80 3'ards in width, and ma}^ be traced foi' about
three miles across the Downs to the earthworks on the

elevated land in the South West, to which Sir E. C. Hoare
assigned the name of Vindogladia, the Eoman Station

of Antoninus' Iter XV. At one point of its course, the

airsus is crossed by the Eoman road or Ackling Dyke,
allbrding a decisive proof of the higher anticpiity of the

Celtic lines.

We will now return to Woodyates Inn, where we left

the Eoman road, For the next three-quarters of a mile it

must be taken on trust, for it is hidden from sight by the
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Turnpike road wliicli has been carried along the dorsum
;

but at the XL milestone, Avliere the open Down succeeds

the enclosures, the Eoman road parts company with its

companion and at a sharp angle runs on in an independent

direction and straight course to P)adlniry Kings, at the

distance of about ten miles South. The widening- si:)ace

formed by the ancient road and the Turnpike, incloses a

large tract of the Down, which is studded Avitli Celtic

Tumuli in great variety, and oveiiooking all from ITandley

hill is a very hue specimen of the oblong, perhaps

chambered Barrow, of unknown antiquity. With the

exception of this one, all the rest, which are of the

Ih'onze Age, were opened by that indefatigal)le explorer,

Sir E. C. Hoare, or his companion and friend Mr.

Cunnington ; and most of their discoveries are now
deposited in the Devizes Museum. These liarrows were
remarkable in producing more artistic relics, as, orna-

ments of amber and glass, and trinkets with jet and
gold, also bronze daggers, in a larger pro])ortionate

number than fall to the lot of barrow-dii^'o-ers in

the Southern parts of Dorset. In this respect these

tumuli assimilate more to the Wiltshire Barrows about

Stonehenge : whence the inference might be drawn, that

the tribes living on our W^oodyates ])owns were in more
direct intercourse with the commercial ]3elga3, than was
the case with the other Durotrigian tribes living further

South. It cannot, however, be denied that valuable relics

luive been occasionally found in the Southern Barrows.

It has been often mentioned as a proof of the relativel}^

higher anticpiity of these Tumuli to the Eoman road, that

with scant veneration, the Eoman engineers carried their

line, cuttini>' olT a seo-ment of one or two of these circular

enclosures, formerly called Druid barrows, l)ut which are

])erliaps in reality of later date than the high conoid mounds.
This interesting Celtic Cemeter}'- receives due notice in

Ancieiit Wilts,with an engraved plan in which each Tumulus
is numbered with reference to its contents.^ Near this

spot the Eoman road passes one of those quadrangular

' See nlso Ancient f)or.oc(. ]>. r>. An description given by Tacitus of it. In

extract from Auliiey's MSS. fj/rj/w^/fw/f? ihe CcUic Tmiivli of Durtsct Jlr. Warue
Ilrit : ) pvippliis Ikis conjecture that tliis jciircjduccs tliis engraving from Ancient

waa the tccne of Doadicta's fight witli the Wills, &c.

RomauB, agreeing, as he eajs-, with the
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earthworks, with low bank and ditcli, which are not

uucoimnou on our Downs. Tills is of small size, 25 by
15 yards. We are as yet ignorant of tlie orii^'in of these

small enclosures ; the probal/dity is, they wch'c used as

cattle pens l)y the l\omano-lh-itish, or later people.

The via Iceniana, or Acklini'- Dyke, in its course across

this Down, presents for the most part a line example of

Eoman road-making. It is a raised causeway with a

rounded back and sloping sides, to throw oil' the rain and

melted snoAV. The substratum is chalk with a thick

covering of broken flints ; and in a certain section

I liave noticed a superficial layer of ^^ellow gravel, such

as may be dug on Pentridge hill. The road must have

been a work of much time and labour, enforced laljour,

no doubt Avitli very little regard paid to '* the; groans of

the Britons." It is much regretted that modern road-

mending has done a uood deal of mischief in places bv
pillaging the store of flints, but there are still remaining

portions that liave not suffered yet from the human
des^^oiler, or from the wear and tear of Time.

After a straight course of three miles across ihe open

Down, it reaches some elevated land, now under cultiva-

tion, formerly known as Gussage Cow Down, i-endered

conspicuous b}'' an extensive series of earthworks, on

which Sir E. C. Iloare bestowed tlie name of Vindogiadia.

They extend along the brow of the hill for a mile at least

from East to West. It is very interesting to read Sir

Eichard's observations on this spot in his Ancient Wilts

vol. 2, but they will be best understood by referring to his

engraved plan of the work.' He says that if the liistor}'

of these earthworks was not mysterious to his eyes, he

had seen none of such surpassing magnitude or interest.

Cultivation continued from that time until the present has

done great and irreparable mischief as is usual. Sir

Eichard thus writes :
—" How often have I reviewed with

fresh delight this truly interesting ground which elucidates

so strongly the manners of the primitive Britons ; and

with what sincere regret, on revisiting the spot in the

Autumn of 1817, did I notice the encroachments of the

plough on this memorable and, till lately, well pi-eserved

monument of antiquity," [/bieient Wilts, vol. 2.] What

^ Reproduced iu Mr. Warue's Ancient Dorset.
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would the worthy Baronet sa}^ now, after 70 more years

of continuous agrarian spohation !

This spot being at the distance of about 1 6 miles from
Old Saruni, and as the station in Antonine's Iter XV. next

in sequence to Sorblodiinum, had not been satisfactorily

identified, either with Wimborne 1)y Camden, or with

Gussage All Saints Ijy Stukeley, no wonder that the prox-

imity of this spot to the line of the Eoman road, with the

abundant indications of liomano-British settlement found
here, induced the worthy Baronet to fix upon this as the

ti'ue station ; which soon obtained the consensus of the

archceological world. The chief site of Roman occupation

is found at the Eastern end of the work, at the distance of

some 300 3'ards from the Via : and liere, if anywhere, the

station must l^e placed ; the other earthworks are deci-

dedly of an earlier date and Celtic character. On its

West side, the site is approached by several ]3ritisli track-

ways ascending the hill in close contiguity, which have
doubtlessly given the spot the name of " Seven ditches

;"

a cross section would give that number of banks with

their intervening ditches. From time immemorial the

peasantry of the district have known it Ijy that name.

It is curious now to read what Aubrey iias written in his

usual vague st}'le of this place.' " The seven ditches be-

tween Woodyates and Blandford in the County of Dorset

I cannot llnd any account of them ; the rode from
Salisbur}^ to Blandford goes through them, &c." It will

hardly be believed that this vague statement by Aubrey
has given rise to the theory that there are seven ditches in

Dorset marldiiri the successive stages of the Belgic con-

quest from South to North ! For instance, see Wartoii's

History of Kiddingtoji, 1783,-' followed by later writers.

This is not arclia3ology,—it is fiction !

But we will still follow the Via Iceniana running on
almost without a break to Badbury Eings, six-and-a-half

miles farther in its way to Durnovaria. Within a quarter

of a iniie of the cam]), the Roman road a])])ears to divide

into two branches, one proceeding to the West side of the

camp, the other to (he East side of it. The former goes on

' Aubrey '.s MSS. Monumenla Brilan- - " On certain <litclies in Dorset called

nica ia Biblio. Bodl. quoted by Jlr. Iklgic,"' by J!r. Warue in Anficnt

Warue iu Ancient Dorset : p. 311. Dorset, p. 311.
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in a well-known line across ihe river Stour, in the wa}^ to

Dorchester, abont 20 miles beyond, and it is this ])rancli

which is noted in Antonine's Itinerary. The latter, we
now know, goes on to Poole Bay at Ilamworthy, wliere

Mr. Warne places Morlonio of the Eavennate. For a long

while this branch was known only as far as Cogdean from
Hamworthy across Lytchet Heath; ])nt in the year 1847-

1848, its line was traced out from Lake Mill, one mile

West of Wimborne, across the water meadows, the river

Stour, and through the Park of Kingston Lacy, to

Badbury.' There have been strange mistakes made in

reference to this branch. In the old Maps of Dorset,

notably Taylor's, 1765, a Ijranch is shewn given off at a

point near Wichampton Common, and continued thence

across the Stour and the meadows to Cogdean. This is

purely conjectural, and I regret to find that the late Eev.

J. 11. Austen has described a line in this direction from
Cogdean to Bradford, or Broadford Down, which is near
AVichamDton Common.^ I have been over this sfround

carefully, and can safely assert that there are no reliable

traces of a Koman road there. Mr. Austen seems to have
had no knowledge of the Eastern branch of the Via
Iceniana at Badbury, or he could not have made such

a mistake. This Eastern branch has opened up a ques-

tion of the greatest interest in connexion with a dis-

covery made during the last year, of the decided traces

of a Roman road leading from Ashmore, on the border of

Wilts, through a part of Gunville Parish and Eastbury
Park, Tarrant Hinton, and Launceston villages, from
which point Mr. Mansel-Pleydell, the respected President

of the Dorset Field Club, has traced its course by Tarrant

Monkton, Pawston, Hogstock, Abbeycroft Down, and
Hemsworth to a point near Badbury camp, where the

Eastern branch joins the Via Iceniana. We have thus

obtained a continuous line of Iloman road from Poole

Bay, by Badbury, to the boundary lino between Wilts
and Dorset at Ashmore, and we have reason to expect

and hope that further traces may be found in South Wilts,

' See " The Vicinal way fnun Badbury Revd. J. H. Ansten, M.A, F.G.S., read
to Morionium on Poole Bay."

—

Ancient by him at the Congress Meeting at Dor-
Dorset, p. 180. cheater in July, 186.'), entitled, "Note.s

* See Journal of t/ic Arclueolofjiad on .some V'o.stiges of Roman occupation

Institute, vol. 4, 1867,—A paper by the in Dorset."
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carried, perhaps, to a junction with that known line which
runs from Old Sarum, through this part of Wilts to Wells
and Uphill on the Bristol Channel, connecting the mining
district of Mendip with the Sea coast of Hants and the

Isle of Wight/ Our line may thus be hereafter found to

extend between the Bristol Channel and Poole Bay,

affording another commercial outlet for the produce of the

lead mines of Mendip, and the artistic productions of

Purbeck. It would also be in communication with Aqu?e
Solis (Bath), if not directly, yet through the Fossway
which it would cross near Shepton Mallet.

-

A few words now on Badbur}" itself:—Without doubt
it has ever been a strategic point of great importance.

The via Iceniana runs in a straight line to it from Sorbio-

dunum. It stands in a commanding position ; it was
uncpiestionably a Celtic Oppidum, subsequently occupied

by theEomans. and perhaps enlarged and strengthened by
them ; noteworthy indications of their presence have been
turned up within the area of the Camp, from Aubrey's

time to ours ; its position is in the fork between two
important lines of Eoman road ; taking all the facts into

consideration I have presumed to ofTer a dissentient

opinion from Sir E. C. Hoare, for it would appear very

strange if a fortress of so much importance were utterly

ignored in Antonine's Itinerar}^ and yet we must be of

this opinion, if Sir Eicliard was right in locating tlie

Station Vindogladia on Gussage Cow Down. I will not,

however, enter at greater length into this question now,
but content myself with referring to a paper in the

proceedings of the Dorset Pield Club.^

The Eev. J. Austen in the paper before referred to, was
desirous of shewing that Sir Eicliard Iloare erred in placing

A'indogladia on Gussage Cow Down, and attempts to award
a claim of superior pretension to Broadford (or Bradford)

lane end, through which the Via Icen. passes in its way to

Ijadbury, at the distance of about a mile from it. To

^ The Dorset line has lieen traced this Roman road from Badbury, which
about 700 yards into Wilts. It is sup- he will give at greater length further on
])osed to run through the vale of in the session.

Wardour, but we have, as yet, no ^ Some ohservatlons on Iter X V of the

evidence of its course. Ilincrarij of Antoninus ; on Vindoyladia ;

^ At the 1st Meeting of the Dorset aiul a pica for Badbury ; by Dr. Wake
Field Club at Dorcliester, on Juno 10, Smart. Proceedings of the Dorset Field

1887, the Trebident read a brief notice of Club. j). 122. A ol. iv. 1883.
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prove his case lie l)rinos foixr branch roads from distant

parts and diiierent directions to a common point of

junction with the Via Icen : at Bradford. No one I think
can read his paper without seeino- that these branch roads
are all more or less hypothetical, that not one of them is

traced to a junction ; and in fact that the evidence adduced
to prove the existence of a station at Bradford simply
amounts to a negation. No traces of Eonian occupation
have ever been found, so far as we know, at Bradford.
We must be of the opinion that Mr. Austen's theory failed

in the attack on Sir Eichard's position, althouuh we may
still have some doubt of its impregnability.

I must do Mr. Austen the justice of saying that he, in

this paper, gave the first intimation of a Roman road in

the North West part of Dorset. He says, " it comes up
Donhead Hollow on the North side of the Wiltshire Hills,

from the vale of Wardour After passing
Phelps' Cottage turnpike-gate it follows its independent
course in a southerly direction ; crosses Woodley Down,
. . and passing through the Wiltshire copses enters

Dorsetshire; crosses the recently cultivated Ashmore fields,

entei's again the Chasewoods, and may be traced about a
mile further ; its direction, passing near Bartonfield, the
supposed Tarentum, is towards Broadford. And tracing

back its direction northward it will be seen to be towards
Bath." This is valuable testimony, but Mr. Austen had
manifestly no evidence of further traces either to Badbury,
or to his conjectural station at Bi^adford.

In the same paper Mr. Austen gives very interesting

details of his exploration of a Eomano-British settlement
on Wocdcotes Common, in the parish of Handley. This
has been thoroughly worked out, with great skill and
success, by General Pitt-Rivers, who fully confirms the
opinion of Mr. Austen of this having l)een the site of

Romano-British occupation. The General discovered large

quantities of pottery ; iron, bronze and bone relics, coins,

&c., which are deposited in his Museum at Farnhani, with
an admirable model of the ground in which they were
discovered.

In the year 1831 the foundations of a Roman villa,

with several rooms, were accidentally discovered on
Hemsworth farm in Wiclihampton parish. This spot is

VOL. XUY 3 c
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near llie Eoman road wliicli.we now know exists between
Ashmore and Badbnry. The site of this villa was not
systematically excavated, and after exciting a good deal

of curiosity, with much inconvenience to the tenant,

after some while was covered up and buried. I saw one of
the pavements which had the figure of the Dolphin, sur-

rounded by an ornamental border, all in coloured tesseras.

In 1845 the site of another Eoman villa was discovered
in Barton field, in the parish of Tarrant Hinton. The
debris extended over several acres, and the late Mr.
Shipp, of Blandford, to whom the exploration w^as due,

uneartlied the remains of a mosaic pavement, with
painted stucco, Eoman ware, iron nails, bones, &c., and
three coins of the Lower Empire. The site of this villa

is about half-a-mile South of the Eoman road from
Badbury.'

On Eastbury Down, which adjoins the enclosures of

Tarrant Hinton on the North, there are extensive indica-

tions of ancient settlement, probably E,omano-British,

which have not yet yielded up their secret to antiquarian

research. Tliis site skirts the Roman road from Badbury
which runs through Eastbury Park into the fields of

Tarrant Hinton. Several fine specimens of the Long
Barrow are prominent objects in this neiglibourhood, on

the Downs of Pimperne, Gunville, Chettle, and Bland-

ford, all of which remain intact.

On Blandford Eace-Down there is an extensive series

of earthworks, second only to those on Gussage Down,
wliich denote the existence of an important Celtic settle-

ment. And this is confirmed by other evidence. At
Tarrant Monkton, a village near at- hand, the plough

turned up a number of Celtic ornaments and weapons,

which are now; in Mr. Durden's Museum. There were
six bronze torques, two armlets, bronze celts and swords,

fibular, iron spear-heads, celts, and arrow heads of flints,

' See Vdluine of the Secoucl Congress of flucnce with the Stour at Tarrant Craw-
the British Archrcological Association at ford, it has been imagined that, in the

Winchester, 1846, British Tarrant or name of Tarrant may he heard an echo

Itoman Turcntum, by ^^ illiam Shipp. oi Tarcntum m liA\y ; but %ve know that

Al.«osee 3d edit, of Hutchins' History of vocal sounds are apt to be misleiuling,

Dorset, vol. iv. In respect to the small especially when they take a syUabic

stream which rises near the site and furnt,.

flows through several villages to its con-
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glass beads, and worked pieces of Kimmevldge shale.'

Mr. Warne records the discovery on Launceston Down,
which is not Car olF, of a laro-e luunber of cists dua' in

the chalk, of shallow depth, containino- bones and ashes,

and covered with a layer of flints. 'Jliis he terms the
Celtic " Sepulchralia," there having been no raised mound
to mark the interments.'^ There are many tumuli of the

usual kind on Blandford Ilace-Down, some of which
have been explored by Mr. Warne, and others by Messrs.

8hi])p and Austen."'

On the South side of this Down, above the village of

Tiangton, is a very remarkable earthwork or camp, called

Buzbury. It is more elliptical than circular, and consists

mainly of one vallum and fosse which overlap at one end
of the camp. But I must refer to Mr. Warne's descrip-

tion for an accurate account of it.'* It seems to be
connected by trackways with the adjacent Downs and
settlements. The name alone is curious, and if anj'-

de[)endence may be placed in our etymological derivatives,

they would at once suggest the idea of this having been
a depot, refuge, or emporium, of the cattle of the district.

Boys^ Bos, Buz, = m.e£it and eating, (Borlase, Oornu :

Brit: Yoaxh.) Buivys= k.me, bullock, (Welch). Boits,=
Boz=ox. (Gr. and Lat.) Ca3sar writes

—

" Pecorum
magnus numerus. . . . interiores lacte et carne

vivunt." (De B. G. lib. v.). I will now bring this

rambling excursion to a close by taking the road from
Wimborne to Cranbovu'ne, and jotting clown a few notes

by the way.

Soon after passing Horton Inn we notice a fine tumulus
or two by the roadside, and at the farm one mile on, we
traverse, unconsciously perhaps, a circular Celtic earthwork
or oppiclum, of which a segment only remains, hidden by
trees and farm buildings ; the vallum high and broad ; in

other parts of its circuit obliterated by cultivation and
the turnpike road, but it may be traced, shewing the area

to be of very considerable diameter. This was, I

^ See Hutchins' Dor.set 3d edit : Vol. consisting of urns, skeletons, ;ind cists,

3. p. f)76— PI. were enclosed by a wall of lai-ge sandstone.s
" Tnc Celtic TunntU of Dnraet, by C. iinceniented. No weapons or ornanieut.--.

Warne, F.S.A., p. 57. See Journ. Arch. Institute. Vol 3.

' ib.—see Fl. figures of Urns. A very Austen : also Warne's Celtic Tarn.

remarkable tumulus at I'adbury was ex- • Ancient Ihract, p. l-j, jilaa. ji. 'il,

plored by Mr. Austen. The interments
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apprehend, tlie site of dwellings. A little farther on, we
see on our left hand Knolton church, a picturesque ivy-

mantled ruin, Avhicli stands within the area of another

smaller Celtic circular earthwork, that remains to this

day perfect and inviolate with its coating- of greensward.

In the same held, more to the West, there are distinct

traces of two other smaller circles, which have not received

the same protection as their neighbour. These earth-

works are too remarkal)le to be lightly passed by, for the

thought naturally arises that in them we probablj"

contemplate memorials of the religious, civil, and social

customs of our ancestors livino- in a primasval n'j-e.' Here
there is a very large tumulus, unhappily planted, and
several more of large size may be seen in Lord Shaftes-

bury's Park. One cannot Init be struck also with a grou})

of very old yews, Avhicli are in perfect keeping with the

other ancient remains.

Approaching Cranborne we perceive at the distance of

half-a-mile South East the ancient Castle, an earthwork

which, so far as we know, never aspired to the dignity of a

more imposing structure. It covers about 2^ acres of a

ridge of elevated groimd, of which the extreme end has

been rounded off by escarpment, and with another mound
superimposed, forms a lofty keep commanding the country

around. The East side is defended by a very strong

vallum with a deep and broad ditch thrown in a semi-

circular form aroinid an area of small dimensions, t(j which

the a])proach is from the South West, made by filling up
the ditch and rounding off the ends of the vallum on

both sides of the entrance, so forming mounds of which

the one on the East side is the higher. There is a small

swampy spot on the North, just outside the area, which

is called the well. It is an interestinor earthv/ork without

a trace of building on any part. I have been accustomed

to regard it as the ground-work of a Saxon Castle,

notably bearing considerable resemblance to that of Laugh-

ton -en le-Morthem in Yorkshire, which is luideniably

Saxon, and is called Edwin's Hall.'' But my friend, the

late llev. W. Barnes, took a different view, and saw in

' See Ancient Dorset, p. 10]. witli PI. high circular mound standing between
- In the Journal of Erit. Arclucol. the extremities of a crescent whaped raui-

As.-in., 1881, p. 101. The late Mr. Daniel pait of (^U'th." See also Journal of 13.

H. Haigh, of Leeds, uotices this as "a A. A., 1874, Sept.
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the Keep a '' criig y gorsedd," a, mount of assembly of

the neighboiiriiif^ British tribes, for deliberating on
questions of public or private concern.^ I am loth to

differ in opinion from so eminent an authority, and fully

admitting that the same ]ilace may have served succt^ssive

peoples, each for a purpose and use of its own, I have
still much hesitation in believing this to have been such
a place of Celtic assembly. It is rather curious that we
have at a mile distant, in the 8t, Giles's Plantation, a
"Creech Hill," which mio-ht be thouo-ht to favour this

theory m the name itself It is a large barrow-like

mound on which lies a very large block of sandstone in a
shallow cavity or pit which it seems to have made for

itself, and I never contemplate that ponderous inass

without wondering how it came there, whether by
natural or human agency. In character, in name, and
by position it would answer every requirement of the
" crug y gorsedd" theory ; and perhaps we ought not to

dissociate it from the adjacent tumuli, the imperishable

monuments of a past age and people.

Tlje Crane stream wends its way through a vale below
Cranborne, known as the Tything of Hoiwell. At the
distance of one mile and a half I have had the knowledge
for many years of a spot not generally known, where I

have discovered indubitable evidence of Roman building

and habitation. In the road-side bank I have traced two
distinct lines of red brick tessene, cubes of about an inch

square, in lengths of seven and eight feet. I expected to

find an extension of these floors in the meadow on the
other side, but was disappointed, and came to the con-

clusion that the rooms were destroyed when the parish

I'oad was made. I have found on digging, fragments of

Koman ware from the figured Samian to the ordinary

black ware, and other kinds less common. I have also

found .several minor articles of bronze, and a small l)rass

coin of the Constantines. This spot is in contiguity with
a pond in which rises a never-failing spring ol' the purest

water, Avhich f^ows into the neio'hbourino; stream. I have
mdulged in the speculation of this having been in Koman
times a spring consecrated to some forgotten " l)ea

' " Ciaiiborne, the so called Castle," iugs of the Dorset Field Club, vol. iv.,

by the Uevd. W. Burue^, B.D,—Proceed- p. 134, 1883.
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Fontis," and celebrated for its healing property ; a

reputation ^^bicl^ it may have retained during the Saxon
era, and thus becoming a Holy Well, whose special

virtues have been long forgotten, whilst the name
is still remembered in the Hohvell of a later age.

In the year 1875 a curious discovery was made at the

village of Horton, in the soiu^ce of a small stream whiclij

after running a few miles, flows into tlie Crane in the

Heath district. The discovery consisted chiefly in a few

Roman vases and many coins of various dates, embedded
in the gravel of the spring-head. It gave rise to nnich

sj^eculation, which is recorded in the Journal of the

British Arch. Assoc, vol. xxxi, p, GO, in a paper entitled,

7he Ancient Worship of Springs. The relics are

deposited in the Dorset Museum.^

' Eut tlii.s (li^covciy was entirely eclip-

sed by one of inucli greater magnitude
that occuri-ed in the following year in

Noi-tbumberland, near to the Station

Prorolitia on the Roman WaW. The
precise spot is the spring tluit feeds a

rivulet which flows into the soutli Tyne.

The spring and its receptacle were first

noticed by Horsley in his '' Jh-itannia

Momana," 1732. Excavations made in

October, 1876, were rewarded by an
abundant harvest of antiquities ; coins,

.altars, statues, lloman ware, glass,

brooches, rings, beads, dice, and other

objects ; tusks of wild boar, horns of

deer, and bones of sheep and oxeu. The
very large number of Roman coins,

amounting to more than thii-teen

thousand, ranging from Augustus to

Gratian, were all of tliem examined and
tabulated by C. Roach Smith, FS.A. It

cannot be reasonably supposed that this

large mass of coins liad been deposited

as votive offerings, but rather on the

occun-ence of some panic or alarm of in-

vasion. Still we may well imagine that

in peaceful days some of the coins and
other objects of value were dejxjsited a 5

ex-voto oflViings to tlic Nymjili or (!od-

dess who presided over tliis spring and
its sacrarium.— See Arc/xcolfif/ia ^Kliand,

1S7G-77.— I'apcrs read by John Clayton,

Esq.



CHURCH NOTES, CHIEFLY IX ]5ElUv8, WILTS AND
OXEOKl), WITH A FEW IN SOMFRSET AND
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

{Continned from par/e 30-3.)

SuTTOX Eexger, "Wilts.—Tower Perpondicnlar, with a good west door

and window, and aljove the latter a canopied niche. The parapet is panelled

and embattled. The four angle pinnacles are mean, but in each centre is

a large open work pinnacle. The north wall, the door, and a window of

the nave are Perpendicular, but the rest has been completely modernized.

The south aisle is a peculiar variety of Decorated. The east window is

of three lights, sept-foiled, and in the head vesica piscis tracery, much
flattened. Each space is foliated with twelve foils. The label is good,

the recess moulded, and adorned with a band of ball flowers, set a little

further apart than u.sual. The lower part of the central light is oecupietl

Ijy a niche for an image, and at its back is a singular representation of a

Decorated window. The two south windows are early Decorated. The
west window is of the same date, but peculiar. In its head is the vesica

piscis, but not flattened, and the exterior label is part of a heavy string,

on the under side of which are large ball flowers and other ornaments set

at very long intervals. At this west end between the aisle and the tower
is a large gurgoyle, representing a three-quarter length of a bear, muzzled,

but witli his mouth open. The chancel is mostly modern, It appears to

have been Decorated, and has an excellent arch from the nave. The
south porch is of stone, probably Perpendicular. The entrance has a

pointed barrel A'ault, with transverse ribs.

Sutton Courtxey, Berks.—A large and very curious church. Tower
late Xormaii. Its lower stage has flat low buttresses, like those of

Newnham jNIurren, with round-headed windov/s. The next stage has no
buttresses and pointed transition windows. Above it is a corbel table,

that probably carried the original Norman parapet. This has been
replaced by a Decorated upper stage. Tlie nave has four arches on each

side. On the north they are Decorated. The arches are drop, pieis

octagonal, caps and mouldings all alike. On the south side the three

eastern arches correspond to tho.se on the north. The remaining arch is

diiferent and very curious. The pier is early English, very light, witli a

bell cap. The arch is pointed Norman, with crenelle and chevron
moulding, bold and good, and just above the pier is a single ball flower

of Decorated date. The arch seems to have been undeininncd and the

pier inserted. The Ixdl flower seems a still later insertion. The wholo
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is a good example of tho mixing up of different stj'les. The north and
south aisles are Decorated with good Perpendicular additions ; in the

latter a chantry is still screened off. The chancel is early Decorated

;

the east window is peculiar, and may he later. On the north side some
altar tombs have been thrust into a good Decorated sepulchre. The
south porch is Perpendicular, of brick, with an upper chamber, in which

is a small library. There is a good Perpendicular rood-loft screen, of

wood, unusually perfect, with a stair on the north side. The font is a

cylinder, Avith a band of intersecting circles, probably late Norman.
Some traces of painting are seen on the chancel walls. "West of tho

church is an old house with an early English round headed doorway. In

the churchyard is a Peri)endicular altar tomb.

SwiNDox, Wilts.—This church is grievously disfigured—tower, nave,

chancel, aisles and porch. Tower seems Decorated. Nave has a good

chancel arch, springing from corbel heads of Edward III. and his Queen.

There are four arches on each side, probably Decorated. The south aisle

and probably the south porch are late Perpendicidar. North door

peculiar ; north porch modern. A spring gushes forth west of the

church, not far oft'.

SwYXcoMBE, Oxox.—No tower. The nave has a Norman north door,

and near it an early English loop. Of the south windows one is Deco-

rated and one early English. The chancel arch is Norman. The south

porch has an upper chamber, within which is the bell. The chancel has

a Norman half round apse. The windows are insertions, but curious.

That on the south seems recent, and is flat-topped, but has a decided

Decorated drip, exactly resembling that of a south window at Cowley.

TocKENHAM, WiLTS.—A small church. The nave has a wooden belfry.

The walls seem early English, Avith Perpendicular additions. The chancel

may be Decorated, but Avith much Perpendicular Avork. There is a Ioav

south AvindoAV. South porch modern. Font resembles Christian IVfal-

ford, but is inferior to it. Outside the nave, just Avest of the south door,

is a curious niche, carved in one stone, and built into the Avail. Its

lidlloAV is fluted above into a .sort of rude semi-dome,and it contains a

draped figure in relief, resting upon a staff or trunk of a shrub, round

Avhich is tAvined a serpent. It has a Roman look.

Uffingtox, Berks.—Very little knoAvn, but a very good example of

the early English style. It has a toAver, nave, chancel, transepts, chapels

and porches. The toAver is central, at the cross, square below, and resting

on four massive piers. When clear of the roof the angles are removed,

and the toAver rises as an octagonal lanthorn. The lower stage is not

vaidted, and the lanthorn has some inferior AvindoAvs, and is in other

respects ill finished, li seems of later date than the base of the tower,

but the design and proportions are good. The three west AvindoAvs of tho

nave are long and narrow, as though for lancets, but they are flat-topped.

The north and south Avindows are long and narrow, and composed each

of tAvo lights. The recesses are flanked by eaily English shafts Avith

bell-caps, but topped by a flat impost, instead of an arch, Avhicli appears

original, as the exterior drip stones arc flat and have early English

or Decorated corbels. Moreover, judging from the pitch mark of

the old roof upon the toAver, there could have been no room for a pointed

arch. The present roof, put on in 1C7S, cuts all the AvindoAvs of the

nave, and some of them loAver than w()uhl have been the case with the
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eaiiioi' roof, Init (loo.=; not detract materially from thoir appearance. It is

probable tliat the funds ran short, and the Hat impost was adopted from

eco)iomy. The nave wiudmvs are very peculiar. There are two doors.

The north is good ; the south, opening into the great i)orch, is peculiarly

beautiful, and remarkable also for tlu; rich iron work of its valve. The
chanced seems to have been c(jmpletcd as designed. The east window is

a triple lancet, highly enriched. On the north siilc are six lauciit

windows, very long and narrow, with splendid jambs and Hanking shafts

within. The two central windows are not pierced, [)robably to allow of

an intended exterior vestry. ( )n the south side the lancet arch next

the altar rail is a rich piscina, and there are also three stone stalls. The
south window occupies the place of two ordinary windows. Its recess is

original, but the tracery is early Decorated with the vesica piscis, and
probably an insertion. There is a south door with an exterior canopy,

and within is a stoop. The windows rest upon an interior string course,

and pilasters supporte<l on carved brackets rise against the walls and
were intended to support the ribs and fan tracery of a vault. This, how-
ever, was never added, and it may be doubted whether the walls would
have stood the thrust. The transepts are alike in general proportions,

and each terminates in a triple window. In the north transept the east

side is occupied by two chapels or oratories opening from it, each lighted

by a long, irregular, triple window. The south transept has a single

chapel only, the place of the other being occupied by a door, which
stands within a shallow porch or canopy, a fine piece of composition,

with but little ornament, and admirably suited, as here, to a side entrance,

or to the principal entrance of a chapel. The south porch is vaulted and
groined, with an upper chamber. The exterior pinnacles are gone. The
general aspect of this church is plain, and the exterior is rough-cast. The
windows rest on an exterior string, and a second string runs at their

springing levels. Uelow the lower string are a number of recessed (urcles,

three at each gable end, and others placed somewhat irregularly along the

outer walls. Each is pierced with hve holes, and appears to have carried

a cross of metal, now removed. This church is a proof of how little a

well-proportioned church is dependent upon ornament for its effect, for

nothing can be more complete than its general appearance, and, excepting

upon the chancel and south porch, there is scarcely' any ornament. The
font is not remarkable. There are no monuments, and in the nave and
transepts no pews. The building is in pretty good order, and fairly

kept.

Upton Chalvey, Bucks.—This church is Norman, excepting the porch

and the upper stage of the tower. The tower is central, Ijetween the

nave and chancel. The nave has a blocked-iip Norman window in the

west gable, and two on either side, small and plain. The north door is

enriched Norman. The south door is concealed ])y a modern brick porch.

East of this porch is a closed Norman doorway, and east again of that are

traces of an arch in the wall, and upon the north side opposite to this

are traces of a corresponding arch. The west and two north windows
are Perpendicular. The chancel has two Norman pilasters on each side.

The east window is Perpendicular, but above it is a Norman loop.

Wantage, Berks.—A large and handsome church, composed of a

tower, nave, aisles, transepts, chancel and chapels. The tower is al the

cross, open below, resting on four i)lain but very g(jod Decorated piers,
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witli good vaultings. The nave is early English; some of the southern

arches have the dog-tooth ornament. The northern piers are plainer,

and perhaps a little later. The clerestory, roof, and aisles are Perpen-
tlicular. Tlie north transept is Decorated, with traces of early English
work. ^Vijpended to it is a Decorated east aisle and a late Perpendicular
north chapel. The south transept is early Decorated, perhaps a little

earlier than the tower. The arch into the south aisle resembles that of

Steventon. The east aisle seems Perpendicular, as are the roofs of both
transepts, and the whole of the south chapel. The chancel is chiefly

Perpendicular ; in it is some good wood carving. The font is singular
;

it is early English, and of large size. The bowl is a plain decagon,

covered inside and out with lead, probably a modern casing. The stem
is also a decagon, with a three-quarter engaged shaft on each facet ; the

ornament is the dog-tooth. The principal monument is that of a knight
of the Fitz Warine family and his lady. The figures life size, of alabaster,

on a rich altar tomb, with a much broken canopy. The knight has the

arms of Fitz AVarine on his surcoat, and the Garter on his left leg. He
was probably Falk, Baron Fitz Warine, who died 1.373.

AVarborough, Oxox.—A small and plain church constructed of a rock

bed of the chalk marie, alternating with flint, in squares. The tower is

very late, resembling those of Henley, Wallingford and Dorchester.

It is dated 1666. The nave is Decorated, but the windows
are Perpendicular insertions, segmental, of good design and execution.

The north door is plain ; the south good early Decorated. The arch into

the south transept is Decorated, and the transept contains a good
Decorated window, a recess, and a piscina. The chancel deserves par-*

ticular attention as an example of the fitting together of work of two
dates. The east and south walls are Decorated, the north side and north-

east angle with the contained windows arc Perpendicular. The door is

pointed jSTorman, and the east windows with Norman ornaments, has

Decorated tracery. The eastern face of the wall has been rebuilt in the

Decorated style, and a decidedly Decorated drip stone added to the

Xorman door, forming a part of the regular string. The font resembles

that of Dorchester, T)ut is of inferior work. The bowl is cylindrical, of

lead, adorned with a band of saints in relief, seated under arches, some
round headed, others formed by inclined lintels, as in Saxon work.

The stem is of Perpendicular or Decorated date, an octagon, and much
enriched. The south porch, of timber, is old. There is the shaft of a

fine cross in the church-yard.

AVhitchurch, Oxon.—-A tolerably large church, much disfigured, but

kept clean and neat. The west end of the nave carries a timber

belfry. The nave is Norman, and in that style there remains a plain

south door and a north and soutli window. The chancel arch is modern,
but two small windows above it are purely Norman. Much of the north

wall has been broken down to suit a modern aisle, and most of the south

windows arc D(;corated or Perpendicular insertions. One of the fiimer,

of one light, is sept-foiled. The south doorway is fitted with a late

Perpendicular frame, opening into a porch of the same date, used as a

vestry. The chancel is either Decorated or Perpendicular, with additions.

The north and south windows are early and late Perpendicular.

Little "\^'ITTE^'^A]M, P.erks.—The tower is late Perpendicular ; the

nave prub;ibly Decorated with Perpendicular additions. The chancel is
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Decorated, and the cast window a curious coiiiijjuud of tliat and Uv
succeeding style. The Duncli chapel, south of the chancel, is very debased

Perpendicular. In the chancel is a Perpendicular altar tomb, and there

are some brasses.

Long "\Vitticnii.\.m, Perks.—The church of the Rev. J. C. Clutterlnick,

who has paid much attention to the architecture, agriculture, and geology

of the district. It is composed of a tower, nave, aisles, south tiansept,

chancel, and south porch. The tower is too small for the church, and rather

too tall for its other dimensions. The old battlements have been replaced

l)}^ Hat stones, giving a mean aspect to the whole. The style is late I'er-

pendicular. Of the nave the north aisle is Decorated, the south aisle

rather earlier. It has four arches with cylindrical piers, with early

English bases and flowered caps, roughly carved, but in good taste. The
chancel arch is good plain JSTorman. The aisles arc Decorated, early in

the style. In tlie north aisle is a peculiar window of three lights, tre-

foiled, with three quatrefoils in the head. It is Decorated, but ugly,

and tliough old, not unlike a modem insertion. The south transept is

small, and evidently intended for a private chapel. It is early Decor-

ated with an original flat-topped window, and another pointed, of

three lights, with a circle in the head. In the south wall is a singular

piscina, having a small figure in armour laid as its cill. The chancel

seems early Decorated. It is much mutilated. The porch is Decor-

ated, of wood, and tolerably perfect. It is the oldest porch in this

]iart of the county. The font is large, of cast lead, with an ornamented

i)and of effigies of Pishops under a pointed arcade, and above are prints

of foliage and tracery, applied by the founder somewhat carelessly. The

style seems early English. This leaden bowl stands upon a small stone

cylinder in the north aisle, with a step on the west side. Until recently

the whole was concealed in bricks and mortar, enclosed in a wooden case

of the date of 1632.

This church reflects great credit upon the Vicar, who, indeed, boasts

an hereditary claim to the study of ecclesiastical architecture, being

the son of the historian of Hertfordshire. It is much to be desired that

some of the neighbouring rectors and church-wardens would profit by

the example here afforded.

WooLSTON, Perks.—A small church in bad repair, composed of a

nave, south transept, and chancel. The nave has a pointed loop on tlic

north and south sides, a pointed arch into the chancel, with a billetted

drip, all late JSTorman. The south door, now blocked up, is in the same

style. The north door is round-headed, with a billetted drip, and a band

of chevron moulding with corbel heads, as at Faringdon. South transept

early Decorated, with piscina and wooden shelf. The chancel, in the

same style, has a good piscina, with a carved bracket. Part of the roof

is original. The east end of the chancel and west end of the nave are

modern. The font has a cylindrical bowl of cast lead, upon a plain stone

cylinder wi<tli a scalloped base. The prints upon the lead resemble

' cancelli,' or lattice work, with some rude representations of windows,

with early Decorated tracery.

Yattendon, Peuks.— Of one date ; in the late IVt'iiendicular style,

rudely executed. The font seems Decorated. Part of the wood screen

remains, and the shell of the stone staircase to the left is seen on the

north side.
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The Chuicli Xote.s, now bruugliL to u conclusion, present u faithful

picture of the condition of the ecclesiastical structures in the Vale of

Berks, and other parts of the course of the Great AVestern Kail way,

as they stood at the time of the commencement of the Oxford movemiint,

introduced to the public by the celebrated Oxford Tracts. It is not too

much to say that the buildings were mostly out of repair, uncared for,

dirty and damp, the seats too often old and rtitti-n, the monuments
neglected, and the architectural features, often exceedingly curinu'--, lui-

studied and unknown.
To some extent the condition of the clmrches was an indication nf the

conduct of the clergy. There was a good deal of non-residemc^, or oi half

residence, many of the cures being serveil from Oxford by men who came
over for special duties, and knew and cared little for the spiritual or

temporal welfare of the flocks.

There is the less reason for disguising this state of things that lliey

stand in strong contrast with that which now obtains. The iidlueii-.-c of

Oxford has permeated and leavened the whole mass. The clergy are

resident, active, awake to the duty of visiting the sick and advising the

sound. The parsonages are in good order, the churchyards well k-ept,

and the churches in excellent re^mir, dry and warmed, and usually well

attended.

Ecclesiastical architecture has been nuuh studied. Rickman's excellent

volume has been the parent of many puljlications. A new, and in most

respects a better instructed race of architects has crowded the profession.

A few churches have been rebuilt, many have been enlarged, some have

been restored, and with a desire to preserve as far as possible -what is

good in the past. Many new churches, in new districts, have been

constructed, and it may with safety be asserted that the Church of

England in these districts—and it may be in all others—never stood in

so healthy and nourishing a conditioii as at this time, when its very

existence as a State Church is so rudely and unjustly assailed.



FROM A Y()LTT]\[E OF " EREVIA RECIIA" ISSUED DURING
THE EPISCOPATE OF JOHX BOKINOHA^r,

lUSlIOP OF LINCOLN.

Communicated by the Rev. A. R. MADDISON, F.S.A.

Ricixrdus dv'i gratia rex Anglire. et ffranciae ot domiuus hil)enii?e vener-

abili in Christo patrin Johaimi eadem gratia Episcopo Lincoln. Saluteni.

Sciatis (plod cum Abbas dc Revesby in Curia nostra coram dilectis et

fidelibus Williehno de Skj'pwyth et Rogero de Kirketon Justiciariis

nostris de Communi Banco apud Wragby die mercurii proximo ante

festum dominic?e in medio quadragesimre proximae prestitum recuperasset

presentationem siiani versus Laurentium Moigne de Thetilthorpc et

Katerinam uxorem ejus, AYillielmum Aungevyn de Sancto Ijotul[)hu,

Goldsmyth, ot Elizabethan! uxorem ejus, et Robertum Ardern, clericum,

ad ecclesiam omnium sanctorum de Thetililiorpe vaeantom, et ad suani

donacionem spectantem, ac vobis mandavimus (juod non obstante reclama-

tione pra'dictorum Laurentii KatoriniT^ Willielmi EiizaljetluB et Roberti

ad presentationem pra^dicti alibatis ad ecclesiam pra?(lictam idoneam

personem prsedicti abbatis vos tamen ad presentationem pra;dicti alibatis

ad ecclesiam prajdictam idoneam personam non admisistis nee admittere

curastis prout ex quadam querela ipsius abbatis accepimus, et ideo vobis

mandamus sicut alias vobis mandavimus firmie (sic) iujungendo (juod

non obstante reclamatione praxlictorura Laurentii Katerinse Willielmi

Elizabethse et Roberti ad presentationem piwdicti Abbatis ad ecclesiam

preedictam idoneam personam admittatis.

T. R. Bealknap Apud Westm. xiiij die Aprilis Anno Regni nostri

tercio.

The Moigne and Angevine families were of great antiquity in Lincoln-

shire, though their pedigrees are given most scantily in the Ilei'aldic

Visitations. The Laurence jNIoigne, who figures in the a])ove Brief, was

in all probability the father of another Laurence Moigne, who, with his

wife Elizabeth, liad a licence for an oratory in his house at Theddlethorpe,

granted by Bisliop Fleming, 14th June, 1420. It was renevv-ed to the same

by Bishop Cray in 1431 and 14.34. In 1444 Thomas ]\foigne of Clet; was

High Sheriff. The P.M. Inq.of Laurence Moigne was held 16th Decem-

ber, 19th Hen. VIIL He Avas seized of the manors of Kelstern and

Waithe and other estates. His father was a Thomas Moigne. He left

two daughters Mary and Katherine. His brother, Alexander ]\Ioigne of

Sixhills, inherited the manor of Waithe, and according to his will, dated
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4tli May, 1528, proveil 21st May, 1529, left three sons, Tlionms, Simon,

and James ^Nfoigne. There is reason to believe that Thomas was executed

for high treason in the Lincolnshire rising of 1536, and "was identical

with the Thomas Moigne mentioned by Froude in the vol. iii of his

history, p. 211. Simon iNloigne was of Willingham and by his will,

dated 1557 and proved 27th May, 1558, he left his estates to his son,

Francis Moigne. He was of Cadeby, and by hiswill, dated 11th August,

1578 proved 1st October, 1578, left his estates in AVaithe and elsewhere

to his sons John and Thomas INloigne. After this the family seem to have

passed away.

Gonjedural Pedujro.e.

Lawrence Moigue, living in l.SSO.^Katberiue.

Lawrence Moigne, had licence for an=j=Elizabetli.

oratory 1-120, 1431, 1434
|

Thomas Moit'ne.=p

Lawrence Moigue, p.m. Inq.=

19 Hen. VIIL
Alexander Moigne. =pAnne, dr. of John
Will proved 21 May
1529.

Katlierine, Mary.

Simon Moigne. Will-

proved 27 May 1558.

Thomas Moigne,
.s.p. 1537.

Francis Moigne. Will proved=

1 Oct. 1578.

John Moigne. Thomas Bloigne.

Copledike.

James Moigne.



^Procrflrmgs at IHrrtings of \\)c l^oual ^rdinrologtral

institute.

June 2nd, 1887.

Thb Right Hox. Earl Percy, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

]Mr. Gomme read a paper on " The Evidence of a Free ViUage
Cnmmunity at Aston and Cote, in Oxfordshire." After pointing out

that Mr. Seebohni's book on the subject had ahnost revohitionized

opinions as to the development of the village community in England,

Mr. Gomme said that the manor of Aston and Cote was one example of

a free community not living under the dominion of a lord, and not

liaving any contact with Roman life in Britain. First, there was the

independent assembly of the community, the Sixteens, which met in the

open air and exercised all the jurisdiction of an ordinary manorial court.

Then there was the curious survival of the primitive holding of sixteen

hides or sixty-four yard-kuids, each yard-land being occupied by strips in

the connnon field chosen periodically by lot ; then there was the bull,

belonging not to the lord as at Hitchin, but to the community. Mr,
(roniuie traced out the decay of the old system at Aston and Cote, and
<:oncluded that if this community afforded an example of a late survival

of the free village conununity it was fair to assume that it was not the

only one, and that, therefore, J\Ir. Seebohni's theory of the origin of the

English village community in serfdom under a lord dating from Roman
intiuences was not true of all districts.

The Rev. Grbvillb J. Chester read a paper by Professor Sayce on
" A Hittite Cylinder, and Seal ;

" This was exhibited at a previous

meeting. See p. 310. Professor Sayce's paper is printed at p. 347.

i\lR. E. Peacock sent a paper on " The Court Rolls of the Manor of

llibbaldslow." This is printed at p. 278.

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Gomme, Professor Sayce, and Mr.

Peacock.

Slnti'qiu'ties antj TOorks of 2lrt ^if)ibftci).

By the Rev. Grevii.le J, Chester - -A llittite cylinder.

Mr. Chester also laid before the meeting a collection uf Italian

medals bearing the head of Christ.

On one was the following inscription :
—

EGO SVM VIA VERITAS ET VITA.
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On another

—

ins XPC SALVATOR MVXDI.

On the obverse

—

TV ES

CHRISTVS

FILIVS DEI VI

VI QVI INHVNC
MVNDI VE

NI STI.

One Silver Medal with head of Christ ami Our Lady in profile facing

each other, had the following inscription :

—

lESVS MARIA ROMA.

On the obverse is a representation of the Crucifixion, with figures of Our
Lady and St. John on either side of the Cross, and St. Mary Magdalen

at the foot.

There were also two medals with Hebrew inscriptions.

The attention of the meeting was called by ^Ir. Chester to the

destruction now going on of the walls of Antioch, and he suggested that

the Institute should bring the matter under the notice of the British

Ambassador at Constantinople.

July 7th, 1887.

K. P. PuLLAX, Esq., f.s.a., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Hartshorxe sent the following resolution, which was brought

before the meeting by the Chairman and carried :
" That the members

of the Royal Archseological Institute have heard with astonishment and

with the deepest regret that, in order to comjjletely prepare Westminster

Abbey for the late Jubilee function, the ofticials of the Office of Works
should have thought it necessary to stain and varnish so famous a relic

as the Coronation Chair of the kings of England, made by order of

Edward I, to enshrine the "Stone of Destiny," the "fatal stone" of

Scone ; and, with tht^ certain knowledge of the grievous mischief which

has on former occasions been done to the ancient monuments, furniture,

and fittings of the Abbey, the members of the Institute desire now to

protest in the strongest possible way against the continuance of a practice

which from time to time takes the Abbey and its precious contents out

of the hands of their proper custodians, and consigns them to the tender

mercies of untutored and irresponsible direction."

Professor Bunnell Lewis read a paper on Koman anti(^nities in

Touraine and the Central Pyrenees, which he descriljed under the

following heads : (1) Oculist's stamp, found at Tours, with four inscrip

tions on the sides. The name of the doctor was Proculus. " Euodes ad

Voice" is an unusual phrase ; it seems to mean a fragrant ointment for

ulceration. (2) Rock-crystal found at Azay-le-Rideau, and belonging to

the Mairquis de Biencourt. The subject engraved, Uiana Tauiopolos, is

rare in ancient gems. It occurs on a coin of Anazarbus in Cilicia,. and

on a sarcophagus in the Louvre. (3) Pile de Cin(i ]Mars—more correctly

St. jSIars— is near the Loire, eighteen kilometres below Tours. Its

design is uncertain
;
perhaps it was intended to mark a l)oun(lary, or it

may have been erected in honour of ^lercury, the guardian of tra\'ellers.
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(4) TliL! Aqueduct of Luyues in tli(^ same neiglibonrliood is small, liut

picturesque. It supplied a Roman fort, probably one of those to whii'li

Lufan refers,

Instabiles Turonas circuinsita castra coerceut.

(5) At Luchou many inscriptions or votive altars have been i)resurved ;

they contain names of local deities which are supposed to have souie

affinity Avith the Basipie language, Considerable remains of the Roman
thermae have been discovered, showing that Luchon was frc([uented Ity

visitors in ancient as well as modern times. (6) At Tibiran the coUec-

tioix of the Baron d'Agos contains many aiitiquities found in the

neighbourhood, amongst them altars to Fagus (beech), whence Agos is

derived, also several statuettes of Mercury. (7) At Valcabrt;re the

church of SS. Just and Pasteur is remarkable for many fragments of

Gallo-Roman sculpture used as builtling materials. (8) At 8t. Bertrand

de Comminges the cathedral is the chief object of interest (elev(nitli and
fourteenth centuries) ; but there are Roman inscriptions at two gates,

and substructures of an amphitheatre, and traces of an atpieduct in the

fau]:)ourg.

A vote of thanks was passed to Professor Lewis, whose paper will

appear in a future Journal.

Mr. G. E. Fox read a paper on "The Roman Villa at Chedworth,
Gloucestershire." A vote of thanks was passed to ]\tr. Fox, whose paper

is printed at p. 322.

antiquities nntj Marks of ^rt ^x^MUti.

By Professor Lewis.—Photographs, maps, coins, and gems in

illustration of his paper.

By Mr. Fox.—Plans and drawings illustrative of his paper.

ANNUAL MEETING AT SALISBURY,

August 2 to August 9, 1887.

Tuesday, August 2.

The Mayor of Salisbury (F. Griffin, Esq.), and the members of the

Corporation assembled at noon in the Council House, and received

Lieut.-General A. H. Lane-Fox Pitt-Rivers, President of the meeting,

the noble President of the Institute, and the following Presidents and
Vice-Presidents of sections and memljers of the Council :—The Bishop of

Salisbury (President of the Anti(|uarian Section), the Rev. Prebendary
Scarth, the Uean of Salisbury (President of the Historical Section), the

Rev. Canon Sir T. H. B. Baker, Bart., Mr. T. H. Baylis, Q.c, ^fr. J. E.

Nightingale, the Hon. Mr. Justice Pinhey, the Rev. F. Spurrelj, jNIr. J,

F. Swayne, the Rev. Precentor Venables (President of the Architectural

Section), Mr. Chancellor Ferguson, Mr. J. T. :\ricklethwait(,', Mr. C. E.

Pouting, Mr. R. P. Pullan, Mr. H Ilutchings, .Mr. A. Hartshorne, Mr.

VOL XLIV 3 E
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J. Hilton, the Rev. J. Greville Chester, Professor E. C. Clarke, Mr. J
Brown, Q.c, IMr. J. Park Harrison, jNfr. E. Green, the Rev. W. S.

Calverley, Mr. J. L. Fytche, the Rev. Dr. Cox, Mr. R. E. E.

Warburton, the Rev. R. G. Buckston, the Rev. Canon Creighton, Dr.

Collingwood Bruce, the Rev. C. R. iNIanning, the Very Rev. J. Hirst,

General ^Meredith Read, and many other memliers of the Institute, and

vice-presidents of the meeting.

The Mayor op Salisbury commenced the proceedings by reading the

following address :
— " My Lords, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—On behalf of

the Corporation and my fellow citizens, I have much pleasure in bidding

you a cordial and hearty welcome to our ancient city of Salisbury. We
rejoice that this—the second visit of the members of the Royal

Archa?ological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, after a lapse of

thirty-eight years—has fallen on more happy times than did your former

visit to this city in 1819. On that occasion, under the presidency of

the late lamented scholar and statesman, Sidney Herbert, the members of

this Institute met here, at a time when the country, and Salisbury in

particular, was suffering from a fearful visitation of epidemic cholera.

But, thank God, your present visit occurs during a year of unprecedented

thanksgiving and rejoicing for the fifty happy and glorious years' reign

of our Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, in which, I trust, our

ancient and loyal city has taken a prominent part. It would ill become

me in the presence of so many learned and distinguished archaeologists

to enlarge on the subject of your visit. It has often been asserted that

few, if any counties in England can vie with Wiltshire in the variety

and interest of its ancient remains, evincing the successive ages of Celtic,

Roman, Saxon, and Norman occupations. Our city and immediate

neighbourhood affords a rich field for architectural and archaeological

study. Old Sarum—our parent city—holds no mean place in our

National Antiquities. That masterpiece of Gothic architecture,

Salisbury Cathedral, with its steeple pointing heavenward, is the

just pride of our city. Our downs and plains teem with memorials

—

notably Stonehenge, of a far distant epoch—mute mysteries—reared by

a race that has passed away and left no record behind. To the archaeo-

logi.st our thanks are due for reviving our interest in, and the

preservation of, these ancient landmarks whose origin baffles all research

and conjecture. In conclusion, we desire to express the hope that your

visit to our city may be pleasant, enjoyable, and instructive, and that you

may be blessed with good health, and flue w^eather which is such a

necessary factor for the proper enjoyment of the many and varied

excursions arranged for you by the committee."

Tlie Bishop op Salisbury, as President of the Wiltshire Archaeo-

logical Society, then read the following address on behalf of that

b.nly :
—" It gives me the greatest pleasure to receive your Lordship, the

I'ri'sidcnt, and the other members of the Arclia^ological Institute in a

double capacity. I welcome you to this city as sixty-eiglith Bishoji of

Salisbury and as sixty-second Bishop of New Sarum. I welcome you also

a.s President of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society.

I am glad that your visit has come at a time when I have been long

(niough ill residence here to appreciate, to some extent, the wealth of

int(irest in the land and the city over which it is my lot to preside. It

is im{Kissi])le for a Bishop of Salisbury whether he looks down udou the
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Catliedrul luid city from Uie heights of Old Saruiu—a city founded as

one orderly, peaceful wlioh; by the master mind of liichard Poore—or

looks up to the spire from that house iu which his predecessors have lived

in almost uninterrupted succession since the year 1220, or perceives tho

still needle })oint of that same spire from the plain on which repose the

isolated sanctuary of Stonchenge, or drives along the green wooded
valleys on which the little villages, with ancient churches and
monasteries cluster along the s[)arkling streams like jewels uixni a silver

thread, it is impossiljlc for him, I say, wliether at rest or on his journey,

to forget the debt which he owes to the past and to those who, like

yourselves, have linked the in'csent and past together and made them a

living whole. The cult\ired home-like aspect of our scenery, Avhich

strikes visitors from across the Atlantic as making it a garden in compari-

son to their own harder featured soil, is due greatly to the spirit of

reverence and of sympathetic treatment of our old buildings and their

associations, which is a fruit of the good work done by your society and
its kindred brotherhood. The quick kindling interest, the pride, the

emulation which makes parish vie with parish, (rich and poor alike joining)

in the interior auornment, and the reverent festal use of their churches

are living fruits of the same spirit—Avitlit)ut which a Bishop's labours

would be far less bright than, thank God, they are at the present day.

There are but few of our parish churches which do not form a worthy

settling and gathering ])lace for the solemn offices of the Church and

especially for that rite of Conlirmation for which I have reason so often to

visit them. Therefore, my Lord and gentlemen, I thank you as llishoi)

again and again. As President of the Wiltshire Archpeological and
Natural History Society I have a yet more decided and special reason for

welcoming you here. Your last meeting in this city was in the year

1849. On that occasion the veteran John Britton, then about seventy-

eight years old, editor and in great part writer of the " Beauties of

England and Wales," and of the " Architectural and Cathedral Antiqui-

ties of Great Britain," but especially connected with this county, jnit

forth a circular of some importance. It showed cause why the "W^'iltshirc

Topographical Society should have beini transferred into a larger and
more jiopular institution, after the example of other local societies which
had been stirred into existence by the visits of your institute. The plan

was not taken up at once, but on October 12th, 18-53, the important

Society which I now have the honour to represent was brought into

actual being at an inaugural meeting at Devizes. The foundation of its

library and museum was laiil by the purchase of Mr. Britton's coUectioii

of books, drawings, &c. , which are deposited at Devizes. The j\lar(|uis

of Lansdowne was named Patron, and the first President was Mr. Poulett

Scrope, who, in his very interesting first address, insisted on the duty of

the new Society to complete the work which Sir Richard Colt Hoare
and his assistants had left unfinished. Of the 29 hundreds of the

County of Wilts he told us " 1.5 have been described under the title

of Sir Richard Iloare's Modprn Wiltshire. But they are, speaking

generally, neither the most extensive nor the most important." lie

then went on to describe those parts of North Wilts which have been,

so to say, neglected. To you then, in some measure, is due the founda-

tion of that Society whose twenty-two or twenty-three volumes since

published are such a treasure to the future historian of the county. 1
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regret to say that I must still say " the future historian." How it is so,

I do not venture to say in the regretted absence of the first secretaries,

the Kev. A. C. Smith and Mr. Lukes, and of Canon Jackson, and others

who have laboured so assiduously at illustrating our antiquities. Perhaps

they may have done better in gathering materials piecemeal rather than

in attempting, prematurely, a book which ought to be a final collection,

as far as anything human can be final. We have since your visit learnt,

I think, sumething more of the true meaning and scojte of anticpiarian

pursuits. We are less, perhaps, of speculators, and less also of media'va-

lists. AVe go further behind into the roots of things. We examine with

as much care, in the person of General Pitt-Rivers, as shown by the

admirable volume now lying ujjou the taljle., the isolated civilization of

the little Roman-British villages, as we should a great and magnificent

monument. We are as careful, under the guidance of jNfr. Nightingale,

to register and to treasure the pieces of plate presented to our Churches

in the Georgian Era as we do those rare pieces of the jn-e-reforniation

times. We have, therefore, perhaps, gained something in method. I

trust that before your next visit we shall be able, not only to present you

with twenty volumes or so of our magazine, but with a smalli'v number

of a history worthy of this great count3\

Earl Percy said that on behalf of the Institute, of which he liad the

honor to be president, he had to express their most cordial thanks to

them for the cordial expressions of welcome which had proceeded both

from the Corporation and from the local society, and he coiild assure

them that there were few places which that Institute coidd visit with

greater pleasure than the city and neighbourhood in which they

stood at the present moment. The Mayor was kind enough to mention

one or two exceptional circumstances which marked the first occasion

when that Institute met at Salisbury, but he thought he omitted one fact

which the members of the Institute could not forget, viz., that that

meeting took place shortly after the first inauguration of that

Institute as a separate society. The Institute was no doubt then started

with the most sanguine hopes of success, long life, and prosperity, but

the future was always uncertain, and it was a source of great gratification

to the Institute to return there this jul)ilee year after so many years

of successful existence to witness the hearty reception which they had

received there that day and the kindly remembrance of their former visit.

With regard to what had so kindly fallen from the Bishop he was sure

it would be a gratification to the members of the Institute to feel that to

their last meeting was in some degree due the inauguration of the

society over which the Bishop so ably and fitly presided. For his

own jiart he thought they must all feel that however enjoyable

to themselves these annual meetings were, one of their principal objects

must be to promote and to strengtlien the exertions of those who lived

in the localities which they visited ; and he was sure of this, that the

high position which the "\^'iltshire Archa.'ological Society occupied was a

sign tlitit the efforts of the Royal Archieological Institute had not been

unavailing in promoting the study of the anti<iuities of Wiltshire as of

other parts of the country. Wiltshire, they all knew, stood in a peculiar

j)osition, as had already been very titly said. Its remains were? unique,

and he liad heard—let them remendjcr that he was a stranger and was

not speaking of his own knowledge but upon vague, and, he
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trusted, false report—but lie had heard that in times i)a8t those remains

liad suitered perhaps somewhat from not liaving guardians wlio took the

intelh'geuL interest wliicli the present generation was alile to do in tliom.

lie lieard oidy tlie oilier day—he trusted it was a story in every sense of

the word—a story of a }U'oprietor of one of the best known ancient

memorials in this country—he would not mention his name—who,
taking visitors to see it (jue day, found a i^arty of tourists

there before him, and this party of t(jurists—he (Lord Perey) hoped not

knowing whom tlu^y were addressing—sent a very polite message

veijuesting him, if possible, to let them have the loan of a hammer. Now,
he trusted tliat that was a myth or, at any rate, if not altogether a myth,

it was a tale whose only possible foundation dated back to a period

very far distant. But he was certain that "Wiltshire must stand in a very

exceptional position indeed if there was not ample room for the exer-

tions of ail antiijuariGS, local and general, in inciting the inhabitants of

the country to general respect for the memorials of the past tliat exist

among them and taking all vigilant care of them themselves. lie heartily

thanked them in the name of the Institute for the very kind n^ception

which had been given.

The jNIayor having vacated the chair, it was now occupied by
Lieut. -General Pitt-Eivbrs, who delivered his inaugural address. This

is printed at p. 261.

In proposing a vote of thanks to General Pitt-Kivers, Loud
Percy attested to the high value of the address they had listened

to. They had not, as was often the practice on occasions of this

kind, been taken generally over a great expanse of archaeological ground,

restiug at no particular point, but had heard one subject most

ably treated.

In addition to the usual progi'ammes of the meeting, which were given

to each ticket-holder, IMr. Nioiitingale was kind enough to pnjpare for

their use a handbook of the places to be visited during the week.

At 2 p.m. the members assembled at the Cathedral, and proceeded to

the Chapter-House where Precentor Venables gave an address on " The
History and Architecture of the Cathedral," illustrating his remarks by the

drawings of it, used by Professor Willis on the occasion of the former

visit of the Institute to Salisbury in 1849, together with sections of

Amiens, for comparison. The Precentor l^egan his remarks by paying a

graceful tribute to the genius of Professor Willis, and expressed his

regret that his admirable dissertation on Salisbury cathedral had never

been given to the world. In briefly sketching now the architectural

history of this graceful and harmonious building, the Precentor said he

should place Salisbury cathedral as an architectural comi)osition,

more especially ^s seen from the outside, as the most perfectly designed

building in the world. It was often said, and with some degree of truth,

that Salisbury was one of the least interesting of English cathedrals.

The reason for that was very plain, it was the continuous development

of one idea and one design from east to west, from the Lady chai)el

where it was begun to the west end where it was finished. But there

was one exception, the tower and spire,^—the chief glory and beauty of

tlie cathedral,—did not form part of the original design, tliey belonged to

another century ; thus, with these exceptions, the cathedral presented

none of those architectural problems which were so interesting and
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occasionally perjilexing at such places as CanterbuiT, Lincoln, LicbtioUl,

and elsewhere. This lack of " architectural history " was ])rought about

by the circumstance that the foundations of the ciithedi'al were laid in

1220 upon an entirely new^ site, and, as Professor Willis had observed,

on a spot where no religious establishment had previously existed.

Precentor Venables proceeded to tell the interesting story of the

abandonment of the cathedral of l)ishoi) Osmond and Jjishop Roger at

Old Sarum, and expressed the hope tliat the foundations of the ancient

building might some day be investigated. On i^Iichaelmas-day, 1225.

Stephen Langton came to consecrate what was already built of the

I'hurch, which was probably only the Lady chapel, but that Avas enough

for the services to be carried on in. In 1226 the bodies of Bishop

Jocelyn, Bishop Osmund, and Bishop Roger were removed from the old

cathedral and placed in the new one. The cathedral was said to have

been forty years in building, but it must have been more than that.

Precentor Yenables passed on to speak of the Decorated tower and spire,

saying that it was pleasing to find that a Wiltshire man, Richard dc

Farley, was the contriver of that which was the great glory of the

cathedral. He was an excellent architect, but not a good engineer.

Soon after the erection of the spire pillars and arches on all sides began

to give way, but flying buttresses, strutts, strainers, relieving arches, &c.,

were erected to stay the impending evil. Money was wanted for these

unexpected works, and in medireval times one of the most certain ways

of obtaining means was to get a local saint. In 1387 steps were there-

fore taken to get Saint Osnnind canonised. He was already popularly

adored, but it was not until 1456 that he was actually canonised. The
Precentor then spoke of the sufferings of the cathedral during the Civil

Wars, the sad havoc which was wrought by Wyatt at the end of the last

century. Avhen the detached campanile was destroyed, the monuments
recklessly " re-arranged," and much of the beautiful thirteenth century

grisaille glass, with which the -windows were filled, wickedly beaten to

pieces and cast into the city ditch. With reference to this particular

destruction, the following letter, unearthed by the researches of the

Historical INISS. Commissioners throAvs a lurid light upon "restora-

tion " in 1788. It was written by John Berry, glazier, of Salisbury, to

Mr. Lloyd, of Conduit-street, London :
—

" Sir,—This day I have sent

you a Box full of old Stained and Painted Glass as you desired me to

due wich I hope will sute your Purpos it his the best that I can get at

Present. But I expet to Beatt to Peceais a great deale verey sune as it

his of now use to we and we Due it for the lead if you want eney more

of the same sorts you may have what thear his, if it Avill pay for taking

out, as it is a Deal of Truble to what Beating it to Peceais his you will

send me a line as sune as Possobl for Ave are goain to move ore glasing

shop to a Xothcr I'lase and thin Ave hope to save a greatt locale more

of the like sort which I ham your most Omblo Servnt John Berry."

Precentor Yenables then cnntrastiMl the condition of the Chapter-House

with its neglected conditionf^ in 1849, and led the party through the

cathedral, jiointing out some of the mischief that had been Avrought by

Wyatt to the utter dislocation of the historical value of such objects as

tombs, canopies, arcades, &c. In the south-east transept Avas the cheering

sight of much remains of the old stained glass lately brought together,

fragmentary indeed, but of high interest and value.
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From the cathedral tlu' iniMubei-.s procecsdod to the Hospital of St.

Nicholas, a picturcs(pio ])uilding, founded by Ela, countess of Salisbury
in 1227, ;ind partly eleemosynary and partly as a church iu conimemoration
oi her husband, William Lougespee. The Rev. G. H. MoiiKiu.EY, tlie

Master, ottered some observations upon this foundation, somewhat
([uestioning the date and origin of the foundation. Here the principal

interest centred in the plan which appeared to have originally consistetl

of two chapels side by side, with naves divided by an arcade, the nave
being partitioned olF for the inmates of the two sexes. A precisely

similar arrangement was seen at St, Mary's Hospital in Chichester,

visited by the Institute during the Lewes meeting in 1883. It appeared,

fronr the discussion and close inspection whicli followed, that the

original arrangement at Salisbury was not found to answer, and one side

of the nave fell into disuse, a new block of buildings being erected in the

beginning of the sixteenth century. From hence the party proceeded to

Harnham Bridge, with a chapel attached to it on St. John's island. Here
were evidences of work of the latter part of the thirteenth century,

tending to shew that those remains were part of Bishop Bingham's
benefactions of that period.

Tht; palace was visited at 5 o'clock when the party was taken in hand
by the bishop, who, in the kindest possible way, first conducted the

members round the outside of this picturesque and irregular group of

buildings. The bishop's description was from tinie to time supplemented
by Mr. Pouting and Mr. Micklethwaite, and the exhibition of a large

plan, thoughtfully provided, enabled the visitors to thoroughly realize

the architectural history of the quaint and rambling structure. Within
the palace a thirteenth century vaulted sub-structure, lately opened out,

and recalling recollections of its noble prototype in the palace at Wells,

was first seen, and subsequently the principal rooms, and the interesting

series of portraits of former Chancellors of the Order of the Garter, a

dignity now held by the Bishops of Oxford, in the beautifully proportioned

and decorated gallery. In the chapel the bishop read an account of an
act of consecration, August 28, 1G62, and was disposed to think that this

established its non-use, previous to that date for sacred purposes. A
short discussion ensued upon this point, and it certainly ap[)eared from
the wording of the deed that the '' room," then consecrated, had not at

any time previously been used for secular purposes, and could hardly

have been an earlier chapel re-dedicated.

At 8 p.m. tlie Bishop of Salisbury opened the Antiquarian Section

with a paper on " The Episcopal Seals of the See of Salisbury," which
will appear in a future number of the Jounta/.

On the proposal of General Pitt-Riveus, a cordial vote of thanks was
passed to the president of the section.

Mu. J. H. MouLE then read a " Description of the Vetus Registrum
Sarisberiense."

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was passed to ]Mr.

Moule, and the meeting broke up.

Wednesday, August 3i'd,

At 10 a.m. a large party left Salisbiuy in carriage.^, for Old Sarum.
Arrived at these great eartliworks, the members were taken in hand by

General Pitt-Rivers, who read the following paper :
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"The time admitting only of the very briefest description, it is, of

course, impossible to go far into the history of this ancient fortress. All

I can do is to point out to the visitors, who are not already acquainted
with the place, what to observe, and those who wish to continue the

subject will find an excellent account of it by Mr. G. T. Clark, in the

thirty-second volume of the Journal of the Archaeological Institute, and,

also in Mr. E. T. Steven's Stonehenge Excursion.
" The fact of its having originally been a British earthwork is proved

by the six Roman roads leading up to it, traces of which may still be

seen, and, as the work from its shape is certainly not Roman, it must
necessarily be pre-Roman and British. The three roads, whicli led to

the eastern entrance, were from "Winchester, Silchester, and Badbury. A
fourth is believed to have run north to the Roman station of Cunetio,

near Marlborough ; a fifth went to Bath, and a sixth to Ilchester. It was,

probably, originally the stronghold and place of refuge of an independent
tribe of Britons, to whicli the inhaliitants of the surrounding district

retired when attacked by a neighbouring tribe. It occupies a knoll of

the chalk hill, and, like most British earthworks, its outline conforms to

the line of the hill. The reason it is nearly round is because the hill

was round. It has two principal lines of defence—an outer line with a

deep ditch and rampart on the inside, and a smaller rampart on the out-

side of it—and which has two entrances, one on the east and one on the

west. The inner line, consisting of a ditch with one rampart on the

inside, has only one entrance on the east. It is believed that the outer

line of defence only was British, and that the inner line or keep was
added in the eighth or ninth century to make a fortified residence for the

lord of the place. This, however, has not been proved, as it might be,

by excavations in the ramparts. Besides this, there are radiating lines

of entrenchment l^etween the central keep and the outer defence made
for the purpose of protecting part of the outer ward should the enemy
break in through the outer line. This appears to me to be a Norman
method of defence, as a similar arrangement is seen in the so called

Caesar's camp at Folkestone, which I excavated and proved to be of

Nonnan construction. The Xormans found the mounds of earth here,

and built on them a line of wall on the inner rampart, the remains
of which are seen at the entrance, and another on the rampart of the

outer line of defence ; a fragment of Avhich, 25 feet long, 12 feet high,

and 10 feet thick may be seen on the north-west side, but j\Ir. Roach
Smith is of opinion that this fragment is Roman. The Normans also

added earthen barbicans to cover the eastern and western entrances to

the outer line, each having a separate ditch of its own detached from the

main ditch of the place. The marks of a large well can l)e seen in the

keep, and Lcland says, " there are other wells which, I think, would be
worth finding and examining." There was a suburb outside the fortifica-

tion on the south side. Few relics of any period have Ijeen found in Old
Sarum, and the place has been very much neglected by arclnvologists.

"In studying ancient fortifications it is always desirable to keep in

view the distinctly different purposes which an earthen rampart served in

ancient and modern times. In modern times the ram2)art is intended to

give cover to the defender from the cannon of the enemy, and to be able

to do that it must be of a certain thickness that the shot may not pass

through it, and lu consec^uence of this thickness of the rampart, the
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defensors fitamling bchiinl it aro lumlilc to see down into tlio dilcl» in

front nf tliem. The line nf the rampiut lias, tlierefoic, to bo arranged so

tliat tlie ditch in front of each part may be seen into by some other part,

and it is this Jlaiikiag dnfi'iici', as it is called, that has given rise to the

different system of modern fortification. Lut in ancient fortifications

the wall, or stockade of wood, not being required to be of very great

thickness, the defenders, standing behind it and looking over it, or

thrijugh loop-holes in it, were able to see down into the ditch in front of

them. Flanking defence! Avas, therefore, not necessary to the same
extent : parts, which, in a mitdern fortification, are called dead ground,

or ground in which an enemy couLl lie concealed, would not be dead
ground in an ancient fortification, and a simple straight line of ditch and
rampart was all that. was required. The use of an earthen rampart in

ancient fortification was to give command to the defenders, to increase

the force of their missiles by gravitation, and to place the stockade, or

wall that was built on the top of it, beyond the reach of the enemy's

battering rams. The object of a modern rampart is to give cover, not

command ; the object of an ancient rampart was to give comnrand not

cover. If this is kept constantly in view, the lines of a)icient British

entrencliment will be better understood. It will be found that almost

invarial)ly the height of the rampart in each part of a Avork Avas greater

Avhere tlie ground outside Avas flatter, and where command had to be

obtained by artificial mounds. AVhere the ground sloped down from the

rampart it Avas not so high, and in places Avhere the natural slope of the

gromul aft^orded sufficient connuand Avithout an earthen rampart, it Avas

dispensed Avith altogetlier, especially in the less important Avorks. But at

Old Sarum, these principles of fortification, Avhich are so i;sually

observed in all British Avorks, as at AVhichbury for example, on the

other side of Salisbur}-. do not apply. Although the ground is much
Aveaker on the east than on the Avest side, the ditch and rampart are of

the same size all round, and this leads me to think that the fortification

may have been modernised in more recent times. Alfred, in 871,

ordered Leofric, of "Wiltunshire, to make another ditch at Old Sarum to

be defended by palisades, and this alteration may have consisted in

deepening the old ditch. It is even possible that the present ditch maj''

have been altered at the time Avhen the barbicans Avere added to cover

the openings in Xormau times. The father of Cnut is said to have
burnt the place in 1003 ; Cnut, himself, died here in 1036. The
Bishopric of Sarum Avas established here in 1075 ; "William the Con-
queror Avas here in 1086, and held a revicAv of 60,000 men Avho SAvore

allegiance to him. The cathedral cf Old Sarum Avas consecrated in

1092 ; William Rufus Avas here in 1096. There Avas a mint in Old
Sarum, as proved by the coins struck in the place. On the coins of

Ethelred II. the name of the place Avas Avritten searbe, on those of Cnut
SAEBER SER or SERE ; ou those of AVilliam I. and II sere, seder, or

sERRi, Avhich Aveie evidently corruptions of the Saxon name Searbyrig,

Avhich latter Avas the Saxon version of the Roman soRBiODUNUJr, and
this, in its turn, a corruption of tlie Celtic name ending in dan or dunum,
" a fortified hill." On a coin of Stephen, however, it first appears in the

modern form of salis, and on the coins of Henry II. sal or saler. In

the course of time the soldiers and the clergy living together in so small

a place, fell out, the clergy annoyed the soldiers h\ constantly singing

VOL, XLIV 3 P
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psalmSj ami tho soldiers, no lIouIjI, annoyed the clergy Ly their bad

languatfe, so that in 1256 the clergy departed and established the new
cathedral in modern Salisbury. During the long drought of 1831, the

outline of the old cathedral, which had been destroyed, was discovered

beneath the grass which had turned brown over the spot in the north-

west quarter, and it was excavated by ]Mr. Hatcher and Mr. Fisher. It

was found to be a plain cross 270 feet long by 150 feet broad. There

were double aisles to the nave, choir, and transept. The cloisters were

also discovered to the north of the choir. A subterranean passage cut in

the chalk w.is also found near this spot leading towards the ditch. It

Avas 7 feet broad and 7 to 10 feet high, and of Norman construction.

"Old Sarum first returned members to Parliament in 1295, and was

disfranchised in 1832. It was a model constituency and a model seat
;

there was no corruption because there was no one to corrupt : there Avas

little or no jobbery because the member had no one to job for but

himself and his patron, which is nothing compared to the jobbery that

has taken place since larger numbers have been admitted into the plot.

He was not obliged to talk nonsense that he did not believe in to please

his constituents, for he had only two constituents who had leases

assigned to them, just before an election, to enable them to vote on the

understanding that they were to relinc^uish them immediately the

election was over. The member for Old Sarum Avas free to devote his

whole energies to the good of his country, and it is not surprising that

Avith these advantages it should have produced a statesman of the calil^re

of the elder Pitt."
'

Great Durnford Church Avas next visited, and described by Mr, G. H.

Gordon. The evidences of a late Norman building Avere shown by the

north and south doorways and the font. Here Avere considerable

remains of fifteenth century seating, a good Jacoliean pidpit, Avith

cushion and hangings of 1657,— -recalling " The Velvet Cushion" of ro-

mance,—and a -Jacobean lectern Avith a copy of Jewel's apology chained

to it. This learned divine Avas Bishop of Salisbury from 1562 to his

death in 1571. The presence of a little Avindow, somewhat Ioav doAvn

on the north side of the chancel, gave the opportunity for the introduc-

tion of a Avell-Avorn archseological discussion.

Amesbury Avas the next point reached. After luncheon the church

Avas visited. I'recentor Venables undertook the description. It Avas not

altogether a congenial subject, for the church had suflerod from a

disastrous "restoration " of some years ago, such as Ave Avould fain hope

Avould not be possible in "Wiltshire at the present day. The harshness,

rigidity, and bareness of the interior of Amesbury church Avould,

however, be enormously relieved by the re-setting up of the chancel

screen, which had been turned out by the " restorer," Avhose name shall

in mercy be here Avithheld. It fortunately happens that, instead of

having been cut up into " black oak " Wardour-street Gothic sideboards,

tJiis fine jiiece of church furniture has been sheltered by an esteemed

inhabitant of Amesbury, Avhose name may be thankfully here recorded.

LIr. EdAvards authorized Mr. Mickletlnvaite to say that he was quite

ready to put tlie screen back to its old place in the church. With regard

to this aisleless Norman church. Precentor Venables pointed out that it

served originally both for the IJenedictinc nunnery of Amesbury as Avell

as fur parochial uses. On the north side of the nave were shown the
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evidences of Xoiinan work, and traces of llic convenlual Imiklinys Avliicli

slieltcrcd .so many notable females. Here was c;reat havoc at the

Dissolution, hut there still remains much fine early Knj^lish work in the.

choir and transei)ts. Mr. Micklethwaite gave his reasons for thinking

that there was originality a Saxon church lierc, and called attention to a

pierced stone built into a wall in a yawl on the north side of the; chancel,

an<l showed that it was a disi)laced window of pre-Norinan date, and
probably a relic of the first monastic foundation on tliis spot. It is a

small round-headed looj), rather wider below than above, and has served

as the mid-wall slab of a double sjilaycd window.
Passing the great earth-works of Vespasian's camp, the party arrived

at Stonehenge at 3.30. Here General I'itt-Kiveks opened the discussion

by clearly setting forth the various theories that had l)een brought forward
as to the age and meaning of this wonderful monument. He then passed

on to toucli on the suliject of the preservation of ancient monuments. He
ought not himself, he i-emarked, to say much about the preservation of

monuments because he had a particular function to perform, as inspector

of ancient monuments. It was his particular work to carry out the Act
as it was, and to get as many people as he could to put their monuments
under the Act ; it was of course entirely voluntary. Considerably

more than half of those who owned the scheduled monuments had put

them under the Act, which was more than one had reason to expect at

first. Eut he might say this much, that he knew no reason why Sir

Edmund Antrolnis .should not be willing to do what was reasonable, ujid

archaeologists should be able to agree among them.selves what they wanted.

If one wanted one thing and anotlier something else, the owner of the

monument in question had very good reason for saying " the best thing 1

can do is to do nothing which has, in fact, been Avliat I have done
hitherto." He thought the practical course would be for the ArcliPeo-

logical Institute and the Wiltshire Institute to appoint committees to

confer with the Ikitish A.ssociation, and that those three committees
might really arrive at some dciinite jiroposal. In that case he did not see

why they should suppose that Sir Edmund "would refuse what he was
asked to do, provided they did not interfere with his proper rights.'

General Pitt-Rivers was followed by the Rev. E. Duke, who, speaking

from his long and intnnato acquaintance with Stonehenge, pointed out to

what a close extent the numerous adjacent mounds were connected with

the gi'eat circle, and showed the important bearing which the contents

of the surrounding barrows had on the question of the age of Stonehenge.

Mr. Duke said that all the barrows within a radius of a mile-and-a-half

of Stonehenge were, in the opinion of Sir R. C. Hoare, pre-Roman or

Celtic, and such barrows—there are more than three hundred of them

—

seemed to him to have been placed with a view to the great monument
being visible from their summits. ^Ir. Duke called attention to a

quantity of the chippings of the igneous stones of Stonehenge, having

been found in one or two of the barrows on the west side ; thus showing
that the circle was older than the barrows. Mr. Duke concladed by
giving a derivation, based upon etymology, of the word Sar-<c>K

^ At the annual meeting of the Wilts. committee to confer with the above-

Archrcological Society, held on August mentioned societies for the purpose iu

4 th, a resolution was pa.ssed appointing a question.
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Me, a. Evans ?poke at some length, arguing as to the '.late of

Stonehengc from the finding of an amber necklace in a ucighbuiuing

barrow, and proving this relic to be coeval with certain Greek vases of

known date, gave the circle an approximate age of B.C. 450.

De. Cox supported the view of Mr. Fergusson, in his Rude Stone

Monuments, namelj' that Stonehengc is a memorial at once sepulchral

and military, set up by a great company of victorious troops about

A.D. 450.

The Kev. Peeukxdary Scaetii spoke of the manifest deterioration of the

monument within the last twenty years, and this was generally thought to

be the case, though, certainly, one, shrewd observer, speaking from a long

acquaintance with it, thought nothing had varied at Stoneheuge so much
as the opinions upon it. It was hardly to be expected that the Solar

Theory had yet been wiped out, and the antiquaries heard with as much
gravity as they could command how the sun still rises on the longest day

over the "Friar's Heel." One ftict should be recorded, namely, that the

name of Druid was not once mentioned during the whole of the visit.

The party then drove to Lake House where the members were received

at tea with charming hospitality by ^Mr. Duke and his family, at

his picturesque Jacobean house, standing in a formal garden with tall yew
hedges, " clipped by law and tantalized with skill." Mr. Duke gave a

short disquisition on a collection of antiquities which he exhibited. These

included an amber necklace—or rather the parts of one—foand in a

tumulus in the neighbourhood . The amber had evidently undergone a

change, and, as Mr. Duke thought, by fire. The cord, for stringing the

amber, did not go straight through all the pieces, but in the case of most

of them the hole took a semi-circular direction, The collection included

some metal crucifixes found at Old Saram, some heraldic shields beauti-

fully worked in human hair, and an interesting set of crucibles found in

St. Thomas's Church, Salisbury, in a niche w'ithin the wall of a small

room over the north porch of the church. The late Rev. E. Duke in his

" Halle of John Halle " thought that they belonged to a priest choral

of Salisbury in the reign of Edward YI, who was an alchemist, and

that they were used by him in making the Elixir \\tx. Attention was

also called to an alabaster tablet fixed to the wall above the door, inside

the house. It represents the head of St. John Baptist in the charger,

with standing figures of St. Peter, St. Thomas of Canterbury, St. INfar-

garet, and St. Kathcrine. It is a very fine example of this curious group,

the fidl meaning of which has yet to be discovered.

After a cordial vote of thanks had been oftered to Mr. Duke by
Precentor Venables on behalf of the Institute, the carriages were

regained ; Salisbury was reached at 7 p.m.; and thus a most successful

day was brought to an end.

The Historical Section opened at 8.30 p.m. at the Council House,

when the Dean of Salisbury occupied the chair as President, and gave

his opening address. In the course of his remarks the l)ean passed in

general review the labours of the deans, canons, and other members of

Ihc cathedral Ijodics in the historical and arclueological world during the

latter half of the present century-.

On the motion of Loun Percy, a cordial vote of thanks was passed to

the president of the section.

The Rev. C. H. Mayo then read a paper on " Dorset Bibliography."
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This In'oiigbt about ;'iu intcrcstinj^' discussion. The llibliop of Salisbury

aakcd how llutcbins worked, bow be gathered together his material, and

Low in forty years he managed to gather together that work which dealt

with a county which apparently had very little literature before. It

seemed to have been collected only a few years after printing began in

the county. With regard to Jlr, Mayo himself, he presumed that most

of those present were acquainted with his work. Mr. ^Eayo had been of

great service to the county by what he had done, at the JJisLop of Salis-

bury's request in drawing up an admirable paper with regard to ancient

church antiquities, giving the beads, in twelve chapters, of what rural

deans and the clergy ought to observe m regard to their antiquities and

parochial recoi'ds.

The IIrv. Sik Talbot Bakku called attention to the way in which

Coker proceeded iu drawing up his history, namely, by going from the

mouth of a river to its source, and then to other parts of the county
;

and the Dean desired to know whether there were any great colleclidus of

seventeenth century documents iu Dorsetshire.

Mr. Mayo said he believed there were not any great collections iu

Dorsetshire, but there was one in the British Museum, and he had

taken from that a great many of the facts he had mentioned. With
regard to the question of the Bishop as to how Hutchiugs secured his

materials, he believed that would be found iu the preface to Hutchiugs'

first edition. He thought there were very few printed records at that

time which Hutchiugs could consult. His information was drawn from

his antiquarian friends in Dorsetshire and out of it. Hutchings stated

that the Bishop of Salisbury for the time being enabled him to make
researches amongst the episcopal records, and there were also in the

county some persons who acted very liberally towards him, and raised a

subscription which enabled him to go away and to carry on his researches

in the Chapter-house and elsewhere.

Me. Pope pointed out that the lirst edition of Hutchins's History was

published in 177-1 ; he, therefore, was able to make use of Cox's History

and Coker's Survey, which were issued respectively in 1730 and 1732.

After some remarks from Prehendary Scarth as to the great expense

of a county history, and the desireableness of such a work being taken in

hand, a vote of thanks to Mr. Mayo was proposed by the Dean of

Salisbury.^

The Antiquarian Section now re-opened, the Bishop of SaUsbury taking

the chair.

The Rev. Sir Taluot Baker read a paper by Dr. Wake Smart on
" Celtic and Roman Antiquities iu the district bounded by Bockcrley Dyke
and the river Stour."

A vote of thauks to the author brought the meeting to an end.

^ It mny here lie mentioned tliat at that a cnmmittcc bo formed to take

the annual meeting of the Wilts Arch;co- steps to draw up a raetliod and .scheme

logical Society held on August Ith, tlio for the collection of materials for the

Bishop of Salisbury proposed a resolu- completion of a liistory of the county.

tion, which was uuiioimously adopted,
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Thursday, August 4.

At 10 a.m. tbe general annual meeting of llie members of the Institute

was hekl in tbe Council House, Earl Percy in tbe cbair.

Mr. Gosselin read tbe balance sbcet for tbe past year (printed at

p. 307). He tben read tbe following

"RliPOBT OF Tllli COUXCII. TOR THK YkAH, 188G-7

" lu bringing before tbe members of the Institute tbe Annual Report,

the Council beg to state that an arrangement has been made with tbe

committee of the " Egypt Exploration Fund " by allowing them the use

of the rooms of tbe Institute at tbe annual payment of £20. This does

not interfere with tbe business of tbe Institute, the committee having

other rooms in the building for storing their own material property. The
ol)ject of the Exploration Fund being strictly of an aicha3ological

character, it is hoped that mutual advantage in other respects will be
brought into existence.

" The members will bo glad to hear that a third annual exhibition of

Egyptian antiquities was held in the room of this Institute under tbe

direction of the committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund. From the

number ef visitors that attended, the Council have much pleasure in

reporting that an increased interest is taken by the public in this branch
of arcbjeology.

" The last annual general meeting having authorised tbe Council to

adopt some means for obtaining an increase to the list of members, the

subject was carefully considered at several Council meetings, and some
papers have been printed for use by which it is hoped that many gentle-

men and ladies may be induced to become members. The existing

members can render some help by suggesting to tbe Council the names of

persons who might be invited to join the Institute.

"On tbe 18tb of November last the Secretary, as representative of the

Institute, attended a deputation to the Right Hon. the Lord IMayor of

London to join with the committee of the (Society for Protection of

Ancient Ruildings in presenting a petition respecting the preservation of

the ancient buildings in Staple's Inn.
" The Council are pleased to report that the Inn has been bought by

the Prudential Assurance Company, and that part of it, namely the hall,

has been let to the Institute of Actuaries for a long period. Tbe
preservation, therefore, of this ancient group of buildings is probabl}'

secured.
" The Council have also bad under tboir consideration the jiresent state

of Glastonbury Abbey. In consequence of a paper read by Mk. II.

Sheppaki) Dale before tbe Institute on the 3rd March, the Council

requested Mr. Pale to draw up a report, which was subsequently

approved of by tbe governing body. It is confidently hoped that the

interesting ruins of this Al)l)fty will in future be preserved from tbe

damage Avbicb tbe overgrowth of ivy and other vegetation bad threatened.

"Tbe Council hearing that tbe Corporation of lUiry St. Edmunds
intended to pait with tbe old gateway of St. Saviour's Hospital, and
fearing that, in tbe event of a sale, this venerable building would be

destjoyed urged the Town Conned of Rury to keep the ruins in their own
possession. The members will be pleased to bear that a satisfactory

arrangement has been made for the future preservation of this monument.
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" The maltreatmcut of the Coronatiun Cbair by the ( )l]ice of Works,
and those employed by them is novf notorious. The Society of Antiqua-

ries took the matter up so promptly and energetically that little remained
for other Societies, except to approve of what they did. The subject was
mentioned at our meeting of July 7th, and a resolution was proposed

by Mr. Hartshorne and passed, condemning the disfigurement of the chair,

and expressing a hope that when in future Westminster Abbey had to

be got ready for a State Ceremony, it may not be taken from its proper

guardians and handed over to ignorant and irresponsible direction.

"In the month of May Mr. Pullan was deputed by the President and
Council to represent the Institute on the occasion of the unveiling of the

west front of the Cathedral of Florence. He was kindly received by the

Marchese Torregiani, the Syndic, and, by his obliging kindness, Mr.

Pullan was present at the opening ceremony. The design for the fai;ade

was the result of three competitions.
" The first took place in 18G2, but this having been unsatisfactory, and

a second in 1805 also failing, a third was undertaken in 1807, resulting

in the choice of a design by de Fabris. The work, however, was not

commenced until 187G, and on the death of the architect in 1883 it was
completed by Signor del Moro. On the whole the design and its

execution are most creditable to all concerned, and the cost was most
moderate, amounting to less than £40,000. This is chiefly owing to the

enthusiasm of the workmen, who, in their zeal for the accomplishment of

their cathedral were content to work for less than their ordinary wages.

It would take up too much space to describe the architectural features in

detail. It will be sufficient to state that the new work is quite in keeping

with the older part of the structure, and archa3ologicall3' correct. There

are three grand portals with Mosaic pictures, in the tympana a rose

window, over that is the centre, and above a series of figures of the

Apostles in rich niches. These are on rather too large a scale to match the

figures in Giotto's Tower. The walls are veneered with marble of various

colours ; white predominates, and the contrast between that and the yellow

tone of the adjoining tower is at present too striking, but this defect will

be remedied when the building is mellowed by age. Taking the farade

altogether, it is by far the finest piece of modern Gothic architecture

hitherto accomplished in Italy ; and it is, as regards the design and
execution of the sculpture and IMosaics, a triumph of Italian art.

" The Council report that the P)ritish School of Archocology at Athens

was opened in November last. Mr. F. C. Penrose was appointed the first

director, and he will be followed by Mr. Ernest Gardner, lately employed

by the Egypt Exploration Fund.
" The following address was forwarded to Her Most Gracious Majesty

the Queen on the occasion of her Jubilee.

"
' T/i« hnmhle address of the Royal ArcJucoJof/ical Inst!tide of

Great Britain and Ireland,

"'We, the President, Vice-President, Council, and IMembers of the

Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland venture to

approach your Majesty in this Jubilee year with the heartfelt expressions

of our respectful yet joyful congratulations that God has in His wisdom
conferred the blessing of the continuance of the life of your Majesty, and

through it for the welfare of not only your Majesty's subjects but the

world at large, and pray that your life may long be preserved in the
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eujoymont of Loalth and stieugth to eiifiblo you to discharge the laborious

duties of _your high position. We recognise in j'our Majesty the honor

and benefit conferred on this Institute as one of its Patrons (together

with H. R. H. the Prince of Wales), and trust that the Institute has

tended to maintain the ven(U-able institutions by its archaeological pursuits

v/hich are associated with your Majesty's family in the long succession of

sovereigns from which your Majesty is descended.'
"

" Owing to the untiring exertions of Mr. E. C. Hulme, a member of

the Council, the re-arrangement and cataloguing of our library is nearly

completed. The warmest thanks of the Council and members are due to

him for this voluntary and assiduous labour undertaken for the bcnelit of

the Institute.

" The Council have the pleasure of informing the members that during

the past year the following Societies have agreed to an exchange of

publications :

—

"1. Universitetets Samling af Nordiske Oldsager.

"2. The Clifton Anti(iuarian Club.

" 3. Socit'to Archreologique du Midi.

"4. Hocicte Archa'ologique de Bordeaux.

"5. British and American Archaeological Society of Rome.
" 0. Konigl Yitterhets Historic och Antiquitets Akademien of Sweden.
" The Council have to deplore the death of some of their oldest

members :

—

"Mr. Charles Tucker, formerly an Honorary Secretary in conjunction with

Mr. Albert Way, and to whom the Institute was deeply indebted in former

years for the arrangement of the museums and the classification of their

contents at the meetings. Unfortunately illness in later years prevented

his taking that active part in our proceedings, which had been of so much
advantage to us.

" The Rev. J. Bathurst Deane was Rector of Great St. Helen's, and one

of the oldest members of the Institute. Long ago he made himself a

name as a writer on archaeological matters.
" Other Societies had a higher claim upon the Earl of Enniskillen than

had the Institute, but as a fellow worker with the late Sir Philip de Malpas

Gray Egerton, and as a member of the Institute almost from its

commencement, his loss cannot fail to excite regret.

" Among the other members that have been removed from us by death

are :—The Earl Amherst, Mr. R. Temple Frere, Capt. Hamond, Mr. G.

Hawkins, the Rev. E. King, Mr. J, H Mathews, the Rev. E. Payne, Mr.

S. I. Tucker, S'rinry.-tet Il/'irild, and Mr. J. L. Walker.
" The members of the Governing Body to retire by rotation arc as

follows :—Vice-president, the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of

Carlisle; and the following members of the Council—H. Hutchings, Esq.,

the Rev. H. J. Bigge, Major-General Lane-Eox Pitt-Rivers, the Hon. H.

A. Dillon, E. Peacock, Esq., and R. S. Ferguson, Esq.
" The Council recommend the appointment of the Rev. Sir T. H. B.

Baker, Bart., as vice-president, and the election of H. Hutchings, Esq.,

the Rev. H. J. Bigge, Major-General Lane-Fox Pitt-Rivers, the Hon. H.

A. Dillon, E. Peacock, Esq., R. S. Ferguson, Esq., Alderman Stuart

Knill, Mr Justice Pinhey and the retiring auditor M. W. Taylor, Esq.,

to the vacant places on the Council. They would further recommend tho

appointment of II. Jones, Esq., as junior honorary auditor.
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" They would furtbci- recommend the appointment of the relinng vice-

president, the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Carlisle, and M. II.

Bloxam, Esq., under Rah' 10, to bo honorary vice-presidents."

The adoption of the Report was moved by the Rev. PRKnEXD.VKY

ScAiiTir, seconded by IMr. E. Gukkn, and carried unanimoui^l}'.

With regard to the linancial position of the Institute, Mn. Hilton said

that it was desirable to increase the nunibcr of subscribing members of

the Institute, and the old diliiculty still existed of many members being

in arrear with their yearly payments. In other respects, the Society's

finances wore on the way to improvement. In answer to a question by
Mr. Gostenhofer, Mr. Hilton said that the question of funding life

compositions had not been lo>t sight of by the Council.

The adoption of the Balance Sheet was moved by the Rev. Dr. Cox,

seconded by Phofessou Clauk, and carried unanimously.

With regard to arrears in subscriptions, the following resolution was
proposed by Mr. T. II. Baylis :

—" That the names of members whose

subscriptions are in arrear for twelve months he posted in the meeting-

room of the Institute in London, and that notice of this resolution be

issued with the circular applying for subscriptions." This was seconded

by Mr. Micklethwaite, and after a discussion in which the Rev.

Prebendary Scarth, the noble President, the Rev. Dr. Cox, and the

Rev. J. Grcville Chester took part, the resolution was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Pullan called attention to the destruction of ancient monuments
now going on in Rome, and, with the view of strengthening Signor

Bacelli's hands, proposed the following resolution:—" That the President,

Council, and Members of the Royal Arch;¥ologicai Institute of Great

Britain and Ireland wish to express their sympathy with Signor Bacelli

in his praiseworthy efforts to preserve the most ancient edifices of Rome
from obliteration and destruction."

This was seconded by Professor Clark, and after some observations

from the Rev. Father Hirst and the noble President, the resolution was

carried unanimously.

With regard to the place of meeting in 1888, Mr. Cjosselin reported

that he had received an invitation from Leamington. Precentor Venaldes

advocated this as an excellent railway centre, and well provided with

accommodation.

The Rev. J. Greville Chester suggested Coventry ; he also thought

that Dublin was a desirable place of meeting ; in this the Rev. Father Hirst

agreed, but he was afraid that at the present time we should be coldly

received.

Mr. R. S. Ferguson intimated that in 1880 the Institute would bo

invited to hold a second meeting in Edinburgh.

Mr. MoTTRAii spoke at length upon the prospects of a meeting in

Norwich. The Castle had been disused as a prison, and had been bought

by the Corporation; it would be put at once into a proper state, and

would form an admirable centre of operations. The Rev. C. R. Manning

said the Institute would be welcome when they came to Norwich.

After some further discussion, on the motion of the Rev. C. R.

Manning, seconded by the Rev. Prelendary Scarth. the matter was

referred to the Council in London.

The following new members were elected :—The Bishop of Salisbury,

VOL. xliv 3 G
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proposed by Earl Percy; Mr. A. J. Evans, proposed by Mr. Unrtsborno
;

Colonel Harold Malet, proposed by Mr. Mickletbwaitc ; Dr. J. Wickbam
Legg, M D.J proposed by Mr. St. John Hope, seconded by Mr. Gosseliu

;

the Hev. A. Johnson, proposed by Mr, H. Jones, seconded by Mr.
Ilartshorne ; Mr. T. Kyley, proposed by Mr. Jones, seconded by
J\lr. Gosselin. A vote of thanks to the noble Chairman brought the

meeting to an end.

At 11 o'clock the Rev. Precentoe Venables opened the Architectural

Section, and delivered his address, which is printed at page 24^4.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Precentor A'^enables, a visit was
paid to the fine Perpendicular church of St. Thomas, where Mr, A. Wood
read a paper. Here the roofs retain much of their original painting, and
over the chancel arch is a fresco of the Doom.

The Poultry Cross was then inspected and described by Archdeacon
Leak. From hence the party proceeded to the Ilalle of John Halle,

restored hy A. W. Pugin, and now in use as a china shop. The antiquaries

then visited Audley House, a mansion dating from the second half of the

fifteenth century. This has lately been acquired for the uses of a Church
House, and has lately been considerably " restored " for that purpose.

Some of the original fittings are not now in situ, and others have been
introduced from elsewhere, Among these a rich fireplace from Longford
Castle seemed to be the work of John Thorpe.

At 2 o'clock a largo party went in carriages to Britford Church. A
short paper having been read by the Rev. A. P. Morres, Mr, Harts-
HORNE called attention to a diminutive effigy of the early part of the

fourteenth century, in Purbeck marble, representing a man in a gown,
holding a covered cup in his right hand and wearing a maniple. This

was described as the figure of a butler, and quite unique,

Mr. Micklethwaite said that the two curious " Saxon " arches are

certainly in situ. The church to which they belonged had a nave of the

same size as the present one, two " rudimentary " transepts, into which

these arches opened, and a small chancel, or sanctuary, to the cast where
the tower now is. The type of plan is found at Dover, Deerhurst,

Worth, and other places. The early transepts at Britford were probably

pulled down and their arches built up when the church was enlarged

eastwards by the addition of the present transept and chancel. The
buildings now outside the arches are modern. The northern arch is

especially valuable as a rare example of enriched masonry of earlier date

than the Conquest, still in position. Mr. Micklethwaite thought the date

to be not earlier than the ninth century, and probably not much later, and

Mr. Arthur Evans and Mr. Park ilARnisoN thought that this date

^vas the most likely.

With regard more particularly to the Roman tile?; used in the arch on

the south side, and the theory that both arches were Roman in sifit, it

was evident that at Britford, as at Brix worth, the tiles were not used

more Rmnaun.
The journey was continued through Lord Radnor's park, and past the

front of Longford Castle—the well-known production of John Thorpe, and

one of the three triangular buildings in England^—to Downton Church,

Here the description was undertaken by the Rev. A. D. Hill, who read

' "J'hu other exiuDplcs aic, tliu tuwur of iliu Lotlye at Rushtoii, Nortliamptouhiliire.

the Church of All JSaints, Maldon, and
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an excellent paper. In the Docornteil chancel a fine low-sitlo window,

attracted some attention, and Dr. Cox gave bis reasons for believinp; that

8ach windows were for the use of an attendant to ring the sanctus bell

through them, when there was no sanctus bell gable. After some observa-

tions by Mk. Pullan, the niombcrs proceeded to the Moot House, where
they were most kindly received at tea in the gardens of his charming old

house, by Mr. E. P. Hquarey. Subsequently General Pitt-l!ivers con-

ducted the party to the remarkable earth works hard bv, known as the

Moot.

Traversing banks and ditches, of which the features were pointed out

from time to time by the President of the Meeting, the large party fiually

arrived at the remarkable series of seven terraces or ])latforms comprised

within an oval area, and distinguished as " The Moot Hill." In the

course of his observations on this spot, General Pitt-Piivers, who illus-

trated his remarks by plans of earthworks of a like nature at Reigate,

Chipping Norton, Cap Grinez, and CluUcau do Villars, said that, on the

high authority of Mr. Clark, the place was pre-Saxon, late IJelgic. L-'or

his own part he hardly thought so. It appeared to him that its form

was that of the Saxon period. The spot where they were now was on the

edge of a horse-shoe shaped keep. Outside was a ditch and outside the

grand ditch a half moon shaped ditch— a demi-lune. He did not see any

necessity to connect this earthwork with any campaign. It was probably

the residence of a feudal chief. Ho imagined that this moot was made
after the fortifications were abandoned, at a time when they were no

longer required, and that they cut the bank into terraces and made a

palaver place of it.

Mr. Squarey added some remarks in which he coincided with the

conclusions that General Pitt-Rivers had arrived at. The Rev. A
D. Hill made some further observations, and Loud Percy having

offered to Mr. Squarey the thanks of the Institute for his kind

welcome and hospitality, the carriages were regained. Driving by special

permission through Trafalgar Park and past the house, Sahsbury was
again reached at G.15.

At 8.80 a conversazione was given by the Mayor of SAMsnuRY and

Dr. Blackmorb, in the famous Blackmore Museum. In the course of the

evening Dr, Blackjiorb gave a general explanation of the contents of the

collection, and. Lord Percy having expressed to Dr. Blackmore and the

Mayor how much gratification the Institute had experienced at their

reception in such a place, this agreeable reunion came to an end.

Friday, August 5.

At 9.15 the members went by special train to Bradford-on-Avon, The
great tithe barn was first inspected under the guidance of Mr. C. 8.

Adye. Some discussion took place as to the date of this building, which,

however, appears to be rather before the middle of the fourteenth century.

But Mr. Park Harrison was disposed to take the walls back to Norman
times. The plan is of the usual kind, namely, a nave, with aisles formed

by the frame-work of the roof being supported from the ground by rows of

massive timber posts. The finest example of this kind of construction in

England is the great barn at Ilarmondesworth, Middlesex. This building

is of about the same date as the Bradford example. It is in hue condition,
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and of the great internal length of 192 feet, twent^'-two feet longer than

the Bradford barn.^

The picturesf[ue bridge over the Avon, with its chapel partly corbelled

out upon one of its piers, the whole being apparently early lifteenth

century work were next seen.- The roadway of the bridge, originally only

pack-horse width, was widened about 1G45, when the upper portion of

the chapel with its stone coved roof was evidently built on its con-

version for secular uses.

The party then walked through the town to Kingston House, or " The
Duke's House," where they win-e received by Mr. H. IMoulton. After

some of the rooms on the lower floor had been looked at, the visitors

descended the terraces into the garden, where Mr. F. Shum read a paper

upon this well-known building. It liad been restored with the most

rigorous exactness by the late Mr. Moulton, and had all the ap])carance

of a new building, and consequently lacked much of the chr.rm which the

unrestored houses of the period possess. From the characteristics of the

architectural details it seemed probal)le that Kingston House is a work of

John Thorpe.

The next point in the day's proceedings was the little Saxon church of

St. Laurence, " the most ancient material church in Britain," discovered,

and rescued by the late Canon Jones. Mr. E. Chisholm Batten read

an interesting paper on the spot, and it was agreed on all sides that its

erection was due to Bishop Aldhelm. So the words of AVilliam of

Malmesbury, in 1122, " est ad hunc diem in eo loco ecclesiok quam ad

nomen beatissimi Laurentii (Aldhelmus) fecisse predicatur," are happily

still applicable. It is a monument of which "Wiltshire men may
well be proud.

The parish church was now visited. In this spacious building there

was not much of special interest beyond a large panelled recess in stone-

work in the north aisle, facing the south door. In the centre of the recess,

which is nearly semi-circular in plan, is a chase cut in the form of a plain

cross. It appeared that this was for the reception of a cross of some

special character ; there were, indeed, indications at the bottom of the

recess of a stone shelf on which oflerings were made, or lights burned. In a

window of the south aisle were some excellent German roundels of the

school and time of Aldegraver. An effigy of a man in mail, and a

surcote, about 1295, and of a woman in the same costume as Aveline

at Westminster, attracted some attention.

After luncheon at the Town Hall the party went in carriages to South

Wraxall Manor House. This was described in a general way by Mn. E.

Green, and Mu. C. E. Ponting subsequently reail a good paper upon it.

It is a picturesque and straggling Perpendicular manor house of the Long
family, enlarged in the beginning of the sixteenth century, and much
heavy and some fine, Renaissance work, added or inserted later. Its in-

convenience as a dwelling house has caused its abandonment, as was the

' It ma'y be useful to reeord here the shin, AdderUny; Somerset, Doulting,

followiug names of other jJaces where Gkistonliurj', AVells, Woodspring Ahlicy
;

];irge liarus niiiy be .seen :

—

JJevoiishire, isussex, ]Iur.stmonce:uix ; Wilts/iire,

Torquay ; Dorsetshire, Ahhotahmy, Cerne Clierhill. and IMace House.

ALba.s ; Olouccstershirc, Boxwell, Fru- - The much-restored building on the

center, rcj.itlip ; A'cn<, Boxley, C'uxton, Liidge at Wakefield is another and
Mai'.lrttonc ; Middlesex, Headstone, near a liucr in.stiiuce of the bridge chapel..

Harrow ; Norfolk, Braucaster : Oxford'
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case at Haddon, for the same reasons. It is a capital example of a late

mcdiit'val house, and the fortuu itc owner of this interesting building very

wisely docs all that and no more than is necessary to keep it in ]n'opcr

repairx

Great Challii'ld ]\ranor House was reached at 3.30. It would be

difficult to lind liner or more picturesque remains of a late ntlcenth

century manor house thiin these. Uiifortunatcly little beyond tlie front

of the house is now standing. The range of farm buil(ling;s 1o the west

comprises a pigeon-house— the proper accessory of a manor house—worked
into the design of the gatehouse with very good effect; but so much has been
pulled down that the interest of the complete group has been greatly

marred. The little church with its pretty bell gable over the west
front fortunately remains.

The lli-:v. E. Kingston read a paper giving a history of the manor, and
l)y the thoughtful kindness of Mi: G. P. Fuller, tea and light refreshments
were offered to the members before leaving. Driving to Trowbridge, a

special train took the party from thenci' to Salisl)ury, which was reached
at 6.2.J.

At 8 p.m. the Architectural Section met in the Council House, the

Rev. Precentor Venablcs in the chair. Mu. C. E. Poxting read a paper

on "Edington Church "

The Rev. J. A. Bexnett followed with a paper on " The Architect of

Salisbury Cathedral." This is printed at page 26-5.

A paper by Me. J. A. Gotch on " Longford Caslie and Longlcat
"

was then read, and the meeting came to an end.

In the Historical Section the Rev. Preuendauy Scarth read a paper
on " Britain a Province of the Roman Empire." This is printed at

page 351.

The Rev. J. Hirst read a paper, " Thoughts on the past

influence of Reigning Women," and the meeting concluded.

Saturday, August G.

At 10 a.m. the members left Salisbury for Tisbury. Here carriages

were in readiness for the continuance of the journey to Old Wardour.
Arrived at the Castle the party were taken in hand by Precentor

Venables, who gave a '^brief outline of the history of the place. It was
apparent that there was nothing here older than the extreme end of the

fourteenth century ; at which period, indeed, the castle was built by John,

Lord Lovel. The most noticeable architectural features were the remarkable

(for Perpendicular work) windows of the kitchen ; and the chief historical

event appeared to be the gallant defence of Blanche, Lady Arundell,

against the Parliamentary forces in 1G13. The members now drove on

to Wardour where they were received with much kindness b_y Lord and
Lady Arundell. Some welcome light refreshments were otlered to the

visitors, and among the many objects of art and interest that were seen,

the great Gerard Dow, the portrait of the heroic Blanche, Lady Arundell,

and, not least, the famous Westminster Chasuble should be mentioned.

The thanks of the Institute having been offered to Lord Arundell l)y

Precentor Venables, the party visited Tisbury Church. After some
remarks by the Vicar, TMr. F. G. Hutoiiinsox, Mr. Micklktiiwaite

pointed out a few of the most curious features in the church, including
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the remains of the charuel iu the south trnnscpt, of which one of the two

bone shoots has been destroyed, and the other put into the way of

destruction by the recent buikling of the vestry and organ chamber. The
north transept has some singuhir and beautiful remains of its arrangement

as a chapel, and the modern chancel fittings are made up of fragments of

old screens and other furniture, which have been ctit to pieces for the

purpose. This once noble church has suil'ered horribly from the
" restorers," but still much remains, and the wish was generally

expressed that it might be better taken care of, and especially that the

central tower, with the fine thirteenth centur}' arches on which it stands,

now said to be threatened, might be allowed to stay.

A few of the members drove on to see Place House, where are the

remains of a fifteenth century manor house and a great barn, said to be

220 feet long; the rest went by special train to Wilton. After luncheon

at the Pembroke Arms Hotel, the members walked to Wilton church,

whore the Pkv. Canon Olivier read a paper describing the numerous and
well known objects of art which are here preserved. Mu. Pui.lan and

Pr.oi'EssoE Clark spoke concerning the Italian churches, Avhich served

in part as models for Wilton church when it was built by the lato Lord
Heibert between ISil and 1845, and, on the invitation of the noble

owner, AYiltou House was then seen with its noble collection of treasures,

its classical sculptures, Vandycks, and other art triumphs. Tea was
served with much hospitality iu the garden, and the Picv. Sir Talbot

Baker having expressed to Lord Pembroke the gratification which the

members of the Institute had experienced from his kindness, the carriages

were regained. Bemerton Church, the peaceful shrine of saintly George

Herbert, was visited on the way home, and Salisbui}^ was again reached

at o'clock.

The Historical Section met at 8 p.m , the Dean of Salisbury in the

chair. The Rev. Dn. Cox read a paper on " Inchtield Minster and City

in the fifteenth century." Mr. J. S. Udal read a paper on "Dorset

Seventeenth Century Tokens," and the meeting terminated.

On Sunday the members of the Institute attended the services at the

Cathedral. The Right Rev the ]>ishop of Salisbury preached in the

morning from Genesis i, 27, 28. The Rev. Canon Cieighton preached in

the afternoon.

Monday, August 8.

At 9.45 a special train conveyed the members to Codford. The party

were received by the rector, the Rev. R. Z. Walker, who described the

much restored church, A recumbent effigy in mail, said to represent Sir

Alexander Gitford, had not been overlooked by the " restorers," .and con-

se(|uently presented an appearance which recalled the process from which

the cfligies in the Temple Church, and those at Elford in Staftbrdshire

suH'ered so much in the earlier days of " restoration." The adjoining manor
house of Boyton, built by a Lambert in 1618, was then seen under the

obliging guidance of General Blair Reid, and its remarkable secret places

inspected.

From here the party went to Scratchbury Camp, an extensive P>riiish

earthwork overlooking Warminster, and including fijrty acres within its

area. The Rev. PKEiiEMtAUY Scaktii gave an c.Ncelleut description of

thia great monument. Proceeding to Warminslci', the members had lunch
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at the Bath Anns, and then coutiivied the journe_y to Heytcsbnry Church,
Ou this collogititc church a ^ood paper was read hy the Vicar, the liev, J.

SwAYNE. Though the buiidiug had been a good deal " restored " there

were still many features of" interest, chief among which may be mentioned
the east window— a large single lancet without, arranged as a triplet with

six Purbeck shafts within. Here was one of the burying places

of the once powerful family of Hungerford, who did much towards the

building of the church in the early part of the fifteenth century.

Knook church was the next stopping place^ and here the re-uso of

Saxon materials was detected. Mr. Micklrtiiwaite called atten-

tion to the western cap of the South door, and to certain lines cut on
the face of the stone out of which it is formed. The lines arc quadrant
with four radii, and Mr. Micklcthwaito shewed that they have been the

western half of a vertical sundial upon which the day has been divided

into eight parts instead of twelve, and the " day mark," which shewed
the change from morning to full day, is placed between the first and
second radii. The dial was upon the upper half of a large square stone,

and there may have been an inscription below it. But in early Norman
times the dial stone was cut in two and the cap of the doorway was
carved on one half of it. The making of the cap has destroyed the

inscription, if ever there was one, and the half of the dial now appears
turned upon its side. It was, therefore, certainly earlier than the building

of the Norman chapel when it was used up as old material. How much
earlier it is not easy to say.

Proceeding to Heytesbury, the party was received at tea by Lord Heytes-
bury, and in addition to the inspection of the important gallcrj- of pictures

collected by the late Lord Heytesbury, the visitors were gratified by the

sight of several Hungerford charters, appertaining to Heytesbury hospital.

The Rkv. a. Poetkr called attention to a collection of encaustic tiles,

removed from the church at the time of the " restoration," and which,

from the special attention he has paid to the subject, aided by heraldic

quarters, he was able to show had been made at Droitwich about 1 120.

With many thanks to Lord ticytesbury for his kind reception, the

members then drove to Heytesbury Station and took the train to

Salisbury, which was again reached at G,40.

At 8.30 the general concluding meeting took place in the Court House,
Mr. J. T. IMicklethwaite in the chair. After speaking of the unavoidable

absence of the President, the Chairman made some general observations

as to the extremely instructive and enjoyable meeting that had been held,

he then called upon Mr. Pullan to propose the following resolu-

tion :

—" That the Institute desires to award its best thanks to the Right

Worshipful the Mayor, and the Corporation of Salisbury for their kind

and welcome reception." This was seconded by Mii. E. C. Hulme.
The liEV. Peep.endary Scartii proposed :

—" That this meeting desires

to express its grateful recognition of the reception of the Royal Archa;o-

logical Institute by the Right Rev. the I.ord Bishop of Salisbury,

President of the Wiltshire Archfcological and Natural History Society,

and its thanks for the instructive paper read by his Lordship." This was

seconded by Mr. J. Hilton.

The Rev. Dr. Cox proposed the following resolution :—" That the

Royal Archaeological Institute hereby expresses its hearty thanks to the

Very Rev. the Dean and the Chapter of Salisbury for the exceptional
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facilities given to the members of the meeting for the inspection of the

cathedral, and to the Dean for his opening address as President of the

Historical Section." This was seconded by Mn. H. Hutchings.

Mr. T. H. Baylis proposed:—" That the warmest thanks of all the

members are due to Lieut.-General Lane-Fox Pitt-Kivers for having most

kindly presided over the meeting at Salisbury ; for his address on one of

the earliest and most expansive branches of archa}ology, and for his

invitation to his house at Piushmore, surrounded by numerous excavations

made under his direction and serving to illustrate his address." This was

seconded by the Rev. J. Hirst.

Professor Clark proposed :
— " That the thanks of the Royal ArchKo-

logical Institute be communicated to the readers of papers, to those who
have taken part in the discussions, and to those who have explained the

objects of interest during the excursions." This was seconded by Mr. J.

Brooking Rowe.
The Rev. Sir Talbot Baker proposed that the best thanks of the

President, Council, and Members of the Royal Archaeological Institute are

due to the Right Worshipful the Mayor of Salisbury, the Earl of

Pembroke, the Lord Arundel! of Wardour, the Lord Heytesbury, Sir T.

P. Grove, M.P., the Rev. E. Duke, G. P. Fuller, Esq., M.P., E. P.

Squarey, Esq., General Blair Reid, and to the clergy and others for their

hospitable receptions and for the instructive information afforded to the

members of the meeting.'' This was seconded by Mr. Justice Pixhey.

The Chairman proposed :
—" That the best thanks of the Royal

Archaiological Institute are due to the Rev. Canon Sir Talbot Baker,

Bart., W. M. Hammick, Esq., and to the local committee for their

successful arrangements connected with the meeting.

All the above resolutions were carried with the utmost cordiality, and

thus this very successful meeting came to an end.

Tuesday, August 9th.—By the kind invitation of General Pitt- Rivers,

the members went this day to Rushmore. Leaving Salisbury at half-past

nine, the first stop was made at Booljerlej' Dyke, where some observations

were otiered by IMr. Squarey. Proceeding on the journey through

Cranbornc Chase, the party was met by General Pitt-Rivers and

numerous friends hard by a group of bairows. Farnham was finall}'

reached, and here the remarkable collection of antiquities from the Romano-
British villages of Woodcutts and Rotherley Wood, admirably arranged

in the village museum, were closely inspected. The chief objects were

most obligingly described by General Pitt-Rivers to relays of visitors.

The antiquities were made the more interesting by plans of the excava-

tions and pits in which they had been found, and the interest of the whole

was much enhanced by the large and varied collection of implements of

agriculture, and for domestic use both ancient and modern from all parts

of the world.

The members were subsequently received with great hospitality at

luncheon' at Rushmore by General Pitt-Rivers, Lord Percy having

expressed, on behalf of the Institute, how much pleasure the members
bad experienced from their visit, the party proceeded shortly after on foot

to Rotherley Wood, and the site of the excavations in this Romano-
British village was inspected. From Rotherley the members drove to

Feme, where they were received at tea by Sir Thomas Grove. Driving

from here to Tisbury station, Salisbury was reached at eight o'clock.
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EXCURSION IN BRITTANY.

At the conclusion of the Salisbury meeting a few members of the

Institute and sonic of the Wiltshire Societ}', went from South-

ampton to Cherbourg, and arrived at Coutance on Friday morning,

August 12th, The following notes from the pen of a highly esteemed

member of the Institute, which appeared in the Atlimamm for August
20th and Sept. 3rd, give so faithful and succinct an account of this

interesting excursion, that no apolo^'y is necessary in here reproducing it.

" Immediately after the Salislniry meeting a few members of the

Royal ArchcTological Institute, joined by some members of the Wiltshire

Society, crossed over from Southampton to Clierbourg, and arrived at

Coutance early on Friday, the 12th. The day was devoted to inspecting

the cathedral and churches of that ancient sec, and there was singular

appropriateness in the cathedral being visited immediately after its

contemporary at Salisbury. The tAvo show how architects in the same
age worked out the same idea Avith characteristic varieties. If the early

date of 1206 is correctly given by the French, it shows that thirteenth

century architecture developed more rapidly in France than in England.

In St. Nicolas a specimen of early fourteenth century was studied, and in

St. Pierre of fifteenth century Gothic architecture, the latter with

Renais-sance additions of a most interesting character, especially in the

octagonal dome. These two churches should not be neglected by visitors,

who are frequently too much absorbed in the glories of the great cathedral

to inspect these two remarkable monuments, which lie both within a

stone's tlirow. The party slept at Pontorson, and, before starting by road

on the following morning for ]\Iont St. Michel, had time to visit the

little known parish church, originally a fine Norman building, with Gothic

additions. The date given is 1010, and there are some interesting stone

sculptures in connection with a confraternity of the Hol}^ Ghost known
to have existed here in 1270. Travellers should carefully observe the

Norman south door-way of this church, in the tympanum of which is the

rudely carved figure of a man standing with his hands resting on his hips,

while a large, long-beaked bird is pecking at his throat. The same figure

of the man seems to be introduced in the capitals of the shafts. Close

to the hotel going towards the station a very old forge, with curious

timber roof, can be seen still at work. At Mont St. Michel the party

found the six French missionaries recently turned out by the Republican

Government, otiiciating in the old parish church below. So numerous
are the pilgrims that the monks have had to erect an altar under a wooden
canopy in the open air, from which they address sometimes 1,200

worshippers. The buildings above are entirely in the hands of lay

officials, and no religious service whatever takes place within the abbey

walls. If the Government restoration continues at the present pace the

result will be ghastly. It will be enough to mention the tiling of the

lean-to roof of the cloister, which has been covered witli glazed tiles.

Halfway up the roof runs a hideous horizontal orange and blue band. It

is needless to add that the Norman worlc is throughout disfigured by the

pointing of the mortar joints projecting beyond the surface of the stone,

an almost universal failing in France. On Monday the archaeologists

started for Yannes and the megalithic remains of Brittany.

VOL. XLIY 3 II
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" On arriving at Vauncs on Monday, August loth, the memhers wero

met by Adnnral Tremlett, who, having spent every summer for the h\st

lifteen years in examining the megalithic remains of the country, was

Avell qualified to act as their guide for the rest of their tour. The party

first attended Ijy invitation tlie marvellous museum contained in the

chateau of the Count de Limur, who, as a mineralogist, ranks in France

second only to M. Damur. Here, among other things, they were able

to study numerous specimens of jade, jadeitc, and fibrolite from all parts

of the world, collected for the purpose of illustrating the hatchet heads

which have been found, generally broken into fragments as a sign of

grief or to denote the departure of a warrior, carefully buried beneath

tumuli, dolmens, and menhirs. The Count de Limul himself discovered

a vein of jade some nine years ago at Roquedas (' rock of Eddar,' the

Diuide.ss\ a few miles from Vannes, and only four years ago he dis-

covered fibrolite in Drittany. In confronting the various jade imple-

ments found in prehistoric tombs Avith specimens of jade broken off

recently from a rock in the same country, the count insisted strongly on

the identity of these two materials, though it must be admitted ]\[.

Damur is of the opposite opinion. Moreover, there still remain

magnificent specimens of Oriental jade, together with chlormelanite,

amber, and callais, wdiich must either have been obtained by the

aboriginal inhabitants of the country by barter from some sea-fariirg

folk, or have been brought Avitli them in prehistoric times in their

migration from their eastern home. The party next proceeded to the

museum of the Societe Polymathique of Vannes, which for its collection

of prehistoric remains from megalithic monuments stands unrivalled in

the world. Even the Blackmore IMuseum at Salisbury has notliing to

compare with so many enormous and beautifully worked hatchet heads

made out of a variety of precious materials.

" Tuesday was devoted to a long carriage excursion in order to visit

an ancient castle and church on the long and narrow peninsula of Rhuis.

The castle of Suscinio (' no care here '), the original seat of the English

branch of the Richmond family, built in 1250, and restored in 1420,

and surrounded by a sea-water moat, presents a very fine appearance,

from its well-preserved machicolations ci'owning the skirting, and its six

round towers. The old abbey church of St. Gildas, where Britain's

doleful historian lies buried, has a fine choir and north transept of the

twelfth century ; but all architecture in Brittany must be set down as

at least a hundred years after the date of the same style in England.

"On "Wednesda}' the party went by steamer to Locmariaquer and to

some of the islands of the iMorbihan. A visit was paid to the

stupendous menhir at Locmariaijuer, C3ft. long and 30ft. in circum-

ference, now lying on the ground in three fragments, which it would
cost, as the French Government is considering, about ,£1,000 to set up
again in their original position. Various dolmens and Roman remains

were then inspected before the boats steamed away to visit the curious

wave-like, shepherd crook, and hatchcd-head sculptures in the under-

grounil monument of Gavr Innis, the finest known, and the large stone

circle of the He aux Moines, the greatest known, composed of thirty-

six stone menhirs from 6ft. to 10ft. high, the whole circle having a

diameter of 320 English feet.

" ( )n Thursday the Vannes ]\Iuseum was again visited, in order to
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inspect further its unique jade rin^', about nine inches in diameter, and
the line gohlen torques and bracelets. In tlie aftcu'iioon the members
liad to be divided among tlie lintels of Carnac and J'li.)uh.irncl, where
on their arrival they had some hours left to visit the niegalithic remains

of the two centres. Thfre is nothing in the world to equal the weinl
impression produced by the aiq)paranee of the long intervals along the

three miles of wild moorland that lies between these two places.

" The whole of Frida}' and Saturday was devoted to driving to every

stone monument of importance in the neighbourhood, and a great number
of tomb dolmens were inspected, and also, by the kind permission of M.
le Yicomte, the only remaining tumulus still unexplored which adjoins

his baronial chateau. As to the meaning of these long lines of stones, so

different from anything seen elswhere, the impression gathered was that

each stone block had been set up as a funeral monument. It is rare that

an axe, vase, bones, or ashes are not found at their feet. The Romans
seemed to have used them for the same purpose for secondary interment.

The alternative theory would be that the three rect-angular and the many
circular enclosures of standing stones—here called cromlechs, as the

covered tombs are called dolmens—were built as primitive places of woi'-

ship or tribal gatherings, while the long and deep lines of stones, often

only a yard apart, which led up to and ended in them, formed a solemn

approach that may have recalled to mind the shady groves under which
their fathers had worshipped or foregathered on the high lands of far-off

Phoenicia or Syria. The valuable and interesting pre-histoiic museums
of Carnac and Plouharnel were freely opened and explained by their res-

pective originators and arrangers. Admiral Tremlett and M. Gaillard.

" Sunday was spent in Quimper, and on Monday, the 22nd, the party

were most hospital)ly entertained by INI. du Chatellier, whose chateau

contains the richest collection in Finisterre of prehistoric remains—all

discovered in early excavations by his celebrated father, a pioneer in the

work, or afterwards by himself—and the richest collection in France of

gold Celtic ornaments. In the grounds were to be seen various monu-
ments of Celtic and Roman times, brought from other sites and re-erected

for preservation.
" It must be mentioned that all the menhirs, dolmens, and circles

visited were composed of granite, some apparently of the same stone

now found in the neighbourhood, and some of a finer kind—perhaps

originally erratic blocks brought by natural causes. As to the finely

chiselled sculptures on what now seems a hardened surface, it must l)e

remarked that this granite stone when first taken from the (|uarry is

very soft, and Admiral Trendett himself proved the possibility of

marking it Avithout a metal implement, by making one of the usual

cup-marks with a piece of chert in abtjut twenty minutes. It must be

added that the programme originally drawer up was strictly adhered to,

and the whole excursion proved a great success."

It remains only to say that the English antiquaries were received

in Brittany with the utmost friendliness and cmjjrcsscment ; and, need it

be added, with the most charming French courtesy ! At the dejeflner

given at Lochmariaquer, on August 17th, by the Societe Polymathique

du INIorbihan, INlr. J. Ih'own well expressed the feelings of the members
on returning thanks on their behalf for the friendly reception the Institute

had received. And, whilst indicating his admiration for the great things
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tliat had Ijcon done by Frenclimen iii tlie fields of geology, arcliieology

and anthropology, Mr. Brown took occasion to allude to the noble rivalry

tliat happily existed between the men of science in France and England.
A more personal wish was expressed, which will doubtless find a clear

echo in the liearts of English Antiqnaries, namely, that the Institute

might look forward to the pleasure of some day seeing and welcoming
members of the ^Nlorbihan Society at one of the Annual Meetings of the

Institute, and of shoM'ing them some of our antiquities and returning

their kind attentions.



Woti'cfs of Slicljcccilorftcal ^ublicalions.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE LIBRAllV, l.cing a cIismUcI c..ll..ti.,n of
the chief contents of tlie GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE I'loni 17:51 to
1868. Edited by George Lawrence Gomme, F.S.A. Jiomana-JJiitish
Remains. Part IL London : Elliot Stock, 1887.

At page 102 of this volume we inserted a notice of the Ih'st part of
the section of the Gentleman's Magazine Lihrar}^ wliicli treats of
Romano-British Remains, and which covers a period in the liistory of tliis

country of Avhich there is no time less known or more interesting. It
is, therefore, with much pleasure we hail the appearance of thi; secoml
and hnal part of the work that relates to this suljject.

In the lirst part Mr. Gomme treated of the Roman Remains found
in the several counties of England arranged in Alphaljetical Order
extending doAvn to Somerset, and in the present part he takes
up tlie subject with Staffordshire, and continues it down to Yorkshire.
However careful an editor may l)e, it is scarcely to bo expected that
in a work of this nature some items slioukl not be overlooked. These
and they are surprisingly few, 'Mv. Gomme lias gathered up and printed
in a like order, as an addendum to his English County Section.

He then, in a similar order, treats of the Local Discoveries in Wales
and in Scotland—the Roman occupation of these countries extended not
far beyond the border, and hence the discoveries of remains have been
but few, at least but few were communicated to Sylvanus Urban.

Having concluded his collection of notes and communications on
" Local Discoveries," the Editor introduces a chapter of nuich interest
on Roman Roads and Stations. It is based on the Iters of Antoninus
aud contains contributions from some of our most eminent scholars and
antiquaries in correction of mistaken theories and conclusions in
respect to the routes pursued, and the identity of the sites of the
stations on these routes. Some of these communications are of special
interest. A chapter follows entitled, " Historical jSTotcs," which is of
much value. In it is given a detailed account of the two Campaif^ns
made by Julius Cii^sar in the years 0.5 and 54 b.c., for the conquest of
Eritain.

A critical examination of Caesar's Commentaries, which is almost tlie

only record we possess of his invasions, or the conditiun of the country
at the time, shews that his narrative is very incoherent and unsatisfactory.

Caesar, like other unlucky generals since liis time, in his official dispatches,

from which the Commentaries were afterwards compiled, endeavoured to

conceal his misfortunes and losses, representing his defeats as successes.

Reading, however, a little between the lines, it is evident that he was
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greatly surprised at the valoiu", the streiic^tli and tlie resources of tlie

Britons, and that on his second invasion, notwithstanding the great

exertions he made in preparing for it. his Avell disciplined army was re-

pulsed, and was, from the bravery of the British levies, and the power of

the elements, within an ace of being anniliilated. He chose to represent

that the Britons had been reduced to subj(>ction, had given hostages for

their future obedience and to pay a tribute. He seems, however, to have

been glad to get awfiy, leaving the British .shores at night, and we hear no

more of the hostages, the tribute, or of the Romans themselves for nearly

a century.

]Mucli light is thrown upon the Commentaries by the correspondence

of Cicero, whose brother, Quintus, accompanied Cassar's army to Britain

and kept up a correspondence Avith Cicero, who wo.s to have written a

I'oem on Coesar's Conquest, but the poem never appeared. Dr. Robson

in his remarks on the subject, by means of this correspondence, has been

enabled to establish many dates in which the Commentaries are grievously

deficient.

This is followed by a somewhat lengthened discussion on the Samian

ware, so extensively used by the Romans— treating of its character, com-

position, and places of manufacture. In this Mr. Birch, Mr. Chaffers,

and other experts in Ceramic art take part, and several lists of Potters'

Marks from pieces in their collections are iiitroduced. It is greatly to be

desired that a complete alphabetical list of the names of Samian Potters,

examples of whose wares have been found in England, should be formed,

stating the jilaces at which pieces of their rosjiective works have been

discovered. In conclusion is added the Editor's valuable notes on items

in the volume, and a table of addenda.

The work maintains throughout its serviceable character. It is an obvious

advantage to have the discussions on numerous subjects in the old

magazines—some of them extended over several volumes—brought
together under the eye at once, and Mr. Elliot Stock is to be congratulated

on devising this useful series, and on the success which has attended its

issue. Tlie next volume will be that on " Literary Curiosities and

Notes."

THE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS OF W. BURGES. DETAILS OF STONE-
^\ ORK.—BATSFORD, 52, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

"We called attention on a former occasion to the Architectural Designs

of Mr. Burges {Journal, v. xl, p. 473), and the present volume forms a

kind of continuation of that work. It contains a capital series of illustra-

tions .selected from the drawings made for the Memorial Church, Con-

stantinople, Cork Cathedral, Scliool of Art, Bombay, Hartford College,

Conn., and Knightshayes, North Devon. These are excellent exanijiles of

the manner in which architectural drawings should l)e made, as well as

of the more important matter how stone-woik should be put together in

a dignified monumental waj'. The jiractical student of (iothic may
learn much from them and we sincerely ho])e that ^Ir. I'ullan may be

induced to carry out his plan of publishing further vnlmues of IJurges's

designs for wood-work and metal work.
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Ancient Sepulchral Monuments.—By W. Erindluy and W. S.

Weatherley,—There is certainly no more lio[)cl(>.srf aj,fgrc^'ation of ugliness

than may be seen in the great cemeteries near London or any otlier largo

English city. We shudder witli horror when we thiidc not of the graves

—for graves are apt to excite the finer feelings—but of the monstrous

monuments which cover tliem. And when we contemidate the lines of

marble deformities and the walks of aggressive stony vulgarities at sucli

places as Kensal Green or Ilighgate our spirits fairly sink within us as

the thought arises "what a dreadful legacy to posterity;" and we
contrast them with the simple picture of modest and sufficient memorials

in many a quiet old country churchyard. But something is at last being

done to mitigate this evil, and we gladly call attention to the forthcoming

appearance of a work, which, from its admirable character, we are

coirvinced will do a great deal towards improving the taste in cemetery

monuments, and, it may be hoped, go some way towards obliterating the

wily advertisers who pester people on the occasion of any death in the

family with lithographed expressions of sympathy and crude prints of

marble urns and other pagan " trappings and the suits of woe." AVo

are far from being so sanguine as to think that this book will at once

leaven the whole of the New Road, for instance, and eflect a total over-

throw of all the " works of art " in that (quarter ; indeed, such a sudden

change is in some regards not altogether desirable ; for many artistic

enigmas are there which have stood so long that their removal would
not only create a blank in a prospect not remarkable for its variety, but

also deprive us of the service of numerous objects which may soon act as

public scarecrows and warnings, and may on this account remain to

assist the taste. And it will probably be years before the influence of

the work in question trickles into the yards of country stone masons,

and sinks into the minds of these men ; for the minds of moniunent
masons are almost as difficult of new inq)ressions as the granite, many of

them work so tastelessly upon.

We notice in the prospectus which has reached us, that the drawings

of Ancient Sepulchral Monuments have Ijeen made for the most part

to a uniform scale of an inch to the foot, with, in many
instances, details one quarter of the real size. These latter features

should be a great boon, for although it is true that the country monu-
ment mason may, generally speaking, get as much for himself any

moment from ancient monuments in his own parish church, it is also

true that he never does so endeavour to purify his work. So the authors

wisely recognise that proper drawings of details must actually be put

into the hands of the monument mason of the usual type that suffices

the public, even if the original examples from which they are taken

are only a few yards off. A great deal of this apathy on the part of

workmen, arises from special causes, social and commercial, which we
need not go into now.
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"We maj' state that the book in question will give between 600 and 700
examples of ancient sepulchral memorials, ranging from Obelisks and
Monuments, to Headstones and Incised Slabs. To these will be added
a series of examples of heraldry, a most desirable adjunct to such a book,

for what antiquary has not paled at the sight of modern heraldry and its

charges, both sculptured and depicted ! It remains for us to add that the

drawings are all from the admirable hand of ]Mr. "Weatherley, and
no more need, therefore, be said on this head. The work is now being
issued; price, to Subscribers, £3 3s., Non Subscribers, Mi 4s. Appli-

cation should be made to the Authors, 20, Cockspur Street, Pall INIall,

London, AV.

LixcoLxsHiRE XoTEs and Queries, a quarterly Journal devoted to the

Antiquities,ParochialIvecords,ramily History,Traditions,Folk-lore,Quaint

Customs, &c., of the county. Edited by E. L. Grange, M.A., LL.M.,
and the Rev. J. Clare Hudson, M.A. Price Is. 6d. a quarter. Annual
subscriptions, 5s. — The more the truth of the adage, "When
found make a note of," is realized by antiquaries the sooner will special

Notes and Queries be established for every county in England. York-
shire, Cheshire, " The Seed Plot of Gentility," Gloucestershire,

Northamptonshire, " The Heralds Garden," were early in the field, and Ave

now specially welcome Notes and Queries for the great county of

Lincoln. The editorial notice sets forth very well the scope and aim of

this new magazine, and we can hardly doubt that it will receive ample
support in Lindsey, Kesteven, and Holland, for what intelligent

Lincolnshire man is not interested in his Diocesan and County Records,

his Churchwardens' Accounts, his J^lanorial Rolls, his Churches, Church-
yards, Covinty Celebrities, and County Literature, and as much of the

Ancient Speech wliich has not been swamped by the seven standards !

A man need neither be an antiquary, or try to be one, in order to take

interest in the preservation of such things as these. They are part of

the common property of the nation, and it is as much the privilege as

the duty of every Lincolnshire man to preserve and hand down all he
possibly can in his own county to his successors. It is to assist him in this

duty that Lincolnshire Notes and Queries has been established. The
stores of antiquarian treasures in Lincolnshire are as great as in any
other county—greater than in many, and it may be hoped that through
the medium of this new publication many a long-closed volume may be
re-opened, many a document extended and again made available for use,

and many a precious fragment saved ere it be borne away by the ever-

rolling stream of time. All communications should be addressed to the

editor, care of the Rev. J. Clare Hudson, Thornton Vicarage, Ilorn-

castle.

The Book of Suxdials.—Edited by H. K. F. Gatty and E. Llo3'd.

This is a new edition, in preparation, of a picturesque work on a

picturesque subject Avhich appeared some years ago, from the accom-
plished pen of the late Mrs. Alfred Gatty. It is greatly enlarged as to

the number of examples, as well as in the descriptions of dials of

Greek, Roman, Saxon, and other early forms. The work will be pub-
lished by j\[cssrs. G. Bell and Son, 4, York Street, Covent Garden, to

whom subscriptions (10s. Gd.) may be sent.
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DKCKMBEH, 1887.

W.

il aire no :

HKR >rA.IKSTY TIIK (,H;KKN.

TF.R.ir. TUK TKINCK oF WALK8, K.G., K.S.A., &.

^Jrceilicut :

TIIK lilC.UT HON. EAKL PERCY, F.S.A.

LIST OF MEMBEBS.
(Life Mcinhcrs, who haii ruinpoiunlcd for thrir Junn'if SiilisiTiptions, arc ilhtiiiijuisJuil

hif
"' before their Names.

J

S/iou/d amj A'rrnrs or unii.^siDiis he jonnd hi t/iis List it is requested that notice
thereof be tjircn to the Sccrctan/.

AcUlLs, W. J., C.E., liassfii.s, r.iitish

Burtuali

Ames, K., 2, Albany Terrace, Park
Square East, N.W.

*Amlierst, W. A. Ty.sseu, M.P., F.S.A.,

Didliugton Hali, Brandon
Anderson, Sir J. C, Kart., Lea, GaiuH-

boruugh
^Andrc, J. L., Hiust U«id, Horsham

Haker, llev. Sir T. H. B., Bart., M.\.
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Barnewell, Rev. E. L., M.A., Melksliam
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'^Barton, Capt. R. J., A.D.C.
Anthony, J., M.J)., (i, GreeiiTield Cres- i *Barttelot, B. B., Ditton, Torquay
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\

Bartlett, J. A., Wcston-Super-Mare
Arnisou, Major Beaumont, Bemitb,

Cumberland
Ashtou, R., c/o 0. Hood, Es.j., 118,

Piccadilly

Atkinson, G. JT., 28, St. Oswald's Pvoad.

Bromptou, S.W.

*Babington, C. G., M.A., F.R.S., FS.A..
."), Brookside, f'ambridge

Back, P.. Haymarket, Nurwicb
*Bagshaw, W. (J., Ford Hall, CIkiikI ru-

le-Frith. Derl)y

Bailey, G. H., 9, Cavendisli Place, ^V.

Baillie, E. J., Chester

Bain, J., F.S.A. Scot., 2. Laudridg.^

R.wl, Fulham, S.AV.

Baker, E. E.,\Vestou-Super-M,ire

Batten. J., F.S.A. , Aldon, Yeovil
"Baxter, S. T., 17, Via Val F.mda,

Florence
*Ba.Nter, W. E., 208, High Street, Lowe.,
Bayley, His Honour, Judge, F.S.A., 66,

Cambridge Terrace, Hyde I'ark, W.
nSaylis, T. H.,I\I.A., Q.C, 14, Poiche.ster

Gardens, W.
Bayly, J. A., Sparvel, llford, Essex
Beaumont. W., Ori'nrd Hall, Waningtim
Bea.sley, l^ev. T. C. Jl.A.. Dallingt-.n,

Nortlianipton

Beck, Rev. .J., .-^I.A., F.S.A.Scot.,
Bildeston liectory, Ipswich

Belcher, J., 5, .\defaide Place, London
Biidge

Bell, G.. York Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.
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Beloe, E. M., 1, Stevens' Terrace, Hun-
stanton

Beresford, ]{., M.D., Chinch Street,

Oswestry
*Berrmgtan, A D., Pant-y-Goitre, Aber-

gavenny
*Bcvau, A. T., Bessels Green, Sevenoaks
Bevan, B., Burv St. Edmunds
Bigge, Bev. H. J., M.A., F.S.A., The

Bury House, Cottinghani, Rocking-
ham, R.S.O.

Birch, Kev. C. (1. B., Brancaster Kectuiy,

King's Lynn, Norfolk
Bkikiston, ]{.;v. 11. M., JI.A., F.S.A., *,

Deans Vanl, Westminster, S.W.
Blashill, T., Metro])ol:tan Board of

Works. Spring Gardens, S.W.
r.loxam, M. H., F.S A., Rugby
Boardman, 1']., Kewmarket Road, Nor-

wich
Boileau, Sir F., Bart., Ketteringbaiu

Park, Wymondham, Xoi-folk
* Holding, W. J., Weybourne, Norfolk
^Bolton, F. S., Ashtield, Edgbaston
Bond, F. A., F.S. A., British Museum.W C.

Bond, T., Tyneharo, Wareham
Borlase, \V. C, M.A., F.S. A., I.aregan,

Penzance
Houghton, Sir C. H. Rouse, Bart.,

Downtou Hall, Ludlow
*Bowyer, C, M.A.
Boyle, Rev. J. R., 24, Normanton Ter-

race, Newcastle-on-Tvne
Brabrook, E.W., F.S.A.," 28. Abingdon-

street. S.W.
*Braby, F., F.G.S., Bushey Lodge, Ted-

ingtou

*Bradney, J. A., Rockfield House, Mon-
mouth

Brailsfoi-d, W., 10, Canning Place, De
Vere Gardens, Kensington

*Braye, The Lord, Stanford Hall, Rugby
*Bridger, F. K.. Berkeley House,

Hampton-on-Thames
Bright, B., Lyndon, Cohvall, Great

Malvern
Bristol, The Marquess of, 6, St. James's

Square. S.W.
Brooke, Rev. J. I., M.A., Thoruliill,

Dewsbury
"Brooke, T., F.S. A., Armitage Bridge

HouKc, Huddersiield

'

Brooks, W. Cunlifle, F.S.A., Barlow
Hall, Manchester

]5rown, C, The Folley, Chester

Brown, J., Q-C, ftl, Avenue Road,
Regent's Park

Browne, Rev: G. V., B.H., St. Catherine's

College, Cambridge
*Brownc, Rev. J., M.A., United Univer-

sity Club, 1. Suffolk Street, S.W.
Bruce, Rev. J. C., LL.D., F.S.A., Fram-

lington Place, Newcastle-ou-Tyne

Buckler, C. A., (Sunxi/J, O', Hereford

Square, South Kensington, S.W-

Buckston, Rev. R. G.. Sutton-on-the-

Hill, Derby
Bnllard, C, I'M, High Street, Rochester

Bullock, G. Troyte, Norlh Cokcr House,
Yeovil

Burchell-Herue, Rev. H., M..\., Bu.-hey

Grange, Watford
Ijurgess, J. Y.. 32, Bryanirtim Square, W.
Burrell, J. E., 32, Gloster Road. Kew
Bury, ]\Iiss, 66, Talbot Road, AY.

Bute, The Marquess of, Cardilf Castle,

Cardiff

Calveilev, Rev. W. S., F.S. A., Aspatria,

Carlisle

Cardew, Rev. G., :V1.A., The Wilds, East
Lyts, Hants

Carington, R. S., St. Cloud, Worcester
Carlingford, The Loi'd, Chewtun Priorv,

Path
Carlisle, Right Rev. The Lord Bishop of,

Rose Castle, Cailisle

Carter, J., Petty Cury, C;\mbridgo

Gates, A., F.R.I.B.A., 7, \Yhitchall Yard,
S.W.

Caton, R. R., F.S.A., Union Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
Chester, Rev. G. J., M.A., 2, Russell

Chambers, Bury Street, W.C.
("huicli, H. F., The Tiawns, Southgate
Clark, C. H., B.A., High School, Isling-

ton

Claik, (i. T., F.S.A., Tal-v-(iarn, Pontv-
clown, R.S.O.

*C]aik, l'rofe,ssor E. C, LLD., Newn-
hani Hou.se, Cambridge

*Clarke, Somers, F.S. A., lf>. Deans Yard,
Westminster, S.W.

Claydou, Rev. E, A., M.A., Luton,
Chatham

Cooke, Rev. Canon, M.A., F.S. A., 6,

Clift(;n Place, Sussex Square, W.
*Cooke, P. B. D., Owston, Doncaster
Cooke, His Honour Judge, F.S. A., 42,

Wimpole Sti-eet, W.
*Cooper, Sir D., Bart,, 6, De Vere

Gardens, Kensington Palace, W.
Coojjei-, Lieut.-Col. E. H., 42, Portman

Scpiare, W.
Copeland, A. J., Bridewell Royal Hospital;

New Bridge Street, E.C.

*Corbet, A. G., The Gnnc, Ashbourne
Co.sson, The Baron de, F.S. A., Pycio

House, Cheitsey
Cowell. Mrs. J., The Grove, Sidmonth
Cox, A., Mill Hill, Derby
Cox, Rev. J.C, LL.D., I!arton-le-Street,

Malton, Yorks.

*Creighton, Rev. Canon, AI.A., Longdalc
LodLje, The Avenue, Cambridge

*Cre.-<swell, R(^v. S. F., D.D., F.R.A.S.,

F.G.S., Northrejips, Rectorv, S.O.,

Norfolk
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('. .T.. IvS.A., ll;ivensi.lo,•^Cropsmann, Col. SiiW., K.C.M.Cl., M.P.
<nios\vick J louse, ]Jc:il, XorUiuuibev-
huiil

*Cubitt, m,. Hon. (}.. M.P., 17, Princes
dale, S. W.

D.iiid, M. H.,Haiixley,Auibk', Acklint^tun

Dainley, The Karl of, Cohhani Hall,

(Jravcsond.

Davidson, M. S., 28. Prince^; Scjuarp, W.
*])avies, \V K., Ovorthoij.e, Hou.se, Wal-

lingford

Dawnej', Hon. P.. Eriningboroiiyli Hall,

York
Day, Miss, 2, liOi-ne Villa.s, llochester

Devon, The Earl of, Powderhaia Ca.stle,

Exeter
Dewick, Rev. E. S., 2, Southwick Place,

Hyde Park, \V.

Dewing, E. M., Bury, St. Edmunds
Diukin,son, F. H , M.A., F.S.A., Vil, St.

George's Square, S.W.
Dickons, J, N., 12, Oak Villas, Manning-

ham, Bradford
Dillon, Hon. H. A., F.S.A., 3, Swau

Walk, Chelsea

Dobsou, C, Broome Park, Betchworth,
lleigate

Dodd, S., 102, King's Road, Camden
Town, N.W.

Doe, G., Castle Street, Great Torrington,

North Devon
Drake, Sir W. R., Kt., F.S.A., 12,

Princes Gardens, S.W.
Dudley, F., 19, Queen, Anne's Gate
Dunn-Gardner, J., 37, Grosvenor Place,

S.W.
Durlacher, H., 131, Harley Street, W.
*Dyne. Rev. J. B., D.D., Highgate

'Eckersley, J. C, M.A., Standish Hall,

Wigan
Egerton, The Lord (of Tatton), 7, St.

James's Square, S.W.
Elwcll, A. H., Union Club, S.W.
Ely, Right Rev. the Lord Bi.shfip of^ The

Palace, Ely
Esdaile, Rev. \V., Sandford Orcas, Sher-

borne
Evans, A. J., F.S.A., 33, Holywell, Ox-

ford

Evans, H. J., Brecon, OM Bank, Cardiff

Evans,J.,D.C.L., L.L.D.,P.S.A., F.R.S.,

Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead
Ej're, Right Rev. Archbishop, ( < lasg<.>w

Fallow, T. M., JI.A., Coatham House,

Redcar
Felton, W. V., Holfield Gr;nige, C(jgge-

shaJl, Essex
Fenton, J., M.A.,F.S.A., Daltou M:uior,

Lougridge, Preston

' rerguson,

Carlisle

Ferguson, R., ^l.P., ]\S.A., Moreton,
Carlisle

•Ferguson, R. S., M.A., L.L.M., F.S A.,

Lowther Street, Carlisle

*Ffarington, IMiss, Wordon, near Picstoii,

Lanca.shir(!

Ffoukes, W. Wynne. 11. Staulev Place,

Chester
*Fisher, E., Al)bot.sbury, Newton Abbot,

Devon
Fi.sher, R., F.S.A., Hill-top, Midhurst
I'Hson, E. H., Stoke House, Ipswic-h

Fitch, R., F.S.A., F.G.S., Norwich
Fletcher, E. Scott, The Grange, Weston

Park, Bath
Fleury, The Count de, 83, Avenue de la

Grand Armee, Paris

*Foljambe, C. G. S., M.P., F.S.A., Cock-
glode, Ollerton, Notts

FoUet, C. J., Ford Place, Gray.s, Essex
I'^orster, W., Houghton Hall, Carlisle

Fortnum, C. D. E., F.S.A., Stanmore
Hill House, Stanmore

Foster, J. E., 15, Bankside, Cambridge
Fox, F. F., Yate House, Chipping

Sodbury
Fox, G. E., F.S.A., 4, Campdeu Hill,

Road, Kensington
Foxcroft, E. T. D., Hinton Charter-

house, Bath
^Franks, A. W., M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.G.S., 103, Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W.

*Freeland, IL, Chichester

*Freeman, E. A., M.A., D.C.L., Somer-
leaze. Wells

Fi-ere, R. Temple, M.D., 143, llarlev

Street, W.
*FreshfieId, E., L.L.D., F.S.A., .'., Bank

Buildings, E.G.

*Freshfield, W.D. 6i, Westbourne Ter-

race, w.
Frost, F. A., Meadowslea, Mokl, Flint-

shire

Furniss, T. S., 29, Kensington Gardens
Square, W.

*Fytche, J. L., F.S. A., The Terrace,

Freshwater, Isle of Wight

Garnett, W., Quernmore Park, Lan-
caster

Gatrill, Rev. J. M., M.A., ISlistley, Man-
ningtree

Gibson, J., 13, Great Queen Street,

Westminster, H.W.
(iiuliano, C, 1].'>. Piccadilly

Gleadowe, T. S., M.A., Alderhy Edge,
Cheshire

Goddard, A. R., Chuivhfields, Brox-
bourue, Herts
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Goinmc, C. L., F.S.A., 2, Park ^•illas,

Lousdiile ]lo;iil, ]!!inie.s

*Gonno, W., 35, Sussex (iuiileiis, Hvde
Park, W.

Goo.len, J. C, 33, Tavistock St]^uare,

W.C.
Gosseliu, H., 28, Ciaiiley Garden.^, S.W.,

(Secrctari/)

Gosteuhofer, C. T., 18, Bere.^fonl Koad,
Birkenhead

Graham, C. C.

Graham, J., Q.C., B.A.. 18, Prince of

Wales Terrace, Kensington
Giange, E. L., M.A., L.L.M., The Wil-

lows, Great Grimsby
Green, E., Junior Athenfoum Club, W
Griffiths, A. E., 25, Talbot flqi'^^i'e,

Hyde Park, W.
Gurnej', J., Sprowston Hill, Xorwich

*Gwilt, Mrs. H. Jackson, Moonbeam
Villa, New Wimbeldou

Hailstone, E., F.S.A., Walton Hall,

Wakefield
*Hale-Hilton, W., 46, Blandford Square,

W.
Hamond, C. A.. T\\ vford Hall. Dereham,

Norfolk
*Hardwick, P. C, F.S.A., 2, Hereford

Gardens, Oxford Street, \V.

Hare, Mrs., l^'idynton Place, Alexandra
Road, Norbiton

*Hai-land, H. S., F.S.A., 9, Arundel
Ten-aee, Brighton

Harris, Miss, 35, Camhridcu Tei'race,

Hyde Park, W.
Harris, J. P., 5, Rodney Street, Liver-

[>ihA

Harrison, J. P., M.A., M.R.A.S., 22,

Connaught Street, W.
Harrison, P., London Library, 12, St.

James's Srjuare, S.W.
Hartshorne, A., F.S.A., [Editor) Brad-

bourne Hall, Wirksworth, Derby
Has.sal, H., Cheeter
Haverfield, F. J., Lancing College,

Shoreham
Hawkins, Rev. H. S., M.A., Beyton

Rectory, Bury St. Edmunds
Hems, H., E.veter

*Henrv, M., MP., Strathedon H..usc,

Rutland Gate, S.W.
Herefoi-d, The Viscount, Tiegoyd, Three

Cocks, Jun., R.S.O.

Herrick, Mrs. Perry, Bcaumanor Park,

Loughborough
Hewlett, R., 31, Essex Street. .Strand,

Vv'.C.

Heywood, J., M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

"F.G.S., Athenieum Club, S.W.
*HilI, Rev. E., M.A., Sli.ering Rectory,

Harlow

Hill. Lieut. Cnl., Rockwood, Llandaff
Hill, Miss, Ashy Lodge, (.'ailtou Road,

Putney
Hilton, J., F.S.A., GO, Montagu Square

W. (lion. Treanurcf

)

*riij)l)isley, H., Svmond's Hotel, Lower
I5ro.,k Street'

*Hirst, Rev. J., Ratcliffe College,

Leicester

Hoare, R., Marden Hill, Hcrtfiu-d

Hodges, C. C. Hexham
*Hodgkin, T., D.C.L., St. Nicholas

Square, Newcastle- u|ion-Tyne
Hodgson, Rev. J. F., MA., Witton-je-

^Year•, Dailingtou
Hope, R. C, F.S.A., F.R.S.L., Albion

Crescent, Scarborough
Hope, W. H. St. John, M.A., Soc. Autiq.,

Burlington House, W
Hopkins, E. T., 23, St. Augustine's

Road, Camden Square, N.\V
*Horner, J. F., Mells Park, Somerset
Hornyold, C. G., Blackmore Park,

Upton -on -Severn

Houldsworth, Rev. W. T., 1, Mansfield
Street, W.

Hudd, A. E., 94, Pembroke Road,
Clifton

Hughes. G. M., Kingswick, Suuning-
dale

*Hughes, T., F.S.A. , Grove Terrace,

Chester

Huhue, 1-:. C, 18, Phil beach Gardens,
South Kensington

Hunter, i\Irs., 92. Regent's Park Road,
N.W.

Hussey, E., Scotney Castle, Hurst
Green

Hntchings, H., 31, Chester Street,

Grosvenor Place, S.W.
Hutt, A. G., F.S.A., S, Oxford Road,

Kilburn

*Jackson, Rev. Canon, 11, Belgrava
Squai'c Nottingham

*Jackson, Rev. W., M.A., F.S.A., Pen
Wartha, Weston-super-Mare

"Janies, E., 3, Temple Gardens, l*i.C.

James F., F.S.A., 190, Cromwell Road,
S.W.

Jeremy, W. D., M.A., 10, New Square,
Lincoln's lini, W.C.

Jervis. Mis. W. Henlej', 28, Holland
Park, Notting Hill, W.

Jei'voise, Sir J. Clarke, Bart., Lleworth
Park, Horndean

*Jex-151ake, Rev. J. T. W., D.D., Alvo-

cliurch, Redditch
Johnson, Rev. A., 11, Weniyss Itoail,

Blackheatli
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Johnson, R. J., 3, Arcade, No\vo;(.-itlo-on-

Tyne
*Jonp.^, If., 1.".. ^[untpelier Kuw, Dliick-

liwith

Jones, J. Cov(!, F.S.A., Loxley, Wellu.s-

boiirne, Warwick
Jones, W., Devon and Exeter Institu-

tion, Exeter
Joslin, (Jr., IJeverley Road, Colciiester

Joui-dain, Rev. F., Ashbourne Vicarage,
Derlij-sliire

Keene, C. S., 112, Ifammcrsmitli Road,
W.

*Kcrr, lyrrs. A., 19, Warwick Road, Sontii

Kensington
Kersha-,v, W. W., M.D., in. The Cres-

cent, SurViiton

Kerslake, T., 11, West Park, Bristol

"Kesteiton, Tlie Lord, Casewick, Stam-
ford

Keyser, C, M.A., F.S.A., Merry Hill

House, Eusliey, Herts
King, Rev. C. W., M.A., Trinity College,

Cambridge
*Knin, S., The Crosslets-in-tlie-Grove,

Blackhentii

Knocker, W'., Castle Hill House, Dover,

Lainson, H , C(jlley Manor, lieigate

Lainbert. G., F.S.A., 12, Coventry
Street, W.

Lambert, Miss, (5, Hertford Street, Jlay-

fair, W.
Langhorne, J., B.A., 17, Tlie Hawthorns,

Churcli End, Einchlev, N.
*Leaf, C. J., F.S.A., 0," Sussex Place,

Regent's Park
Leathley, D., M.P>., Sandrock, Midhurst
Lee, J. E., F.S.A,, Villa Syracusa,

Torquay
Lees, Rev. T. M.A., F.S.A., Wreay,

Carlisle

Lefroy, General Sir H., R.A., K.C.M.G.,
C.B., F.R.S., F.S.A., 82, (,)ueen's

Gate, South Ken.sington, S.W.
Legg, J. Wickhani, 47, Green Street,

Park Lane, W.
*Leigh, The Lord, Stoneleigh Abbey,

Warwick
Le Keux, J. H., 6i, Sadler Street,

Durham
*Lennard, Lieut.-Col. Sir .1. F., Dart,

F.S.A. . Wickham Couit, i'.roudey,

Kent
Leunon, iNli-s., Algoa Cottagt'. ]\[aiiiK'i-lcy,

Nottingham
*Lewis, T. H., F.S..\., 1-2, Ken.sington,

Gardens Square, W.

3 a

Liehlield. Very Rev. the Dean of, D.D.,

Deanery, l.iehliel.l

Lockwuod, T. .M., Chester
Loftie, Rev. W. J., B.A., F.S.A., ;3v

Shellield Terrace, W.
Long, Col., Hewtnii Hou.sc, Clcvedon
Longden, 11., 117, Oxford Street, W.
'Lowndes, G. A., M.A., Barrington Hall,

Harlow
'Lubbock, Sir J., Bart., JI.l'., F.K.S.

F.S.A., I.';, Lombanl Street, E.C.

Lucas, S., A.R.A., New Place, Wood-
church Road, West Hampstead

IjUcovich, Antonio, Comte de, Cardiir

Lukis, J. W., St. Fiacre, pre,') IMoilaix,

Finistorre, France

Macartney, jM., 52, Berkeley S([uare, W.
Mallett, Colonel H., 1, Lennox Ciardeus,

Pont Street, ^^^

M'Caul, Rev. J., D.D., Toronto, Canada
*Mackin]ay, D., 6, Great Western Terrace,

Hillhead, Glasgow
Maclean, Sir J., Kt., F.S.A., Glasbury

House, Richmond Hill, Clifton

McClure, Rev. E., M.A., So iety for

Promoting Christian Knowledge,
Northumberland Avenue, S.W.

"Malcolm, J., (of Poltalloch), 7, Great
Stanhope Street, Mayfair, W.

Manning, Rev. C. R.. M.A., The Rectoi-y,

Diss

Marlow, T., Cedar Cant, Aldridfje

Walsall

Mashall, R. D., Cookridge, Hall, Leeds,

Martineau, J., Hecktield, Winchiield

Martineau, P. M., Eslier, Surrey
Maughan, V. M., St. Jolm's College,

Oxford
Mauleverer, Mi.ss A., The Mall,

Armagh
Medlycott, Sir E. B., Bart., Sherwood,

Beulah Hill. S.I-:.

Michell, W. G., The School, Rugby
*Micklethwaite, J. T, F.S.A., 15^ Dean"s

Ya)'d, Westminster, S.W.
Middlemore-Whithard, Rev.T.:\f., M.A.,

Upton Helions Rectory, Creditou

Middleton, J. H., M.A., J'\S.A., King's

College Cambridge
Mills, R., :51, (jiueeu's Gate Terrace,

S.W.
Milman, H. S., M.A., F.S.A., 1, Cranley

Place, Onslow Stjuare, S.W.
]\Iitchell, F. J., Llanfrechfa CJrange,

Caerleon

Montagu, The Lord. :], Tilney Street, W.
Moore, J, 821, Walnut Street, Phila-

delphia, U.S.A.
Morgan, C. 0. S., M.A., FR.S., F.S.A.,

The Friars, Newport, Mon.
Morice, Rev. F. D., iM.A., The Sehool,

PiU.gby
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Momson, A., IG, Carlton House Tenaeo,
S.W.

*Mi)ttr:ini, J., Kiink House, Norwich
iriirray, J., F.S.A., nO, Albemarle Street,

W.
Mylne, R. W.. F.K.S, F.S.A.. F.G.S.,

7, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Nauson, J., Town Clerk, Cai lisle

Nauson, W., I3.A., F.S.A., Town Clerk's

OfWco, Carlisle

Xeale, J ., F.S.A.. 10,Blooiiisburv Square,

W.C.
*Newton, Sir C. T., K.C.B., LL.D., M.A..

F.S.A., 2, Montague Tlace. W.C.
Nichol, F. J., 120, Harley Street, W.
Nichok, Ilev. W. L., M.A., F.S.A.,

Woofllands House, Bridgwater
Nightingale, J. E., F.S.A., Wilton,

Salisbury

*Niven, W., F.S.A., Uilny House, Ted-
dington

Nixon, E., Savile House, Methley, Leeds
•Northumberland, The Duke of, K.G.,

Syon House, Isleworth

Nottingham, Right Ilev. the Bishop,

Suflragan of, D.D., F.S.A., Lea.siog-

ham, Sleaford

*Oakes, H. P., Nowtnn Court, Bury St.

Edmunds
Okes, Rev. R., D.D., King's College,

Cambridge
Oldfield, E., M.A., F.S.A., 19, Thurloe

Square, S.W,

Paget, T. T., M.P., Humbor.stone,

Leicester

Pai-nell, H., .1, New Square, Lincoln's

Inn, W.C.
Parnell, J., 1, The Common, Upper

Clapton

Payne, ilev. E., Nowliold, Shipston-on-

Stour
*Peacock, E., F.S.A., Bottesford Manor,

*Peckover, !Miss, Harcroft Hou.se, Wis-

bech
Percy, Earl, F.S.A., 25, Grosvenor

Sipiare (President)

P. tit, Mias, Lichfieid

•Peto, Sir Morton, Bart., 9, Victoria

Chambers, S.W.
Petrie, W. M. F., Bromlev, Kent

•Phelp.-, Rev. L. R., Oriel College, O.xford

I'lulippK, Captain F. L. Lloyd., Peu-ty-

parc, Haverfordwest

Phillips, 1!.

*Pinhey, The Hon. Justice, 18, Bas.set

Road, North Kensington, W.
Pimiey, Colonel, M.A., F.R.G.S., 30,

Ijerkeley Square, AV.

Pitt-lliveis, Lieut. -General A. H. Lane-
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